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Preface 

This book is based on my 1990 doctoral dissertation at the University of 
Oregon. It has been revised and corrected, and a short collection of texts and 
a vocabulary have been appended. It is the only reference grammar of a 
Senufo language available to date. 

Once when faced with a job which was beyond my capacity to do alone, an 
old Supyire man said the following proverb to me: 

IJwooni mie ήίάάη, Ii sifijä Ii cyiinni te mi. 
No matter how sharp the knife, it can't carve its own handle. 

This book could never have been brought to completion without a lot of help 
in the carving. First, of course, are the Supyire people, my neighbors and 
friends in Farakala, who patiently put up with the indignity of having their 
mouths stared at while they talked, who good-humoredly answered hundreds 
of what must have appeared to be completely inane questions, and who 
submitted with good grace to being taped on all sorts of topics. Special 
thanks are due to the men who assisted me in collecting and transcribing 
texts: Kafono Sanogo, Lamin Sanogo, Yaya Sanogo, Kleno Sanogo, Brema 
Diamoutane, and above all, Ely Sanogo, who "said it again" and "said it 
slowly" innumerable times. 

Special thanks are also due to my professors at Oregon, Colette Craig, 
Scott DeLancey, Russell Tomlin, and above all T. Givön for comments, 
suggestions, and criticisms. Their influence is evident on every page of this 
grammar. 

To my colleagues at the Direction Nationale d'AIphab6tisation 
FonctioneUe et de Linguistique Appliqu6e in Bamako who helped in getting 
visas and in other practical ways I owe special thanks, in particular to N'Do 
Cisse, who at the time when I first went to Mali was the researcher 
responsible for Senufo languages at the Direction. Over the years he has 
been very supportive. 

Many other people in Mali and in the United States have helped in 
hundreds of practical ways. Tom and Doris Payne aided and abetted with 
meals and housing. Betty Valentine reminded me of impending deadlines 
and got me out of the soup when I didn't meet them. Ralph and Ruth Herber, 
missionaries with the Christian and Missionary Alliance, graciously allowed 
me the use of the notes they had accumulated during years of work in Mali. 
Joke Gosker, of the same mission, was a great moral support while we were 
both trying to master the arcane tone rules of Supyire. I especially shyier6 
my fellow Senufoists Glenn and Linn Boese and Dave and Karen DeGraaf, 
who were ready at all hours to look for the answers to unreasonable 
questions like: "Does Nyarafolo front distributive relativized noun phrases in 
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conditional relatives?", and who proof-read above and beyond the call of 
duty. 

Last of all, my undying gratitude to my long-suffering wife Joyce and 
daughter Anne, who put up with what must be one of the most trying experi-
ences known to our species: living with a linguist writing a book. The criti-
cism they lavished on me over the breakfast table was doubtless richly de-
served, and a negligible revenge for having their conversation dissected. 

To all these, and to anyone else who helped carve this book, I say the 
traditional Supyire blessing: 

Kile ύ nipyahawa yaha kuru cyag6 e. 
May God put a lot in its place. 

Farakala 
May, 1994 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. The people 

The Supyire language is spoken by the Supyire people. The noun süpyfrä, in 
effect, has two meanings: 'the people' and 'the language spoken by the peo-
ple'. The word is used as a name in both senses in this grammar. The 
Supyire live in southeastern Mali in the region of Sikasso (see map 1). By 
tradition they came from the south, and this is probably historically accurate 
since the main body of the Senufo language group, to which Supyire 
belongs, is located in northern Cöte d'lvoire (see map 2). 

The Supyire are peasant farmers. They cultivate various kinds of cereals 
and keep livestock. Traditional political organization did not go beyond the 
village level. They have, however, been incorporated into various political 
entities in the region. In the last 125 years they have successively been part 
of the Jula kingdom of Sikasso, French West Africa, and finally the country 
of Mali. 

The dialect described in this grammar is spoken in the region of Kampwo, 
to the west of Sikasso and bordering the Bambara-speaking region of Gana 
(not to be confused with the country of Ghana). The data was collected in 
the village of Farakala, located 40 kilometers west of Sikasso on the main 
road to the capital Bamako, and from neighboring villages, none more than 
15 kilometers from Farakala. 

1.2. The language 

Supyire belongs to the Senufo group of the Gur family of Niger-Congo. Al-
though no systematic reconstruction has yet been done, preliminary evidence 
indicates that the Senufo languages can be divided into northern, central, and 
southern branches. Supyire is the southernmost member of the northern 
group, which also includes Minyanka (spoken in Mali to the north of Supyi-
re), Nanerge, and Sucite (spoken in Burkina Faso). All of these languages 
are quite closely related to each other. Supyire is separated from the central 
Senufo languages to the south by a narrow band of Mande-speaking people. 

The Kampwo dialect described in this grammar is only one of several. At 
this point little is known of the degree to which the dialects diverge from 
each other. Within the Kampwo area the speech is fairly homogenous, and I 
had no difficulty in communicating with people 30 kilometers to the south or 
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20 kilometers to the north of Farakala. Further afield, however, there are no-
table differences which call for investigation. 

The Senufo languages are like other Gur languages in having a suffixal 
noun class system. They are atypical, however, in having a word order like 
that of Mande languages, to which they are geographically contiguous. The 
chief peculiarity of this word order is the placement of the direct object be-
fore the verb, but of all indirect objects after the verb. This order is an areal 
phenomenon, being also shared by Songai to the north, and, to some extent, 
by the Kru languages to the south. 

The Senufo languages resemble the Mande languages in numerous other 
ways besides word order. Many of these similarities are noted in this gram-
mar, and many more would doubtless come to light if the matter were 
studied systematically. It is fairly clear that there has been a long history of 
bilingualism in Bambara (or its diaspora Jula) among the Supyire. Many 
lexical items and quite a few grammatical ones have been borrowed from 
Bambara, and it is probable that several grammatical constructions are 
caiques on the corresponding Bambara constructions. An effort has been 
made to indicate Bambara borrowings in the examples. The Bambara forms 
given are taken from Bailleul (1981), though it should be borne in mind that 
the dialect recorded there is standard Bambara, whereas the source dialects 
for Supyire loans are normally Gana and Sikasso Jula. 

1.3. Previous research 

The only published work on Supyire prior to my own work is an article by 
Weimers (1950b) based on one week's investigation of the language. Wei-
mers, who did not speak French, was obliged to communicate with his infor-
mant (who came from the village of Molasso, four kilometers to the south of 
Farakala) through a missionary, Ralph Herber. Considering the difficulties 
of this method and the shortness of the time spent, the amount of information 
contained in the article is remarkable. The basic phonological and morpho-
logical characteristics of the language are outlined, and a few notes on 
syntax included. Certain inaccuracies of detail were unavoidable, however. 

Ralph Herber wrote an unpublished pedagogical grammar (n.d.) which he 
used to teach other missionaries the language. He considerably refined the 
work done by Weimers, particularly in the area of tone, and I am indebted to 
him for making his notes available to me, and also for answering numerous 
questions. 

Turning to other Senufo languages, the picture is not much different. Most 
work has been done on the central Senufo languages, spoken in northern 
C5te d'Ivoire. Weimers (1950a) is a sketch of Senanri, the dialect spoken in 
Korhogo, along the same lines as his article on Supyire. Mills (1984) is a 
phonology, and Mills (1987) is a pedagogical grammar of the same dialect. 
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Prost (1964) contains sketches of Minyanka, Senari, and Karaboro. Cauvin 
(1980) contains a brief sketch of Minyanka. Cissi (1985a, b) are brief 
treatments of aspects of Shenara. Several articles dealing largely with 
phonology and morphology have been published: Clamens (1952), and 
F^rault and Mlanhoro (1973) on Tagbana, Jordan (1978) on Nafaara, 
Laughren (1976, and 1977) on Cebari and Palaka, Garber (1991) on Sicite. 

A few unpublished dissertations and theses also deal with Senufo lan-
guages. Of these the most comprehensive is Laughren (1973) on Cebari. 
Boutin (1981) describes the morphology and basic syntax of Fondonda. 
Boese (1983) is an analysis of narratives in Nyarafolo. Garber (1987) is an 
analysis of Sicite tone. Unpublished lexicons have also been compiled for 
various languages, mostly by missions for their own use. 

1.4. The data base 

The present grammar is based on research begun in 1980. I lived in the vil-
lage of Farakala from 1980 to 1983 and from 1986 to 1988. During most of 
that time my principal consultant on the Supyire language was Ely Sanogo 
of Farakala. Others who helped me were Yaya Sanogo, Lamin Sanogo, 
Kleno Sanogo, Kafono Sanogo, and Brema Diamoutane, all from Farakala. 
With their help I recorded and transcribed 97 texts ranging in length from 10 
to 1,500 clauses. In this collection narratives predominate, but also included 
are many procedural ('how to') and expository discourses, as well as several 
lengthy conversations. The speakers were from Farakala and surrounding 
villages and ranged in age from teenagers to old people in their 80's and 
90's (one old man had been a slave and was freed at the time of the French 
conquest). About half of the texts were contributed by women. 

This collection of texts is referred to as the corpus in the present grammar. 
Judgments of frequency (and actual counts) are based on it. I have tried to 
make it as representative as possible of the speech behavior of the people 
living in Kampwo, but it should always be born in mind that it is only a 
finite sample of such behavior. Although of course elicitation was used 
extensively in my investigations, very little which is based on elicitation 
alone is included in this description. It is assumed that a collection of texts 
of this size and variety will contain most of the major grammatical structures 
of the language. 

1.5. Aims of this grammar 

The principal aim of this grammar is to provide a description of the basic 
structures of Supyire within a functional-typological framework.1 Some of 
the basic assumptions of this approach are discussed briefly in this section. 
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The first assumption is that a language is most insightfully described in 
functional terms. Language behavior (like most human and indeed animal 
behavior) is for the most part goal directed and purposeful. The forms of a 
language (its lexical items and syntactic structures) are analogous to tools. 
Accordingly, this description frequently employs the verb 'use'. Speakers 
are said to use such and such a construction in order to express such and 
such a meaning. More than convention is involved in the linking of a given 
form with a certain range of functions. Just as flint is a better material for 
cutting than a vine, while a vine is a better material for tying something than 
flint, so a given linguistic structure is better suited for some jobs than for 
others. 

In line with the functional approach is the conceptualization of language as 
"code". In a basic sense the forms of a language exist for the sake of what 
they are used to express and not vice versa. The use of the concept of 
"code" can be misleading, however, if it conjures up the idea of an arbitrary 
link. The language code, far from being arbitrary, is pervasively shaped by 
what it is coding. This shaping results in the essentially iconic nature of 
syntax. 

Within a code as complex as a natural language, subparts are linked in 
subsystems in highly complex ways. Another basic assumption guiding this 
description is that it is useful to compare different languages to see how the 
subparts interact with each other. It is essential to this typological approach 
to describe phenomena in comparable terms. While like any language 
Supyire has particularities which require special treatment, a concerted 
effort has been made to use generally accepted terminology which will 
facilitate cross-linguistic comparison. 

A final guiding assumption is that the current state in a language cannot be 
understood apart from its history. To return to the tool analogy: in order to 
accomplish a novel task, a tool user will select and perhaps modify some 
tool whose form is appropriate for the new task. In general, one does not 
create a totally new tool from scratch. Thus I may use a screwdriver to pry 
off a lid, but would be unlikely to try to perform the same task with a plastic 
bag. The plastic bag, however, might come in handy to cover a hole in my 
thatch, where a screwdriver would be useless. Neither of these tools was 
originally designed for the purpose to which I put them, but their forms 
(dictated by their original functions) lend themselves to "metaphorical" 
extension to perform other functions. In a similar way, speakers use the 
forms of their language to perform novel tasks. 

In order to patch my roof well, I may split open the plastic bag and spread 
it out. Although I have modified its form to adapt it to its new function, it 
still retains many of the basic characteristics and limitations of its original 
form. Historical change in language is analogous. Though a given form may 
take on a new function, and be modified in the process, it often continues to 
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retain many of its original characteristics long after the original function is 
forgotten. 

The historical study of Senufo languages is in its infancy. All too often in-
formation which might elucidate peculiarities of Supyire grammar is simply 
unavailable. Every effort has been made to indicate etymologies where pos-
sible, and quite a bit of speculation about historical antecedents is included. 
Much of this will doubtless be superseded, and all speculations should be 
treated as such. 

1.6. Typological characteristics 

Given the typological aims of this grammar, it may be helpful at the outset 
to mention some ways in which Supyire may be interesting. In the 
phonology, the complications of the tonal system are certainly worthy of 
note, in particular the system of four phonemic tones within a three-level 
register. In syntax, the word order (with direct object preceding the verb but 
all indirect objects following it) alluded to in section 1.2 above is of interest. 
Another point of interest is the extensive use of serial verb constructions in 
many parts of the grammar. 

In complex constructions, the rarity of true embedding is of note. Comple-
ment clauses and relative clauses are placed alongside the "main" clause in 
a nearly paratactic way. The beginnings of embedding can be detected in 
both cases, showing that Supyire is at an interesting stage of syntactic 
development. Finally, clause chaining is used in connected discourse, 
especially narrative, with a system of switch-reference conjunctions unique 
to Senufo languages. 

1.7. A word on the examples 

The majority of examples used are taken from the text collection alluded to 
in section 1.5 above. Occasionally elicited examples are used in the interests 
of clarity. Glossing presents a few problems. The sex-based gender system 
of English pronouns is a constant annoyance. The gender 1 pronouns of 
Supyire are used for human beings of both sexes. In elicited examples the 
gloss 's/he' is used for the gender 1 singular pronouns to indicate that a 
person of either sex could be intended. In examples taken from texts, the 
gloss used is simply 'he* or 'she' depending on the sex of the participant 
referred to. It should always be born in mind, however, that the gloss adds 
information which is not actually present in the Supyire. 

On the other hand, the glosses employed on occasion leave out 
information, in the interests of avoiding irrelevant clutter. Thus in much of 
the grammar, pronouns of various genders are glossed as 'it ' , without 
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indicating the particular gender involved. In a similar way, definite noun 
suffixes are simply labeled 'DEF', without indicating their gender. Anyone 
interested in the precise gender of a pronoun or suffix will find the tables in 
chapters 3 and 5 handy. 

Another case of underdifferentiation in glossing is the narrative conjunc-
tions kä and mä. These are usually glossed simply 'and', although they usu-
ally mean something like 'and then' and also include switch reference infor-
mation: kä indicates different subject, mä same subject as the preceding 
clause. 

The differences in word order between English and Supyire have made the 
free translations of multi-line examples awkward at times. This problem is 
especially acute with relative clauses, which in Supyire are preposed to the 
main clause rather than embedded. In chapter 13 accordingly many examples 
have a more natural translation appended at the end labeled 'Freely...1. This 
translation is closer to the functional equivalent in English, though of course 
it is further from the Supyire form. 
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Chapter 2 

Phonology 

Supyire phonology is complex and interesting enough to merit a full-scale 
study on its own. This chapter is intended to give the essentials only, in 
order to make the remainder of the grammar intelligible. Some general 
remarks about the phonology as a whole will be followed by sections on 
consonants, vowels, and tones. 

The orthography used in the examples throughout this grammar is phone-
mic and follows the guidelines and rules laid down by the Direction Nation-
ale d Ά Iphab6tisation Fonctionelle et de Linguistique Appliqu6e, a sub-
ministry of the Ministry of Education of the Government of Mali. Most 
letters have approximately the values which they have in the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), including the "special characters" β (alveopalatal 
nasal stop), η (velar nasal stop), ε (low-mid front unrounded vowel), and ο 
(low-mid back rounded vowel). Exceptions to the IPA values are: use of y 
for the palatal approximant [j] (rather than a high front rounded vowel); use 
of j for the voiced alveopalatal affricate [d3] (rather than a palatal 
approximant); use of c for the voiceless alveopalatal affricate [tf]; use of the 
digraphs sh and zh for the alveopalatal sibilant fricatives [J] and [3]; use of h 
for glottal stop [?]; use of a double vowel to indicate vowel length, e.g. aa 
for [a:]; and use of n following a vowel to indicate nasalization, e.g. an for 
[a].1 Tones are marked using accents over the vowels: ά is high tone and ä is 
low tone. Mid tone is unmarked. Various tone combinations on a single 
vowel are marked as follows: ä mid-low; ä high-low; ^mid-high; £ low-high. 
The apostrophe (') is used to indicate tonal downstep (see section 2.3.5.1). In 
this chapter the phonetic realization of a word is frequently given in phonetic 
brackets. 

Metrical structure plays a role in every area of the phonology and 
morphology. In general there is one stressed syllable per lexical root. 
Affixes, clitics, and most other grammatical morphemes (e.g. pronouns, 
tense-aspect auxiliaries) do not have stress, although they may combine with 
each other to form phonological words complete with stress. In the majority 
of lexical roots (including all verbs) the initial syllable is stressed, but there 
are a number of roots with an unstressed initial syllable. Roots usually keep 
their stress in compounds, so that a two-root compound will have two 
stressed syllables. Stress is not written in the orthography. 

There are no closed syllables in Supyire. Syllables are basically CV or 
CVV. A few grammatical words (e.g. the pronouns υ and uru) begin with a 
V syllable. Only one kind of consonant cluster occurs: nasal + stop. Such a 
cluster may occur initially as in (la) below, or medially as in (lb): 
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(1) a. thpi 'hare* 
b. bdtjke 'the baboon' 

Two remarks are necessary. The initial nasal in (la) is not syllabic, even 
though it has its own tone. There are syllabic nasals in Supyire, but they 
arise through vowel elision as will be seen in section 2.2.2.4 below. The 
much more common clusters under consideration are pronounced like prena-
salized stops. The second remark follows from the first. It might seem that 
the initial syllable of (lb) above should be CVN, i.e. closed with the nasal. 
However, when asked to pronounce such words very slowly, native speakers 
invariably place the [η] with the following syllable rather than with the pre-
ceding one: bo-gke and not borj-ke? 

2.1. Consonants 

Table 1 gives the consonant phonemes of Kampwo Supyire. 

Table 1. Consonant phonemes 

labial alveolar palatal velar glottal 

-voice Ρ t c k 
stops 

+ voice b d j g 

-voice f s sh 
fricatives 

+ voice ν ζ zh 

nasals m n β 

approximants 1 y w 

Id and /j/ are phonetically affricates: [tj] and [d3] respectively. The di-
graphs /sh/ and /zh/ are used for [f] and [3] respectively, /h/ is the symbol 
used for glottal stop [?]. Not all of these phonemes enjoy full credentials. In 
the following discussion it will become apparent that some of them are mar-
ginal in various ways. 

Of note in this inventory is the absence of labio-velar stops, which are 
found in most Senufo languages. Cebaara, for example, has both voiced and 
voiceless labio-velars (e.g. kpa?a 'house', gba?alagä 'bedbugs' Mills 
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1984: 93). /kp/ was voiced in northern Senufo dialects, merging with /gb/ 
(e.g. Shenara gbaPa 'house', gba?alaga 'bedbugs' Cissl 1986, cf. Sucite 
gbaxa 'house' Garber 1987: 335). Finally, in Kampwo Supyire, /gb/ was 
simplified to /b/: baga 'house*, bähägä bedbug. This has lead to the curious 
situation of a disproportionately high number of roots beginning with /b/. 
Discounting loans,3 there are over five times as many roots beginning with 
voiceless as with voiced alveolar and palatal stops. The proportion is even 
lower for voiced velars (see discussion in 2.1.1 below). But roots beginning 
with /b/ actually outnumber those beginning with /p/. For roots beginning 
with stops, the ratio voiced/voiceless for the four points of articulation is as 
follows: 

(2) b/p = 1.03 
d/t = .18 
j/c = .19 
g/k = .005 

2.1.1. Stops 

Voiceless stops are restricted in their distribution to three environments, il-
lustrated here with /p/: 

(3) a. word initial: pücwb [pu'tfwo] 'girl' 
b. medially in a stressed syllable: nup66 [nu'pe:] 'bull' 
c. following a nasal: finimpe ['finlmpe] 'pus' 

Voiced stops may occur in the above positions as well as medially in un-
stressed syllables, with the following proviso: in the latter environment /j/ 
does not occur,4 and /b/ is considerably rarer than either /d/ or /g/. 

The status of /g/ and /?/ is precarious. Nine of the ten /g/-initial words re-
corded to date are borrowed from French or Bambara.5 Without these /g/-in-
itial words, [k] and [g] are in complimentary distribution, /g/ has been re-
tained in the orthography largely because stress is not marked, and therefore 
in the middle of words the presence of orthographic /k/ (not preceded by /η/) 
indicates the beginning of a stressed syllable. As will be seen below, [r] is 
used orthographically for identical reasons. 

/h/ (= [?]) is likewise a marginal phoneme. It is limited to intervocalic 
environments, and may only follow a short, stressed vowel. Furthermore, 
this vowel must be low (/ε/, /a/, or /a/), a restriction which leads to 
widespread diphthongization in morphological processes as will be described 
below. Many, perhaps most, glottal stops in Supyire are reflexes of earlier 
/g/. This is evident in borrowings (e.g. bähä 'poison' from Bambara bägä\ 
fanhä [ß?a] 'power' from Bambara fangä [fagä]) and in such alternations as 
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-gi- / -hi [?i] 'gender 3 plural'. Some glottals, however, appear to be 
inherited from the proto-language (e.g. the root for 'water', lwoho in 
Supyire, has a glottal stop in all the other Senufo languages for which I have 
information.) 

Five processes affecting stops will now be examined in turn. 

2.1.1.1. Flapping 

/d/ and /g/ in unstressed, non-initial syllables (and not preceded by a nasal) 
become flaps or taps. The flap variant of /d/ is an alveolar [r]. Although it is 
only a positional variant of /d/, r is written in the orthography primarily for 
two reasons: a) stress is not written, so the presence of an intervocalic ortho-
graphic /d/ indicates a stressed syllable, whereas orthographic r indicates an 
unstressed syllable (foot-in-progress, so to speak); b) as a bridge to the offi-
cial language French and other national languages such as Bambara. 

Flapped /g/ is phonetically a uvular tap [R]. The mention in Garber 
(1987: 12) of "the Supyire velar fricative" is inaccurate. The sound in ques-
tion is neither velar nor fricative. (A phonetic velar fricative does occur in 
Supyire as the reflex of secondary release between a velar stop and /a/, see 
section 2.1.5 below.) Since /g/ in stressed syllables is rarissime, and roots 
with /qg/ are also uncommon (though see discussion of /w/ below) [R] has a 
much greater text frequency than [g]. A similar situation in Sucite has led 
Garber to adopt the symbol /x/ rather than /g/ for this sound (1987: 12). 
There is some variation between speakers on the extent to which they are 
willing to flap. My principal informant, Ely Sanogo, would occasionally not 
flap the second of two successive /g/s. Thus in his speech tadugugo 'place to 
go up' could be pronounced either [ta'duRuRo] or [ta'duRugo]. 

2.1.1.2. Voicing 

When a voiceless stop in an unstressed syllable is suffixed to a word in a 
morphological process, the stop is voiced unless it is "protected" by a nasal. 
If the original stop was !\J or /k/, the resulting /d/ and /g/ are flapped to [r] 
and [R]. In the following data from noun morphology, notice that in the (a) 
examples the stop is protected by a root final nasal and thus does not voice, 
whereas in the (b) examples voicing takes place:6 

(4) gender 1 definite plural: -pii 

a. cfnN- + -pii => c/nmp/f ['tjim:pi:] 
leopard DEF(GIP) 'the leopards' 
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b. cyde + 
women 

-pu cydebii 
'the women' 

(5) gender 2 definite singular: -ke 

-ke 
DEF(G2S) 

+ -ke 

a. bdN- + 
baboon 

b. ba-
house 

bdgke 
'the baboon' 

bag6 
'the house' 

['baRe] 

(6) gender 4 definite: -te 

a. kddN- + 
cotton 

b. kyara + 
meat 

-te 
DEF(G4) 

-te 

köönte 
'the cotton' 

kyaäre /kyaäde/ ['kxa:re] 
'the meat' 

Clitics may also undergo voicing. Individual clitics and speakers differ 
among themselves in behavior. For example the clause final subordinator k6 
(which marks relative clauses, adverbial time clauses, and locative 
questions) is almost always voiced (and flapped) by some speakers except 
when it follows a word ending in an unstressed /gV/. Other speakers voice it 
less frequently, with variation even in identical contexts.7 The most that one 
can say (short of doing a full-scale sociolinguistic study) is that voicing of 
k6 is most common when it immediately follows a stressed syllable, as in 
(7a) (though even here it is not obligatory), becomes increasingly less 
common with the addition of unstressed syllables preceding, as in (7b), and 
is least common following unstressed /gV/, as in (7c) (though even here an 
enthusiastic voicer is not deterred.) 

(7) a. U ä pa g6... ['paRe] 
s/he PERF come TC 
'When s/he had come...' 

b. Κόηιεmbdmbäätji pye pi shwbholee k6/g6 [ke/Re] 
since discord be them between at TC 
'Since they didn't get along...' 

c. U a s)gd k6... ['siR9ke] 
he PERF suspect SCM 
'When he suspected something...' 

In contrast to k6\ the voicing of the conditional auxiliary kä is partially 
dependent on the grammatical class of the preceding word. If that word is a 
first or second person pronoun, or a third person anaphoric pronoun, kä is 
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pronounced with a glottal stop [a?a] or [?a] (see section 2.1.1.3 below). If 
the preceding word is another auxiliary or an indefinite pronoun, kä is 
obligatorily voiced (and flapped) to [Rä] (as in 8a).8 More personal choice is 
allowed following other types of pronouns (demonstratives, relatives, 
emphatics, see 8b), and occasionally voicing occurs also following a noun 
ending in a stressed vowel (see 8c). In other contexts (i.e. following nouns 
ending in unstressed syllables) voicing is definitely frowned upon (cf. 8d): 

(8) a. Wä gä 
IND.Gls COND die... 
'If/when someone dies...' 

b. Uru gä/kä ke 
EMPH.Gls COND ten 
'If he gives ten...' 

c. Shin gä/kä jwö... 
person COND say 
'If a person says...' 

d. Känhe kä ώρέό... 
village COND big 
'If the village is big...' 

kan.. 
give 

['waRa] 

['uruRa] or ['uruka] 

UiRa] or ['Jika] 

[•kä?gkä] 

In examples in this grammar the consonant will be written voiced (e.g. g6 
and gä) if the speaker so pronounced it. 

2.1.1.3. Glottalization 

The conversion of /g/ to [?] has already been mentioned. Several 
grammatical morphemes exhibit an alternation between /g/ (or [R]) and [?]. 
In some cases the glottal form is at least partially predictable, as in the 
gender 3 plural noun suffix -gilisee chapter 3, section 3.1.1.13). In others it 
is lexicalized with certain roots, as in the case of the gender 2 singular suffix 
-gV{see chapter 3, section 3.1.1.7). 

The alternation of the conditional auxiliary kä with the voiced variant gä 
was discussed above. This auxiliary also has a variant -hä ([?a]) which is 
obligatory following simple non-demonstrative pronouns. In the case of the 
first and second person and third person gender 1, the vowel of the pronoun 
is diphthongized (for details see section 2.2.1.1 below). The other class pro-
nouns (genders 2-5) all replace their vowels with [a]. The pronoun and con-
ditional auxiliary together form a 'CVCV foot. Some examples of this combi-
nation are: 
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(9) mu 
you 

mii 
I 

υ 
G1S 

ku 
G2S 

kä 
COND 

kä 

kä 

kä 

Mu ahä fwöro... 
'If you go out...' 

Mii ähä fwöro... 
'If I go out...' 

U ahä fwöro... 
'If s/he/it goes out... 

Ka hä fwöro... 
'If it goes out...' 

['mwa?i]9 

['my|?ä] 

['wa?ä] 

['ka?ä] 

2.1.1.4. Lenition and absorption of voiced stops 

Voiceless stops are "protected" from voicing when they are preceded by a 
nasal. In this same environment voiced stops are weakened. If the nasal-
plus-stop occurs in a stressed syllable, the stop is greatly attenuated, for most 
speakers being reduced to an oral release of the nasal. The future intransitive 
is a good place to illustrate this process, since part of the future marking is a 
nasal prefix on the verb. The examples in (10a) show this prefix on verbs 
beginning with voiceless stops, the examples in (10b) before the correspond-
ing voiced stops. 

(10) a. U sf ihpä. 
s/he FUT come 
'S/he will come.' 

Ku sf ήίά. 
it find 
'It will be found.' 

Ku sf ficd. 
know 

'It will be known.' 

Ku si f)ka. 
boil 

'It will boil.' 

b. Ku si mbd. 
kill 

'It will be killed.' 

U si ήάέ. 
believe 

'S/he will believe (it).' 

[mpa] 

[nta] 

Lntfe] 

[tjka] 

[mbo] 

[nda] 
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U sf fijä [p)a] 
be able 

'S/he will be able (to do it).' 

Wöü si t)giri.... [gSiri]10 

we rush toward 
'We will rush towards (it)...' 

When the nasal-plus-voiced-stop occurs in an unstressed syllable, the stop 
disappears altogether, after the nasal assimilates to its point of articulation. 
This happens most commonly in nouns, when the gender suffix is added to a 
root ending in a nasal, as in the examples in (11a). It also occurs in verbs 
when the causative suffix -gV is added to a root ending in a nasal, as in 
( l i b ) . 

ciN- + -bi- + -li cinmii ['tfimi:] 
leopard G1P PL 'leopards' 

kddN- + -dV => kddnb ['ko:n^] 
cotton G4 'cotton' 

bdN- + -gV => bdrjb [bör,^] 
baboon G2S 'baboon' 

yy6r6N- + -gv γγέέηέ 
stop (intr) CAUS 'stop (tr)' 

ηύτύΝ- + -gV ηύτύηό ['nururj£] 
return (intr) 'return (tr)' 

In addition to the elision of stops after a nasal, certain consonants are ab-
sorbed after a root final /d/ ([r]). Thus cer- 'calabash' plus the gender 3 
plural suffix yields cdrii rather than *cdrgii. IV is similarly elided fol-
lowing [r]. 

2.1.1.5. Elision of stops 

The voiced stops /b/ and /d/ ([r]) are sometimes elided in intervocalic posi-
tion. For example, /b/ is elided optionally in the verb kebe 'break', which 
many speakers pronounce kee. In the imperfective form kyiigd (with suffix 
-ge) and in the causative/intensive form kyeege (with suffix -gV), the [b] is 
obligatorily deleted. 

Elision of /d/ is much more common. It occurs sporadically in Verbs of the 
shape 'CVrV, when the imperfective or causative suffix is added: kare 'go ' , 
kiig6 'go-IMP'; yy6r6 'stop (intr)', γγέέηέ 'stop (tr)'. /d/-final noun roots 
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also drop the Idl when a gender 2 suffix is added. Compare kuro 'path 
(gender 3)' and kuugo 'road (gender 2)'; cere 'calabash (gender 3)' and 
ceege 'big calabash (gender 2)'. 

A very similar process occurs when the diminutive suffix -rVis added to a 
/d/-final root. The /d/ ([r]) of the root is elided, leaving a long vowel. Com-
pare cere 'calabash' and ceer6 'little calabash'; fljire 'tongue' and ßjiirä 
'little tongue'. 

The [r] of the narrative auxiliary [ri] (derived through rhotacization from 
/si/, see section 2.1.2.2. below) usually elides following a pronoun. The 
(unstressed) vowel of the auxiliary then assimilates to the vowel of the pro-
noun (if it is other than /i/); e.g. u //become u ύ. 

In addition to these sporadic elisions, there is one morphological process 
which results in the systematic loss of intervocalic /d/. The gender 4 noun 
suffix is -rV (/dV/). If the noun root ends in a stressed syllable (i.e. 'CV 
rather than 'CVCV or 'CVV) with a non-high vowel (i.e. not /i/ or /u/), the 
definite is formed by adding the definite suffix -te to a stem consisting of the 
noun root plus the indefinite suffix -rV. The consonant of the indefinite 
suffix then elides (and the Iii of the definite suffix is voiced and flapped). 
The result is a long vowel followed by -re:11 

(12) kya-ra + 
meat-G4 

cye-re + 
body 

pwo-ro + 
adobe 

-te 
DEF(G4) 

-te 

-te 

kyaäre [kxa:re] 
'the meat' 

cyeer6 [tjyerre] 
'the body' 

pwoor6 [p<j>wo:re] 
'the adobe' 

2.1.2. Fricatives 

Fricatives, both voiced and voiceless, are similar to voiceless stops in their 
distribution: they occur word-initial, or in a stressed syllable medially, but 
not in a medial unstressed syllable. The voiceless fricatives are much more 
common than the voiced ones, and as we shall presently see, most of the 
latter can be derived from the former. Isl and Ifl are considerably more 
common than /sh/.12 No verb begins with a voiced fricative. 

2.1.2.1. Nasal plus fricative clusters 

When a nasal consonant is placed before a voiceless fricative by some mor-
phological process (e.g. a nasal prefix is added, or a nasal-final root is com-
pounded with a fricative-initial one), two things happen: the fricative is 
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voiced, and the nasal disappears.13 The examples below illustrate this 
process with the future prefix N- and compounds: 

(13) a. U si Ν ( -fc. => U si vi. 
s/he FUT ' run 'S/he will run.' 

U si Ν -si. => Usiz). 
she FUT give.birth 'She will give birth.' 

U si Ν -shya. => U si zhyä. 
s/he FUT go 'S/he will go.' 

b. cgN- + -fu- + -gV => canvügd ['tJa'vuRo] 
day hot G2S 'hot part of day' 

cgN- + si + -gV => canzege ['tJa'zeRe] 
day give.birth G2S 'day of birth' 

cgN- + sJig + wu- + -ge => canzhonwdg6 ['tJa'zg'woRe] 
day second one DEF(G2S)'the second day' 

2.1.2.2. Rhotacization 

When an Is/ beginning an unstressed syllable comes to follow a stressed syl-
lable, it changes to [r].14 This happens most frequently with tense-aspect 
auxiliaries. The narrative auxiliary si, for example, may be pronounced ri if 
it follows a noun ending in a stressed vowel: 

(14) Kä mpi ri/si fjkär6. 
then hare NARR go 
'Then hare left.' 

The quasi-auxiliary verb sa 'go' when combined with a preceding auxiliary 
always becomes rar. 

(15) Μ)) si rä ä wä. 
I FUT go PROG go 
'I 'm going to go.' 

This process occurs in at least one compound. To form the numeral 'nine', 
an old root for 'five', baa-, is combined with the word for 'four', sicyeird, to 
yield baaricyiird. 
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2.1.3. Approximants 

The only restriction on the distribution of approximants of note is that /w/ 
apparently does not follow a short stressed vowel. This has interesting 
consequences for the distribution of the gender 1 indefinite singular suffix -
wVwhich will be discussed in chapter 3 (on nouns). 

2.1.3.1. Occlusion of approximants 

In nasal-plus-approximant clusters the nasal assimilates to the point of 
articulation of the approximant, but the approximant itself becomes the 
corresponding voiced stop, appropriately pronounced extremely lenis as all 
voiced stops are in this environment. This process makes good phonetic 
sense since nasals are stops in the oral cavity. It is of interest that /w/ 
becomes [g] rather than [b] by this process, and it is this which has led to its 
placement in the 'velar' column in the consonant chart above. In fact, of 
course, /w/ has both a labial and velar component, and is thus the last 
remaining labio-velar in Supyire. The examples below illustrate this process 
of occlusion, using the future with its N- prefix. 

U siN- + iähä künä. U si hdähä kü ηά. [nda?a] 
s/he FUT let.go it on 'S/he will let go of it.' 

U sis- + ya. U sfßjä. Qiia] 
s/he FUT be.sick 'S/he will be sick.' 

U sfN- + wuli. => U si ήβύΠ. foSuli] 
s/he FUT bathe. 'S/he will bathe.' 

2.1.3.2. Elision of /!/ and /w/ 

As will be seen below in the section on secondary release, it appears that at 
some point in the past Supyire was in danger of losing its long vowels 
through diphthongization. It has renewed the resource, however, at least on 
the surface, by the elision of /V and /n/ in a medial unstressed syllable (as 
well as the occasional elision of stops as we saw in section 2.1.1 above). 
There is one important restriction on this elision: it must not result in a 
sequence of three vowels with no intervening consonants. In practice, this 
means that (1) elision cannot take place in two successive syllables, and (2) 
the addition of a vowel-initial enclitic blocks elision in the preceding 
syllable. Elision can take place in alternate syllables. In the following 
example, (a) illustrates elision in a simple 'CVCV word, (b) shows elision in 
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alternate syllables, (c) illustrates non-elision in successive syllables, and (d) 
shows blocking of elision by a vowel-initial enclitic. 

(17) a. mpä + -IV 
sheep G1P 

ihpäa 
'sheep (pi)' 

b. mpä + -IV + -bi- + -IV 
sheep G1P DEFG1P PL 

mpäabii 
'the sheep (pi)' 

c. kälä + -Ii 
roast IMP 

cf. ta + -Ii 
find IMP 

kääli 
roast.IMP 

tää 
find.IMP 

d. mpä + -IV + ά 
sheep G1P DAT 

mpä + -IV + -bi- + -IV 
sheep G1P DEFG1P PL 

mpäla ά 
'to/for some sheep' 

thpäabilää15 

'to/for the sheep' 

There are some individual differences in behavior between /(/-initial suf-
fixes. In general, the nominal plural suffixes (in genders 1 and 3 plural) elide 
as explained above. The gender 3 singular suffix -IV, and the imperfective 
verb suffix -li, however, have a further restriction: to elide they must imme-
diately follow a stressed syllable. The /l/ thus does not elide following a 
•CVCV root: 

(18) kürü + -Ii => kürül) 
bend IMP bend.IMP 

There are also several lexical exceptions to the elision rule, kül) 'shave' 
and küld 'trip'. Some recent loans from Bambara (e.g. külüshi 'trousers') 
fall into this category. 

One other approximant regularly elides in one particular word. The initial 
/w/ of the deictic locative adverb wanf 'there' is frequently dropped when it 
directly follows a verb. The final vowel of the verb assimilates (if it is un-
stressed) or coalesces (if it is stressed) with the now initial /a/ of the adverb, 
as illustrated in the following examples: 

(19) a. U a kärääni. ['kära:ni] 
s/he PERF go there 
'S/he went there.' 
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b. U jiye ani. ['y:g:ni] 
s/he be there 
'S/he is there.' 

2.1.4. Nasals 

It is almost possible to analyze the nasal stops as nasalized variants of ap-
proximants which occur before nasal vowels. This would be in line with the 
hypothesis of Bole-Richard (1982) that proto-Niger-Congo had no nasal con-
sonants, but had nasalized vowels. Mills (1984) treats Cebaara /n/, /ji/, and 
/η/ as marginal, contrasting with /l/, /y/, and /w/ in initial position but being 
variants of them elsewhere. There is apparently a contrast between nasalized 
and oral vowels following nasal stops in Cebaara. This contrast is lacking in 
Supyire, where all vowels following nasal stops are nasalized (though see 
below for the special case of /m/; also see section 2.2.1.5 on denasalization). 
This would on the face of it make Supyire nasals even more suspect than 
Cebaara ones. It is of interest that Cebaara /m/ does not appear to be as pre-
cariously situated as the other nasals. This may be because there is no ap-
proximant for it to vary with, /w/ having been coopted by [η]. 

It is certainly suspicious that in Supyire nasalized vowels do not follow the 
voiced stops /d/, /j/ or the approximants /I/, /y/, or /w/. There is only one 
word with nasalized vowel after /g/: gyaanra [gY§:ra] 'gouge', though as this 
is the only native /g/-initial word perhaps it should be accorded special 
status. As in Cebaara, labials seem to have a different status: there are 
several cases of nasalized vowels following /b/, e.g. baanga [ba:Ra] 'hoe'. 
Several words (albeit many of them borrowed) have an unnasalized [o] 
rather than the expected [2] following an /m/: mobili 'car' (borrowed from 
Bambara), ηιοίό 'motorcycle' (also borrowed from Bambara), gkddmord 
'chameleon'. 

Since nasal + consonant clusters (not present in Cebaara) indicate the 
existence of at least some nasal in Supyire, it seems best for the present to 
treat all four nasal stops as phonemes, while admitting that they are not as 
well established as some others. Thus we will say that vowels are 
automatically nasalized following nasals (rather than that approximants are 
nasalized preceding nasalized vowels), and this nasalization will not be 
written. 

2.1.4.1. Nasal plus consonant clusters 

The various processes which occur in nasal-consonant clusters have already 
been discussed and are merely listed here: (1) the nasal assimilates to the 
point of articulation of the following consonant (note that for this rule and 
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the following /w/ is velar); (2) approximants become voiced stops; (3) voiced 
stops (including those that are the result of the previous rule) are attenuated 
in stressed syllables and totally absorbed in unstressed syllables; (4) 
fricatives are voiced and the nasal is elided. 

2.1.4.2. Elision of /n/ 

In general, /n/ is elided in the same environments as /I/ as explained in 
2.1.3.2 above. There are, however, two /n/-initial suffixes which never 
undergo this rule: ~ni 'gender 3 definite singular" and -ni 'imperfective'. In 
addition, the 
-nVvariant of the gender 3 indefinite suffix (obtained by [nl] => [nd] => [n]) 
is even more reluctant to elide than its oral counterpart -IV. In eight cases it 
elides, whereas in twenty it does not. Compare the following examples: 

(20) a. ήίάΝ- + -IV htää 
courtyard G3S 'courtyard' 

b. ka- + paN + -IV => kapana 
reason come G3S 'reason for coming' 

It should be mentioned that there are indications of a process of /m/-elision 
from sometime in the not-too-distant past. For example, the 
dative/benefactive postposition ά was originally /ni, and in fact this is the 
form it usually takes in poetry. Similarly the non-final serial verb connective 
ä is derived from the conjunction ma. 

2.1.5. Secondary release 

Most Senufo languages indulge in labialization and palatalization of conso-
nants to varying degrees.16 Supyire seems to have carried this tendency to its 
highest pitch. Like the other languages, in Supyire the two kinds of release 
do not contrast. The cover term employed by Mills (1984), "secondary 
release" will be used here. Supyire secondary release has the same 
distributional restriction noted by Mills (1984: 143) for Cebaara: it occurs 
only in stressed syllables. This means, in general, only once per root. The 
other restriction in effect in Cebaara, namely that secondary release does not 
occur with approximants or nasals, is not valid for Supyire. 

There is evidence that Supyire inherited some of its secondary release 
from the parent language (cf. Cebaara pye, Supyire pyi 'do'). It has also 
innovated extensively, however. There appears to have been a widespread 
process of diphthongization which converted stressed, long vowels to 
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secondary release + V.17 Front vowels (including /a/) became [yV] and 
back vowels became [wV], The [y] and the [w] are currently in various 
stages of fusion with the preceding consonant. 

In Cebaara the alveopalatal affricates [tfl and [d3] may be interpreted as 
alveolar stops plus secondary release (Mills 1984: 144). This is not the case 
in Supyire, where alveopalatals with secondary release contrast with those 
without it: 

(21) cy6 
refuse 

jya 
break 

ßy* 
see 

wy«] 

[d3ya] 

[y:§] 

vs. 

vs. 

vs. 

ce [tfe] 
know 

ja [d3a] 
be.able 

β* [pa] 
swim 

The origin of many alveopalatals, however, is pointed to by the fact that al-
veolars (except for /l/) may not occur with secondary release. It is obvious 
that historically alveolar-plus-secondary release has become alveopalatal 
( +secondary release). This is confirmed by such cognates as: Cebaara tiige 
'tree', Supyire cige 'tree'; Cebaara too 'fall', Supyire cwo 'fall'. 

There are several roots which have alternate forms with and without 
secondary release. Although the historical causes of this are not at present 
completely understood, it looks very much as though at least one of these 
was a process of degemination with compenstory lengthening in one of the 
forms, the long vowel resulting then undergoing diphthongization. This 
process may be illustrated with the root for 'woman' whose two forms are 
cee- and cyd-, as in ceewe 'woman' and cyde 'women'. The original form 
appears to have been *cele- (cf. Shenara cälüw 'woman', Ciss6 1986 ad 
loc.), from which the singular root was derived simply by /l/-elision. The 
proposed scenario (ignoring tone) for the plural root is as follows: *ceJe-JV 
(addition of gender 1 plural suffix -IV) => *celle (elision of unstressed 
medial vowel) => *ceele (degemination with compensatory lengthening) => 
*cyele (diphthongization) => cyde (/l/-elision). It should be stressed that the 
middle parts of this derivation are so far unattested in any dialect. This or 
some similar process has led to several such alternations, especially in 
gender 3, where secondary release is found in the singular, which has the 
indefinite suffix -IV, but not in the plural, and in gender 1, where secondary 
release is found in the plural, as in the example above. 

Another source of secondary release in Supyire is diphthongization before 
the flaps [R], [?], and [r]. All of these consonants tend to have a lowering 
effect on preceeding vowels (this will be discussed more fully in the section 
on vowels below). With [?], and to a lesser extent [R] and [r] (the latter 
apparently only with the gender 4 suffix -rV), this lowering is accompanied 
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by diphthongization. It may be that in some of these cases there was also 
some such process of degemination as was discussed in the preceding 
paragraph. Some examples of this source of secondary release are: 

(22) Ju- + -gV lwoho [Xwo?o] 
water G2S 'water' 

pe- + -gi- + -li => pyähii [Pya?i:] 
pot G3P PL 'pots' 

kebe + -ge => kyiigd [kye:Re] 
break IMPFV break.IMPFV 

pu + -rV => pworo [pif>woro] 
adobe G4 'adobe' 

Both the following vowel and the preceding consonant have a determining 
effect on the phonetic realization of secondary release. In general, it is 
voiceless following voiceless consonants, more fricative preceding high 
vowels than preceding low vowels. The following discussion will deal with 
stops and fricatives first, postponing nasals and approximants till later due to 
complications which they present. 

Secondary release following labials and preceding front vowels is a 
voiceless or voiced palatal fricative ([(] or [3]) or simply a [y]. Examples 
with /p/ and /{/ are: 

(23) pyi 
do 

pyenge 
family 

pyä 
child 

fy) 
python 

fyeere 
urinate 

fyää 
hurry 

[Ρ9>] 

[pSgRa] 

[P5al 

[f9i] 

[fje:re] 

[f9a:] 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

Pi [pi] 
be.ugly 

pen [pg] 
be.tasteless 

pa 
come 

ff 
run.IMP 

fbe 
owner.GlP 

faa 
cultivate 

[pa] 
[fi] 

[fe:] 

[fa:] 

Following /b/ and before /i/, secondary release causes continued friction 
throughout the vowel, creating a sort of "buzzing" quality symbolized here 
by the raising sign under the vowel: 
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(24) by!) [b3i:] cf. btt [bi:] 
drink.IMP * stick 
by6 [bYe] cf. bd [be] 
carry .on.back be.agreeable 

bya [b^a] cf. ba [ba] 
drink river 

Between labials and back vowels the realizations of secondary release are 
[φ], [β], or simply [w]. With non-high vowels, the fricative release shades 
into the approximant. Examples with /p/ are: 

(25) pwungi [ρΦϋΟΪ] cf. puni [Puni] 
dog.DEFGIS all 

pworo [ρφ^Γο] cf. pdrd [p° re] 
adobe miss.IMP 
pw6r6 [ρφλν3Γθ] cf. poro [poro] 
be.better be.tame 

As before /i/, the fricative quality of the voiced secondary release continues 
throughout a following /u/: 

(26) bwuuni [bßu:ni] cf. buuyo [bu:qg] 
gourd.DEF(G3S) 4 be.big 

bworogo [bßwor9Ro] cf. boro [boro] 
grey.plaintain.eater sack 

bwongii [bßw2Ri:] cf. b5rii [b5ri:] 
hit.G3P sack.G3P 

Between a labial fricative and a high back vowel, secondary release sounds 
simply like extra friction. This is simply symbolized here with [w]: 

(27) fwuu [f^u:] cf. fuu [fu:] 
yam burst 

fwoo [fwo:] cf. foo [fo:] 
debt owner 

fwdnrigä [fw£rlRä] cf. fbgbijb [fbR9D2] 
long.tailed.starling fallow.field 

With the palatal stops, which are phonetically affricates, secondary release 
before front vowels is realized as extra length and friction on the [J] or [3], 
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symbolized here simply as [:]. This is accompanied by a [y] off-glide before 
non-high vowels: 

(28) cyii 
thigh 

jyige 
soap 

cy6 
refuse 

cya 
look.for 

jya 
break 

[tj:i:] 

[d3:iRe] 

Μ * « ] 

Mtfa ] 

[dlM 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

ciiwe [tji:we] 
leather.worker 

jige [d3iRe] 
confidence 

ce 
know 

[tje] 

cää [tfa:] 
look.for.IMP 

Ja 
be.able 

[d3a] 

Realization following palatal fricatives is very similar. 
Secondary release between palatals and back vowels is both palatal and 

labial, symbolized here as [q]: 

(29) cwüü/d 
belch 

cwoo 
pot 

cwon 
tear 

[tjqurlo] 

[tjqo:] 

[tjq2] 

cf. cuuijo [tju:q2] 
be.healthy 

cf. coo wo [tj"o:wo] 
rainspout 

cf. coon [tj~2:] 
younger.sibling 

Roots with secondary release between a velar stop and a front vowel are 
very rare. In fact, only five have been recorded so far which do not exhibit 
an alternation with Id. These are: 

(30) ky)) [k$i:] 
Kyii (day of six-day week)18 

kyirig6 or ky6r6g6 
torment 

kyen 
grunt 

kyinhirä 
clear.one's.throat 

kyeege 
break 

[kyir>Re] or ^ e r ^ R e ] 

[kyg] 

[ky§?3ra] 

[kye:Re] 
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Of these, kyen and kyenhera may be onomatopoeic, kyeege is derived from 
kebe 'break' by the addition of the causative or intensifying suffix -gV, 
which induces diphthongization. There are a few roots whose pronunciation 
varies between [k] + secondary release and [tf] ( +secondary release). 
Older speakers tend to favor the former, while some younger speakers seem 
only to use the latter. It is obvious that a change from /k/ to Id is in 
progress. Those roots exhibiting this alternation in Farakala are: 

(31) kyi [k(i] or cyi [tf:i]19 

G3P. pronoun 

kyiin [ki£] or cyfin [tj:fi] 
outside 

kyega [kyeRa] or cyega [tj^eRa] 
hand 

There is at least one root with a IVJ without secondary release which 
nevertheless is pronounced by some speakers with a Id + secondary release: 

(32) ni/fk)n [niqkl] or nißcyin [nyitf:!] 
one 

Secondary release between a velar stop and /a/ is phonetically realized as a 
velar fricative [x] or [γ]: 

(33) kyara [kxara]20 cf. kare [kare] 
meat go 

gyaanra [gYa:ra] 
goudge 

Secondary release between IVJ and lul is a very slight velar affrication 
which sounds like light aspiration. It is symbolized [x] here. Before the other 
low vowels, secondary release is a labio-velar approximant [w]: 

(34) kwüüld [kxu:lo] cf. knuyo [ku:r)2] 
encircle be.lacking 

kwooro [kwo:ro] cf. kooio [ko:lo] 
snore cough 

kwoogo [kwo:Ro] cf. koogo [ko:Ro] 
boat inheritance 

As noted above, Mills (1984) states that nasal consonants do not occur 
with secondary release in Cebaara. While this is not the case in Supyire, it is 
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true that there are very few cases of /m/ or /rj/ with secondary release. The 
rarity of secondary release with /η/ could be attributed to the overall rarity of 
/η/, but this explanation is not possible for /m/. The only clear cases of 
secondary release with /m/ are those resulting from diphthongization before 
[?]. The plural of mee 'voice, song' is myahn [myj|?i,:] for most speakers 
(migii [m£Ri:] for others). The only clear cases of secondary release 
following /η/ are before the back vowel /a/, as in the following example: 

(35) η woo [i)w2:] cf. goo [qa:] 
knife sleep 

The situation with /ji/ is quite different, perhaps suspiciously so. Secondary 
release occurs freely with /ji/, before four of the five vowels which can 
follow nasals (/i/, /ε/, /a/,21 and /o/), and at least one example has been found 
before /u/ as well. For many, perhaps the majority, of speakers in Farakala, 
/ji/ when it occurs with secondary release is phonetically not a stop, but a 
fortis, very close, heavily nasalized palatal approximant symbolized [y] in 
the examples below. When preceding a front vowel or /a/, the combination 
of /ji/ + secondary release produces a long, fortis, nasalized approximant 
[y:]: 

(36) flyii [y:i:] cf. ρ)ηέ [ριη£] 
eye ground 

pyegä [y:£Rä] cf. ρετηε [n§m§] 
morning caprice 

pyaa [y:a:] cf. pää [jiä:] 
sight see.IMPFV 

When /p/ + secondary release occurs before a back vowel, for most 
speakers the expected labial secondary release combines with the nasal to 
form a rounded, very close and heavily nasalized alveopalatal approximant, 
[q]: 

(37) kupwüü [kuqrfc:]22 cf. ρύΌ3 
corner head 

p\voo [q:2:] cf. pooqo [n2:D2] 
beginning dab 

Only one alveolar, l\l, may occur with secondary release, and it is 
significant that phonetically it becomes an alveopalatal [X]. Before non-high 
front vowels, there is a noticeable [y] off-glide as well. For many speakers, 
particularly younger ones, the /I/ loses its contact with the roof of the mouth 
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and becomes simply a [y], which combines with the secondary release to 
form a fortis, very close and somewhat long [y:]: 

(38) Jyi [Xi] or [y:i] cf. Ji [li] 
eat G3S.pronoun 

lyee [X^e:] or [y:e:] cf. h [le] 
same.age put 

lye [Χ^ε] or [Xya]23 or [y:e] or [y:a] 
be.old 

Between /I/ and back vowels, secondary release is phonetically a rounded 
alveopalatal approximant [q]. As described above, for many speakers the /l/ 
loses its contact with the palate and combines with the secondary release to 
form a fortis, somewhat long [q:]. No examples before /o/ have been found. 

(39) lwM [XMu:] or [q:u:] 
take. I MP 

Iwo 
take 

[X<b] or [q:o] 

cf. 

cf. 

luu 
sheanuts 

loogo 
palm.stem 

[hi:] 

[lo:Ro] 

The approximants /y/ and /w/, when combined with secondary release, 
present a few difficulties. The rounded alveopalatal approximant [q] may 
occur before both front and back vowels. From the distribution of the the 
palatal and labial variants of secondary release following other consonants, it 
seems best to analyze [q] before front vowels as /w/ + secondary release, 
and before back vowels as /y/ + secondary release: 

(40) wyii 
hole 

wyere 
cold 

wyere 
money 

ywdrd 
fibre 

[qi] 

[qere] 

[qoro] 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

cf. 

wff 
look.at 

weiηε 
leaf 

[wi:] 

[werjg] 

weege [we:Re] 
ca'ilcedrat (Kyaya senegalensis) 

yogo 
quarrel 

[yoRo] 

The rule which converts approximants to corresponding stops helps in the 
detection of /w/ + secondary release before back vowels and /y/ + 
secondary release before front vowels. A verb in an intransitive future clause 
takes a nasal prefix, and if the first consonant of the verb is an approximant, 
it is converted to the corresponding stop. It is then easy to hear if secondary 
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release follows or not. Without this help, the secondary release is difficult to 
detect, though it does show up clearly on a spectrogram as a lengthening of 
the approximant articulation. This lengthening is symbolized with [:] 
following the approximant in the examples below: 

(41) wwü [w:u] cf. wu [wu] 
take.off pour 

wwo [w:o] cf. woogo [wo:Ro] 
be.dark.colored paint 

yyili [y:ili] cf. y)r) [yiri] 
name.after.spirit get.up 

yyere [y:ere] cf. yebe [yebe] 
call split 

As is clear from the examples, the orthography employed for Supyire uses y 
for secondary release before front vowels and /a/, and w for secondary 
release before back vowels, whatever the actual phonetic realization, and 
although there is no contrast. 

2.2. Vowels 

Like other Senufo languages, Supyire has seven oral and five nasalized vow-
els, shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Vowel Phonemes 

oral nasalized 

i u i y 
e ο 
t o § 2 

a § 

The status of oral /ε/ and fo/ is not as firmly established as that of the other 
five vowels. There are no good minimal contrasts in monosyllabic words the 
way there are for the other vowels, and there are a number of contexts where 
the contrast between I d and /a/ is neutralized. In these same contexts /o/ has 
a variant [a] which in rapid speech is very difficult to distinguish from /a/. 

Nasalization is written in the orthography by means of an π following the 
nasalized vowel. All vowels may be either short or long. Most if not all long 
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vowels derive at least historically from the juxtaposition of two vowels 
through the loss of an intervening consonant, as described above in section 
2.1.3. 

The processes which affect vowels are divided into two major groups in 
the following discussion. Those affecting stressed vowels are treated first, 
followed by those affecting unstressed vowels. 

2.2.1. Processes affecting stressed vowels 

2.2.1.1 Vowel lowering and diphthongization 

As noted in the preceding section, the flaps [r] ( = medial Id/ before an un-
stressed vowel) and [R] ( = /g/ before an unstressed vowel) and above all the 
glottal stop [?] (orthographical ly h) tend to lower vowels which precede 
them. 

[R] tends to lower vowels one step, high /i/, /u/ becoming mid /e/, /o/, and 
mid /e/, /o/ becoming low /ε/, /ο/: 

bu- + -gv bogo ['boRo] 
gourd G2S 'gourd' 

kapi- + -gili => kapdgii [ka'peRi:] 
bad.deed G3P 'bad deeds' 

pe- + => pegs ['peRe] 
pot G2S 'large pot' 

soo- + -gV = > soogo ['so:Ro] 
loom G2S 'loom' 

There are numerous exceptions to this process. Secondary release usually 
protects a following high vowel from lowering, and palatal consonants 
protect a following /i/ from lowering (though the /i/ may be lowered as far as 
M): 

(43) pyi- + -gV => pyige ['psiRe] 
child G2S 'big child' 

ci- + -gV => cige ['tJiRe] 
tree G2s 'tree' 

But even in the absence of such protection, a vowel will occasionally refuse 
to lower. Compare the following pair: 
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(44) si- + -gV => sige ['siRe] 
bush G2S 'bush' 

si 4- -gV => sege ['seRe] 
give.birth G2S 'child bearing' 

Vowel lowering before [r] is more restricted than before [R]. It has already 
been noted that vowels are not lowered before the diminutive suffix -rV. 
Lowering also does not occur when a root-final [r] absorbs the initial [1] of 
the gender 3 singular suffix -IV: 

(45) cer- + -IV 
calabash G3S 

bor- + -IV 
sack G3S 

=> cere 
'calabash' 

=> boro 
'sack' 

The mid vowels of these same roots lower, however, when the initial /g/ of 
the gender 3 plural suffix -gili is absorbed by the root-final [r]: 

(46) cer- + -gili => cerii 
calabash G3P 'calabashes' 

bor- + -gili => börii 
sack G3P 'sacks' 

This lowering is by no means inevitable, occuring in only 8 out of a total of 
13 roots where it might be expected. High vowels are unaffected: 

(47) k)r- + -gili => kirii 
country G3P 'countries' 

kur- + -gili => kiirii 
path G3P 'paths' 

The other environment where [r] induces lowering is before the gender 4 
suffix -rV. Here, unless they are "protected" by secondary release, mid 
vowels readily lower: 

(48) see- + -rV => seere 
skin G4 'skins' 

loo- + -rV => looro 
bamboo G4 'bamboo stems' 

Occasionally the lowering is accompanied by diphthongization: 
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(49) weN- + -rV => wyere 
leaf G4 'leaves' 

loN- + -rV => Iworo 
eggplant.leavesG4 'eggplant leaves' 

A few roots with high vowels undergo lowering: 

(50) pu- + -rV => pworo 
adobe G4 'adobe' 

numpi- 4- -rV => numpere 
bad- G4 'bad(G4)' 

Most roots with high vowels, however, are not affected: 

(51) su + -rV => suro 
pound G4 'mush' 

ci- 4- -rV => cire 
tree G4 'trees' 

As pointed out above, [?] may only be preceded by the low vowels Izl, la/, 
and /o/. It therefore always induces lowering, or more precisely diphthongi-
zation, of a preceding non-low vowel when brought into contact with it by a 
morphological process. Two noun class suffixes beginning with /g/ have 
variants with initial [?]: gender 2 singular -^Kand gender 3 plural -gili. An 
example for each non-low vowel follows. Note that many roots already have 
secondary release, and that the process of diphthongization therefore applies 
redundantly: 

kacyin- + -gili kacyänhii 
fetish G3P 'fetishes' 

lu- + -gv => lwoho 
water G2S 'water' 

pe- + -gili => pyähii 
pot G3P 'pots' 

numbwo- + -gV => numbwoho 
big G2S 'big(G2S)' 

['Xwo?o] 

['p9a?i:] 

Even the low vowel Izl is diphthongized before [?] in the speech of many 
people: 
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(53) me- + -gili => myähii ['myä?i.:] 
voice G3P 'songs' 

2.2.1.2. Vowel coalescence 

Supyire morphology does not offer many occasions for a stressed word final 
vowel to come in contact with a vowel initial clitic, since most nouns have a 
gender suffix (always unstressed) and most verbs are di- or tri-syllabic with 
stress on the initial syllable.24 Suffixless nouns (from gender 1 singular) and 
monosyllabic verbs do however sometimes occur with a following V-initial 
clitic. Frequently nothing much happens in these encounters, both vowels re-
ceiving approximately their ordinary pronunciations. But when stressed IM 
precedes /a/, both vowels are drawn to each other to produce [ee], as in the 
following examples. Note that this change is not written in the orthography. 

(54) Mpi ä jwo... [ηιρβέ] 
hare PERF say... 
'Hare said...' 

U jiye ä si ä? [ββέ] 
she NEG PERF give.birth NEGQ 
'Didn't she give birth?' 

2.2.1.3. Neutralization 

Secondary release induces some variation in certain following vowels. The 
contrast between Id and /a/ is neutralized after secondary release, though 
there is some variation in the behavior of individual roots and speakers. 
Some speakers favor one or the other pronunciation, some use both, and 
some use a vowel somewhere in between. Similarly, some roots seem to 
favor a pronunciation with /a/, such as fya 'fish'and pya 'child', but even 
these are occasionally heard as [fye] and [pye]. For most speakers, [a] is the 
usual pronunciation before pause. The low back vowel hi likewise has the 
variants [a] and [a] following secondary release, as in pwo 'sweep', with the 
pronunciations [p4>wo] and [p4>wa].25 

There are a few roots which exhibit similar variation between the other 
back vowels. In these alternations, the lower pronunciation occurs before 
pause, the higher one medially. Thus cwo 'fall ' may be pronounced [tf:u] 
when not before a pause, and cwo 'net' may be pronounced [tf:o] before 
pause. Hopefully historical reconstruction will eventually shed light on the 
cause of such distinctions. 
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2.2.1.4. Vowel lengthening 

The formation of long vowels through the elision of an intermediate conso-
nant (usually /I/ or /n/) was discussed above. A similar and perhaps related 
process affecting roots ending in [r] or /N/ also yields long vowels, but only 
in certain morphological contexts. Roots ending in stressed CVr or CVN 
have their vowels lengthened when the diminutive suffix -rV\s added. Since 
only a single consonant remains of the expected cluster (rr=> r and nr => ή), 
this lengthening is probably compensatory following degemination. Some 
examples are: 

(55) cer- + -rV => ceer6 
calabash DIM 'little calabash" 

T)keN- + -rV ήΜέηέ 
branch DIM ' little branch' 

Roots with final [r] show the same lengthening before the gender 2 suffixes, 
but roots with final /N/ do not: 

(56) cer- + -gV => ceega 
calabash G2S 'big calabash' 

$keN- + -gV => $ίέηέ 
branch G2S 'branch' 

Roots with final [r] also usually show lengthening as the first root of a 
compound: 

(57) cer- + kwoo- + -gV => ceekwoogo 
calabash shell G2S 'eggshell' 

tdr- + ly) + -IV => ΐέό/yn 
time eat G3S 'time to eat' 

Probably related to this phenomenon is the lengthening found in definite 
gender 4 nouns noted in section 2.1.1.5 above. 

2.2.1.5. Denasalization 

Another process triggered only by [r] is the denasalization of short stressed 
high vowels. As noted above, vowels are normally nasalized following a 
nasal consonant. However, if the vowel is followed by an [r], it is 
denasalized. Phonetically the nasal consonant is pronounced like a nasal-
plus-voiced stop cluster: 
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(58) πύΓύ [nduru] 'return' 

nlrd [ndire] 'roots (G4)' 

cf. ιύηέ [nlrj^] 'root (G2S)' 

The same denasalization occurs if the high nasalized vowel is preceded by 
an oral consonant. 

(59) yatinN- + -rV => yatire from tin 
instrument G4 'orchestra* make.noise 

tünntun- + -rV •=> tünnturo from tun 
message G4 'message' send 

kun + -rV => kuru 
munch IMP 'munch' (imperfective) 

There are numerous exceptions to this rule, however, and it may not be a 
synchronic process. 

2.2.2. Processes affecting unstressed vowels 

2.2.2.1. Vowel harmony 

Vowel harmony is a pervasive phenomenon in Supyire. Unstressed vowels 
within a metrical foot harmonize with the initial stressed vowel if they 
belong to the same root or to a harmonizing suffix. Derivational affixes on 
verbs and most indefinite noun class suffixes harmonize, while inflectional 
affixes on verbs (for the most part) and definite noun suffixes do not 
harmonize. The unstressed vowel is normally a copy of the stressed vowel 
with the following restrictions: (1) Before pause, the final unstressed vowel 
(except in most CVrV verbs) cannot be high. Thus before pause [e] and [o] 
follow [i] and [u] respectively. (2) Following a nasal consonant [§] 
harmonizes with [e] and [i] (before pause) and [2] harmonizes with [o] and 
[u] (before pause). This follows from the fact that all vowels are nasalized 
following a nasal consonant and nasalized mid vowels do not exist. (3) 
Vowel reduction (see below) often turns the unstressed middle vowel of a 
three-syllable foot into [3] or something similar. (4) Before pause a final 
unstressed [ε] will often be lowered to [a] and [a] to [a]. Some examples of 
harmony in disyllabic feet involving noun class suffixes are: 

(60) ci- + -rV => cire 
tree G4 'trees' 
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cer- + -IV = > cere 
calabash G3S 'calabash' 

se- + -rV => sere 
honey G4 'honey' 

Is- + -rV => tara 
land G4 'land' 

su + -rV => suro 
pound G4 'mush' 

*bor- + -IV *boro 
bag G3S 'bag' 

cwo + -rV => cworo 
be.contrary G4 'contrariness 

Some examples with nasal consonants are: 

ρίηΝ- + -gV pinrji 
drum G2S 'drum' 

cdN- + •gv > cdqi 
antelope G2S 'antelope' 

funN- + -gV > funrjo 
interior G2S 'interior' 

bdN- + -gv => bdrjb 
baboon G2S 'baboon' 

Some CVrV verbs allow final high vowels before pause: 

(62) suru 'hook.onto' 
tin 'grind' 

Finally, some examples of harmony in trisyllabic feet: 

y)ri + -gv => yirigd ['yirlRe] 
rise CAUS 'raise* 

fcgd- + -ivV => f&gdwd ['feRawe] 
ring G1S 'ring' 

pere- + -gV = > perege ['per^Re] 
quantity G2S 'quantity' 

bügd + -rV = > bügürö ['buRuro] 
round.hut DIM 'small round hut' 
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bworo- + -gV 
grey.plantain.eater G2S 

cwbnrb + -mV 
get.stuck GS 

bworo go ['bpor9Ro] 
'grey plantain eater' 

cwbnrbmb ['tjw$f3m5>] 
' embarrassment' 

As stated above, some suffixes (e.g. all definite noun class suffixes) do not 
harmonize. Unstressed initial syllables also do not harmonize. The non-har-
monizing initial vowel may be part of the root (in which case it is always /i/, 
/u/, or /a/): 

(64) sika [si'ka] 
s)kwύ [sl'kxu] 
fukanga [fu'kgRa] 
munaa [mu'na:] 
ka/dgd [ka'löRö] 

'goat' 
'species of ant' 
'shoulder, wing' 
'nose' 
'underarm' 

or it may be part of a derivational prefix, as in the case of the locative nomi-
nal izer ta-: 

ta- + b6g616 + -gV 
LOC arrange G2S 

ta- + ly) + -gV 
LOC eat G2S 

tabegege 
'place to store things' 

talyige 
'place to eat' 

Initial unstressed syllables are not allowed in verbs. 
A very few exceptions to the process of harmony do occur. The most com-

mon is the verb kare 'go ' , which would be *kara if it were regular. There are 
a few verbs with two pronunciations, one harmonizing and the other not, 
such as koro / kore 'chase', para / pare 'span'. From the greater number of 
this kind of exception to harmonization in Cebaara (see Mills 1984: 156-157) 
it is probable that harmonization is increasing in Supyire, and that the non-
harmonizing variants of the above verbs are the older forms. 

The restriction of homorganicity on VV clusters can be treated as a special 
case of harmonization: the second V must harmonize with the first V. This 
process can be seen in the assimilation of the narrative auxiliary si when it 
follows a pronoun or the conjunction mä. It loses its consonant (which is 
first rhotacized and then elided like other intervocalic [r]s), and then the 
vowel assimilates totally, e.g. u «/becomes υ ύ, and ma s/becomes maä. 
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2.2.2.2. Vowel reduction 

Unstressed vowels in the middle syllable of a trisyllabic foot are greatly re-
duced. The reduced high vowels sound like very short centralized [u] and [i]. 
The reduced non-high vowels sound like [a]. Examples for each of the oral 
vowels are given in (63) above. 

2.2.2.3. Vowel elision 

Unstressed vowels are elided in three different environments. The first is 
between a nasal consonant and a following voiceless stop. The scene for this 
is typically set when the final nasal of a root absorbs the initial voiced stop 
of a noun class suffix. When a definite suffix (which always begins with a 
voiceless stop) is added, the unstressed vowel of the indefinite suffix, caught 
between the nasal and the voiceless stop, is elided. Since it bequeaths its 
length and tone to the nasal, however, this could be viewed as a kind of coa-
lescence rather than elision. The resulting syllabic nasals are the only ones in 
the language. Here are some examples from the plurals of genders 1 and 3: 

(66) näN- + -bi- + -pili => nämpft 
man G1P DEF(GIP) 'the men' 

mbM- + -gi- + -kili => mbnfjkii 
outside.corner G3P DEF(G3P) 'the outside corners' 

The mirror image of this environment (i.e. stop + nasal) also induces 
vowel elision, if the stop is flapped. Note the following example: 

(67) t6y)r)glqi ['tö'yiriRr}:!] 
tea.maker.DEF(GlS) 

Often the two subtypes occur together, i.e. flap + vowel + nasal + vowel 
+ voiceless stop. This yields the phonetic sequence of flap + syllabic nasal 
+ voiceless stop, as in the following example: 

(68) cyi- + shwbhöN + -bi + -p/f => cyish whhbmipii 
thigh between G1P DEF(GIP) ['tjii'jwbimrpi:] 

'crotch' 

The second environment in which unstressed vowels elide is between two 
[r]s or [l]s. This process has already been alluded to above. It occurs 
regularly in the formation of the definites of gender 4. It also occurs 
occasionally in other morphological processes. Note that subsequent 
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degemination with compensatory lengthening may or may not occur. Some 
examples are: 

(69) kya + -rV + -re => kyaäre 
chew G4 DEF(G4) the.meat 

kilä + -Ii => käll)26 

read IMP read.IMPERF 

The third environment for the elision of unstressed vowels is between a 
non-coronal stop (/p/, /b/, or /k/) or a non-back fricative (/f/, /v/, /s/, or /zJ) 
and a resonant (/l/, or /n/). As noted above, in a small minority of roots an 
unstressed syllable with a non-harmonizing /i/ or /u/ precedes the stressed 
syllable. When the consonant following such an unstressed high vowel is a 
resonant, the vowel is elided. Two pronunciations of the resulting word are 
possible. In the first, the resonant retains the length and tone of the elided 
vowel. In the second, this length and tone are transferred to the vowel 
following the resonant. In accordance with the practice in other Senufo 
orthographies, the underlying form of the word, with the unelided vowel, is 
written.27 Some examples: 

pilaga [plraRa] or [pla:Ra] 'night' 
biliwe [bl:iwe] or [bli:we] 'slave' 
kile [kl:e] or [kle:] 'sky, God' 
kinaga [kn:aRa] or [kna:Ra] 'fruit bat' 
file [fl:e] or [fie:] 'approach' 
sil6g6 [sl:£R6] or [sl6:R£] 'be ashamed' 

It should be noted that roots with elided vowels of this sort always behave 
metrically like 'CVCV or 'CVV roots, never like CV roots. The appearance 
of the gender 1 singular suffix -wV on biliwe, for example, is dependent on 
the disyllabic nature of the root. 

2.2.2.4. Final vowel assimilation 

When a vowel initial clitic follows an unstressed vowel, that vowel assimi-
lates totally to the clitic. Only the tone of the original vowel remains. The re-
sulting long vowel is stressed, sometimes inducing a slight diminishing of an 
immediately preceding stress. This process is illustrated below with the da-
tive postposition 4, the perfect tense-aspect auxiliary i , the serial verb 
connective i , the locative adverb ani(derived from waniby the elision of its 
initial /w/, see section 2.1.3.2 above), and the negative question marker i : 2 8 
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(71) Ku kan cedgi ά. 
it give woman.DEF to 

Cedgi ä kare 
woman.DEF PERF go 

ä kwo. 
SC finish 

U pye ä kare anf ä? 
she NEG PERF go there NEG.Q 

Ku kan cedga ä. 
'Give it to the woman.' 

Cedqa a kära a kwd. 
'The woman has 
already gone.' 

Upye a kärä έηά ä? 
'Didn't she go there?' 

As shown here, most vowel-initial clitics begin with /a/. The postpositions i 
' in ' and / 'with' will be discussed in section 2.2.2.6 below. 

The vowels of third person anaphoric pronouns are unstressed, and most of 
these assimilate as expected (exceptions will be dealt with in the next 
section): 

(72) Ku ä ßwo. => Ka äßwo. 
it(G2S) PERF good 'It is good.' 

Li ä β wo. 
it(G3S) PERF good 

La ä β wo. 
'It is good.' 

2.2.2.5. Approximant formation 

When three of the eight anaphoric pronouns precede a vowel-initial clitic, 
they do not allow the assimilation of their vowels as described above. 
Instead, the vowel's length (or 'vowelness') is transferred to the clitic's 
vowel, but its other features remain as an approximant. This is most clearly 
seen in the gender 1 singular i/, which instead of simply merging with the 
following clitic, changes to [wV]. This change is not written in the 
orthography. 

(73) Ku kan u ä. => Ku kan u ä. [wa:] 
it give him/her to 'Give it to him/her.' 

The plurals of genders 1 and 3 likewise undergo approximant formation 
rather than assimilation. The gender 1 pi can be contrasted with the gender S 
pvr. 

(74) Pi ä ßwo. => Piäßwo. [pya:] 
they PERF good 'They are good.' 

Pu ä β wo. => Pa ä ßwo. 
it PERF good 'It is good.' 
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2.2.2.6. Variation of /i/ and /e/ in clitics 

The two postpositions / ' in ' and / 'with '2 9 both have alternate forms e. If the 
preceding vowel is stressed, the e forms are selected only if that stressed 
vowel is e. This is the case with most demonstratives (examples in this sec-
tion will all be given using the postposition 'with' ; in each case ' in ' would 
have the same vowel but a different tone): 

(75) 6 'with that (G2S)' 
ήάέ ό 'with that (G3S)' 

Following all other stressed vowels, / is used: 

(76) pyä ) 'with a child' 
fyi ) 'with a python' 
tu ) 'with father' 
pwun ) 'with a dog' [ρφνί] 
nd i 'with a husband' 

The sole exception to this rule discovered so far is ivwd 'snake' , which in 
the speech of some people takes e rather than /. 

If the preceding vowel is unstressed, the e form is selected only if the con-
sonant preceding the unstressed vowel is not a nasal: 

(77) le 
tile 

e 
6 

sbore 6 
tüügd έ 
tüüyd 6 

'with it' < Ii 'it (G3S)' 
'with fathers' < Hi ' fathers '3 0 

'with a sack' < sboro ' sack' 
'with a hoe' < tHügd 'hoe ' 
'with hoes' < tüüyd 'hoes' 

If the unstressed vowel is preceded by a nasal consonant, / is always 
selected: 

(78) bwünn) ί 'with a granary' < 
düfaäntji) 'with a donkey' < 
biinnii i 'with light' < 

bwüün 'granary' 
düfaänqä 'donkey' 
biinnii ' light' 

The definite gender 2 plural suffix -yi is an exception to this 
generalization. Instead of the expected e form, it takes r. 

(79) tüüyf 'with the hoes' tüüyf ' the hoes' 
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2.2.2.7. Rounding before labials 

The unstressed [i] of the adjective prefix niN- becomes [u] for most speakers 
when it precedes a root beginning with a labial consonant: 

(80) niN- + pi => numpi 
ADJ be.bad 'bad' 

niN- + bo => η um bo 
ADJ kill ' to be killed' 

niN- + tii + -wV => nintiiwe 
ADJ be. straight G1S 'straight' 

niN- + curu + -gv nipcurugo 
ADJ stick.in G2S 'stuck in' 

Roots beginning with /ww/ (/w/ plus secondary release before a back 
vowel) also trigger this change, but not those beginning with simple /w/. 
Compare: 

(81) niN- + wwo 
ADJ be.black 

niN- + waha 
ADJ be.hard 

+ -gV 
G2S 

nurjgwoho 
'black (G2S)' 

nigga 
'hard' 

2.2.2.8. Spread of nasalization 

Nasalization spreads to adjacent vowels when no consonant intervenes: 

(82) pwun ) [ρφυ!] 'with a dog' 

It also spreads across [?] and [1], but not across other consonants: 

(83) kin• + -gV 
village G2S 

ίεεη + -IV 
sit G3S 

känhä [kä?ä] 
'village' 

ίεεηΐε [tg:lg]31 

'residency' 

In all these cases, nasalization is written (with an ή) only on the first syllable 
where it occurs. 
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2.3. Tone 

Tone has a high functional load in Supyire. Boys cowherding in the bush 
often communicate with each other by whistling. The whistling contains no 
other information than vowel length and pitch, but this is sufficient to permit 
fairly detailed conversations. In learning to speak Supyire I often had the ex-
perience of an interlocutor interpreting my speech on the basis of my 
(incorrect) tones, assuming that I had mistaken the consonants and vowels, 
which were in fact much closer to what they were supposed to be than the 
tones. 

There are four phonemic tones. The high (H) and low (L) are fairly ordi-
nary, but the middle two are differentiated in behavior rather than pitch. One 
of these, which we will call strong mid (Ms) undergoes substantially less 
perturbation than the other, which we will call weak mid (Mw). As will be-
come apparent, weak mid resembles high in its behavior. Northern Senufo 
languages (Supyire, Sucite, Mamara) all have both weak and strong mid 
tones. Central Senufo languages such as Cebaara and Shenara, however, 
seem to have a more conventional three tone-system. Cebaara cognates for 
Supyire weak mid verbs are mostly high tone. Garber (1987: 227) suggests 
that proto-Senufo had a four-tone, four-pitch system, and that the upper of 
the two middle tones was subsequently lost in some languages by merger 
with high.32 In northern Senufo the upper of the two middle tones has 
merged phonetically (that is, it is realized on the same phonetic pitch) with 
the other mid tone. This phonetic neutralization has not entailed serious 
phonological neutralization, however, due to the complex tone rules of 
Supyire. In effect, the two mid tones behave quite differently with respect to 
tone rules, and consequently, in the majority of environments one or the 
other is possible, but not both. Consider the following example. When a 
weak mid noun occurs as the possessed noun in a genitive construction in 
which the possessor is the first person singular pronoun mH\ it is raised to 
high tone: cig6 'the tree' becomes m)i cige 'my tree' (the -ge is the definite 
noun suffix for gender 2 singular). When a strong mid noun occurs in the 
same environment, however, it keeps its mid tone: bag6'the house' stays m)i 
bag6. The multiplicity of rules of this sort ensure that words with weak mid 
tone are nearly always distinguished from those with strong mid tone. 

As in many tone languages, different subsystems of the language exhibit 
somewhat different tonal behavior. In particular, verbs, nouns, pronouns, and 
adverbs all differ in tonal behavior. Verbs and pronouns are rather more sus-
ceptible to perturbation than nouns, which in turn are more perturbable than 
adverbs. 

Syllabic nasals and of course vowels may bear significant tone. In 
addition, initial nasals which precede stops may also carry significant tone 
(with important restrictions—see below), but word-medial nasals which 
precede stops always take the tone of the previous vowel. A stressed vowel 
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may carry up to three tones, but this is rare. Rather more common are 
vowels with two tones, but by far the most common are vowels with one 
tone. Pre-stop nasals and unstressed vowels may only carry one tone. 
Spreading rules must sometimes make reference to moras. 

Tone rules are also sensitive to different kinds of boundary. Most tone 
rules apply only in relatively close syntactic environments, such as between 
possessor and possessed in genitive constructions, between direct object and 
verb, between noun phrase and postposition. In other contexts, even within 
the same clause, a rule may not apply. Certain morphological boundaries are 
impermeable to tone spreading, but allow feature changing rules to apply 
across them. 

The following discussion will begin with an examination of basic tone 
tunes and then proceed to an exposition of the various rules needed to 
account for the Supyire data. 

2.3.1. Basic tunes 

2.3.1.1. Toneless affixes 

There are a few affixes which have no tone of their own. They invariably 
take their surface tone from the preceding element. These toneless affixes 
are simply listed here for convenience: 

(84) Toneless affixes: 

basic noun gender suffixes (except G1P and G3P) 

imperfective verb suffixes33 

causative verb suffix -gV 

intransitive verb prefix N-

2.3.1.2. Basic verb tunes 

Apart from a small class of loans, there are only four basic verb tunes: H, 
Ms, Mw, and HL. Verbs have one of the following structures: 'CV, 'CVV, 1 

CVCV, 'CVVCV, 'CVCVCV.34 In the one-tone tunes, the unique tone is 
simply linked to all the vowels of the verb. 

The HL tune by contrast presents a few difficulties. In the first place, it 
has a simple L variant which shows up when the verb is first in an utterance, 
such as in the rather impolite bare imperative: Ylrli 'Get up!', and when the 
verb immediately follows a tense-aspect auxiliary which ends in Ms, such as 
na 'progressive' and mäha 'habitual; past": 
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(85) U na yääü. 'S/he is yawning.' 
s/hePROG yawn.IMPFV 

U mäha yäälä. 'S/he always yawns.* 
s/he HAB yawn 

It seems slightly more satisfactory to specify that the initial Η is removed in 
these two environments rather than that a Η is added in all the other environ-
ments where the verb may occur. 

Another difficulty presented by this tune is that although the Η behaves 
like any other Η in the majority of contexts, it does not so behave with 
regard to downstep. A HL noun downsteps as expected, but a HL verb does 
not. 

The HL tune is linked to the vowels of the verb as follows: when the verb 
has one vowel, both tones are linked to it: cü 'grab', fe ' run'. When the verb 
has two vowels, they get one tone each: yfr) 'get up', bfi 'go far' . When 
there are three vowels, however, the Η always coopts the first two, leaving 
only the last for the L: yirfgd (from yiri 'get up' plus the toneless causative 
suffix -gV) 'raise', ceegi 'accuse'.35 

As mentioned above, borrowed verbs are not constrained by the four tune 
system just outlined. It is true that some loans do fall as if by accident into 
one of the four basic tunes: kärämä 'force' (H, from Bambara käräbä), 
kümäs£ 'begin' (Η, from French commenced). Significantly, Bambara low 
tone verbs with initial stress are treated as HL in Supyire: märä 'guard' 
(from Bambara märä), s6mb 'warn' (from Bambara shmt). However, when 
the Bambara low tone source word has medial or final stress, Supyire 
interprets the tune as LH, with the L linked to the stressed syllable and 
everything before it: käDfä 'entrust' (from Bambara kä/ifa), yäfä 'forgive' 
(from Bambara yäfä). Similarly, when a Bambara high tone source word has 
medial stress, its initial syllable may be intrepreted in Supyire as having mid 
tone, even though it has high in Bambara, which has only two tone levels: 
desi 'lack' (from däsi), dafä 'complete' (from däfä, a compound in 
Bambara). The final stress of a French word is sometimes interpreted as high 
tone: gardi'guard' (from garder). 

A subclass of Bambara verbs which have been adopted in Supyire with en-
thusiasm are the reduplicative ideophonic verbs. These usually consist of a 
CVCV or CVCVCV foot reduplicated in toto. The vowel may be the same 
throughout, or the second foot may replace the vowel of the first foot, 
usually with [a]. In Bambara these verbs may have either high or low tone. 
In Supyire I have recorded only one with high tone, all the rest being given a 
LH tune, with LHL in the imperfective. In the base form the Η is confined to 
the final vowel, but in the imperfective, the second foot has the HL spread 
out as if it were a normal HL. Some examples: mdJdgdmä/ägä' wriggle like a 
snake' (imperfective mdJdgdmälägd), pöröpdrö 'threaten' (imperfective 
pdrdpörd), p)r)pärä 'be worthless' (imperfective piripärS). A slight variation 
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has the form CVNCVV: pämpää 'flatten completely' (imperfective 
pämp&ni), kürjküü 'roll ' (imperfective küyküü). 

2.3.1.3. Basic noun tunes 

The orderly picture presented by the verbs contrasts dramatically with the 
exhuberant chaos among the nouns. Even setting aside known compounds, 
there are many more basic tunes for nouns than there are for verbs. Taking 
the simplest first, there are four one-tone tunes: H, Ms, Mw, L. Some 
examples of each: 

H: fäägä 'rock, Farakala' 
bäarä 'work' 
cirirjä 'orphan' 
ίύηό 'species of caterpillar' 

Ms: baga 'house' 
cere 'calabash' 
pworo 'daughter' 
sarawa 'bee ' 

Mw: cige ' tree' 
shire 'hair, feathers' 
bu 'dead person' 
koo 'vervet monkey' 

L: i)küü 'chicken' 
färdyi ' hoof 
nä 'man' 
Ώπίηιέ 'pus ' 

It should be pointed out that the majority of Η nouns are loans. The first two 
in the above list are borrowed from Bambara. 

Of the twelve possible two-tone tunes, four do not occur. It is undoubtedly 
significant that all four involve Mw. *MwMs, *MsMw, and *HMw all would 
place Mw in a place where it probably could not be distinguished from Ms 
or H. It is less clear why *MwH should not occur, but its non-occurence is 
certainly related to the fact that MsH occurs only in loans. Evidently MH 
was not a possible tune in proto-Supyire. Some examples of MsH loans are 
given here to get them out of the way. Most of these loans entered Supyire 
through Bambara, even though their ultimate origin may have been Arabic or 
French. 
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darashi ' f ive francs' from Bambara dä/äsf 
mobili [ma'bli:] 'car ' from Bambara möbfli 
kubärä 'news' from Bambara kibärd 
lakölö 'school' from French l'6cole 
keshü 'box' from French caisse 
avyän 'airplane' from French avion 36 

It is important to note that these words all have medial stress. The second 
tone of the tune is linked with the stressed vowel. This restriction applies to 
two other two-tone tunes, and to most three-tone tunes. 

Of the seven remaining two-tone tunes, LH also comprises mainly loans. 
Of fourteen nouns with this tune, eleven are clearly loans. Two of the 
remaining three refer to species of ants, and the L of the third is floating (see 
below for a discussion of this phenomenon). Some examples of LH nouns 
are: 

(88) lämpti ' taxes' from French I'impot 
wäzhworö ' scarf from French mouchoir 
bdmbo 'candy' from French bonbon 
sikwti 'species of ant' 

Note that like the MsH nouns, LH nouns mostly have medial stress, and the 
Η is linked to the stressed syllable. 

The remaining two-tone tunes are LMs, LMw, MsL, MwL, HMs, and HL. 
Of these, HMs and MsL are very rare. Only four HMs nouns have been de-
tected so far. Of these, one is obviously onomatopoeic: düdugo 'senega! cou-
cal' , the name imitating the call of the bird (cf. the Bambara name 
nyämatütu). Another is borrowed from Bambara: btibu 'deaf-mute' (from 
Bambara böbo). Another was perhaps originally a compound, since it has 
two (dialectal) variants: münaa and funaa 'nose' . The fourth word is täba 
'species of tree'. All of these words have medial stress, and the second tone 
of the tune is linked to the stressed vowel. 

The HL tune is also composed almost entirely of loans. It is certainly sus-
picious that all the nouns with this tune, including the three for which I have 
been unable to trace a loan etymology, are in gender 1, the gender which 
hosts the vast majority of loans. While most of these words have initial 
stress, in the two examples with medial stress the L links with the stressed 
syllable. Some examples: 

(89) bütünd [bu'tüng] 'bottle' from French bouteille 
yikiJi [ya'kli:] 'intelligence' from Bambara häkili 
s6d 'pick' from Bambara söli 
jink 'water spirit' from Bambara jini 

(from Arabic jinni) 
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jwö 'blessing' 
dä 'granary for shea nuts' 

The other four tunes, LMs, LMw, MsL, and MwL, are mostly composed of 
native rather than loan vocabulary. They also have in common another sig-
nificant characteristic: they all allow one of their tones to be floating. The 
details, however, are different in each case. 

Roots which take the LMs tune may be divided into three groups. The sim-
plest to deal with are roots with medial stress. As we would expect from the 
patterns noted above in other tunes, the Ms links with the stressed syllable 
and everything to the right: 

(90) kälaga [kä'laRa] 
näkaana [nä'ka:ng] 
ditfugo [dü'fuRo] 
kücwuun [kü'tf:y:] 
nänipontjo [nä'mpgqg] 

'sorghum' 
'discussion' 
'maize' 
'patas monkey' 
'guest, stranger' 

A subset of this pattern has reduplicated roots: 

(91) ίέηίεηηε 'fritter' 
tüntungo 'messenger' 
tdtogo 'tamale' 
sdso 'millet paste' 

Another subset of LMs roots have initial nasal-plus-stop clusters. The L is 
attached to the nasal, and the Ms to everything to the right. This is of course 
similar to the preceding strategy in that the Ms is linked to the first stressed 
vowel of the root. Some examples: 

(92) mpi 'hare' 
mpuuwo 'spider' 
r)gugo 'thorn' 
ßjire 'importance' 
i)kuro 'wadi' 

The third subset simply float the initial low to the left of the root. It is sig-
nificant that all of these roots begin with voiced consonants, and most with 
nasals. It looks very much as if certain roots of the sort just discussed have 
lost their initial low-tone nasal, stranding the tone. We already know that na-
sal-fricative clusters routinely simplify to voiced fricatives.37 In a similar 
fashion, perhaps nasal-nasal clusters degeminated to a single nasal. When 
this happened word initially, no trace was left unless the first nasal had a 
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different tone from the following vowel. Here are examples with initial 
fricatives and nasals: 

(93) "zhen 'share* 
"no 'scorpion' 
^ηεηε 'tail ' 
*nitje 'middle' 
jiwoho 'bottom' 
jiyege 'grass' 

One word with this pattern begins with a voiced stop: "boro ' sack' . Another 
with two variants confirms the hypothesis that the floating low was 
originally attached to an initial nasal: ihpuro varies with sburo 'horn' . 

From the above discussion it is clear that for the most part in the LMs tune 
the Ms is linked with the stressed vowel. Only two LMs nouns have been 
found which do not conform to this rule. These words have initial stress and 
three vowels each: beemje 'well ' , and fwbhoh 'area between, middle part ' . 

The remaining three two-tone tunes have floating tones to the right rather 
than to the left. Only two examples of MsL have been found. In one of them, 
the L tone is linked to the medial stressed syllable: kali 'conversation'. In 
the other, which has initial stress, the low tone floats to the right: coon 
'younger sibling'. This floating tone docks on the following word if it can, 
as will be shown below. The only time it ever docks on the word it lexically 
belongs to is when a definite suffix is added. The boundary joining a definite 
suffix with its stem is impermeable to tone spreading, and it will not allow 
the passage of a floating tone. Prevented from docking right, the L then 
docks left: cobnqi 'younger.sibling.DEF'. 

This pattern is repeated in the great majority of MwL nouns, which are 
very numerous. The only noun with this tune which does not float the L is 
kyaä 'matter, affair ' . In all other cases the L is floated, regardless of whether 
the stress is medial or initial. When the stress is non-initial, the Mw links to 
the stressed vowel and to everything to the left of it. If the stressed vowel is 
root final, the L also docks to it when a definite suffix is added, giving a ML 
contour. In the following examples, both the indefinite and definite forms are 
given to show the linking of the L in the latter: 

(94) sika [si'ka] 'goat ' sikärji ' the goat' 
kile [kle:] 'sky, God' kil&)i 'the sky' 
pwun [ρφΰ] 4dog' pwütuji 'the dog' 
kerege ['ker3Re] 'f ield' kerige 'the field' 
kyara ['kxara] 'meat ' kyaäre 'the meat' 

The remaining tune, LMw, resembles the preceding two in that its final 
tone floats to the right. It differs, however, from them in that the Mw does 
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not appear in the definite form. Its effects are felt there, and elsewhere, in 
the rules that it triggers, but it itself does not surface. The only place where 
it does appear, in fact, is when the following word begins with a L. Some 
other examples of LMw nouns are: 

(95) tüügd 'large hoe' 
mbä 'blind' 
ziiiAa['zä?ä] 'rain' 
ybrbgb 'chain' 

Only ten three-tone tunes have been found so far.3 8 Of these, five tunes are 
represented by one noun only, and three of those are loans, one is onomato-
poeic, and the fifth may be a compound. Of the remaining five tunes, one is 
represented by only two nouns, another by only three nouns, and a third 
mostly by reduplicated animal names. 

The tunes with only one, two, or three nouns each are: 

(96) LML faarä 'water spirit' (loan) 

HLM bähäzatja ί Faidherbia albia (sp. of tree)' (loan) 

MsLH simucdrö 'common bulbul' 

HMH kökaqkö 'bearded barbet' (loan, onomatopoeic) 

HML fiicü 'red-spectacled wattle-eye' (onomatopoeic) 

LMH bdyaki 'guava' (loan) 
ärajö 'radio, cassette recorder' (loan) 

HLH sähärä ' red bishop bird' 
ji6kün6 'hedgehog' 
mägkwdrö 'mango' (loan) 

As mentioned above, one three-tone tune is represented mainly by redupli-
cative roots referring to animals. This tune is LHM, and is further peculiar in 
that the initial L is always floating. All five nouns with this tune, including 
the one which is not reduplicative, refer to birds or flying insects. They are: 

(97) lälaga 'butterfly, moth' 
^ijägere 'yellow-wattled plover' 
*vtivugo 'wasp' 
^ζίίζϋηέ ' f inch ' 3 9 

"wücin 'hammerkop' 

Both of the remaining three-tone tunes end in HL. They have in common 
the characteristic that the Η is linked to a stressed syllable. With the LHL, 
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this may be the only syllable of the word. The LHL tune allows the initial L 
to float, or be linked to the nasal of an initial nasal-consonant cluster. Some 
examples with one, two, and three vowels are: 

(98) VÖ 
"vyw 
ήΐίέηέ 
mpään 
\ζέέηηέ 

'bull-roarer' 
'cricket' 
'branch' 
'pigeon, dove' 
'amulet' 

The initial L may also be linked to one or more vowels. Most of these words 
have both initial and medial stress, and a high proportion of them are loans. 
Some examples: 

(99) bddze 'facial scarifications' 
Id fa 'brick' 
fikddmörd 'chameleon' 
külüshi 'trousers' (loan) 
ddgdtfrd 'doctor' (loan) 
wäräbä 'Wednesday' (loan) 

The remaining three-tone tune, MsHL, does not appear to allow floating 
tones. Like the LHL, the Η must be linked with a stressed vowel, and this 
vowel may not be the initial vowel of the noun, though it may be the final 
vowel. Of the eleven nouns with this tune found so far, at least three are 
loans. Some examples are: 

(100) kalögö 'underarm' 
nafyfi 'arse' 
dufS 'pocket' 
marafa 'gun' (loan) 
tasS 'bowl, dish' (loan) 

Only six noun roots have been found with four-tone tunes. Two of these 
are certainly loans, and others may be. It is also possible that some of these 
are etymologically compounds. These six nouns are: 

(101) LHLH lähäzärä 'second prayer of the afternoon' 
(muslim term, loan) 

MHMH banäqkonö 'Abdim's stork' 
(loan, from Bambara baninkbno, a 
compound) 

LHLMw kasimii 'elbow' 
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HMHL binakää 'species of eagle1 

LMHL rjkunägä 'wooden bowl' 
hticyin 'sand' 

As noted above, most indefinite noun suffixes are toneless. The plural suf-
fixes of genders 1 and 3, however, have Ms tone. Noun roots with Μ or ML 
tone frequently change tunes when they occur before these Ms suffixes. Al-
most all MwL roots change to L: 

Singular Plural Gloss 

pwun pwüun 'dog' (Gl) 
ceewe cyde 'woman' (Gl) 
kuro kürii 'path' (G3) 
luu lügii 'shea nut' (G3) 

There are a few MwL roots which simply switch to Ms in the plural, how-
ever: 

(103) Singular Plural Gloss 

biliwe bilii 'slave' (Gl) 
jya jy** 'son' (Gl) 
kite kilee 'sky, god' (Gl) 
koolo koogii 'cough' (G3) 
ntirine ntiriqii 'small bat' (G3) 
ßjire fljirii 'tongue' (G3) 

At least two MwL roots become Η in the plural: 

(104) Singular Plural Gloss 

cuwe 
ku/o 

ciili 'leather-worker' (Gl) 
küMgii 'country' (G3) 

Both Mw and Ms roots for the most part switch to L or Η in the plural: 

(105) se Tone Singular Plural Gloss 

Mw fya fyäa 'fish' (Gl) 
Mw cere cirii 'calabash' (G3) 
Mw koo k66li 'vervet monkey' (Gl) 
Mw pwuun pw5nhii 'bump' (G3) 
Ms pee pyähii 'pottery bowl' (G3) 
Ms sarawa sirii 'bee' (Gl) 
Ms baa bahii 'small house' (G3) 
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A few mid tone roots, however, remain mid in the plural: 

(106) Base Tone Singular Plural Gloss 

Mw yiriwe yirii 'crested porcupine' (Gl ) 
Ms pworo pworii 'daughter* (Gl ) 

The behavior of gender 3 nominalizations appears to be predictable. Η verbs 
become Mw nouns in the singular, but retain Η in the plural. Ms verbs re-
main Ms in both the singular and plural: 

(107) Verb Tone Singular Plural Gloss 

Η kwuulo k wütigjι 'shout' 
Η suu sügj'i ' injection' 
Ms tahala tahagii ' layer' 
Ms tugulo tugugii ' load' 

The behavior of Ms in the LMs tune also seems to be predictable. With 
only one exception it becomes Η in the plural: 

(108) Singular 

kücwuun 
mpi 
noo 

pawuro 
r)kuro 
*boro 

Plural Gloss 

kücwüünti 'patas monkey' (Gl ) 
mpfi 'hare' (Gl ) 
nimii 'guinea fowl' (G l ) 

päwfirii 'pottery collander' (G3) 
i)kurij 'wadi ' (G3) 
sb6rii 'bag' (G3) 

In contrast to the toneless or Ms indefinite noun suffixes, the definite suf-
fixes all have a MwL tune. In this they are similar to the anaphoric 
pronouns, with which they undoubtedly share a common origin. As 
mentioned above, the boundary between the noun stem and the definite 
suffixes is impermeable to tone spreading, but does not block feature-
changing rules, which may act across word boundaries. This means that the 
definite suffix switches to Η when it follows a stem ending in Μ (either Mw 
or Ms), by a rule to be discussed below. The Mw of the suffix is unaffected, 
however, following a stem ending in L or H. Some examples of this are: 

(109) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

$kM tjküütji 'chicken' (G1S) 
küügd küitge 'stool' (G2S) 
küüyd küüyi 'stools' (G2P) 
fiägä faage ' rock' (G2S) 
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fääyä fääyi 'rocks' (G2P) 
ίύύηηιό füünmpe 'eggplant' (G5) 

In addition to the Mw which is realized on the suffix vowel, all definite 
suffixes (and third person pronouns) are followed by a floating L, which 
docks to the right if it can, but never to the left (that is, although it belongs 
to the suffix lexically, it is never realized there). For details o f this docking 
behavior, see section 2.3.3 below. 

Other noun affixes also have their own tunes. The nominalizing prefix n-
has a simple L tune. The diminutive suffix -rVhas a Η tune. 

2.3.1.4. Tunes o f other word classes 

As mentioned in the previous section, third person pronouns have a M w tune 
followed by a floating L. The simple anaphoric pronouns are generally pro-
clitics on the following word, while the emphatic pronouns behave more like 
independent nouns tonally. Demonstrative pronouns all have a low tone 
nasal prefix and a high tone suffix (-///in genders 1 and 3 plural, and - έ in 
all the rest) followed by a floating L. This schema may be derived on the 
evidence o f internal reconstruction from something like the following, using 
G IS as an example: 

(110) Reconstructed form N- w -e 

Reconstructed tones L M w M w L 

Present form ήg6 

Postpositions may be divided into simple and complex. The complex post-
positions consist o f a relational noun (usually originally refering to a body 
part) followed by a simple postposition. The relational noun has the same 
tone tune and tonal behavior as the ordinary noun it corresponds to. The 
simple postpositions, on the other hand, behave tonally more like verbs. 
They may have a Η (e.g. tään 'beside'), Mw (e.g. /' 'with' ) , or Ms (e.g. na 
' on ' ) tune. 

Tense-aspect auxiliaries also behave tonally rather like verbs, and in fact 
many o f them can be traced to verbal origins. Possible tunes include Η (e.g. 
si 'future', si 'narrative', nä 'past'), and Ms (e.g. na 'progressive'). A few 
two-tone tunes are also found, such as the LMs tune o f the habitual auxiliary 
mäha. 

The final word class to be discussed here, adverbs, is also the most well-
behaved tonally, its members in general not undergoing any tonal rules. 
Various tunes are attested: Η näJiä 'here', HL sähigki 'again, still', MsH 
wani 'there'. The adverb subclass commonly called ideophones may have 
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exaggerated tones. For example, f66f66 'to an astonishing degree' may be 
pronounced with extra high tone (and extra long vowels). 

2.3.2. Leftward docking of floating tones 

In the previous section it was noted that certain nouns have tunes which in-
clude floating tones. These tunes are ML, and LMw, where the final tone 
floats, and LMs and LH, where the first tone floats in a few words. These 
floating tones may dock leftward under certain conditions. 

The floating L of the MwL and MsL tunes in most environments docks 
rightward. However, it is forced to dock leftward if a definite suffix is added 
after it, the definite suffix boundary being impermeable to tone. If the final 
vowel of the root is stressed, the docking L joins the Μ already linked to that 
vowel to produce a ML contour: 

(111) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

sika sikäqi [si'käqi] 'goat' 
pwun pwüwji ' dog ' 

If the final vowel of the root is unstressed, the Μ is dislodged by the docking 
L: 

(112) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

kerege kerige ['ker3Re] 'field' 

In a three-tone tune, this may result in a contour on the initial, stressed, 
vowel, as in: 

(113) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

fwbnrogb fwonrbge 'long-tailed glossy starling' 

The floating Mw of the LMw tune docks leftwards under different condi-
tions. It only appears when the following word begins with a low tone. Some 
examples are: 

(114) nirjkin nirjkin 'one by one, one each' 
one one 

tüdgo hiqkin 'one large hoe' 
large.hoe one 

m)i rjküüyi 'my chicken' 
my chicken 
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The initial floating L of the LMs and LH tunes docks onto the previous 
word if there is one, regardless of the kind of construction. It is of course 
only detectable when the preceding word ends in a vowel having other than 
L tone. Some examples are: 

(115) mil boni 
my bag 

'my bag' from *boni 

u podgF neqk6 
her husband tail 

maä ΰ negk6 Iwb... 
and his tail take 

'her husband's tail (i.e. flywhisk)' 
from ^neijk6 

'and took his tail...' 

u na gamii si... 'she gave birth to twins... ' 
she PAST twins give.birth from 'qämii 

It should be noted that under no circumstances does the initial floating L 
dock rightwards onto the root which it lexically belongs to. 

2.3.3. Rightward spreading and docking 

In certain environments tones may spread from one word rightwards onto the 
following word. Rightward docking of floating tones is simply a special case 
of this kind of spreading. 

2.3.3.1. Low spread 

A L may spread rightwards onto the following word or root in a number of 
constructions. In genitive constructions, the final L of the possessor noun 
may spread onto the following possessed noun, but only if the latter begins 
with Mw (in this and the following examples, UT stands for 'underlying 
tones'):4 0 

(116) UT: L Mw 
sinmi lä 
fat desire 
'desire or need for fat or oil ' 

The Mw does not actually simply disappear, as this example seems to imply. 
It lingers on to produce effects which will be discussed in section 2.3.4.1 be-
low. When a L spreads rightwards onto a noun with a MwL tune, however, 
the final L disappears without a trace, and the Mw lingers on. The fbd in the 
following example will thus produce exactly the same effects as the la in the 
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preceding example, although underlyingly it ends in a L tone (see section 
2.3.4.1). 

(117) UT: L MwL 
förjd fbd 
poverty owner 
'poor person" 

Another environment where L spreads rightwards is in a transitive verb 
phrase. The final L of a direct object spreads onto a following Mw or Η 
verb. The original tone of the verb is totally replaced by the spreading tone, 
no matter how many syllables the verb has, as in the following examples: 

(118) UT: L Mw 
j)küü bd 
chicken kill 
'kill a chicken" 

UT: L Mw 
r)küü dürügd 
chicken go.up.CAUS 
'make a chicken go up" 

UT: L Η 
#ί)ύ Iwb 
chicken take 
'take a chicken' 

UT: L Η 
j)küü jiäärä 
chicken ask.for 
'ask for a chicken' 

Low tone may also spread from a subject noun phrase onto a following Η 
tense-aspect auxiliary: 

(119) UT: L L Η Ms 
kä $kü ύ s) yVd...41 

and.DS chicken NARR say 
'Then chicken said...' 

It may also spread from a noun phrase onto a following conjunction or 
postposition with Η or Mw tone: 
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(120) UT: L Η LMs 
i)küü nä fikülege 
chicken and cockroach 
'chicken and cockroach* 

UT: Η L Mw 
nä r)kü/d έ 
with chicken with 
'with a chicken' 

Spreading of L also occurs in compounds, if the second root has Mw tone. 
The compound may be modeled on either a genitive phrase (in which case 
the second root is a noun) or on a clause (in which case the second root is a 
verb): 

(121) UT: 

UT: 

L MwL 
jkü-pdd 
chicken-male 
'rooster' 

L Mw 
ήkü-yä-mä 
chicken-be.ill-G5 
'chicken disease' 

The floating L of an indefinite noun with a MwL tune may dock and 
spread rightwards just like the L of a simple L tune as described above, as 
the following examples show: 

(122) UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

MwL Mw 
sanpcyeen mii 
bird song 
'bird song' 

MwL Η 
ceewe w)) 
woman look.at 
'look at a woman' 

L MwL Mw Ms 
kä pwun s) jwd. 
then dog NARR say 
'then Dog said...' 

GENITIVE 

VERB PHRASE 

TENSE AUXILIARY 
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U T : M w L Η L CONJUNCTION 
ceewe nä nd 
woman and man 
'a woman and a man' 

U T : Η M w L M w POSTPOSITION 
nä pwun) 
with dog with 
'with a dog' 

In all of the above, the L of the MwL tune acts just like the L of a simple L 
tune. The similarity continues for at least some compounds, where a Mw or 
MwL root following a MwL root is co-opted by the final L of the first root: 

(123) UT: MwL MwL 
sika- pdrd 
goat- male.G3S 
'male goat' 

UT: MwL Mw 
canm-b)/0 
day- seed.G3S 
'individual day' 

However, when some MwL roots are the first root in a compound, they be-
have slightly differently. The final floating L, instead of docking to the first 
vowel of the following Mw root, floats right to the end of the following root. 
There it does not appear unless the noun has a definite suffix, which 
prevents it from floating off the word to the right: 

(124) UT: MwL Mw Mw L 
wem- bill -ni 
leaf- seed-DEF(G3S) 
'individual leaf 

UT: MwL Mw Mw L 
wyi- tugü -tji 
hole- dig -DEF(GIS) 
'hole digger' 

Some Ms verb roots may allow a L to float across them in a compound, 
while others do not. Compare the following two compounds: 
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(125) UT: MwL Ms Mw L 
funm- p6 -ge 
interior- be.bad-DEF(G2S) 
'stinginess' 

UT: MwL Ms Mw L 
funrj- ga -g6 
interior- be.dry -DEF(G2S) 
'constipation' 

There are many other unexplained idiosyncracies in compounds. In the fol-
lowing pair of examples, a Ms verb root does not allow a preceding L to 
float across it when it is the final root of the compound, but it does allow the 
L to float across when it is the medial in a three-root compound: 

(126) UT: MwL Ms M w L 
sapcwon-sigi -qi 
pest- prevent-DEF(G IS) 
'person who guards crops from animal pests' 

UT: MwL Ms Mw Mw L 
sapcwon-sigi- cT -ge 
pest- prevent- tree -DEF(GIS) 
'tree in which person who guards crops from pests sits' 

The final floating L of a definite noun suffix behaves just like the floating 
L of an indefinite MwL noun. Some examples are: 

(127) UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

L MwL Mw Mw L 
na -ηϊ ijwb-b -ni 
man -DEF knife-G3S -DEF 
'the man's knife' 

Mw MwL Η 
ci -Γ0 pään 
tree -DEF chop 
'chop trees' 

L MwL MwL Mw Ms 
kä ced -rji si jwd. 
and woman -DEF NARR say 
'then the woman said...' 

GENITIVE 

VERB PHRASE 

TENSE AUXILIARY 
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UT: MwL MwL Η MwL L MwL 
ced -qi nä u pyä -yi 
woman -DEF and her child -DEF 
'the woman and her child' 

UT: Η MwL MwL Mw 
nä ced -tji i 
with woman -DEF with 
'with the woman* 

It was stated above that both simple and emphatic third person pronouns 
have a basic MwL tune. The emphatic pronouns behave just like MwL 
nouns. Their final floating L docks rightwards onto Mw or Η words 
(depending on the construction) just as described above. The simple 
pronouns, however, cause rather different effects, and this difference in 
behavior may be attributed to their being proclitics. There are certain 
similarities with the behavior of MwL roots in compounds, as described 
above. In each of the sets of examples below, an emphatic will be compared 
with a simple pronoun to illustrate the difference. 

In genitive constructions, the final L of the simple pronoun floats across a 
following Mw noun: 

( 1 2 8 ) U T : M w L M w M w L SIMPLE 
u ci -ge 
his/her tree -DEF 
'his/her tree' 

U T : M w L M w M w L EMPHATIC 
uru ci -g6 
his/her(EMPH) tree -DEF 
'his/her tree' 

In transitive verb phrases, a Mw verb is unaffected after a simple pronoun 
(the L evidently floats across the verb and is lost): 

( 1 2 9 ) U T : M w L M w SIMPLE 
ku bwon 
it hit 
'hit it' 

U T : M w L M w EMPHATIC 
kuru bwbn 
it(EMPH) hit 
'hit it' 

The L will dock onto a verb with Η tune, however: 

CONJUNCTION 

POSTPOSITION 
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( 1 3 0 ) U T : M w L Η SIMPLE 
ku wi) 
it look.at 
'look at it' 

U T : M w L Η EMPHATIC 
kuru wii 
it(EMPH) look.at 
'look at it' 

The L of a simple pronoun has no effect 
auxiliary: 

(131) UT: L MwL Η Ms 
kä u ύ jw6... 
and she NARR say 
'then she said...' 

UT: L MwL Η Ms 
kä uru si jwd... 
and she(EMPH) NARR say 
'then she said...* 

on a following tense-aspect 

SIMPLE 

EMPHATIC 

A following conjunction likewise is not affected: 

( 1 3 2 ) U T : M w L Η M w L M s M w L SIMPLE 
u nä u pworo -iff 
he and his daughter -DEF 
'he and his daughter* 

U T : M w L Η L M s M w L EMPHATIC 
uru nä cyd -e -bfi 
she(EMPH) and woman -GlΡ -DEF 
'she and the women* 

But a following postposition with Η tune allows the L of the simple pronoun 
to dock: 

( 1 3 3 ) U T : M w L Η SIMPLE 
u ä 
him/her DAT 
'to him/her' 
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U T : M w L Η EMPHATIC 
ura ά 
him/her(EMPH) DAT 
'to him/her' 

So far we have shown that L may spread rightwards onto possessed NPs, 
verbs, tense-aspect auxiliaries, conjunctions, and postpositions from nouns 
and pronouns. Another source of spreading L is tense-aspect auxiliaries. A L 
from an auxiliary may not spread onto a following noun direct object, but it 
may spread onto a following Mw or Η verb (in an intransitive clause) or 
onto a pronoun direct object: 

(134) UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

MwL MwL MwL Ms 
U ä pwun ßya. 
s/he PERJF dog see 
'S/he saw a dog/ 

MwL MwL Η 
Ka a tään. 
it PERF taste.good 
'It tastes good.' 

MwL MwL Mw 
U a tdrd. 
s/he PERF pass 
'S/he passed by.' 

MwL MwL MwL Η 
U a Jed wfi. 
s/he PERF it look.at 
'S/he has looked at it.' 

Ms MwL MwL Η 
Mu a ürü lw5. 
you PERF it(EMPH) take 
'You have taken it.' 

NOUN DO 

Η VERB 

Mw VERB 

PRONOUN DO 

EMPHATIC PRONOUN DO 

The L of an auxiliary may dock onto any following third person pronoun, 
not only onto a pronoun which is the direct object of the verb. If the direct 
object consists of a genitive construction with a pronoun possessor, the L of 
the auxiliary may dock onto the pronoun and spread thence onto the follow-
ing noun. In the following pair of examples, the L of the auxiliary comes 
originally from the definite noun subject. In the first example, the low can 
spread no farther than the auxiliary, since further progress is blocked by the 
noun direct object. In the second example, the possessor pronoun "opens the 
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gate" to the invading tone, which is thus able to dock onto the following 
noun: 

(135) UT: L L MwL Η Mw MwL Mw 
Kk nä -qi si ci -g6 kwbn. 
and man -DEF NARR tree -DEF cut 
'Then the man cut the tree.' 

UT: L L MwL Η MwL Mw MwL Mw 
Kä nä -T)i si ύ ci -g6 kwbn. 
and man -DEF NARR his tree -DEF cut 
'Then the man cut his tree.' 

We will see a similar phenomenon below in the spreading of Η tone. 

2.3.3.2. Spread of L from LMw 

So far we have been looking at the spreading of L tone from a root ending in 
L, and we have noted that such a L does not spread to Ms. A slightly 
different process occurs with roots with a LMw tune. As already noted, the 
Mw of such a tune floats. If it belongs to a noun direct object, it enables the 
preceding L to spread to a Ms verb (this process does not affect Ms nouns). 
Contrary to spreading of L described in the previous section, where the L 
occupies the whole of a Mw or Η verb, the L spreading from LMw onto a 
Ms verb is permitted to link only with the first vowel of the verb. If the verb 
has only one vowel, the original Ms disappears without a trace. But if the 
verb has more than one vowel, the Ms remains attached to all but the first 
vowel: 

(136) UT: LMw Ms 
dü-gd cyä 
stream-G2S look.for 
'seek for a stream' 

UT: LMw Ms 
bwüün faanra 
granary build 
'build a granary' 

A LMw noun has the same effect on following Ms postposition (e.g. bwüün 
nä 'on a granary'). 

It was noted above that a root with MwL tune which accepts a L spreading 
onto it from the left loses its final L and thus comes to have a LMw tune. 
Pronouns are particularly prone to undergo this change. In the following ex-
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ample, the pronoun direct object accepts a L coming from the tense-aspect 
auxiliary to its left, thereby acquiring a LMw tune. The L of this tune in turn 
is passed on to the following Ms verb: 

(137) UT: MwL MwL MwL Ms 
U a 1) fäanra. 
he PERF it build 
'He has built it.' 

The spreading L may also be passed on to a postposition in this way. In the 
following example, the L from the auxiliary spreads to the Mw verb and 
thence to the pronoun, which in turn passes it on to the Ms postposition: 

(138) UT: MwL MwL Mw MwL Ms 
U a bwbn kü nä. 
s/he PERF hit it on 
'S/he has touched it.' 

The L of a LMw noun does not spread to a following Mw or Η verb or 
postposition. A simple pronoun with the same tune, however, due to its 
status as a proclitic, passes on the L to a following Mw verb. A following Η 
verb is not affected: 

(139) UT: MwL MwL MwL Mw 
U a kü dürü-gd. 
s/he PERF it go.up-CAUS 
'S/he has put it up.' 

UT: MwL MwL MwL Η 
U a kü w f f . 
s/he PERF it look.at 
'S/he has looked at it.' 

The differences between L spreading from a simple L tune and L 
spreading from a LMw tune are nicely illustrated by two prefixes which may 
be affixed to verbs. The nominalizing prefix N- has a simple L tune. Its L 
spreads to the following verb root if the latter has a Mw or Η tune, but is 
blocked by a Ms root. The future tense prefix N- has a LMw tune. Its L 
spreads to Mw verbs and to the first vowel of Ms verbs, but leaves Η verbs 
unaffected. Compare the following examples: 
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(140) Verb 

kare (Mw) 
g° 

paara (Ms) 
'imitate' 

wif 
'look.at' 

Nominalizer Future Tense 

ή-kärd-pf 
'the going' 

m-paara-ηί 
'the imitating' 

ύ-gn-vf 
'the looking at' 

ή-kärd 
'will go' 

m-päasa 
'will be imitated' 

ή-gfi 
'will be looked at' 

2.3.3.3. High spread 

A Η may spread rightwards to a following Μ verb, postposition, or pronoun. 
The spreading Η completely dislodges a Mw tone. Just as with spreading L, 
Ms is able to resist the invading tone better than Mw. However, the 
spreading Η is more successful than the spreading L (of LMw). As noted 
above, the L is able to link only to the first vowel of a Ms verb. The 
spreading Η by contrast may take over up to two vowels of the Ms verb. 
Recall that verbs may have the following shapes: CV, CVV, CVCV, 
CVVCV, or CVCVCV. If the verb has only one vowel, the Ms is detached 
and is lost entirely. If the verb has two or more vowels, the Ms remains 
linked to the last vowel, and the spreading Η takes over the other vowels. In 
the following examples the spreading Η originates in the tense-aspect 
auxiliary and spreads onto a Ms verb: 

(141) UT: L MwL Η Ms 
Kä u ύ jw6... 
and she NARR say 
'Then she said...' 

UT: MwL Η Ms 
La hi yäa... 
it COND fashion 
'If it is fashioned...' 

UT: L MwL Η Ms 
Kä yi f fwöro., 
and they NARR go.out 
'Then they went out...' 

UT: MwL Η Ms 
La hi fiinra... 
it COND build 
'When it is built...' 

CV 

CVV 

CVCV 

CVVCV 
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UT: Ms Η Ms CVCVCV 
Mu aJiä würügo... 
you COND be.mistaken 
'If you are mistaken...' 

The Η may spread to a pronoun, and thence to a following verb: 

(142) UT: Ms Η MwL Ms 
Mu ahi // fäänra... 
you COND it build 
'When you have built it...' 

Although the Η may not spread directly to a Mw noun, it may gain 
entrance to a noun phrase via a possessor pronoun, just as the spreading L 
can. Compare the following examples, the first without and the second with 
a possessor pronoun: 

(143) UT: L MwL Η Mw MwL Mw 
Kä u ύ ci -g6 kwbn. 
and he NARR tree -DEF cut 
'Then he cut the tree.' 

UT: L MwL Η MwL Mw MwL Mw 
Kä u ύ ύ ci -ge kwbn. 
and he NARR his tree -DEF cut 
'Then he cut his tree.' 

Like the spreading L, a Η may spread in a compound noun. Some 
examples are: 

(144) UT: LMw Η Mw 
süpyi- ρέτέ- cään-gä 
person- sell- market-G2S 
'slave market' 

UT: Ms Η Mw MwL 
kwu- sini-qi- ci -ge 
die- lie.down-CAUS- tree -DEF 
'the tree under which the corpse is set down' 

2.3.4. Tone changing rules 

There are three rules which convert one tone to another. Like the spreading 
rules, these are confined to specific syntactic environments. 
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2.3.4.1. Mw becomes Η after Μ 

A Mw tone is converted to a Η when it follows a Μ (either Mw or Ms) in 
some of the same environments where L spreading occurs: in genitive con-
structions, transitive noun phrases, and postpositional phrases (there are no 
Mw auxiliaries or conjunctions). Here are some examples where the rule is 
triggered by the pronoun mu 'you', with Ms tune: 

(145) UT: 

UT: 

UT: 

Ms Mw MwL 
mu cf -ge 
your tree -DEF 
'your tree' 

Ms Mw 
mu duru-go 
you go.up-CAUS 
'make you go up' 

Η Ms Mw 
πά mu ί 
with you with 
'with you' 

GENITIVE 

VERB PHRASE 

POSTPOSITION 

When the initial Mw of a MwL noun is converted to H, the L of the tune dis-
appears completely: 

(146) UT: 

UT: 

Ms MwL MwL 
mu pwun -Ψ 
your dog -DEF 
'your dog' 

Ms MwL MwL 
mu kiri -BP 
your field -DEF 
'your field' 

It was noted above that the boundary between a noun stem and its definite 
suffix is impermeable to spreading tones. It cannot prevent the feature 
changing rule under discussion from acting across it, however. Since all 
definite noun suffixes have MwL tune, the net effect is that the suffix never 
has the same tone as the final tone of the root. If the root ends in L or H, the 
Μ of the suffix is unaffected, but if the root ends in Mw or Ms, the suffix 
becomes Η (the L of the suffix tune is of course always floated): 
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(147) UT: Mw MwL Ms MwL 
ci -g6 ba -g6 
tree -DEF(G2S) house -DEF(G2S) 
'the tree* 'the house' 

As stated above, the Mw of a LMw tune rarely actually appears on the sur-
face as a phonetic M. Its effect is frequently felt, however, since it triggers 
the rule under discussion here. The first person singular pronoun m)i has this 
tune. Compare its effects on a following noun, verb, or postposition with 
those of the second person pronoun mu illustrated above: 

( 1 4 8 ) U T : L M w M w M w L GENITIVE 
m)) cf -ge 
my tree -DEF(G2S) 
'my tree* 

U T : L M w M w VERB PHRASE 
mi) dürü-gö 
me go.up-CAUS 
'make me go up' 

U T : Η L M w M w POSTPOSITION 
ηά τη)) ί 
with me with 
'with me' 

Noun stems with a LMw tune have Η tone on their definite suffixes, and 
can thus readily be distinguished from nouns with simple L, which have Μ 
on their definite suffixes: 

(149) UT: LMw MwL L MwL 
bwüü -ηί ήλύύ -/// 
granary -DEF(G3S) chicken-DEF(G 1S) 
'the granary' 'the chicken' 

Nouns and pronouns with the MwL tune lose their final L when they allow 
a L to spread from the left. They thereby acquire a LMw tune, and take Η on 
their definite suffix if they have one: 

(150) UT: L MwL MwL 
jküü fbö -ηί 
chicken owner-DEF(GIS) 
'the chicken owner' 
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As shown above, direct object pronouns may accept a L coming from a 
preceding tense-aspect auxiliary. It was noted that simple pronouns, due to 
their status as clitics, allow the L to keep on spreading through to both Mw 
and Ms verbs. Emphatic pronouns in the same situation behave like LMw 
nouns. That is, although they allow spreading of L to the first vowel of a Ms 
verb, they trigger the raising of a Mw verb to Η by the rule under discussion 
here: 

(151) UT: LMw MwL MwL Mw 
Ml) a ύτύ bw6n. 
I PERF him/her(EMPH) hit 
Ί hit him/her.* 

2.3.4.2. L becomes Μ after Μ 

The second tone changing rule occurs only in genitive constructions and be-
tween a noun and a following number. In these environments, if the first 
word ends in a M, the initial L of the second word is converted to M: 

(152) UT: Ms L MwL 
mu gkuu -ηί 
your chicken-DEF 
'your chicken" 

It may be asked why this is not treated as a case of Μ spreading rightwards, 
parallel to the spreading of L and H. The answer is that if this were a case of 
spreading, there seems to be no reason why the L of the rightward word 
should disappear completely. One would expect a final ML tune, with a Μ 
tone on the definite suffix. Instead, the final tune is simple M, which causes 
the Mw of the definite suffix to become Η as described in the previous sec-
tion. Similarly, if the rightward word has a basic LMw tune, one would ex-
pect ML(Mw) to be the outcome after spreading. However, the original L 
disappears completely and the Mw becomes H: 

(153) UT: Ms LMw MwL 
mu bwuün -ηί 
your granary-DEF 
'your granary' 

UT: Mw LMw 
ci-yi shuunnf 
tree-G2S two 
'two trees' 
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It should be noted that the final Mw of the LMw tune does not raise a fol-
lowing L to M. Instead, this is the sole environment where such a Mw is ac-
tually pronounced as M, as explained above. 

A further observation that needs to be made is that this rule must be 
applied before the rightward docking of a floating L takes place, or else it 
would convert the LMw tune resulting from that docking into a MH tune. 
Since no such conversion occurs, the docked L must not undergo this raising 
rule: 

(154) UT: MwL MwL MwL 
UTU pdd -QI 

*uru ροό -tfi 
her(EMPH) husband -DEF 
'her husband* 

In passing it is perhaps worth pointing out that the non-application of this 
rule to HL verbs is a good argument against their being interpreted as un-
derlyingly L. After a Μ direct object these verbs are always HL rather than 
M. 

2.3.4.3. Mw becomes Η after a Η noun 

The third and last feature changing rule is like the first one discussed above 
in that it involves the conversion of a Mw to H. The present rule takes place 
in a much more restricted environment. The Η which triggers the change 
must be attached to a noun. Pronouns, auxiliaries, and conjunctions with Η 
tone do not qualify. There are only two places where Η tone nouns may 
trigger the rule: in genitive constructions and in transitive verb phrases. 
Again it may be asked why this is not treated as a kind of rightward 
spreading. The response in this case is of a special kind. It will be shown 
below that downstep occurs between two words with Η tunes. If the Η tunes 
were actually the manifestation of one Η tone spread over the two words, it 
is difficult to see how a downstep could be inserted. But downstep is always 
inserted between the triggering Η and the resulting Η of this rule. Following 
are some examples. Note that the noun triggering the rule must end in H, but 
may have other tones preceding: 

( 1 5 5 ) U T : Η M w M w L GENITIVE 
Faägä ' cään -ge 
Farakala market -DEF 
'the market of Farakala" 
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U T : L H M w VERB PHRASE 
htäs0n ' bö 
toad kill 
'kill a toad' 

As with other rules affecting the MwL tune, the final L disappears com-
pletely when the Mw is converted to H: 

(156) UT: Η MwL MwL 
Fäägä ' küü -ge 
Farakala road -DEF 
'the road to Farakala' 

2.3.5. Downstep, downdrift, and intonation 

In addition to the spreading and feature changing rules discussed above, 
there are other processes which affect the phonetic production of tone. These 
will be dealt with briefly in this section. 

2.3.5.1. Downstep 

A downstep (written with an apostrophe in the orthography used in this 
grammer) is inserted between two Η tones, anywhere within an intonation 
group. In practice this means that a downstep will be placed before a word 
beginning with Η tone if the preceding word ends in Η tone. The first word 
may have a basic Η tune, or else it may have acquired Η through spreading 
from the left. In either case, the effect is the same: a downstep is inserted 
and a new, lower, register is set. Carlson (1983) gives more details. In that 
article I stated that downstep is total, lowering the downstepped Η to the 
phonetic level of a previous M. That claim needs to be amended slightly. 
While it is true that in many cases the downstep is "total", especially when 
the downstepped Η is the final tone of the intonation group, in other cases, 
and especially for some speakers, the downstep is partial, falling somewhere 
in between the level of the old Η and M. 

The insertion of downstep has the interesting effect of preserving the dis-
tinctiveness of Η tone in precisely those environments where it would be 
confounded with Μ words which have permitted the rightward spreading of 
Η tone. For example, a Μ verb following a Η may acquire Η through spread-
ing,42 but a Η verb will actually be pronounced lower in the same environ-
ment, due to the insertion of downstep. The contrast between Μ and Η verbs 
is thus preserved: 
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(157) UT: L MwL Η MwL Mw 
Kä u ύ ύ bw5n. 
and s/he NARR him/her hit 
'Then s/he hit him/her.' 

UT: L MwL Η MwL 
Kä u ύ ύ 
and s/he NARR him/her 
'Then s/he asked him/her...' 

Η 
yib6... 
ask 

2.3.5.2. Downdrift 

In addition to the downstep which occurs between Η tones, Supyire also has 
pervasive downdrift, by which both Η and Μ tones are slightly lowered fol-
lowing a L tone. Intonation groups thus gradually fall in pitch as they go 
along. This process may also occur within words. Definite nouns with a 
MwL tune have Μ tone definite suffixes. The pitch of the suffix is lower 
than the initial Μ of the noun because of downdrift.43 

Downdrift may be suspended in some types of utterance. Exclamations, 
imperatives, and questions typically do not allow downdrift. This shows that 
the phenomenon is basically intonational in nature. 

2.3.5.3. Intonation 

Intonational downdrift serves to demarcate basic sections of an utterance in 
declarative speech. There are a few other intonational phenomena which 
should be briefly mentioned. In exclamatory speech the overall pitch is usu-
ally raised, and the tones are further apart. The final tone of an intonation 
group is usually lowered. A final Μ often sounds as low as a preceding L, 
and a final L is pronounced as a super low. 

A speaker often wishes to signal at the end of one intonation group that he 
or she has something more to say (typically another clause of a complex sen-
tence). This is most often done by means of what I will call "non-final" 
intonation (NF): the final vowel is prolonged, and either a Η or LH tune is 
added to it. The LH tune seems to indicate a more substantial break with the 
preceding discourse. If the Η is added to a vowel which already has Η tone, 
the pitch rises to a super H. Usually the interlocutor will interject a particle 
expressing agreement or surprise following the non-final intonation. The 
original speaker then continues with another intonation group. Following are 
some examples. The non-final intonation has been transcribed simply as [:] 
to indicate length, with appropriate tones above it. 
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(158) a. A: fijaagi ήβέτηύ wi g6 : [ w i R ^ ] 
repair.DEF DEM.REL it.is REL NF 
'The restoring which it is...' 

B: mm 
'yeah' 

A: wyere fänä ti ßye ti tf de. 
leaves also they be they .COMP they .are EXCL 
'...there are also potions.' i.e. 'Potions are also involved 
in the restoration ceremonies/ 

b. A: Wä na wä ' miqi : [πιέηίί] 
IND PROG be.there there NF 
'There is one over there...' 

B: mm 
'Uh-huh' 

A: m)i ßye ä u tayirige cd mä. 
I NEG PERF his LOC.rise know NEG 
'...I don't know where he came from.' 
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Chapter 3 

Nouns 

The present chapter is divided into two major sections. The first will deal 
with the gender system, describing first morphological marking and then se-
mantic values. The second section will deal with the remainder of noun mor-
phology: the diminutive suffix, the various nominalizing prefixes, and finally 
the different types of noun compounding. 

3.1. Noun genders 

Supyire has a typical Niger-Congo noun class system, with eight noun 
classes grouped into five genders. Although there is no verb agreement, 
there is full concord within the noun phrase: determiners, independent 
adjectives, and at least some quantifiers agree in noun class with the head 
noun. Pronouns of course agree in noun class with their antecedents. 

The gender system is quite well-behaved. The phenomenon of a particular 
morphological form participating in more than one gender, so widespread in 
Bantu (e.g. class 10 may be the plural of both class 9 and class 11), is absent 
in Senufo.1 There is therefore little motivation to number the noun classes 1-
8 in imitation of descriptions of Bantu. In this grammar the genders are num-
bered 1-5. Individual classes will be labeled 'gender 1 singular', 'gender 3 
plural', and so forth.2 Genders 4 and 5 are single class genders. 

The morphological elements which mark noun gender may mark some 
other category as well, such as definiteness. In a general way, one can say 
that the noun class is marked by a consonant, and that other functions are 
marked by the following vowel. It is thus possible to speak of "class 
consonants": each noun class has a typical consonant or family of 
consonants (sharing the same point of articulation) which recur again and 
again in the morphological marking of that class. Table 3 shows the class 
consonant for each class, and in parentheses the related consonants which 
may mark the class. 

One remark is necessary concerning the gender 3 plural. It will be noticed 
that none of the consonants in parentheses are alveopalatal. In fact, 
originally the class consonant was /k/, and this is the form which some old 
people still prefer. This is being replaced by Id in most of Kampwo, 
however. 
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3.1.1. The gender suffixes 

Noun gender is marked on nouns by means of suffixes. There are two sets of 
suffixes, which we will label basic and definite. 

Table 3. Noun class consonants 

Gender Singular Non-count Plural 

1 W (G, I]) Ρ (Β, Μ) 
2 Κ (G, I], H) Υ (J) 
3 L (D, N) C (Κ, G, η, Η) 
4 T(R, N) 
5 Ρ (Β, Μ) 

3.1.1.1. Basic gender suffixes 

The basic suffixes are the older of the two sets of suffixes. They were 
originally the only gender suffixes, definiteness being indicated by means of 
determiners, as in many Senufo languages (e.g. Mamara) to this day. As 
older morphological material, they have undergone more phonological 
erosion than the definite suffixes. They have the basic form -CVin six of the 
eight classes. The consonant is of course the class consonant (or a voiced 
counterpart), and the vowel is a harmonizing vowel. The suffix is toneless. 

In the remaining two classes, the plurals of genders 1 and 3, the basic form 
of the suffix is -Cih\ with Ms tone. The /l/ of this suffix elides unless the 
noun is followed by a vowel initial clitic. The final /li/ of the suffix is 
deleted under some conditions, and it is possible that it was originally some 
sort of plural suffix independent of the noun class system. It is certainly 
interesting that one of the imperfective verb suffixes is -li, and one of the 
forms of the "plural" derivational suffix for verbs (indicating repeated 
actions, usually with a plural subject for intransitive or a plural object for 
transitive verbs) is -IV. 

Table 4 gives the base forms for the basic suffixes. The following discus-
sion will deal with the numerous morphophonemic processes affecting them. 
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Table 4. Basic noun gender suffixes 

Gender Singular Non-count Plural 

1 -wV -(bi)li 
2 -gv -yV 
3 -IV -gili 
4 -rV 
5 -mVAbV 

3.1.1.2. Definite suffixes 

The definite gender suffixes are of more recent origin than the basic suf-
fixes, and this accounts for the lesser degree of phonological erosion that 
they have suffered. They are most likely descended from the same ancestor 
as the present-day demonstrative determiners.3 The base forms of the 
definite suffixes are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Definite noun gender suffixes 

Gender Singular Non-count Plural 

1 -qi -pill 
2 -ke -yi 
3 -o i -kili 
4 -te 
5 -pe 

There is abundant evidence that the definite suffix was originally affixed to 
a form consisting of the noun root followed by the basic suffix. Originally, 
the noun together with its gender suffix was followed by the demonstrative 
determiner, which was first cliticized and then suffixed. All of the genders 
except gender 2 retain remnants of the basic suffix in the definite forms. 

All definite suffixes carry a MwL tone tune, in which the L always floats 
to the right. The Mw undergoes the change to Η following a root ending in a 
Μ tone (either Mw or Ms). The definite suffix boundary does not permit any 
tone to spread across it—another indication that it is a relatively recent mor-
phological boundary. 
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3.1.1.3. Gender 1 singular 

The gender 1 singular suffix, -ivV, is synchronically added only to roots 
which end in an unstressed vowel, that is roots with final 'CVCV or 'CVV. 
Some examples are: 

(1) biliwe 
f&gdwd 
par aw a 
ceewe 
pddwd 

'slave' [blirwe]4 

ring 
'aardvark' 
'woman' 
'catfish' 

Not all roots which are metrically eligible actually take the suffix, however. 
In fact, by far the great majority of nouns in this gender do not take a basic 
singular suffix at all. Some examples of nouns which might be expected to 
take the suffix but which do not are: 

(2) bärä 'conversation' (loan) 
fine 'spindle' (loan) 
kile 'sky, god' [kle:] 
söd 'pick' (loan) 
faa 'farming' 

The total absence of the -wV suffix after roots ending in a stressed vowel 
seems to be due to a general synchronic ban on /w/ following any stressed 
vowel. That this was not always the state of affairs is shown by a process of 
umlaut in the roots of many gender 1 nouns. In the plural they have front un-
rounded vowels, but in the singular they have back rounded vowels. The root 
vowel in the singular was obviously rounded through contact with the subse-
quently lost -wV suffix. This alternation is not confined to roots ending in 
stressed syllables, though it is most common with these. Some examples are: 

. (3) Singular form Plural stem Gloss 

tu tl- 'father' 
tiu ηέ- 'mother' 
sd sd- 'duiker' 
foo fb- 'owner' 
koo k66- 'vervet monkey' 

A very few gender 1 singular nouns whose roots end in nasals undergo the 
process of coalescence whereby the /w/ of the suffix is absorbed by the root-
final nasal after imparting its velar point of articulation to it. These nouns 
thus end in [r)V]: 
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(4) nämponijo 'guest' 
ciriqi 'orphan' 
cwdhdrjd 'Bambara person' 
^gaija 'twin' 

Some roots which end in nasals take no suffix, however: 

(5) Root Gender 1 singular Gloss 

cinN- ein 'leopard' 
zdN- zö 'heart' 
näN- nä 'man* 
*noN- 'scorpion' 

3.1.1.4. Gender 1 definite singular 

The gender 1 singular definite suffix -gi is invariant except for the tone 
change described in section 3.1.1.2. As noted in the preceding section, the 
great majority of gender 1 nouns carry no basic suffix. However, the process 
of umlaut shows that there was a -wVsuffix on many of these nouns at one 
time. The definite suffix is added to the umlauted form, showing that it was 
originally suffixed to a form already carrying a noun class suffix. The 
definite forms of example (3) above are: 

(6) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

tu turji 'the father' 
nu nutji 'the mother' 
sd sdqi 'the duiker' 
foo fodqi 'the owner' 
koo koogi 'the vervet monkey' 

3.1.1.5. Gender 1 plural 

As shown in table 4, the basic gender 1 plural suffix is -bili. However, this 
form as such never actually appears. The initial syllable of the suffix 
surfaces only when the noun root to which it is affixed ends in a nasal. In 
that case, the [b] of the suffix is absorbed by the nasal after imparting is 
labial articulation to it. These nouns thus end in [mii]: 

(7) cfrimii 'orphans' 
"ηάτηϋ 'twins' 
zdmii 'hearts' 
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nämii 'men ' 5 

"nömii ' scorp ions' 

When the suffix follows a root not ending in a nasal, the initial [bi] is 
elided. The remaining -// tends to suffer elision of its [1]. Only when the root 
ends in a long vowel (itself created by the elision of a consonant, usually [1]) 
is the elision blocked: 

(8) ciäli 'pigs' 
ciili 'leather-workers' 
kücwüünli 'patas monkies' 
fikbbnli 'genets' 
pddli 'catfish (pi)' 

When the root ends in an unstressed CV syllable, the [1] of the suffix is 
elided (unless a vowel initial clitic follows the noun), and the final vowel of 
the root assimilates to the suffix vowel (the Ms of the suffix also links to the 
final root vowel), yielding the ending [ii].6 The singular forms are given 
with the following examples for comparison: 

(9) Singular Plural Gloss 

jini jinii 
lakölö lakölii 
ήλέέηι0Γ0 i)k66m6rn 
pworo ρ worn 
sarawa särii 

'spindles' (loan) 
'students' (loan) 
'chameleons' 
'daughters' 
'bees' 

If the root ends in a stressed vowel, the [1] of the suffix elides and the 
vowel of the suffix assimilates to the final root vowel: 

(10) Singular 

dufS 
fya 
kile [kle] 
pwun 
wwb 

Plural 

dufäa 
fyäa 
kilee [kle:] 
pwüun 
wwdo 

Gloss 

'pockets' 
' f ish ' 
'gods '7 

'dogs' 
'snakes' 

At least three roots ending in stressed vowels add secondary release in ad-
dition to the gender 1 plural suffix: 
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(11) Singular Plural Gloss 
ceewe cyde 'women'8 

nämponqo nämpwuun 'guests'9 

sika sikyäa 'goats'10 

Four loan words, all having the structure CV'CV, take the suffix -Hi, of 
which the [1] normally elides, leaving a sequence of three vowels not found 
in any other words in Kampwoo Supyire: 

(12) Singular Plural Gloss 
dübä dübäii 'mirrors' (from Bambara) 
ffli [fla:] filiii [fla:i:] 'Fulani people' (from Bambara) 
jink jinaii 'spirits' (from Arabic via Bambara) 
kil6 [kle:] ki/dii [kle:i:] 'wrenches' (from French) 

For tonal changes associated with gender 1 plural, see chapter 2, section 
2.3.1.3. 

3.1.1.6. Gender 1 definite plural 

In gender 1 plural the definite forms always have some reflex of the basic 
suffix preceding the definite suffix. Since the basic suffix has Ms tone, the 
definite suffix always undergoes raising of its Mw to H. If the noun root 
ends in a nasal, and the basic suffix -bili merges with it to produce the 
ending /mili/ ([mii] because of elision of the /l/), this ending is shortened to 
/mi/ before the definite suffix. As noted above, this lends support to the 
notion that the /Ii/ ending is actually a plural morpheme, which occurs only 
once in the word, at the very end, after either the basic suffix or the definite 
suffix. The unstressed [i] of the /mi/ ending is elided between the preceding 
/m/ and the initial /p/ of the definite suffix -pili, or more precisely, it 
bequeaths its mora and Ms tone on the /m/, and then elides (see chapter 2, 
section 2.2.2.3). The /p/ is thus protected from intervocalic voicing. The 
definite forms of the nouns in example (7) above are: 

Indefinite Definite Phonetic form Gloss 
cirfmii cirimpii [tfirm:pi:] 'the orphans' 
"rjämii 'Tfämpii [r)äm:pi:] 'the twins' 
zdmii zdmpU [zöm:pi:] 'the hearts' 
namii nkmpii [näm:pi:] 'the men' 
Kn6mii *ηόπιρίί [n5m:pi:] 'the scorpions' 
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Following vowel final roots the basic suffix is reduced to - / / When the 
final vowel of the root is stressed, the IM of this suffix elides and the vowel 
assimilates to the root final vowel, though it keeps its Ms tone. For these 
nouns, the definite suffix is simply added to the indefinite form. Its initial /p/ 
is voiced to [b] as expected. Following are the definite forms for the nouns 
in examples (10) and (11) above: 

Indefinite Definite Gloss 

dufäa dufäabii 'the pockets' 
fyäa fyäabii ' the fishes' 
kilee kileebii 'the gods' 
pwüun pwüunbff 'the dogs' 
wwdo wwdo bif 'the snakes' 
cyde cydebff 'the women' 
nkmponqo nämpwuun 'the guests' 
sikyka sikyäabii 'the goats' 

For those noun roots ending in unstressed vowels the addition of the defi-
nite suffix after the basic suffix (- / / or -/) would lead to unacceptable se-
quences of three unstressed vowels. This is avoided by the deletion of the 
basic suffix. Its Ms tone, however, is not lost, but is attached to the final 
vowel of the root. Roots of the form CVV, which take the indefinite suffix -
//, therefore have the form CVV in the definite. The definites of the nouns in 
example (8) above are: 

(IS) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

cääli cäabii 'the pigs' 
cifli c/Jb/f 'the leather-workers' 
kücwüünli kücwüub/f 'the patas monkies' 
rjkbhnli ffkbonbii 'the genets' 
pddli pdobif 'the catfish (pi)' 

The final vowel of CVCV roots takes the Ms tone of the basic suffix and 
assimilates to its vowel /i/ (the /l/ of the suffix elides). It keeps this shape in 
the definite, although the basic suffix itself is deleted. The definite forms of 
the nouns in example (9) above are: 

(16) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

jinii ßnibii 'the spindles' 
lakölii lakölibii 'the students' 
fikddmörii rjkddmöribii 'the chameleons' 
pworii pworibff 'the daughters' 
särii säribft 'the bees' 
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3.1.1.7. Gender 2 singular 

The initial consonant of the gender 2 singular basic suffix -gV normally un-
dergoes flapping to [R] like all /g/s in unstressed syllables. The final vowel 
of the root is often lowered before the uvular flap. Some examples of this 
form are: 

(17) cige ' tree' 
sddJege 'squash* 
kafeege 'wind' 
baga 'house' 
küügd 'stool' 

A root final nasal absorbs the suffix-initial [g] after assuming its velar ar-
ticulation. Note that the resulting [r)V] ending is indistinguishable from the 
similar ending on nasal final gender 1 singular roots (see example (4) 
above). The form is quite rare in gender 1, but quite common in gender 2, 
accounting for nearly a third of all gender 2 singular nouns. Some examples 
are: 

(18) yiqe 'moon, month' 
rjkSrji 'branch' 
beenge 'well ' 
canga 'day' 
bd/jd 'baboon' 

A few roots ending in stressed low vowels (/a/ or lol) take a glottal form of 
the gender 2 singular basic suffix, -//V([?V]). The selection of -h V instead 
of -gV is lexically governed in the present state of the language. There 
seems to be more than one conditioning factor historically. Some of these 
roots perhaps ended in a glottal stop, since they retain it in the plural. In at 
least two loans the [?] may be traced to a [g] or [R] in the source form, 
which was then interpreted as the initial consonant of the class suffix. Some 
examples of this suffix are: 

(19) bähä 'poison' (loan; < Bamb. bägä) 
fanhä 'power' (loan; < Bamb. fangä) 
känhä 'village' 
Iwoho 'water ' 
nüqgwöhö 'rainy season' 
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3.1.1.8. Gender 2 definite singular 

As noted above, the definite forms of gender 2 nouns offer no evidence of 
the presence of the basic suffixes. The definite suffixes are simply added to 
the noun root. When the root ends in a nasal, the /k/ of the definite gender 2 
singular suffix -ke is protected from voicing. The final nasal of the root 
takes its velar articulation. The definite forms of the nouns in example (18) 
above are: 

(20) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

γΐηε yirjke 
qketjke 

beenge beent)k6 
camja cänqke 
bdijb bdrjke 

' the moon' 
'the branch' 
'the well' 
'the day' 
'the baboon' 

After vowel-final roots the Ik/ of the suffix is voiced and flapped to /g/ 
([R]). The definites of example (17) above are: 

Indefinite Definite Gloss 

cige cig6 'the tree' 
sddlege s66leg6 'the squash' 
kafeege kafeege 'the wind' 
baga bag6 'the house' 
küügd küüge ' the stool' 

Those roots which take the glottal form of the basic suffix (-hV) take the 
definite suffix -he ([?e]). The definites of the nouns in example (19) above 
are: 

(22) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

bähä 
fanhä 
känhä 
lwoho 

bähe 
fanhe 
känhe 
iwoh6 

' the poison' 
'the power' 
'the village' 
'the water' 

nÜTjgwbhb niii)gwbh6 'the rainy season' 

3.1.1.9. Gender 2 plural 

The gender 2 plural basic suffix is uniformly -yV. The final vowel of the 
root is often higher than the corresponding vowel in the singular form, due 
to the lowering by the uvular flap in the latter, although the [y] of the plural 
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suffix may contribute to slightly raising the vowel before it as well. The 
plurals of the nouns in example (17) above are: 

(23) ciye ' trees' 
sddliye 'squashes' 
kafeeye 'winds' 
baya 'houses' 
küüyd 'stools' 

The suffix is heavily nasalized when added to roots ending in a nasal. 
When the preceding vowel is oral, an [ji] is written before the suffix (recall 
that /jty/ is pronounced [y:]). When the preceding vowel is nasalized, 
however, the [p] is omitted in the orthography, the nasalization being 
indicated as usual by an [n] just before the suffix: 

(24) yipye 'months' 
t)k6flye 'branches' 
bienye 'wells' 
canya 'days' 
bd/iyd 'baboons' 

Roughly half of the roots which take the suffix -hVin the singular option-
ally keep the glottal stop in the plural: 

(25) bähäyä or bäyä 'poisons' 
nÖQgwbhbyä or nürjgwdyä 'rainy seasons' 

The others drop the glottal: 

(26) fanyä 'powers' 
känyä 'villages' 

3.1.1.10. Gender 2 definite plural 

The gender 2 plural definite suffix -yi is heavily nasalized after roots ending 
with a nasal. The definites of the nouns in example (24) above are: 

Indefinite Definite Gloss 

yipye ywyi ' the months' 
HkSßye fikeßyi ' the branches' 
bienye bienyi ' the wells' 
canya cänyi ' the days' 
bdjiyd bdßyi ' the baboons' 
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After other roots, the suffix is oral for many speakers, and lightly nasalized 
for others. It is always written simply as -yi. Below are the definites of the 
nouns in example (23) above: 

(28) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

ciye ciyi 'the trees' 
sddliye sddliyi 'the squashes' 
kafeeye kafedyi 'the winds' 
baya bayf 'the houses' 
küüyd küüyi 'the stools' 

Those nouns which take a glottal suffix in the indefinite behave in the 
definite plural just as they do in the indefinite plural, some retaining a glottal 
stop and others not. The definites of the nouns in examples (25) and (26) 
are: 

(29) Definite Gloss 

bähäyi or bkyi 'the poisons' 
nüygwdhdyi or nürjgwdyi 'the rainy seasons' 

fanyi 'the powers' 
känyi 'the villages' 

3.1.1.11. Gender 3 singular 

The initial /I/ of the gender 3 singular suffix -1V typically undergoes elision 
when it comes after a stressed vowel (unless a vowel-initial clitic follows). 
The only place it appears therefore is following a root ending in 'CVCV or 
'CVV, as in the following examples: 

(30) koolo 'cough' 
sähälä 'kind of basket smeared with manure' 
tahala 'layer' 
tegsle 'limit, frontier' 
tugulo 'load' 

Four roots have the structure CV1V in which the medial [1] does not elide. 
These roots simply do not take a singular suffix: 

(31) bite [ble:] 'earth pea' 
bite [ble:] 'seed' 
kulo 'country' 
küld 'trip' 
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Some examples with root-final stressed vowels, in which the /!/ elides: 

(32) cyii 'thigh' 
pee 'pottery bowl' 
jää 'bean' 
fwuu 'yam' 
cwoo 'pot ' 

A large number of roots have secondary release in gender 3 singular. That 
this was historically due to the addition of the gender 3 suffix is hinted at by 
alternations with forms without secondary release for some of the roots. 
Thus with bwuu 'gourd.G3S' compare buyo 'gourds.G2P', which shows that 
the root must be bu-. A few roots seem to have historically ended with 
nasals, but these have disappeared in gender 3, leaving secondary release as 
a trace. Thus jwoo 'penis' historically had the root joN-, as the gender 2 
form jotjo 'big penis' shows. Similarly, the original root for fwüün 'peanut* 
must have been fbnN-, as the form used in the compound fDnzugo 'peanut 
butter' shows. 

The /l/ is absorbed by a root-final nasal after imparting its alveolar 
articulation to it. The resulting [n] is not elided even if it is preceded by a 
stressed vowel. Some examples are: 

(33) jirine 'breast' 
ίεεηηε 'bell ' 
shähänä 'oil palm nut' 
kunno 'navel' 
näyküünd 'cattle egret (Ardeola ibisy 

The [1] of the suffix is likewise absorbed by a root-final [r] (/d/): 

(34) ftjire 'tongue' 
cere 'calabash' 

ßere 'liver' 
päwuro 'pottery collander' 
woro 'star' 

3.1.1.12. Gender 3 definite singular 

The gender 3 singular definite suffix -ni is invariant. The rules for whether 
or not the definite form retains the basic suffix are like those for the gender 
1 plural forms discussed above. Thus if the root ends in a stressed vowel, 
and the basic suffix is therefore -V (the /!/ of the full suffix - /V being 
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elided), the definite suffix is merely tacked on after the basic one. The 
definites of the nouns in example (32) above are: 

Indefinite Definite Gloss 

cyii cyfini 'the thigh' 
pee peenf 'the pottery bowl' 
jää jäänf 'the bean' 
fwuu fwuüni 'the yam' 
cwoo cwodni 'the pot' 

For those nouns with CVCV or CVV roots, the basic suffix simply disap-
pears when the definite is added. This avoids unacceptable sequences of 
three unstressed vowels. The definite forms of the nouns in examples (30) 
and (31) above are: 

Indefinite Definite Gloss 

koolo kodni 'the cough' 
sähälä sähäni 'the basket' 
tahala tahani 'the layer' 
tegele tegeni 'the limit' 
tugulo tugunf 'the load' 
bil6 bilini [bli:ni] 'the earth pea' 
b)Jd b)l)ni [bll:ni] 'the seed' 
kulo kulüni 'the country' 
küJd külüni 'the trip' 

Root final consonants (a nasal or /d/ ([r])) absorb the /V of the basic suffix, 
leaving only a -V suffix in the indefinite form. Both this reduced suffix and 
the preceding consonant are elided before the definite suffix. The definite 
forms of the nouns in examples (33) and (34) above are: 

(37) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

jirine jirini 'the breast' 
ίεεηηε ίεεηηί 'the bell' 
shähänä shähäni 'the oil palm nut' 
kunno künni 'the navel' 
nägküünö näqküüni 'the cattle egret' 
ßjire ßjmi 'the tongue' 
cere cenf 'the calabash' 

β£Γε p£ni 'the liver' 
päwuro päwunf 'the pottery collander' 
woro wöni 'the star' 
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3.1.1.13. Gender 3 plural 

The gender 3 plural suffix -giliy like the gender 2 singular suffix, has a 
glottal variant, but unlike the latter, it is for the most part phonologically 
predictable. If the root ends in a stressed oral high vowel or in an unstressed 
vowel, the suffix consonant /g/ ([R]) is unaffected (recall that the [1] of the 
suffix elides; the uvular flap may lower the preceding vowel; the suffix has 
Ms tone): 

(38) root ends with stressed oral high vowel 

cyigii 'thighs' 
bigii 'sticks' 
bdgii 'gourds' root: bu- (cf. G2P form buyo) 
scßcwiign 'calves (of legs)' 
stigii 'injections' 

(39) root ends with unstressed vowel 

tahagii 'layers' 
koogii 'coughs' 
küMgii 'trips' 

If the root ends in a stressed oral non-high vowel, or in a stressed 
nasalized vowel of any height, then the [R] of the suffix changes to [?]. The 
glottal stop causes lowering and diphthongization (if it is not already 
preceded by secondary release) of the preceding vowel if it is not [a]: 

(40) root ends in stressed oral non-high vowel 

pyähii 'pottery bowls' root: pe-
jähii 'beans' root: jä-
cwbhii 'pots' root: cwo-

(41) root ends in nasal vowel 

mpänhii 'doves' root: ihpän-
bwbnhii 'granaries' root: bwiin-
rjwdhii 'knives' root: QWO-
kacyänhii 'fetishes' root: kacyin-

There are a few exceptions to this rule, most of them compounds or 
nominalizations. The switch from [R] to [?] seems to be a change in 
progress. 
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If the root ends in a nasal, the [g] of the suffix is absorbed as expected, 
leaving its velar articulation behind. Following are the plural forms of the 
nouns given in example (33) above: 

(42) jiriyii 'breasts' 
teemjii 'bells' 
shähäqii 'oil palm nuts' 
kümjii 'navels '1 1 

nägkiiijn 'cattle egrets '1 2 

If the root ends in [r], the suffix-initial [g] is likewise absorbed. These 
gender 3 plural nouns thus end in [rii]. This ending may lower the preceding 
vowel. The plurals of the nouns in example (34) above are: 

(43) ßjirii 'tongues' 
cerii 'calabashes' 

flirii 'livers' 
pawtirii 'pottery collanders' 
wbrii 'stars' 

A handful of roots take a reduced suffix -IV, of which the /I/ normally 
elides and the vowel assimilates to the root vowel, much like the commonest 
form of the gender 1 plural suffix. It is perhaps significant that all these 
roots end in stressed vowels, but more interesting is that, with one exception, 
they seem to form a semantic class which might be labeled 'roughly 
spherical objects'. They may thus be the remnants of another noun class 
which has merged with gender 3. These nouns are: 

Plural Gloss Singular 

bilii 'earth peas' bilt 
pyäa ' seeds ' 1 3 b)Jd 
fwüu 'yams' fwuu 
fwüun 'peanuts' fwüün 
"miiu 'tigernuts' Ίηύύ 
ßyii 'eyes ' ßyü 
shdo 'millet' shdd 
yyde 'years' yyee 

3.1.1.14. Gender 3 definite plural 

The rules for the gender 3 plural definite suffix -kili are the same as those 
for the gender 1 plural definite suffix -pili. As in gender 1 plural, the final 
/li/ ending of the basic suffix -gili is elided when the definite suffix is added. 
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When the root ends in a nasal, the unstressed [i] of the basic suffix elides, 
leaving behind its length and Ms tone to the nasal, which in turn protects the 
initial /k/ of the definite suffix from voicing. The definite forms of the nouns 
in example (42) above are: 

(45) Indefinite Definite Phonetic Form 

firigii 
ίεεηηϋ 
shähiyii 
künijii 
näqküqii 

ßriykii 
teenrjkü 
shähärjkii 
künjjkii 
näqkuqkii 

[jirijrki:] 
[tg:q:ki:] 
um-kl:] 
[kfcqtki:] 
[näqküq:ki:] 

Gloss 

'the breasts'14 

'the bells' 
'the palm nuts' 
'the navels' 
'the cattle egrets' 

For those noun roots ending in a stressed vowel (which take the basic suf-
fixes -gili or -hili, shortened to -gi and -hi) the initial /k/ of the definite 
suffix is voiced. Speakers differ as to whether or not they also flap it ([R]). 
The definite forms of the relevant nouns in examples (38) and (40) above 
are: 

(46) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

cyigii cyigigii 'the thighs' 
bdgii bögigii 'the gourds' 
seßcwügii seßcwügigii 'the calves' 
sügii sugigii 'the injections' 
pyähii pyähigii 'the pottery bowls' 
jähii jähigii 'the beans' 
cwöhii cwöhigii 'the pots' 
kacyänhii käcyänhigii 'the fetishes' 

If the noun root ends in an unstressed vowel, the basic suffix is deleted in 
the definite form, since its presence would lead to undesirable sequences of 
four unstressed vowels. Its Ms tone is reassociated with the last vowel of the 
root. Some examples are: 

(47) Indefinite Definite 

tahagii 
koogii 
kwüügii 
tugugii 

tahagii 
koogii 
kwiiugH 
tugugii 

Gloss 

'the layers' 
'the coughs' 
'the cries' 
'the loads' 

Roots which end in /d/ ([r]) also take the -giiform of the definite suffix as 
expected. The definites of the nouns in example (43) above are: 
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(48) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

jijirii jijirigfi ' the tongues' 
cirii cirigii ' the calabashes' 

ßirii ßirigif ' the livers' 
päwürii päwürigii 'the pottery col landers' 
wbrii wbrigii ' the stars' 

Finally, those roots that take the -VTorm of the basic suffix simply add the 
definite suffix to the basic form without shortening it in any way: 

(49) biliigii 'the earth peas' 
pyäagtf 'the seeds' 
fwüugff 'the yams' 
fwüungii 'the peanuts' 

3.1.1.15. Gender 4 

The gender 4 basic suffix -rVcauses no changes in many roots it is added to: 

(50) shire 'feathers, fur, body hair' 
wyerc 'coldness' 
sisere 'condiment made from ηέτέ seeds' 
lara 'intestines' 
suro 'mush' 

In some roots it causes the lowering of the previous vowel. This may be ac-
companied by the introduction of secondary release: 

(51) tafiri 'running, flight' cf. fb 'run' 
cyere 'body' root: ci-
pworo 'adobe' root: pu-
sicworo 'rags' root: sicu-

The suffix consonant [r] (/d/) is absorbed by a root-final nasal, which takes 
an alveolar articulation from it as expected: 

(52) φίέηέ 'branches' 
nänä 'maleness' 
näkaana 'discussion' 
kddnd 'cotton' 
toonno 'metal' 
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There are a significant number of nasal-final roots where this does not hap-
pen, however. A medial [r] sometimes denasalizes a preceding vowel (see 
section 2.2.1.5), and some such process affects some roots in gender 4. The 
root final nasal disappears, and the preceding vowel is denasalized: 

(53) n)rd [ndire] 'roots' root: n)nN-
tünnturo 'message' root: tihwtunN-15 

yatire 'instruments' root: yatinN-16 

The root-final vowel may be lowered along with the denasalization process, 
and secondary release may be introduced: 

(54) sere 'honey' root: seN-
wyere 'leaves' root: weN-
ywdrd ' f ibre ' root: yuN-

3.1.1.16. Gender 4 definite 

As with the other definite suffixes, the initial Ν of the gender 4 definite 
suffix -te is protected from voicing by a root final nasal. No trace of the 
basic suffix remains in this case, and the nasal takes the alveolar articulation 
from the /t/. The definite forms of the nouns in example (52) above are: 

(55) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

?)k6ne ffkente 'the branches' 
nänä nänte 'the maleness' 
näkaana näkaant6 'the discussion' 
kddnb kddnte 'the cotton' 
to on π ο tobnnte 'the metal' 

In all other cases the /t/ of the suffix is voiced and flapped to -re. If the 
noun root ends in a high vowel (/i/ or /u/), again no trace of the basic suffix 
survives in the definite form:17 

(56) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

shire shir6 'the feathers' 
riirb hire 'the roots' 
suro sure 'the mush' 
tünnturo türmtur6 'the message' 
mburo mbur6 'the mucous' 
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Nouns whose final root vowel is non-high do retain a trace of the basic 
suffix in the definite form. In all these nouns if the basic form has a short 
root vowel, this vowel is lengthened in the definite. Evidently the [r] of the 
basic suffix is elided before the [r] of the definite suffix, resulting in a VV 
sequence before the latter: 

(57) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

wyere 
sere 
wyere 
lara 
cwonro 

wyedre 
seer6 
wyeere 
laar6 

' the coldness1 

' the honey' 
'the leaves' 
' the intestines' 

cwoonr6 'the ashes' 

3.1.1.17. Gender 5 

The gender 5 basic suffix is -mVon the great majority of roots: 

(58) sinmi 'oil, fat ' 
beinmi ' light' 
sinykanma ' sorcery' 
suumo 'salt ' 
woromo 'green algae, moss' 

One root has an alternate suffix -bV: 

(59) jwumo / jwubo 'words, speech'1 8 

3.1.1.18. Gender 5 definite 

Nouns in gender 5 also for the most part retain traces of the basic suffix in 
the definite forms. The unstressed vowel of the basic suffix -mVelides when 
the definite suffix -pe is added, and the nasal protects the /p/ from voicing. 
The definite forms of the nouns in example (58) above are: 

(60) Indefinite 

sinme 
biinmi 
sinrjkanma 
suumo 
woromo 

Definite 

sinmpe 
biinmpe 
sinrjkanmp6 
suümpe 
woromp6 

Gloss 

'oil, fat ' 
'the light' 
'the sorcery' 
'the salt' 
'the green algae' 
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The one noun that takes the alternative basic suffix -bV, takes an alter-
native definite suffix -be. No trace of the basic suffix remains in the definite. 
Note that the regular form is also used: 

(61) Indefinite Definite Gloss 

jwubo /jwumo jwub6/jwumpS ' the words' 

3.1.2. Semantic values of the genders 

Supyire is typical of Niger-Congo languages in exhibiting only weak correla-
tions between noun classes and semantic categories.19 The usual situation 
obtains in every one of the Supyire genders: most of the nouns used to refer 
to entities belonging to a particular semantic category are included in a par-
ticular gender, but the gender also contains many other nouns which do not 
refer to entities in that semantic category (cf. Denny and Creider 1986, 
Giv6n 1971, Bendor-Samuel 1970). These diluted semantic correlations are 
nevertheless strongly corroborated by the evidence from derivations. 
Moreover, the same correlations have been reported for every Senufo 
language so far documented, and can thus be confidently reconstructed for 
the proto-language, and some of them much further back than that. 

Two major forces seem to act to obscure the original correlations. The first 
is borrowing. Of course, it is logically possible for speakers to put a loan 
item into the gender which is most appropriate from a semantic point of 
view, but this seems to happen rarely in Supyire. Scarcely more common is 
the alternative of putting loan items into the gender which is most 
appropriate from a phonological point of view. That is, the final syllable of 
the loan is reinterpreted as a noun class suffix. By far the most common 
strategy in Senufo languages is to put all loans regardless of semantics or 
phonological shape into gender 1. The huge influx of loans from Bambara 
and to a lesser extent from French has thus had a deleterious effect on the 
semantic correlations previously existing in gender 1. 

The other major force tending to obscure semantic correlations is that of 
neutralization of classes through loss of phonological distinctions. By com-
parison with other Niger-Congo languages, (and specifically with Gur lan-
guages), Senufo languages have a relatively reduced set of genders. There is 
good evidence that this has come about at least partly through loss of distinc-
tion between suffixes of different classes. This loss of distinction was prob-
ably largely due to the spread of vowel harmony, which destroyed any dis-
tinctiveness the suffix vowels may have had. When suffixes had the same or 
similar consonants, they would be indistinguishable if their vowels were re-
moved from the picture. Gur languages present good evidence for a distinc-
tion between a *ku class and a *ka class,20 but Senufo presents no such dis-
tinction, presumably because the classes were merged when their distinctive 
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vowels were lost. In a similar manner, the widely attested *ma class 
correlating with liquids has been merged in Senufo with a *bu or *bo class 
of abstracts and verbal nouns.21 

Although extensive borrowing and phonological erosion have obscured se-
mantic correlations, they have not destroyed them altogether, and indeed 
there is abundant synchronic evidence that for Supyire speakers the gender 
system is more than simply a morphological complication with the fortuitous 
advantage of occasionally enabling the disambiguation of pronouns. These 
correlations will be briefly examined in the following subsections, taking 
each gender in turn. 

3.1.2.1. Gender 1: human 

It was mentioned above that gender 1 is the host for the overwhelming ma-
jority of loan nouns. In fact, well over half of the gender 1 nouns in the dic-
tionary (as so far compiled) are loans. In sheer number, this is more signifi-
cant than any semantic correlations. However, gender 1 does exhibit quite 
strongly a venerable correlation which must reach back to proto-Niger-
Congo. The u/pi gender is obviously the reflex of the widespread u/ba 
gender, which everywhere in Niger-Congo correlates with the semantic 
category of human (cf. de Wolf 1971; Denny and Creider 1986). By far the 
majority of nouns denoting human beings in Supyire are in this gender. 
These include general terms such as: 

(62) süpyä 'person' 
ceewe 'woman' 
nä 'man* 
pyä 'child' 

kinship terms such as: 
(63) coon 'younger sibling' 

yalwo 'paternal relative of mother' 
nafentu 'wife's father' 
ρύβέέ 'maternal parallel cousin' 

caste terms such as:22 

(64) ciiwe 'leather-worker' 
tunntun 'blacksmith' 
mpu 'clown' 
bill we 'slave' 
faapyi 'farmer, peasant' 
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specialty occupational terms such as: 

(65) lashwo 'midwife' 
Ιύύζύ 'hunter' 
mobilifeqi 'chauffeur' 
nünähäwä 'cowherd' 
sdrdlashf 'soldier' 

ethnic terms: 

(66) cwbhbqb 'Jula person'23 

kwd 'Duun person'24 

ban 'Gana person'25 

tübabü 'French person, white person'26 

and miscellaneous terms referring to human beings: 

(67) nämponijo 'stranger, guest' 
"qaqa 'twin' 
fyin 'blind person' 
cevoo 'friend' 
närjkdlyi 'old man' 

Supernatural beings are for the most part considered to be rather human-
like. For example the elves or gnomes believed to inhabit the bush are called 
sige shin, literally 'bush person'. It is therefore not surprising that nouns de-
noting such beings are in gender 1. Several of these nouns are loans, so one 
would expect them to be in gender 1 anyway. The noun jink 'water spirit', 
for example, is borrowed from Bambara (and ultimately from Arabic). But 
there are many which appear to be native vocabulary, such as the following, 
all in gender 1: 

(68) kile 'god, sky' 
kömb 'Komo mask' 
kafaa 'Kafaa fetish' 

When loans and and nouns denoting human beings are abstracted, there is 
a large residue of miscellaneous nouns in gender 1. A respectable subsection 
of these are nouns denoting animals. However, gender 1 cannot be 
characterized as the animate gender (rather than the human gender) since the 
category is shared by genders 2 and 3 as well. Nor is it only those animals 
which are associated with human beings through domestication (69a) or as 
characters in anthropomorphic folk tales (69b) that are included in gender 1, 
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but also many yafiliye 'creeping things', i.e. insects, reptiles, amphibians, 
and mollusks (69c): 

(69) a. pwun 
ύ^ύύ 
mpä 
sika 
πύ 

b. mpi 
kücwuun 
ein 
santu 

'dog' 
'chicken' 
'sheep' 
'goat* 
'cow' 

'hare' 
'patas monkey' 
'leopard' 
'francolin' 

zhibankrjgwo 'ground hornbilP 

mpuuwo 
vyin 
sarawa 
htas0n 
bähä/ä 
wwö 

'spider' 
'cricket' 
'bee' 
'toad' 
'clam' 
'snake' 

There are quite a few mass nouns which occur in the singular but not in 
the plural of gender 1. This is expected in the case of such mass nouns as: 

bambS 'dust' 
bäsh) 'couscous' (loan) 
c)cü 'chafT 

jämä 'henna' (loan) 
mbb 'rice' 
nuyye 'cream' 
särä 'tobacco' 
hticyin 'sand' 
seen 'gold' 
sümä 'grain' (loan) 
t6 ' tea' (loan) 
sikärä 'sugar' (loan) 

But other nouns whose equivalents are count nouns in French or English 
are non-count in Supyire, occurring only in the singular: 

(71) bähäntä 
bürd 

jäh 
fy6 

'banana(s)' (loan) 
'bread, loaves of bread' (loan) 
'onion(s)' (loan) 
'footprint(s)' 
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ködn 'bead(s)' (loan) 
lefa 'brick(s)' 
Ιέυιύτύ 'orange(s), lemon(s)' (loan) 
titändd 'pepper(s)' 
η toon 'termite(s)' 
wdrd 'cola nut(s)' (loan) 

In order to be counted, these nouns must be compounded with the root -bile 
[ble:] (singular) / -pyä- (plural). This root originally meant 'round-shaped 
object1, but in such compounds is an individualizer. It is a gender 3 root, and 
the compounds which it forms are all in gender 3. Thus 'one brick" is 
lefäbild n)rjk)n, and 'two bricks" are lefipyaa shuunni. 

3.1.2.2. Gender 2: augmentative 

Gender 2 is the gender of 'big things". One subcategory is that of trees (72a) 
and tree parts (72b): 

(72) a. cige 
logo 
netje 
zhyingi 
yiigi 
siinrje 
zäntaanga 
weege 

βάηέ 
jirint00ng0 

b. ήΐίέηέ 
weije 
kwoogo 
ηίηέ 
käßcaaga 
fyingä 

'tree" 
'shea tree (Buiyrospermumparkiiy 
'nfcre tree (Parkia biglobosa/ 
'baobab (Adansonia digitata/ 
'borassus palm (Borassus aeth/opuw/ 
' frontager' (Ceiba pentandra/ 
'kapok (Bombax costatum/ 
' caih6drat (Khaya senegalensis/ 
'kaki (Diospyros mespiliformis/ 
cassia (Cassia sieberiana/27 

'branch' 
' l eaf 
'bark ' 2 8 

' root ' 
'piece of firewood'2 9 

' f lower ' 3 0 

Large immovable artifacts are usually in gender 2: 

(73) baga 
känhä 
caanga 
kacige 
käldgd 
soogo 

'house, building' 
'village' 
'market' 
'bridge' 
'bathing enclosure' 
' loom' 
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fugugo 
όέεηηε 
ijkunuqo 
käshbgb 
bambaraga 

'forge' 
'well' 
'wall' 
'courtyard wall' 
'adobe roof 

It was noted above that nouns denoting animals occur in genders 2 and 3 
as well as in gender 1. It is interesting that genders 1 and 2 have all the 
animals from about the size of a rabbit on up, while smaller animals are 
distributed roughly equally through the three genders. The very largest 
animal, htäsüü 'elephant', is in gender 1, but most of the other large animals 
are in gender 2. Some examples are: 

(74) shongo 
düfänyä 
ceye 
ciimji 
cänrägä 
zäntütjö 

'horse' 
'donkey' 
'antilope'31 

'giraffe'3 2 

'lion' 
'hyena' 

kddntiriyi 'hippopotamus'33 

bdtjb 'baboon' 

The augmentative value of gender 2 is most clearly seen in those roots 
which may be put in more than one gender. In fact, there are quite a number 
of roots of indeterminate gender which may occur in either gender 2 or 3. In 
gender 2 they denote a larger exemplar than they do in gender 3. Some ex-
amples are: 

Gender 2 Gender 3 Gloss 

cesge cere 'calabash' 
sboogo *boro 'bag' 
kuugo kuro 'path, road' 
gwogo qwoo 'knife' 
küügd kiird 'stool' 
wyige wyii 'hole' 
ihpdgd mpwütt 'mound, hill' 
psge pee 'pottery bowl' 

Moving a root into gender 2 may have pejorative force. Body parts nor-
mally in gender 3 acquire the added meaning of 'big and ugly' when put into 
gender 2. Thus münaa 'nose.G3S' becomes münaga 'great ugly snout' when 
applied to a human nose (it is a neutral 'trunk' when applied to an elephant 
nose). Similarly, nouns in gender 1 referring to human beings may gain a 
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certain loutishness when moved to gender 2. For example nä 'man.GIS' be-
comes närfä 'oaf . 3 4 

One minor subcategory in gender 2 is one which has nothing to do with 
physical size: nouns denoting units of time.35 The most common are: 

(76) canrja 
yäkdrjd 

'day' 
'afternoon* 

pilaga [pla:Ra] 'night' 
Jiyegä 
cibilaaga 
yitje 
bingä 
nügwbhö 

morning 
'week' 
'month, moon* 
'dry season* 
'rainy season* 

As in gender 1, there is a substantial number of nouns which have no 
plural. As one would expect, many of these denote mass or liquid non-
countables. Some examples are: 

(77) düfugo 'maize' 
fünzugo 'peanut butter'36 

kafuiujo 'mold' 
kälaga 'sorghum' 
kameye 'dew' 
Iwoho 'water' 
paqg0h5 'ginger' 
sishyingä 'blood' 
yddgd 'mud' 

A minor category of non-count nouns using the singular form are those de-
noting desire or need for bodily functions: 

(78) laga 'desire' 
katege 'hunger' 
byaga 'thirst'37 

fyeeqe 'need to urinate'38 

There are many similar non-count gender 2 singular nouns referring to 
states or habitual actions, most of them nominalizations: 

(79) föqb 
kyaaga 
näqkäägä 
pücyägä 
säägä 

'poverty* 
'suffering' 
'thievery'39 

'femininity'40 

'laziness' 

from fd 'be poor' 
from kyaala 'suffer' 
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silege [sie:Re] 'shame' 
täängä ' love' 
yyefugo 'anxiety'41 

from sil6g6 'be ashamed' 
from tään 'be pleasing' 

3.1.2.3. Gender 3: diminutive 

Gender 3 is the gender of small things. It was noted above that the category 
of animals is shared with genders 1 and 2. The animals that are in gender 3 
are all rather small. Some examples are: 

(80) sajicyeen 
mpään 
kämee 
kirntέέηηέ 
Jüpään 
ήίύτό 
ζ An tun ο 

'bird '4 2 

'dove, pigeon' 
'hawk, kite' 
'swallow, swift' 
'mosquito' 
'arboreal squirrel' 
'field mouse' 

Of course the diminutive character of gender 3 is most clearly seen in 
those roots which readily occur also in genders 1 or 2. See (75) above for 
some examples. 

There is a small morphological subclass which seems to correspond to a 
semantic subclass: small round-shaped objects which take the plural suffix 
-/Vrather than -gili. See example (44) above for a list of these items. 

As with genders 1 and 2, there are a number of non-count nouns which ap-
pear only in the singular and not in the plural. Most of these are nominaliza-
tions which name the state or activity denoted by the verb. Some examples 
of these non-count nouns are: 

kwüü 'death' from kwü 'die ' 
numpire 'darkness' 
ßara 'walk, gait' from ßaara 'walk' 
ηοηο 'rest, breath' from Ό* 'rest ' 
suno 'diarrhea' from SU 'defecate' 
χύύ ' theft ' from yü 'steal' 

There are at least five nouns which occur only in the plural and not in the 
singular. Three of them denote objects composed of numerous subparts 
which are similar to each other and arranged in parallel: 

(82) beretjii 'log platform'43 

ficdgii 'balafon' 
jiyij 'kind of grass mat '4 4 
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The other two denote objects normally occuring in large numbers together: 

(83) kyknhii 'charcoal' 
sisdgii 'ηέτέ seeds1 

3.1.2.4. Gender 4: collectives 

If only nouns which occur solely or primarily in gender 4 are examined, two 
subcategories emerge: masses and abstracts. As has been noted above, gen-
ders 1-3 all have both of these categories as well. What makes them more 
striking in gender 4 is the virtual absence of anything else. Some examples 
of mass nouns are: 

(84) pworo 
köönb 
furo 
fikyärä 
suro 
sere 
cwonro 
kyara 

'adobe, building mud' 
'cotton' 
'feces' 
'fertilizer, manure' 
'mush'45 

'honey'46 

'ashes' 
'meat'47 

Abstracts may denote emotions or states, or ambient qualities. Some exam-
ples of abstract nouns are: 

(85) sicyere 
nipaara 
wyere 
fyagara 
funmpenre 
fumjgworo 

'insanity' 
'pity' 
'cold (temperature)' 
'fear'48 

'worry'49 

'forgetfulness'50 

Noun roots imported from other genders may have similar abstract mean-
ings. Some examples with corresponding forms in gender 1 are: 

(86) bilere 
fene 
nämponno 
nana 
ceere 

'slavery' 
'authority' 
'state of being a stranger' 
'masculinity' 
'femininity' 

cf. biJiwe 'slave' 
cf. foo 'owner' 
cf. namponrjo 'stranger' 
cf. nä 'man' 
cf. ceewe 'woman' 

nägkdlyägärä 'state of being an old man' cf. narjkdlye 'old man' 
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Rather more common, however, is the use of gender 4 as a collective. That 
is, a gender 4 form may be used to refer to indeterminate numbers of objects 
normally in genders 1-3. Collectives are thus conceptually like mass 
uncountables. Some examples are: 

tire ' trees' cf. tige 'tree.G2S' 
ponno 'dogs' cf. pwun 'dog.GIS' 
wyere ' leaves'5 1 cf. werje Meaf.G2S' 
süpyird 'people'5 2 cf. süpya 'person.GIS' 
Atddrd 'worms' cf. htdgb 'worm.G2S' 
lüpänrä 'mosquitoes' cf. lüpäan 'mosquito.G3S' 
$koonpceere 'puffballs' cf. $koonpc6r6 'puffball.G3S' 

Gender 4 is also the gender of nouns denoting language or speech. Names 
of languages, and various types of speech are typically in this gender: 

(88) shyenre 
cwhhbnte 
süpyird 
näkaana 
tünnturo 
kafinara 
ßwoshwora 
pwomuguro 

'language, message, order1 

'Bambara language (DEF)'5 3 

'Supyire language (DEF)'5 4 

'discussion' 
'message'55 

' l ie '5 6 

'answer'5 7 

'speech, words'58 

3.1.3.5. Gender 5: pourables 

Gender 5 is the gender of liquids and other pourable items. Some examples 
are: 

(89) sinme 'beer' 
sinmi 'o i l '5 9 

flnimi 'pus' 
düfinimi ' lye' 
suumo 'salt '6 0 

fyereme 'urine'6 1 

jirime 'milk'6 2 

ihbime 'powder, flour, shade' 
tunmo 'sap, blood'63 

fhnmb 'sweat '6 4 
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It should be noted that the two most prototypical liquids, viz. iwoho 
'water' , and sjshyingi 'blood' are in gender 2 (singular only). Gender 2 also 
has kameije 'dew', but in this case there is also a gender 5 form: kameme. 

As in all the other genders, gender 5 has a few abstracts, mostly qualities 
or conditions. Some examples are: 

(90) ticuumo 'health'6 5 

tipddmd 'flavor, taste'66 

jirimi 'sterility' 
sipcytime 'craftiness, cleverness'67 

siykanma 'sorcery' 
leme ' appearance' 
sinama 'beauty' 

Gender 5 is a widely used gender for nominalizations. Most of these are 
gerund-like in their meaning, and these will be discussed below in section 
3.2.2.1. Some, however, have taken on meanings of a bit more idiosyncratic 
nature. Several nominalizations referring to liquids have already been noted. 
Some other not-so-concrete examples are: 

jwumo /jwubo 'words, speech' from jwo 'say' 
ceme 'friendship' from ce 'know' 

jwoomo 'seam' from jwoolo ' sew' 
kwonmo 'marriage' from kwon ' cut '6 8 

ijoomo 'sleep' from 1)06 'sleep' 
yama 'disease' from ya 'be sick' 

3.2. Derivational noun morphology 

In this section the remaining morphological processes involving nouns will 
be described. 

3.2. / . The diminutive suffix 

It was shown above that gender 3 is the gender of small things, and that 
moving a root into gender 3 may have the effect of allowing it to denote a 
smaller object than in another gender. In the case of many objects, however, 
the gender 3 form denotes the normal size. A case in point is cere 
'calabash'. If a calabash is very large, it may be referred to with the gender 
2 form ceege 'large calabash'. But ordinary calabashes are usually referred 
to with the gender 3 form, and this is therefore not available to be used for 
ones which are unusually small. For the latter, there is another form 
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available: the diminutive suffix. Nouns with the diminutive suffix are 
automatically gender 3 singular. They do not take a gender 3 basic suffix, 
but the definite suffix -ni is added in the definite. There is no plural form. 
When asked for the plural of a diminutive, most speakers will give a gender 
4 (i.e. collective) form. 

The diminutive suffix has the form -rV. In phonological behavior it is 
somewhere in between the basic and the definite suffixes. Its vowel harmo-
nizes, and its segments undergo modification and even elision, like the basic 
suffixes, but it has its own tone, like the definite suffixes. 

Noun roots ending in a stressed vowel present no complications. The di-
minutive suffix is simply added and the normal vowel harmony rules for 
nouns apply. To form the definite the gender 3 singular definite suffix is 
added. This forms a three-syllable foot ('CVCVCV), and by the ordinary 
metric rules the vowel of the diminutive suffix is greatly reduced. This re-
duction is not written in the orthography. Some examples are: 

(92) Root 

ba-
riipän-
ηύ-
cyi-
zhin-

Indefinite Definite 

barä 
mpämä 
ndrä 
cyir6 
zhinrä 

baräni 
mpäräni 
nbr5ni 
cyMni 
zhinreni 

Gloss 

'small house' 
'small dove' 
'small cow' 
'small thigh' 
'small baobab' 

If the noun root ends in an unstressed vowel (i.e. either in 'CVCV or 1 

CVV), the diminutive suffix is added as expected in the indefinite. The 
addition of the definite suffix to this stem, however, would lead to an 
undesirable sequence of three unstressed vowels. This is avoided by simply 
deleting the segments of the diminutive suffix in the definite. The high tone 
remains, and as expected associates with the final vowel of the noun root. 
Some examples are: 

(93) Root Indefinite Definite Gloss 

baan- baänrä baänni 'small hoe' 
cee- ce6r6 ceini 'small woman' 
"noo- "noorö ηοόηϊ 'small guinea fowl' 
ήλύύ- φίύύτό fiküuni 'small chicken' 
bügü- bügürö büguni 'mask's hut' (loan) 

When the diminutive suffix is added to noun roots ending in [r] (/d/), the 
[r] of the root is elided and the final vowel of the root is lengthened, 
probably through a process of degemination with compensatory lengthening. 
The resulting 'CVV root behaves like those discussed immediately above 
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when the definite suffix is added, that is, the segments of the diminutive 
suffix are deleted while its high tone remains. Some examples: 

(94) Root Indefinite Definite Gloss 

"bor- "boorö Kbo0w ' smal l bag ' 
cer- cecr6 ce6ni 'small calabash1 

pjir- pji)r6 fljifai ' smal l tongue ' 
tor- toorö toöni ' smal l leg ' 

The [r] of the diminutive suffix is absorbed by a root-final nasal, after the 
latter has acquired the former's alveolar articulation, in a process similar to 
that affecting basic noun class suffixes. The diminutive suffix differs from 
these other suffixes in inducing lengthening of the vowel of the root, 
evidently in a process like that just described for [r]-final roots. The definite 
forms are like the latter as well. Some examples are: 

(95) Root Indefinite Definite Gloss 

näN- näänä nääni 'little man' 6 9 

κηεΝ- "ηεεηέ κηεέηϊ 'little tail' 
r)keN- ήΜέηέ $ke6ni 'little branch' 
poN- ροόηηό poönni 'little dog' 
weN- wednä weSni 'little leaf 

3.2.2. Nominalizing affixes 

Aside from the "bare" nominalizations and the gerundive N- nominalizations 
described in the first two subsections below, all Supyire nominalizers are 
transparently descended from noun roots. The immediate ancestors of these 
nominalizations were thus noun-verb or verb-noun compounds. What distin-
guishes these types from other compounds is the extreme generalization of 
their use. The verb roots in all nominalizations typically undergo certain 
changes in tone tune. The most widespread of these is the shift of Η tone 
verbs to M. 

Nominalizations frequently occur in genitive phrases as the possessed 
noun. In such cases the possessor noun usually refers to the absolutive 
participant in the event (i.e. the subject of an intransitive or the direct object 
of a transitive). 
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3.2.2.1. Bare nominalizations 

A common method of nominalization is the simple affixation of a noun class 
suffix to the verb root. The resulting noun may have a concrete denotation 
appropriate to the noun class: humans in gender 1, masses in gender 4, 
liquids in gender 5. Gender 2 forms tend to denote instruments, and gender 3 
forms tend to denote objects resulting from the action of the verb. Some 
examples are: 

(96) Gender 1: human 
nähäwä 'herder' 

Gender 2: instrument 

sugo 'mortar' 

Gender 3: resulting object 

tahala 'layer' 

Gender 4: mass 

kyara 'meat' 

Gender 5: liquid 

fyereme 'urine' 

from nähä 'herd' 

from su 

from taha 

'pound in mortar' 

'lay down' 

from kya 'chew' 

from fyeere 'urinate' 

These simple nominal izations may also have more abstract meanings, denot-
ing the activity or state of the verb. Some examples are: 

(97) Gender 1: 
faa 'farming' 

Gender 2: 

föqb 'poverty' 

Gender 3: 

kwüü 'death' 

Gender 4: 

ρέόηέ 'praise' 

from faa 'cultivate' 

from fb 'be poor' 

from kwü 'die' 

from ρέό 'praise >70 

Gender 5 is especially productive for this sort of nominalization. Virtually 
any verb may be placed in gender 5 to obtain a gerundive meaning. When 
used with such a meaning, the basic suffix is often -mu, in which the vowel 
does not harmonize as in other gender 5 nouns. The use of these nomi-
nalizations is illustrated in the following expressions: 
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Kle ύ 0 numpiläge tdrd-mü 
God he SUBJUNC night.DEF pass-G5 
'May God (make) the night's passing 

16-mü ßw6?x 

appearance-G5 make.good 
good.' 

Wüü yä-fun-g6 ta-ma 
our thing-consider.taboo.DEF get-G5 
'Getting our totem 

ä pen de?2 

PERF be.difficult EXCL 
is difficult.' 

This type of nominalization could be characterized as bare or "zero" since 
there is no specifically nominalizing morphology.73 Such morphology does 
exist in Supyire, and it is to this that we shall now turn our attention. Most of 
the nominalizing affixes can be shown to have originated as lexemes, either 
nouns or verbs. We will describe each of these affixes in turn, starting with 
the prefixes. 

3.2.2.2. N- nominal ization 

A nasal prefix with a simple low tone derives a nominal which typically has 
a gerundive meaning, that is, it denotes the activity or state of the verb. The 
derived noun is gender 1 singular. It takes no suffix in the indefinite, and the 
ordinary gender 1 definite suffix -tji in the definite. There is no plural form. 
The tonal changes induced in the verb are regular: Mw and Η allow the L of 
the prefix to spread rightward, the intermediate LMw stage causes the 
definite suffix tone to rise to H, and the Mw is subsequently elided. Verbs 
with HL/L tune have L in these forms, and the resulting noun thus has a 
simple L tune. Ms verbs are unaffected. Some examples are: 

(99) Indefinite Definite Gloss Verb Gloss 

ßcd ßcdrji 'knowing, ce 'know' (Mw) 
acquaintance' 
'looking' wii 'look at' 

mbd mbdiji 'getting on bd 'get along with' 
together* 

ßcya ßcyarji 'seeking' cya 'seek' 
"vworo "vworoiji 'going out' fworo 'go out' (Ms)74 

(98) a. 

b. 
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Examples of the use of these nominalizations follow. 

(100) a. Kä \νύύ ύ sä fwü-tji pyi, 
and we NARR go greeting-DEF do 
'Then we greeted 

maä wü-yd ß-cd-gi pyi. 
and we-REFL NOM-know-DEF(GlS)do 
and made each other's acquaintance.' 

b. Yi nagiyää-yi ή-gti-rjf 
those wild.animals-DEF NOM-look.at-DEF(GlS) 
'Looking at those wild animals 

mpyi a tään τηΏ ά sd/d έ. 
PAST PERF sweet me to truth in 
pleased me very much.' 

c. Mii na sbmj) m-bd-ija a 
I PROG think NOM-get.along-DEF(GlS) PERF 
Ί think living together in harmony 

pwörö näfüü-rji fi-cya-qi na. 
be.better wealth-DEF NOM-seek-DEF(G 1S) on 
is better than the pursuit of wealth.' 

d. Camja jiyii sahä byänhära vworo na me. 
day eye NEG.YET approach NOM.go.out on NEG 
'The sun is not yet near to rising.' 

3.2.2.3. Locative nominalization 

Nominals with a locative meaning ('place where one verbs') are derived by 
means of the prefix ta-. The resulting noun is in gender 2. The prefix is obvi-
ously related to the locative question word tad 'where?' and is cognate with 
a gender 2 noun ίε?έ meaning 'place' in Cebaara.75 It is not synchronically a 
noun in Supyire. The verb root keeps its normal stress in this form, the 
prefix being unstressed with Mw tone. Verbs with Η tone become Ms: sin/ 
'lie down' becomes tasinaga 'bedroom, place to lie down' (definite 
tasinagi). Verbs with Mw tone become MwL: teen 'sit, live' becomes 
tateenge 'place to sit, place to live' (definite tateenge).76 Trisyllabic verbs 
lose their final syllable, thus avoiding a sequence of three unstressed 
syllables. Thus b6g6l6 'pack, arrange' becomes tabegege 'place to store 
something' (definite tabegeg6). 

Various semantic developments away from a purely locative meaning can 
be detected. One is towards a temporal meaning, as might be expected. 
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Rather than 'place where one verbs', the meaning is 'at the time of verbing' 
or 'after verbing'. The locative in this case is usually followed by the 
postposition / 'in, at, to', as in the following examples: 

(101) a. Uru u ä pyi mil shy6r6-rji 
he(EMPH) he PERF be my witness-DEF 
'It was he who was my witness 

wyiri-qi tä~kan-g6 e. 
money-DEF LOC-give-DEF(G2S) at 
when the money was given.' 

b. Cibilaa-yi shuunni täänrd ta-toro-ge e, 
week-DEF two three LOC-pass-G2S at 
'After two or three weeks, 

kä u fyi-qi s) nurä ä kärd 
and that python-DEFNARR return SC go 
that python again went 

Sämbä pyingä... 
Samba home 
to Samba's house...' 

A further development has been in the direction of encoding purpose in 
conjunction with verbs of motion.77 In this case the locative form must be 
indefinite, and as in the temporal use it is usually accompanied by the post-
position /. Following are some examples: 

(102) a. Cantj kä mli mäha η-kare dü-g6 e 
day IND I PAST IP-go stream-DEF to 
'One day I went to the stream 

fyäa tä-cya-ge e. 
fish LOC-seek-G2S to 
to catch fish.' 

b. Kä pi ί yfr) Sörd Känhä na 
and they NARR get.up Sere Town at 
'They left the village of Sere 

na rj-kääg0 Fant6r6 6 
PROG IP-go.IMPFV Fantere to 
to go to Fantere 

ta-tein-ge ta-wii-ge e. 
LOC-sit-DEF(G2S) LOC-look.at-G2S to 
to look at the living site.'78 
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3.2.2.4. Object nominalization 

The prefix ya- is transparently derived from the noun yaaga 'thing'. Like 
yaaga^ the derived noun is in gender 2. The 'thing' may have one of several 
semantic roles vis-ä-vis the verb. The following examples illustrate the pa-
tient role: 

(103) yajotjo 'bait' from jo 'swallow' 
yakanga 'gift' from kan 'give' 
yafungo 'totem' from fün 'consider taboo' 
yas6g6 'child' from si 'give birth'79 

The role may also be agent or actor, as in 

(104) yafilige 'creeping thing' from filili 'crawl'80 

yatinrje 'musical instrument' from tin 'make noise'81 

Finally, the 'thing' may be the instrument or even a locative: 

yabahaga 'toy' from bähärä 'play' 
yateeiuje 'chair' from ίεεη 'sit' 
yasinirje 'bed' from sM 'lie down' 
yaleye 'container' from Je 'put in' 

3.2.2.5. Action nominalization 

The prefix ka- is derived from the noun kyaa, which means 'thing' or 
'matter' in the sense of 'state of affairs'. The noun that it derives is usually 
in gender 3, like kyaa, but some abstracts are in gender 4 or 5. In its most 
common use, the ka- nominalization means something like 'thing which 
verbs or is verbed', and denotes not a concrete object, but an action or state 
of affairs. Some examples are: 

(106) kapyii 'deed, action' 
kakuurjo 'bad deed' 
kalyee 'custom, rite' 
kapää/ä ' surprise' 
kacene 'thing known, 

item of knowledge' 

from pyi 'do' 
from kuu 'be bad'82 

from lye 'be old' 
from pää 'startle' 
from ce 'know' 

The ka- nominalization may also have the meaning 'reason for verbing', or 
'cause of verbing', as in the following example, the first sentence of a myth 
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explaining why twins, who used to be born joined together, are now born 
separated: 

(107) Nd6 la ä pyi "tjämi-ρίί kä-laha-ηί kt, 
DEM it PERF be twins-DEF thing-let.go-DEF(G3S) REL 
'That which caused the separation of twins (from each other) 

lire ηύη-Ιίέ ku ijke:... 
its(EMPH.G3S) head-DEF(G2S) it(G2S) DEM(G2S) 
its explanation is this:...' 

3.2.2.6. Time nominalization 

The prefix tdd- comes from the noun tdrd 'time, moment'. The noun it de-
rives means 'time of verbing' or 'time to verb*, or even 'time which is verb'. 
Like the noun tdrd, the nominalization is in gender 3. Some examples, with 
illustrative sentences are: 

(108) a. from kan 'give' 

Kä lännipu-rji ίέέ-kaan-nf si nb. 
and taxes-DEF time-give-DEF(G3S) NARR arrive 
'Then the time to pay taxes arrived.' 

b. from kwü 'die' 

U ίέέ-kwuu-ni ßye ä mo mi. 
his time-die-DEF(G3S) NEG PERF be.long.time NEG 
'The time of his death was not long ago.' 

c. from päan 'chop' 

Ci-rS tdd-paan-nä ä no g6, 
tree-DEF time-chop-DEF(G3S) PERF arrive TC 
'When the time to chop down the trees arrived, 

kä u ύ if-kar6 sä a ci-r6 paan-n). 
and he NARR IP-go go PROG tree-DEFchop-IMPFV 
he went to chop down the trees.' 

3.2.2.7. Manner nominalization 

By adding the stressed suffix -rjkaN- to a verb a manner nominalization may 
be obtained.83 The derived noun is gender 3 singular, so the indefinite 
ending is -ykana and the definite ending is -ykäni. All verbs keep their tones 
in this type of nominalization, so Η verbs remain Η rather than becoming M. 
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The tone of Η and L verbs spreads to the suffix, yielding a Η tune and a 
LMw tune respectively. The resulting noun is remarkably tone-stable, 
nominalizations from H, Ms, and L verbs not perturbing at all. Mw 
nominalizations, however, make up for the reluctance of the others by 
undergoing all the tone rules as expected. 

As with most other nominalization, the genitive possessor of the manner 
nominal usually corresponds to an absolutive argument of the nominal ized 
verb. The meaning of the noun is thus 'the way X verbs or verbed' or 'the 
way one verbs X ' . Some examples are: 

(109) a. from jyiile 'cross over' 

kä u jyiili-tjk S-ni s) kän-he 
and her cross-manner-DEF(G3S) NARR village-DEF 
'The way she had crossed (the swollen river) 

sytin-bff punf käkyänhälä. 
people-DEF all astonish 
astonished all the people of the village.' 

b. from ta 'get, find, obtain' 

Kä ihpi si zänntüyö ylgd 
and hare NARR hyena ask 
'Then Hare asked Hyena 

υ sümä-ηί ta-gk ä-ni na. 
his grain-DEF get-manner-DEF(G3S) on 
about how he had gotten his grain.' 

c. from by6 'carry (child) on back, raise (child)' 

Py)i-bii sähä ßye na byii 
children-DEF NEG.yet be PROG raise.IMPFV 
'Children are no longer raised 

pi tajjjää byi-rjkä-ni na ηιέ. 
their yesterday raise-manner-DEF(G3S) on NEG 
the way they were raised in the past.' 

3.2.2.8. Privative nominalization 

The suffix -mbää may be added to verbs to derive a noun meaning 'without 
verbing' or 'lack of verbing'. -mbää is obviously related to the postposition 
bää 'without'.84 Both have a LMw tune. The derived noun is usually gender 
1 singular, without a basic suffix in the indefinite. One example has been 
found in gender 4. Some examples are: 
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(110) a. from jacyf 'consider important'85 

IJkää wüu Ii jäcyi-mbää-T)i, 
but our it consider.important-without-DEF(GIS) 
'But our lack of considering it important, 

la ä kanhama ni-ßyaha-ma no \νύύ nä. 
it PERF suffering ADJ-be.much-G5 arrive us on 
it has brought a lot of suffering on us.' 

b. from kälä 'study, learn, read'86 

S6bi-qi kälä-mbää-rä ά \νύύ yäha 
write-DEF learn-without-DEF(G4) PERF us leave 
'Hasn't our lack of literacy (lit. learning writing) left us 

numpi-ni i mä? 
darkness-DEF in NEG.Q 
in the dark?' 

c. from yyere 'call' 

Mu a myähä na lyi mii yyere-mbää. 
you PERF even PROG eat.IMPFV my call-without 
'You are even eating without calling (or, without having 
called) me.' 

This suffix may be used in conjunction with the prefix N- discussed above. 
The meaning is the same with or without the prefix. Following is an 
example: 

(111) from bd 'meet, be in agreement' 

Pi ifi-bd-mbää-yä ä fworo 
they NOM-agree-without-DEF(G 1S) PERF go.out 
'Their discord came 

yyaha fbö-ηί i. 
face owner-DEF from 
from the older brother.' 

3.2.2.9. Agentive nominalization 

An agentive nominalization may be obtained by suffixing the noun root foo 
to a verb. As an independent noun, foo means 'owner, possessor, person in 
charge'. It is chiefly used as the possessed noun in genitive phrases, such as 
känhä fdd 'village chief, ηύ fbd 'cow owner'. When affixed to a verb, the 
resulting nominalization means 'one who verbs'. The noun is in gender 1. 
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The nominalization may be the possessed noun in a genitive phrase, in which 
case the possessor noun will usually correspond to the absolutive argument 
of the nominalized verb. Some examples are: 

(112) a. from cyän 'drop, lay (egg)' 

ce-ηί cyin-ftkfi1 

egg-DEF(G3S) lay-agent 
'the layer of the egg* 

b. from nähä 'herd' 

Ntasinmii naha-ίόό ßye na fyää mä. 
toads herd-agent NEG PROG hurry NEG 
'The toadherd does not hurry.'88 

c. from βάάτέ 'ask for, beg' 

βάάτά-ίόό kintää-nf ßye jiwoAi i. 
beg-agent palm-DEF(G3S) be beneath at 
'The begger's palm is below.'89 

3.2.3. Noun compounds 

Ordinary noun compounds, which are extremely common in Supyire, can be 
divided into those which use noun roots only (i.e. noun-noun compounds, de-
scribed in the first subsection below), and those which use one or more verb 
roots in addition to a noun root. These are dealt with in sections 3.2.3.2 and 
3.2.3.3. 

3.2.3.1. Noun-noun compounds 

Noun-noun compounds are composed of two noun roots followed by a single 
set of noun class suffixes. It is generally the second root which determines 
the gender of the whole, and which may thus be considered in some sense 
the "head" of the compound. Following are some examples which show 
resolution of gender conflict in favor of the second root: 

(113) a. from kampe-e 'finger-G3S' + f&gd-wd 'ring-GIS' 

kampe-fbg0-w6 'finger ring' 
finger-ring-GlS 
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b. from 'chicken.GIS' + cere 'egg.G3S' 

fikH-cdrd 'chicken egg' 
chicken-egg.G3S 

c. from jiajja 'hill.G2S + kulo 'country .G3S' 

jiay-ku/o 'hilly country' 
hill-country.G3S 

d. from jiyi-i 'eye-G3S' + lwo-ho 'water-G2S' 

ßyi-lwo-ho ' tears' 
eye-water-G2S 

e. from marafS ' r if le.GIS' + ihpuro 'horn.G3S' 

marafä-rhpuro 'rifle barrel' 
rifle-horn.G3S 

As might be expected, there are many idiosyncracies. Occasionally the 
compound is in a different gender from either of the roots composing it, as 
in the following examples: 

(114) a. from β wo-go 'mouth-G2S' + mpwü-ύ 'mound-G3S' 

ßwo-mpü 'upper lip' 
mouth-mound.G1S 

b. from fanija 'grave.G2S' + kuro 'path.G3S' 

fatuj-küü 'path to graveyard' 
grave-path.GIS 

Compounds with three roots may be built up by adding a third root to a 
two-root compound. For instance, the compound just cited in (114a) above 
may form the base for a three-root compound: 

(115) from ßwompü 'upper lip (GIS) ' + shi-re 'hair-G4'9 0 

β wo-mp\i-shi-r6 'moustache' 
mouth-mound-hair-G4 

Similarly, the compound denoting 'ear wax' is built up in the following way: 

(116) from βΐιηο 'head.G2S' + wyi-i 'hole-G3S' 

ηΐη-gyi-i91 + fu-ro 
head-hole-G3S excrement-G4 
'outer ear canal' 
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nirj-gyf-fii-rd 'ear wax' 
head-hole-excrement-G4 

Some roots, by their frequency of combination, have gained a quasi-affixal 
character. An example of this is the use of 'husband', 'wife', and 'child' as 
the second root of a compound to denote the male, female, and young of 
animals. The gender of such compounds is often determined by the first 
rather than by the second root. The root for 'husband' has three different 
forms, the first identical to the independent noun poo (/polo/) 'husband', and 
the other two evidently non-umlauted earlier forms. Some examples are: 

(117) a. with -poo 
j)kü-pdd 'cock' 
chicken-male.G1S 
shon-poo 'stallion' 
horse-male.GIS 

b. with -per-: 
bdm-pii-gi 'male baboon' 
baboon-male-G2S 

sika-pdrd 'billy-goat' 
goat-male.G3S 

c. with -pe-\ 
nu-ρέ-έ 'bull' 
cow-male-G3S 

For many domestic animals, the unmarked (i.e. simple root) form is used 
for the female, which is of course more numerous and economically 
important. If one wishes to be specific, however, the root -cwo 'wife' may 
be added: 

(118) pwunp-cwb 'bitch' 
dog-female.GIS 

shon-cw0 'mare' 
horse-female.G 1S 

i)küli-cw0-g0 'female cockroach' 
cockroach-female-G2S 

This same root is used to form compounds to refer to females of various hu 
man categories: 
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(119) cii-cwb 'female of leather-worker caste' 
leather, worker-female.G1S 

legkwü-cwö 'widow* 
widow-female.G 1S 

tübäbü-cwd 'female white person'92 

white.person-female.G1S 

The male of these categories is formed not with the root -poo / -per- noted 
above, but with nä 'man' or nb 'husband': 

(120) hqkwü-nh 'widower' 
widow-husband.G 1S 

tübabü-nä 'male white person' 
white.person-man.G 1S 

The root pya 'child' is used for the young of animals:93 

(121) ηύ-pyä 'calf 
cow-child.GIS 

sänhäßcin-pya ' kitten' 
cat-child.GIS 

sika-pya 'kid' 
goat-child.GIS 

This same root is used to form compounds designating the blades of 
various tools: 

(122) baan-pya 'hoe blade' 
hoe-child.GIS 

kacii-pyä 'ax blade' 
ax-child.GIS 

rjwo-pya 'knife blade' 
knife-child.GIS 

3.2.3.2. Noun-verb compounds 

Noun-verb compounds are more numerous than noun-noun compounds. 
There is such a bewildering variety that a full description would require 
much more space than can be allotted here. The noun root may have a 
variety of semantic roles vis-ä-vis the verb of the compound. Following are 
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some examples of different roles with compounds formed from active verbs. 
The gender of the compound is predictable from the gender of the 
component noun root in only three of the six examples. 

(123) a. agent (of intransitive): from pyä 'child.GIS' 
py)-ßora-gä 'toddler'94 

child-walk-G2S 

b. agent (of transitive): from nu 'mother.GIS' 

nu-se-ge 'biological mother'95 

mother-give.birth-G2S 

c. patient: from pyä 'child.GIS' 
pyi-si 'child born'96 

child-give.birth.GIS 

d. instrument: from väänrjä ' cloth.G2S' 
väänn-td 'blanket' 
cloth-cover.GIS 

e. time: from yye-c 'year-G3S' 
yye-si-i 'year of birth' 
year-give.birth-G3S 

f. manner: from tim-mb 'noise-G5'97 

tünm-pa-ma 'noise of coming' 
noise-come-G5 

Although the examples above are certainly not uncommon, they are far 
outnumbered by compounds which use stative verbs. The semantic role of 
the noun component is thus "patient of state". This is a more common way 
of modifying nouns than the use of independent adjectives of the sort 
described in chapter 5. Some examples are: 

(124) a. from cee-we 'woman-GIS' 

cifl-jyi 'old woman' 
woman-be.old.G 1S 

b. from külüshf 'trousers.GIS'98 

külüshi- toon -go 'long trousers' 
trousers-be.long-G2S 

külüshi-bire 'short trousers' 
trousers-be.short.G3S 
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c. from kya-ra 'meat-G4' 

kya-pänhänä 'tough meat* 
meat-be.tough.G4 

d. from shin 'person.GIS' 

shin-tii-we 'just person' 
person-be.straight-G 1S 

At least one example has been recorded of a compound of this sort with 
two verb roots. It is probably the case that this is best thought of as having 
the following structure: [noun-verb]-verb. That is, a patient-of-state noun-
verb compound of the kind just illustrated is modified by the addition of 
another stative verb. Here is the sole spontaneous example encountered: 

(125) ci-t00n-wa-ga 'tall, dry tree' 
tree-be.long-be.dry-G2S 

See the next section below for another type of compound with more than one 
verb root. 

All the above compounds belong in the semantic category to which their 
noun root belongs. Thus a vääntd 'blanket' (from 'cloth' + 'cover') is a 
kind of cloth, and cipjyi 'old woman' (from 'woman' + 'be old') is a kind 
of woman. Many compounds (sometimes called 'exocentric' compounds) 
cannot be understood in this way. The thing they denote is not at all in the 
same semantic category as the thing denoted by their component noun root. 
The most common of this type of compound are object compounds in which 
the component noun denotes the semantic patient of the verb. The compound 
itself can be derived into the various noun genders and thus used to denote a 
variety of different things. Compounds denoting human beings are of course 
put into gender 1: 

(126) a. from famja 'grave.G2S' 

fantj-kwin 'grave-digger' 
grave-cut.GIS 

b. from la-a 'pregnancy-G3S' 

la-shwo 'midwife' 
pregnancy-take.G 1S 

c. from kddnb 'cotton.G4' 

kddm-pere-wa 'cotton-seller' 
cotton-sell-GIS 
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d. from sj'wne 'beer.G5' 

sinm-bya 'beer-drinker' 
beer-drink.GIS 

Compounds in gender 2 usually denote an instrument or some other object 
involved in the action denoted by the verb: 

(127) a. from ήίέεύύ 'elephant.GIS' 

dtäsüü-bd-gd 'elephant gun' 
elephant-kill-G2S 

b. from camja 'sun.G2S'99 

cann-torjo 'umbrella' 
sun-cover.G2S 

c. from kafee-ge 'wind-G2S' 

kafee-fwo-go ' f an ' 
wind-blow-G2S 

d. from kddnd 'cotton.G4' 

kddm-pere-ga 'cotton depot' 
cotton-sell-G2S 

Gender 3 is used to denote the activity itself: 

(128) a. from fya 'fish.GIS' 

fyi-cya-a 'fishing' 
fish-seek-G3S 

b. from yo-go 'quarrel-G2S' 

yu-kw05n 'quarreling' 
quarrel-cut.G3S 

c. from kddnd 'cotton.G4' 

kddm-ρίηίηέ 'spinning' 
cotton-spin.G3S 

d. from sinme 'beer.G5' 

sinm-bya-a 'beer-drinking' 
beer-drink-G3S 

Gender 4 may be used for speech-related meanings: 
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(129) a. from pwo-go 

jiwo-mugu-ro 
mouth-open-G4 

ßwo-shwo-ro 
mouth-take-G4 

b. from fumjo 

fun-zbmjb-rb 
inside-think-G4 

'mouth-G2S' 

'speech' 

'answer, reply* 

'inside.G2S' 

'thoughts' 

The nominal element of this sort of compound may represent some other 
semantic role than affected patient. One not uncommon type is locative: 

(130) from si-ge 

si-shyέ 
bush-go.GIS 

si-shy6-6 
bush-go-G3S 

'bush-G2S' 

'person who goes to bush'100 

'going to bush' 

Not surprisingly, there are many instances where the gender of the 
'exocentric' compound does not seem to be predictable from its meaning, as 
in the following examples: 

(131) a. from funrjo 

funn-td 
inside-cover.GIS 

b. from ci-ge 

ci-kuu-go 
tree-knock-G2S 

c. from kala-ga 

kälä-bwün-mb 
sorghum-hit-G5 

' inside.G2S' 

'diaphragm' 

'tree-G2S' 

'woodpecker' 

'sorghum-G2S' 

'place for threshing sorghum' 

Noun-verb-noun compounds are also common. They have the structure 
[noun-verb]-noun, the final noun root being the semantic head and determin-
ing the gender of the whole. Some examples are: 
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(132) a. from kashi-gd 'war-G2S' 

käshi-kwbn 'soldier' + xbwoo-go 
war-cut.GIS sack-G2S 

käshi-kwbn-bwoo-go 'soldier's knapsack' 
war-cut-sack-G2S 

b. from sapcwo 'animal pest.GIS* 

sajicwon-sigi-we 'person who guards crops' 
pest-prevent-GIS 

+ ci-gc 'tree-G2S' 

saßcwon-sigi-ci-ge 'tree where person guarding crops sits' 
pest-prevent-tree-G2S 

c. from sinmbyaa 'beer-drinking.G3S' (see 126d) 

+ bään 'vestibule.G3S'101 

sinm-bya-baan 'vestibule for beer-drinking' 
beer-drink-vestibule.G3S 

3.2.3.3. Serial verb compounds 

Verbs nominalized with the prefix N- may form compounds based on serial 
verb constructions. The prefix is repeated before each verb root, but there is 
only one (gender 1) suffix for the whole. These compounds usually occur as 
the possessed noun in a genitive construction in which the possessor noun 
corresponds to the absolutive argument of the verbs. The reader is referred 
to chapter 8 for a description of the constructions underlying these 
compounds. Most compounds of this sort have just two verb roots, though 
one example has been encountered with three. Some examples are: 

(133) a. ku ß-jwd-fj-kärä-yi 
its NOM-take-NOM-go-DEF(GlS) 
'its being taken away' 

b. portomäni-yi n-diri-g-gwü-gi 
wallet-DEF NOM-pull-NOM-take.out-DEF(G 1S) 
'the pick-pocketing of the wallet' 

c. u ß-jä-ß-ßri-qi 
his NOM-be.able-NOM-get.up-DEF(G 1S) 
'his being able to get up' 
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d. pi y-gyiri- vworo-fi-kärä-yi 
their NOM-hurry-NOM.go.out-NOM-go-DEF(G 1S) 
'their going out and leaving early' 

One patient-of-state compound has been recorded which incorporates a se-
rial verb construction: 

(134) supyi-toon-h-törö-gö 
person-be. long-NOM-pass-G2S 
'a too-tall person' 

Note the differences between this example and the compound in (125) above 
which also has two verb roots. In that compound, both stative verb roots 
could be said to be modifying the noun root. Here the second verb root is 
modifying the first verb root, exactly as in a serial verb construction, where 
toro 'pass' as the second verb means 'very', or 'too much'. 

3.2.3.4. Phrasal compounds 

A few examples of compounds which include component roots of 
categories other than noun or verb have been recorded. The following 
example includes a pronoun and a postposition: 

(135) cü-näyö-na-rji 'control of myself 
grab-myself-on-DEF(G 1S) 

This is modeled on the expression: 

(136) Mii a ci) na-y6 ηέ. 
I PERF grab me-REFL on 
Ί restrained myself.' or Ί kept cool.' 

A second-person version is also possible: 

(137) cü-mäy6-na-qi 'control of yourself 
grab-yourself-on-DEF(G 1S) 

Another commonly-used phrasal compound is: 

(138) tdrd-lä-sü-rd 'mush set aside for children' 
time-IND(G3S)-mush-G4 lit. 'mush of some time' 
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Chapter 4 

Verbs 

Compared with many other branches of the Niger-Congo family, Senufo 
verb morphology tends to be rather simple, and Supyire is no exception. 
There are basically only four kinds of affixation: 1) verb prefixes, 
2) imperfective aspect suffixes, 3) the causative suffix, and 4) the plural or 
intensive suffix. These all antedate the proto-Senufo stage, and have all un-
dergone a great degree of phonological erosion. The prefixes will be treated 
first, followed by three sections on the suffixes. The final section of the 
chapter will deal with object incorporation. 

4.1. Verb prefixes 

There are two verb prefixes. They both have the form of a single nasal con-
sonant, but they differ in tone and phonologically conditioned distribution, as 
well as in grammatical function. 

4.1.1. The intransitive prefix 

This prefix, which will be glossed IP in the examples, is required by most 
tense-aspect auxiliaries when they immediately precede the verb. Only the 
future auxiliaries (which require the future prefix) and the perfect and recent 
past (which take no prefix) are not accompanied by this prefix when they oc-
cur in intransitive clauses. The intransitive prefix, which consists simply of a 
toneless nasal, does not actually mark semantic intransitivity, in that it must 
be used on transitive verbs also, whenever for some reason they are not im-
mediately preceded by their direct object. Thus if the direct object is fronted 
to the beginning of the clause for focus purposes (the cleft construction), the 
intransitive prefix appears on the verb. Compare the following two exam-
ples: 

(1) a. Mil nä mpä ta. 
I PAST sheep get 
Ί got a sheep.' 

b. Mpä mi) nä ή-tä. 
sheep I PAST IP-get 
'It was a sheep I got.' 
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As the last example shows, the intransitive prefix takes the tone of the pre-
ceding auxiliary, whatever it is. 

The above facts are not unduly astonishing. What is truly remarkable about 
the intransitive prefix is its phonologically conditioned distribution: it occurs 
only on verbs beginning with a voiceless stop (p, t, c, or k). The explanation 
for this is not at present known. Following are examples of both the presence 
and absence of the intransitive prefix, all following the habitual auxiliary 
mäha: 

(2) a. voiceless stop—prefix appears 

Pi mäha m-pa nähä. 
they HAB IP-come here 
'They come here.' 

b. fricative—no prefix 

Pi mäha shy a anf. 
they HAB go there 
'They go there.' 

c. voiced stop—no prefix 

Pi mäha bd. 
they HAB agree 
'They always agree.' 

4.1.2. The future prefix 

As its name implies, the future prefix (glossed FP in the examples) is used 
only with auxiliaries with future time reference. These include the future 
auxiliaries si and cää, the potential auxiliary Jed, and the prohibitive (or nega-
tive subjunctive) auxiliary kä. The future prefix, like the intransitive prefix, 
consists of a nasal attached to a verb which is not immediately preceded by a 
direct object. 

(3) Mi) si rh-pä. 
I FUT FP-come 
Ί will come.' 

It differs from the other prefix in three crucial ways, however. The first is 
that it has its own tone tune, low-weak mid, rather than being toneless. See 
chapter 2, section 2.3.3.2 for the tonal changes caused when this prefix is 
added to verbs. 

The second characteristic differentiating the future prefix is the fact that its 
distribution is not phonologically conditioned. In intransitive clauses, it ap-
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pears on all verbs, regardless of the type of consonant they begin with. This 
is not to say there are no complications. Following the prefix, voiced stops 
are considerably weakened (see chapter 2, section 2.1.1.4), and approxim-
ants are occluded (see chapter 2, section 2.1.3.1): 

(4) a. Ku si m-bd. [mbo] 
it FUT FP-kill 
'It will be killed.' 

b. \νύύ si ή-gff. (from wif look at') 
we FUT FP-look.at 
'We'll see.' 

Since nasal-fricative clusters are not possible, when the prefix is attached to 
a verb beginning with a fricative, the fricative is voiced, the nasal elided, 
and the stranded tone attaches to the auxiliary (see chapter 2, section 
2.1.2.2): 

(5) U si ve. (from f& 'run') 
he FUT FP.run 
'He'll run.' 

The third way in which the future prefix differs from the intransitive prefix 
is its use in transitive clauses. Here a qualification is immediately necessary. 
The only way the future prefix survives in transitive clauses is tonally: the 
segmental part (the nasal) always elides when a direct object is present. The 
L tone of the prefix then docks onto the direct object if the latter is a pro-
noun which allows such docking. 

(6) Ml) si kü tä. 
I FUT FP.it get 
Ί will get it.' 

Otherwise, the stranded tone docks left onto the auxiliary. (Some speakers 
drop it altogether, especially in fast speech.) 

(7) Mi) si mu bwön. 
I FUT.FP you hit 
' I 'm going to hit you.' 

It is not known why the segmental support disappears in transitive clauses, 
but this disappearance does make the future prefix resemble the intransitive 
prefix at least superficially. 
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4.2. Imperfective morphology 

The great majority of Supyire verbs have two forms, a base, or perfective 
form, and a derived, imperfective form. Most tense-aspects require one or 
the other form. For example, the perfect (auxiliary a) takes the base form of 
the verb, while the progressive (auxiliary na) takes the imperfective form. 
There are a few tense-aspects which may take either form (e.g. the habitual, 
auxiliary mäha).' 

Senufo scholars have frequently noted the apparently chaotic nature of im-
perfective formation (see Laughren 1973, Weimers 1949, 1950, 1973, 
Garber 1987: 42-51). The situation in Supyire is typical. At first sight there 
seem to be a number of different suffixes, all with no detectable difference 
in meaning. In addition, there are other processes such as vowel raising, in-
itial consonant mutation, and tonal change which may accompany suffixation 
or occur alone. To complete the confusion, there are a few verbs which have 
only one form, used for both the perfective and imperfective. Upon closer 
inspection, however, some order can be detected. As will be shown below, 
there are in actual fact only a few basic ways of marking the imperfective, 
each having one or more variants. In the final subsection of this section 
some possible diachronic explanations for this state of affairs are explored. 

4.2.1. -li and its variants 

The suffix -h\ if one includes its numerous variants, is by far the most wide-
spread of the imperfective suffixes, accounting for about 75% of the 505 
verbs in the current dictionary. Like many of the nominal suffixes, the metri-
cal structure of the root plays a large role in determining what form the suf-
fix will have. The basic form [li] is only found with CVCV roots with initial 
stress. In general, the base, or perfective, form is identical with the root. 
Some examples are: 

(8) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

cügd cügül) 'be deep' 
cyaha cyahali 'laugh' 
fägä fägäli 'grab' 
negä nägäli 'flatter' 
sige s)g)/i 'wait for '2 

If the medial consonant of the root is /I/, it usually elides in both the base 
and imperfective forms: 
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(9) Base Form Imperfective Form Gloss 

f f i /fill/ 
kää /kälä/ 
koo /kolo/ 

fiili 
kääli 
kddJ) 

'beat smooth' 
'roast' 
'cough' 

There are a few verbs whose medial /I/ does not elide, and whose initial un-
stressed high vowel is elided instead. The medial l\l is lengthened compensa-
t o r y , and the -// imperfective suffix survives intact: 

There is at least one verb in which the medial consonant which elides is /d/ 
([r]) rather than /I/. This is accompanied by a raising of the root vowels: toro 
'pass*, tuu-li 'pass-IMPFV'. That this is not the ordinary fate of intervocalic 
[r] is shown by comparison with fürü 'pierce', fürü-li 'pierce-IMPFV'. 

Two different types of root simply substitute a high front vowel for the fi-
nal vowel of the base form. Since this is in complementary distribution (but 
see below for a small class of possible exceptions) with the other forms of 
-li, it seems best to treat it as a variant of -li. The disappearance of the [1] is 
not surprising given the frequent absorption of consonants in nominal mor-
phology. The failure of preceding nasals to assimilate to its alveolar point of 
articulation is mysterious, however. The first type of root which takes this 
shortened form of the suffix has the structure CVNV, that is, a disyllable 
with a medial nasal. Some examples are: 

(11) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

The other type of root substituting [i] for the final vowel of the base form 
has the structure 'CVCVCV or 'CVVCV (the latter being most likely derived 
from the former by the elision of [1]), that is, roots or stems with three vow-
els. Here the elision of the suffix [1] and the preceding unstressed vowel 
seems to be motivated by a general prohibition on feet with four vowels (or 
sequences of three unstressed vowels in one word). If the last consonant of 
the stem is a resonant (/l/ or a nasal) the imperfective suffix keeps its origi-
nal vowel [i]. Some examples: 

(10) file [fl:e] ßßß [fl.ili] 'approach' 
bU6 [bl:e] bilili [blrili] 'gather' 

cenme 
ciituηά 
känijä 
sdngd 
tdnb 

cinm) 'transplant' 
ούηηί 'shake' 
kanyi 'stir' 
sbnrji 'think' 
tdn) 'apportion' 
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(12) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

jwoolo jwddl) 'sew* 
labala läbäl) 'turn inside out' 
foonijo foowji 'console' 
fyiinne fyiinni 'cancel' 
πύύηό ηύύηί 'smell' 

If the last consonant of the stem is /g/ or /d/ ([r]), however, the suffix 
vowel is lowered to /e/: 

(13) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

The absence of roots with the high front vowels /i/ and /e/ from this list is no 
accident. Vowel harmony would ensure that the base form of such a verb 
would end in [e], and there is therefore no way to tell if the suffix has been 
added or not. Since the imperfective suffix [i] or [e] is the most common 
strategy used with stems with three vowels, it is probable that in such verbs 
as the following the combination of vowel harmony and lowering of the im-
perfective suffix vowel from [i] to [e] have resulted in the neutralization of 
formerly distinctive forms: 

(14) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

There are a handful of roots (nine have been found so far) which have a 
'CVCV base form, but which take the short form of the suffix ([i] or [e]) 
rather than the full form. Although these contrast with the forms illustrated 
in example (6) above, since the latter are so numerous by comparison, and 
since the distribution of [li] versus [i/e] is otherwise complimentary, it seems 
best to treat these nine verbs as exceptions until some diachronic explanation 
is found for their different behavior. Note that the suffix vowel becomes [e] 
following the flaps [r] (/d/) and [R] (/g/):3 

tuugo 
waraga 
mug uro 
paara 

tuuge 'accompany 
wärägd 'dismantle' 
mugure 'smile' 
päärd 'imitate' 

c(rfg6 
cyiigd 
tirige 
fyeere 

cirig6 
cyiigd 
tfrlgt 
fyddrt 

' faint ' 
'be clever' 
'scrape against' 
'urinate' 
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(15) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

bubo büb) 'not be well shut' 
märä märt 'cling to' 
nara närd 'come up at edges 
Jiara Jiärd 'toss' 
tors tore 'count' 
poro pbrd 'be tame' 
rjägä qägt 'scratch' 
sänhä sänh) 'chew' 
nähä nah) 'herd' 

When the verb root is CV, the [1] of the -// suffix is elided unless a vowel-
initial clitic follows. If the root vowel is [ — high] and not /a/, it undergoes a 
process of umlaut in which it becomes [ + high]. The suffix vowel then as-
similates to it if it is [ — front] (i.e. [u]). A [ + high] root vowel of course re-
mains unchanged. Some examples are:4 

(16) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

sü 
kwü 
bo 
by6 
jy* 
kwo 

sM 
kw00 
buu 
byff 
jyii 
kwuu 

'pound' 
'die' 
'kill' 
'carry on back' 
'wash' 
'finish' 

Two verbs with /a/ also undergo raising: 

(17) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

jya 
bya 

jyii 
byΏ 

'break' 
'drink' 

The majority of CV verbs with /a/, however, retain [a] in the imperfective 
form, the vowel of the suffix assimilating to the root vowel: 

(18) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

cyän cyään 'drop' 
kan kään 'give' 
kya kyaa 'chew' 
ta tää 'get' 

Two verbs with secondary release in the base form lose it in the imperfec-
tive: 
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(19) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

cya 
ßy* 

cää 
JJää 

'seek 
'see' 

Nearly a quarter of all verbs take what appears to be a suffix -ni in the im-
perfective. It is clear that historically this was the form that -li took after 
roots which ended in a nasal. The process is familiar from noun morphology: 
the root final nasal (of unknown quality) assimilates to the alveolar point of 
articulation of the suffix [1], which in turn is elided. Of the non-loan vocabu-
lary, a slight majority of roots which take -ni also exhibit evidence of a root 
final nasal in nominalizations. Most of these are one syllable roots without 
secondary release. Some examples are: 

(20) Root Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

kaN ka kani 'boil' 

Many roots which take -ni show no independent evidence of having a final 
nasal. Most of these (16 of 23) are disyllabic, and it is possible that 'CVCVN 
roots lost their final nasals before CVN ones did, and that the sole remaining 
evidence of it is the suffix in the imperfective form. In a few cases the evi-
dence for the final nasal is mixed. For example, the verb pire 'sell' may take 
either -ni or -li in the imperfective: pireni / perili. The original final nasal 
shows up in one nominalization, yaperega 'thing to sell', but not in another, 
taperege 'place to sell (something)', both of which are gender 2 singular, 
with noun class suffix -gV. In the following examples, there is no evidence 
other than the -ni itself for a root final nasal: 

(21) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

leN le 
noN no 
siniN sin/ 
tunN tun 
yiN yi 

ten) 
nhn) 
sfnfnf 
tünni 
y)ni 

send' 
Jump' 

put' 
arrive' 
lie down' 

ηύτύ 
qwoho 
si 

ηύτύηί 'return' 
qwbhbn) 'hide' 

sig6 
tin 

s)n) 'give birth' 
sfginf 'suspect something 

yy6r6 
thin) 'grind' 
yy6r6ni 'stop' 

A few verbs which take -ni undergo the umlauting process noted above for 
verbs taking -li. 
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(22) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

J* φ 

ce 
to 

jfnf 
η\νύύπί 
cini 
tüni 

'be able' 
'sleep' 
'know' 
'close' 

There is ample evidence that -ni has declared its independence from -li and 
is in fact becoming the regular imperfective suffix. There are quite a few 
verbs (e.g pärä'szW) which may take either - / /or -m\ and which show no 
other evidence of a root final nasal. It looks very much as if -ni is beginning 
to spread through the vocabulary. Some examples of this variation are: 

(23) Base form Imperfective forms Gloss 

bürü bürün) / bürül) 'get face down' 
diri dirini / dirili 'pul l ' 
fyinme fiimün) / flnniili ' soak ' 
puru ρύτύη) / pürül) 'slice open' 
süld sülün) / süJöI) ' dam' 

A few verbs which take other imperfective suffixes to be discussed below 
also have variants with -nr. 

(24) Base form Imperfective forms Gloss 

cürü cürüni / cürügö 'stick in' 
fwdrd fwdrdni / fwdrdgd ' skin ' 
ρότέ pdrdn) / ρέτέ 'wag ' 
pin) pin)n) / pin) 'spin' 

Loans provide the best evidence for the regularization of -ni. The great 
majority take only -ni in the imperfective: 

(25) Imperfective 
Base form form Gloss Source 

dafä dafän) 'complete' da fa (Bambara) 
jijä jijän) 'do one's best' jijä (Bambara) 
käim käJifän) 'entrust ' kal)fa (Bambara) 
kompiS kompten) 'clothe' complet (French)5 

labä labän) 'finish' lab an (Bambara) 
s6mi s6mini 'wri te ' sibin (Bambara) 

Another suffix best analyzed as a variant of -li is -re. It appears only with 
disyllabic roots with medial IV (which elides), /h/ ([?]), or /g/ ([R]). It re-
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places the final syllable of the root rather than being added after it. Some 
examples of each of the three types are given below. Several of these verbs 
have variant imperfective forms using some other suffix, such as -Ji. 

(26) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

a. CV1V roots cää cärd 'spread out' 
fää ίάτέ / ίάάΐί 'exchange' 
kdd kdrd 'praise' 
koon kbnrd 'cut throat o f 
siin sinrd/siinni 'vaccinate' 

b. CVhV roots faha fare / fahagd 'be light weight' 
kanha kanre 'be tired' 
lähä lär6 'let go' 
taha tare 'set down' 
yaha yare 'leave' 
shwoho sore 'cook'6 

c. CVgV roots tugo turn 'dig'7 

dugo duru 'go up' 
mügö murü 'open' 
s6g6 s6r6 'burn' 
tig* tiri 'go down' 

Comparison with cognates from Sucite (data from Garber 1987) shows that 
the original form of the roots was probably 'CVCi. The Sucite cognates for 
the CV1V roots are CVli, and the imperfectives for these have /d/: CVdi. 
Garber (1987: 47) argues that [di] results from the deletion of the root final 
[i] and the coalescence of the root [1] with the imperfective suffix -//. A 
similar scenario would explain the odd distribution of -re (/de/) in Supyire, 
which is entirely phonologically determined. Those disyllabic roots with 
medial /l/, /h/, or /g/ which take some other suffix are assumed to have origi-
nally ended in some other vowel than /i/. There are some remaining puzzles, 
however, involving the causative, which will be discussed in section 4.3 be-
low. 

4.2.2. Vowel raising 

As noted in the previous section, the suffix -li sometimes causes an umlaut 
process of vowel-raising in the preceding root. There are a few monosyllabic 
verbs which have raised vowels in the imperfective, but which do not have 
suffixes of any sort in current Kampwo Supyire: 
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(27) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

fc 
fwo 
ρ wo 

fi 
fwu 
pwu 

' run' 
'blow' 
'tie' 

Comparison with the Sucite cognates shows that it is likely that there were at 
one point suffixes which caused the vowel raising and then were lost. All 
three verbs have suffixes cognate with Supyire -li in the imperfective: fe 
' run' , Μ 'run.IMPFV'; fo 'blow', fbu 'blow.IMPFV'; po ' t ie ' , ρύυ 
' tie.IMPFV' (data from Garber 1987). 

4.2.3. -ge and its variants 

The distribution of -ge seems to be at least in part semantically determined: 
over half the verbs which take it are stative. A root medial [r] sometimes 
elides when the suffix is added. Some examples of stative verbs: 

(28) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

One verb inexplicably shortens its root vowel in the imperfective: tään *be 
sweet', täng6'be sweet.IMPFV'. 

In addition to the high proportion of stative verbs (much higher than their 
proportion to active verbs over all), many active verbs take the -ge suffix: 

(29) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

cyiig6 'be small' 
duguge 'be heavy' 
fyägd 'be afraid' 
lyägd 'be old' 
jiwdgd 'be good' 
ßyähägd 'be much* 
sdrdgd 'be bitter' 
tbdngd 'be long' 

β wo 
jiyaha 
soro 
toon 

cym 
kare 
paha 
kebe 
yere 

cyirigd 
keeg6 
pähägd 
kyiigd 
yirigd 

'cut in pieces' 
'go ' 
'open wide' 
'break'8 

'counsel' 

While it is possible that these verbs originally had a stative meaning (e.g. 'be 
divided in pieces', 'be broken'), that is certainly not the case now. The syn-
chronic distribution of -ge is thus not completely semantically motivated. 
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Three verbs have an imperfective suffix -qi. This is probably the form -ge 
takes following a root ending in a nasal. In one of these verbs (pw5r0 *be 
better', pw0r6tji/ pw65qi 'be better.IMPFV') -qi is the only suffix allowed, 
but the other two both have alternate forms with -ge. kare 'go' , kiig6/ kääqi 
' go . IMPFV' ; wyere ' be hot ' , wyerege / wyeerfi ' be hot . IMPFV'. The -qi 
form of the suffix indicates that the original must be reconstructed as *-gi. 
The vowel has been lowered by the uvular flap in -ge [Re], a process com-
mon throughout the morphology of Supyire. The cognate suffix in Cebaara 
(where /g/ is still [g]) is indeed -gi (cf. Cebaara ein 'know', cängf [tjagi] 
'know.IMPFV' (Mills 1984: 111». 

Another three verbs undergo what seems to be the reverse process. They 
are all three-vowel verbs with a final [qV] ending, and they form the imper-
fective by substituting the -ge suffix for this final syllable: 

(30) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

cuuqo cuuge ' be well ' 
buuqo buuge / buuqi ' be big' 
siniqe sinag6 'make lie down'9 

At present I have no explanation for this phenomenon. 

4.2.4. Tone 

It has already been noted that changes in tone occur in the imperfective. 
These changes cross-cut classification by suffixes or other morphological 
processes, and appear to be independent of them. In current Supyire the im-
perfective suffixes appear to be toneless, but evidently at some time in the 
past they did bear a tone which had some effect on the previous root tune. 
There is one change which appears to have been virtually regularized: the 
great majority of verbs with strong mid tone change to low (and its variant 
high-low) in the imperfective. Some examples are: 

Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

a. with -li sige sigil) 'wait for' 
b. with -re koon kdnrd 'cut throat o f 1 0 

c. with -ge bere birdgd 'be short' 

A few strong mid verbs exhibit this change in the absence of any suffix: 

(32) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

yaa yää 'fashion' 
yige y)gd 'take out' 
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The great majority of weak mid and high verbs keep the same tone in the 
imperfective. A substantial minority of low verbs, however, take a high tune 
in the imperfective. Like the tone change noted above, this seems to occur 
with all three imperfective suffixes: 

Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

a. with -li yü )τύύ 'steal' 
b. with -re nügd ηότύ ' sow'1 1 

c. with -ge fwdrd fw0r6g6 / fwöröni 'skin' 

As noted above, fb 'run' undergoes this tone change together with vowel 
raising: fi 'run.IMPFV'. There are a few monosyllabic verbs, all with high 
vowels in the base form, for which the change in tone is the only mark of 
imperfective: 

(34) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

fyin fyin ' sprout ' 
lyi lyi 'eat' 
β) βί 'shine' 
wv/ύ wwü 'take of f 

In section 4.1.1 above it was pointed out that most loan verbs take the suf-
fix -ni in the imperfective. Those loans which end in a high tone but begin 
with a low or mid take a low tone on the imperfective suffix, a characteristic 
found nowhere else in the Supyire vocabulary The examples in (25) above 
illustrate this. Note that verbs beginning with a low and which have a final 
stressed vowel with a rising contour (e.g. käiifä 'entrust' < Bambara käfifa 
'guard'; jähävä 'betray' < Bambara jäänfa 'betray') have a simple high on 
the final vowel of the root when the imperfective suffix is added: käDfän), 
jähäväni. This unique and characteristic pattern is repeated in the reduplica-
tive ideophonic verbs also borrowed from Bambara. These verbs do not take 
the 
-ni suffix. Those whose last consonant is [r] (/d/) or /g/ ([R]) take the [e] 
form of the -li suffix as a replacement of their final vowel. Those whose last 
consonant is an /l/ which elides take no imperfective suffix. All are marked 
by the distinctive low-high-low tune, in which the high is linked to the last 
stressed vowel of the word. In at least one case, this is the antepenultimate 
vowel, and the penultimate takes High as well, the final Low of the tune be-
ing reserved for the final vowel. Some examples are: 

(35) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

kibrbkibrö klbrbkibrd 'walk like an ape' 
kügküü küijküü ' rol l ' 
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mölögömälägä 
pämpää 
p)r)pärä 
pördpdrö 
sümüsümü 

mölögömälägä 
pämpää 
piripärb 
pöröpörd 
sümüsumü 

'wriggle' 
'flatten' 
'be of no value' 
'threaten' 
'shuffle' 

4.2.5. Consonant mutation 

Five verbs change their initial consonant in the imperfective. Two of these 
represent what is perhaps the remnant of a consonant mutation strategy 
which is now defunct. Consonant mutation does occur in other Senufo lan-
guages (where *nasal + voiceless obstruent clusters of the proto-language are 
realized as voiced obstruents) and minimally in Supyire (underlying na-
sal + voiceless fricative is realized as voiced fricative) and is endemic in the 
region, occurring in several Mande and West Atlantic languages. The two 
imperfective forms under discussion must be treated as synchronic excep-
tions, however. They involve the substitution of a nasal for an oral consonant 
of the same point of articulation. One of these occurs in conjunction with the 
-re suffix. The two verbs are: 

(36) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

pa ma 'come' 
I6g6 ηύΓύ 'hear' 

The three remaining consonant-changing verbs all have secondary release 
in the base form corresponding to its lack in the imperfective form. It is cer-
tainly no accident that the vowel in the imperfective form is raised. The 
three verbs are: 

(37) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

jwo yu 'say' 
shy a si 'go' 
yyere yire 'call ' 

It was noted above in section 4.2.3 that one verb which takes the -ge suffix 
also shortens its root vowel at the same time: tään 'be sweet', tängS 'be 
sweet.IMPERF'. There is one other verb who sole mark of the imperfective 
is the shortening of its vowel: teen 'sit ' , ten 'sit.IMPERF'. 
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4.2.6. Verbs with no separate imperfective form 

There is a substantial minority of verbs whose base and imperfective forms 
are identical. It was noted above in section 4.2.1 that many trisyllabic verbs 
which have /i/ or /e/ as the root vowel (and would therefore end in [e] by the 
rules of vowel harmony) have imperfective forms for which it is impossible 
to tell if they have the -//suffix or not. See (14) for examples. In addition to 
these verbs, there are about twenty others where a suffix would be detectable 
if there were one. Some examples are: 

(38) Base form Imperfective form Gloss 

b6g616 b6g6I6 'prepare' 
C&& cdt 'sing' 
cwo cwo ' fall ' 
faa faa 'cultivate' 
kiinrji kienge 'change' 
pyi pyi 'do ' 
wii wii 'look at' 

4.2.7. The origin of the imperfective suffixes 

It has been noted in languages around the world that progressive and other 
imperfective constructions are frequently descended from clause types with a 
finite auxiliary together with a nominalized verb. It has been claimed that the 
auxiliaries of Mande and Kru languages (see Heine and Reh 1984, Marchese 
1986) were originally main verbs, and the present day main verbs were 
originally nominalized verbs. In view of this hypothesis, it is very interesting 
that the imperfective suffixes bear some resemblance to noun class suffixes. 
Specifically, imperfective -// resembles the gender 3 singular indefinite noun 
suffix -/V, the imperfective suffix -ge resembles the gender 2 singular in-
definite noun suffix -gV, and the imperfective suffix -re certainly looks not 
unlike the gender 4 indefinite noun suffix -rV. 

While these etymologies are possible, it is necessary to inject a note of 
caution. It was suggested in section 4.2.1 above that -re is quite likely a pho-
nologically conditioned reflex of -ii. This would reduce the set of imperfec-
tive suffixes to just two, -li and *-gi. Furthermore, imperfective -// and 
nominal -IV differ in their phonological behavior, the latter undergoing 
vowel harmony as a matter of course, while the former is more resistant, -ge 
and -^Kdiffer in the same way. Finally, the causative suffix to be discussed 
in the next section may also be reconstructed as *~gV. 

These considerations make a nominal etymology for the imperfective 
forms slightly less attractive. An alternate hypothesis, also highly tentative, 
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might be a verbal etymology. It is certainly interesting that several Senufo 
languages have a copula // or ni. This copula is in fact so widely distributed 
in Niger-Congo that it can plausibly be reconstructed for the whole family. It 
has independently developed into a progressive auxiliary in some Senufo 
languages (e.g. Cebaara). 

The similarity of form between the imperfective -gc and the causative -gV 
also suggests a verbal rather than a nominal etymology. Recall that over half 
of the verbs taking imperfective -ge in Supyire may be classified as stative. 
In their imperfective use (e.g. in the progressive or habitual) they are active, 
however. This suggests an etymology from a verb such as 'do', which ac-
cords well with development into a causative. To the best of my knowledge 
no verb ki or meaning 'do' or 'make' occurs in Senufo languages. Bole-
Richard (1988) does suggest *ke as a possible Niger-Congo root meaning 
'do\ The question must remain unsettled for the moment. At any rate, a 
nominal etymology for the imperfective suffixes must not be regarded as 
certain. 

4.3. The causative 

In present-day Supyire most verbs can be used both transitively and intransi-
tively. Even many stative verbs can be used in a transitive clause without 
any causative or transitivizing morphology, as is seen by comparing the fol-
lowing two sentences: 

(39) a. Ka ä bere. 
G2S PERF be.short 
'It (G2S) is short.' 

b. Mii a kü bdre}2 

I PERF G2S shorten 
Ί have shortened it.' 

While most verbs show this flexibility, there is a small group of about 
twenty verbs which require a causative suffix in order to be made transitive. 
This suffix has the form -gV, the quality of the vowel being determined by 
vowel harmony. The high degree of morphophonemic irregularity associated 
with it points to an early origin. Only four verbs actually retain the form 
-gV. One of them simply adds the suffix: 

(40) ylri-gd from yiri 
rise-CAUSE 'rise, get up' 
'raise' 
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Another loses its medial consonant and raises its vowel when the causative 
suffix is added: 

(41) suü-gö from s6g6 
burn-CAUS 'burn (intr)' 
'burn (tr)' 

The remaining two verbs have the form CVgV. When the causative suffix is 
added, the medial consonant of the root changes from /g/ to /d/ ([r]). It is 
probably not accidental that both of these verbs belong to the class which 
substitutes -re for a final [gV] to form the imperfective (see section 4.1.2). It 
is unlikely, however, that the imperfective form is the stem in the causative, 
since the tone in one of the verbs is different in the imperfective. Other pos-
sibilities, such as that the [gV] of the root is the reflex of some now defunct 
suffix, or that the [r] in the causative form arose through dissimilation, must 
await comparative evidence before they can be rejected or confirmed. The 
two verbs are: 

(42) a. ύή-gd from 
go.down-CAUS 
'put down, bring 
or take down' 

b. duru-go from 
go.up-CAUS 
'put up, bring 
or take up' 

tigd / tiri 
go.down go.down.IMPERF 
'go down' 

dugo / duru 
go.up go.up.IMPERF 
'go up' 

In the remaining verbs, the causative suffix takes the form -gV. For most 
of these verbs, there is independent evidence that they originally ended in a 
nasal consonant, so the [tj] is due to the process of assimilation of the nasal 
to the following suffix consonant which is familiar from nominal morphol-
ogy. Some examples are: 

(43) a. ηύτύηό from nurii 
niiruN-gV return 
return-CAUS 
'bring back, 
cause to return' 

b. siniijä from sini 
sfnfN-gV lie.down 
lie.down-CAUS 'lie down' 
'lay down' 

cf. nurunf 
ηύτύΝ-li 
return-IMPERF 

cf. yasinirje 
ya-siniN-gV 
thing-lie-G2S 
'bed' 
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c. tororjo 
'make pass' 

d. faanrja 
f§§N-gV 
wilt-CAUS 
'make wilt' 

from toro13 

'pass' 

from faan 
'wilt ' 

cf. flwofaanna 
ßwo-faaN-dV 
mouth-wilt-G4 
'trickery' 

Three verbs loose a medial [r] when the causative suffix is added: 

(44) a. ογέέηέ 
cyäräN-gV 
be.small-CAUS 
'make small' 

b. pw00rj5 
pw5r5N-gV 
be.better-CAUS 
'make better' 

c. γγέέηέ 
yy6r6N-gV 
stop-CAUS 
'stop (tr)' 

from cyerä cf. nipcyerena 
be.small niN- cyereN-l V 
'be small' ADJ-be.small-G3S 

from pw5r5 cf. pwöor/i 
be.better pw0r6N-gi 
'be better' be.better-IMPERF 

from yy6r6 
stop 
'stop (intr)' 

There is another small class of three verbs which appear to have the causa-
tive suffix, but for which there are no corresponding verbs without the suf-
fix. Since these verbs are like most Supyire verbs in that they can be used 
intransitively (in fact, they are all three stative) as well as transitively, there 
would be no reason to even suspect that their final [qV] was the causative if 
they did not have corresponding adjectival forms. The adjective roots and 
the corresponding verbs are: 

(45) Adjective 

-fy)n-
-ßya-
-bwo-

Gloss Verb 

'white '1 4 ίίηίηέ 
' red ' ßaaqa 
'big' buugo 

Gloss 

'be white, whiten' 
'be red, redden' 
'be big, enlarge' 

The verbs all show evidence of an extra syllable between the original root 
and the causative suffix, which can be reconstructed as *-lVN-. It is possible 
that this was some kind of verbalizing suffix, though why the verbs without 
the causative suffix did not survive remains a mystery. 
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4.4. The iterative / intensive 

A suffix -IVy which like the causative -gV seems to be non-productive, de-
rives verbs with "plural" and/or intensive meaning. The plural may denote 
(a) repeated actions involving the same participants, i.e. iterative, (b) actions 
involving plural absolutive participants. The common denominator is that the 
action is performed more than once, whether by the same agent/actor or by 
different agents/actors. This suffix has also developed an intensive meaning 
with some verbs. Sometimes the intensive and plural meanings are both pre-
sent. It is not clear which meaning came first, though it is certainly sugges-
tive that the extra plural suffix in noun genders 1 and 3 has the same form 
-IV. 

Following are some examples of verbs with this suffix, together with atten-
dant notes on the meanings: 

(46) Jähä/ä < Jähä 
peel, separate let go, take off 

This verb can be used transitively to denote the action of peeling fruit, which 
involves repeated actions of taking bits of peel off, or with a plural direct 
object to denote separation of the objects. It can also be used intransitively, 
with a plural subject, to indicate separation. Compare the following sen-
tences: 

(47) a . U a Jähä. 
s/he PERF let.go 
'S/he left (to go somewhere else).' 

b. Pi a lähä-li. 
they PERF let.go-PL 
'They separated (from each other).' 

c. U a ρ) lähä-li ρί-yd nä. 
s/he PERF them let.go-PL they-REFL on 
'S/he separated them from each other.' 

Other examples: 

(48) migil6 < mig6 
coil up (long rope) coil up (short rope) 

mügülö < τηύβό 
open (several objects) open (one object) 
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murulo 
smash completely 
(with repeated motions) 

pahala 

split open (several objects) 

ράάη 
sever by chopping 

< muru 
squash (with one motion) 

< paha 
split open (one object) 

< ράη 
sever with a chop 

As noted in the previous section, the causative suffix -^Vhas also devel-
oped a plural and/or intensive meaning in some verbs. Some examples of this 
are: 

(49) cürügö 
stick in (several objects 
or with repeated motions) 

cyirige 
cut in lots of pieces 

fürfgö 
pierce with 
twisting motion 

minägä 
scrape badly 

cürü 15 

stick in (one object, or 
with one motion) 

cyiri 

cut in a few pieces 

fürü 
pierce with a thrust 

< win) 
scrape 

There are numerous pairs of verbs which could well be etymologically re-
lated through derivation with one of these two suffixes, but which most 
speakers (at least, all of the ones I consulted on the subject) no longer see a 
connection between. Thus wuli 'bathe' (an action accomplished by repeat-
edly dipping water from a bucket and pouring it over oneself) may be related 
to wu 'pour', and pilige [pli:Re] 'scatter about (intransitive, plural subject)' 
is probably related to pili [pli:] or [p3li] 'spread out (transitive)'. It is per-
haps worth pointing out that my questions on many of the verb pairs given in 
this section engendered heated debates whenever more than one speaker of 
Supyire was present. In view of this lack of agreement, only verbs for which 
I have textual evidence have been used. 

4.5. Incorporated objects 

Supyire employs a rudimentary form of object incorporation or verb com-
pounding. A small set of nouns occur in the direct object position in their in-
definite singular forms although they are possessed by definite nouns. In or-
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dinary genitive constructions, if the possessor is definite and referential, the 
head noun is as well. The following is typical:16 

(50) ba-g6 fünr)-k6 
house-DEF(G2S) interior-DEF(G2S) 
'the inside of the house' 

The possessed noun will likewise be plural if it refers to plural entities: 

(51) pi ßw3-yi 
their mouth-DEF(G2P) 
'their mouths' 

But both these nouns are used in their singular indefinite form with certain 
verbs, even though they are possessed by definite, referential, and plural 
nouns. It is evident that they are themselves no longer referential, but are be-
ing reanalized as the first part of compound verbs. They are only partially 
incorporated into the verb phonologically, and are therefore written sepa-
rately in the orthography. The noun ßwo-ga 'mouth-G2S' in this position 
normally does not even take an indefinite suffix, but appears in its root form 
β wo. Some examples are: 

(52) a. Guvernamf-tji ßye na pi ßwo cää. 
government-DEF be PROG their mouth seek.IMPFV 
'The government feeds them.' 

b. Kä nu-qi si ύ ßwb shwö sähärjki. 
and mother-DEF NARR her mouth take again 
'Then her mother answered her again.' 

c. Kä zäntüqb si keshü-qi ßwö mugö... 
and hyena NARR box-DEF mouth open 
'Then Hyena opened the box...' 

Other incorporated nouns keep their indefinite noun class suffixes. The 
most common is funijo 'interior, inside'. When incorporated, its final vowel 
is a greatly reduced [u], which is the form expected for a non-final vowel ac-
cording the rules of vowel harmony. The insertion of downstep before the 
verb, however, shows that the compounding is still quite loose, since down-
step is not allowed within words. Some examples are: 

(53) a. Kä Ii ί pf ίύηηύ ' wwoorjö. 
and it NARR them inside.G2S be.black.CAUS 
'And it worried them.' 
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b. Ma ά πά ίύηηύ cw<5 ku nä. 
you SUBJUNC my inside.G2S fall it on 
'Remind me of it.' 

The second of these examples is particularly interesting in that the verb cwo 
' fall ' is always and only intransitive except in this expression (the transitive 
counterpart is another verb cyän 'make fall, drop1). Its use here is derived 
from an expression in which fiingo and its possessor are the subject: 

(54) Mi) ίύηηά ά cwd kü näP 
my inside.G2S PERF fall it on 
Ί remembered it.' 

There is evidence that the erstwhile possessor of an incorporated noun is 
now simply a direct object like any other. In the following example the com-
pound jiwo t6 'close' is used twice. The second use is parallel to (53) above, 
the possessor o f ß w o being the item closed. The first use, however, shows an 
extension in that the possessor is no longer the item closed, but something 
enclosed in that item. While ßwo 'mouth' still bears a part-whole relation 
with 'hole', it has no such relation with 'toads'. The latter therefore could 
not have arisen as a genitive possessor, but is a simple direct object. 

(55) Kä mpi si zh)bannärjwo kä-kä na 
and hare NARR ground.horbill tap-tap that 
'Then Hare signalled Ground Hornbill that 

'Pila a Atasimi-pii pwb ίό wyi-ge e.' 
spread SSC toads-DEF mouth close hole-DEF in 
"Spread (your wings) and enclose the toads in the hole." 

Kä zhibannätjwo τπύ ' si ri-tilä ά 
and ground.horbill also NARR IP-be.straight SC 
Then Ground Hornbill immediately 

fukän-yi täha ä wyi-ge jiwd ίό... 
wing-DEF use SC hole-DEF mouth close 
closed the hole with (his) wings...' 

Further evidence that the former possessor is now a simple direct object is 
provided by reflexivization. A reflexive possessor in the third person is 
coded simply with the ordinary anaphoric pronoun: 

(56) Kä u ό ή-tilä ä u yaa-yi Jwb.... 
and he NARR IP-be.straight SC his things-DEF take 
'He; immediately took hisj things...' 
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A direct object coreferential with the subject must be coded with a reflexive 
pronoun, however (for the forms of the reflexive pronouns see chapter 5, 
sections 5.1.1.3 and 5.1.2.3): 

(57) Kä u ύ ύ-yb nähana... 
and she NARR she-REFL stretch 
'Then she stretched herself...' 

The former possessor of an incorporated object, when it is coreferential with 
the subject, is coded with a reflexive pronoun, i.e. as a direct object, rather 
than as a possessor: 

(58) U a kärd Gini i si sä ύ-γέ wyere pyi. 
he PERFgo Ghana to SUBJUNC go he-REFL medicine do 
'He went to Ghana to treat (lit. do medicine) himself.' 

A second type of incorporated noun arose from "cognate" direct objects, 
i.e. objects whose denotata are created or brought into being only through 
the activity indicated by the verb. Some examples of these quasi-compounds 
are: 

(59) a. me-ε c66 'sing' 
voice-G3S sing 

b. me-ε sü 'cry' 
voice-G3S pound 

c. goo-go ηόό 'dream'18 

dream-G2S sleep 

d. yo-go kw0n 'quarrel' 
quarrel-G2S cut 

Other incorporated objects without possessors are similar to the first sort dis-
cussed above in that they are derived from body parts: 

(60) a. pwo cü 
mouth grab 

b. funyu sbnijb 
inside.G2S think 

c. käntu-go wä 
back-G2S throw 

d. yya-ha le 
face-G2S put 

'begin' 

'think, mull over' 

'abandon' 

'do one's best' 
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It should be pointed out that several of these expressions appear to be 
caiques on Bambara idioms. For example, jiwo cd 'mouth take = begin' is a 
literal translation of Bambara da-mini 'mouth-take = begin'. This is prob-
ably a fairly recent calquing, since Supyire has a simple verb sii meaning 
'begin'. Other Bambara expressions which have been directly translated are 
kono-miiri 'inside-think = mull over', da-tugu 'mouth-close = shut', da-
yili 'mouth-open = open'. 
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Chapter 5 

Other word classes 

In this chapter the various word classes besides nouns and verbs are intro-
duced: pronouns, adjectives, numerals, quantifiers, adverbs, auxiliaries, ad-
positions, conjunctions, and interjections. Only the forms and meanings of 
these word classes are described here. Their function in the grammar will be 
dealt with in detail in other chapters. The use of the determiners, adjectives, 
numerals, and quantifiers is described in chapter 6 (noun phrases), that of 
adverbs and postpositions in chapter 7 (simple clauses), that of the tense, as-
pect, and modality auxiliaries in chapter 9 (tense, aspect, modality, and ne-
gation). The conjunctions and subordinators, are dealt with in connection 
with the various constructions they mark in chapters 11-15. 

5.1. Pronouns and determiners 

Supyire pronouns may be divided into two quite distinct groups on the basis 
of morphological form: first and second person pronouns, and third person 
pronouns. Third person pronouns are intimately tied to the noun gender sys-
tem. There are separate pronouns for each gender, singular and plural. The 
anaphoric pronouns are phonologically clitics, and undergo many tonal rules 
which to not apply to nouns. First and second person declarative pronouns, 
on the other hand, behave tonally like nouns, and from the point of view of 
the gender system, they resemble gender 1 nouns. None of the Supyire pro-
nouns is sensitive to case (with the exception that the first person singular 
non-declarative pronoun cannot be subject). The same form is used for sub-
ject, direct object, indirect object, and possessor. 

5.1.1. First and second person pronouns 

There are two sets of first and second person pronouns in Kampwo Supyire. 
One set is used mainly in declarative sentences. The other set is used only in 
non-declarative sentences such as commands, prohibitions, questions, bless-
ings, vocatives, and exclamations. 

5.1.1.1. Declarative first and second person pronouns 

Table 6 gives the four first and second person pronouns used in declarative 
sentences. 
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Table 6. Declarative first and second person pronouns 

Person Singular Plural 

1 m)i wüu 

2 mu yli 

The first person singular and both plural pronouns all have a low-weak mid 
tone tune. They behave for the most part like low-weak mid nouns with re-
spect to tone rules. In the following examples mli is used, but wüu and yli 
would have the same tones if they were substituted. Just as in nouns, the 
mid surfaces if the following word begins with a low: 

(1) a. mli rjküügi 
my chicken.DEF 
'my chicken" 

b. Mli ä pa. 
I PERF come 
Ί have come.' 

Also like low-weak mid nouns, the mid causes a following weak mid (in 
certain syntactic constructions, e.g. genitive constructions, verb phrases) to 
become high and then is elided: 

(2) a. mil ηύψ cf. nu (MwL) 
my mother.DEF mother 
'my mother' 

b. Mu a ml1 känhä. cf. kanha (Mw) 
you PERF me tire tire 
'You have annoyed me.' 

Verbs and postpositions with strong mid tone become low just as when fol-
lowing a low-weak mid noun: 

(3) a. U a ml) ßyä. 
s/he PERF me see 
'S/he has seen me.' 

b. U a 11 cy66 mil nä. 
s/he PERF it show me at 
'S/he has shown it to me.' 

Unlike the nouns, however, the mid remains in a genitive construction when 
the possessed word begins with a strong mid: 
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(4) m)i bag0 
my house .DEF 
'my house" 

The second person singular pronoun mu has a simple strong mid tone tune. 
It does not perturb in any known environment. 

The vowels of m)i, wilu, and yti are somewhat unusual. They are notice-
ably longer than ordinary single vowels, but usually not as long as ordinary 
long vowels. This may be due to the fact that they are not stressed. However, 
it should be pointed out that every other instance of word final long vowels 
can be demonstrated to have developed through the elision of a medial con-
sonant. This consonant (usually /l/ or /n/) resurfaces when a vowel-initial 
clitic follows the long vowel. In the case of these pronouns, no such conso-
nant surfaces. Instead, the vowels of the pronoun are merely replaced with 
the corresponding approximant ([w] for /u/ and [y] for /i/), and an additional 
mora is assigned to the clitic vowel, just as if the pronoun vowel were short.1 

For purposes of agreement, first and second person pronouns are in gender 
1, which is semantically the gender of human beings. Thus, for example, 
when a pronoun in subject position is fronted for focus, the resumptive pro-
noun which holds its subject position is υ (gender 1 singular) for the singular 
and pi (gender 1 plural) for the plural: 

(5) a. Mii u a Ji pyi. 
I s/hePERF it do 
' I t 's I who did it.' 

b. Yii pi a ύ kän ya ä. 
you(PL) they PERF him give them(G2P) to 
'It 's you who gave him to them.' 

5.1.1.2. Non-declarative pronouns 

Supyire has a distinct set of first and second person pronouns for use in 
non-declarative sentences. Their use in such sentences is often not obligatory 
(depending on the type of sentence, and sometimes on the person of the pro-
noun): the "declarative" pronouns may also be used in such sentences. The 
non-declaratives, on the other hand, cannot be used in declarative sentences, 
with one exception: they can be used as reflexive genitive possessors in both 
declarative and non-declarative sentences (see chapter 6, section 6.1). Table 
7 gives the forms of the non-declarative pronouns. 

Unlike the declarative pronouns, which as we have seen resemble nouns, 
the non-declaratives resemble the third person pronouns tonally. They all 
have the weak mid-low tone tune characteristic of the latter. See chapter 2 
section 2.3 for a discussion of the tonal behavior of the pronouns.2 
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Table 7. Non-declarative first and second person pronouns 

Person Singular Plural 

1 aa wu 

2 ma yi 

The first person singular na cannot be used as subject of a clause. The oth-
ers can all be so used, as the following subjunctive imperative and hortative 
clauses show: 

(6) a. Ma 0 pa. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC come 
'Come.' (polite command) 

b. Wu a si. 
we.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV go.IMPFV 
'Let's go.' 

c. Yi ä wa. 
you(PL).NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV go.IMPFV 
'Go.' (polite command) 

All four pronouns may be used in all the other functions pronouns can ordi-
narily serve, such as direct or oblique object and genitive possessor: 

(7) a. Na w)l 
me.NONDECL look.at 
'Look at me.' (imperative) 

b. Ku kan na a. 
it give me.NONDECL to 
'Give it to me.' (imperative) 

c. Na cevoo Tjküü, taa ma 
my.NONDECL friend chicken where you.NONDECL 

kiig6 ke? 
go.IMPFV LOC.Q 

'My friend chicken, where are you going?' 

5.1.1.3. First and second person reflexive pronouns 

The non-declaratives form the base for the derivation of the first and second 
person reflexive pronouns. The reflexive suffix is -ye (weak mid tone). The 
resulting reflexive forms are used in declarative and non-declarative sen-
tences alike. Table 8 gives the forms. 
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Table 8. First and second person reflexive pronouns 

Person Singular Plural 

1 nayb wuyd 

2 mayd yiyd 

As shown below in section 5.1.2.3 the third person reflexives are formed 
with the same suffix. 

5.1.2. Third person pronouns and determiners 

It is important at the outset to make clear that for most of the forms in ques-
tion Supyire makes no formal morphological distinction between third per-
son pronouns and determiners. Although in the following discussion the term 
pronoun will usually be used, it should be born in mind that any of the forms 
described may also function as determiners. When used as determiners, these 
forms agree in gender and number with their head noun. When used as pro-
nouns, they agree with their antecedent. There is one set of determiners 
which cannot be used as pronouns: the definite 'other' determiners. Simi-
larly, only reflexive, identifier, and independent possessive pronouns cannot 
be used as determiners. 

For each gender (and for both singular and plural) there are four basic pro-
noun forms with a CV shape (except in genders 1 and 3 plural, where the 
shape is CV1V in two of the four forms). The initial consonant of this form is 
the class consonant (see chapter 3 section 3.1 for a list of these consonants 
and a description of the gender system of Supyire). Each of the basic pro-
noun sets has its characteristic vowel or vowels and tone tune which differ-
entiate it from the other three sets. The gender 2 singular basic forms are 
typical: 

(8) Pronoun Function 

ku anaphoric 
kä indefinite/partitive 
ki identifier 
ke deictic identifier 

From these basic sets a further seven sets are derived by affixation, giving a 
total of eleven sets. 
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5.1.2.1. Anaphoric pronouns 

All the anaphoric pronouns except the gender 1 singular have the form CV, 
where the consonant is the class consonant and the vowel is a high vowel, Γϋ 
or /u/. There is an alternate gender 1 singular form, wu, which does conform 
to the common template, but it is much rarer than the u form. An even rarer 
form wi has been recorded. All simple pronouns have a weak mid-low tone 
tune in which the low is a floating tone. Table 9 shows the forms. 

Table 9. Anaphoric pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 u pi 
2 ku yi 
3 li ci/ki 
4 ti 
5 pu 

Anaphoric pronouns are unstressed and normally cliticize on the following 
word.3 Except for the gender 1 pronouns and the gender 3 plural pronoun, 
the vowel of a simple pronoun behaves like other unstressed vowels in as-
similating completely to a following vowel initial enclitic, such as a tense-
aspect auxiliary or a postposition. This assimilation is written in the orthog-
raphy, as in the following examples with the dative postposition ά: 

(9) ka ä 'to it' ya ä 'to them' la a 'to it' 
G2Sto G2P G3S 

ta ά 'to them' pa ä 'to it' 
G4 G5 

The remaining three pronouns undergo approximant formation in this envi-
ronment. The mora of their vowels is bestowed on the following clitic vowel, 
but the other features become an approximant. This approximant forms a 
secondary palatal release to the pronoun consonant if there is one. Neither 
the lengthened vowel nor the approximant are written in the orthography: 

(10) u ä [wa:] 'to him/her/it' 
GISto 

pi ä [p^a:] 'to them' 
G1P 

ci ä [cya:] 'to them' 
G3P 
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5.1.2.2. Emphatic pronouns 

The emphatic pronouns are formed from the anaphoric pronouns by the addi-
tion of the suffix -re. This suffix has weak mid tone, and it allows the final 
low of the anaphoric pronoun to move to its right, yielding a weak mid-low 
tune for the emphatic. The forms are given in Table 10. 

Table 10. Emphatic pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 ure pire 
2 iure yire 
3 lire cire 
4 tire 
5 pure 

When in predicate nominal position, the suffix vowel is stressed and re-
tains its quality in all classes. In other positions, however, the suffix vowel is 
unstressed and it harmonizes with a preceding back vowel. The following 
are thus the most common forms for the three classes with back vowels: 

(11) Gender 1 singular: uru 
Gender 2 singular: kuru 
Gender 5: puru 

Phonologically, emphatic pronouns behave like independent nouns rather 
than like clitics.4 Their final vowels readily assimilate to following clitics, as 
in the following: 

(12) ura ä 'to him/her/it' 
him/her(EMPH.G 1S) to 

5.1.2.3. Reflexive pronouns 

Reflexive pronouns are derived from simple pronouns by the addition of the 
suffix -ye. The low of the pronoun tune displaces the weak mid of the suffix, 
unless it itself is converted to low-weak mid by the spreading of a low from 
the preceding word, in which case the weak mid of the pronoun causes the 
weak mid of the suffix to become high (see chapter 2, section 2.3.4.1). The 
forms are given in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Reflexive pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 uyd piyd 
2 kuyd yiyd 
3 liyd ciyd 
4 tiyd 
5 puyd 

The vowel of the reflexive suffix, like other unstressed vowels, assimilates 
to a following clitic: 

(13) u-yä ά 'to himself/herself 
s/he-REFL to 

As was noted above (5.1.1.2) the same suffix -ye derives the first and sec-
ond person reflexive pronouns from the non-declarative pronouns. 

5.1.2.4. Indefinite pronouns 

The indefinite pronouns, which may also be used as partitive or indefinite 
determiners, have the form Ca in most classes, and CM in the plurals of gen-
ders 1 and 3. The !\1 of the latter form usually elides, and is not written in 
the orthography unless pronounced. The forms are given in Table 12. 

Table 12. Indefinite pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 wä ρΏ 
2 kä yä 
3 lä clVkl) 
4 tä 
5 pä 

The indefinite pronoun vowel is unstressed, and consequently assimilates 
to a following vowel initial clitic. In the same environment the otherwise 
elided /V makes its appearance. Some examples are: 
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(14) wd e 'in one' 
IND(GIS) in 

ρ)1ό e 'in some* 
IND(GIP) in 

5.1.2.5. Indefinite 'other' pronouns 

The indefinite 'other' pronouns (meaning 'another', 'some others') are 
formed from the indefinite pronouns by the addition of the suffix -biri. The 
forms are given in Table 13. 

Table 13. Indefinite 'other ' pronouns 

Gender S ingular Plural Non-count 

1 wäbiri pIMri 
2 käteri yäbäri 
3 läbäri cnbäri 
4 täbiri 
5 päbirt 

5.1.2.6. Identifier pronouns 

The two types of identifier pronoun constitute the remaining two basic types 
of pronoun. They are so labeled because they function as predicates in iden-
tificational or presentational clauses. The simple identifier pronouns can be 
translated 'It's a/the X ' where X is a noun or pronoun. The deictic identifiers 
mean 'Here's a/the X. ' They have in common that the derivations made from 
them (which will be described in the following section) are all done by 
means of a low tone nasal prefix. 

The simple identifier pronouns all have the form Ciy with Ms tone, as 
shown in Table 14. 

The deictic identifier pronouns differ from the simple predicatives in hav-
ing a MwL tone tune rather than Ms and the vowel /e/ (except in genders 1 
and 3 plural) instead of l\l. Table 15 gives the forms. 
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Table 14. Simple identifier pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 WI P' 
2 ki y> 
3 li ci/ki 
4 ti 
5 Pi 

Table 15. Deictic identifier pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 we pii 
2 ke ye 
3 le cii 
4 te 
5 pe 

The remaining sets of pronouns all have in common the fact that they are 
derived from the identifier pronouns by the addition of a nasal prefix with 
low-weak mid tone. Two of the sets have suffixes as well. 

5.1.2.7. Demonstrative pronouns 

The demonstratives are derived from the deictic identifier pronouns by the 
addition of the low-weak mid nasal prefix just mentioned. By regular tone 
changes the final tone tune is low-high. Table 16 gives the forms. 

Note that there is only one series of demonstratives, the same form being 
used with both proximal and distal meaning. 
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Table 16. Demonstrative pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 mpif 
2 t)k6 fij* 
3 ήάέ ßcii 
4 dt<£ 
5 wpd 

5.1.2.8. Relative pronouns 

The relative pronouns are derived from the demonstratives by the simple 
addition of the suffix -mü,5 as shown in Table 17. 

Table 17. Relative pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 dg€mH τηρίίπιύ 
2 r}k<imü ßjdmü 
3 ήάέτηύ ßciimü 
4 άίέπιύ 
5 ihpämü 

5.1.2.9. Simple interrogative pronouns 

The simple interrogatives function as pronouns or determiners with the 
meaning 'which?' or 'which one(s)?'6 They are derived from the simple 
identifier pronouns by the addition of the same nasal prefix which forms the 
demonstratives, with low-weak mid tone. The application of ordinary tone 
rules allows the low of the prefix to spread to the strong mid of the identifier 
pronoun, resulting in a simple low surface tune. Table 18 gives the forms. 
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Table 18. Simple interrogative pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 dgi mp) 
2 fifi 
3 dd) fid 
4 dt) 
5 mp) 

5.1.2.10. Emphatic interrogative pronouns 

The emphatic interrogatives, like the non-interrogative emphatics described 
above (section 5.1.2.2), are formed from their simple counterparts by the 
addition of the suffix -re. The final mid of the simple interrogative tune 
(resulting from the spread of the prefix low-weak mid to the strong mid of 
the presentative root) causes the weak mid of -re to become high, and the fi-
nal tune is thus low-high. The forms are given in Table 19. 

Table 19. Emphatic interrogative pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 

1 felrd mplr6 
2 $k)r6 fij)r6 
3 ήάΊτέ fic)r6 
4 ήύτέ 
5 mp)r6 

5.1.2.11. Definite 'other' determiners 

The definite 'other' determiners (meaning 'the other(s)', 'the rest') are the 
sole determiners which do not also function as pronouns. They differ also in 
form from the other pronoun/determiners, which as we have seen are all 
based on the template: 

(prefix)—class consonant—suffix 

In contrast, the definite 'other' determiners are composed of a root sanN-
followed by ordinary noun class suffixes. The root also functions as an ad-
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jective meaning 'last'. The determiners were apparently originally nominali-
zations of this root. Table 20 gives the forms. 

Table 20. Definite 'other' determiners 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 
Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite 

1 sanjja säntji sanmii sanmpif 
2 sanrja sänqke sanya sänyi 
3 sanna sänni sanrjii sangkii 
4 sanna sännte 
5 sanma sänmpe 

An example of a noun phrase using this determiner is: 

(15) cyi)-ni sän-ni 
thigh-DEF(G3S) OTHER-DEF(G3S) 
'the other thigh' 

See chapter 6, section 6.1.2.3 for more examples. 

5.1.2.12. The independent possessive pronouns 
A special set of pronominal forms is used as the head of genitive construc-
tions. The independent possessives are not typical pronouns in that they can-
not be used as determiners. Moreover, in form they are like the definite 
'other' determiners, viz. root-plus-gender suffix, rather than like ordinary 
pronouns. 

The root used to construct the possessed pronouns is wu-y with MwL tone. 
It is obviously cognate with the contrastive genitive particle u/wu (see chap-
ter 12, section 12.1.3). It combines with the noun class suffixes as shown in 
Table 21. 

The gender 5 forms have the variants wubo and wube. In addition, there 
are diminutive forms (in gender 3) wur6 and würüni. 

Like other pronouns, the possessed pronoun agrees in noun class with its 
antecedent. It can be loosely translated as 'one' or 'ones', and when the pos-
sessor is pronominal, the entire construction is the equivalent of a possessive 
pronoun (mine, ours; etc.) in English. One example must suffice here. The 
reader is referred to chapter 6, section 6.2.3 for more examples. 
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Table 21. The independent possessive pronouns 

Gender Singular Plural Non-count 
Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite 

1 wu wugi wuu wuubii 
2 wogo wöge wuyo wüyi 
3 wuu wuüni wugii wugigfi 
4 woro wodre 
5 wumo wümpe 

(16) nil) χνύύ-ηΐ 
my POSS-DEF(G3S) 
'mine' (referring to something in gender 3) 

The possessive pronoun has developed a couple of other functions besides 
filling the role of head of a genitive construction. It is used in the formation 
of ordinal numbers (see section 5.3.2 below), and in one type of modifying 
phrase within a noun phrase (see chapter 6, section 6.4.2). 

5.2. Adjectives 

The function of qualifying nouns that is filled by adjectives in Indo-Euro-
pean languages is accomplished in two ways in Supyire: by means of com-
pounding and by means of derived independent adjectives. Most of the 
meanings coded by adjectives in an adjective-rich language like English are 
coded by stative verbs in Supyire. These (as well as a great many active 
verbs) can be readily compounded with a noun root, as described in chapter 
3 section 3.2.4.2 above. The same verbs can function as the root of the de-
rived independent adjectives to be described below. 

There is, however, a small set of true adjective roots which are not cur-
rently used as verbs in Kampwo Supyire. These also can be compounded 
with nouns, or they can form the root of a derived independent adjective. 
Following is an exhaustive list of those recorded so far: 

(17) Root 

-bile-
-bwo-
-cenN-
-cyii-
-fonN-

Gloss 

'small (singular)'7 

'big'8 

'good' 
'first' 
'new' 
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-fu- 'hot' 
-fyin- 'white'9 

-nu- 'same' 
-jiye- ' red'1 0 

-puN- 'all, whole'11 

-pyi- 'small (plural)'12 

-sanN- ' last '13 

-sinaN- ' beautiful' 

Following are some examples of these adjective roots compounded with 
noun roots. 

(18) a. can-zäny-ke 'the last day' 
day-last-DEF(G2S) 

b. canp-cingi 'good day' 
day-good.G2S 

c. lu-bwo-o 'lake' 
water-big-G3S 

d. kafee-fu-go 'hot wind' 
wind-hot-G2S 

e. dü-putjo 'whole stream' 
stream-all.G2S 

The independent adjective is formed from one of the adjective roots or 
from virtually any verb by adding the prefix niN-. The final nasal of this 
prefix of course assimilates in point of articulation to the first consonant of 
the verb, and for most speakers most of the time its unstressed vowel assimi-
lates in labiality (i.e. to [u]) when the consonant is labial. Verbs with high or 
low tone become mid when adjectivized, and strong mid verbs remain mid. 
Weak mid verbs have a weak mid-low tune when adjectivized. Independent 
adjectives do not undergo any tone perturbation at all, which indicates that 
the prefix has strong mid tone. The independent adjective takes ordinary 
noun class suffixes which normally agree with the class of the head noun. 

Following are examples of adjective roots as used in independent adjec-
tives: 

(19) a. ηύ-ψ num-pu-tji 
cow-DEF(GlS) ADJ-all-DEF(GlS) 
'the whole cow' 

b. "nei)-k£ num-bw5-he 
tail-DEF(G2S) ADJ-big-DEF(G2S) 
'the big(gest) tail' 
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c. kya-ä niß-cenne 
thing-G3S ADJ-good.G3S 
'a good thing' 

d. sHpy)-r6 niji-cyi)-re 
person-DEF(G4) ADJ-first-DEF(G4) 
'the first people' 

e. puru yi-m-pe ni-nü-m-pe 
that(EMPH) be.sick-G5-DEF(G5) ADJ-same-G5-DEF(G5) 
'that same illness' 

As noted above, virtually any verb (not just stative ones) can be adjectival-
ized by the prefixation of niN- and the addition of noun class suffixes. Fol-
lowing are some examples: 

(20) a. from tara 'tamp down, make firm'14 

jwu-bo nin-tara-ba 
say-G5 ADJ-firm-G5 
'resolute words' 

b. from ßyaha 'be much, many' 

tdrii ni-pyaha-gii 
time.G3P ADJ-much-G3P 
'many times' 

c. from sin/ 'lie down' 

u ni-zini-tjf15 

he ADJ-lie.down-DEF(GlS) 
'him lying down' 

d. from yy6r6 'stop' 

11 motö-ge nip-jyere-g6 
his motorcycle-DEF(G2S) ADJ-stop-DEF(G2S) 
'his parked motorcycle' 

A few verbs have "adjectival" forms, that is, they have slightly different 
forms when used as adjectives. Among these are the following: 

(21) Verb Meaning Adjective form 
pa 'come' -panN-16 

waha 'dry, hard' - wa-
bere 'be short' -bir-
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5.3. Numerals 

5.3.1. Cardinal numbers 

The Supyire numeral system has monomorphemic forms for the numbers 
1-5, 10, 20, 80, and 400: 

nlrjkin 'one'17 

shüünnl 'two' 
täänrd 'three' 
sicyierd 'four' 
karjkuro 'five' 
ke 'ten' 
beßjaaga 'twenty' 
Oküü 'eighty' 
kämpwdd 'four hundred' 

The first four and the last of these forms (1-4, 400) have a low-weak mid 
tone tune. 'Five', 'ten', and 'twenty' have a weak mid-low tune. 'Eighty' has 
a simple low tune. 

All of these monomorphemic forms belong to gender 1 except kämpwdd, 
which is gender 3. All are only singular except rjküü and kämpwdd, which 
have both singular and plural forms. There are obvious nominal etymologies 
for two of these forms. Kagkuro 'five' also means 'fist', a compound formed 
from an old root kaN- 'hand' and the verb kuru 'fold, bend', fiküü 'eighty' 
also means 'chicken'. The etymology is confirmed by the identical irregular 
plural fikwuu 'eighties, chickens', although I could find no one who could 
give me an explanation of the semantic shift. I assume that it has something 
to do with the price of a chicken at some time in the past. 

All other cardinal numbers are formed by combining the above elements. 
The numbers 6-9 are formed from 1-4 by the addition of a prefix baa-. This 
is most probably an old root meaning 'five'.18 Note that 'one' is shortened 
drastically in 'six', and the initial /s/ of ' four ' is rhotacized in 'nine': 

(23) baa-n) 'six' < 5 + 1 
baa-shuünn) 'seven' < 5 + 2 
baa-taanrd 'eight' < 5 + 3 
baa-ricyiird 'nine' < 5 + 4 

The numbers 11-19 and 21-29 are formed by adding 1-9 to 10 and 20 by 
means of the conjunction ηά 'and': 

(24) kenanirjkin '11' = 10+1 
kenäshüünni '12' = 10 + 2 
ke nä baatäänrd '18' = 10 + 5 + 3 
beßjaaga nä n)gk)n '21' = 20+1 
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beßjaaga nä kägkürd '25' = 20 + 5 
beßjaaga nä baani '26' = 20 + 5 + 1 

The numbers 30-39 are formed by adding 10-19 to 20: 

(25) beßjaaga nä ki '30' = 20+10 
beßjaaga nä ki nä nigkin '31' = 2 0 + 1 0 + 1 
beßjaaga nä ki nä bääs/ιύύηη) '37' = 20+10 + 5 + 2 

The numbers 40 and 60 are formed as multiples of 20: a prefix bee-, evi-
dently a reduced form of beßjaaga, is added to 2 and 3. The numbers 50 and 
70 are obtained by adding 10: 

bee-shöünnl '40' = 20x2 
bee-shüünn1 nä nigkin '41' = 20x2+1 
bee-shüünn) nä ki '50' = 20x2+10 
bee-shüünn) nä ki 'nä bäärlcyiird '59' = 20x2+10 + 5 + 4 
bee-täänrd '60' = 20x3 
bee-täänrd nä nigkin '61' = 20x3 + 1 
bee-täänrd nä ki '70' = 20x3 + 10 
bee-täänrd nä ki ' nä täänrd '73' = 20x3 + 10 + 3 

The numbers 81-159 are formed by adding 1-79 to 80: 

(27) fiküü nä nigkin '81' = 80+1 
r)küü nä ki 490' = 80+10 
rjküü nä bdßäägä 4100' = 80 + 20 
r}küü nä bdßäägä nä ki 4110' = 80 + 20+10 
rfküü nä beeshüünnl 4120' = 80 + 20x2 
fiküü nä beeshüünnl nä ki 4130' = 80 + 20x2+10 
^küü nä beetäänrd 4140' = 80 + 20x3 
fiküü nä beetäänrd nä ki '150' = 80 + 20x3 + 10 
rjküü nä beetäänrd nä ki ' 

nä bääricyiird '159' = 80 + 20x3 + 10 + 5 + 4 

The numbers 160-399 are formed with multiples of 80: 

(28) rfkwuu shuunni Ί60' 
gkwuu shuunni ' na b6ßjäägä 4180' 
fikwuu shuunni 'na b66shüünn1 4200' 
$kwuu taanrö 4240' 
gkwuu taanr6 'nä ki 4250' 
gkwuu taanrS ' nä b66täänrd 4 300' 
gkwuu sicyeer6 4 320' 
fikwuu sicyeer6 ' nä b£ßjäägä ' 

nä ki '350' 

= 80x2 
= 80x2 + 20 
= 80x2 + 20x2 
= 80x3 
= 80x3 + 10 
= 80x3 + 20x3 
= 80x4 

= 80x4 + 20 
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gkwuu sicyeerS ' ηά b66täänrd 
niki 'ηά bääricyeerd '399' = 80x4 + 20x3+10 + 5 + 4 

The numbers 401 to 799 are formed by adding 1-399 to 400. Above that, 
multiples of 400 are used: 

(29) kämpwdd ηά nlgkln 
kämpwdd ηά r)küü nä bdßjäägä 
kämpwdd ηά fikwuu shuunnf ' 

ηά b66shüünn) 
kämpwdd ηά rfkwuu sicyeer6 ' 

ηά b66täänrd ηά kä ' ηά ' 
bäärlcyiird 

kämpwbhii shuunnf 
kämpwbhii shuunnf 'ηά rfkwuu 

shuunnf ' ηά b66shüünn) 
kämpwbhii taanr6 'ηά ήkwuu 

taanr£ 'ηά b66täänrd 

'401' = 400+1 
'500' = 400 + 80 + 20 

'600' = 400 + 80x2 + 20x2 

'799' = 400 + 80x4 + 20x3 + 10 
+ 5 + 4 

'800' = 400x2 

' 1000' = 400x2 + 80x2 + 20x2 

Ί 5 0 0 ' = 400x3 + 80x3 + 20x3 

AH this is fairly confusing and difficult to master. It is not surprising that 
there are signs that people are beginning to abandon these complications in 
favor of the simpler decimal system of standard Bambara. Especially for 
higher numbers, Bambara forms are frequently used, and sometimes Supyire 
forms are even used with inflated meanings. For example, I have witnessed 
disputes engendered by one person using fiküü in the traditional sense of 
'80', while another understood it as equivalent to Bambara kerne Ί 0 0 ' . The 
demise of the system is probably being hastened by the additional complica-
tion of the method used for counting money. Supyire, in common with the 
surrounding languages, uses a system in which the basic unit is five francs 
rather than one franc. Thus one darashf{a word borrowed from Jula and ul-
timately from English dollar) = 5 francs, two darashf = 10 francs, twenty 
darashf = 100 francs, and so forth. Matters are not helped by the common 
practice of dropping the noun darashf, and one often hears questions like 'do 
you mean in money?' when numbers are used. It is therefore hardly surpris-
ing that there is a marked tendancy to switch to the Bambara counting sys-
tem to clarify matters. 

5.3.2. Ordinal numbers 

The ordinal numbers, with the exception of ' f i r s t ' and 'last' ,19 are created by 
suffixing the possessive pronoun wu- (see section 5.1.2.6 above) to ordinal 
root forms. Actually, special ordinal forms of the number roots only exist for 
'two', 'three', and 'four' . Unlike the cardinals, ordinals agree in gender and 
number with the head noun, as well as in definiteness. The gender 1 singular 
definite forms are given here together with the corresponding cardinals: 
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(30) Cardinals Ordinals 

shüünnl ' two' shon-wü-ηί 'the second' 
täänrd 'three' tanra-wü-gf 'the third' 
shyiird ' four ' sicyere-wü-gf 'the fourth' 

A comparison of these forms shows that the ordinal roots differ from the 
cardinal roots in two principal ways: 1) the long vowel of the cardinal is 
shortened in the ordinal, and 2) the low-weak mid tone tune of the cardinal 
is switched to a mid-low tune in the ordinal.20 This may explain why ' ten' 
and ' f ive ' have no special ordinal form: the cardinals do not have a long 
vowel, and their tone tune is already mid-low. The composite numbers 7-9, 
whose cardinals are formed by adding 2-4 to baa- ' f ive ' , substitute the ordi-
nal forms of 2-4. The ordinal for 'six' ( 'five-one') simply uses the cardinal 
form, since there is no ordinal form of 'one' . Thus the ordinal forms for 
5-10 are: 

(31) Cardinal Ordinal 

kagkuro ' f ive' kagkuru- wii-iji 'the fifth' 
baani 'six' baani- wü-gi 'the sixth' 
baashüünni 'seven' baashon-wü-gi 'the seventh' 
baa täänrd 'eight' baatanra- wü-gi 'the eighth' 
baaricyiird 'nine' baaricyere- wü-gi 'the ninth' 
ke ' ten' ke- wü-gi 'the tenth' 

Higher ordinals ending with 'one' behave like 'sixth' above. That is, -wu-
is simply added to the cardinal form. Those ending with ' f ive ' or ' ten' are 
also identical in form to the cardinals, except for the addition of - wu-\ 

(32) a. ke nä nigkin-wü-gi 
ten and one-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the eleventh' 

b. ke nä kägkürü-wü-gi 
ten and five-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the fifteenth' 

c. be/iaaga nä ke- wü-gi 
twenty and ten-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the thirtieth' 

For higher ordinals ending with ' two', ' three', or ' four ' , there is a choice: 
either the ordinal or the cardinal form may be used: 

(33) a. ke nä shon-wü-gi 
ten and second-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the twelfth' 
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b. ke nä shüänni-wü-yi 
ten and two-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the twelfth' 

5.4. Quantifiers 

There is a small set of seven postnominal modifiers which can be character-
ized as quantifiers. As shown in Table 22, the quantifiers can be classified 
into 'universal', 'exclusive', and 'inclusive'. 

Table 22. Quantifiers 

Type Quantifier Gloss 

Universal punf 'all' 
witjyd 'all' 

Exclusive känä /käni 'only' (DEF/INDEF) 
ye 'only' 

Inclusive mu 'also' 
bä 'even' 
jüül) 'many, much' 

Unlike the independent adjectives, but like the cardinal numerals, the 
quantifiers do not agree in noun class with the noun they modify. Two of 
them {punf and känä) are nominalizations, and one of these has both definite 
and indefinite forms (känä / käni).21 

The quantifiers, again like the cardinal numerals, behave tonally like pos-
sessed nouns. If they originated as heads of genitive constructions, then their 
lack of agreement with the head noun would follow naturally. At present 
none of the quantifiers can be used alone as head of a noun phrase, however, 
unlike English a//, for example, in the sentence 'All were present on time.' 

JüüJ) 'many' also functions as the interrogative quantifier 'how many?', 
'how much?', and in fact it is most frequently met in that capacity. Its non-
interrogative function is more often filled by the adjectival form nipyahara 
'much, many', from the verb jiyaAa 'be much, many'. 

Five of the quantifiers can 'float'. That is, they can be used adverbially, 
placed after the verb and separate from any noun phrase. In this use they 
may differ quite a bit in meaning from the quantifier use. 

A set of four closely related "emphatic" modifiers can be included here 
because they behave syntactically like the quantifiers. Etymologically, these 
modifiers are denominal. Three of them derive from the gender 3 noun bilini 
'seed' and its plural pyäagif. The other has an otherwise unknown gender 1 
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root -bä-. In three of the forms the nominal prefix ya- 'thing' is added. The 
four forms are: 

(34) b)J)nf 
ya-bUini 
ya-pyäagii 
ya-bäyi 

These four modifiers can be used interchangeably. The alternation between 
singular and plural or between genders 1 and 3 has nothing to with the num-
ber or gender of the head noun they modify. Syntactically they behave like 
the quantifiers, viz. like the possessed head of a genitive construction. Se-
mantically they fill roughly the function of the emphatic use of the reflexive 
pronouns in English. They have nothing to do with reflexivity per se, how-
ever. Following are two examples of noun phrases with an emphatic modi-
fier, one with a pronoun head, the other with a noun head. The reader is re-
ferred to chapter 6, section 6.3.3.4 for more examples. 

(35) a. τηΏ yäbWnf 
I EMPH 
Ί myself 

b. sddrjf yäbärji 
truth.DEF(GlS) EMPH 
'the truth itself 

5.5. Adverbs 

Except for the ideophones (see below section 5.5.1.2), Supyire does not have 
a large class of adverbs. Unlike the adjectives, there is no productive mor-
phological process for forming adverbs from other word classes. Most of the 
work done by manner adverbs in languages like English and French is done 
by serial verb constructions in Supyire. There is a rich set of verbs used in 
such constructions, so that Supyire is certainly not impoverished in its means 
in this regard. See chapter 8 for a description of the "adverbial" serial verbs. 
In a similar vein, Supyire, like most languages, codes adverbial expressions 
of location and time mainly as postpositional phrases. These will not be dealt 
with in this section, which is concerned only with the class of one word ad-
verbs. For the interrogative adverbs (di 'how?' and taä 'where?'), see sec-
tion 5.9 below. 

The adverbs may be divided into two groups for expository purposes: ad-
verbs of quantity and manner, and adverbs of location and time. 
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5.5.1. Adverbs of quantity and manner 

The adverbs of quantity and manner fall into two major groupings. The first 
(called 'ordinary' for lack of a better label) is a closed class, only nine forms 
having been recorded so far. Most of these have etymological connections 
with other parts of the vocabulary. The second is a much larger and more 
open class: the so-called "ideophones" characteristic of West African lan-
guages. 

5.5.1.1. Ordinary adverbs of quantity and manner 

It was pointed out in section 5.4 that several of the quantifiers lead a double 
life as adverbs. For those quantifiers which are grammaticalizations of the 
definite forms of nouns, the corresponding indefinite forms are used for the 
adverbs. Following is a list: 

(36) Adverb Meaning Meaning as quantifier 

puna 'completely'22 'all ' 

Five other adverbs are not derived from quantifiers: 

(37) nirjk) 'again, still, yet' 
sähägk) 'again, still, yet' 
sipcyan 'together' 
y00T)kw0 'on and on' 
ämuni 'thus, like this/that' 

The first of these, these, nigk) 'again', bears an interesting similarity to the 
cardinal number n)gk)n 'one' , though the resemblance may be accidental. 
Certainly, the tone is different, and the denasalization of the final vowel un-
explained. The next, sähägk) 'again, still, yet', combines the tense-aspect 
auxiliary sähä 'still, yet' with the same ending -ijki as appears on nigki. 
Ytegkwö'on and on', with its variant irjkw0, has a rather restricted distribu-
tion: it is used only with imperfective verbs to show great duration. Finally, 
ämun) has several shortened variants which cliticize onto a preceding verb: 
ärnu, ämi, mu, as well as a longer, but rare variant kämun), evidently the 
original form. 

känä 'only' 
ye 'very'2 3 

Ωΐύ 'also, too' 
yapyäa 'actually, even '24 

'only' 
'only' 
'also' 
'emphatic' 
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5.5.1.2. Ideophones 

The adverbial ideophones of Supyire exhibit the typical characteristics fre-
quently noted in this class in other West African languages: they are often 
hard to define semantically, they employ sounds not found elsewhere in the 
language, length and pitch are frequently exaggerated, and reduplication is 
very common. Because of their peculiar phonology, they are often difficult 
to transcribe. The transcriptions offered here are to be taken as mere pale 
reflections of the effect produced in spoken discourse. The class is open, and 
speakers readily adopt ideophones from other languages. Those given in this 
section are only a few of those recorded. 

Semantically, many ideophones function to intensify the verb they accom-
pany. They may have rather general meaning, as the following: 

(38) f66f66 'very' 
bäräberä 'very1 

p6w 'completely'25 

Others have more specific meanings, and accordingly accompany only a 
few, semantically appropriate, verbs: 

(39) kiki 'very full' 
βάτέράτέ 'very full (stomach)' 
trrrr 'very straight' 
wurrrr 'very far ' 
färMw 'immediately' 
wähäwähä 'very fast' 
myiMmyihi 'in lots of small pieces' 

A few do not so much intensify as simply add a manner meaning: 

(40) //// 'shimmering' 
kikakika 'back and forth' 
säy) 'emerging suddenly' 
cibe 'coming together just right' 

A number of ideophones evoke various sounds. Most of these are ono-
matopoeic: 

(41) cirä 'clicking, clacking' 
gbinhgbinh '(teeth) snapping'26 

gddd '(sound of gunshot)' 
koko '(sound of knocking)' 
jicäßcäpcä '(sound of ax striking a dead tree)' 
flcdflcöpcd '(sound of ax striking a green tree)' 
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It should be pointed out that there are a number of ideophonic verbs in 
Supyire as well. See chapter 4, section 4.1.5 for some examples of these. 

5.5.2. Locative adverbs 

As noted above, most adverbial expressions of location are coded with post-
positional phrases. These will not be dealt with here (see chapter 7, section 
7.5.5, for examples). There are only three one word adverbs of location. Two 
of these are deictic: 

(42) wanf 'there' 
nähä 'here' 

The first of these, wani, appears to be a gender 3 singular nominalization of 
the locative copula wä 'be there1. The second, nähä, is identical in form to 
the locative copula nähä 'be here.' Whatever the origin of these forms, they 
can both be nominalized by the addition of the gender 1 definite singular 
suffix: wani-yi'there-DEF* and nähä-gi 'here-DEF'. 

One other noun can be used as a locative adverb without the addition of a 
postposition: pyenga 'home'. This is the indefinite singular form of the gen-
der 2 noun pyenga 'compound, home'. It can only be used adverbially with 
verbs of motion or location. 

5.5.3 Adverbs of time 

There are several one word adverbs denoting time. All of them are deictic. 
The three denoting present time seem to have a prefix nJN- or niN- (or its 
rounded variant ηύΝ-, reminiscent of the adjectivalizing prefix described in 
section 5.2. The root which this prefix is attached to is in two cases of uncer-
tain origin: 

(43) numi 'now' 
nißjää 'today' 

In the other word the root is yyee 'year.G3S': 

(44) nißjy66 'this year' 

The same roots form the basis of the past reference adverbs, which take the 
prefix taN- or täN-, Supyire had adverbs denoting three units of time in each 
direction from the present. The units farther from the present are derived 
morphologically from the units closer to the present. There is thus an iconic 
lengthening of the form the farther from the present one goes. The past 
forms for one unit back seem to be indefinite forms, and the past forms for 
two units back are formed by adding definite noun suffixes. The past forms 
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for three units back are formed from these definite forms by reduplicating 
the root. The past forms for days apparently belong to gender 2: 

(45) täßjää 'yesterday' 
täpjääqkέ 'the day before yesterday' 
täßjääßjääqkä 'the day before the day before yesterday' 

The past forms for years belong to gender 3: 

(46) tapjy66 'last year' 
tapjy6£ni 'the year before last year' 
taßjy66ßjyd6ni 'the year before the year before last year' 

The forms for the future do not display so much regularity. The forms for 
days employ what appears to be a grammaticalization of the adjective num-
pantja 'coming', formed from the verb pa 'come'. The prefix takes a low 
tone, however, which remains unexplained. The form for two units forward 
is derived by adding the suffix -nißcy0, of unknown provenance. The form 
for three units forward is derived by adding the suffix -Jyägä, evidently from 
the verb lya 'be old': 

(47) nümpanrja ' tomorrow' 
nümpanqanipcyS 'the day after tomorrow' 
nümpanrjanißcyilyägä 'the day after the day after tomorrow' 

The future form for one year forward merely adds the suffix -la, of uncertain 
origin, to the noun yyee 'year ' . Two units forward is derived by adding the 
noun nümpaiuja 'tomorrow', and three units forward, which takes the prize 
for size, is formed by adding the suffix complex -nißcyilyägä from the form 
for three days forward: 

(48) yyeela 'next year' 
yyeelinumpanija 'the year after next year' 
yyeelinumpanqanißcyilyägä1 the year after the year after next year' 

While on the subject of deictic time adverbs, a word should be said about 
time units other than day and year. With the time units week, month, rainy 
season, and dry season, deictic expressions can be derived by compounding 
with the verbs pa 'come' for future and toro 'pass' for past. These expres-
sions must be accompanied by postpositions, but are given here for the sake 
of completeness: 

(49) a. from cibilaaga 'week': 

cibilaapatujk6 'next week' 
cibilaatöröge 'last week' 
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b. from nürjgwöhö 'rainy season' 

η ÜT)gwdpani)k6 
nürjgwdtdrdgd 

c. from bingä 

binpaiu}k6 
bintörög6 

d. from yiqe 

yimpamjk6 
yigkwug6 

'next rainy season' 
'last rainy season' 

'dry season' 

'next dry season' 
'last dry season' 

'month, moon' 

'next month' 
'last month' 

Note that the last form employs the verb kwü 'die' rather than toro. The ex-
pression yivdnni 'the new moon' is also sometimes used to mean 'next 
month'. 

Before leaving the time adverbs, mention should also be made of a com-
mon adverb borrowed from Bambara: άόόηί*in a bit, in a short while'. In 
Kampwo Supyire this seems to be in the process of eliminating the native 
adverb fyähärä 'soon', and its variant fyaharoo 27 'soon', which are derived 
from the verb fyähärä 'do soon' (used only in serial verb constructions). 
These adverbs differ from all others in being used almost exclusively in 
clause initial position. 

5.6. Tense, aspect, and modality auxiliaries 

In common with other Senufo languages, Supyire has a class of auxiliaries 
marking tense, aspect, and modality. These are placed following the subject, 
and preceding the direct object if there is one. Most of them cannot be de-
scribed as auxiliary verbs, since they do not retain the ability to act as the 
main verb in any clause. Most if not all of them are derived historically from 
verbs, however. The most common auxiliaries are given in Table 23. For de-
scriptions of their function, and possibilities of combination, see chapter 9. 

As can be seen, most of the auxiliaries in Table 23 are very small, consist-
ing of one syllable only. Many of them in addition suffer varying degrees of 
phonological erosion as they are cliticized onto the preceding subject noun 
phrase. 

All five of the copulas (jiye 'be' , mpyi 'be (Past)', sii 'be (Emphatic)', 
nähä 'be here', and wä 'be there') are used as supplementary auxiliaries in 
various constructions. The verbs pa 'come' and sa 'go' have also developed 
quasi-auxiliary functions. 
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Table 23. Auxiliaries 

Auxiliary Function 

na Progressive 

mäha Habitual; Formal Past 

nä Past 

ä Perfect 

si Future 

ku Potential 

sähä Still, Yet 

si Narrative/Sequential 

ta Iraperfective imperative 

si Subjunctive 

a Imperfective subjunctive 

kä Prohibitive/Negative subjunctive 

kä Conditional 

5.7. Adpositions 

Supyire marks oblique cases by means of several postpositions and three 
prepositions. These adpositions can be conveniently divided on the basis of 
form into simple and complex. The simple adpositions occur alone. The 
complex postpositions are composed of a denominal first part followed by 
one of the simple postpositions. 

5.7.1. Simple adpositions 

There are eight simple postpositions. I have argued elsewhere (see Carlson 
1989) that most of these derive historically from verbs. They behave tonally 
like transitive verbs preceded by a direct object. Some of them are quite old, 
going back to proto-Senufo and beyond. Others are of more recent origin, 
and are shared by only a few other Senufo languages. Some of the older 
postpositions show the ravages of time in phonological erosion. These have 
lost their initial consonants, and are reduced to being mere vowel clitics on 
the noun phrases they mark. The dative marker ά 'to, for, from' comes from 
ηιάΛ a form still encountered in poetry. The locative / comes from *ni, which 
is the form found in other Senufo languages. Table 24 gives the simple post-
positions. 
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Table 24. Simple postpositions 

Postposition Gloss 

i to, for, from 
i in, at, to, from 
i with 
na on, at, to, from 
bää without28 

kurugo alongside, through 
tään beside 
yy6r6 toward, chez 29 

As can be seen in Table 24, most of the postpositions have a variety of 
translations. This is because much of the information associated with prepo-
sitions in English is carried in the verb in Supyire.30 Thus the verb indicates 
direction of motion, and the postposition merely codes abstract location. 
Compare the following, all using the postposition i (for the alternation [i/e] 
in this postposition, see chapter 2, section 2.2.2.6): 

(50) a. U pye bag6 e. 
s/he be house.DEF in 
'S/he is in the house.1 

b. U ä fworo bag6 e. 
s/he PERF go.out house.DEF from 
'S/he has come/gone out of the house.* 

c. U a jyt bag6 e. 
s/he PERF go.in house.DEF into 
'S/he has gone into the house.' 

d. U a kärd Sukwole e. 
s/he PERF go Sikasso to 
'S/he has gone to Sikasso.* 

As noted above, there are three prepositions in Supyire. All of them are re-
lated to conjunctions with other functions in the language. All of them may 
and one of them must be accompanied by a postposition as well. Table 25 
gives these details. 

Νά 'with' is historically related to and has the same form as the noun 
phrase conjunction nä*and'. As a preposition it must be accompanied by the 
postposition i 'with'.31 Although the latter looks identical to the locative 
postposition / 'in, at', it is not. The locative postpositon has strong mid tone, 
whereas i 'with' has weak mid tone. The tone rules are such that the two al-
most never have the same tone in a given context. The combination na...i is 
used to code both associative and instrument, as shown in (51). 
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Table 25. Prepositions 

Preposition Gloss 
Accompanying 

postposition 
Meaning as 
conjunction 

n& •with* i 'with' 'and' 
fö 'till' (i) 'in, to' 'until' 

'as far as' na 'at, on' 
käbyfi 'since' / 'in, from' 'since' 

(51) a. U ä pa ηά ' wyiriqi ). 
s/he PERF come with money.DEF with 
'S/he has come with the money.' 

b. U a ti kwdn ηά gwoni ). 
s/he PERF it cut with knife with 
'S/he cut it with a knife.' 

F6 'till, as far as' is borrowed from Bambara fo 'till, except for ' . As a 
preposition by itself, it can be used with a time word to mean 'until ' : 

(52) U ä bäräyi pyi fö yäkögk6. 
s/he PERF work.DEF do till afternoon.DEF 
'S/he worked till afternoon.' 

When used with a locative noun, it has the meaning 'as far as' or 'up to', 
and must be accompanied by a locative postposition: 

(53) U a kard f6 Sukwole e. 
s/he PERF go as.far.as Sikasso to 
'S/he went as far as Sikasso.' 

With a noun accompanied by the exclusive quantifiers känä or ye 'only' , it 
means 'except for ' : 

(54) Pi punä ä pa ίό wu γέ. 
they all PERF come except you only 
'They all came except you.' 

The third preposition kabyif since* is also borrowed from Bambara (käbi). 
It must be accompanied by the locative postposition / ' i n , to, from': 

(55) Pi a tään pi-yä ä 
they PERF be.sweet they-REFL to 
'They've loved each other (lit. they have been sweet to each other) 
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käbytf nägkdcyiirS e. 
since childhood.DEF from 
since childhood/ 

5.7.2. Complex postpositions 

The complex postpositions have developed from genitive constructions fol-
lowed by simple postpositions. The head (possessed) noun in these construc-
tions most often referred to a body part or to some physical part of an object. 
Over time it was reanalyzed as part of the postposition. Table 26 lists the 
most common of the complex postpositions. 

Table 26. Complex postpositions 

Postposition Gloss Source noun 

fungi i inside fungo 'belly' 
ßugi i on top of β UT)0 'head' 
nlpi nä above n)ß) 'above part'32 

ji wobi i beneath β wob ο 'bottom part* 
rjkärdnä beside tjkärh 'side' 
kämpanga na on side of kämpanga 'side, piece' 
β wo na at edge of β wo 'mouth'33 

yyaha na in front of yyaha 'face' 
yyaha yyärd ahead of yyaha 'face' 
käntugo (yydrd) behind käntugo 'back'34 

fyd e after fyd 'footprints' 
shwbbole e between shwdholo 'part between' 
eye e by means of eyega 'hand' 
"baare e except for ? 
wee na for sake of mee 'voice, name' 

At least one complex postposition is formed with an initial root which no 
longer has a corresponding noun in Kampwoo Supyire: *baare e 'except for'. 

The denominal part of the complex postpositions still undergoes the tonal 
changes of a possessed noun in a genitive construction. Note the changes in 
the following examples: 

(56) a. mil yyähä nä 
me in.front at 
'in front of me' 

b. r)g6 yyähä nä 
DEM in.front at 
'in front of this/that one' 
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There is good evidence, however, that it is no longer syntactically a pos-
sessed noun, but functions rather as a postposition. Ordinarily a definite suf-
fix is required on a possessed noun if its possessor is definite and referential: 

(57) τηΏ yyä-he 
my face-DEF(G2S) 
'my face' 

The denominal part of a complex postposition does not take a definite suffix 
(see notes 32 and 33, however), as the examples above show. 

Another bit of evidence involves the reflexive. Ordinarily a third person 
reflexive possessive is coded simply with an anaphoric pronoun: 

(58) Kä u ύ ύ yyähe kiingi. 
and she NARR her face.DEF turn 
'Then she turned her face.' 

A reflexive indirect object is coded with a reflexive pronoun: 

(59) Kä u ύ kti dfrä ä file u-yd nä. 
and he NARR it pull SC bring.near he-REFL at 
'Then he pulled it to himself.' 

A reflexive indirect object occurring with a complex postposition is coded 
with a reflexive pronoun, just as it would be with a simple postposition, thus 
showing that it is not treated syntactically as if it were a genitive possessor 
of the postposition noun. In the following example, note the use of a simple 
anaphoric pronoun to code the reflexive possessor in direct object position, 
but a reflexive pronoun to code the indirect object: 

(60) Kä cedrjj si u pyäqi yaha 
and woman.DEF NARR her child.DEF leave 
'The woman placed her child 

u-yd yyähä nä. 
she-REFL face at 
in front of herself.' 

5.8. Conjunctions 

In this section the various conjunctions, both coordinating and subordinat-
ing, will be briefly introduced. They can conveniently be divided into con-
junctions used to conjoin noun phrases and those used to conjoin clauses. 
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5.8.1. Noun phrase conjunctions 

There are three types of noun phrase coordination in Supyire, and each has 
its characteristic conjunction: additive fli'and', alternative läa 'or', and dis-
tributive mäha 'each, every'. 

The conjunction ηά 'and' is etymologically related to the preposition ηά 
'with', and undoubtedly also to the conditional subordinator ηά ' i f . There is 
abundant evidence that they all descend from a copula or verb meaning 
something like 'be with, be at, be joined' (see Carlson 1990). Accordingly, 
ηά behaves like a high tone verb, undergoing tonal changes caused by the 
preceding conjunct as if that conjunct were its direct object. It keeps its high 
tone following a mid (either simple or in a low-weak mid tune): 

(61) a. Sukwoo ηά Bämäko 
Sikasso and Bamako 
'Sikasso and Bamako' 

b. mi) ηά mu 
I and you 
'you and Γ 

A low at the end of the preceding conjunct spreads onto it, including a 
floating low: 

(62) a. düfaängä nä ku pya 
donkey and its child 
'a donkey and its foal' 

b. kafinara nä sdd 
lies and truth 
'lies and truth' 

Although the conjunction ηά is confined to conjoining noun phrases, the 
same is not true of läa 'or', which may also conjoin clauses. Läa is of uncer-
tain etymology. Its tone tune and behavior are rather unusual. In most con-
texts it keeps its low-mid tune: 

(63) nuiji läa pyiibtt 
mother.DEF or children.DEF 
'the mother or the children' 

Following a mid, however, the low is raised to high: 

(64) mu läa mil 
you or I 
'you or I' 
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The distributive conjunction mähä does not actually conjoin noun phrases. 
It is rather used to link a repetition of the same (indefinite, non-referential) 
noun to give a distributive meaning 'each, every'. It has an alternate tune 
mäha, which confirms that it is related etymologically to the habitual auxil-
iary mäha. The two are probably also related to the verbs mäha 'do all over 
the place1 (second verb in a serial construction) and mähänä 'go round in a 
circle repeatedly*. The semantic connection between these various items is 
not difficult to imagine. Mähä keeps its high tone following conjuncts ending 
in a high or a mid: 

(65) a. yyee mähä yyee 
year DIST year 
'every year' 

b. färäfin 'mähä faräfin35 

black DIST black 
'every black' 

Following a low tone, it sometimes switches to mäha, though some low tone 
words do not cause the change. With others, speakers vary. The following, 
for example, were produced by the same speaker within a couple of minutes 
of each other: 

(66) a. kknhä mähä känhä 
town DIST town 
'every town' 

b. känhä mäha känhä 
town DIST town 
'every town' 

Many speakers also use the Bambara distributive conjunction o. The pre-
ceding vowel, if it is unstressed, normally assimilates: 

(67) yaago ο yaaga 
thing DIST thing 
'each thing' 

5.8.2. Clausal conjunctions 

Conjunctions used to conjoin clauses can be broadly classified into coordi-
nating and subordinating conjunctions. Although this traditional classifica-
tion has its limitations (e.g. coordinated clauses are rarely "equal" in status 
pragmatically), it is useful as a means to obtain rough categories. With few 
exceptions, the conjunctions are placed at the boundaries of the clauses they 
join, either at the beginning, or at the end. Several of the subordinating con-
junctions come in pairs, one at the beginning of the clause and another at the 
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end. Table 27 gives the most commonly used conjunctions. The table in-
cludes cross-references to parts of this grammar where the conjunction in 
question is treated. 

Table 27. Clausal conjunctions 

Coordinating conjunctions Section 

kä 'and then (different subject)' 15.3 

mä 'and then (same subject)' 15.3 

sf 'but' 15.2.2 

tkää 'but' 15.2.2 

läa Or' 15.2.3 

Subordinating conjunctions 

na 'that' 11.5.2 

kd relative clause marker 14.1 

time adverbial clause marker 15.1.1.1 

säna 'before' 15.1.1.3 
'rather than' 15.1.8 

ίό 'until* 15.1.1.6 

käbyfi 'since' 15.1.1.7 
kämpyf 'if 15.1.5.1 

ηά 'i Γ 15.1.5.1 
äihpyi 'if (counterfactual)' 15.1.5.4 

bä...mi 'like, as i f 15.1.4 

köo 'like, as i f 15.1.4 

Supyire uses many connective phrases in addition to one word conjunc-
tions. A few are mentioned here simply as illustrations of this common way 
of marking adverbial clauses. Ani bk me 'otherwise' derives from a condi-
tional clause meaning 'if it is not this'. ML· J) tä 'although' means literally 
'and find it'. Lire e 'therefore', 'that's why' is literally 'in this'. Lire nk II 
wüüni mü / 'nevertheless', 'in spite of this' means literally 'this together 
with its own'. Mugüßjwd 'like', is literally 'you would say' (cf. French on 
dirait 'one would say'), βähä ηά ye 'because' is literally 'on/at what?'. A 
variant of this is jiahä kürügöye 'through what?'. Nowadays in the speech of 
young people one often hears pL·sk6 or pasig6 'because' (from French parce 
que) substituted for the phrasal conjunction. 

All these connective phrases are placed at the beginning of the clause they 
mark, which ordinarily follows the main clause. 
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5.9. Question words 

In section 5.1.2.9 above the forms of the interrogative pronoun/determiners 
which are integrated into the noun gender system were given. Table 28 gives 
the other common question words used in the formation of constituent ques-
tions. As can be seen, half of them are borrowed from Bambara. 

Table 28. Question words 

Question Word Gloss Bambara Source 

β 'who, whom* jon 
ßähä 'what' 
juuli 'how much, how many* jdll 
taä 'where' 
dl 'how' dl 

5.10. Clause final markers 

A number of clause final markers are used in Supyire to indicate mood, po-
larity, insistence, or politeness. These are generally small, one syllable 
words which often cliticize onto the preceding word. Table 29 gives some of 
the common markers. 

5.11. Inteijections 

Like any language, Supyire has a large, heterogenous class of interjections. 
Only a few will be mentioned here. Agreement is shown with odn or aän or 
mm 'yes ' , disagreement with 6nho or mhm ' no ' . The agreement interjections 
are regularly used by a listening interlocutor to indicate that the discourse is 
being monitored. This role is extremely important even when the discourse is 
a monologue, such as a folk tale, and is known as οοηηίshwo 'to answer the 
yes*. 

Surprise or disbelief is indicated by a variety of interjections: 6, 6), haan, 
0he, päpapä. More elaborate exclamations are greatly favored by some: 
bismilahi 'in the name of God' (from Arabic), pätfsägkänä '(exclamation of 
surprise or embarrassment)' (from Bambara). 

An extremely common interjection is pyi, which can mean a variety of dif-
ferent things, including 'well ' , 'all right', 'and so'. It is exactly equivalent in 
function to Bambara ayiwa. 
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Table 29. Clause final markers 

Marker Function 

la Yes/No question 
bi Yes/No question 
mi Negative 
mh Negative question 
ye Constituent question 
k6 Locative question 
di Exclamation (loan from Bambara) 
sä Exclamation (loan from Bambara) 
kB Exclamation (loan from Bambara) 
yd, yod Politeness, Attenuation, Listing 
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Chapter 6 

Noun phrases 

In Supyire noun phrases some modifying elements precede and some follow 
the head noun. In very general terms (there are exceptions), those elements 
which precede the head indicate a definite reference, while those elements 
which follow the head are either descriptive or else indicate indefinite refer-
ence. Thus definite determiners precede the head, while indefinite and inter-
rogative determiners follow the head. Genitive (possessor) noun phrases pre-
cede the head (possessed) noun phrase, while quantifiers and adjectives fol-
low the head. 

The head of a noun phrase may be either a noun or a pronoun. As will be 
shown in the ensuing discussion, the latter can admit a variety of modifying 
elements. 

6.1. Determiners 

The class of determiners in Supyire is nearly coextensive with the class of 
third person pronouns. Anaphoric, emphatic, demonstrative, indefinite, and 
interrogative pronouns may all be used as determiners. Only reflexive, iden-
tifier, and independent possessive pronouns are ineligible for this use. Only 
definite 'other1 determiners cannot be used as pronouns. 

Determiners agree in gender and number with their head noun. Determiner 
and head do not affect each other tonally in any way, despite the close syn-
tactic relationship between them. 

The determiners may be divided into two groups on the basis of their 
placement. The pre-head determiners all indicate definite reference, while 
the post-head determiners for the most part indicate indefinite reference. 

6.1.1. Pre-head determiners 

Anaphoric, emphatic, and demonstrative pronouns may be used as determin-
ers placed before the head noun, which takes a definite suffix. Functionally 
the genitive is like a pre-head determiner, and cannot co-occur with any 
other pre-head determiner. The genitive construction is described in section 
6.2. 

The demonstratives (for the forms, see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.7) indicate 
deictic definite reference. Supyire makes no distal/proximal distinction in its 
demonstratives. The use of the demonstrative therefore amounts to a general 
instruction to the hearer to look somewhere in the extralinguistic context for 
the referent of the noun phrase (for a minor, anaphoric use of the demonstra-
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tives, see below). If the referent is within sight, the demonstrative is often 
accompanied by a gesture. 

Following are some examples of noun phrases with demonstrative deter-
miners illustrating agreement with the head noun: 

(1) a. tg6 ba-ηί 
DEM.G1S river-DEF(G 1S) 
'this/that river' 

b. mpif cyde-bft 
DEM.G1P women-DEF(GlP) 
'these/those women' 

c. f)k6 kän-he 
DEM.G2S village-DEF(G2S) 
'this/that village' 

d. ßcii käri-gfi 
DEM.G3P affairs-DEF(G3P) 
'these/those affairs' 

e. ht6 nätjkdpyi-r6 
DEM.G4 children-DEF(G4) 
'these/those children' 

Following are some examples in which the demonstrative is used as a pro-
noun. Note that it may be modified by a definite 'other' determiner, and by 
an indefinite determiner: 

(2) a. Mu ä pyi a ήβέ cd la? 
you PERF PAST PERF DEM.G1S know Q 
'Did you know this/that one?' 

b. Fyl-qa ä pyi thpii sanm-pii jd. 
python-DEF PERF PASTDEM.GIP OTHER-DEF(GIP) swallow 
'The python had swallowed those others.' 

c. Mli fly ε a mpif wä ci me. 
I NEG PERF DEM.G IP IND.G1S know NEG 
Ί don't know any of these/those.' 

In addition to their deictic function, demonstratives also have developed a 
secondary anaphoric use. Following are some examples: 

(3) a. as a pronoun 

Mil shin-c6rji u ä pyi ύ wi... 
my person-know.GIS he PERF be he it.is 
'He was a person known to me... 

(12 clause interval) 
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Ämü i)g6 ä pyi. 
thus DEM.G1S PERF do 
It was thus that this one did/ 

b. as a determiner 

Kä ciß-jyd-rji si jwd... 
and woman-old-DEF(GlS) NARR say 
'Then the old woman said... 

(56 clause interval) 

mä sä nb ήβέ ciß-jyd-ηί ni-nü-tji na 
and go arrive DEM.GIS woman-old-DEF ADJ-same-DEF at 
and (she = participant introduced in the interval) met with that 
same old woman...' 

This anaphoric use of the demonstratives is quite rare in the corpus. 
The demonstratives have a post-head use in relative clauses. As noted in 

5.1.2.8 the relative pronouns/determiners are derived from the demonstra-
tives by the simple addition of the suffix -mö. The demonstrative without 
this suffix may also be used as a relative determiner provided the head of the 
relative clause is fronted to the beginning of the clause: 

(4) Mobilf-yi jij6 yi mpyi 
truck-DEF(G2P) DEM.G2P they(G2P) be.PAST 
'The trucks that were 

Bdbo kti-ni jia-nf na k6, 
Bobo road-DEF route-DEF on REL 
on the Bobo route, 

yire puni mpyi na si ji-jy6r6 shwbhoqi i. 
they(EMPH.G2P) all were PROG FUT FP-stop between in 
they were all going to stop in between (i.e. were not going all the 
way to Bobo).' 

The post-head demonstrative may preserve a proximal/distal distinction 
which has been lost elsewhere. This will be discussed below in connection 
with the simple determiners. See chapter 13 for a description of relative 
clauses. 

The anaphoric and emphatic pronouns (for the forms, see chapter 5, sec-
tions 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2) are used only for coreference, and have no deictic 
function. Anaphoric pronouns, which are phonologically clitics, may not be 
placed in focus or topic position nor may they appear in predicate nominal 
position. In all these places emphatics must be used instead. 

Following are some examples of both anaphoric and emphatic pronouns 
used as determiners: 
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(5) simple determiners 

a. u pyb-ψ 
this.GIS child-DEF(GlS) 
'this/that child' 

b. pi cyde-bii 
these.GlP women-DEF(GlP) 
'these/those women' 

c. Ii kü-ni 
this.G3S road-DEF(G3S) 
'this/that road' 

(6) emphatic determiners 

a. uru na-qi 
this(EMPH.G 1S) man-DEF(G 1S) 
'this/that man' 

b. yire vään-yi 
these(EMPH.G2P) cloth-DEF(G2P) 
'these/those clothes' 

c. tire kya-ä-re 
this(EMPH.G4)chew-G4-DEF(G4) 
'this/that meat' 

As shown in these examples, the head noun in such a noun phrase normally 
takes the definite suffix. There is one frozen expression where this is not the 
case. The simple gender 2 singular determiner ku is used with the indefinite 
canija 'day' in time expressions meaning 'that day': 

(7) Ku canqa nümpanqa na, 
that.G2S day.G2S tomorrow on 
'The next day (lit. on that day's tomorrow), 

bu-qi tö-td nämpwuun-bii tnaha p-caala. 
dead.person-DEF bury-bury guests-DEF HAB IP-disperse 
the guests who have come to bury the dead person disperse (to their 
respective villages).' 

The use of the simple and emphatic determiners parallels their use as pro-
nouns. The anaphoric pronouns, as the label implies, are used for ordinary 
anaphoric coreference. The antecedent may be one or many clauses back in 
the text. The emphatics, on the other hand, typically have their antecedent in 
the preceding clause or at most two clauses back. They are used in contexts 
of high referential interference, that is, when more than one potential coref-
erent is in the preceding discourse. They can often be translated with a de-
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monstrative, but it is important to note that they have no extra-discourse de-
ictic function. 

As determiners, both the simple (anaphoric) and the emphatic pronouns 
may be translated with demonstratives. The antecedent for a noun phrase 
with an emphatic must be in the immediately preceding context. 

Both the anaphoric and the emphatic pronouns have developed specialized 
uses in complex sentences, which are dealt with in chapters 11, 12, and 13. 
In general, the simple pronouns are used in more tightly bound construc-
tions, and the emphatics are used in more loosely bound constructions. For 
example, anaphoric pronouns must be used as resumptive pronouns for pre-
posed focused subject noun phrases, where no pause intervenes, whereas 
emphatic pronouns may be used as resumptive pronouns for preposed topics, 
where a pause commonly intervenes: 

(8) a. focus construction, no pause 

Mu u a I) py). 
you she PERF it do 
'It is you that has done it.1 

b. topic construction, with pause 

Sukwoo C&bä, ura a kwü. 
Sikasso Tieba he(EMPH)PERF die 
'Tiiba of Sikasso, he died.' 

An emphatic may be used together with a demonstrative as a double deter-
miner. The function of this combination is anaphoric rather than exophoric. 
Following is an example: 

(9) Lira a ύ tä ύ ά kära a kwb 
this PERF him find he.COMP PERF go SC finish 
'Meanwhile he had already gone 

\νύύ yyihi na mot0-bw5h0 πά. 
us face at motorcycle-big.G2S on 
ahead of us on a big motorcycle. 

Kuru i)k6 motö-ge 
this(EMPH.G2S) DEM(G2S) motorcycle-DEF(G2S) 
That motorcycle 

jiye u wogo. 
be his POSS.G2S 
belongs to him.' 

A noun phrase consisting of a demonstrative as head and a simple pronoun 
as determiner may function as the predicate in a non-verbal presentative 
clause. The meaning is either deictic or cataphoric. Recall that the demon-
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stratives are derived from the identifier pronouns by the addition of the pre-
fix N-. This prefix has mid tone in this construction: 

(10) a. Jd u ye? 
who s/he DEM(GIS) Q 
'Who is that?' 

b. Lire ηύη-ke ku ijke:... 
this(EMPH.G3S)head-DEF(G2S) it DEM(G2S) 
'The meaning of this is this:...' 

c. Pwun-iji fiin-gkä-ni Ii ndd:... 
dog-DEFconsider.totem-manner-DEF(G3S)is DEM(G3S) 
'The manner in which the dog came to be considered a totem 
is this:...' 

This same kind of phrase consisting of a determiner plus a demonstrative 
may be used in place of a simple demonstrative as the determiner following 
a preposed relativized noun phrase. The reference is then often, but not nec-
essarily deictic. The simple determiner has a tendancy to be reduced pho-
netically in this context. The determiners in genders 2 and 3 singular in par-
ticular are often replaced by a lengthening of the demonstrative prefix. The 
noun may also be preceded by a demonstrative. It is noteworthy that a 
proximal/distal distinction is preserved in this context, though only by some 
speakers. The distinction is marked by tone, the proximal having a simple 
high tune (like the demonstrative used as a pronoun or determiner) and the 
distal a high-low tune. 

(11) IJk6 ci-g6 ku qk6 [qqk6] ' nähä ke, 
DEM(G2S) tree-DEF(G2S) it(G2S) DEM(G2S) here REL 
'This tree (which is) here, 

nä r)k£ ci-g6 ku ijke [qqke] merji i k6 
and DEM(G2S) tree-DEF(G2S) it(G2S) DEM(G2S) there at REL 
and that tree (which is) 

ci-nü-yi yi ßye yi yi. 
tree-same-G2P they be they .COMP they.are.G2P 
they are the same (kind of) tree.' 

6.1.2. Post-head determiners 

The three major types of post-head determiner all signal less-than-definite 
reference. In one type the reference is unknown by the hearer, in another it 
is unknown by the speaker, and in the third it requires an additional compu-
tation beyond that necessary to establish the reference indicated by a simple 
definite determiner. 
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6.1.2.1. Indefinite/partitive and indefinite 'other' 

Like all the other determiners, the indefinite determiners (for the forms, see 
chapter 5, section 5.1.2.4) normally require a definite head noun. The noun 
phrase as a whole, however, is indefinite. 

(12) a. pücwd-rji wä 
girl-DEF(GlS) IND(GIS) 
'a (certain) girl' 

b. cyde-bii pi) 
women-DEF(G 1P)IND(G 1P) 
'some women' 

c. ku-ni la 
road-DEF(G3S) IND(G3S) 
'a (certain) road' 

d. kya-ä-re tä 
chew-G4-DEF(G4) IND(G4) 
'some meat' 

It could well be asked why such a complex form is needed when the noun 
in its indefinite form (i.e. with the basic gender suffix only) would do as 
well. The answer lies in the domain of referentiality. Simple indefinite nouns 
can be either referential or non-referential. In the former case, they are often 
of low discourse topicality. The more complex construction with an indefi-
nite determiner, when used in a non-partitive sense in an affirmative clause, 
is referential, and moreover, participants introduced in this way tend to be 
highly topical. One can therefore say that the simple noun is often non-refer-
ential from a pragmatic point of view, and that one major function of the in-
definite determiner is to code referential indefinites of importance in the dis-
course. The indefinite determiner or pronoun basically instructs the hearer 
not to search the environment or the preceding discourse for a referent, but 
rather to store the information for future reference. 

The indefinite determiner may also be used with partitive meaning. In this 
case the determiner does not need to agree in number with the head, but only 
in gender. That is, a singular determiner may follow a plural head, as in the 
following examples: 

(13) a .pi cien-bif wä 
their younger.siblings-DEF(GIP)IND(GIS) 
'one of their younger siblings' 

b. wüu wä 
we IND(GIS) 
'one of us' 
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As the latter example shows, the head of an indefinite determiner may be a 
pronoun. Some examples with third person pronoun heads are: 

(14) a. Kä u ύ 1j-kär6 
and he NARR IP-go 
'Then he went 

mäsäkwü kbb-g6 k& e, 
sweet.potatofield-DEF(G2S) IND(G2S) in 
into a sweet potato field, 

mä sä uru wä kün. 
and go it(EMPH.GlS) IND(GIS) crunch 
and ate one.' 

b. Mbdömbää-yimäha käri-gii punf pyi, 
discord-DEF HAB things-DEF(G3P) all do 
'Discord does all (sorts of) things, 

$kää Ii lä /Jye ηϊβοεηηε me. 
but it(G3S) IND(G3S) be good.G3S NEG 
but not one (of them) is good/ 

The last example above illustrates a further point that should be made. In 
most cases in affirmative, realis clauses, the noun phrase containing an in-
definite determiner is referential, but this is not the case in negative and ir-
realis clauses, where such a noun phrase usually must be understood to be 
non-referential. 

As stated above, the head noun ordinarily takes the definite suffix even 
with the indefinite determiner. There are a couple of exceptions to this rule 
however, in which the head noun is indefinite. One is the common time 
phrase cant) kä 'one day1, much used in narratives. The more regular cängke 
kä is possible, but rarely heard. Another exception is found in the subject of 
an exclamatory clause with a deictic identifier pronoun as predicate. In some 
cases this seems to have a slightly pejorative force, as in the following ex-
ample: 

(15) Pyä wä wdf 
child IND(GIS) it.is(GlS) 
'What a (troublesome) child! (lit. Here's a child!)' 

It should be noted that the ambiguity occasioned by the dual function pro-
noun/determiner together with the similar word order of genitive and pre-
head determiner is naturally absent for post-head determiners. When these 
occur before a noun, they must be interpreted as (genitive) pronouns. The 
head (possessed) noun in this case must be in the indefinite form: 
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(16) a. wä pyä 
IND(GIS) child 
'someone's child* 

b. wä jwü-mü 
IND(GIS) say-G5 
'someone's words' 

Of course a head noun plus indefinite determiner may be a genitive noun 
phrase, in which case the determiner is sandwiched between the nouns. The 
possessed noun must still be indefinite: 

(17) a. nä-gi wä cwd 
man-DEF(GlS) IND(GIS) wife 
'a (certain) man's wife' 

b. ced-i7/ wä ba-ga 
woman-DEF(G 1S) IND(G 1S) house-G2S 
'a (certain) woman's house' 

The indefinite 'other' determiners (see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.5 for the 
forms) differ from the indefinite determiners/pronouns in having antecedents 
of sorts, perhaps better described as "alterantecedents". That is, the indefi-
nite 'other* means "another of the category mentioned before". For example, 
when one woman has already been mentioned, another may be introduced 
with the phrase: 

(18) ced-qi wä-bire 
woman-DEF(G 1 S)IND(G 1 S)-OTHER 
'another woman' 

Examples from other genders are: 

(19) a. mobili-ge kä-biri 
car-DEF(G2S) IND(G2S)-OTHER 
'another truck' 

b. yacS-ni lä-beri 
belly-DEF(G3S) IND(G3S)-OTHER 
'another pregnancy' 

c. käri-gif cO-bäri 
affairs-DEF(G3P) IND(G3P)-OTHER 
'other affairs' 

Like the simple indefinites, the indefinite 'other' forms can be used as pro-
nouns. In the following example, the "alterantecedent" is in the same sen-
tence: 
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(20) Mpi asi yiri kuru cyä-ge c 
hare HAB.SEQ rise that(EMPH.G2S)place-DEF(G2S) at 
'Hare would get up from that place 

mäha sä gw0ho kä-berd c. 
HAB go hide IND(G2S)-OTHER in 
and go hide in another.1 

6.1.2.2. Interrogative determiners 

The interrogative and emphatic interrogative determiners (see chapter 5, sec-
tions 5.1.2.9 and 5.1.2.10 for the forms) are 'indefinite* in the sense that the 
speaker does not know the reference, but assumes that the hearer does. As 
with the indefinite determiners, the head noun takes a definite suffix. For a 
description of the use of these determiners as well as examples, see chapter 
14, section 14.2.2.6. 

6.1.2.3. Definite 'other' determiners 

The definite 'other' determiners (see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.11 for the 
forms) differ from all other determiners in that they cannot be used as pro-
nouns. They require either a noun or pronoun head, with which they agree in 
gender and number like the other determiners. In meaning, they are the 
definite counterparts of the indefinite 'other' determiners and the indefi-
nite/partitives. They mean either 'the other(s)' or 'the rest/remainder'. They 
thus require an (alter)antecedent.1 Some examples with noun heads: 

(21) a. Kä υ υ slpciiyi taha 
and he NARR firewood.DEF set 
'He set the firewood 

fukän-ge kä na, 
shoulder-DEF(G2S) IND(G2S) on 
on one shoulder, 

maä marafämpuni taha 
and.NARR gun.barrel.DEF(G3S) set 
and put the gun barrel 

fukän-ge sänq-ke na 
shoulder-DEF(G2S) OTHER-DEF(G2S) on 
on the other shoulder and was coming.' 

na ma. 
PROG come.IMPFV 
and was coming.' 
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b. ...mu ari ύ tää ke ki, 
you HAB.SEQ it apportion ten ten 

'...you divide it ( = the thread) into (two groups of) ten each, 

maa ke Je 
and.NARR ten put 
and put ten 

kämpai]-k6 kä u ndirile e, 
side-DEF(G2S)IND(G2S) GEN heddlesin 
in the heddles of one side, 

maä kg-ηϊ sän-ηί le 
and.NARR ten-DEF(GlS) OTHER-DEF(GIS) put 
and put the other ten 

kämpar)-k6 sänq-ke e. 
side-DEF(G2S)OTHER-DEF(G2S) in 
in the other side.1 

Any of the pre-head determiners/pronouns may function as the head of the 
definite 'other' determiner. Some examples are: 

(22) a. Pdd-gi nu-vworo-gf IwohS e 
catfish-DEF(GlS) ADJ-go.out-DEF(GlS) water.DEF from 

u tunmpä ä pi sanm-ρίί körb. 
GEN noise.DEF PERF they OTHER-DEF(G2P) chase 

'The noise of the catfish coming out of the water frightened the 
others away.* 

b. Jlyige na kä mii tuqi s) yirä 
morning.DEF at and my father.DEF NARR rise 
'In the morning my father got up 

ä u ^kwuu-bii sanm-ρίί ta 
SC his chickens-DEF(G 1P)OTHER-DEF(G 1P) find 
and found the rest of his chickens 

sicyiird. Fy)ya ä pyi a 
four python.DEF PERF PAST SC 
were (only) four. The python had 

mpii sanm-ρίί yd. 
DEM(GIP) OTHER-DEF(GIP) swallow 
swallowed the others.' 

Like all determiners, the definite 'other' determiners take a definite head 
noun. Because their noun gender marking is that used on nouns, they them-
selves may take either definite or indefinite suffixes. In all the above exam-
ples, the definite form is used, and this is by far the most common usage. In 
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fact, although speakers will readily supply the indefinite forms if asked for 
them, only two naturally occurring cases have been recorded, compared to 
more than fifty of the definite forms. It is curious that both these cases are in 
gender 4, but no explanation for this has been found. The meaning appears 
to be the same as when the definite form is used. 

6.2. Genitive constructions 

Genitive (possessor) noun phrases are like pre-head determiners in that they 
precede the head noun. They are functionally similar in that they most fre-
quently indicate definite reference, though indefinite genitives are also pos-
sible. In the following description, genitives with nominal heads will be dealt 
with first, followed by a description of genitives with pronominal heads. 

6.2.1. Simple genitives 

The genitive construction in Supyire is marked solely by tonal changes. The 
genitive (possessor) noun phrase precedes the head (possessed) noun, and 
most of the tone changes which are possible in the language affect the head. 
Briefly, the changes are: 1) a mid tone genitive raises a low tone head to 
mid; 2) a low tone spreads from a genitive onto a following weak mid head; 
3) a mid tone genitive raises a following weak mid head to high tone. See 
chapter 2 sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 for details of how these rules work. 

There is a marked genitive construction which has a genitive particle u be-
tween the possessor and the possessed nouns. It functions to encode contras-
tive focus on the possessor nominal. This construction is described in section 
12.1.3 of chapter 12. 

Semantically, the genitive construction covers a much wider range of rela-
tionships than legal ownership of property. Supyire makes no syntactic dis-
tinction between inalienable "possession" such as part-whole and kinship re-
lations and alienable possession. 

There are no special possessive pronouns in Supyire. Any pronoun except 
the reflexives, independent possessives, and identifiers may function as a 
genitive. The pronoun agrees with its antecedent and not with the head 
(possessed) noun. Determiners may be distinguished from genitives on this 
basis: 

(23) a. determiner, agrees with head 

$k6 ba-g6 
DEM(G2S) house-DEF(G2S) 
'this/that house'2 
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b. genitive, agrees with antecedent 

ήβέ ba-g6 
DEM(GIS) house-DEF(G2S) 
'this/that one's house' 

If the antecedent happens to be of the same number and gender as the head 
(possessed) noun, then the genitive will appear to agree. Here is where tonal 
changes are of service. Determiners cause no tone perturbations at all, but in 
a genitive construction the floating low tone which follows every definite 
pronoun spreads onto the following head noun if it can. If this spread of low 
tone takes place, therefore, one immediately knows that one is in the pres-
ence of a genitive construction rather than a determiner plus head noun. 
Following are some examples: 

(24) a. determiner, no tone changes in head 

f)g6 ced-rji 
DEM(GIS) woman-DEF(GlS) 
'this/that woman' 

uru pwün-ηϊ 
this(EMPH.G lS)dog-DEF(G IS) 
'this/that (previously mentioned) dog' 

b. genitive, tone changes in head 

])g£ cdd-rji 
DEM(GIS) woman-DEF(GlS) 
'this/that one's wife' 

uru pwün-ηί 
his/her(EMPH.G 1 S)dog-DEF(G IS) 
'his/her dog' 

The simple determiner/pronoun u, which behaves phono logically as a cli-
tic, does not provide as much help here. If the noun's tune is mid-low, as in 
cedyi and pwunrji, the mid-low tune of the pronoun merges with it to pro-
duce a mid-low tune over all. Thus u pwugi could mean either 'his/her dog' 
or 'this/that dog'. Only when the head noun has a basic weak mid tune does 
the floating low of the simple pronoun/determiner provide any distinction, 
the low of the pronoun turning up on the noun. Thus 'this/that vervet mon-
key', with the noun tune intact, is u koorji\ but 'his/her vervet monkey' is u 
kodgi. 

First and second person pronouns, when they precede nouns, may only be 
interpreted as genitives. They cause the same tonal perturbations as nouns 
with similar tunes. In the following examples the underlying tones are given 
above, the surface tones being marked on the vowels: 
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(25) a. LMw MwL-Mw L 
m)i ίύ-φ 
my father-DEF(GlS) 
'my father' 

b. Ms L-Mw L 
mu pya-rji 
your child-DEF(GlS) 
'your child' 

c. LMw MwL-Mw L 
y)) ίύ-ηΐ 
your.PL father-DEF(GlS) 
'your father' 

d. LMw MwL-Ms L 
\νύύ (ηύ-ηϊ 
our mother-DEF(GlS) 
'our mother' 

The first and second person non-declarative pronouns may be used in geni-
tive constructions in declarative clauses when they are reflexive, i.e. when 
they are coreferential with the subject of the clause: 

(26) Kä mi) / nä yääyi lwb a kard... 
and I NARR my.NONDECL thing.DEF take SC go 
'Then I took my things and went...' 

The non-declarative first person pronouns are also used as genitives in voca-
tives (ordinary first person pronouns are excluded in this function): 

(27) Na cevoo Zhy6, taä mu na 
my .NONDECL friend Ζ 'ιέ where you PROG 

η -kiig6 ke? 
IP-go.IMPFV LOCQ 

'My friend Ζϊέ, where are you going?' 

Nominal genitives, like pronominal ones, have no special form, the geni-
tive construction being signalled solely by the application of the tonal 
changes if the tonal environment is right. Examples with tonal changes are: 

(28) a. L Mw L Mw Mw L 
kän -he mi -g6 
village -DEF(G2S) name -DEF(G2S) 
'the village's name' 
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b. L Mw L Mw L Mw L 
ήίύύ -qi fükän -yf 
chicken-DEF(GlS) wing -DEF(G2P) 
'the chicken's wings' 

c. L Η LMw MwL Mw L 
Yäkü bä pyin -gc 
Yakuba compound-DEF(G2S) 
'Yakuba's compound' 

Of course often the initial tone of the head (possessed) noun is not the one 
required for a tone rule, and so there is no overt marking of the genitive con-
struction, the two nouns simply being juxtaposed, as in the following exam-
ples: 

(29) a. kän-he dii-g6 
village-DEF(G2S) stream-DEF(G2S) 
'the village's stream' 

b. pytn-ge ndgd/yd-gf 
compound-DEF(G2S)old.man-DEF(G2S) 
'the old(est) man of the family' 

Multiple genitives are possible: 

(30) a. u tu-ηϊ ba-g6 
his father-DEF(GlS) house-DEF(G2S) 
'his father's house' 

b. m)) ηύ-ηϊ nu-Jyä-ge 
my mother-DEF(G 1S) mother-old-DEF(G2S) 
'my mother's grandmother' 

As stated above, the genitive is functionally like a pre-head determiner, 
and therefore does not co-occur with any pre-head determiners. It is compat-
ible with post-head determiners, however: 

(31) a. ced-gi pyä-yi wä 
woman-DEF(G 1 S)child-DEF(G 1S) IND(GIS) 
'one of the woman's children' 

b. ced-qi ΡΥ&-φ sän-rji 
woman-DEF(G 1 S)child-DEF(G 1S) OTHER-DEF(G 1S) 
'the woman's other child' 

In the examples given so far both the genitive (possessor) and the head 
noun have been referential and definite. In the following example the geni-
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tive is referential but indefinite. Note that in Supyire the head must also be 
indefinite, contrary to the usual practice in English: 

(32) ceö-yi wä ba-ga 
woman-DEF(G 1 S)IND(G 1S) house-G2S 
'the house of a certain woman' 

When the possessor is no/i-referential and indefinite, the possessed noun 
may be definite. Such genitives are widely used to indicate the category of 
the head, as shown in the following: 

(33) a. mäsäkwü kbb-g6 
sweet.potato field-DEF(G2S) 
'the sweet-potato field' 

b. si-ge nii-yi 
bush-G2S cows-DEF(G2P) 
'the bush-cows' 

c. känhä yätoo-Γέ 
village.G2S animals-DEF(G4) 
'domestic animals' 

This type of "classifying" genitive functions like a loose compound. Even 
when preceded by a definite genitive themselves, they remain non-referential 
(and indefinite in form): 

(34) a. u pyen-ga sh)in-bii 
his/her compound-G2S people-DEF(GlP) 
'the people of his/her compound' 
i.e. his/her extended family 

b. wüu kän-hä faapyii-btf puni 
our village-G2S farmers-DEF(GlP) all 
'all the farmers of our village' 

One other use of indefinites in genitive constructions should be briefly 
mentioned. The noun känhä 'village, town' when used as the head in a place 
name is normally indefinite: 

(35) a. Fäägä Känhä 
Farakala village 
'Farakala' 

b. Sogo Kanha 
Sikasso village 
'Sikasso' 
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6.2.2. Genitives with pronominal heads 

It was noted above that almost any pronoun may function as the genitive 
(possessor) in a genitive construction. Ordinary pronouns may not function 
as the head of a genitive construction, however. Instead, a special possessive 
pronominal root wu- is used. Wu- is undoubtedly the etymological source of 
the genitive particle υ used in contrastive genitive constructions (see chapter 
12, section 12.1.3), and like the latter has weak mid tone. It takes ordinary 
noun gender suffixes, both indefinite and definite, to agree with its antece-
dent (see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.12 for the forms). The antecedents are in-
cluded in the following examples to show this agreement: 

(36) a. Ki Zäntüqö si sümä-ηί sähä cydd, 
and Hyena NARR grain-DEF(GIS) place show 
'Then Hyena showed the place where the grain was, 

kä Mpi si ύ wu-qi wwü... 
and Hare NARR his POSS-DEF(GIS) take.out 
and Hare took out his ...' 

b. Mpii cyfce-btt mü shüännigi ßye 
DEM(GIP) women-DEF(GlP) also two.DEF be 
'These two women are 

mil wii-u. 
my POSS-G1P 
mine.' 

c. Uru na t)-käag6 sä ύ käcll-yi bärä 
he(EMPH) PROG IP-go.IMPFV go his bone-DEF(G2P) add 
'He was going to go add his bones 

Bämbeme wu-yi na Sogo Kanha na. 
Babemba POSS-DEF(G2P) on Sikassotown at 
to Babemba's in Sikasso.'3 

The possessed pronoun may also be used without an overt antecedent. The 
gender 3 singular form is used in a number of expressions to refer to the 
general situation or circumstances of the possessor, as in the following: 

(37) a. Sigkare wu-ύ-ηΐ khn), 
Sungalo POSS-G3S-DEF(G3S) TOP 
'As for Sungalo, 

u a sä ä kalifyS4 ηύτηέ han! 
he PERF go PERF be.qualified now EXCL 
he is really qualified now!' 
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b. Kila gä mu wü-d-ni labä, 
God COND your POSS-G3S-DEF(G3S) finish 
'When God brings your life to an end, 

ma πιύ ahä ß-jwit 
you.NONDECL also Ρ ROH IP-say 
you must not say 

na mu a cyi mi. 
that you PERF refuse NEG 
that you refuse.' 

The gender 3 singular form can also mean 'will' or 'desire': 

(38) Wä wü-u pye na n-tuu-li 
IND POSS-G3S be PROG IP-pass-IMPFV 
'No one's will surpasses 

Kile wü-ύ-ηί na me. 
God POSS-G3S-DEF(G3S) on NEG 
God's.' 

Two further uses of the possessive pronoun root will be dealt with below: 
in ordinal numbers (section 6.3.2) and in post-head descriptive genitive 
phrases (section 6.5). 

6.3. Numerals and quantifiers 

Numerals and quantifiers follow their head noun. They differ from post-head 
determiners in several ways. Whereas determiners agree with the head noun 
in gender, the quantifiers and cardinal numbers (the ordinal numbers are an 
exception) do not agree with the head noun, but instead belong to a gender 
of their own (for the most part either gender 1 or 3) or else have no gender. 
No tone rules apply between a determiner and its head, but such rules do 
apply between head and following quantifier. In fact, numerals and quantifi-
ers behave tonally exactly as if they were possessed nouns in a genitive 
construction (again with the exception of the ordinals). 

The cardinal and ordinal numerals form the subject of the next two subsec-
tions. The final subsection will deal with the quantifiers. 

6.3.1. Cardinal numbers 

When the head noun is indefinite, the bare number is used. The singular 
form of the noun is used with the number 'one' and the plural form with all 
other numbers. Numbers behave tonally as if they were possessed nouns.5 
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Low-weak mid numbers, for example, become mid-high following a head 
which ends in a mid tone: 

(39) a. baga niqkin 
house one 
'one house1 

b. wy)gii shuunni 
holes two 
'two holes' 

c. canmpyäa taanr6 
days three 
'three days' 

Weak mid-low numbers become high in the same environment: 

(40) a. tooyi käqkürö 
times five 
'five times' 

b. cyde ki 
women ten 
'ten women' 

c. toonmpyäa b6päägä 
bullets twenty 
'twenty bullets' 

When the head is definite, the number may take a definite suffix. All the 
numbers except 400 belong to gender 1, and are singular in form, regardless 
of the gender or number of the head. Following are examples with the num-
ber 'one ' : 

(41) a. ku kkn-he n)gk)n-rjf 
that village-DEF(G2S) one-DEF(GlS) 
'that one village' 

b. lire nirjkin-gi 
this(EMPH.G3S)one-DEF(G 1S) 
'this one (thing)' or, 'this alone' 

With the numbers ' two' and ' three' , two codings are available if the head is 
definite. One, the less common, is to use the definite form of the number, as 
with one: 

(42) a. pi cyde-bit shüürwi-rjf 
those women-DEF(G 1 P)two-DEF(G 1S) 
'those two women' 
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b. yire vään-yi täänrd-ηί 
those(EMPH) cloth-DEF(G2P) three-DEF(GlS) 
'those three cloths' 

An alternate, more common coding, is to place the inclusive quantifier πιύ 
'also' between the head and the number, which appears without a suffix.6 

The τηύ is obligatory with a simple or demonstrative pronoun head. I have 
not been able to detect a difference in meaning between the definite suffix 
and the πιύ codings. Speakers insist that they are equivalent. Note that πιύ 
accepts the floating low tone following the definite noun or pronoun and 
thus appears as τηύ: 

(43) a. cire wy)gi-gii mü s/ιύύηη) 
those(EMPH) holes-DEF(G3P) also two 
'those two holes' 

b. pi πιύ shüänn) 
they also two 
'they two' 

c. ma cyde-bii πιύ täänrd 
your.NONDECL women-DEF(GlP)also three 
'your three wives' 

With numbers higher than ' three', only the definite suffix coding is em-
ployed. Naturally occurring (unelicited) examples with definite heads are 
rare. The following is an example with a pronoun head. Note that the defi-
nite suffix appears only on the last word of the composite number: 

(44) ci bepaaga ηά ki-gi 
they(G3P) twenty and ten-DEF(GlS) 
'they thirty' 

The noun shin 'person', when head of a numeral, does not take a definite 
suffix even when it is definite. It is regularly used in expressions such as 'we 
three', 'you five ' . The number may or may not take the definite suffix: 

(45) a. wüu stiiin taanr6 
we person.GlP three 
'we three' 

b. y)i shiin kägküru-rj/ 
you.PL person.GlP five-DEF(GlS) 
'you five' 

It should be pointed out that anaphoric agreement in gender and number 
with a noun phrase containing a definite number (bearing a gender 1 singular 
definite suffix) is determined by the head noun, not by the number: 
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(46) a. Pire näpjii-bft shüünnl-iji 
These(EMPH) young.men-DEF(GlP) two-DEF(GlS) 
These two young men 

nä ρ) tü-ηί nä ρ) ηύ-tji... 
and their(GIP) father-DEF and their(GlP)mother-DEF 
and their father and their mother../ 

b. Mii a düfaän-yi shüünn)-tji pya 
I PERF donkey-DEF(G2P)two-DEF(GlS) see 
I saw two donkeys 

yf i n-tuu-loΡ 
they(G2P).COMP PROG IP-pass-IMPFV 
passing by.' 

The number follows the indefinite/partitive determiner when they co-oc-
cur: 

(47) a. ήάέ jiri-ηί la nirjkin 
DEM breast-DEF IND one 
'one of these breasts' 

b. bu-rjf py)i-bif p)) s/ιύύηη) 
deceased-DEF children-DEF IND two 
'two of the children of the deceased person' 

No unelicited examples of numbers co-occurring with other post-head de-
terminers or with other quantifiers have been recorded. However, speakers 
readily produce noun phrases containing both numbers and quantifiers such 
as 'only' and 'all '. In such phrases, the number precedes the quantifier: 

(48) a. ώρίί nämi-ρίί k£-tji kani% 

DEM men-DEF ten-DEF only 
'only those ten men' 

b. thpif fyäa-bff ki-qi punί 
DEM fish-DEF ten-DEF all 
'all of those ten fish' 

The definite 'other' determiner likewise follows the number, at least for 
some speakers. Note that the determiner agrees in noun class with the num-
ber rather than with the head noun:9 

(49) mpfi cyde-bii beßaagä-rji sän-tji 
DEM women-DEF(G 1 P)twenty-DEF(G 1S) OTHER-DEF(GIS) 
'those remaining twenty women' 

Repetition of a number has a distributive meaning: 
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(50) a. Κά pi / wüü sÄrä 
and they NARR us pay 
'Then they paid us 

tämii shüünni shüünnl 
5.francs.GlP two two 
ten francs each/ 

b. U ahä ίή-pyf tororjii b6ßäägä, 
it COND IP-be units.G3P twenty 
'When it is twenty, 

mu ari ύ tää ke ki... 
you HAB.SEQ it divide ten ten 
you divide it (into groups of) ten each.' 

When the number is complex, only the last element is repeated: 

(51) a. baa-shüünni shüünti) 
five-two two 
'seven each' 

b. ke nä kägkürd kägkürö 
ten and five five 
'fifteen each' 

c. bejiaaga nä ke ki 
twenty and ten ten 
'thirty each' 

Repetition o f ' o n e ' may also mean 'a few': 

(52) Mii a nirjkin nlrjkln c6. 
I PERF one one know 
Ί know a few (e.g. numbers).' 

Similar to this last example is the simple juxtaposition of successive numbers 
to indicate an indeterminate amount. This is most common with 'two' and 
'three', but is possible with higher numbers: 

(53) a. Cibilaayi shuunni täänrd ta-toro-ge e... 
weeks two three LOC-pass-G2S in 
'After about two or three weeks...' 

b. shiin käykürö bään) 
people five six 
'five or six people' 

A true disjunction ('either two or three') must use the conjunction 'or ' : 
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(54) ...pi / yir6 wwü vään-yi i, 
they SEQ them(EMPH) take.out cloths-DEF from 

'...they take them from among the cloths, 

väänyi täänrd wä/ά sicyiird. 
cloths three or four 
three or four cloths.'10 

Numbers may be used substantially, without a head noun, when the refer-
ence is clear from the context. Some examples are: 

(55) a. Kä u ύ... ijkvniubff jd 
and it NARR chickens.DEF swallow 
'Then it ( = the python)...swallowed the chickens, 

mä pi sanmii yaha sicyiird. 
and them OTHER.G1P leave four 
leaving four (lit. and left the others four).' 

b. ... gäabii si ή-tdrd karjkuro na mi. 
families FUT FP-pass five on NEG 

'...the families would not number more than five/ 

c. Jlyähii luuzuubff käni 
people.of.Nyaha hunters.DEF only 
'The hunters from Nyaha alone 

nä beßaaga nä ki bö bdmipi!6 έ. 
PAST twenty and ten kill baboons.DEF in 
killed thirty of (lit. in) the baboons.' 

Before leaving the cardinal numbers, some further observations on the use 
of nigkin 'one' are necessary. Although it may be used simply to mean 
'one', it is far more frequently used to mean something more like 'only one', 
or 'one alone'. That is, it is used rather like the exclusive quantifiers to be 
discussed in section 6.3.3.2 below. Such quantifiers tend to draw the focus 
of assertion to themselves. This makes sense in the case of 'one' once it is 
recalled that the simple singular form of the noun has singular meaning, at 
least when used referentially. The addition of the number thus makes a 
highly marked noun phrase.11 Some examples of this focus use of 'one' are: 

(56) a. Kä mi) f if dfrf mä Ii tä 
and I NARR it pull and it find 
Ί pulled it ( = the fishing line) and found it 

iä ä dügd eye nitjkin nä. 
it.COMP PERF be.heavy hand one on 
too heavy for just one hand.' 
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b. Shin nirjkin u a ja a kit bd la? 
person one he PERF be.able SC it kill Q 
'Could one person alone have killed it?' 

One further use of nigkin should be mentioned. Used substantially as a 
predicate nominal, it means 'the same': 

(57) a. Pi käri-gii num-pyiq-kii nä wüü wo-gff 
their things-DEF ADJ-do-DEF and our POSS-DEF 
'Their customs and ours 

wa niykin mi. 
NEG.be.there one NEG 
are not the same.1 

b. Pi punä ά s)) lilqkin. 
they all PERF be.EMPH one 
'They are all the same/ 

6.3.2. Ordinal numbers 

In contrast to the cardinals, ordinal numbers agree with their head in noun 
class, as illustrated in the following examples: 

(58) a. lere-yi kaqkuru-wit-iji 
hour-DEF(GlS) five-POSS-DEF(GlS) 
'the fifth hour' 

b. yuj-ke tanra-wd-g6 
month-DEF(G2S) third-POSS-DEF(G2S) 
'the third month' 

c. känjy))-ni shon-wüü-ni 
neighborhoods-DEF(G3S) second-POSS-DEF(G3S) 
'the second neighborhood' 

d. bile-re shon-wd-rd 
slave-G4 second-POSS-G4 
'a second (time of) slavery' 

Some time words typically form compounds with the following ordinal, so 
that there is only one gender suffix for the whole construction. Two nouns 
are exclusively used this way when modified by an ordinal: canya 'day' 
(root = canN-\ the individuated form canm-pyi- 'day-seed' is also com-
monly used with the ordinals) and toogo ' t ime'12 (root = toN-). Both of 
these nouns are in gender 2: 
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(59) a. caiw-tanra-wd-g0 
day-third-POSS-DEF(G2S) 
'the third day' 

b. canm-pyi-ke- wd-g6 
day-seed-ten-POSS-DEF(G2S) 
'the tenth day' 

c. to-zhon- wb-g613 

time-second-POSS-DEF(G2S) 
'the second time' 

Like cardinal numbers, ordinals may be used without a head noun as long 
the referent is recoverable from the context. The recovery is of course 
helped by the ordinal agreeing in noun class with the referent. An example 
is: 

(60) Nä-qi wä υ ηά ιή-pyi' πά cyde shuunni i. 
man-DEF IND he PAST IP-be with women two with 
Ά man had two wives. 

Ced-tji nißjyd-rji, 
woman-DEF(G 1 S)ADJ.old-DEF(G 1S) 
The older woman, 

kä uru s) pyä niykin tä. 
and she(EMPH.GlS) NARR child one get 
she got one child. 

Kä shan-wü-ηί s) wä tä. 
and second-POSS-DEFG 1 SNARR IND.G1S get 
Then the second got one.' 

6.3.3. Quantifiers 

The small set of quantifiers (for the forms, see chapter 5, section S.4) follow 
the head noun like the cardinal numbers. They evidently originated as heads 
of genitive constructions, and accordingly do not agree with their head noun. 
They also undergo tone changes as if they were possessed nouns. 

All of the quantifiers are mildly contrastive. They all indicate counterex-
pectation to varying degrees. Speakers would not generally include them 
unless they believed that hearers were inclined, for whatever reasons, to be-
lieve wrongly on the point. This is a characteristic which they share with all 
restrictive modifiers (see Giv6nT1990, chapter 12). 

It should be noted that some meanings which are coded by quantifiers in 
languages like English are expressed by other means in Supyire. Partitive 
meanings like 'some' and 'one o f are indicated by using the indefinite de-
terminers, as explained in section 6.1.2.1 above. Meanings like 'many', 
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'much', Mots o f , 'a few' are usually expressed by means of adjectives de-
rived from verbs, as will be shown in section 6.4 below. 

6.3.3.1. Universal quantifiers 

There are two universal quantifiers with the meaning 'all ', 'each', 'every', 
'the whole'. One of these, puno / pun/, is used much more frequently than 
the other and consequently will be treated first and allotted more space. The 
other, mujyd, will be dealt with briefly at the end of this section. 

The two forms of the quantifier puno / puni look very much like the in-
definite and definite forms of a gender 3 singular noun with strong mid tone. 
The quantifier in fact is the nominalization of the adjective root puN- 'all, 
whole' (see chapter 5, section 5.2). 

There are some peculiarities in the distribution of these various forms. To 
express a universal quantifier meaning in a noun phrase with an indefinite 
head, the adjective form -puN must be used, and not the indefinite form of 
the quantifier puno, as one might expect. The latter is used only as an inten-
sifying adverb (see chapter 7, section 7.6, and chapter 9, section 9.4.1.4). 
This means that the definite form puni is used only as a quantifier in a noun 
phrase with a definite head. This is by far the most common use of any of 
the three forms, a fact which follows from the meaning: pragmatically the 
entirety of a given category is easy to identify, and even if not previously 
mentioned may be treated as definite. Following are some examples of the 
use of puni\ with both noun and pronoun heads. 

(61) a. Kä cyde-bii puni s) fwdro na fi 
and women-DEF all NARR go.out PROG run.IMPFV 
'Then all the women came out running 

na ma ηά lwo-h6 e. 
PROG come.IMPFV with water-DEF with 
with water.' 

b. Pi a nili)gwb-h6 puni pyi nähä. 
they PERF rainy.season-DEF all do here 
'They have spent the whole rainy season here.' 

c. Kat6-ge ßye wüu puni na. 
hunger-DEF be us all on 
'We are all hungry.' 

The other universal quantifier, mujyd, is used much less frequently.14 It 
seems to behave just like puni, being used only with definite heads. I was 
unable to induce any informants to use it as an adverb similar to puno. Pho-
nologically it looks like a compound, and it is possible that the first syllable 
is etymologically related to the quantifier ηιύ 'also' to be discussed below. 
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However, no etymology for the remainder of the word has yet come to light. 
Some examples of its use are: 

(62) a. U si fi-jä pire jämätigi-bii 
he FUT IP-be.able those(EMPH) paramount.chiefs-DEF 

müjyd mä-yi cd la? 
all name-DEF know Q 

'Will he be able to know the names of all those paramount 
chiefs?' 

b. Wüü müjyd ηά mpyi a ίέέπ nähä. 
we all PAST be SN sit here 
'We had all settled here.' 

In time phrases, mujyd has developed the meaning 'precisely', 'exactly', as 
in the following example: 

(63) Lire ίέέ-ηύύ-ηί müjyd έ, 
that(EMPH) time-same-DEF exactly at 
'At just that same time, 

ki tirifoni-gi s) ύτύ bw6n... 
and telephone-DEF NARR it(EMPH) hit 
the telephone rang...' 

While on the subject of universal quantification, the means Supyire em-
ploys to obtain the distributive meaning 'each', 'every' should be mentioned, 
although it is syntactically quite different from the structures described so 
far. In fact, it involves the repetition of the noun, an obviously iconic coding 
already seen in the distributive function with numbers (section 6.3.1 above). 
However, whereas the repeated numbers are simply juxtaposed, the nouns 
must be joined with the conjunction mihi (see chapter 5, section 5.8.1 for 
the tonal behavior and likely etymology of mihi). The nouns involved must 
be unmodified and in their base, indefinite form. In ordinary clauses, the 
meaning of the construction closely approximates that of puni and mujyd. 
Thus beside the phrase 'every time' in examples such as the following, one 
also often hears tdrigiipunii'in/at all times': 

(64) Tdrd mihi tdrd wyirä-lyftni ßye a tään 
time DIST time money-eat.DEF NEG PERF be.sweet 
'Spending money all the time is not pleasing 

p) i me. 
them to NEG 
to them. 
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As head noun of a relative clause, the distributive noun phrase means 
'whatever': 

(65) Sura ä no cyaga mäha cyage e k6, 
mush.DEFPERF arrive place DIST place in REL 
Ί η whatever place the mush arrives, 

pire mäha ti ly). 
they(EMPH) HAB it eat 
they (i.e. the people in that place) eat it.' 

6.3.3.2. Exclusive quantifiers 

There are two exclusive quantifiers, which indicate that only the referent of 
the noun they modify is involved in the event, in contexts where the hearer 
might be inclined to believe that other potential referents could possibly also 
be involved. The first of these, like puni, seems to be a gender 3 nominaliza-
tion: it has both an indefinite (känä) and a definite (kani) form, the latter 
ending in what appears to be the gender 3 singular definite suffix. The root 
k£N- does not appear elsewhere in Kampwo Supyire. The indefinite form 
känä must be used with an indefinite noun head: 

(66) näha ä yaaga ta me 
I NEG.be.here SC thing find NEG 
Ί haven't found a thing 
fo s))gkomb))gd känä. 
except cane only 
except a cane.' 

The context makes it clear that the speaker was expected, and had herself 
been expecting, to find something more than a cane. 

The definite form is used with a definite head. The following example is 
taken from a story in which Dahazeen, one of two Siamese twins, dies. The 
people prepare to bury both twins, until someone hits on the idea of cutting 
them apart, at which point only Dahazeen is buried, instead of the expected 
pair: 

(67) maä Dähäzäin kani tö 
and.NARR Dahazeen only bury 
'and (they) buried only Dahazeen' 

Like punthe indefinite form känä is used as an adverb (see chapter 7, 
section 7.6). 

The other exclusive quantifier, ye, does not appear to be a nominalization. 
There is only one form, used with both definite and indefinite nouns. Speak-
ers usually insist that it means the same as kam\ and in many contexts, such 
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as in the following examples, the two seem to be interchangeable. Note that 
the weak mid tone of ye becomes high following a mid tone, and low when it 
accepts the floating low of a definite noun suffix. 

(68) a. Kä sige yääre puni si wi 
and bush things.DEF all NARR be. the re 
'All the wild animals were 

na ma ein pyengä, mä pa rjkwd 
PROG come.IMPFV leopard compound and come finish 
coming to leopard's compound, until at last 

ä yaha kücwuun yi. 
SC leave monkey only 
only monkey was left.' 

b. Mi) wa ä mu fwotoyaage ta 
I be.there PERF your debt.repayment.DEF get 
Ί have got the repayment for the debt I owe you, 

fo ku par/kä-ni yi. 
except its come.manner-DEF only 
(and lack) only the means to bring it.' 

In spite of the similarity in meaning, ye differs from käni in a number of 
minor ways. There are in fact at least two constructions where only ye can 
be used. The first is in the predicate of copular sentences, where a pronoun 
followed by means 'different, separate, set apart*. The following example 
follows an exchange in which one speaker kept perversely using the wrong 
name for the other speaker. The latter finally in some irritation said: 

(69) Pi ä j'wu Kibajwo. Nümpantjajwo pye u ye. 
they PERF say Kibajwo Numpangajwo be him only 
' I 'm called Kibajwo. Numpangajwo is someone else.' 
lit. 'They said Kibajwo. Numpangajwo is different.' 

The following example comes from an exchange in which one speaker asks 
if the Vietnamese are not the same as the Chinese. The other speaker re-
sponds: 

(70) Shiniwäabif, Tödijk6ebii na wä pi ye. 
Chinese.DEF Vietnamese.DEF PROG be.there they only 
'(As for) the Chinese, the Vietnamese are different.' 

The other construction unique to ye involves the addition of the numeral 
one. It appears simply to reinforce the exclusive meaning: 
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(71) IJkää uru gäqi fümji I 
but that(EMPH) family.DEF interior in 
'But within that family, 

gä-tigiqi yi nipcin 
family-owner.DEF only one 
it is the head of the family alone 

u jiye na gätji kärigii kiinrj). 
he be PROG family .DEF affairs.DEF turn.IMPFV 
who directs the affairs of the family/ 

The two exclusive quantifiers can appear together, though some speakers 
appear to dislike the combination: 

(72) l)g6 yi käni na miI cää. 
DEM only only on I want 
'It is only that one that I want.' 

The two can even be compounded together: 

(73) Sukwoo ydqkäni na niii mpyi a kard. 
Sikasoo only .only to I PAST PERFgo 
'It was only to Sikasso that I went.' 

It is significant that these combinations are most acceptable in focus, that is, 
clause initial, position. 

For the adverbial use of ye see chapter 7, section 7.6. 

6.3.3.3. Inclusive quantifiers 

Like ye, the inclusive quantifier ηιύ 'also' does not appear to be a nominali-
zation. There is only one form, used with both definite and indefinite nouns. 
It behaves tonally like ye and like the first syllable of kani. Semantically, the 
inclusive quantifier tells the hearer that the referent of the noun is also in-
volved, at least sometimes clearly contrary to what might be expected. Im-
mediately preceding the following example, a man pinches a calabash to see 
if it is ripe: 

(74) Kä kübogS mü si ύ toongä ä w)h 
and calabash.DEF also NARR him pinch SC see 
'Then the calabash also pinched him to see.' 

Following is another example. The context makes it clear that the hearer ex-
pected the speaker to give him far more than five francs. 
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(75) Darashf ' mü näha s)) m)) ά 
5.francs also be.here.NEG be.EMPH me to 
Ί also don't have five francs 

m)) / kin mu ά punu mi. 
I SUBJUNC give you to at.all NEG 
to give you at all.' More freely: Ί absolutely don't even have 
five francs to give you either.' 

Like ye, mü has also developed a number of specialized uses. It is used 
with a pronoun head with two main functions. The first seems to be to em-
phasize inclusive totality, which accords well with its basic meaning. It is 
this use which was discussed above in section 6.3.1: the numerals two and 
three with pronoun heads are obligatorily preceded by mü. Another special-
ized use is as a suffix forming relative pronouns from demonstratives: see 
chapter 5, section 5.1.2.8. This function appears to be connected to focus, 
and a few examples are available which seem to show mü being used to in-
dicate a mild focus. Of particular interest is one example where a pronoun 
head appears with two müs, one functioning as an inclusive quantifier, the 
other as a focus marker: 

(76) Yire mü mü ' ηά mpyi n))yi. 
those(EMPH) FOC also PAST be cows 
'Those also were cows.' 

For the adverbial use of mü, see chapter 7, section 7.6. 
The Bambara inclusive quantifier fänä is also increasingly used by speak-

ers of Kampwo Supyire. Although it is by no means as common as mü, one 
occasionally hears examples such as the following: 

(77) Bui7/ täyigig6 e fana 
deceased.DEF LOC.take.out.DEF in also 
'When the body is brought out also 

pi mäha wyireqi wwü na waa. 
they HAB money.DEF take.off PROG throw.IMPFV 
they take money and throw it (to the crowd).' 

Some speakers enthusiastically put both quantifiers together in the same 
noun phrase, as in the following example from an excited young speaker 
during a heated debate: 

(78) Y)i togi fana mü ä no k6, 
your feast.DEF also also PERF arrive TC 
'When it came time for your feast also, 
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kä niii fana mü ' si yir6 jwo... 
and I also also NARR them(EMPH) say 
I also said these things../ 

The quantifier bä 'even* expresses strong concession in the face of coun-
terexpectation. It can only occur in the subject noun phrase, as in the follow-
ing example: 

(79) U bä pye a mi) shyi£r6 me. 
he even NEG PERF me greet NEG 
'He didn't even greet me.' 

The quantifier Jüü/i 'much, many' (borrowed from Bambara jdli 'how 
much?') is used only rarely in declarative clauses. Its function there is much 
more frequently filled with adjectival forms based on the verb pyaha 'be 
much, many' (see section 6.4). Only three unelicited examples like the fol-
lowing have been recorded: 

(80) IJkää nfpjää thbff jüü/i pye na 
but today fathers.DEF many NEG PROG 
'But nowadays many fathers are not 

jinf kiSrti yereg6 na mi. 
be.able.IMPFV this(EMPH) counsel.DEF on NEG 
able to give this counsel.' 

Jüü/i is much more frequently used in questions, where it is the regular inter-
rogative quantifier 'how much, many?' For this function, see chapter 14, 
section 14.2.2.5. 

6.3.3.4. Emphatic modifiers 

Although these modifiers (for the forms, see chapter 5, section 5.4) cannot 
properly be described as 'quantifiers', in Supyire they pattern along with the 
other modifiers discussed in this section. In spite of there being both singular 
and plural and gender 1 and 3 forms, there is no connection between the 
"gender" of the modifier and the gender of the head noun, nor between the 
' "number" of the modifier and the number of the head noun. In the follow-
ing example, a speaker uses two forms in one sentence, each modifying a 
first person singular pronoun: 

(81) IJkää mii yäbägi s) kiqi yaha 
but I EMPH FUT ten.DEF leave 
'But I myself will leave the ten 
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na yapyäagff ύ dufärji i. 
I.NONDECL EMPH GEN pocket.DEF in 
in my own pocket.1 

Note that in spite of the translation these forms cannot be used as reflexive 
pronouns. They have only the emphatic function of the 'self forms of Eng-
lish. 

As with the quantifiers, the emphatic modifiers most often encode counter-
expectation of varying degrees. The above example, for instance, caused 
some surprise and not a little consternation in the person to whom it was 
said. In the following example, the speaker is setting straight a misconcep-
tion on the part of the hearer, who has just quoted the fatalistic proverb 'No 
one's will surpasses God's.1 The speaker repeats the proverb, and then pro-
ceeds to supplement it with some good advice: 

(82) Sdd w): wä wüu jiye na ntuuli 
truth it.is IND POSS.G3S be PROG pass.IMPFV 
'It 's true, no one's will surpasses 

Kile wüünf na mä, $kää KilSgi yäbägä 
God POSS.DEF(G3S) on NEG but God.DEF EMPH 
God's, but God himself 

ä häklHgi Jean süpyäqä ä 
PERF intelligence.DEF give person.DEF to 
has given intelligence to people (lit. the person) 

ii ύ jä u a sdnrj). 
s/he SUBJUNC be.able s/he SUBJUNC.IMPFV think.IMPFV 
so that they can think.' 

Note in the following example the use of the singular form with a plural 
noun. The context shows clear counterexpectation. 

(83) Mu pyiibii yabiJinf gü fijwü 
your children.DEF(GlP) EMPH POT say 
'Won't even your children themselves say 

na pire s1 β -jä ή-ίέέη 
that they(EMPH) NEG.FUT FP-be.ableFP-sit 
that they can't live 

r)g<* 'jügüqi^5 i mä? 
DEM evil.DEF in NEG.Q 
in that bad way?' 

The emphatic modifiers can also be used to indicate (unexpected) 
coincidence:16 
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(84) a. Wüu kööß-cääng6 cänqk6 yäbäqi, 
our cotton-market.DEF day.DEF EMPH 
'The very day of our cotton market, 

kä u ύ ίήρέ ' nähä. 
and he NARR come here 
he came here.' 

b. Yaarej&äni yyctiinni b)l)ni 
Yaarejaani year.sit.DEF EMPH 
'The very same year of Yaarejaani's accession to power 

uru biJinf nä yy6r6 ü zdrji na άέ. 
he(EMPH) EMPH PAST stand his heart.DEF on EMPH 
he himself confessed (lit. stopped on his heart).' 

Like the quantifiers, the emphatic modifiers, or more precisely, one of 
them, yapyäagii, can "float", that is, be used as adverbial modifiers after the 
verb. Like puno and känä, the indefinite form of the emphatic is used: 
yapyäa. For a description of this adverbial use, see chapter 7, section 7.6. 

6.4. Adjectives 

The morphology of adjectives has been dealt with in chapter 5, section 5.2. 
As noted there, adjectives (and verb roots used adjectivally) may be incorpo-
rated into compound forms with the noun root. These compounds are dis-
cussed in detail in chapter 3 section 3.2.3.2 (see also chapter 5 section 5.2), 
and nothing further will be said of them here, except to note that the function 
of these incorporated adjectives is generally not restrictive. The "free" ad-
jectives, formed as described in chapter 5, are by contrast generally restric-
tive in function, with qualifications to be noted below. Like the determiners 
(and unlike the quantifiers), the adjectives agree in gender and number with 
the head noun. In addition, the adjective generally agrees with its head in 
definiteness, with some exceptions to be noted below. 

For the most part, definite adjectives are restrictive semantically. Certain 
adjectives are more apt from their meaning to be used restrictively. Among 
these are 'the same' and the ordinals 'first' and 'last', which of course ren-
der their referent immediately identifiable by the hearer. Although it is pos-
sible to obtain indefinite forms of the ordinal adjectives, only definite forms 
have been recorded in texts. Following are some examples: 

(85) a. Uru u ä pyi 
he(EMPH) hePERFbe 
'It was he who was 

fhnhä fdd-rji niß-cyii-qi 
power owner-DEF(GlS) ADJ-first-DEF(G 1S) 
the first ruler 
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mä ki-ni ßaara-ηί s)h 
and country-DEF walk-DEF begin 
to begin touring the country.1 

b. Ηεε, siipy)-r6 nip-cyii-ra a 
person-DEF(G4) ADJ-first-DEF(G4) PERF 

'Wow, the people of long ago (lit. the first people) 

kärii ßye de! 
things see EXCL 
sure experienced (lit. saw) a lot of things!1 

c. Ti mpyi ä pyi ti ni-zänn-te fftgö. 
it PAST PERF be it(G4) ADJ-last-DEF(G4) like 
'It was like the last one.' 

Indefinite forms of -nu- 'same' have been recorded only as the subject of a 
negative identificational sentence, as in (86a). Otherwise, as would be ex-
pected, this adjective also is used primarily restrictively, and consequently is 
definite, as in (86b): 

(86) a. Cire käri-gii 
those(EMPH) things-DEF(G3P) 
'Those things (i.e. the customs of the past) 

nä nipjää wö-gil6 d yd, 
with today POSS-DEF(G3P) with NF 
and those of today, 

ni-nu-gii ba ä de! 
ADJ-same-G3Pthey.are.not NEG EXCL 
they are not at all the same!1 

b. Puru yäm-pe ni-nüm-pe 
this(EMPH) iIlness-DEF(G5a) ADJ-same-DEF(G5) 
'It was that same sickness 

pa a pä ύ cü. 
it PERF come him catch 
that caught him.' 

When the quality is scalar, definite adjectives have superlative meaning, 
which may simply be viewed as the limit of restrictiveness. In the following 
example, the agent had the choice of a number of tails, which the bush cows 
had removed and left on the bank while they bathed: 

(87) Kä u ύ sä ^negkö numbwohe lwb 
and she NARR go tail.DEF(G2S) ADJ.big.DEF(G2S) take 
'She went and took the biggest tail 
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na fi. 
PROG run.IMPFV 
and ran.' 

The father in the following example had several sons: 

(88) Κά u ύ jyärji nipjy&rji tüügd 
and he NARR son.DEF(GlS) ADJ.old.DEF(GlS) send 
'He sent his oldest son 

m)i fyd e. 
my footprints in 
after me.' 

In general, indefinite adjectives are non-restrictive. Some examples are: 

(89) a. Mähättigii pcw6sunr)k6\ 
Mahadugu. inhab itants pool. sac red. DEF 
'The sacred pool of the people of Mahadugu, 

pdd-lii num-bwo-o pi pye 
catfish-GlP ADJ-big-GlP they be 
big catfish are 

ku lwoh6 e. 
that water.DEF in 
in that water.* 

b. Jwu-bo nin-tan-ma pu pye pure. 
say-G5 ADJ-sweet-G5 they(G5)be those(EMPH.G5) 
'Those are good words.' 

Just as the meaning of some adjectives makes them apt to be used restric-
tively, the meaning of others makes them more likely to be used non-restric-
tively. Among the latter, the two most obvious are nipyaha- 'many, much' 
(from the verb pyaha 'be much, many') and nipcen- 'good' (from the adjec-
tive root cenN- 'good'). The almost obligatorily non-restrictive use of these 
two adjectives is underlined by the fact that they are often used in the in-
definite form even when the head noun is definite. In fact, no unelicited 
definite form of nipcen- has been recorded. Following are some examples 
with both indefinite and definite heads: 

(90) a. Kuru pye ä pyi bähä-gä nip-cenga ä? 
that(EMPH) NEG PERFbe play-G2S ADJ-good.G2S NEG.Q 
'Wasn't that a good game?' 

b. Κά τηΏ i yajobre ta-tügü-gd 
and I NARR bait.DEF LOC-dig-DEF(G2S) 
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nip-οεπηε wft... 
ADJ-good.G2S see 

Ί saw a good place to dig bait../ 

c. Kile ά 0 ma niji-cemje no. 
God he SUBJUNC you ADJ-good.GIS arrive 
'May God make you arrive in safety.' 

A total of nine occurences of nipyaha- 'a lot, much' with a definite head 
noun have been recorded. Of these, only two are definite. Examples of both 
definite and indefinite with a definite head noun follow: 

(91) a. Yli käri-gfi ni-pyahi-gif mäha rjkiigi. 
your affair-DEF(G3P) ADJ-much-DEF(G3P) HAB spoil 
'Many of your affairs go wrong.' 

b. Jlwbhbpy)-r6 ni-pyaha-ra na pye ani. 
children-DEF(G4) ADJ-much-G4 PROG be there 
'There are lots of children.' 

Occasionally the 'collective' (gender 4) form is used even when the head be-
longs to some other gender. It is perhaps developing into a non-agreeing 
quantifier. Note in the following example this lack of agreement: 

(92) Tii-bif ni-pyaha-ra na pye ani. 
fathers-DEF(GlP) ADJ-much-G4 PROG be there 
'There are lots of fathers.' 

One other non-agreeing adjective is also placed in an appropriate gender 
for semantic reasons. The adjective numb Herd (definite: numbifönr, from the 
adjective root -bile 'small' plus the diminutive suffix -rV) is in gender 3 (the 
gender of small things; note that all nouns with the diminutive suffix are in 
this gender) regardless of the gender of the head noun. Note in the following 
example that while numbttSni does not agree in class with pyagi, nipjy&ji 
does. 

(93) Pyä-ηί num-bil6-na ä pyi ä 
child-DEF(GlS) ADJ-small.DIM-DEF(G3S) PERF PAST CN 
'The younger child 

kyaa cd a tdrd nip-jy€-i)i na. 
thing know SN pass ADJ-old-DEF(GlS)on 
knew more than the older.' 

As a general rule, nothing is allowed to intervene between the adjective 
and its head noun. Thus postnominal determiners and numerals follow the 
adjective: 
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(94) a. ... maäkih jwümp6 nin-tanm-ρέ pä kälä,17 

and God words.DEF ADJ-sweet-DEF IND read 
'...and (I) read some of God's good words.' 

b. ba-yi nin-tobn-yi shüünni-rjf 
houses-DEF ADJ-tall-DEF two-DEF 
'the two tall houses' 

Those adjectives which are derived from verbs may be analyzed as partici-
ples, and the noun phrases to which they belong as nominalized clauses. The 
head noun corresponds to the absolutive argument of the adjectivized verb. 
The agent of a transitive verb may be encoded as the genitive possessor of 
the head noun, as in the following example: 

(95) pi käri-gii num-pyirj-kii 
their affairs-DEF(G3P) ADJ-do-DEF(G3P) 
'their deeds', or 'the things they do' 

The adjectivalized verb may also have postpositional adjuncts. These nor-
mally follow the adjective, as in the following example: 

(96) pdd-iy nu-vworo-rji lwo-h6 e 
catfish-DEF ADJ-go.out-DEF water-DEF from 

u tunmp6 
GEN noise.DEF 

'the noise of the catfish coming out of the water' 

However, when the nominalized clause is the object of a verb or a postposi-
tion, the postpositional adjunct must be placed after that verb or postposition. 
The following is an example of a nominalized clause functioning as the ob-
ject of the postposition tään 'beside'. The finite clause corresponding to the 
nominalized clause is given in (97b): 

(97) a. Kä uru s) ijkänhä yipcwdgi 
and she(EMPH) NARR be.tired co-wife.DEF 
'She grew tired of (her) co-wife's 

kärigii numpyirjkii tään 
affairs.DEF ADJ.do.DEF beside 
treatment (lit. things done) 

ηά ύ pwororjf ). 
with her daughter.DEF with 
of (lit. with) her daughter.' 

b. Yipcwdga a kärigii pyi πύ ύ pwororji ί. 
co = wife PERF affairs do with her daughter with 
'Her co-wife did things/actions with/to her daughter.' 
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As an example of the placement of the adjunct after a verb, compare the fol-
lowing: 

(98) Κά ml1 / ιήρά u ni-zini-qi ta 
and I NARR come him AD J- lie .down- DEF find 
Ί came and found him lying 

mobfligitaän. 
car.DEF beside 
beside the car.' 

Although no examples have been recorded in texts, elicitation reveals that 
a predicate nominal, which normally follows its verb just as postpositional 
adjuncts do, must also be placed after a verb or postposition governing the 
nominalized clause to which it belongs, as in the following example: 

(99) U u-yd niq-keen-iji na zäntüqb, 
he he-REFL ADJ-change-DEF on hyena 
'While he was (lit. on his) changing himself into a hyena 

pi a ύ tä a cü. 
they PERF him get SN catch 
they caught him/ 

Adjectives may be used substantially, that is, without a head noun. Fol-
lowing is an example: 

(100) Pi cää ni-vyiin Jean pilä ä 
they FUT ADJ-white.G3S give IND(GIP) to 
'They will give a white one to some 

si ni-jiyee kan pilä ä. 
SEQ ADJ-red.G3S give IND(GIP) to 
and a red one to others/ 

In the absence of a head noun, a genitive possessor may still encode the 
agent of an adjectivalized transitive verb: 

(101) f)g6 u nin-ta-yi 
DEM(GIS) GEN ADJ-get-DEF(G2P) 
'this one's gettings' i.e. what this one has obtained 

Headless adjectives may fill any syntactic position which an ordinary noun 
phrase can fill. When they occur as predicate nominals, and when in addition 
they are indefinite, they resemble predicate adjectives in English and similar 
languages. Two comments are in order, however. The first is that the normal 
function of predicate adjectives in English, viz. the predication of a quality, 
is ordinarily performed by simple verbal clauses with stative verbs in Supy-
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ire. The use of adjectives in predicate nominal position is relatively rare. The 
other fact which must be noted is that frequently the adjective in predicate 
nominal position has a deontic reading: it indicates what should or must be 
done.19 Following are some examples without such deontic meaning: 

(102) a. rjkää Ii Jä ßye niß-cenne mi. 
but it(G3S) IND(G3S) be ADJ-good.G3S NEG 
'but not one of them is (a) good (thing).' 

b. Kä Ii f ύ siirja ä pyi num-pampaqa. 
and it NARR him(GlS) press SN do ADJ-flat.GlS 
'It pressed him flat." 

Examples showing deontic modality are: 

(103) a. FaapyjibiJä ä jwo na fjki cyäg6 
farmers.DEF PERF say that DEM(G2S) place.DEF(G2S) 
'The farmers have said that that place 

ßye num-pyi-ge mi. 
be ADJ-do-G2S NEG 
should not be farmed (lit. is not done).' 

b. Yii wä länmpü ßya ni-zara-wa mi. 
you IND tax.GIS be ADJ-pay-GIS NEG 
'None of you has to be taxed.' Lit.: 'The tax of one 
of you is not paid.' 

6.5. Descriptive genitive phrases 

A genitive phrase consisting of a noun possessor followed by the possessive 
pronoun wu- may follow a noun as a modifying phrase. The pronoun agrees 
in number and gender with the head noun. Note that this is essentially the 
same structure as the ordinal numeral construction described in section 6.3.2 
above. In its ordinary use as the pronominal head of a genitive construction 
(see section 6.2.3, where numerous examples are given) wu- agrees with an 
antecedent in number and gender. It means then '(the) one(s) belonging to 
X' where X is the genitive possessor. Of course the construction covers 
much more than legal possession of property, and such phrases as nißjyii ' 
wüyi the one (gender 1 singular, speaking of the head tax) of this year' and 
lwoh6 wddr6 'the ones (gender 4, speaking of honeycombs) of (i.e. with) 
liquid' are common. If such a phrase is placed in apposition to a noun, with 
the wu- pronoun agreeing with that noun, the construction under discussion 
is obtained. 

Over half of the examples collected so far have pronoun heads. No other 
means is available to modify such heads using nouns (recall that adjectives 
are constructed solely from adjective or verb roots). The construction is very 
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versatile, and frequently difficult to translate succinctly into English. Most 
commonly the modifying noun, syntactically the possessor of the wu- pro-
noun, is indefinite, an indication that it is not referential in any way, but is 
being used descriptively. The wu- itself may be definite or indefinite: 

(104) a. Mu niticüü-wd \νύ bä 
you healthy.person-GIS POSS.G1S it.is.not 
'Wasn't it you a healthy person 

u a kärd Cürji i mä ? 
he PERF go Cdte.d'Ivoire to NEG.Q 
that went to C6te d'Ivoire?' More naturally: 'Weren't 
you in good health when you went to C6te d'I voire?' 

b. Mii sdrdlashi wüyi yyde shonwüüni i 
I soldier POSS.DEFG1S year second in 
'Wasn't it I a soldier in the second year 

bä u a kwü nähä mä? 
it.is.not he PERF die here NEG.Q 
that he died here?' More naturally: 'Wasn't it during my 
second year in the army that he died here?' 

An alternate to the adjectival way of forming the ordinal 'the last' employs 
the noun käsänrägä 'last one' in a modifying genitive phrase: 

(105) Lire na ßye kömi20 buqi 
this(EMPH) PROG be as.if dead.person.DEF 
'This is as if it is the deceased's 

särägägi käsänrägä wüqi 
sacrifice.DEF(G 1S) last.one.G2S POSS.DEF(GIS) 
last sacrifice 

yii ßye na wwü. 
you be PROG offer.IMPFV 
that you are offering.' 

The modifying noun may also be definite, at least in meaning, as in the 
following example in which a deictic time word is used: 

(106) KäsunntS ' nißjy66' wöörc (a a tään. 
feast.DEF(G4) this.year POSS.DEF(G4) it PERF be.sweet 
'This year's feast was good.' 

It is also possible for the modifying noun to form a compound with the wu-
pronoun, much like the procedure in forming ordinals: 
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Kä pi Jü-y)r)- wüu-bii si fwdro 
and they gall-rise-POSS-DEF(GlP) NARR go.out 
'They angry ones got out 

lwoh6 e mä kärd pi pyingä. 
water.DEF from and go their compound 
of the water and went home/ More naturally: 
'They got out of the water angry and went home.' 

Wüu najjkdpy)- \νύu-bff mü ä 
we children-POSS-DEF(GlP)also PERF 
'As children we also 

yire kärii c6. 
these(EMPH) things know 
were acquainted with these.' 

The place of the modifying noun may be taken by a postpositional phrase, 
which illustrates the great versatility of the construction: 

(108) Pi a tirägi 
they PERF train.DEF(GlS) 

käntugo yy6r6 wfoji bow barär^.21 

back towards POSS.DEF(GIS) bomb 

'They have bombed the next train behind.' 

In the following example, the modifying genitive phrase is separated from its 
direct object head noun by the verb. I have been assured by several speakers 
that it is perfectly natural this way, but that it can also be placed before the 
verb: 

(109) Yli mäha sähä-1) Iwb wyi-i bää wii-υ 
you HAB basket-G3S take hole-G3S without POSS-G3S 
'You take a basket without holes 

πά cere... 
and calabash.G3S 
and a calabash...' 

6.6. Reduplicated verb modifying phrases 

A modifying phrase consisting of a reduplicated verb together with a geni-
tive noun possessor may precede a head noun. The whole noun phrase is 
thus a type of nominalized clause. The head noun corresponds semantically 
to either a nuclear (e.g. agent) or peripheral (e.g. instrument, circumstance) 
participant of the finite clause. The possessor noun preceding the redupli-
cated verb corresponds in general to the absolutive argument of the verb, 

(107) a. 

b. 
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that is, the subject/agent of an intransitive verb, and the direct object/patient 
of a transitive verb. The reduplicated verb itself behaves tonally as if it were 
a noun rather than a verb, but it does not take a noun class suffix. Although 
it is written separately in the orthography, it is perhaps better thought of as 
forming a compound with the following (head) noun. Nothing may intervene 
between the reduplicated verb and the head noun. 

In the following examples, the head noun represents an accompanying cir-
cumstance: the noise produced in the event. The verb is intransitive, and the 
genitive noun consequently corresponds to the subject/agent. Note that a 
time word may intervene between the genitive noun and the verb, as in 
(110b): 

(110) a. Närjkäabff fbfl· mähärjä έ 
thieves.DEF(GlP) run.run noise.DEF(GlS) PERF 
'The noise of the thieves running 

τηΏ βέ pilaga. 
me wake night 
woke me last night/ 

b. Mu nipjää y)r)y)r) jwümp6 nähä 
your today rise.rise words.DEF(G5) be.here.PERF 
'Your words on getting up today are really 

ßyaha mΏ nä de! 
be.much me on EXCL 
too much for me!' 

In the following example, the head corresponds to the subject/agent of an in-
transitive verb, while the possessor noun is a locative: 

(111) Bobo shy6shy6 wöge kä 
Bobo go.go POSS.DEF(G2S) IND(G2S) 
'one of the ones going to Bobo Dioulasso'22 

Following is an example in which the head noun corresponds to the sub-
ject/agent of a transitive verb, and the possessor noun to the direct ob-
ject/patient: 

(112) burji tötd nämpwuunbii 
deceased.DEF(G lS)bury.bury guests.DEF(GlP) 
'the guest who came to bury the dead person* 

More commonly, the head noun corresponds to the instrument: 

(113) a. t6tji y)r)g)y)r)gd yääyf 
tea.DEF(GlS) raise.raise thing.DEF(G2P) 
'the things for making tea'23 
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b. u bdbd mobiliiji 
her meet.meet car.DEF(GlS) 
'the car (sent out) to meet her' 

6.7. Coordination of noun phrases 

In this section the two basic types of noun phrase coordination will be de-
scribed: conjunction and disjunction. The section will close with an examina-
tion of the problems involved in agreement with coordinated noun phrases. 

6.7.1. Conjunction 

The conjunction ηά 'and' is used to coordinate noun phrases. For the tonal 
behavior of this conjunction, and for several examples of its use, see chapter 
5, section 5.8.1. A simple anaphoric pronoun may be the first conjunct of a 
coordinate noun phrase but may not function as the second conjunct. An em-
phatic must be used in this position: 

(114) a. Dahi ' ηά ύτύ mpyi na sini bage e. 
Daha and he(EMPH) PAST PROG lie.down house in 
'Daha and he were sleeping in a house.' 

b. *Dähä 'ηά ύ... 

In the great majority of cases, the conjunction is repeated between multiple 
conjuncts: 

(115) Cipodrji mäha... shya cii-cwdqi wä yydrd 
husband.DEF HAB go potter-woman.DEF IND toward 
'The husband ... goes to a potter 

maä fänpcwögä na pyähii ηά 
and.NARR water.pot and bowls and 
and orders a water pot and bowls and 

sinitje ηά cwbhii shinri jwo. 
collander and cooking.pots speech say. 
a collander and cooking pots.' 

Only two examples of multiple conjuncts without the repetition of the con-
junction have been recorded. The place of the conjunction is taken by a 
pause, indicated with commas in the following example: 

(116) Cänrägä, zäntügö, sikapdrd ηά ein 
lion hyena billy.goat and leopard 
'Lion, Hyena, Billy Goat, and Leopard 
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pi mäha β wo wwö... 
they HAB mouth unite 
formed a cooperative society...' 

6.7.2. Disjunction 

The conjunction coding disjunction, the alternative conjunction /aa, (see 
chapter 5, section 5.8.1) is not confined to coordinating noun phrases, and 
indeed is more frequently employed in coordinating clauses. Only two 
unelicited examples of läa functioning to coordinate noun phrases have been 
recorded so far. Both are given here as illustrations of its use: 

(117) a. Jlähä mu si $kan ye, 
what you FUT FP.give Q 
'What will you give (to be eaten by the dogs), 

ma nUtji läa pylibii? 
your mother.DEF or children.DEF 
your mother or your children?' 

b. mu ar) ... sootänhäijke läa 
you HAB.SEQ loom.pedal.DEF or 
'then you ... step on the pedal 

soobiini tänhä ... 
loom.stick.DEF step.on 
or the treadle...'24 

One occasionally hears the Bambara conjunction wala 'or' used instead of 
läa, as in example (54) above. 

6.7.3. Agreement with coordinate noun phrases 

Two strategies for agreeing with coordinate noun phrases must be distin-
guished. The first is used for ordinary anaphoric agreement. As one would 
expect, in this type of agreement the number of the agreeing item is plural. 
When the conjuncts are of the same gender, there is no further complication: 

(118) Lira a nä-rji 
this(EMPH) PERF man-DEF(G 1S) 
'Meanwhile the man 

nä u pworo-ηί ta 
and his daughter-DEF(G 1S) find 
and his daughter (lit. this found the man and his daughter) 
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ρί ά tiin nä-ge tään. 
they(GlP).COMP PERF sit fire-DEF beside 
say down by the fire.' 

When the conjuncts are of different genders, if one of the conjuncts is gen-
der 1 and has an animate referent, the agreement will be with gender 1. 
Proper nouns referring to human beings belong to gender 1. 

(119) a. Kä mΏ ί sä päkwörö-ge nä Käräja ta 
and I NARR go girl-DEF(G2S) and Karaja find 
Ί went and found the girl and Karaja 

ρί ä yydrd. 
they(GlP).COMP PERF stop 
standing (there) (lit. they had stopped).' 

b. Lira ä pyi a bdm-pii-gd nä 
this(EMPH) PERF PAST SC baboon-male-DEF(G2S) and 
'Meanwhile the male baboon and 

kü cwö-ηί ta ba-yi yä 
its wife-DEF(GlS) find houses-DEF IND 
its wife were in two cages 

shüünn) i pi-y£ tään. 
two in they(GlP)-REFLbeside 
beside each other.1 

Gender 2 wins over gender 3, as the clause following example (115) 
(repeated here for convenience) shows: 

(120) Cipodrji mäha... shy a cii-cwdyi wä yydrd 
husband.DEF HAB go potter-woman.DEF IND toward 
'The husband ... goes to a potter 

maä fünjicwdgä nä pyähii 
and.NARR water.pot.(G2S) and bowls.(G3P) 
and orders a water pot and bowls 

nä sinige nä cwbhii 
and collander.(G2S) and cooking.pots.(G3P) 
and a collander and cooking pots. 

shinri jwo. Pire kä 
speech say. they(EMPH) COND 

When they 

yird ya/a ä pa... 
these(EMPHG2P) make SC come 
have made and brought these...' 
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Gender 2 can even win out over gender 1 if the referent of the gender 1 noun 
is inanimate: 

(121) Fdgemi-ρίί nä väänrj-ke mii ä kan 
rings-DEF(GlP) and cloth-DEF(G2S) I PERF give 
'The rings and the cloth I gave 

mu ά ge, taä yi βye g6? 
you to REL where they(G2P) be LOC.Q 
to you, where are they?* 

When either of the single class genders 4 (collectives, masses, abstracts) or 5 
(liquids, abstracts) is one of the conjuncts, even if the other conjunct is not 
gender 2, the agreement is gender 2 plural. The following examples were 
elicited: 

(122) a. Ce-ηί nä n)-jirim-p6, 
calabash-DEF(G3S) and cow-breast-DEF(GS) 
'The calabash and the milk, 

taä yi ßye g6? 
where they(G2P) be LOC.Q 
where are they?' 

b. Ni-jirim-p6 nä kyaä-re, 
cow-breast-DEF(G5) and meat-DEF(G4) 
'The milk and the meat, 

taä yi ßye g6? 
where they(G2P) be LOC.Q 
where are they?' 

The other strategy of agreement with coordinate noun phrases has been re-
corded in only two syntactic environments so far: focus of the subject noun 
phrase, and modification by an independent adjective. Both may be charac-
terized as being "tight" constructions, and the agreement is not anaphoric in 
nature. In both cases the agreeing item agrees only with the final conjunct. 

Contrastive focus is accomplished in Supyire by moving the focused item 
to the front of its clause (for a full description see chapter 12). When a sub-
ject, which is already at the head of its clause, is focused, it is immediately 
followed by a resumptive pronoun which holds its place and is the sole indi-
cation that focus is intended. No pause may intervene between the focused 
noun phrase and the place-holding pronoun. The pronoun agrees only with 
the last conjunct of a coordinate noun phrase in both number and gender. In 
the following example, both conjuncts are gender 1. The place-holding pro-
noun agrees in number only with the final conjunct. Note that the predicate 
nominal agrees in both gender and number: 
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(123) Mil ηά Ζά u ßya πύιηέ ndgd-lyde-biM ä? 
I and Za he(GlS) be now man-old-DEF(GlP) NEG.Q 
"Isn't it I and Za who are now the oldest men?' 

The following example illustrates what happens when the conjuncts are 
from different genders. The place-holding pronoun agrees with the final con-
junct (gender 2 plural) even though the other conjunct is gender 1 and has 
animate referents. Note that the anaphoric pronoun beginning the following 
clause uses the more familiar strategy, resolving the conflict in favor of gen-
der 1: 

(124) Kücwuun-bii nä böß-yi 
patas.monkey-DEF(GlP) and baboon-DEF(G2P) 
'It was the patas monkeys and the baboons 

yi mpyi ani. 
they(G2P) be.PAST there 
that were there. 

Pi punä a pyi na ßjyl-yi ßäärd 
they(GlP) all PERFPAST PROG food-DEF beg.IMPFV 
They were all begging food 

süpyi-rä ä. 
person-DEF from 
from the people.' 

The agreement is with the final conjunct even if both conjuncts refer to hu-
man beings: 

(125) Μ)) ηά j)k6 näg-ke ku ßya c6m-pe na. 
I and DEM man-DEF(G2S) it(G2S) be know-DEF on 
'It is I and that big oaf who are friends (lit. on friendship).' 

When an adjective modifies a coordinate noun phrase, it also agrees only 
with the final conjunct. Note how gender 3 is used in the following example, 
even though the first conjunct is gender 1 and both refer to human beings: 

(126) Mu ä cee-we nä päc06blld 
you PERF woman-GIS and girl.little.G3S 
'Have you seen a woman and a little girl 

nin-toro-lo ßye kü-ni i la? 
ADJ-pass-G3S see path-DEF in Q 
passing in the road?' 
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Chapter 7 

Simple clauses 

In this chapter the structure of simple (non-complex) clauses will be de-
scribed. Simple clauses fall into three basic categories based on the type of 
predicate they have: those with pronominal predicates (identifier pronouns), 
those with copular predicates, and those with verbal predicates. Aside from 
this basic categorization, verbal clauses can further be subclassified accord-
ing to the semantic and pragmatic nominal roles ("cases") that they have. 

After an initial section dealing with the order of constituents in a simple 
clause, each of the above categories will be described in turn. The final 
category (verbal clauses) comprises by far the greatest variety of subtypes, 
and will consequently occupy the bulk of this chapter. The chapter con-
cludes with a section on optional nominal case roles and another on adverbs. 

7.1. Basic word order in simple clauses 

The three basic types of simple clause all share in common the constituent 
order subject—predicate. The subject in Supyire is typical from a cross-lin-
guistic point of view, and has the most common subject properties noted in 
Hopper and Thompson (1980). From a pragmatic point of view, it is the un-
marked topic of the clause (see Giv6n 1984: 139). From a semantic point of 
view, it is for the most part the participant which is highest on the scales of 
animacy and control. From a syntactic point of view, apart from the obvious 
word order criterion (which in the context of this section would be a circular 
identification), it is the noun phrase which controls reflexivization (chapter 
10, section 10.4), "equi-NP" deletion in complements of modality verbs (see 
chapter 11, section 11.2), switch reference (see chapter 15, section 15.3), 
and the "logophoric" alternation between anaphoric and emphatic pronouns 
in complements of verbs of speech (see chapter 11, section 11.5.1). All these 
are typical syntactic properties of subjects cross-linguistically. In addition, 
the subject is the only syntactic role in Supyire which requires a resumptive 
pronoun when fronted for focus (see chapter 12, section 12.1.1). Following 
are examples of each of the three major clause types, illustrating the order 
subject—predicate. 

(1) a. identificational: 

Mi) wl 
I it.is(GlS) 
' I t 's me.' 
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b. copular: 

Mii pye y)) ηύηϊ. 
I be your.PL mother.DEF 
41 am your mother.' 

c. verbal: 

M)i ä pa. 
I PERF come 
Ί have come.' 

Identificational clauses have no further constituents (see following section 
for a description). As can be seen from the examples above, however, copu-
lar and verbal clauses can and usually do consist of more than simply a sub-
ject followed by a copula or verb. Except in the case of existential clauses, 
copular clauses have something following the copula, either a predicate 
nominal, as in the above example, or an adpositional phrase functioning as a 
locative or dative, or an adverb: 

(2) a. with locative phrase 

U pye bag£ e. 
she be house .DEF in 
'She's in the house.' 

b. with dative phrase 

Ku pye m)i ά. 
it be me to 
'It 's mine (lit. it is to me).' 

c. with adverb 

U pye ani. 
she be there 
'She's there.' 

The basic structure of copular clauses can thus be summarized as follows: 

(3) SUBJECT COPULA PREDICATE NOMINAL 
LOCATIVE OR DATIVE PHRASE 
ADVERB 

Verbal clauses have many more possible constituents. Except in very lim-
ited cases, verbal clauses require one or more tense-aspect-modality (ΤΑΜ) 
auxiliaries, which immediately follow the subject, and are frequently pho-
nologically cliticized to it. Like copular clauses, verbal clauses may also 
have adpositional phrases (functioning as indirect objects with various se-
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mantic roles), a predicate nominal, and adverbs, all of which follow the 
verb, as they do the copula: 

(4) a. with indirect object 

U a kärd sig6 e. 
she PERF go bush.DEF to 
'She went to the bush.' 

b. with predicate nominal 

U a si ceewe. 
she PERF be.born woman 
'She was born a girl.' 

c. with adverb 

U si m-pa ηύτηέ. 
she FUT FP-come now 
'She will come now/ 

In addition, transitive verbs may take a direct object, which is placed be-
tween the auxiliary and the verb: 

(5) with direct object 

U nmha suro shwoho. 
she HAB mush cook 
'She cooks mush.' 

The basic structure of verbal clauses is thus: 

(6) SUBJECT ΤΑΜ (DO) VERB (PN) (INDIR OBJS) (ADVERB) 

The relative order of the postverbal elements is variable, and a single clause 
may have more than one indirect object. 

It should be pointed out that any nominal and many adverbs in a copular or 
verbal clause may be moved to the beginning of the clause for focus pur-
poses. See chapter 12 for a discussion of this construction. Note that this 
means that the subject must be defined (in structural terms) not as the first 
nominal of the clause, but as the nominal which immediately precedes the 
copula or the auxiliary. 

7.2. Identificational clauses 

This clause type consists of a nominal or pronominal subject followed by 
one of the identifier pronouns. As pointed out in chapter 5, section 5.1.2.6, 
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Supyire has two sets of such pronouns, one ordinary and one with deictic 
meaning. The identifier pronoun agrees with the subject in number and gen-
der. It 's basic meaning is ' i t ' s (a/the) X' . The predication may function to 
identify, or better, classify the referent of the subject. For example, this type 
of clause is often given in answer to a question such as 'What is that?' When 
visiting for the purpose of greeting, a visitor is often asked why he or she 
has come. A common reply is then something such as the following: 

(7) YäköqkS fwüiji wi. 
afternoon.DEF(G2S) greeting.DEF(GlS) it.is(GlS) 
' I t ' s (your) afternoon greeting.' 

Similarly, ( la) above would be said by someone outside a closed door who 
has just been asked, 'Who's there?' 

In view of the predicative function of the identifier pronouns, it is quite 
likely that the final [i] in which they all end is the relict of a copula which 
has become fused with the pronouns. The obvious candidate would be the 
copula lilni which is found throughout Niger-Congo. This does not survive 
as a copula in Supyire, but is probably the source of the locative postposition 
/ ( f rom *ni), and is certainly the source of the niprogressive auxiliary found 
in central Senufo languages. 

The subject of an identificational clause may be either definite, as above, 
or indefinite: 

(8) Sapcyen-wff-yää-gä kf. 
bird-look-thing-G2S it.is(G2S) 
' I t ' s a thing for looking at birds.'1 

As in the last example, the function of this type of clause can go beyond 
mere classification. In fact, such a clause is semantically equivalent to a 
copular clause with a third person pronominal subject.2 Even non-present 
tense can be indicated by the context: 

(9) Nä u ä pa nd, wüü οένόό wi, 
if s/he PERF come man our friend.GIS it.is(GlS) 
'If s/he is born a boy (lit. comes a man), he will be our friend, 

^kää u si kä ιή-ρά ceewe, 
but s/he ADV COND IP-come woman 
but if s/he is bora a girl, 

wüü cw6 wi. 
our wife.GIS it.is(GlS) 
she will be our wife.' 
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The deictic identifier pronouns have the meaning 'Here/There is X.' 

(10) Ku kd. 
it(G2S) here.is(G2S) 
'Here/There it is.' 

None of the identifier pronouns may occur in a negative clause. Instead, 
they are all replaced with the negative identifier bä ' i t 's not (a/the) X. '3 

There is thus no agreement between subject and predicate in negative 
clauses. Some examples are: 

(11) a. Senufo mi-gi bä me. 
Senufo name-G2S it.is.not NEG 
'It 's not a Senufo name.' 

b. S&e bä me. 
truth(GlS) it.is.not NEG 
'It 's not true.' Lit. ' I t 's not truth.' 

c. Känhä fbö kä-pyi-i känä bä me. 
village owner affair-do-G3S only it.is.not NEG 
'It 's not a matter only for a village chief.' 
Lit. ' I t 's not only a deed of a village chief.' 

7.3. Copular clauses 

There are five verbs in Kampwo Supyire which may be classified as copu-
las: elements whose primary function is to link a predicate nominal to a 
subject. Two are actually copular uses of verbs which have other non-copu-
lar senses. The other three have only copular uses. All five, however, have 
been grammaticalized in various functions as auxiliaries. The next subsec-
tion will describe each of the copulas in turn. The following subsection will 
deal with additional functions of copular clauses, viz. their use in locative, 
existential, and possessive predications. 

7.3.1. The copulas 

The five copulas are given in Table 30. 
The commonest and semantically most neutral copula is jiye 'be' (also 

pronounced ßya, see chapter 2, section 2.2.1.3). Ordinarily it has present 
tense time reference, and does not take any tense-aspect auxiliary. The 
predicate nominal may be either indefinite or definite: 
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Table 30. Copulas 

Copula Gloss 

ßye 
pyi/mpyi 
sii 
nähä 
wi 

•be' 
'be' 
'be' 

(neutral) 
(nonpresent tense) 
(emphatic) 

'be here' 
'be there' 

(deictic) 
(deictic) 

(12) a. Fäägä ßye ta-teen-yi täanrd. 
Farakala be LOC-sit-G2P three 
'Farakala is (composed of) three sections.'4 

b. Nbnurugu-ßyigä ßye mobili-fbije. 
Nonurugo-red be car-run.GIS 
'Red Nonurugo is a chauffeur.1 

c. Ρ ire ύ figfyi5 ßye faatji. 
their(EMPH) GEN hope.DEF be farming.DEF 
'Their hope is (in) farming.' 

The only tense-aspect auxiliary that can be used with ßye is the progres-
sive auxiliary na. It adds nothing to the meaning but a slight emphasis. It is 
possible that its use was required in the past and now lingers only in contexts 
of emphasis. Some examples: 

(13) a. Mi) mige na jiya Büwärä. 
my name.DEF PROG be Buwara 
'My name is Buwara.' 

b. Kuru bä na jiye kän-bwbhh. 
that(EMPH) even PROG be village-big 
'That even is a big village.' 

Since ßye is used in the present tense only,6 another copula, mpyi / pyi, 
must be used in other tenses. This copula is actually only one use of the ex-
tremely versatile verb pyi 'do, make'. The form mpyi7 is used for past 
tense. It is in the great majority of cases used alone (i.e. without 
accompanying ΤΑΜ marker) as in the following examples: 

(14) a. Bdm~peeg6 me-g6 mpyi 
baboon-male .DEF name-DEF was 
'The male baboon's name was 
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'Säwbä na q-kwbhb-lV. 
Samba PROG IP-dance-IMPFV 
'Samba is Dancing'. 

b. Lire tdni i kuru cyäge puni 
that(EMPH) time.DEF in that(EMPH)place.DEF all 
'At that time that whole place 

mpyi täba-ci-ly6-yä. 
was taba-tree-old-G2P 
was (covered with) old 'taba' trees.'8 

A very few cases have been recorded of mpyi preceded by the progressive 
marker nay without any apparent change in meaning: 

(15) Lire tdni i tämii shuunnigi 
that(EMPH) time.DEF in five.franc.pieces two.DEF 
'At that time ten francs 

na mpyi kämpwb-hii sicyaarS. 
PROG were four.hundred-G3P four 
was (worth) one thousand six hundred (cowries). 

The form pyi is used together with auxiliaries to function as a copula in 
other tense-aspects. Note that most of the auxiliaries require the intransitive 
nasal prefix on the following verb. Some examples are: 

(16) a. habitual 

Fwüun mäha m-pyi sure cyeng6. 
peanuts HAB IP-be mush.DEF sauce.DEF 
'Peanuts are the sauce for the mush.' i.e. the mush is habitually 
eaten with peanut sauce 

b. narrative 

Kä lire si m-pyl thpi shwo-ijkäni. 
and that(EMPH) NARR IP-be hare save-manner.DEF 
'And that was how Hare was saved.' Lit. And that was Hare's 
way of being saved. 

c. future9 

Ku si ih-pyl \νύύ ά silege. 
it FUT FP-be us to shame 
'It will be a shameful thing for us.' 
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The past auxiliary ηά and the perfect auxiliary ä may be used with pyi to 
give a past tense reading synonymous with tnpyi. Note that ä does not take 
the intransitive nasal prefix on its verb: 

(17) a. Fant6r-ii nä m-pyi shtin taanr6. 
Fanterela-GlP PAST IP-be people three 
'The inhabitants from Fanterela were three (in number).' 

b. Küluwü Säänogo u ä pyi 
Kuluwo Saanogo he PERF be 
'It was Kuluwo Saanogo who was 

känhe sii-fddrfi. 
village.DEF begin-owner.DEF 
the founder of the village.' 

The copula sn, like pyi, is actually a copular use of a verb with other 
senses, in this case the verb sii 'begin'. It differs from the other copulas in 
being emphatic or contrastive, meaning something like 'really/certainly be'. 
It indicates a higher than expected level of certainty on the part of the 
speaker, sometimes in the face of skepticism on the part of the addressee. In 
its copular use, it occurs only with the perfect marker a, and its time refer-
ence is present.10 The shift in meaning from 'have begun (at some time in 
the past)' to 'be (at the present moment)' is not great. Some examples are: 

(18) a. Mu a sli empoorespori 
you PERF be.EMPH import.export.merchant 

^m)) py fin f /. 
my eye in 

'You really are an import-export merchant in my opinion.' 

b. Käshi a sll ya-pege di! 
war PERF be.EMPH thing-bad EXCL 
'War really is a bad thing!' 

c. Pi punä ä sll nirjkin. 
they all PERF be.EMPH one 
'They certainly are all the same thing.' 

The remaining two copulas may be described as "deictic". In addition to 
the copular meaning of 'be' they include deictic information about relative 
distance from the speaker. The proximal copula nähä 'be here' is identical in 
form to the deictic adverb nähä 'here', which is obviously derived from it 
(or vice versa). The use of nähä with predicate nominals is rare (its use in 
the other functions of existential, locative, and possessive is rather more 
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common—see the following section for examples). The following example 
was obtained by elicitation, no unelicited examples being available: 

(19) Lire nihi s00. 
this(EMPH) be .here truth 
'This is true.' Lit. 'This is truth.' 

The distal copula wi 'be there' is the source of the distal adverb wanf 
' there' . Like nihi it is somewhat rare with predicate nominals, but some 
naturally occurring examples are available: 

(20) a. Yire wi pytyt. 
they(EMPH) be.there children 
'They (the elephants in the zoo in the far away capital city) 
are children.' 

b. ΥΊ) wi cyde. 
you.PL be.there women 
'You are women.'1 1 

7.3.2. Locative and related functions 

Clark (1978) points out that in many languages existential and possessive 
constructions resemble locatives, from which they are evidently historically 
derived by analogical extension. Supyire provides textbook examples of this 
generalization. In effect, in addition to the prototypical copular function of 
linking predicate nominals to a subject described in the foregoing sections, 
copular clauses in Supyire are regularly used to express location of a sub-
ject, and these same clause types are also used to express existence and pos-
session. 

7.3.2.1. Locative copular clauses 

The copulas can all be used to link locative postpositional phrases and ad-
verbs to the subject. Examples with postpositional phrases: 

(21) a. Mil ρόόηϊ na jiye Sukwoo na. 
my husband.DEF PROG be Sikasso at 
'My husband is in Sikasso.' 

b. Cig6 kiI ku mpyi kuru wyige nljilrjf na. 
tree.DEF INDit was that(EMPH) hole.DEF above at 
Ά tree was above that hole.' 
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c. Pi punä i pyi pi migi baye e. 
they all PERFbe their name houses in 
'They were all in their own cages (in the zoo).' 

d. Pu punä ä sTi kafinara nä sde shwbhle e. 
it all PERF be.EMPH lies and truth between in 
'It is really all between lies and truth.' 

e. Mii kini u nähä bag6 e. 
I only he be.here house.DEF in 
' I 'm alone in the house.' 

f. Wüü punf na wä kwüügd niqkin i. 
we all PROG be.there enclosure one in 
'We were all there in one enclosure.'12 

Examples of the copulas used with locative adverbs: 

(22) a. Kuru ßaijkd, u märämp6 na jiye a/7/.13 

that(EMPH) hill.DEF his treasure.DEF PROG be there 
'That hill, his treasure is there.' 

b. Kücwuunbii nä bdnyi mpyi ani. 
patas.monkeys.DEF and baboons.DEF were there 
'The patas monkeys and the baboons were there.' 

c. Nbgö-ΐγέηά ä pyi ani tire bilSre e. 
man-old.DEF PERF be there that(EMPH) slavery .DEF in 
'Your father (lit. the old man) was there in that (condition of) 
slavery.' 

d. Wüü ßye a sllä ani me. 
we NEG PERF be.there there NEG 
'We really weren't there.' 

e. WM na nähä ' nähä. 
we PROG be.here here 
'We are here. '1 4 

f. Pi na wä ani. 
they PROG be.there there 
'They are there.' 

7.3.2.2. Existential copular clauses 

All five copulas may also be used in existential clauses, i.e. assertions of the 
existence of the subject. Existentials often, but not always, have a locative 
adverb or postpositional phrase following the copula. 
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(23) a. Lü-küit na jiye. 
water-lack PROG be 
'There is a drought." 

b. Supyirc ή-dihä-gf n&> 
people.DEF NOM-let.go-DEF they-REFL on 
'People separating from each other, 

tddn jiye le e mi. 
profit be it in NEG 
there's no profit in it.' 

c. Yaag6 kä ceigi ku nähä ' nähä. 
thing.DEF IND egg it be.here here 
'There's a big egg of something here.' 

f. Wä na wä ' märji i. 
IND PROG be.there there.DEF at 
'There is someone over there.' 

When the subject is human and definite, the meaning can be 'still alive': 

(24) IJgt u a nähä ζίί ή-täha 
DEM he PROG be.here FP.be.EMPH FP-succeed 
'The one who is to succeed 

Β am be nie na g6, kämpyi uru na jiye, 
Babemba on REL if he(EMPH) PROG be 
Babemba, if he is still alive, 

Κύΐύβούηηύ' ύ 0 jw6 u na jiye. 
Kuluncungo he SUBJUNC say he PROG be 
Kuluncungo should say (that) he is still alive.'15 

However, even the dead are alive in the Supyire way of thinking: 

(25) Wüu a cd ä jwo na cyäge kd e 
we PERF know SC say that place.DEF IND in 
'We know that at someplace 

wüu tiibii niq-kwuu.bii jiye. 
our fathers.DEF ADJ-dead.DEF(G 1P) be 
our dead fathers exist.' 
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7.3.2.3. Possessive copular clauses 

The copulas are also used to construct possessive clauses, in which the sub-
ject is the thing possessed, and a dative or locative postpositional phrase 
following the copula encodes the possessor (the dative of possession, cf. 
Givön 1984: 103).16 

(26) a. Cedrji la-ßye-sänqke na ßye u ä. 
woman.DEF pregnancy-full-last.DEF PROG be her to 
'The woman (still) had her last child (with her).' lit.: 'The 
woman's last offspring was to her.' 

b. Käntugo na ßye u na. 
back PROG be him at 
'He has relatives.1 lit.: 'Back is at him/ 

c. Täßjy66 Wähädugu kalatji cyäg6 
last.year Ouagadougou study.DEF place.DEF 

käläväabii sähä pi mpyi \νύύ ä Böbo e. 
teacher.DEF again they were us to Bobo at 
'We had the (same) teachers (as for) last year's course in 
Ouagadougou (for this year's course) in Bobo Dioulasso.' 

d. Tugu-foo ßye ä pyi u na me. 
help.put.load.on.head-agent NEG PERF be her at NEG 
'One to help put the load on her head was not at her.' More 
naturally: 'She had no one to help her put her load on her 
head.' 

e. Pyi-Tfkana nähä wüύ ä la? 
do-manner be.here us DAT Q 
'Do we have an option?' 

f. Katdge nähä mil nä. 
hunger.DEF be.here me at 
' I 'm hungry.' Lit.: 'Hunger is at me.' 

g. Tafwönre-boro na wä riipi a. 
rotting-sack PROG be.there hare to 
'Hare has a sack which causes rotting.' 

h. Lä wä ρ) nä me. 
IND NEG.be.there them at NEG 
'They are fine.' Lit.: 'Something is not at them.'17 

Two other types of possessive copular clauses are used, though neither is 
as common as the kind just described. In the first, the possessed item is still 
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the subject, but the copula is followed by a genitive construction with an in-
definite pronominal head. The possessor is coded as the genitive. The pro-
nominal head of the genitive construction agrees in noun class with the sub-
ject. Following are some examples: 

(27) a. IJg6 pye mΏ wü de! 
DEM(GIS) be my POSS(GIS) EXCL 
'That is mine!' 

b. Μρίί cy&ebff mü shüünlgf pye mil wüu. 
DEM women.DEF also two.DEF be my POSS(GIP) 
'These two women belong to me.' 

c. Taar6 mpyi Sdrii w6r6. 
land.DEF(G4) was Sere.inhabitants POSS(G4) 
'The land belonged to the inhabitants of Sere.' 

In the second type, the subject is the possessor, and the possessed item is en-
coded as an associative, marked with the preposition—postposition combina-
tion ηά.,.ΐ 'with': 

(28) a. Ml) türji mpyi ηά pwunm-pole 6. 
my father.DEF was with dog-male with 
'My father had (lit. was with) a male dog.' 

b. Närji wä u mpyi ηά cyde ki /... 
man.DEF IND he was with women ten with 
Ά certain man had ten wives...' 

c. U pye ηά lale 6. 
she be with pregnancy with 
'She is pregnant.' 

7.4. Verbal clauses 

In this section simple finite verbal clauses will be examined. The difficulties 
attendant upon trying to classify Supyire verbs will be explained in the first 
subsection, and subsequent subsections will deal with Stative intransitives, 
active intransitives, and transitives. 

7.4.1. Problems of verb classification 

It was pointed out in chapter 3 that frequently it is difficult to classify noun 
roots as belonging to a particular gender, since the same root can often ap-
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pear in more than one gender, and there may be no independent criteria for 
deciding that membership in one of the genders is basic and the other uses 
derived. A similar problem besets any attempt to exhaustively classify verbs 
in Supyire. It is of course relatively easy to classify specific uses of a verb: a 
particular clause is usually obviously stative or active, transitive or intransi-
tive, and so forth. But the verb itself can be used in a variety of different 
clause-types, and it would often be arbitrary to decide that one use is more 
basic than another. 

Some pairs of uses, however, recur repeatedly, and in these cases it is 
possible to discern the underlying structure of the verbal system. For exam-
ple, the great majority of stative verbs can also be used to denote active 
processes (inceptive or otherwise) when used in an appropriate tense-aspect, 
such as progressive: 

(29) a. stative 

Mu a ρέέ. 
you PERF be.fat 
'You are fat.' 

b. active 

Mu na m-pdrd. 
you PROG IP-become.fat.IMPFV 
'You are getting fat.' 

Nearly half of them can be used in transitive clauses with a causative 
meaning as well: 

(30) Pi ä mu ρέέ. 
they PERF you make.fat ( = praise) 
'They praised you.' 

This sort of principled double membership will be noted repeatedly in the 
following subsections. It is not of course exempt from the type of idiosyn-
cratic behavior typical of the lexicon. One stative verb may be used transi-
tively with causative meaning, while another may not be so used (at least by 
the speakers I consulted on the question). This is not the proper place to ex-
plore these individual behaviors in detail. A dictionary is projected which 
will contain this sort of information. 

One type of systematic variation should be addressed here, however, and 
that is the problem of passive voice. Virtually all transitive active verbs can 
be used in intransitive clauses, with the semantic patient as the subject, and 
with passive meaning, but without any further morphological marking of 
voice. The agent of the passive may not appear, and the clause resembles 
syntactically in every way a simple intransitive clause: 
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(31) a. active 

Närja ä sikägi bd. 
man.DEF PERF goat.DEF kill 
'The man has killed the goat.1 

b. passive 

Sikäga a bd. 
goat.DEF PERF kill 
'The goat has been killed.' 

Because of this lack of morphological marking, some would say that 
Senufo languages lack a passive voice. It is obvious, however, that the se-
mantic and pragmatic functions of passive are filled by this particular con-
struction, and therefore from a functional point of view it is desirable to 
identify such uses as passive. The reader should keep in mind, however, that 
such clauses are not syntactically differentiated from simple intransitive 
clauses. Passive and other voice phenomena will be examined in greater de-
tail in chapter 10. 

7.4.2. Stative verbs 

Stative verbs are those which denote an unchanging state rather than an 
event. They encode many concepts which correspond to adjectives in Indo-
European languages, such as color, size, flavor, and consistency. The subject 
has the role of "patient of state". Given the difficulties of verb classification 
mentioned above, namely that most of the members of this class can be used 
with a non-stative sense as well, a useful diagnostic (which is not, however, 
foolproof, see below) is to put the verb in a simple clause with perfect 
tense/aspect. In such a clause, this class of verbs has stative meaning with 
present time reference. There is no construal of the present state being the 
result of a previous event. In the following examples the state of affairs has 
always obtained: 

(32) a. Kafääga a pdd. 
stone.DEF PERF be.big 
'The stone is big.' 

b. Ku laagä ä toon. 
its distance.DEF PERF be.long 
'It is far away.' Lit. 'Its distance is long.' 

c. Yyde gkula ä pyaha. 
years eighty PERF be.a.lot 
'Eighty years is a lot.' 
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Following are some examples of stative verbs, roughly subclassified into 
semantic categories. 

(33) stative verbs: 

a. color: wwo 'be dark colored' 
ßääyä 'be warm colored' 
ίίηίηέ 'be light colored' 

b. size: cyiri 'be small' 
ρέό 'be big, fat' 
bile 'be thick' 
cwoga 'be thin' 
bere 'be short' 
toon 'be long, tall' 
cügd 'be deep' 

c. flavor: tään 'be sweet, good tasting, pleasing' 
pen 'be tasteless, bad tasting, displeasing' 
tanha 'be sour' 
soro 'be bitter' 
pdd 'be good tasting' 

d. consistency: fya 'be too runny' 
foogo 'be too soft' 
waha 'be hard, dry' 
fyiinne 'be fine textured' 
pänhägä 'be tough' 
tara 'be firm' 
lo 'be gooey' 
shiile 'be hard' 
pi 'be soft, ripe, ready'18 

e. temperature: βίηέ 'be cool, wet' 
wyere 'be hot' 

f. surface appearance: 
βέηέ 'be spotted' 
cwo 'be hairy' 
woogo 'be smooth' 
pi 'be ugly, bad, dangerous'19 

ßWO 'be beautiful, good' 
ßw5h0 'be dirty' 

8· shape: t f f 'be straight' 
nahana 'be twisted, crooked' 
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h. weight: dugo 'be heavy' 
faha 'be light' 

i. psychological state: 
fere 'be happy' 
wurugo 'be mistaken' 
pwugo 'be stupid' 
cyiigd 'be smart' 
sfl6g6 'be ashamed' 

j. quantity: jiyaha 'be a lot' 
kuuqo 'not be enough' 

k. appropriateness: 
yaa 'be appropriate'20 

be 'be right' 
para 'not be appropriate' 

There are other stative verbs which do not fall into any of the above seman-
tic categories: 

(34) miscellaneous stative verbs 

kanha 'be tired' 
faba 'be weak' 
lye 'be old' 
cünnü 'be deaf 
bubo 'not be well shut' 

There are a few intransitive stative verbs which require another nominal 
argument in addition to the subject. This further argument is coded as an in-
direct object with the postposition na 'at, on*. One such verb has a patient-
of-state subject (though the state is not a prototypical sensorily perceivable 
one): nara 'be a child of a female blood relative of the referents of the indi-
rect object': 

(35) Mii ä nara Zhlr-ii na. 
I PERF — Zerila-inhabitants at 
Ί am a child of a woman from Zerila.'21 

Two other verbs have a dative/experiencer subject rather than patient of 
state: 

(36) dä 'believe, have confidence in'22 

yaha 'believe'23 
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Following are example sentences using these verbs: 

(37) a. M)i jiye a dä mu na mä. 
I NEG PERF have.confidence you on NEG 
Ί don't trust you.' 

b. Pi ä yaha Ji na. 
they PERF believe it on 
'They believe it.' 

Many stative verbs can also have a dynamic process reading when they are 
used in a tense-aspect other than the perfect. For example, in the progressive 
aspect they mean 'is becoming X' and in the future 'will become X' . Al-
though some speakers willingly supply such sentences on demand, others are 
more reluctant (perhaps from lack of imagination) and no-one seems to pro-
duce them spontaneously with anything near the frequency of the stative 
uses. Of the following examples, only the first was culled from a text; the 
others were all elicited. 

(38) a. ßürjgaga ίόό cäänä 
boldness owner things.spread.out.to.dry.G4 
'It is the bold persons things 

ti fly ε na ware. 
they(G4) be PROG dry.IMPFV 
that get dry. '2 4 

b. U na lyä-gd. 
s/hePROG be.old-IMPFV 
'He/she/it is growing old.' 

c. U na η-kanre. 
s/he PROG IP-be.tired.IMPFV 
'He/she/it is getting tired.' 

Even the perfect can have an event interpretation if the conditions are 
right. Thus 

(39) Mu a ρόέ. 
you PERF be.fat 

can mean 'You have gotten fat (and are therefore in a state of being fat)' as 
well as 'You are fat. ' 

Entry into a state (inceptive aspect) is much more commonly coded with a 
serial verb construction than with a simple clause as in the last example. The 
verb pa 'come' precedes the stative verb in this construction. This will be 
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described more fully in chapter 9, section 9.1.5. An example is given here 
for comparison: 

(40) Kä sige shiinbii si pi lw5 ά märä... 
and bush people.DEF NARR them take SC keep 
'Then the bush spirits took and kept them... 

f6 kä pi S ιή-pä lye. 
till and they NARR IP-come be.old 
till they grew up.' 

The two-argument statives mentioned above do not appear to have a dy-
namic/process use. There is one further stative with a dative/experiencer 
subject which retains a stative meaning even with the progressive aspect: cää 
'like, love, want'. Following are some example sentences with this verb: 

(41) a. Mli na ji-cää kü ηά. 
I PROG IP-like it on 
Ί want/like it.' 

b. Pi a cää pl~y£ nä käbyi näykdcyiirf e. 
they PERF like they-REFL on since child.DEF in 
'They have loved each other since childhood.' 

A substantial subset (almost half) of stative verbs can also be used transi-
tively with causative meaning. For this use, see chapter 10, section 10.3.2. 

7.4.3. Active intransitive verbs 

Many intransitive verbs are active rather than stative in meaning. When 
these occur with the perfect tense/aspect, the current situation is necessarily 
construed as resulting from a past event. They retain the same reference to a 
dynamic event in the other tense/aspects. As might be expected, there are 
some verbs which have both a stative and an active meaning, even in the 
perfect. Thus byanhara can mean both 'be near' (stative) and 'approach' 
(active). Such indeterminacy does not invalidate the entire classification, but 
should be a warning against any attempt to establish fixed boundaries in the 
constantly changing geography of lexical semantics. 

In the following subsections, the simple, or 'prototypical' active intransi-
tive verbs will be reviewed first. Then those verbs which often take a loca-
tive indirect object will be described, followed by a section on verbs which 
permit the addition of a predicate nominal. Like the statives, many active 
intransitives can be used transitively with causative meaning. For a descrip-
tion of this use, see section 10.3.2 of chapter 10. 
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7.4.3.1. Simple active intransitive verbs 

Active intransitive verbs can be subclassified semantically into those which 
typically take an involuntary, patient subject, and those which take a volun-
tary, agent subject. Obvious examples of the former are those which denote 
a change of state in the subject. These verbs commonly have a stative inter-
pretation as well. Some examples are: 

(42) change of state verbs 

kwü 'die' 
fwönhö 'rot, be rotten' 
s6g6 'burn, be burnt' 
keege 'spoil, ruin, be spoilt, be ruined' 
tin 'swell, be swollen, be satiated' 
cwon 'tear, be torn' 
fuu 'burst' 

Another common category of involuntary intransitives are some of the bod-
ily functions: 

(43) bodily function verbs 

clri 'sneeze' 
cirig6 'faint' 
cwüüld 'belch' 
fingi 'sniffle' 
fUn 'perspire' 
koo 'cough' 
kwooro 'snore, purr' 
βε 'wake up' 
sän ' fart ' 
tügd 'vomit' 
würülö 'itch' 
wwbhbrb 'retch' 
yäälä 'yawn' 
y&gM 'hiccough' 

Verbs denoting plant functions are semantically closely related: 

(44) plant function verbs 

faan 'wilt '25 

fyen 'flower' 
fy)n 'sprout, germinate' 
sc 'produce lots of fruit' 
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A number of verbs denote adverse and presumably unwanted events which 
may be gathered under the general rubric of adversity: 

(45) verbs of adversity 

c0r6g0 'bungle' 
id 'miss, fail, be poor' 
kyaala 'suffer' 
pdd 'miss, fail' 
pddn 'lose in a transaction' 
ya 'hurt, be sick' 

There are a few verbs involving bodily motion which are involuntary: 

(46) cwo 'fall ' 
bürfgö 'stub toe' 
fwu 'run' (liquid) 
ρέέΐέ 'float' 

The voluntary, agent-subject verbs are more numerous than the involuntary 
ones. They include voluntary bodily function verbs: 

(47) voluntary bodily function verbs 

cyaha 'laugh' 
fyecre 'urinate' 
muguro 'smile'26 

tj 66 'go to sleep, sleep' 
ηο 'rest, breathe' 
tjworo 'suckle' 
su 'defecate' 
wuli 'bathe' 

Also voluntary are many verbs denoting change of posture: 

(48) change of posture verbs 

δύτύ 'lie face down' 
kiituji ' turn'2 7 

ίύτάηά 'coil up' (snake) 
Ιγέέΐέ 'stoop down' 
sfnf 'lie down' 
suulo 'squat' 
ίεεη 'sit down' 
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Most verbs of motion denote voluntary events. Only verbs which do not 
normally require an accompanying locative expression are listed here: 

(49) motion verbs 

caala 'disperse' 
caanra 'arrive first' 
fl· ' run' 
filili 'crawl' 
klbrbklbrb 'walk like an ape' (ideophone) 
kwbhb 'dance' 
mdldgdmälägä 'wriggle like a snake' (ideophone) 
ηύτύ 'return' 
ßa 'swim' 
paara 'walk' 
yi ' jump' 
yy6r6 'stop' 

Many verbs denoting vocal sounds, including some verbs of speech, are 
agentive active intransitives: 

(50) verbs of vocalization 

fine ' l ie ' 
fyähä 'remain silent, hold one's peace' 
kwüülö 'shout, cry' 
kyääli 'bellow, shout' 
kyen 'grunt' 
s6r6 'do muslim prayers' 
εήύύηηό 'make dental clicks expressive of disapproval' 
tin 'make a loud noise' 

There are of course many verbs which do not fit neatly into the above 
semantic categories: 

(51) miscellaneous voluntary verbs 

bähärä 'play' 
b6g616 'pack, get ready to go' 
cy6 ' refuse ' 
mo 'stay a long time' 
rjwoho 'hide' 
shwon 'pass the night' 
sig6 'suspect something' 
tun 'quarrel '2 8 
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7.4.3.2. Intransitive verbs with locative objects 

A subclass of active intransitive verbs take two arguments. Among these are 
motion verbs which frequently take locative arguments (though with many 
the extra argument is not obligatory): 

(52) motion verbs with locative arguments 

dugo 'go up' 
file 'approach' 
fworo 'go out' 
jye 'go in' 
kare 'go,leave'29 

kiiniji 'move'30 

no 'arrive' 
pa 'come' 
shya 'go, leave' 
tigd 'go down'31 

toro 'pass'32 

'go'33 

yirl 'leave, get up 

With a few of the verbs (dago 'go up', fworo 'go out', kiiniji 'move', tigd 
'go down'), the locative phrase can code either the locative goal or the loca-
tive source of the motion. Thus fworo bag6 e means 'go/come out of the 
house' (locative source), whereas fworo htääni na means 'go/come out to the 
courtyard' (locative goal). With the other verbs the locative phrase can only 
refer to the locative goal. 

A number of verbs involving movement without change of location also 
take locative arguments: 

(53) fein 'lean on'35 

lähä 'let go of 
märä 'cling onto' 
noro 'hang from' 
suru 'hook onto' 
tege 'touch, set on head' 
tfirji 'lean on' 

A few verbs take abstract "locatives": 

(54) sänrä 'get tired of 
ίέέ 'become accustomed to'36 

tigd 'have no confidence in'37 

yäfä 'forgive'38 
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Some examples of these verbs in sentences follow: 

(55) a. Kä mi) sä sänrä bäsh) tään. 
and I go get.tired.of trouble beside 
Ί got really tired of the trouble.' 

b. Mu a ίόό υ tünmpe na. 
you PERF become.accustomed its noise.DEF on 
4 You have become accustomed to its noise.' 

c. Cyeng6 ηεεηεηί pye a t&d 
sauce.DEF taste.DEF NEG PERF be.accustomed 

Cäändugo na mi. 
Chandogo on NEG 
'Chandogo is not used to tasting the sauce (to see if it has 
enough salt).' 

d. Mil a tigd ύ έ. 
I PERF have.no.confidence him in 
Ί have no confidence in him.' 

e. Yäfä nä nä, m)i a yäfä mu na. 
forgive me.NONDECL on I PERF forgive you on 
'Forgive me, (for) I have forgiven you.' 

7.4.3.3. Intransitive verbs with predicate nominals 

A few intransitive verbs have a quasi-copular function. They may take a 
predicate nominal (i.e. a noun phrase following the verb unmarked by any 
adposition), which encodes what the subject becomes. The following are the 
verbs so far recorded which occur with this construction: 

ciri 'hatch' 
fyln 'sprout' 
pa 'come' 
pyi 'become'39 

si 'be born'40 

toro 'pass' 

Following are some examples. The verb and the predicate nominal are in 
regular type: 

(57) a . Kä u ύ sä ceeg6 ta kä ä 
and he NARR go egg.DEF find it.COMP PERF 
'Then he went and found (that) the egg had 
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ciri nb nä ceewe. 
hatch man and woman 
hatched (into) a man and a woman.'41 

b. Kä pyägi niuji si... fyin cige. 
and child.DEF mother.DEF NARR sprout tree 
'Then the child's mother ... sprouted (as) a tree.'42 

c. Nümi wüünf kä s), 
now POSS.DEF COND be.born 
'When this one is born, 

πά υ ä pa nö, wüü οόνόό wf ... 
if s/he PERF come man our friend it.is(GlS) 
if it is a boy (lit. it s/he comes a man), he will be our friend...' 

d. Ma ά sllrjkombllni wä ma-yd 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC cane.DEF throw you-REFL 
'You must throw the cane behind 

käntugo: lire si rihpyl taha num-bwoha. 
behind it(EMPH) FUT FP-become thicket ADJ-big 
yourself: it will become a big thicket.' 

e. Kä lire laanf si m-pä si 
and this(EMPH) pregnancy.DEF NARR IP-come be.born 
'Then that pregnancy was born 

ρύςέέ-ΜΙέ. 
girl-little 
a little girl.' 

f. Kä lire kile-wwodni si ή-tbrb kafeege. 
and that(EMPH) sky-be.dark.DEF NARR IP-pass wind 
'Then that threatening storm (lit. sky-darkness) passed (as 
mere) wind.' 

If an indirect object is present, it normally follows the predicate nominal, 
but occasionally may precede it, as in the following example: 

(58) Äihpyi yli cydebff mäha m-pyi 
if.COUNTERFACT you.PL women.DEF HAB IP-be 
'If you women weren't 

ämunl mi, m)i mpyi na si m-pyi mu ά pyä. 
thus NEG I PAST PROG FUT FP-become you to child 
like that, I would have become a child for you.' 
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7.4.4. Transitive verbs 

In this section we will examine those verbs which ordinarily take a direct 
object. Before proceeding to a closer look at the various configurations of 
semantic roles possible with this large group, a word should be said about 
the intransitive use of these verbs. For the great majority, the intransitive has 
passive meaning, the subject in this case coding the patient of change. This 
passive use is described in section 10.2.1 of chapter 10. Besides the passive, 
there are two other constructions which detransitivize transitive verbs. These 
are the suppression of the patient of certain verbs verbs and the demotion of 
the patient to an indirect object role with a few other verbs. Both of these 
are relatively minor constructions in terms of the number of verbs they can 
occur with. They are dealt with in sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 of chapter 10. 

7.4.4.1. Prototypical transitive verbs 

The prototypical transitive verbs are those encoding events in which a volun-
tary, potent agent causes a visible, physical change in a patient within a 
short space of time (cf. Givön 1984: 96-97). These include such verbs as the 
following, which generally take inanimate objects: 

i f f 'beat smooth' 
fürü 'pierce through* 
jya 'split, break* 
kürü 'fold, bend' 
kwon 'cut' 
no 'bite, sting' 
paha 'split open' 
pin) 'spin (cotton into thread)' 
SÜ 'pound in a mortar' 
süügö 'burn'43 

Sometimes the change undergone by the patient is not quite so drastic, al-
though there is still physical contact between the agent and patient. The fol-
lowing verbs take mostly inanimate patients: 

bwon 'hit' 
cwüün 'wipe' 
fyinme 'soak' 

'wash' 
kM 'knock,rap 
lwö ' take' 
miigö 'open' 
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sämä 'comb' 
saanra 'stroke' 
siige 'press on, prop up' 
to 'close, cover, bury' 
yügö 'squeeze to extract liquid'44 

A few verbs require animate patients: 

(61) bän) 'wound' 
bo 'kill ' 
koon 'cut throat o f 
bdd 'cause pain in a wound' 
fw00y0 'step on heels while walking behind' 
16g616 'tickle' 

A number of verbs denote actions in which the patient is created: 

(62) c)n 'weave' 
faanra 'build' 
jwoolo 'sew' 
ßinl 'roll (brick)' 
si 'engender'45 

With many verbs the patient is affected primarily by undergoing a change 
of location: 

bite 'gather up' 
cää 'spread out' 
οεητηε 'transplant' 
cyän 'drop' 
diri 'pull ' 
nähä 'herd, drive (animals)' 
qooTjo 'push' 
siniqi ' lay down'4 6 

tugo 'carry' 

A number of verbs denote primarily the removal of something from the pa-
tient: 

(64) cwo 'remove peanuts from plants' 
f&rd 'remove blade (of knife or hoe) from handle' 
fiig£ 'remove kernels from cob' 
kül) 'shave' 
lähälä 'peel '4 7 
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jiämä 'prune' 
siri 'remove husks by pounding in mortar* 
wää 'break off from main body'48 

With a few verbs, it is the agent who moves, rather than the patient: 

(65) jyiile 'cross' 
kwüüld 'encircle, surround' 
mähänä 'go round' 
yaha 'leave, let alone'49 

7.4.4.2. Transitive verbs with experiencer subjects 

A small group of perception verbs take an experiencer subject. The patient is 
typically not affected by the action. These verbs are: 

(66) 16g6 'hear' 
ηέέηέ 'taste' 
ηύύηό 'smell'50 

pye 'see' 

With the first three of these verbs, the subject can also be agentive (thus 
16g<5 can also mean 'listen'). The verb ßye> on the other hand, has another 
verb w//'look' as its agentive counterpart. 

7.4.4.3. Verbs with recipient direct objects 

A number of verbs take a recipient direct object. Most of these involve 
speech: 

(67) foongo 'console' 
nägi 'flatter, persuade' 
sdmb 'warn, inform in advance'51 

shyiir6 'greet, thank' 
yyere 'call' 
yers 'counsel' 
yib6/yfg6 'ask'52 

A few have decidedly negative consequences for the recipient: 

(68) ciigi 'accuse' 
cyahala 'insult' 
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kyiili 'contradict' 
Ιάηά 'curse' 

The following three verbs, all borrowed from Bambara, do not necessarily 
involve speech: 

(69) bin 'raise (a child)' 
jähävi 'betray' 
pdrdpdrö 'threaten' 

Finally, there is one verb which takes an experiencer (rather than recipi-
ent) direct object. It also differs from the above verbs in requiring an inani-
mate subject. The subject of kakyanhala 'surprise' must instead refer to a 
situation or event. Following is an example: 

(70) Kä 11 jyiili-Tjkäni si 
and her cross-manner.DEF NARR 
'Her way of having crossed (the river) 

kknhe shlinbff punf käkyänhälä. 
village.DEF people.DEF all surprise 
astonished all the people of the village.' 

7.4.4.4. Transitive verbs with predicate nominals 

In section 7.4.3.3 above intransitive verbs which optionally take a predicate 
nominal were introduced. There are several transitive verbs which similarly 
take a predicate nominal in addition to a direct object. Some of these verbs 
are simply the transitive counterparts of the intransitives. Others are primar-
ily transitive. The predicate nominal in either case indicates what the pa-
tient-direct object becomes. The verbs in this category so far recorded are: 

(71) kiingi 'change into'53 

le 'put, name' 
pyi 'make, call' 
shwoho 'cook' 
ta ' f ind ' 5 4 

yyere 'call, name' 

The verb keinrji most frequently takes a reflexive direct object. It thus 
means 'turn oneself into': 
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(72) Kä fyiibff si pi-y6 ' kääniji näßjii. 
and pythons.DEF NARR they-REFL change young.men 
'Then the pythons turned themselves into young men.' 

It is frequently coupled with the verb pyi 'become, do, make' in a serial 
construction: 

(73) Kä υ ό ... ύ-yd kiämjä ä pyi kafeege 
and she NARR she-REFL change SC become wind 
'Then she ... turned herself (into) wind 

mä fworo u nüqi cyi d. 
and go.out her mother.DEF hand in 
and went out of her mother's hand.' 

To express the action of naming something, three verbs (/e 'put ' , yyere 
'call ' , and pyi 'call, become, do, etc.') take the noun mege 'name' as direct 
object and the name given as predicate nominal. The person or thing named 
is the genitive possessor of mege: 

(74) a. Kä pi ί ύ mäge le Yoqoyaqa. 
and they NARR her name.DEF put Yorjoyaga 
'They named her Yoqoyaqa.' 

b. Pi kilSqi mig6 pi mäha yyera ämiJinä.55 

their god.DEF name.DEF they HAB call thus jinn 
'It is their god which they call thus ' j inn'. 

c. Ntasimipff ρΏ na ßye, 
frogs.DEF IND PROG be 
'There are some frogs, 

pi mäha pire migi pyi yimajono. 
they HAB their(EMPH) name call yimajono 
they call them 'yimajono'.56 

The verb pyi can dispense with the noun mege and still retain its sense of 
'name' or 'call ' : 

(75) Kuru pinrfke pi ßye na m-pyi 'bogo\57 

this(EMPH) drum.DEF they be PROG IP-call bogo 
'It is this drum which they call 'bogo'. 

The predicate nominal with the verb shwoho 'cook' denotes a meal: 
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(76) Jlyige na maä ' ηύτά ä wa wwü 
morning.DEF on and.NARR return SC IND take.out 
'In the morning, (they) again took out some (grain) 

ä kan pi a sore zäneeg6. 
SC give they SUBJUNC.IMPFV cook.IMPFV meal.DEF 
and gave (it to them) for them to cook (as) the mid-morning meal.1 

With the verb ta 'find' the patient-direct object does not actually change 
into anything. The agent-subject rather finds it to be what is indicated by the 
predicate nominal: 

(77) Ki wä s) J) lw5 i jd, kä ηή) ί 
and IND NARR it take SC swallow and I NARR 
'One ( = a fish) took and swallowed it ( = the hook), and I 

// dirf mä ύ tä htäsaqa. 
it pull and it find species.of.fish 
pulled it and found it ( = the fish) (was) a ntasaga* 

7.4.4.5. Transitive verbs with locative indirect objects 

A number of transitive verbs are normally construed with a locative expres-
sion, either a locative adverb or a locative adpositional phrase. The most 
common of these verbs are: 

(78) bärä 'add to' 
durugo 'raise, put up' 
lähi 'take off o f 
le 'put' 
lege 'put' 
tirigd 'lower, put down' 
yige 'take out of, bring out to' 

The verb bärä 'add to' requires a locative marked with the postposition na 
'on, at', which codes what the patient is added to: 

(79) Uru na g-käägt sä ύ käcilyf bärä 
he(EMPH)PROG IP-go.IMPFV go his bones.DEF add 
'He was going to go add his bones 

Bämbeme wtiyi na Sogo Kanha na. 
Babemba POSS.DEF(G2P) on Sikassotown at 
to Babemba's in Sikasso.' 
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This verb is sometimes used without any auxiliary (a sign of non-finiteness) 
to simply conjoin two noun phrases. The second noun phrase retains its 
postposition, but it is clear that the verb is functioning as a proto-conjunc-
tion: 

(80) Mu bärä mil nä, \νύύ si ή-kärd Sukwoo na. 
you add me on we FUT FP-go Sikasso at 
'You and I, we will go to Sikasso.' 

The verbs durugo and firigd are the causatives of the intransitives dugo 'go 
up' and tigd 'go down' respectively, both of which take locative arguments. 
With the all four verbs, the locative phrase can indicate either the locative 
goal or the locative source, though goals are more frequent, probably be-
cause they are more useful to talk about. 

The intransitive use of the verb lähi 'let go' was noted in section 7.4.3.2 
above. Its transitive meaning is the corresponding causative, 'take off of, 
remove': 

(81) Ki pi i yir) mai cdmpdd 
and they NARR get.up and.NARR antelope.male 
'Then they got up and 

lyee siigä lähi htäsüügi na... 
same.size skin take.off elephant.DEF on 
removed a piece of skin the same size as that of a buck antelope 
from the elephant...' 

The locative can be abstract, referring not to a location, but to an activity. 
The meaning then is 'cause to cease from'. This meaning is common in a 
formulaic expression at the end of folktales, many of which recount why 
people (or men, or women, etc.) no longer do some particular activity (e.g. 
men no longer cook for themselves, women no longer expose their children, 
people no longer call back the dead, etc.). A typical example is: 

(82) Kä lire si süpy)r6 lähä Urb nä. 
and this(EMPH) NARR people.DEF take off this(EMPH) on 
'This stopped people from doing this.' 

The verb yige 'take/bring out' is the transitive equivalent of fworo 
'go/come out'. The locative may code either the goal or the source: 
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(83) a. locative goal: 

Mii a na ya-teinni lwb ä 
I PERFmy thing-sit.DIM.DEF take SC 
Ί took my little chair and 

yige ήίέέπϊ na ... 
take.out courtyard.DEF at 
brought it out to the courtyard...' 

b. locative source: 

U i mu yige wyTge e la? 
he PERF you take.out hole.DEF in Q 
'Did he take you out of the hole?' 

The verb lege is morphologically the causative of le. Both mean 'put', and 
usually take a locative marked with / ' in'. Examples of their use are: 

(84) a. Kä pwun si ... ηεέηϊ le seer6 e. 
and dog NARR tail.DIM.DEF put honey.DEF in 
'Then Dog ... put his little tail in the honey.' 

b. Kä zäntügb si ... ßügke puni ldgi wyige e. 
and hyena NARR head.DEF all put hole.DEF in 
'Then Hyena ... put his whole head in the hole.' 

With a locative referring to clothes and a human direct object, le means 
'clothe': 

(85) Pi ä pi-yd Ιό väänyi i. 
they PERF they-REFL put clothes.DEF in 
'They clothed themselves.' 

This has given rise to a similar expression, with the clothes as direct object 
and no locative: 

(86) U ä mu vaanyi le. 
she PERF your clothes.DEF put 
'She's wearing (lit. has put on) your clothes.' 

7.4.4.6. Transitive verbs with dative indirect objects 

A few verbs are usually construed with a dative participant in addition to the 
agent and patient: 
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(87) Verb Gloss Postposition Role of dative 

kan 'give' ά recipient 
jwo 'say* ά recipient 
βάάτά 'beg' i source 
cydd 'show' na recipient 
tuugo 'send* ά recipient 

Jwo 'say', kan 'give', and tuugo 'send' take a dative/recipient marked with 
the postposition ά ' to': 

(88) a. Kä nbgb-lytjjf si ήλύύ kan u ä. 
and man-old.DEF NARR chicken give him to 
'Then my father gave a chicken to him.' 

b. Kä pi f tHnntur6 jwo u ä. 
and they NARR message.DEF say him to 
'They told him (lit. said to him) the message.' 

c. U ßys ä Ιείετί ' ίύύβό mil ά me. 
he NEG PERF letter send me to NEG 
'He didn't send a letter to me.' 

Of these, only kan 'give' permits dative shift (promoting the dative partici-
pant to direct object): 

(89) Mu ä Zhän kan la? 
you PERF Jean giveQ 
'Have you given Jean (some)?' 

The dative of jwo 'say* can be marked with the complex postposition ßyii 
na 'in the presence o f (lit. 'at eye'): 

(90) Kä m)) / ηί-pä Pyäärd pa-qkäni jwo 
and I NARR IP-come Pierre come-manner.DEF say 
'Then I came and told how Pierre had come 

na pyenga shtinbff ßy)) nä. 
my family people.DEF eye at 
to my family.' 

The verb βάάτά 'beg, pray' takes an indirect object marked with i , but the 
semantic role is (animate) source rather than dative/recipient: 
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(91) Pi punä ä pyi na ßjytyi ßäärd 
they all PERF do PROG food.DEF beg.IMPFV 
'They ( = the animals in the zoo) were all begging food 

süpylrä ä. 
person.DEF from 
from the people/ 

Like kan 'g ive\ j iäärä 'beg' allows the dative participant to be 'shifted' to 
direct object position. The thing prayed or begged for is then coded as an 
indirect object marked by na 'on': 

(92) Yi a Kile ßäärd m)) nä. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV God beg.IMPFV me on 
'You must pray God for me.' 

The verb cydd 'show' takes a semantic dative/recipient marked with na 
'at ' , never with ά ' to ' : 

(93) Kä u ύ sä pyägi cydd nbgb-ly&qi na. 
and he NARR go child.DEF show man-oId.DEF at 
'Then he went and showed the child to the old man.' 

7.4.4.7. Transitive verbs with two indirect objects 

With certain verbs of transaction such as shwo 'buy' and ρέτέ 'sell' there are 
four participants involved: the person selling, the person buying, the item 
being bought and sold, and the money or barter item used to buy it. It is 
possible, with a little persuasion, to elicit sentences such as the following: 

(94) U ä sika shwo mil ά ' 
s/he PERF goat buy me from 
'S/he bought a goat from me 

nä ' wihii shuunni ). 
with 5.000.francs.G3P two with 
for 10.000 francs.' 

It is certainly significant, however, that no such example has yet turned up in 
recorded discourse. Supyire speakers much prefer either leaving one or more 
of the arguments implicit (it will usually have been mentioned in the preced-
ing discourse) or coding the transaction with more than one verb in a serial 
construction. 
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This is not to say that clauses with more than one indirect object are im-
possible, and in fact they are far from rare. In such clauses, however, at least 
one of the indirect objects is "peripheral" rather than "nuclear", i.e. it is not 
a necessary part of the event, but is rather some adverbial modification of 
the specific event in question. See section 7.5 below for a discussion of such 
peripheral roles. 

7.4.4.8. Verbs with sentential complements 

A number of verbs can take sentential complements. These will be more 
fully described in chapter 11, and will only be briefly mentioned here. They 
fall into several major groups according to the type of complement clause 
they take. Verbs of speech and cognition take relatively independent indica-
tive complements optionally introduced with the complementizer na 'that'. 
The most common of these are: 

(95) jwo 'say' 
cydd 'show, inform' 
söntjö 'think' 
ce 'know' 
dä 'believe'58 

yaha 'believe' 
käänmücya 'notice' 

An example with this type of complement is: 

(96) Pi mäha jwo na yire yi ßye na 
they HAB say that these(EMPH) they be PROG 
'They say that it is these ( = the sacred catfish of Mahadugu) which 
pyiibfi kään, 
children.DEF give.IMPFV 
give the children.' 

A number of verbs of manipulation take realis complements (marked with 
a high tone complementizer) if they themselves are realis, and irrealis sub-
junctive complements if they themselves are irrealis. The verbs in this cate-
gory recorded so far are: 

(97) pyi 'make, tell, order'59 

βέάτά 'beg' 
tun 'send on an errand' 
yyere 'call' 
yaha 'let, permit' 
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tege 'help' 
kan 'give'60 

ρεε 'agree' 

Examples of each complement type with the same main verb are: 

(98) a. realis (high tone) complement 

Mit a pyäqi yaha ύ ά kärd 
I PERF child.DEF let he.COMP PERF go 
Ί let the child go 

Sukwoo na. 
Sikasso at 
to Sikasso.' 

b. irrealis subjunctive complement 

Mi) si pyärji yaha u 0 kare Sukwoo na. 
I FUT child.DEF let he SUBJUNC go Sikasso to 
Ί will let the child go to Sikasso.' 

Two verbs of perception (they encode no manipulation of the patient) take 
only realis, high tone, complements: 

(99) ρ γ ε 'see'6 1 

ta 'find' 

A few modality verbs take same-subject subjunctive clauses: 

(100) yaa 'should, ought' 
mfirf 'contemplate, think o f 6 2 

sonrjo 'plan'63 

cya ' t ry '6 4 

Following is an example: 

(101) Mu ä yaa mu ύ ' läha künä. 
you PERF should you SUBJUNC let.go it on 
'You should let go of it.' 

Finally, a couple of verbs take indirect question complements: 
(102) wii 'look (to see if)' 

yfb6/yig6 ' a sk ' 

Following is an example: 
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(103) Saku wi) ämpyi ka ä β wo. 
go it look if it PERF be.good 
'Go see if it is good.' 

It should be pointed out that numerous multi-predication sentences which 
are coded by means of a main clause with a complement clause in many lan-
guages are in Supyire expressed by means of a serial verb construction. See 
chapter 8 for a description of serial constructions. 

7.5. Peripheral case roles 

In this section we will examine those case roles that are peripheral or 
'optional', in the sense that they are not a necessary ingredient of the mental 
representation of the events in which they participate. They are instead cir-
cumstancial to specific events. Like nuclear or "obligatory" roles, the pe-
ripheral cases are coded in two basic ways in Supyire: as indirect objects 
marked with adpositions, or as direct objects of serial verbs. The latter cod-
ing method will be dealt with in chapter 8. This section will be concerned 
only with the various types of indirect objects which can appear in a simple, 
one-verb clause. 

7.5.1. Benefactive 

The benefactive case role is most frequently coded by means of the dative 
postposition ä: 

(104) U si slpciiyf cya mi) ά. 
she FUT firewood.DEF seek me for 
'She will fetch firewood for me.' 

To avoid possible ambiguity with a dative meaning, the complex postposi-
tion mee na ' for the sake o f , literally 'on voice/name o f is used. Compare 
the following examples: 

(105) A. U a y) jwd mil τηέέ na. BENEFACTIVE 
s/he PERF them say me name on 
'S/he said it (lit. them) for me.' 

b . U a y ) jwd mi) ά. DATIVE 
s/he PERF them say me to 
'S/he said it to m e / 
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Withβάάτέ 'pray, beg', the person prayed for (or about) is marked with the 
postposition na: 

(106) Kile ßäärä mil nä. 
God pray me on 
'Pray to God for me.* 

The benefactive case role may also be encoded by means of the verb kan 
'give' in a serial verb construction. See chapter 8, section 8.3.4.2, for a de-
scription of this construction. 

7.5.2. Associative and instrumental 

As in many languages, the associative ('with') and the instrumental ('with') 
cases are coded the same in Supyire, by means of the preposition-postposi-
tion pair ui . . . / 'with\ Compare the following examples: 

(107) a. associative 

Mil pööga a kard Sukwoo na 
my husband.DEF PERF go Sikasso at 
'My husband has gone to Sikasso 

nä yärji 1. 
with sick.DEF with 
with the sick person.' 

b. instrumental 

Mil si mu t<5 ' nä vään-td 6. 
I FUT you cover with cloth-cover with 
Ί will cover you with a blanket.' 

This is the predominant means of coding the associative, the corresponding 
serial construction (with the verb 'take') being comparatively infrequent. It 
is a minority means of coding the instrumental, however, the serial con-
struction (with the verb 'use'; see chapter 8, section 8.3.4.1) being roughly 
twice as frequent. 

7.5.3. Manner 

Manner is much more frequently coded with serial verbs than with postposi-
tional phrases. However, a few postpositional manner phrases have been re-
corded. In the following example, the noun involved is a compound consist-
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ing of Ιύ- 'gall bladder, bile" and tään 'be sweet'. The resulting noun, lütään 
means 'calmness', and in a manner phrase, 'slowness' or 'softness': 

(108) Yi jwo 1ύίάέη nä. 
them say gall.bladder.sweet on 
'Say it (lit. them) slowly.' 

Nominalizations with the nominalizer -t)käni 'manner, method', are also 
common in manner phrases. As with the above example, they are marked 
with the postposition na: 

(109) Pytibff sähä jiye na byfi 
children.DEF yet NEG PROG raise.IMPFV 
'Children are no longer raised 

pi täßjää byf-gkäni na mi. 
their yesterday raise-manner.DEF on NEG 
the way they were in the past (lit. on their manner of being raised 
of yesterday).' 

7.5.4. Standard of comparison 

The comparative with stative verbs is marked with the overworked postposi-
tion na 'on, at': 

(110) AM ä toon mu na. 
I PERF be.tall you on 
Ί am taller than you.' 

With many verbs, however, a serial verb construction using the verb toro 
'pass' is required. The standard of comparison is still marked with na in 
such a construction. See chapter 8 section 8.3.4.3 for examples. 

7.5.5. External locatives 

Most of the postpositions have a basic locative sense. With motion verbs 
which take a nuclear locative (see sections 7.4.3.2 and 7.4.4.6 above) the 
meaning is dynamic, either locative goal or locative source. When function-
ing as peripheral roles, the meaning is static (as it is with the copulas, see 
section 7.3.2 above). The large variety of simple and complex locative post-
positions will not be dealt with in detail here. See chapter S, section S.7, ta-
bles 26 and 27 for lists of those recorded so far. The following examples 
must suffice to illustrate the use of peripheral locatives: 
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(111) a. Shwd-shähäna ä mu jä ' 
millet-baskct.DEF PERF you defeat 
'The basket of millet overcame you (i.e. was too heavy 
for you to carry) 

nähä ' ηά S)ntä shwbhole e. 
here and Sinta between in 
between here and Sinta.' 

b. Wüu a nityi pwo-pwo pwoor6 jiwohi i. 
we PERF cows.DEF tie-tie adobe.DEF behind in 
'We had tied the cows here and there behind the houses.' 

c. U asi näge fy)ngd-fy)ngd 
he HAB.SEQ fire.DEF shake-shake 
'Then he ( = the honey collector) waves the fire 

sarag6 flwhg6 na. 
beehive.DEF mouth.DEF at 
at the opening of the beehive.' 

It should be noted that there are certain lexical idiosyncracies in the choice 
of postpositions. Most town and village names and the noun cyaga take the 
postposition J, whether they are static or dynamic (either source or goal), 
e.g. Bämako e 'in, at, to, from Bamako'. The noun känhä 'village, town' and 
the town of Sikasso (Sukwooor Sogo Kanha) may take either na or / f o r any 
of the meanings 'in, at, to, from'. The village of Farakala (Fäägä) requires 
na, probably due to its etymology 'rock': Fäägä nä 'in, at, to, from 
Farakala'. 

7.5.6. Time 

Many time nominals are marked with the postposition / 'in, at ' , including the 
noun ίέτέ 'time, moment'. Note that time phrases are quite frequently placed 
in topic position at the beginning of their clause: 

(112) Lire tdni / ci-kwonro mpyi ä 
that(EMPH) time.DEF at woman-cut.G4 PAST PERF 
'At that time getting married was 

waha mö. 
be.hard NEG.POL 
not hard.' 

Years, months, and weeks are marked with r. lire yyeenii'in that year' , ku-
ruyiijke e ' in that month', kuru cibfJaagS e 'in that week'. Night also takes r. 
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(113) Kuru numpi/äge e kk zänhS s) fi-cwd. 
that(EMPH) night.DEF in and rain.DEF NARR IP-fall 
'That night it rained.1 

Other nouns referring to parts of the day, however, and the noun camja 'day' 
itself, require na: pyege na 'in the morning', canvüge na 'at noon' (lit. 'day-
hot'), canvyinge na 'in the middle of the afternoon' (lit. 'day-white'), 
ykkdt}k6na 'in the late afternoon, evening', lütpirfkSna 'in the middle of the 
night' (lit. 'cold-water'). 

There is a tendency to leave off the postposition na with some frequently 
used time nouns when the time phrase is fronted. Compare the following ex-
amples: 

(114) a. Wüu mäha n-tigd känhe fiinr)k6 e 
we HAB IP-go.down town.DEF inside.DEF in 
'We go down into the town 

yakdqk6 na. 
afternoon.DEF at 
in the afternoon.' 

b. Yakdgk6 (na) wüu mäha n-tigd 
aflternoon.DEF at we HAB IP-go.down 
'In the afternoon we go down 

känhe fUnr}k6 e. 
town.DEF inside.DEF in 
into the town.' 

7.6. Adverbs in simple clauses 

The placement of adverbs in simple clauses is similar to that of the periph-
eral nominals dealt with in the previous section: they either follow the verb 
or they come first in the clause, in topic position before the subject.65 While 
adverbs of location and time can appear in either of these positions, adverbs 
of quantity and manner for the most part occupy only the postverbal posi-
tion. In fact, only ämuni 'thus' can take both positions:66 

(115) a. Kä u ύ if-kwü ämuni. 
and he NARR IP-die thus 
'And he died in that way.' 

b. Ämuni mil a ύ tä. 
thus I PERF her get 
'It was that way that I got her.' 
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The position of quantity and manner adverbs relative to postverbal indirect 
objects is variable. Compare the following examples, where τηύ 'also' both 
precedes and follows a postverbal object: 

(116) a. Ura a kwü 
he(EMPH)PERF die 
'He died 

lire kwü-tjkäni na τηύ. 
that(EMPH) die-manner.DEF on also 
in that way also (i.e. he also died in that way).' 

b. Kä zantügd si m-pä fi-cwd τηύ 
and hyena NARR IP-come IP-fall also 
'Hyena finally also fell 

wbgbgbya ά. 
snakes.DEF to 
to the snakes.' 

There are numerous restrictions in the use of individual adverbs. For ex-
ample, though puno 'completely' (from the universal quantifier pun/'alV, it-
self derived from the adjective root puN- 'all ' ) can occur in affirmative 
sentences, as in (117a), it is much more frequent in negative clauses, as in 
(117b), where it has the function of intensifying the negation, meaning 
roughly 'at all': 

(117) a. Pi gii mu b0 puno. 
they POT you kill completely 
'They would really finish you off. ' 

b. Darashf ' mü näha s)) m)i i 
5.francs also NEG.be.here be.EMPH me to 
Ί really don't have five francs 

ml1 / k&n mu i punu mi. 
I SUBJUNC give you to at.all NEG 
to give you at all.' 

While the adverb känä 'only' (from the exclusive quantifier känä/käni 
'only') can occur in a wide variety of clauses, the adverb ye (from the ex-
clusive quantifier ye 'only') is very restricted in its occurrence. It is con-
fined to sentences where the verb is repeated to show duration. The addition 
of ye emphasizes the duration. Compare the following examples from the 
same text, one without and one with ye. The latter, which occurs later in the 
text, emphasizes the length of time involved, and underscores the futility of 
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the action. Note that paara 'walk1 in this context means 'walk in the bush in 
search of game', i.e. 'hunt*. 

(118) a. Kä u ύ ή-kärä ά sä päara mä paara. 
and he NARR IP-go SC go walk and walk 
'Then he went and walked and walked/ 

b. Kä Ιύύζύ r) ηύτά ä fworo niijkl... 
and hunter NARR return SC go.out again 
'Then Hunter again went out... 

mä paara ye mä paara ye mä paara ye. 
and walk only and walk only and walk only 
and walked and walked and walked.' 

The adverb y66i)kw0 'on and on' is used only with imperfective verbs to 
show continuation: 

(119) Zänhä ά s)) na ma y66qkw5. 
rain.DEF PERF be.EMPH PROG come.IMPFV on.and.on 
'It keeps on raining endlessly.' 

The ideophones are for the most part confined to the immediate postverbal 
position. Some examples are: 

(120) a. Pi punä ά cyd ίέέίέέίέέ. 
they all PERF refuse very 
'They all absolutely refused.' 

b. Cänyka a pä wyire / / / / . 
day.DEF PERF come be.hot shimmering 
'The day had become shimmering hot.' 

c. Mobiliqi piirjke kä fwdro 
car.DEF head.DEF COND go.out 
'When the car would appear 

pi i märäfägi jya gddd. 
theySEQ gun.DEF shoot pow! 
they would shoot the gun pow!' 

Adverbs of time and location often take the clause initial position, though 
the postverbal one is common as well. Two time adverbs, however, fyähärä 
or fyaharoo 'soon' and its supplanting rival borrowed from Bambara άόόηί 
' a bit' are almost exclusively confined to initial position: 
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(121) a. Fyaharoo υ sf m-pä. 
soon s/he FUT FP-come 
'Soon s/he will come.4 

b. D60ni kä pi sanm-ρίί si m-pä. 
soon and they OTHER-DEF(GIP) NARR IP-come 
'In a bit the rest of them came.' 
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Chapter 8 

Serial verb constructions 

8.1. Serials versus consecutives 

In common with most other West African languages, Supyire makes fre-
quent use of serial verb constructions. These are mid-way in complexity 
between simple clauses as described in the preceding chapter, and the com-
plex sentences to be described in chapters 11 through 15. There is a consid-
erable literature on serial verbs. Much of the early debate revolved on the 
question of whether or not serial verbs should be derived from coordinate 
clauses (cf. Stahlke 1970, Schachter 1973, Lord 1973; cf. also Matisoff 
1969, Foley and Van Valin 1984). The general consensus was that they 
should not. The chief reason for this is the grammaticalization so common in 
the construction (see Lord 1973, Giv6n 1975, 1984) which means that the 
verb involved has one sense when a main verb and quite another when in a 
serial construction. It is therefore better to treat these constructions as be-
longing to multi-verb clauses, rather than as a variety of conjoined sentence. 

Supyire has four different types of serial verb construction (described in 
detail in section 8.2 below). The choice of which one to use is mainly gov-
erned by tense-aspect and modality. Two of the types employ what might be 
analyzed as connectives, which by some definitions disqualifies them as se-
rial verbs. On this view serial verbs must be concatenated without the use of 
any coordinating or subordinating conjunctions. Constructions which use 
conjunctions but which otherwise resemble serial constructions must in this 
analysis be classified as "consecutive constructions" (cf. Hyman 1971). The 
four constructions which will be classified here as serial, however, share im-
portant common characteristics which serve to differentiate them as a group 
from other same subject concatenations. 

In Supyire, chains of same subject clauses in sequentially organized dis-
course are conjoined with a variety of conjunctions which signal greater or 
lesser semantic and pragmatic closeness between the conjuncts. Fairly loose 
connection is signaled by the complex conjunctions maä (for perfective) and 
marii (for imperfective). Both of these conjunctions incorporate the narrative 
tense-aspect auxiliary si.1 They both also share the initial element ma, which 
when it occurs by itself (and with a low tone) signals a much closer connec-
tion between the conjuncts. 

It is certainly no accident that mä is identical to the original form of the 
perfect auxiliary, i.e. mä, now found mostly in poetry, the [m] regularly 
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eliding in ordinary speech to yield i .2 Like the perfect, mä requires the fol-
lowing verb to be in its neutral, perfective form. 

Three things should be noted about this level of concatenation. First, indi-
rect objects are allowed to intervene between verbs. The individual con-
juncts look simply like clauses without subjects (of course the tense-aspect 
marking is minimal as well). Second, a direct object of an earlier verb can 
be coded with an anaphoric pronoun as the direct object of a later verb in the 
chain. Although an anaphoric object is usually not repeated, that is, zero 
anaphora is most often used, what is important is that an anaphoric pronoun 
direct object can be interpreted as being coreferential with an earlier noun 
phrase in the chain. Following is an example of this type of coreference: 

(1) Kä zäntügö s) pwun "ηεέηί ηέέηέ 
and hyena NARR dog tail.DIM.DEF taste 
'Then Hyena tasted Dog's little tail 

mä Π tä Ιέ έ tään. 
and it find it.COMP PERFbe.sweet 
and found it tasted sweet.' 

The third important thing to note about this relatively close level of concate-
nation is that a verb may be repeated in order to show duration: 

(2) Kä u ύ tf-kärä ä sä jiäara mä paara. 
and he NARR IP-go SC go walk and walk 
'Then he went and walked and walked.' 

It is this type of concatenation which will be called the "consecutive con-
struction" in this grammar. Although this label is not entirely satisfactory, 
since concatenation through repetition of the progressive aspect auxiliary na 
more often codes simultaneity than sequentiality, it is a term familiar in Af-
rican linguistics for a similar level of conjoining. For a description of this 
construction and higher levels of concatenation, see chapter 15 below. 

The serial verb constructions to be described in this chapter represent a 
closer level of connection than the consecutive construction. Each of the 
three points noted as being true of the consecutive are disallowed in the se-
rial construction. Thus regarding the first point, in contrast to the consecu-
tive construction, indirect objects are not generally allowed to intervene 
between the verbs of a serial construction. In the following exchange, taken 
from a conversation between three men, the first speaker, recounting the end 
of a story about one of his interlocutors, conjoins two clauses with mä. The 
first verb of the construction has a locative indirect object which immedi-
ately follows it. The second speaker echoes the first in a question to the per-
son about whom the story has been told. He encodes the same prepositional 
information as the first speaker, but using a serial construction (the serial 
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connective is a). Note how the locative phrase must be moved to the right so 
as not to intervene between the serialized verbs, even though it belongs se-
mantically with the first verb. 

(3) Y: Kä M s ) ύ jddni yhl-gd, 
and Μ NARR his penis.DEF get.up-CAUS 
'Then Μ got himself an erection 

kä Μ s) 11 Ιέ cyi-sh whhomipil6 c 
and Μ NARR it put thigh-between.DEF in 
and Μ put it between (his) thighs 

mä shwbn. Pükwdrdge fly ε ä pa τηέ. 
and pass.the.night girl.DEF NEG PERF come NEG 
and spent the night (that way). The girl didn't come. 

E: Mu a 1ί 16 ά shwbn 
you PERF it put SC pass.the.night 
You put it and spent the night 

cyi-shwbhomipfl6 e la? 
thigh-between.DEF in Q 
between (your) thighs?* 

The restriction on modifiers intervening between the verbs of a serial con-
struction is not absolute. Occasionally the postverbal deictic adverb clitic ani 
(from wanf 'there') is allowed to follow the verb y)r) 'leave' when it is the 
first verb in a serial construction. Note that the locative in this case is an in-
tegral, nuclear argument of its verb. An example of this is: 

(4) Kä \νύύ ύ yirä änä ä kärd 
and we PERF leave there SC go 
'Then we left there and went 

sige cäabff yydrd. 
bush pigs.DEF toward 
towards the warthogs.' 

Very occasionally a short postpositional locative phrase is allowed to inter-
rupt a serial construction if it is a nuclear argument of a non-final verb of 
the construction. Only four instances of this have been recorded. Following 
is one of them: 

(5) u ahä ή-kwb h-törd ή-kärd Sukwole e 
he PROH FP-finish FP-pass FP-go Sikasso to 
'...lest he end up by passing by and going to Sikasso 
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m-pää mi) ) mi. 
FP-surprise me in NEG 
without my knowing it (lit. and surprising me).' 

Regarding the second point, a pronoun object coreferential with an earlier 
object within the construction is disallowed in serials. If two verbs in a serial 
construction have the same object, it can be mentioned only once, before the 
first verb: 

(6) a. U ä gwooni dira a wwü. 
he PERF knife.DEF pull SC take.out 
'He pulled out his knife.' 

b. *U a ijwooni dira a J) wwü.3 

it 

c. *U a dira ä gwooni wwü. 

Note that two transitive verbs in a serial construction may have different 
objects, in which case both may be mentioned. This is rare except with the 
instrument marking verb taha, which always takes a different object from the 
following verb. An example is: 

(7) Kä shon-podrji wä s) ... toogi täha 
and horse-male.DEF IND NARR leg.DEF use 
'Then one of the stallions ... used (his) foot 

ä zäntürjd sä a cyän. 
SC hyena kick SC drop 
and kicked Hyena down.' 

See below section 8.3.4.1 for more examples. 
The third characteristic noted about consecutive constructions is likewise 

illegal in serial constructions: the verb may not be repeated to indicate dura-
tion or intensity. Thus the serial equivalent of example (2) is simply un-
grammatical: 

(8) * Kä u ύ tj-kärä ά sä jiäara ä jiaara. 
and he NARR IP-go SC go walk SC walk 

Aside from these three negative characteristics shared by all four types of 
serial construction, there is one very important positive one which serves to 
differentiate them as a group from the consecutive construction. All verbs in 
the latter, apart from a very few exceptions, have their "main" verb sense. 
That is, they are used as full lexical verbs. In contrast, many verbs in serial 
constructions have grammaticalized uses. These grammaticalized functions 
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simply are not available in simple, one verb clauses or in consecutive con-
structions. Section 8.3 below gives a survey of verbs with grammaticalized 
functions in serial constructions. 

The syntactic "tightness" of the serial construction is merely an iconic re-
flection of a semantic "tightness". Placing verbs together in a serial con-
struction is an indication by the speaker that they are very closely related 
conceptually. Most often there is a causal connection between the verbs: the 
second event may simply be the result of the first, as in (9a), or the first 
event may have the second as its purpose, as in (9b): 

(9) a. U a külä ä cwo. 
he PERF trip SC fall 
'He tripped and fell.' 

b. Kä u ύ turji bwbn a cyan. 
and she NARR father.DEF hit SC drop 
'Then she knocked her father down (lit. hit and made fall).' 

Often the two events are essential subparts of one overall action, as in the 
following examples: 

(10) a. Kä m)) / yajStjke kä nora a cyan. 
and I NARR bait.DEF IND hook SC drop 
'Then I put some bait on the hook and dropped it (in the 
water).' 

b. Kä u ύ 1ί ßyi ά kö. 
and he NARR it see SC extract 
'Then he saw it ( = the bad tooth) and pulled it out.' 

Of course if one of the verbs is grammaticalized, it is reduced to modifying 
the other verb in some way. Numerous examples of this are given in section 
8.3 below. 

Besides the common type of serial construction in which the shared syn-
tactic subject is the semantic agent (or at least actor, in the sense of Foley 
and Van Valin 1984) of all the verbs, Supyire also allows what have been 
called "causative" serial constructions (cf. Schachter 1974) in which the di-
rect object of the first verb is the agent or actor of the second. Note in the 
following examples that the second verb, pa 'come', is ordinarily intransi-
tive, and that the participants doing the coming are not the subjects: 

(11) a. Mil a ύ kär/wä ä pa. 
I PERF him force SC come 
Ί forced him to come.'4 
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b. U a ρi yydra ä pa. 
she PERFthem call SC come 
'She called them to come." 

In addition to the sharing of a common subject, another manifestation of 
the close semantic connection between verbs in a serial construction is the 
sharing of tense-aspect. In the great majority of cases, tense-aspect remains 
the same throughout the entire construction. There are however a few ex-
ceptions, in which there is a switch from imperfective to perfective or vice 
versa, as the following examples show. In the former case, the progressive 
must always have habitual rather than true progressive meaning. In both 
cases, the first verb is grammaticalized. 

(12) a. Zäntüijb pye na n-tilä ä yaaga cü me. 
hyena NEG PROG IP-be.straight SC thing grab NEG 
'Hyena does not grab anything straightaway." 

b. Kä zäntüyd s) sä pjini tähäna 
and hyena NARR go tongue.DEF use PROG 
'Then Hyena went and used his tongue 

seer6 Jääli cig6 wy)g6 e. 
honey .DEF lick.IMPFV tree.DEF hole.DEF in 
and was licking honey from the hole in the tree.1 

The switch to progressive aspect, as in (12b) actually represents a some-
what looser level of concatenation than in serials where such a switch does 
not occur. This is shown by the fact that an indirect object not uncommonly 
intervenes between the verbs. Several examples like the following have been 
recorded: 

(13) a. Kä m)i / ' sin/ // nä na qo-ni. 
and I NARR lie.down it on PROG rest-IMPFV 
Ί lay down on it and was resting.' 

b. Kä u ύ wäla a yydrd pyeg6 e 
and she NARR leave.path SC stop grass.DEF in 
'Then she left the path and stood in the grass 

na kamirjii ky6i-g&. 
PROG sp.of.grass.G3P break-IMPFV 
breaking (i.e. collecting) k a n t i g species of grass whose thick 
stems are used as torches to carry fire).' 

Supyire speakers make frequent use of serial constructions. In a random 
sample of eight narratives and six procedural texts (explanations of how 
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something is done), with a total of 1033 clauses, 235 clauses ( = 23%) had 
serial constructions. For the individual texts, the percentages of clauses with 
serial constructions ranged from 5% to 32%, with the median at 24%. 

8.2. Types of serial construction 

The most frequent serial constructions have two verbs. Serial constructions 
with three or even four verbs are not uncommon, however. Following is an 
example with four verbs: 

(14) ... mä kwd a γγέέΐέ a kii tddnga a w)i... 
and finish SC stoop SC it pinch SC look 
'...and ended up by stooping down and pinching it to see (if it 
was ripe)* 

For the purposes of grammaticalization, however, only two positions are im-
portant. The grammaticalized verb either precedes or follows the verb it 
modifies. In the above example, for instance, the verb kwo 'finish' is gram-
maticalized in initial position with the meaning 'end up by', or 'finally'. In 
the following descriptions the preceding and following positions will be la-
beled VI and V2 respectively. Thus in this example, kwo will be said to 
have the meaning 'finally' when it is VI. 

8.2.1. The 'come and go' serial construction 

As its name implies, this construction is restricted to the verbs 'come1 and 
'go* in initial, or VI, position. Of the four types of serial construction, the 
'come and go' serial is the most common, accounting for nearly half (48%) 
of all serials in the sample alluded to in the previous section. It is also the 
one which most closely approximates the prototypical serial from a cross-
linguistic point of view, namely a concatenation of verbs in a single clause 
without the use of any connectives. Unlike the other three types of serial 
construction, it can be used with virtually any tense-aspect, and with either 
real is or irrealis modality. It can also co-occur with any of the other three 
types. 

The initial verbs, pa 'come' and sa 'go', are highly grammaticalized in this 
construction. They behave in fact like auxiliaries, which they resemble in 
two ways:5 1) they require the intransitive prefix on V2 (if V2 has no im-
mediately preceding direct object and begins with a voiceless stop: see 
chapter 4, section 4.1.1), and 2) they take the short form a of the progressive 
auxiliary na if the following verb is imperfective: 
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(15) a. with intransitive prefix 

Kä u pytnge si m-pä m-ρέέ. 
and his family.DEF NARR IP-come IP-be.big 
'And then his family became big.' 

b. with a progressive 

U a sä a byänhärd känhe na. 
she PERFgoPROG approach.IMPFV village.DEF at 
'She was getting near (lit. went and was approaching) to the 
village.' 

Both pa and sa show formal evidence of their less than independent status 
in this construction. Pa 'come' as a main verb has strong mid tone, but as VI 
in this construction it frequently has weak mid. Sa cannot occur as a main 
verb by itself. It is a reduced form of the verb sbya 'go ' , and occurs only in 
serials. 

In many cases the verbs pa and sa keep close to their original meanings of 
'come' and 'go ' : 

(16) a . Kä u ύ m-ρά Ii ta ani 
and he NARR IP-come it find there 
'He came and found it there 

kuru ta-nüg6 e. 
that(EMPH) LOC-same-DEF in 
in that same place.' 

b. Kä u ύ sä jy6 yhbge e. 
and it NARR go enter mud.DEF in 
'Then it ( = the car) went into the mud.' 

Usually however they have instead or in addition a grammaticalized mean-
ing. For their adverbial function see 8.3.5.14 below. For their aspectual and 
modality functions see chapter 9, sections 9.1.5, 9.2.7.2, and 9.3.5. 

8.2.2. The future serial construction 

The future serial construction is restricted to tense-aspects with future time 
reference. These include the future (auxiliaries si and caä), the potential 
(auxiliary kä), and the prohibitive (or negative subjunctive, with auxiliary 
kä). All of these auxiliaries require the low tone nasal future prefix (FP) on a 
following verb if it is not immediately preceded by a direct object (see 
chapter 4, section 4.1.2). In the future serial construction the nasal prefix is 
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repeated on each verb (as long as it is not preceded by a direct object). Fol-
lowing are some examples: 

(17) a. Kücwuun u mäha jwo na uru si 
monkey he PAST say that he(EMPH)FUT 
'Monkey decided (lit. said) that he would 

süpyä cyä ή-kyä. 
person seek FP-chew 
look for a person to eat (lit. seek and eat a person).1 

b. U gü fi-jä ή-tiri mi. 
she POT FP-be.ableFP-grind NEG 
'She wouldn't be able to grind.' 

c. Kä mlI / ' πύτά ά sä ή-ίέέπ 
and I NARR return SC go IP-sit 
'Then I again went and sat 

na yatiinni na na Orobiird sigi-fi, 
my chair.DIM.DEF on PROG Robert wait.for-IMPFV 
on my little chair waiting for Robert, 

u ahä ή-kwö ή-tdrd ή-kärd Sukwole e 
he PROH FP-finishFP-pass FP-go Sikasso to 
lest he end up by passing by and going to Sikasso 

rh-pää mi) ) me.6 

FP-surprise me in NEG 
without my knowing it (lit. and surprising me).' 

8.2.3. The subjunctive serial construction 

The subjunctive serial construction is used with modalities expressing ob-
ligation: the imperative, and the subjunctive (both the "zero" subjunctive 
and the si subjunctive; see chapter 9, section 9.3.3). Verbs in the subjunctive 
serial construction are joined with the connective a, which has weak mid 
tone. This a is to be distinguished from the imperfective subjunctive auxil-
iary a (with strong mid tone) which must be followed by an imperfective 
verb, whereas the subjunctive serial connective (SSC) joins perfective 
verbs.7 Following are some examples with the imperative: 

(18) a. Sika-pdrd, sika-pdrd lw0 ά fw6. 
goat-male goat-male take SSC roast 
'Billy Goat, take and roast a billy goat.' 
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b. Tora a sfni. 
pass SSC lie.down 
'Go lie down.' 

Following are examples with the si subjunctive: 

(19) a. Mu ahä ' Μ iyi ä kwb, ma ά 
you COND EVTL eat SC finish you.NONDECL SUBJUNC 
'When you finally finish eating, you must 
nä wyärägi wülä ä kän nähä. 
my.NONDECL money.DEF take.out SSC give here 
take out my money and give it here.' 

b. Afi) sf ύ lw5 tt-kkn y)i ä, 
I FUT him take FP-give you.PL to 
' I ' l l take and hand (lit. give) him to you, 

yii ί ύ yäla a sinirje. 
you.PL SUBJUNC him do.well SSC lie.down.CAUS 
in order for you to lay him down well.' 

Following are examples with the "zero" subjunctive. Note that the perfective 
has no auxiliary (hence the label zero): 

(20) a. Kä santu s) jwd 
and franco 1 in NARR say 
'Francolin said 

na mpi ύ 0 fyänhä ä sä qwöho. 
that hare he SUBJUNC be.first SSC go hide 
that Hare should go hide first.' 

b. Kä u ύ jwö 
and he NARR say 
'Then he said 

pi 0 shonga shwo a kan ura ä. 
they SUBJUNC horse buy SSC give him(EMPH) to 
(that) they should buy a horse and give it to him.' 

8.2.4. The real is serial construction 

The realis serial construction is used with tense-aspects with past time ref-
erence (with past auxiliaries ni , nl\ maJia, with the narrative/sequential 
auxiliary si* and with the perfect auxiliary i) , with generic time reference 
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(with the habitual auxiliary mäha and with the habitual-sequential auxiliary 
asl), as well as with the conditional (auxiliary kä). It is no accident that these 
tense-aspects are precisely those which take the type of consecutive con-
struction introduced by mä (see section 8.1 above). In fact, the realis serial 
connective (SC) ä is most likely derived from mä by the elision of the initial 
[m]. As such, it is identical in form to the perfect auxiliary which also 
surely is no accident. 

Because of the variety of the tense-aspects with which it can occur, the 
realis serial construction is second only to the 'come and go' serial in fre-
quency. Following are some examples with past time reference: 

(21) a. Kä pi / yf ά märä bag6 tdtompS e. 
and they NARR jump SC cling house.DEF rafters.DEF to 
'They jumped up and clung to the rafters.' 

b. Ybbge fänhe mpyi a pdla a tdrd. 
mud.DEF power.DEF PAST PERFbe.big SC pass 
'The mud's power was too great (for the car to get unstuck) 
(lit. the mud's power was big and passed).' 

Examples with generic time reference are: 

(22) a. Cäni)ä mähä cämjä u mäha u cü ä bwbn. 
day DIST day she HAB her grab SC hit 
'Every day she would grab and beat her.' 

b. U asi ηύτά ά sä kü ßi, 
she HAB.SEQ return SC go it fill 
'She would again go fill it, 

ka as) lähä ä wu. 
it HAB.SEQ let.go SC pour 
(and) it would again pour out.' 

An example with the conditional is: 

(23) Mu ahä jä ά kücwuun kyärä cyä ά mi) käu, 
you COND be.able SC monkey meat seek SC me give 
'If you can get some monkey meat for me (lit. if you can seek 
monkey meat and give me (it)), 

mu sf-kyääre si ß-cwd. 
your give.birth-flesh.DEF FUT FP-fall 
your placenta will be born (lit. fall).' 
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8.3. Grammaticalized verbs 

In this section we will survey the verbs which have developed specialized, 
more abstract meanings when they occur in serial constructions. They are 
roughly categorized semantically into deictic motion verbs, temporal and as-
pectual verbs, modality verbs, case marking verbs, and "adverbial" verbs. 

Before proceeding with this survey, it should be pointed out that although 
a given verb may be grammaticalized it is not necessarily so, even when it 
occurs in the right position in a serial construction. In the following example 
the verb yaa is in the right position (VI) to have its grammaticalized sense 
of 'V2 well' (see section 8.3.5.9 below), but in fact retains its basic lexical 
meaning of 'fashion, make, create'. 

(24) Ρ ire kä y)rd yäla ä pa ... 
they(EMPH) COND these(EMPH) make SC come 
'When they have made these ( = the pots you have ordered) and 
brought (them) ...' 

8.3.1. Deictic motion verbs 

Motion verbs, usually accompanied by a locative indirect object or a loca-
tive adverb, are often used as V2 in order to indicate the direction of the ac-
tion designated by VI. They often thus are equivalent in information value 
to prepositions in a language like English. The most commonly used verbs 
for this purpose are: pa 'come', kare 'go' , jye 'enter', fworo 'exit', dugo 
'ascend', tigd 'descend', and y)r) 'get up, leave'. Sometimes cwo 'fall ' is 
also used to indicate downward motion. A very common combination is the 
verb /wi ' t ake ' plus pa 'come' or kare 'go' to mean 'bring' or 'take': 

(25) a. Kä u ύ ' wyiriyi Iwb ä pa nähä. 
and she NARR money .DEF take SC come here 
'Then she brought the money here.' 

b. Kä mli f cirjikif lwb a kard pyenga. 
and I NARR poles.DEF take SC go home 
'Then I took the poles home.' 

Another frequent type of combination involves motion verbs as both VI 
and V2. There are a number of motion verbs which do not ordinarily take a 
locative adjunct (see chapter 7, section 7.4.3.1), but which regularly com-
bine with one of the above verbs, whose function is to indicate the direction 
of the motion. Note the following examples with the verbs fe 'run' and yi 
' jump': 
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(26) a. Kä pi ί f6 ä fworo lwoh6 e. 
and they NARR run SC exit water.DEF in 
'Then they ran out of the water.' 

b. Wüu a fl· a jyd nähä jiyäge na. 
we PERF run SC enter here morning.DEF on 
'We ran in here this morning.' 

c. Kä u ύ f6 ä kärd känhe fünq) ). 
and she NARR run SC go village.DEF inside in 
'Then she ran into the village." 

d. Kä kücwuun si f6 ä yiri kü tään. 
and monkey NARR run SC leave it beside 
'Then Monkey ran away from him ( = Lion).' 

e. Kä pi i yi ά kärd düg6 e. 
and they NARR jump SC go stream.DEF in 
'Then they (the frogs) jumped to the stream.' 

f. Kä kücwuun si yi ä fworo finatiiqi i. 
and monkey NARR jump SC exit window.DEF in 
'Then Monkey jumped out the window.' 

g. Kä santu s) ... yi ά dügd ή)ρϊηί na. 
and francolin NARR jump SC ascend above at 
'Then Francolin ... jumped up into the air.' 

h. Kä mpi si yi ä cwo fliyke na. 
and hare NARR jump SC fall ground.DEF on 
'Then Hare jumped down to the ground.' 

8.3.2. Temporal and aspectual verbs 

A number of verbs modify the temporal or aspectual interpretation of the 
other verb they occur with in a serial construction. These are dealt with in 
chapter 9, and will only be mentioned here. The verbs pa 'come' and sa 'go' 
are used to code the inceptive with states and durative events (see chapter 9, 
section 9.1.5). The verb/copula pyi 'do' is used to code past tense in com-
pound tense-aspects (see chapter 9, section 9.2.7.1). The verb kwo 'finish' 
forms the terminative aspect (focusing on the terminal point of an event (see 
chapter 9, section 9.1.6). The verbs ßye 'see' and ίέέ 'be accustomed to' 
form varieties of the experiential perfect (see chapter 9, section 9.2.4). The 
verb mo 'be a long time' can be used to code durativity (see chapter 9, sec-
tion 9.1.4). Finally the verb ηά 'afterwards' is used in narrative clauses in a 
function rather like that of an adverbial 'after' clause (see chapter IS, sec-
tion 15.1.1.4). 
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8.3.3. Modality verbs 

A number of serial verbs are used to express modalities of purpose, ability, 
and success or failure. Most of these take the VI position, and are thus in an 
excellent position to be incorporated into the auxiliary system. These verbs 
will be covered in chapter 9, and are therefore only mentioned here. The 
verbs pa 'come* and sa 'go' can be used to encode the modality of purpose 
(see chapter 9, section 9.3.5). The verbs ja 'be able', ta 'get, find', and 
kanha 'be tired' are used to encode various facets of the modality of ability 
(see chapter 9, section 9.3.4). 

8.3.4. Case marking verbs 

Supyire does not extensively use serial verbs as case markers in the way 
common in many other West African languages (cf. Givön 1975, Lord 1973, 
1989). In fact only three verbs are regularly so used. A few other verbs seem 
to be on the verge of developing such a function. One such verb is two 
' take', which is extremely common as VI, and which could develop into an 
accusative marker with the proper encouragement. I have found no examples 
so far, however, in which it did not retain its original basic sense of taking 
something in one's hands. The verbs treated below, however, have indisput-
ably developed a case marking function. 

8.3.4.1. Instrument: taha 'use' 

The etymology of taha is not certain.9 Whatever it is, taha is highly spe-
cialized in VI position as a marker of instrument case. It is roughly twice as 
common as the preposition-postposition combination nä...i which also marks 
instrument case. Following are some examples: 

(27) a. Kä Kile si kafääge num-bwoho lwb si 
and God NARR rock.DEF ADJ-big take PURP 
'Then God took a big rock in order to 

m-pä kütähää küriibo-g6 jyä. 
IP-come it use SC piece.of.calabash.DEF break 
come break the piece of calabash with it.' 

b. Uru diizitji υ mpyi maha jä ά 
this(EMPH) thread.DEF it PAST HAB be.able SC 
'It was this thread that could be 
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piri maä ύ-tähä ά lämpürji wwü. 
sell and.NARR IP-use SC tax.DEF take.out 
sold and (the money) used to pay the taxes. 

8.3.4.2. Benefactive: kan 'give' 

Kan usually retains its basic meaning (the physical transfer of an object 
from one person to another) in serial constructions, but the beginnings of 
grammaticalization as a benefactive and even dative marker are apparent.10 

As a main verb kan usually takes its dative participant as an indirect object 
marked with the postposition ά 'to', and this is the configuration often used 
in serial constructions: 

(28) a. Kä pi ί shwöha ä kan pi ä. 
and they NARR cook SC give them to 
'They cooked for them. 

b. Kä mii / yir6 jwü ä kan u i . 
and I NARR these(EMPH) say SC give him to 
Ί said that (lit. these) to him.' 

The dative participant can also be 'shifted' to be the direct object of kan, 
and when this occurs in a serial construction, the stage is set for the verb to 
turn into a postposition: 

(29) Mu ahä jä ά kücwuun kyärä cyä έ mi) kän... 
you COND be.able SC monkey meat seek SC me give 
'If you can get some monkey meat for me...' 

8.3.4.3. Standard of comparison: toro 'pass' 

As a main verb, toro 'pass' is intransitive, and takes a locative indirect 
object. As V2 in a serial construction it has two distinct functions. The first 
is to code the adverbial meaning 'VI very much', as in the following exam-
ples: 

(30) a. Yire tä-tieng6 nüg6 wä 
their(EMPH) LOC-sit.DEF smell.DEF be.there 
'Their cage's (lit. dwelling place) smell 

ä pyi ä pen a tdrd. 
SC be SC be.bad SC pass 
was very bad.' 
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b. Pi fünya ä pyi a tänna a tdrd. 
their insides.DEF PERF be SC be.sweet SC pass 
'They were very happy.' Lit. 'Their insides were very sweet.' 

The second function is to mark the standard of comparison case. The noun 
phrase introduced in this way is an indirect object marked by the postposi-
tion na. Following is an example: 

(31) Pyäqi num-bilS.na ä pyi ä kyaa cd 
child.DEF ADJ-small.DIM.DEF PERF be SC affair know 
'The younger child knew 

a tdrd nip-jy$qi na. 
SC pass ADJ-be.old.DEF on 
more than the older.' 

8.3.5. Serial verbs functioning as manner adverbs 

A number of verbs have an adverbial function. Most of these are like man-
ner adverbs, specifying the way in which the event encoded by the other 
verb is carried out. A few are like adverbs of quantity, with meanings like 
'again' and 'first ' . In this section the adverbial verbs recorded so far will be 
described in turn. 

8.3.5.1. nürü 'return, again' 

As a main verb, nürü means 'return' or 'go/come back'. It is very common 
in VI position in a serial construction, where it means Ύ 2 again': 

(32) U a kwh g6, mai ' nürä ä 
she PERF finish TC and.NARR return SC 
'When she was finished, she again 

u kütünü-siig6 wwü ä yaha, 
her monkey-skin.DEF take.off SC leave 
took off her monkey skin and left it, 

maä ' nürä ά nögi faänyi 
and.NARR return SC husband.DEF cloth.DEF 
and again took the clothes (her) husband 

nizhwoyi lwb ä le mä kärd pyenga. 
ADJ.buy.DEF take SC put and go home 
had bought for her and put (them) on and went home.' 
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8.3.5.2. libi* let go, again' 

As a main verb, Ιάΐιά means 'let go o f (intransitive) or 'take o f f 
(transitive). As VI in a serial construction, it has the same meaning as ηύτύ, 
that is, 'V2 again'. Following are some examples: 

(33) a. Kä mil / // diri mä ciipciqe tä, 
and I NARR it pull and sp.of.fish get 
Ί pulled it ( = the fishing line) and got a ciipciqe (a kind of 
fish), 

maä ' lähä ά Ii Ιέ. 
and.NARR let.go SC it put 
and put it in (the water) again.' 

b. U as) ηύτά ά sä kü pi, 
she HAB.SEQ return SC go it fill 
'She would again go and fill it 

ka asi ]ähä ά wu. 
it HAB.SEQ let.go SC pour 
(and) it would again pour out.' 

8.3.5.3. wyere'be hot, quickly' 

As a main verb wyere is stative, with the meaning 'be hot' or 'be warm'. 
As VI in a serial construction, it means 'V2 quickly', as in the following ex-
amples: 

(34) a. Kä \νύύύ wyärä ά yirä äni mä kärd 
and we NARR be.hot SC leave there and go 
'Then we quickly left there and went 

kddnürlrfke cyäg6 e. 
hippopotamus.DEF place.DEF to 
to where the hippopotamus was (lit. to the hippo's place).' 

b. To-ijf pye a jä a wyira a tiqi me. 
feast.DEF NEG PERF be.able SC be.hot SC seat NEG 
'The feast could not be celebrated quickly.'11 

8.3.5.4. fyää 'hurry' 

As a main verb, fyää means simply 'hurry' or 'walk quickly', as in the 
following proverb: 
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(35) Ntasinmii naha-föö pye na fyää me. 
toads herd-owner NEG PROG hurry NEG 
'The toadherd does not hurry.' (a proverb) 

As VI in a serial construction, fyää is similar to wyere, meaning Ύ 2 in a 
hurry1. Following are some examples: 

(36) a. Mu aJiä nümpaiuja caiuja lyige ly), 
you COND tomorrow day eat.DEF eat 
'When you have eaten dinner tomorrow, 

mu ύ fyälä ä pa. 
you SUBJUNC hurry SSC come 
come quickly.' 

b. Cin ίύηηύ mpyi si pwun cü ή-kyä, 
leopard inside PAST SUBJUNC dog catch FP-chew 
'Leopard intended to catch God and eat (him), 

maä fyälä ä pa a pwun 
and.NARR hurry SC come PROG dog 
and (so he) quickly came and was stepping 

fwddql 
step.on.heels.IMPFV 
on Dog's heels.' 

8.3.5.5. / / / ' be straight, immediately' 

As a main verb, tii 'be straight' is stative. As a serial verb, it means 'V2 
immediately', or Ύ 2 right away' , rather like the English adverb 
'straightaway'. Following are some examples: 

(37) a. Kä u pwororjf si ή-tiJä ά 
and her daughter.DEF NARR IP-be.straight SC 
'Her daughter immediately 

kürü dirä ά kö. 
it(EMPH) pull SC extract 
pulled it off . ' 

b. U a pä nh g6, maä ή-tilä 
she PERF come arrive TC and.NARR IP-be.straight 
'When she arrived, (she) straightaway 
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ä faänrä yig£· 
SC cripple.DIM ask 
questioned Little Cripple/ 

8.3.5.6. pää 'surprise, suddenly" 

As a main verb, pää can be either transitive or intransitive, and means 
'surprise' or 'startle*. As VI in a serial construction, it means 'suddenly V2' 
or 'unexpectedly V2' . If V2 is transitive, its direct object is placed before 
pää. Following are some examples: 

(38) a. U a kö pälä ä pyi. 
he PERF it surprise SC do 
'He did it suddenly.' 

b. Canq kä kä tünturu si ίή-pälä ä pa 
day IND and message NARR IP-surprise SC come 
'One day a message came unexpectedly 

mi) ά na... 
me to that 
to me that...' 

8.3.5.7. fyänhä and fyenrä 'be first' 

These verbs have the same meaning and are evidently descended from a 
common ancestor. They occur only rarely as main verbs, where they mean 
'be first (at something)'. As VI in a serial construction, they mean either 
'V2 first' or 'V2 previously'. The following examples show the first of these 
meanings: 

(39) a. Cänrägä, mu u si vyänhä \νύύ ßw5 cyä. 
lion you he FUT FP.be.first our mouth seek 
'Lion, you will be the first to get food for us.' 

b. Fyinrä ä lyi ma ά ' ηά 
be.first SSCeat you.NONDECL SUBJUNC afterwards 
'Eat first and only then 

ma ä wä sig6 e. 
you.NONDECL IMPFV.SUBJUNC go bush.DEF to 
go to the bush.' 
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Following are some examples with the second meaning: 'V2 for-
merly/previously': 

(40) a. Fänhä fbdtji mpyi mäha fyänha a teen 
power owner.DEF PAST HAB be.first SC sit 
'The ruler formerly always used to stay 

cyaga nigkin λ 
place one in 
in one place/ 

b. ßämipii mpyi mäha fyänhä a far a ä pa. 
twins.DEF PAST HAB be.first SC be.stuck SC come 
'Twins formerly always used to be born (lit. come) stuck 
together.' 

8.3.5.8. sdd 'be early in the morning1 

This verb, borrowed from Bambara sd/i 'be early in the morning', is used 
in Supyire only as VI in serial constructions, where it means Ύ 2 early in 
the morning', as in the following examples: 

(41) a. V/ύύ si ζόό q-kard. 
we FUT be.early.in.the.morning FP-go 
'We'll leave early in the morning.' 

b. U ä jwo na ma sd/a 
she PERF say that you.NONDECL be.early.in.morning 
'She said you must do it early in the morning.' 

a li pyi. 
SSC it do 

8.3.5.9. yaa 'fashion, do well' 

As a main verb, yaa means 'repair, fashion, create' (transitive), or 'be ap-
propriate, be fine' (intransitive). As VI in a serial construction, it means 'V2 
well'. With this meaning it occurs only with transitive verbs. The direct ob-
ject is placed before yaa: 

(42) a. Kä pi f yi yila a td 
and they NARR them do.well SC cover 
'Then they covered them well 
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ηά väkn-töle 6. 
with cloth-cover with 
with a blanket.1 

b. Kä u ύ ύ yäla a byd. 
and she NARR her do.well SC carry.on.back 
'She tied her on her back very well.' 

Yaa can also function in a modal capacity as a hearsay evidential (see 
chapter 9, section 9.3.2.2). 

8.3.5.10. peele 'lie in wait for, stealthily' 

As a main verb, peele is transitive, and means 'lie in wait for ' , or 
'ambush' . As VI in a serial, it means Ύ 2 surreptitiously' or Ύ 2 stealthily'. 
If V2 is transitive, its direct object is placed before peele. Following are 
some examples: 

(43) a. Kä pi / pi-y& pdela a jii. 
and they NARR they-REFL stealthily SC wake.up 
'They stealthily woke each other up.' 

b. Kä ku ύ cyäge peela ä yiga 
and it NARR hand.DEF stealthily SC put.out 
'It ( = the baboon) surreptitiously put out (its) hand 

a ml) cü na külüshi tbbg6 na. 
SC me grab my.NONDECL trouser leg.DEF on 
and grabbed my by the trouser leg.' 

8.3.5.11. tjwoho 'hide, secretly' 

As a main verb, rjwoho 'hide' can be either transitive or intransitive. As VI 
in a serial, it means 'V2 secretly'. Following are some examples: 

(44) a. Kä zäntüijb si rjwbha a kärd u jiwohi i. 
and hyena NARR hide SC go him behind in 
'Then Hyena secretly followed him.' 

b. Zäntügö nä pwun pi mäha q-kara a sa 
hyena and dog they PAST IP-go SC go 
'Hyena and Dog went and 
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nägi wä πύ gwoha a lwö. 
man.DEF IND cowhide SC take 
stole (lit. hid and took) a certain man's cow.' 

8.3.5.12. mähä 'do all over' 

This verb occurs only in serial constructions. It is probably related to 
mähänä "turn around, go around', and to the habitual auxiliary mäha and the 
distributive noun phrase conjunction mähä. As V2 in a serial construction, it 
means 'VI all over the place', or 'VI all around'. Following are some ex-
amples: 

(45) a. IJküürja a cirig/f cyan a mähä. 
chicken.DEF PERF eggs.DEF drop SC do.all.over 
'The chicken has laid its eggs all over.' 

b. U a sigd k6, maä ' wflä ä mähä 
he PERF suspect TC and.NARR look SC do.all.over 
'When he suspected something, (he) looked around 

mä coon-fodqi fydqi ßye. 
and younger.sibling-owner.DEF tracks.DEF see 
and saw his younger brother's footprints.' 

8.3.5.13. jwo 'say' 

The verb jwo 'say' has developed a specialized use as V2 in manner ques-
tions which are introduced by the question word di 'how' . It seems to be re-
lated semantically to the use of jwo in the comparative phrase mu g0ßjwd 
' l ike' (lit. 'you would say'). It apparently serves to reinforce the question. 
Following are some examples: 

(46) a. Di fanqk6 mäha n-tuga ä jwu ye? 
how grave.DEF HAB IP-dig SC say Q 
'How is the grave dug?' 

b. Di mii si i)g6 baiji jyiile ß-jwü ye? 
howl FUT this river.DEF cross FP-say Q 
'How will I cross the river?' 
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8.3.5.14. pa 'come' and sa 'go' 

Both pa and sa , in the right context, can emphasize the end of an action 
which has lasted some time, meaning something like 'at length'. With this 
function they are common in adverbial clauses introduced by f6 'until, to the 
point that'.12 Following are some examples: 

(47) a. Kä pi / fwöra a näqi lüpäänre bwbn 
and they NARR go.out SC man.DEF mosquito.DEF hit 
'Then they came out and hit the man's mosquitoes 

f<5 mä sä ύ bd. 
till and go him kill 
till at last they killed him.' 

b. Ka Μ jwö faänrä ύ 0 bag6 mügd 
it COND say cripple.DIM he SUBJUNC house.DEFopen 
'Whenever he ( = Hyena) would tell Little Cripple to open the 
door, 

ura as) jwd 'Si kü shqe sdld έ la ?' 
he(EMPH)HAB.SEQ say FUT it prop truth in Q 
he would say "(Did you say to) barricade it very well?" 

fö kä zäntiUjb s) m-pä ß-cwd τηύ 
till and hyena NARR IP-come IP-fall also 
till at last Hyena also fell 

wbgbya ά. 
snake.DEF to 
to the snakes.' 

With a stative verb, sa is an intensifier, equivalent to 'very': 

(48) Cedyi wä u a sä ä lye mä lye 
woman.DEF IND she PERF go SC be.old and be.old 
Ά certain woman was very very old. 

mä lye. Nump6-cinya a sä h-tbbn. 
and be.old toe-nail.DEF PERF go IP-be.long 
(Her) toenails were very long.' 

As an intensifier with active verbs, sa can mean something like 'really': 

(49) M)i a sä y) 16g6! 
I PERF go them hear 
Ί really did hear you (lit. them, i.e. the words you said).' 
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8.3.5.15. kwo 'finish, finally' 

As VI, kwo means 'end up by V2ing' or 'finally V 2 \ Following is an ex-
ample: 

(50) U a sä nb g6, maä ' yy6r6 na ku wii, 
he PERF go arrive TC and.NARR stop PROG it look 
'When he arrived, (he) stood looking at it, 

mä kwb a χγέέΐά a kü töönga a w)) 
and finish SC stoop SC it pinch SC look 
and finally stooped down and pinched it to see 

ämpyi ka ä no. 
if it PERF arrive 
if it was ripe.' 

8.3.5.16. kanha 'be tired, finally' 

As VI , kanha has an adverbial or meaning of 'finally V2', or 'at last V2': 

(51) a. Kk mi) f ' nä na lyf na 
and I NARR afterwards PROG eat PROG 
'Afterwards I was eating 
n-tin-ni, mäha η-känhä ά ly) 
IP-swell-IMPFV HAB IP-be.tired SC eat 
my fill (lit. and swelling), and finally ate 

mä yaceige pyi ρέτέβάτέβάΓέ. 
and stomach make 'very full' 
and stuffed my big belly.' 

b. Ka hä ' bä a ß-ciri mä sä fi-cM 
it COND EVTV PROG IP-hatch and go IP-hatch 
'Whatever kind of thing it eventually 

shinrji i)g6-mii k6, 
kind.DEF DEM-REL RC 
hatches into, 

wüü kü ή-känha a kü fi)g& c6 de. 
we POT FP-be.tired SC its type know EMPH 
we would at last know what type (of animal) it (is).' 
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Chapter 9 

Aspect, tense, modality, and negation 

Supyire has a rich tense, aspect, and modality (ΤΑΜ) system which is en-
coded in three principal ways. The first is directly on the verb: imperfective 
aspect is marked by means of verbal suffixes. The opposing category of per-
fective is unmarked. The second and by far the richest way of coding ΤΑΜ 
is by means of auxiliaries. These occupy a distinctive position in the clause, 
between the subject and the direct object. Most of the auxiliaries, although 
they derive historically from verbs, are synchronically restricted in their 
function to the marking of ΤΑΜ. All five of the copulas are also used as 
auxiliaries. The great majority of clauses have at least one auxiliary,1 and 
many combinations of two, three, and even four or more auxiliaries are pos-
sible. The third way of coding ΤΑΜ in Supyire is by means of serial verbs. 
This is, so to speak, the cutting edge of ΤΑΜ marking. I have argued else-
where (Carlson 1987, 1990) that most if not all of the present auxiliaries in 
Supyire developed from serial verbs. The process is continuing, and new 
periphrastic expressions of aspectual and modal distinctions are constantly 
being grammaticalized.2 This process is endemic in the region, as numerous 
scholars have pointed out (see in particular Lord 1973 and 1989, and Givön 
1975 and 1984). 

ΤΑΜ systems are notoriously difficult to analyze. Here if anywhere the in-
determinacy of grammatical categories is typically felt. As in other areas of 
the grammar, the best way to approach ΤΑΜ categories is as prototypes. 
Each coding will be assumed to have a "core" or prototypical function, 
around which other functions may cluster. The boundaries of categories are 
often not clear, and there may be considerable overlap between two catego-
ries. An extreme example is in the marking of past tense, where the two 
auxiliaries nä and mäha are almost (but not quite) equivalent to each other in 
function. 

Like any other part of the grammar, the ΤΑΜ system is dynamic and con-
stantly changing. The semantic territory of a given coding may be expanding 
through metaphorical extension, or contracting in the face of a competing 
coding. An expanding category may eventually split if one of its secondary 
meanings gains an equal importance with the original core meaning. All 
these processes are discernible in Supyire. At some point in the past, for ex-
ample, the categories of habitual and past, both marked with the auxiliary 
mäha, split from each other. In current Kampwo Supyire the progressive 
marker na is encroaching on the territory of the habitual mäha, so that there 
is considerable overlap. 
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The rather messy picture presented by the Supyire ΤΑΜ system is a 
typical result of the dynamic processes alluded to above. A detailed descrip-
tion would be inordinately long, and therefore only the essentials of the sys-
tem will be presented in this chapter. The major tense, aspect, and modality 
auxiliaries are given in Table 31 for reference. 

Table 31. Aspect, tense, and modality auxiliaries 

Form of verb Verb Section 
Auxiliary Function required prefix* 

na progressive IMPFV IP 9.1.2 
mäha habitual PFV / IMPFV IP 9.1.3 
mäha formal past PFV / IMPFV IP 9.2.2 
nä remote past PFV IP 9.2.2 
πί recent past PFV none 9.2.2 
si future PFV FP 9.2.3 
cää future PFV FP 9.2.3 
büA>ä remote (future) PFV IP 9.2.3 
ä perfect PFV none 9.2.4 
sihi still, not yet PFV IP 9.2.5 
sf narrative/sequential PFV IP 9.2.6 
as) habitual/sequential PFV IP 9.2.6 
kü potential PFV FP 9.3.2.2 
ta impfv imperative IMPFV IP 9.3.3 
sf subjunctive PFV IP 9.3.3 
a impfv subjunctive IMPFV IP 9.3.3 
kä prohibitive PFV FP 9.3.3 
k& conditional PFV IP 9.3.6 

*IP = intransitive prefix; FP = future prefix 

Supyire has many of the categories typically encountered cross-linguisti-
cally. In the area of aspect, which will be treated first, the basic distinction 
between perfective and imperfective is marked on the verb (9.1.1). Progres-
sive (9.1.2) and habitual (9.1.3) are coded by auxiliaries. Other aspectual 
distinctions, such as inceptive (9.1.5), and terminative (9.1.6) are coded by 
means of serial verbs. Apart from the progressive, durativity is expressed 
through a variety of means including serial verbs, repetition, and adverbs 
(9.1.4). 

In the area of tense Supyire makes the common distinctions between past 
(9.2.2), present (9.2.1), future (9.2.3), and perfect (9.2.4). There is a remote-
ness distinction in the past, between "earlier today' and 'yesterday and ear-
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Her'. Remoteness in the future is confounded with the epistemic modality of 
reduced certainty. As in many other African languages, there is a special 
coding for events in a sequence, which will be called "narrative" and 
"sequential" depending on its specific function (9.2.6). Also in common with 
many Niger-Congo languages, there is a "still" or "yet" tense (9.2.5). 

Numerous combinations of tenses and aspects are possible. Combinations 
with past yield the past perfect, past progressive, past habitual, future in the 
past, and the past "still" (9.2.7.1). Progressive aspect also combines with fu-
ture, sequential/narrative, and the "still" tense (9.2.7.2). 

In the area of modality, the basic distinction is between realis and irrealis 
(9.3.1). The various auxiliaries can all be classified into these two catego-
ries. Crosscutting this distinction is the realm of epistemic modality. Copular 
auxiliaries are used to code increased certainty (9.3.2.1). Reduced certainty 
with irrealis modality is coded by means of a special auxiliary which also 
can encode temporal remoteness. There is also a difference in the level of 
certainty between the various future markers. Reduced certainty in realis 
contexts is less grammaticalized. It can be indicated by means of adverbs 
and serial verbs (9.3.2.2). 

The modality of obligation will be touched on only briefly in this chapter 
(9.3.3), since the subjects covered (imperative, subjunctive, hortative, and 
prohibitive) will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 14 on non-declara-
tive speech acts. Brief sections on the modalities of ability (9.3.4) and pur-
pose (9.3.5) follow. 

The section on modality in subordinate clauses (9.3.6) is likewise brief, 
since the topics covered are described in detail in chapters 11 and 15. 

The chapter concludes with a section on negation (9.4). Negation is en-
coded in two positions in the sentence. In most of the ΤΑΜ categories, there 
is some marking in the auxiliary position, either the addition of a copular 
auxiliary, or a tonal marking on the auxiliary already there. In addition, ne-
gation is marked sentence finally with a negative particle. 

9.1. Aspec t 

9.1.1. Perfective versus imperfective 

The distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect is basic to the 
Supyire ΤΑΜ system. As shown above in chapter 4, section 4.2, the great 
majority of verbs have, in addition to the unmarked base form, an imperfec-
tive form derived principally through suffixation. In every use of a verb one 
or the other of these forms must be chosen. The distinction thus crosscuts all 
other ΤΑΜ categories. Most ΤΑΜ auxiliaries require one form and disallow 
the other (unless another auxiliary is added). Those that take the base form 
of the verb, such as the perfect auxiliary ä are more numerous than those 
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that require the imperfective form of the verb, such as the progressive auxil-
iary na. In fact, there are only three auxiliaries in the latter class. There is 
only one auxiliary which can take either form: mäha, which has the two dis-
tinct functions of marking habitual and past. 

The imperfective form of the verb is properly so-called because it indi-
cates that the event is construed without a terminal boundary (see Givön 
1984: 276). The two major functional reasons for so construing an event are 
to code durativity and to indicate simultaneity with some other event. The 
commonest use of the imperfective verb form is in the progressive, which 
encodes ongoing, durative action. In combination with past, future, and se-
quential/narrative, the progressive frequently is used to show simultaneity. 

The imperfective is incompatible with a stative interpretation. As pointed 
out in chapter 7, many stative verbs do have imperfective forms, but these 
always have a dynamic reading of entry into the state. The dynamic use of 
most stative verbs is extremely rare, but speakers consulted usually showed 
no reluctance to produce imperfective forms for such verbs. 

The unmarked, base form of the verb, by contrast with the marked imper-
fective form, can be labeled "perfective" as long as this is understood to be 
mostly a default characterization (see Dahl 1985: 19 for the notion of default 
category). 

The use of the imperfective to code durativity can be briefly illustrated 
with the imperative. The "bare" (and relatively impolite) imperative, which 
takes no auxiliary, requires the perfective, or base form of the verb, as in the 
following example. 

(1) Νίέ kyaäre kwbn. 
this meat.DEF cut 
'Cut this meat.' 

This form would be used if the quantity of meat to be cut was small and the 
action could therefore be quickly completed. The imperfective imperative 
(marked with the auxiliary ta)y as in 

(2) Ta ήίέ kyaäre kwüün. 
IMPER.IMPFV this meat.DEF cut.IMPFV 
'Cut this meat.' 

would be used if there was a lot of meat to cut and the task would therefore 
last a long time. Similarly the perfective 

(3) Na w)l 
me.NONDECL look.at 
'Look at me.' 
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would be used if the speaker were about to perform some compact, punctual 
action such as a cartwheel. The imperfective 

(4) Ta na w))} 
IMPER.IMPFV me.NONDECL look.at 
'Look at me.' 

would be used if the speaker were going to perform an action which would 
require a certain amount of time, such as a dance. 

The use of the imperfective to indicate that the event is construed as in-
complete can also be illustrated with the imperative. Thus the perfective, 
bare imperative 

(5) Nt6 süre lyl 
this mush.DEFeat 
'Eat this mush.1 

implies that the addressee is expected to finish the indicated mush. The im-
perfective 

(6) Ta ht6 sure lyl 
IMPER.IMPFV this mush.DEF eat.IMPFV4 

'Eat this mush.1 

by contrast implies that the addressee is not expected to finish the mush, 
perhaps because the quantity is too great. 

For the use of the imperfective to indicate simultaneity with another event, 
see the following sections on the progressive and habitual. 

9.1.2. Progressive 

The progressive auxiliary in simple clauses is na. This undoubtedly derives 
historically from a copular verb 'to be at', widespread in Niger-Congo, and 
is related to the postposition na 'at, on', which has identical form, including 
strong mid tone (see Carlson 1987 and 1990). The verb following na must be 
in its imperfective form and it takes the intransitive prefix (if it begins with a 
voiceless stop and is not immediately preceded by a direct object). One verb, 
kare 'go' (imperfective kiig6) allows the auxiliary na to be dropped when 
the subject is first or second person. Thus one often hears ml) kiig6 ' I 'm 
going* rather than mi) na rjkäigö. 

The progressive used alone most often indicates ongoing action with pre-
sent time reference: 
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(7) a. U na dhfinime b66-h. 
she PROG potash evaporate-IMPFV 
'She is evaporating potash.' 

b. U na lyi. 
he PROG eat.IMPFV 
'He is eating.* 

If the event involved is by nature punctual, the progressive indicates repe-
tition (iterativity) rather than one durative event: 

(8) a. U na plnifke bwüün. 
he PROG drum.DEF hit.IMPFV 
'He is beating the drum.' 

b. Fyäabff na q-küü-li. 
fish.DEF PROG IP-tap-IMPFV 
'The fish are nibbling (lit. tapping).1 

Even with non-punctual events, the progressive may on occasion encode 
separate events, rather than one single event. This is especially clear when 
plural absolutive participants are involved (either the direct object of a 
transitive verb or the subject of an intransitive verb). Following is an exam-
ple: 

(9) Pi na ma de. 
they PROG come.IMPFV EXCL 
'They are coming!' 

This could have a simple progressive meaning: a number of people could 
actually be moving together toward the speaker at the moment of utterance. 
However, just such a sentence was recorded in a conversation where it obvi-
ously had a less clearly progressive meaning. In this case the subject pro-
noun referred to young men who were returning to the village one by one 
from working as migrant laborers in C6te d'lvoire. The time frame was rela-
tively short—the few weeks at the beginning of the cultivating season. There 
were thus several separate acts of coming, 'present' in the sense that while 
some had begun (and been completed) before the moment of speaking, oth-
ers were expected to take place after that moment. 

This reference to separate events by means of the progressive is not con-
fined to clauses with plural participants. In the following example, the past 
progressive is used (see section 9.2.7.2 below): 
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(10) Mu mpyi na lyi la? 
you PAST PROG eat.IMPFV Q 
'Were you eating?" 

Like the preceding example, this could have a purely progressive meaning: 
'Were you engaged in the act of eating (when something else happened)?' 
Its actual meaning in the conversation from which it was taken is different 
however. The addressee has just complained that he had not enjoyed the vil-
lage festival, an annual event lasting several days which had just been com-
pleted. The speaker, puzzled by this admission, asks the question. Since one 
of the great attractions of the festival is the frequent large meals, he asks if 
the addressee participated in those meals. The reference is not to a single act 
of eating, but to several acts, spread out over a well-defined time frame of 
the previous few days. 

From such examples it is a small step to the use of the progressive to mark 
the habitual.5 The habitual use of the progressive is actually fairly common, 
approaching nearly a third of the examples recorded in the corpus.6 The 
habitual can be of the ordinary sort: characteristic repeated actions over an 
unspecified but relatively long and above all open-ended time span. Follow-
ing is an example uttered by a man concerning his nephew. The individual 
acts of stealing had begun at some unspecified time in the past and were 
continuing up to the moment of speaking. 

(11) U na γύύ, u na naqkääge pyi. 
he PROG steal.IMPFV he PROG thievery.DEF do 
'He is stealing, he is thieving.1 

The progressive cum habitual can also be used for general truths, sometimes 
called the generic habitual (see Dahl 1985: 98) or gnomic (cf. Longacre 
1983: 251). It is commonly found in proverbs such as the following: 

(12) Ldtään f66 u pye na htäräfwüü münaa lyi. 
patience owner s/he be PROG wild.yam nose eat.IMPFV 
'It is the patient person who eats the wild yam's nose.'7 

It should be noted that both of these types of habitual meaning are the ordi-
nary domain of the habitual ΤΑΜ to be discussed in the next section. It may 
be that the progressive is encroaching on the territory of the older habitual. 

In addition to having present and habitual time reference, the progressive 
can also have a near future time reference. This usage seems to be rather 
rare, and to be confined to the motion verbs 'come' and 'go' . Following is 
an example: 
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(13) U na ma nümpanga. 
s/he PROG come.IMPFV tomorrow 
'S/he is coming tomorrow.' 

The progressive, like all imperfectives in Supyire, is incompatible with a 
stative interpretation. As Givön (1984: 275) points out, semantically states 
are durative per se, and thus do not require additional durative marking. 
Many stative verbs in Supyire have a secondary (and in many cases vanish-
ingly rare) dynamic interpretation as well. Thus the verb waha can mean 
either 'be dry* or 'become dry'. The imperfective form ware, required by the 
progressive, can have only the latter meaning: 

(14) Väänyi na ware. 
clothes.DEF PROG dry.IMPFV 
'The clothes are drying.' 

The incompatibility of the progressive with stativity has one glaring ex-
ception: four of the five copulas can take the progressive marker without any 
lessening of their stativity. The addition of the progressive marker seems to 
have no semantic effect at all, though it may sometimes be used for greater 
emphasis. In some common expressions, such as the following replies to 
greetings, it seems to be almost obligatory: 

(15) a. Pi na wä anf. 
they PROG be.there there 
'They are there.' ( = 'They are fine.') 

b. Wi)u na nähi ' nähä. 
we PROG be.here here 
'We are here.' ( = 'We are fine.') 

In most cases, however, it is not required: 

(16) a. Mil wäge (na) βye Büwärä. 
my name.DEF PROG be Buwara 
'My name is Buwara.' 

b. Lire tdni i tämii shuunniqi 
that(EMPH) time.DEF in five.francs(GlP) two.DEF 
'At that time ten francs 

(na) mpyi kämpwbhii sicyaar6. 
PROG be.PAST four.hundred(G3P) four 
was (worth) one thousand six hundred (cowries).' 
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Besides its use in simple clauses, the progressive is also employed in loose 
serial constructions (see chapter 8, section 8.1). The most common use in 
narratives is as V2 (second verb) in a construction in which the first verb is 
perfective. In such a case, the beginning point of the progressive event is 
clear: it follows or coincides with the preceding event. Indeed, the most 
natural translation in English is often with an inceptive ('begin to'). The 
termination of the event is not construed, and the action is generally under-
stood to be in progress when the following event occurs, which is thus si-
multaneous with it. Following is an example: 

(17) Kä yi / Niggää kbra a kärd nähä ' πέ 
and they NARR Ningaa chase SC go here and 
'They ( = the bush cows) chased Ningaa about (the distance 
between) here and 

soküräiji ftigd mä sä rjbbrja a cyan 
new.quarter.DEF like and go push SC make.fall 
and the new quarter and pushed (him) down 

na ß-cwüügd. Kä tuqi s) ή-tigd 
PROG IP-crush.IMPFV and father.DEF NARR IP-go.down 
(and began to) trample (him). Then his father got down 

cig6 e mä t) kwdra a kärd pyenga. 
tree.DEF in and it pound SC go home 
from the tree and tore home (lit. pounded it ( = running) and went 
home).' 

The preceding description shows clearly that the Supyire progressive is 
more than a simple progressive in the narrow sense of the term. It seems to 
be taking over many of the functions associated with imperfectivity in gen-
eral: the encoding of repetitive and habitual aspect, of simultaneity in se-
quential discourse, and even of some the territory of the future tense.8 

Before leaving the progressive, for the sake of completeness two further 
facts should be briefly noted. They will both be dealt with elsewhere in more 
detail. The first involves the use of the copula pye 'be' before the progres-
sive marker, as seen above in example (12). There are two distinct environ-
ments where this is required. The first is in negative clauses (see section 
9.4.1.2 below), the second is in clauses where the main proposition is pre-
supposed (i.e. in constituent questions (see chapter 14, section 14.2.2), clefts 
(chapter 12, section 12.1.1), and relative clauses (chapter 13, section 
13.2.1)). An example is: 

( 18 ) flähä mu pye na m-pyi ye? 
what you be PROG IP-do Q 
'What are you doing?' 
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The second fact to note is that the progressive marker na precedes other 
auxiliaries in some combinations, where it does not necessarily add progres-
siveness. This is apparently due to many of the auxiliaries having developed 
from a progressive or at least imperfective use. These occurrences of na will 
be duly noted in the proper places in this chapter. 

9.1.3. Habitual 

The habitual auxiliary is mäha. It is probably related to the verb mähä, 
which is currently used in Kampwo Supyire only as the second verb in a se-
rial construction, where it means 'VI all over the place1. Both the habitual 
auxiliary and the verb mähä are in turn probably related to the verb mähänä 
'go round in a circle1. Like most of the ΤΑΜ auxiliaries, mäha requires the 
intransitive prefix on the following verb if a direct object does not intervene. 

The habitual used alone has a present time reference. It encodes customary 
or characteristic events, rather than merely repetitive. These events are un-
derstood to have started at some unspecified time in the past, to continue up 
to the present, and are expected to continue into the future. The combination 
of habitual and past will be described in section 9.2.7.1 below. 

The habitual presents a peculiar difficulty in terms of the distinction be-
tween perfective and imperfective. Viewed as a series of events, it falls to-
gether with the imperfective, in that the beginning and the termination of the 
series is not construed. This is why in many languages the imperfective is 
used to code habitual action, and why habitual is frequently talked of as a 
species of imperfective (see Giv6n 1984: 277). This seems to be the expla-
nation for the extension of the progressive to code habituality noted in the 
preceding section. As Dahl (1985: 75) points out, however, there is another 
way to view habitual events. Although the series of events is open-ended, 
each individual event in the series is, or at least may be, bounded, with a 
well defined beginning and terminal point. The individual events may thus 
be viewed perfectively. The Slavic languages differ among themselves as to 
how to deal with this potential conflict. Some languages use the imperfective 
to code habitual action, but others use the perfective. Serbo-Croatian uses 
both. 

Supyire has available a nice solution to this problem since its imperfec-
tive/perfective marking is separate from the auxiliaries. Either form of the 
verb can occur with the habitual. The function of the alternation is much the 
same as elsewhere in the ΤΑΜ system. The base form of the verb is used 
when the individual events are to be viewed perfectively. A very common 
use of the habitual is to encode "habitual narrative", that is, sequences of 
customary events which habitually occur together. Several texts in the cor-
pus were obtained by asking such questions as 'How do you bury a person?' 
or 'How do people collect honey?1 The resulting discourses, which I have 
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labeled procedural, are invariably coded primarily with the habitual. The fol-
lowing is a typical opening, from a text on how to build a granary: 

(19) Mu mäha y)r)t maä ' fääyi taanna a kwüüld... 
you HAB rise and.NARR rock.DEF line.up SC encircle 
'You get up and place the stones round in a circle...' 

In such a discourse, the tense-aspect is "generic" habitual in the sense that 
the actions are customary and not tied to any particular time. None of the 
participants are referential in the semantic sense. However, each individual 
event is part of a larger "script" which is arranged sequentially like a narra-
tive. Within this universe of discourse the participants become pragmatically 
referential. In such a context, the perfective form of the verb is entirely ap-
propriate. Just as in a past tense narrative, most main line events are pre-
sented as being terminated before the following event occurs. 

Given this use of the perfective, the use of the imperfective verb form is 
just what one would expect: the imperfective is used principally to show du-
ration and simultaneity within the sequence of events. Note the use of per-
fective and imperfective forms in the following excerpt from a discourse on 
how to collect honey: 

(20) Yli as) wcyi kwbn, 
you.PL HAB.SEQ leaves(G2P)cut 
'Then you cut (PFV) some leaves, 

maä ti wwti ä tirigd 
and.SEQ them(G4) take.off SC put.down 
and take (PFV) them ( = the honeycombs) out and put (PFV) 
(them) down 

yire βύη) ), 
them(EMPH.G2P) head at 
on top of them 

marii9 ti cwddnrd. 
and.SEQ.PROG them(G4) sort.IMPFV 
and (begin) sorting (IMPFV) them. 

Lwoh6 wddr6, tire 
water.DEF POSS.DEF(G4) they(EMPH.G4) 
Those with honey (lit. water), they 

mäha Ιέ-η) cenf i, 
HAB put-IMPFV calabash.DEF in 
are put (IMPFV) in the calabash, 
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marii pyiibft na f)karamdgi Jd-n) 
and.SEQ.PROG children.DEF and grubs.DEF put-IMPFV 
and (those with) pupae (lit. children) and larvae are put (IMPFV) 

sähäni i. 
basket.DEF in 
in the basket 

Ta hi cw05nra a kwh, 
they(G4) COND sort SC finish 
When they are finished being sorted (PFV) 

y)i mäha tä ly) 
you.PL HAB IND(G4)eat 
you eat (PFV) some 

maa ti sännte Iwb a kard pyenga. 
and.SEQ they(G4) OTHER.DEF(G4) take SC go home 
and take (PFV) the rest and go (PFV) home.' 

In this sequence, the actions of cutting leaves, taking the honeycombs and 
putting them down on the leaves are all encoded as perfective. Each one is 
completed before the following action begins. The next three verbs are im-
perfective, indicating that the action of sorting the honeycombs is durative, 
consisting of the simultaneous (or at least alternating, if only one person is 
involved) actions of putting some honeycombs in the calabash and others in 
the basket. The sequence then returns to perfective actions. 

The habitual is not confined to sequentially arranged procedural texts such 
as those illustrated above. It is also used to make statements about habitual 
action in many other contexts. Just as with the habitual function of the pro-
gressive, the reference can be to habitual actions of referential participants, 
as in the following excerpt from a conversation in which the speaker is talk-
ing about his younger brother who lives in the capital city: 

(21) Yyee mähä yyee lämpiSgi wähätiyi kä nd,lQ 

year DIST year tax.DEF time.DEF COND arrive 
'Every year when tax time arrives 

u maha ke kan. 
he HAB ten give 
he gives ten (i.e. ten notes of five thousand francs each).' 

Note that the perfective form of the verb is used here. The perfective is also 
usually used when the reference is generic or gnomic, as in the following 
proverb: 
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(22) Cwdnrdmd pu mäha thpi Ιέηέ wyige c. 
difficulty it HAB hare put.CAUS hole in 
'It is difficulty which puts Hare in a hole.' 

The imperfective habitual (which overall accounts for only about 9% of 
the total occurrences of the habitual) apart from the use in process texts 
noted above, appears to closely approximate the use of the progressive in its 
habitual sense described in the preceding section. Note the following ex-
change, where the first speaker used the progressive in its habitual sense, 
and the second echoes the same information using the habitual with the im-
perfective verb form. The two appear to be equivalent: 

(23) A: Smpoorespori fly ε na fij6 shin 16-nä ä? 
import.export NEG PROG these kind put-IMPFV NEG.Q 
'Doesn't an import-export merchant wear this kind (of clothes)? 

B: D6nk6, pire bä 
of.course they(EMPH) it.is.not 
Of course! Isn't it they 

pi mäha ßj6 numbwönyi Ιέ-ni mä? 
they HAB these ADJ.big.DEF(G2P) put-IMPFV NEG.Q 
who wear these big ones?' 

Another context in which the imperfective habitual is preferred is in the 
summary statement often used to close a procedural discourse. Such a state-
ment does not encode an event in the sequence, but rather sums up the whole 
discourse in some such expression as 'This is how we X.' The use of the im-
perfective here seems designed to show that the event encoded is not part of 
the preceding sequence. Following are a couple of examples: 

(24) a. Amun) pi mäha sarayi büü. 
thus they HAB beehive.DEF kill.IMPFV 
'It is thus that they collect honey (lit. kill beehives).' 

b. Ayiwä, ämuni senufoobii11 kwüubii mäha 
well thus Senufos.DEF(GlP) dead.DEF(GlP) HAB 
'Well, it is thus that the Senufo dead 

n-tu-ni. 
IP-bury-IMPFV 
are buried.' 

One final function of mäha should be noted. As seen in examples (19) and 
(20), same subject sequences of clauses in process discourses may be linked 
with the same subject conjunction mä (alone or in combination with the se-
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quential/narrative ΤΑΜ marker Ä/), which is also used in other sequentially 
arranged discourses such as narratives. Same subject sequences of clauses 
can also be linked simply by repetition of the habitual marker mäha without 
a subject. A similar construction with the progressive was noted in the previ-
ous section. Indirect objects are regularly allowed between the linked verbs, 
showing that the concatenation is looser than an ordinary serial verb con-
struction. Following is an illustrative passage from a text on how to bury the 
dead: 

(25) Pi mäha lwoh6 kä kwd mäha Je pege e, 
they HAB water.DEF IND draw HAB put pot in 
'They draw some water and put it in a large pot, 

maä τή-ρά kuru χγέέηέ, 
and.SEQ IP-come it(EMPH) stand.CAUS 
and come and stand it up, 

maä cy€yi le kuru lwoh6 e 
and.NARR hands.DEF put that(EMPH) water.DEF in 
and put (their) hands in that water 

mäha n-tähä ά ύ tödyi cwuugo. 
HAB IP-use SC his feet.DEF rub 
and use it to rub his feet.' 

9.1.4. Other means of coding durativity 

In this and the three following sections we will briefly look at some means 
of marking aspectual distinctions other than by auxiliaries. These construc-
tions represent various stages on the continuum from lexical meaning to 
grammaticalization. There are several devices for indicating durativity, three 
of which will be mentioned here. 

The first device, used exclusively (as far as I have been able to ascertain) 
in narrative, is simply the repetition of the verb, linked by the same subject 
conjunction mä for perfective or with the progressive marker na for imper-
fective. This obviously iconic coding can be lengthened at will to indicate 
greater duration, as the third example below shows: 

(26) a. Kä u ύ cySyi täha ä jiwosedyi cü 
and he NARR hands.DEF use SC cheeks.DEF grab 
'He grabbed his cheeks with his hands 

a dir) mä dir)... 
SC pull and pull 
and pulled and pulled.' 
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b. Kä jyärji s) wi na 
and son.DEF NARR be.there PROG 
'The son was 

sige yääre büö na buu. 
bush things.DEFG4 kill.IMPFV PROG kill.IMPFV 
killing and killing the wild animals.' 

c. Kä pi / yfr) Sdrd Känhä na 
and they NARR rise Sere village at 
'Then they left Sere 

na q-k&äg6 Fant6r6 6 tateenge 
PROG IP-go.IMPFV Fanterela to LOC.sit.DEF 
(and started) to go to look at the site 

tawiige e na y-käägd 
LOC.look.at.G2S to PROG IP-go.IMPFV 
of Fantere, and (they) were going 

na Jj-kääg6 na T)-kääg6 
PROG IP-go.IMPFV PROG IP-go.IMPFV 
and going and going 

na q-kääg6 na g-kaäg6. 
PROG IP-go.IMPFV PROG IP-go.IMPFV 
and going and going.' 

Another way of coding duration is with the verb mo 'be a long time' in 
second position in a serial verb construction: 

(27) Zänhä ä pa ä mo. 
rain.DEF PERF come SC be.long.time 
'The rain has fallen (lit. come) a long time.' 

The third and final way (to be mentioned here) of indicating duration is by 
means of the adverb y66qkw5 'endlessly, continuously', which can only be 
used with the progressive: 

(28) U na lyi y66gkw0. 
s/he PROG eat.IMPFV continuously 
'S/he keeps on eating continuously.' 
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9.1.5. Inceptive 

The inceptive, focusing on the point of entry into a state or durative event, is 
principally coded in Supyire by the verbs pa 'come' and sa 'go ' as initial 
verbs in serial constructions. With stative verbs, the use of pa, and to a 
lesser extent sa, codes entry into the state denoted by the verb. The base 
form of the verb is used, as in the following examples with pa: 

(29) a. Kä sige shfinbff si p) lw6 ά märä... 
and bush people.DEF NARR they take SC keep 
'The bush people took them and kept (them)...12 

fö kä pi f ιή-ρά lye. 
till and they NARR IP-come be.old 
till they grew up.' 

b. Pjylqa ä pa m-pi k6... 
food.DEF PERF come IP-be.soft TC 
'When the food was cooked (lit. came to be soft)...' 

Sa with stative verbs usually calls attention to the duration of time preced-
ing the entry into the state (see chapter 8, section 8.3.5.14 for the quasi-ad-
verbial function of pa and sa to mean 'finally' or 'at length'). Note in the 
following example the repeated use of sa to give the effect of a great lapse 
of time. The ' i t ' in the final clause refers to a lake in the middle of a town. 
The speaker's point is that the town was so large that a person could spend a 
great deal of time, in fact a whole lifetime, without ever seeing the lake: 

(30) Pyäiji mäha si känhe na 
child.DEF HAB be.born town.DEF at 
Ά child would be born in the town 

mäha sä lye mäha sä mä shire fihirje 
HAB go be.old HAB go your hair.DEF be.white 
and grow up and get white hair 

mäha sä ή-kwü, mu gü kü ßye me. 
HAB go IP-die you POT it see NEG 
and finally die, (yet) s/he (lit. you) would not see it.' 

The inceptive requires that the state of affairs entered into be durative 
(there is not much use in talking about the beginning of a punctual event). 
Active verbs therefore appear in their imperfective form. As noted in section 
9.1.2 above, progressive verbs can follow perfective verbs in a loose serial 
construction. It was pointed out there that in such cases the beginning of the 
imperfective event was clear, and in fact often the most felicitous translation 
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into English is 'begin to V2'. The inceptive construction with active verbs is 
apparently a direct descendant of this type of serial construction. The first 
verb is pa or sa in perfective form. These often retain no vestige of their 
main verb meaning of physical displacement, and instead function merely to 
mark the beginning of the following durative event. They are followed by a 
reduced form a of the progressive marker na and by the second verb in its 
imperfective form. This use of the reduced form of the progressive marker, 
which is the form used following many auxiliaries, is an indication of the 
advanced degree of grammaticalization of pa and sa in this construction. 
Following are some examples: 

(31) a. Kä sige shiinbtt s) ... f6 ä pa 
and bush people.DEF NARR run SC come 
'Then the bush people ... came running 

ηά käsbrigilS έ 
with whips.DEF with 
with whips 

mä pä a zäntütjb bwüün. 
and come PROG hyena hit.IMPFV 
and began to beat Hyena/ 

b. Kä u ύ ... ή-Ιίάτέ düg6 e 
and she NARR IP-go stream.DEF to 
'Then she ... went to the stream 

mä sä a küJüshirji jy)). 
and go PROG trousers.DEF wash.IMPFV 
and began to wash the trousers.* 

With a few verbs which have an inherently durative meaning, the perfec-
tive form of the verb (without the progressive marker, of course) can be 
used in the inceptive construction: 

(32) a. T6qi kä ιή-ρά ή-kä ... 
tea.DEF COND IP-come IP-boil 
'When the tea comes to a boil...' 

b. Kä u ύ ... pyäqi byb 
and she NARR child.DEF raise 
'She raised ... the child 

f<6 kä u pä jiaara. 
till and she come walk 
till she ( = the child) began to walk.' 
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Another much less common way of encoding inceptivity is by means of a 
verb or phrase meaning 'begin1 together with a complement clause. There 
are two such expressions in Supyire, sii and β wo cü. Sii 'begin' is evidently 
the oldest. We have already met this verb as a copula (see chapter 7, sec-
tion?.3.1), and in section 9.3.2.1 below its function as an auxiliary is de-
scribed. Its original meaning however was 'begin*. It takes only the most 
highly nominalized type of complement, a verbal noun in direct object posi-
tion: 

(33) Fäigii wä ά nügünte 
Farakala.inhabitants be.there PERF sow-DEF 

si/a a kwb. 
begin SC finish 

'The people of Farakala have already begun to sow.' 

In view of the advanced state of the grammaticalization of sii it is not sur-
prising that its function of coding the meaning 'begin' is being supplanted by 
a new expression: pwo cü 'begin', literally 'catch/grab mouth'. This is a di-
rect caique on the Bambara compound verb daniine 'begin', literally 'catch 
mouth'. The Bambara verb takes an extraposed complement, and the Supyire 
copy follows suit. Compare the following examples: 

(34) a. Bambara 

A y'a da-mine kä dumuni ke. 
s/he PAST.it mouth-catch INF eat.NOM do 
'S/he began to eat.' 

b. Supyire 

U a Ji ßwb cü na lyi. 
s/he PERF it mouth catch PROG eat.IMPFV 
'S/he began to eat.' 

9.1.6. Terminative 

The unmarked base, or perfective form of the verb, as pointed out in section 
9.1.1 above, does not call particular attention to the termination of an event, 
though of course that termination is included in the reference to the 
"complete" event. The special coding of the end point is accomplished by 
adding the verb kwo 'finish' as the second verb in a serial construction: 
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(35) Wüü pyängi shiinbfli ä pyi a ly) a kwb 
our compound people.DEF PERF PAST SC eat SC finish 
'Our family had finished eating 

mä sini. 
and lie.down 
and gone to bed.' 

From a practical point of view, the motivation for calling special attention 
to the termination of an event is generally because it is unexpected or at 
least newsworthy at that particular time. As such, a good translation often 
includes the adverb 'already'. The speaker of the following question was 
surprised that the addressee was returning so soon with the dishes from 
which the men had eaten: 

(36) Nämbaa wi & lyi i kwb la? 
men be.there PERF eat SC finish Q 
'Have the men already finished eating?' 

The advanced state of grammaticalization of the terminative construction is 
shown by the fact that it can be used with the verb kwo 'finish'. Note that in 
the following example, the 'finishing' is actually durative, a necessary char-
acteristic, for obvious reasons, of an event whose terminal boundary is to be 
highlighted: 

(37) Lira a cänijke ta 
this(EMPH) PERF day.DEF find 
'Meanwhile the day (lit. this found the day) 

kä ά kwb a kwb. 
it.COMP PERF finish SC finish 
had already ended.' 

The terminative construction is especially suitable in time adverbial 
clauses which provide a setting for a following main clause. In many prag-
matic situations, the termination of one event is a necessary prerequisite for 
another event. In the following example, the men could not be called to eat 
until the cooking is finished: 

(38) Pi ä shwoha a kwb g6, 
they PERF cook SC finish TC 
'When they had finished cooking, 

kä mußcwögi s) υ cobgi tun 
and older.sister.DEF NARR her younger.sibling.DEF send 
the older sister sent her younger sister 
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na u 0 sä uru nambaabii yyere. 
that she SUBJUNC go her(EMPH) men.DEF call 
to call her men.' 

Time clauses in procedural discourses can have the same function: 

(39) Ta hä cw60nra a kwb, yli maha ta ly). 
it COND sort SC finish you.PL HAB IND eat 
'When it is finished being sorted, you eat some.' 

Note that with the perfective habitual, the use of the terminative highlights 
the termination of each individual event. In the following extract from a nar-
rative, the daughters of two co-wives are sent every morning to fetch water. 
The daughter of the younger wife is given a pot, whereas her companion is 
given a sieve. Of course the former always finishes drawing water before the 
latter: 

(40) Cediji numbilSni mäha 
woman.DEF ADJ.little.DIM.DEF child.DEF HAB 
'The younger (lit. little) woman's child would 

sä ku ' kw6 ά kwb. 
go it draw SC finish 
go finish drawing it.' 

The terminative construction with stative verbs does not refer to an end 
point. This is hardly surprising since states are not ordinarily construed with 
end points. With statives the terminative functions rather to indicate that the 
state already obtains. Following is an example with a copula. In the narra-
tive, about events during the colonial era, the speaker's father suggests that 
he had better go to Sikasso to enroll his name for the draft. The speaker re-
torts that his name is already there: 

(41) Mi) mige na wä anä ä kwb. 
my name.DEF PROG be.there there SC finish 
'My name is already there.' 

One example has even been recorded of this use of the 'terminative' with an 
active imperfective verb. I was once recording the reminiscences of an old 
man who did not understand the working of a tape recorder very well. He 
broke off his narrative at one point to ask why my companion was not re-
peating his words to me so that I could write them down. My colleague then 
explained the tape recorder to him, concluding with the following statement: 
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(42) Cyi wi na χύύ na yara 
they be.there PROG take.IMPFVPROG put.down.IMPFV 

a kwd. 
SC finish 

'They are already being taken and stored.' 

9.1.7. Repetitive and distributive 

It was pointed out in section 9.1.4 above that durativity could be coded in a 
narrative by repeating a verb together with a conjunction (either mä or na). 
The repetitive aspect is coded in a similar fashion by the reduplication of the 
entire verb, only without any conjunction. This repetition of the verb of 
course simply iconically mirrors the repetition of the event. Each individual 
event is usually punctual, but characteristically performed in a series. Note 
the following examples: 

(43) a. kä sann tu s) toog6 ßyähä-pyähä. 
and francolin NARR leg.DEF move-move 
'then Francolin shook his foot.1 

b. u asi flürjke kwdrd-kwdrd. 
he HAB.SEQ head.DEF bob-bob 
'he would nod his head/ 

c. Kä pwun s) jyd birdrji i, 
and dog NARR enter office.DEF in 
'Then Dog came into the office, 

maä kümfrji cü niqgöyi na 
and.NARR commis.DEF grab ears.DEF at 
and grabbed the commis by the ears 

mä türügd-türügd. 
and dash-dash 
and dashed him repeatedly (against the ground).'13 

The reduplication of the verb indicates plurality—more than one instance of 
the event takes place. With a singular agent this plurality must obviously 
arise from a repetition of the event by the same participant. When the par-
ticipants are plural, however, the construction has a distributive meaning. 
The event indeed takes place more than once, but this time because it is be-
ing performed (or undergone) separately, and perhaps even simultaneously, 
by different individuals. In the following example, each different owner of a 
cow had tied his or her cow in a separate place: 
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(44) Wüu a yfrd pwo-pwo pwoor6 jiivoh/ i. 
we PERF them(EMPH) tie-tie adobe.DEF behind at 
'We had tied them (the cows) behind the houses.' 

Similarly, in the following example, the Fulas were scattered about in the 
fields in small camping sites, not all sleeping in one place together: 

(45) Fiiabii pye a s)ni 
Fulas.DEF NEG PERFlie.down 
'Hadn't the Fulas lain down 

maä näyi ni-ni ä? 
and.NARR fires.DEF put-put NEG.Q 
and lit fires all around?' 

Occasionally a speaker will repeat a verb more than once. In the following 
example this seems to indicate a 'thorough' distribution, that is, that the 
warlords were in power in every part of the (known) world: 

(46) Kirimasäabfi pi a ίέέη-ίέέη-ίέέη-ίέέη dipye /.14 

warlords.DEF they PERF sit-sit-sit-sit world in 
'It was the warlords who were in power throughout the world.' 

Another way to encode the distributive is by means of a serial construction 
with the verb mähä 'do all over' as V2. This verb is related etymologically 
to the verb mähänä 'go round in a circle', and most likely also to the habit-
ual marker mäha and the distributive noun conjunction mähä. It is only used 
in serial constructions in current Kampwo Supyire. See chapter 8, section 
8.3.5.12 for examples. 

9.2. Tense 

9.2.1. Present 

Present tense is not overtly marked in verbal clauses in Supyire. As pointed 
out in 9.1.2 and 9.1.3 above, the progressive and habitual have present time 
reference if they are not accompanied by another tense marker. The same 
thing will be seen in connection with other categories below. The perfect 
without the addition of a past tense marker, for example, could be described 
as a "present perfect" when it is used with active verbs, in the sense that a 
previous event has current relevance. With stative verbs, the perfect encodes 
a present state, without implication that it is the result of a previous event. 
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The "still" tense also has present time reference, in that a state or action be-
gun previously is asserted to still continue at the present moment. 

In all these cases, the auxiliary marks some ΤΑΜ category, and the ab-
sence of any further marking indicates present time reference. The present 
per se is unmarked. Of all tense categories, this is the most likely to be un-
marked, the time-of-speech being at the deictic center of temporal space, at 
least for absolute tenses (see Givön 1984: 302). 

While there is no auxiliary marking present tense in verbal clauses, there is 
an overt tense distinction between copulas: the "neutral" copula pye 'be ' is 
present tense, in contrast with the past tense copula mpyi. Even where pye is 
used as an auxiliary (e.g. marking negative with progressive na and perfect 
i ) it is always present tense. The other copulas (nähä 'be here', wä 'be 
there', sii 'be (emphatic)') all have present time reference unless they are 
accompanied by other tense markers. 

9.2.2. Past 

Before describing what the past tense is in Supyire, it is worthwhile pointing 
out what it is not. It might seem that the prototypical use of a past tense 
would be to encode the foregrounded sequential events in a narrative, and 
indeed this is a major function of past tense in languages such as French and 
English. In many languages, however, this is not a function of the past tense. 
Rather, the main line events of a narrative are coded in some way as less 
than finite. Once the past time reference has been set, it can be assumed to 
persist until the speaker notifies otherwise, and thus does not need to be 
marked again and again in each clause. This is a fairly common practice in 
Niger-Congo languages, and indeed in languages around the world (cf. 
Givön 1990, chapter 19; see also Dahl 1985: 112). In Supyire a special nar-
rative/sequential auxiliary which does not have past time reference per se is 
used for main line events in narratives. This will be described in section 
9.2.6 below (see also chapter 15, section 15.3). 

In narratives the overt marking of past tense is confined to the very begin-
ning, when the stage is set, and to background material where the initial time 
setting cannot be relied on to indicate past time reference. Outside of the 
narrative genre, past tense is frequently encountered in ordinary conversa-
tional exchanges, whenever a past time reference is needed. Not surpris-
ingly, many of the instances of past auxiliaries in narratives are found in re-
ported conversations. 

There are three past tense auxiliaries in Supyire: mäha 'formal past', ηά 
'remote past', and ni'recent past*. In addition to these three, past time refer-
ence can also be indicated by the past tense copula mpyi/pyi\ which can 
combine with other ΤΑΜ markers to make compound past tenses. These will 
be described in section 9.2.7.1 below. The perfect also includes past time 
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reference with active verbs, and as we shall see below, may be in the proc-
ess of usurping some of the territory of the past tense markers proper. 

The three past tense auxiliaries all have distinct functions, though they 
overlap somewhat. The formal past marker mäha is used exclusively to in-
troduce "formal" narratives, i.e. folktales or myths. A total of 64 folktales 
have been recorded, and 42 ( = 66%) have the auxiliary mäha in their first 
clause. The only other place it has been recorded is in the first clause of one 
personal narrative told by Mr. Ely Sanogo. Significantly, this narrative was 
written, not recorded, and the author seems to have been imitating the formal 
style of oral literature. 

The attentive reader will have noticed that the formal past auxiliary is ho-
mophonous with the habitual auxiliary mäha. They undoubtedly descend 
from the same ancestor, but it is unclear how the past tense use developed.15 

Like the habitual and most other auxiliaries, mäha 'formal past' requires the 
intransitive prefix on a following verb if it begins with a voiceless stop. Also 
like the habitual, and unlike most other auxiliaries, the formal past can take 
either the base/perfective or the imperfective form of the verb. The perfec-
tive, which is more common, is used when the first event of the narrative is 
simply the first in a series, as in the following examples: 

(47) a. Cedrji wä υ mäha rf-kare sig6 e 
woman.DEF IND she FORM.PAST IP-go bush.DEF to 
Ά certain woman went to the bush 

mä sä nb fikddmörd na... 
and go arrive chameleon at 
and came upon a chameleon...' 

b. Cany kä mpi ηά zäntüyd sümäqi 
day IND hare and hyena grain.DEF 
One day Hare's and Hyena's grain 

mäha q-kwo, kä mpi si jw6 
FORM.PAST IP-finish and hare NARR say 
ran out, and Hare said 

na pi 0 pi niebif pire. 
that they SUBJUNC their mothers.DEF sell 
that they should sell their mothers. 

As expected, the imperfective form of the verb is used when the speaker 
wishes to highlight the durativity of the event, or show that it overlaps with 
the following event: 
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(48) a. Cedgi wä u mäha 
woman.DEF IND she FORM.PAST 
Ά certain woman was 

pyii sf-n) 
children give.birth-IMPFV 
giving birth to children 
marfi pi kyaa. 
and.NARR.PROG them eat.IMPFV 
and eating them. 

Kä u ύ ίή-ρά pyäjji nipcyiiqi ta... 
and she NARR IP-come child.DEF ADJ.first.DEF get 
She had the first child...1 

b. Cany kä ßyäge na pwün-jiaara-rjf wä 
day IND morning.DEF at dog-walk-DEF IND 
"One day in the morning a certain hunter 

u mäha q-keeg0 u ntoonp-cwoo 
he FORM.PAST IP-go.IMPFV his termite-pot 
was on his way (lit. going) to empty his 

ta-sdgd-ge e mä sä kwöro-cirini tä ' 
LOC-pour-DEF to and go monkey-orphan.DIM find 
termite pot and went and found an orphan monkey 

ηά ping} ί. 
with drum with 
with a drum.'16 

The remaining two past tense markers differ in remoteness: ηϊ is used for 
events occurring earlier in the same day as the moment of speaking, and ηά 
is used for events earlier than that. Both require the base or perfective form 
of the verb. Νά takes the intransitive prefix on a following verb, whereas ni 
does not. 

N& overlaps functionally with mäha, in that it also can be used to 'set the 
stage' in a narrative. Of the 64 folktales in the corpus, 14 ( = 22%) have ηά 
in their initial clause. Following is an example: 

(49) Cedyi wä u ηά pyä si 
woman.DEF IND she REM.PAST child give.birth 
Ά certain woman gave birth to a child 

maä ή-kwü. 
and.NARR IP-die 
and then died.' 
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Unlike niaha, however, nä is also used elsewhere. Most of the 135 exam-
ples recorded in the corpus occur in conversations, where the overt marking 
of time reference is often necessary. Following are some examples taken 
from such conversations: 

(50) a. U nä ιή-ρά motörji shwo ä pa. 
he REM.PAST IP-come motorcycle.DEF buy SC come 
'He finally bought a motorcycle and brought it. 

U top-cyii-ge wyiriiji niq-kanqi 
his time-first-DEF money.DEF ADJ-give.DEF 
That was the first time he gave money (lit. It was 

u ßye ure. 
it be that(EMPH) 
this which was his first time's giving the money).' 

b. Jd u ηά sä Ii ' Jwö ye? 
who s/he REM.PAST go it take Q 
'Who went and took it?'17 

Nä can also be used in non-main line material in a narrative. Subordinate 
clauses such as adverbial clauses and relative clauses can take overt past 
marking. Following is an example of the latter: 

(51) U num-puruTji na, 
it ADJ-cut.up.DEF at 
'While they were cutting it ( = the elephant) up, 

toonm-pykagii pi nä sä rf-tirigd 
metal-seeds.DEF they REM.PAST go IP-put.down 
the bullets which they put down 

wüü tään rjkbnl-fögörji i k6, seige na g6, 
us beside lute-circle.DEFin REL skin.DEF on REL 
beside us in the lute-players' circle, on the skin (we were sitting 

toonm-pyi-fyin-gii b6ßäägä ' nä kä. 
metal-seed-white-G3P twenty and ten 
on) (they were) thirty bullets.'18 

The recent past auxiliary n i primarily encodes events which took place 
earlier on the day of speaking.19 This marker is very rare in the text corpus, 
only nine examples being found. This scarcity is partly because the narra-
tives collected are biased towards more remote events. In fact, the auxiliary 
is not infrequently heard in conversation. However, it is not nearly as often 
heard as the perfect, probably due to the fact that recent events are more 
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likely to have current relevance, and therefore are more appropriately coded 
with the perfect. Νΐ and the perfect auxiliary ä are the only two auxiliaries 
which do not take the intransitive prefix on a following verb. The signifi-
cance of this is not at present known, but there is an obvious similarity of 
function which is probably at the basis of the similarity in behavior. It is 
possible that ηΐwas originally a perfect marker which moved to marking re-
cent past (cf. the similar movement in some romance languages, such as Li-
mouzi and Catalan, and an earlier stage of French; Dahl 1985: 125). Follow-
ing are some examples of the use of nt 

(52) a. Ml) ηΐ wu pyi di yi? 
I REC.PAST you tell how Q 
'What did I tell you (earlier today)?' 

b. Cäändügd ηΐ jwo na wyeriqi uru 
Caandugo REC.PAST say that money.DEF he(EMPH) 
'Caandugo said (earlier today) that the money he 

ßye na binf-ni wu yy6r6 ge, na wu gü 
be PROG gather-IMPFV you toward REL that you POT 
is saving with you, that you 

fi-jä ürü ίέβέ pyag6 shwo. 
FP-be.able it(EMPH) use grass.DEF buy 
can use it to buy grass (for your roof).' 

As might be expected, time adverbs that are inappropriate for the time 
span covered by the past tense markers are not allowed in the same clause. 
Thus the /i/is incompatible with 'yesterday', and conversely ηά is incompat-
ible with 'today': 

(53) a. U ηΐ pa *täßjää. 
s/he REC.PAST come yesterday 
'S/he came *yesterday.' 

b. U na ίή-ρά ' *nipjää. 
s/he REM.PAST IP-come today 
'S/he came *today.' 

When asked the difference between nä and nl\ speakers readily supply 
such explanations as 'You use ηά if the event was long ago' or 'You use ηΐ 
if it happened today.' The system, however, is not really as rigid as this 
seems to imply. Dahl (1985: 123) and Comrie (1986: 83) both note that quite 
frequently speakers do not strictly abide by the "rules" in remoteness sys-
tems. That is, speakers may exploit the system for various other purposes 
than strictly the coding of objective tense. This is the case in Supyire. Spe-
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cifically, speakers do not adhere to their own definition of the recent past. 
Three of the nine examples recorded refer to remote rather than recent 
events. Apparently the use of ni renders the event emotionally closer, more 
immediate. In the following example, recorded in 1986, the speaker is refer-
ring to an event which took place around 1900: the installation by the French 
of a district chief shortly after their conquest of Sikasso. 

(54) Κύΐύβούηό, pi ni mi Sapyi kulüni 
Kuluncungo they REC.PAST there Sanye country.DEF 
'Kuluncungo, they gave the whole of Sanye country 

punί kan Κύΐύρούηέ a. 
all give Kuluncungo to 

to Kuluncungo.' 

Before leaving the subject of past tense, a word should be said concerning 
the relationship of the perfect and the past tenses. There are real and persis-
tent differences between the two, and these will be dealt with in section 
9.2.4 below. But, as has been alluded to above, there are also significant 
overlaps in function. On the whole, the perfect gives the impression of being 
in the process of taking over the territory of the past tense. For one thing, it 
is overwhelmingly more frequent. In the corpus, there are 9 examples of ni, 
44 of mäha, and 135 of ni, but at least 2,500 of the perfect auxiliary a. At 
least two thirds of the examples of nä are from elderly speakers. In what 
might be considered the privileged domain of the past tense, the initial set-
ting of the stage in narratives, the perfect rather than one of the pasts is 
regularly used by younger speakers for personal narratives (they still tend to 
use mäha or na for folktales). 

9.2.3. Future 

Future tense is doubly coded in Kampwo Supyire, by means of auxiliaries, 
and by means of a future prefix on the verb which co-occurs with the aux-
iliaries. This prefix only surfaces in segmental form (a low-tone nasal) when 
the verb is intransitive (that is, when no direct object intervenes between the 
auxiliary and the verb). When a direct object is present, only the low tone 
appears, attached either to the auxiliary (if the direct object is a noun, or a 
pronoun beginning with strong mid tone) or to the direct object (if it is a 
pronoun beginning with weak mid tone). If the direct object already begins 
with a low tone, the low of the prefix is indistinguishable. The prefix is re-
peated on each verb in a serial construction. See section 4.1.2 for details of 
the behavior of this prefix. 

There are two future auxiliaries. The most common is si,20 which almost 
certainly descends historically from the imperfective form of the verb shya 
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'go', which in Kampwo Supyire is most often si, although the forms si and 
se are also heard. Following are some examples. The future prefix is glossed 
FP even when it is reduced to a low tone on the auxiliary or a pronominal 
object. 

(55) a. U si ή-kän. 
it FUT FP-give 
'It will be given.' 

b. Pi si ύ bd. 
they FUT FP.him kill 
'They will kill him.' 

c. Tai wüü si fi-jä zhyi g6? 
where we FUT FP-be.able FP.go LOC.Q 
'Where can we go?' 

d. Yaag6 ku si mu b6 ke, 
thing.DEF it FUT.FP you kill RC 
'The thing which will kill you, 

kuru ku si m)) bo. 
that(EMPH) it FUT (FP)me kill 
it is that which will kill me.' 

Much less common than si is the future auxiliary cää (only 55 examples 
occur in the corpus, versus more than 400 examples of si). I have been un-
able to discover any difference in function between these two auxiliaries. 
The obvious etymology of cää is the verb cää 'want, like, love'. It would be 
convenient if this future auxiliary had a more modal meaning such as 
'desiderative future', but if it ever had such a function, it is no longer evi-
dent. Cää thus easily co-occurs with non-volitional subjects: 

(56) Lwoho cää ή-kwd kd έ me. 
water FUT FP-finish it in NEG 
'Water will not run out in it ( = the lake).' 

I could induce no speaker of the language to consent to my hypothesis that 
cää indicates a greater degree of emphasis than s/, nor does it occur notice-
ably more frequently in contrastive contexts. It probably has a stylistic or 
dialectal flavor of its own, but this is speculation at this stage. Here are some 
more examples: 

(57) a. Ml) cää ifi-pa mu wii. 
I FUT FP-comeyou look 
'I ' l l come see you.' 
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b. Mu cää kapii cd kuru cantfk6 e. 
you FUT.FP act.bad know that(EMPH) day.DEF in 
'You will know (i.e. experience) a bad deed on that day/ 

There is a third auxiliary with future time reference, but which is distin-
guished modally from the future auxiliaries. This is the potential auxiliary 
kü. It will be dealt with in section 9.3.2.2 below. 

The future auxiliaries do not differ from each other in degree of remote-
ness from the moment of speech, as the past auxiliaries do. Increased re-
moteness is instead indicated through the use of a supplementary auxiliary 
bü or bä following the future marker. These seem to be variants of the same 
morpheme, the vowel being occasionally rounded under the influence of the 
labial consonant. No specific degree of remoteness is attached to the use of 
bti/bä. For some speakers it is not compatible with a time expression refer-
ring to 'today', but it does allow 'tomorrow'. Note that the low tone of the 
future "prefix" precedes the remote auxiliary, docking leftward onto the fu-
ture auxiliary: 

(58) Pi si bä mu bw5n (nümpanija / * η ißjää). 
they FUT.FP REM you hit tomorrow today 
'They will beat you (tomorrow / *today).' 

For other speakers, bti/bä cannot occur with a specific time adverb. The de-
gree of remoteness is unspecified, and accordingly sometimes a good trans-
lation is 'eventually': 

(59) Pi cää bä mu wii ή-kknhä nähä wüu känhe na. 
theyFUT REM you look FP-be.tired here our village at 
'They will eventually look for you in vain here in our village.' 

The remote auxiliary has quite naturally developed a modal function as 
well. It can be used much like kü to indicate a decrease in likelihood of the 
predicted event coming to pass. Thus a sentence like the following could 
have two interpretations, as indicated. Note that bti/bä requires the intransi-
tive prefix on a following verb: 

(60) Ml) si bü ιή-ρά. 
I FUT.FP REM IP-come 
a. Ί will eventually come.' 
b. Ί might/probably will come.' 

The modal function of the remote auxiliary will be described in section 
9.3.2.2 below. 
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At the other extreme of remoteness is a periphrastic expression which 
might be labelled "immediate future", though "prospective" (following 
Comrie 1976: 64) might be more accurate. Its basic meaning is ' to be about 
to' or 'be on the point o f . The expression consists of the verb ko ' say ' 
(borrowed from Bambara ko 'say1) followed by a subjectless subjunctive 
complement with an imperfective verb: 

(61) a. U fly ε na q-ko r& a q-keeg6. 
s/hebe PROG IP-say SUBJUNC PROG IP-go.IMPFV 
'S/he is about to go.' 

b. Cant) kä ihpi mäha shy ε sä u-yd jiaara 
day IND hare FORM.PAST go go he-REFL walk 
'One day Hare went for a walk (lit. went to walk himself) 

mä sä fwdro zhibannäqwo na kä ä sin) 
and go exit ground.hornbill at it.COMP PERF lie.down 
and came upon Ground Hornbill lying 

na q-ko rä a q-kwiiü 
PROG IP-say SUBJUNC PROG IP-die.IMPFV 
about to die 

kaföge cyd έ. 
hunger.DEF hand in 
from hunger.' 

The same expression, but with the complement verb in perfective rather 
than imperfective form, has the modality meaning of 'almost, nearly': 

(62) Kuru ku mpyi na q-ko rf 
this(EMPH) it PAST PROG IP-say SUBJUNC 
'It was this which almost 

ka-taanmp6 jiyäha ή-gürHgd. 
affair-sweet.DEF stir FP-mix.up 
ruined the good thing.' 

9.2.4. Perfect 

The perfect auxiliary is i . This is derived from an original form *mi,21 

which has also given rise to the same subject narrative conjunction mä, 
which in turn through elision of the initial consonant has yielded the serial 
connective ä. The latter is homophonous in every way with the perfect auxil-
iary. The etymology of mä is not clear at this point, but the best contender 
seems to be ma, the imperfective form of the verb 'come' . The tone is 
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wrong, but the sense is right, 'come' being a not infrequent source of the 
perfect (Anderson 1982).2 2 

The perfect in Supyire has all the "ingredients" of a prototypical perfect 
which have been frequently noted in the literature (see especially Anderson 
1982, Givön 1984: 278): perfectivity, current relevance, anteriority, and 
counter-sequentiality. There are signs, however, that the perfect is moving 
on to other functions. These will be duly noted in the following discussion. 

The typical perfect is perfective, and the Supyire perfect is no exception. 
Only the perfective form of the verb can be used with the auxiliary i , and 
there is no equivalent of the "perfect progressive" ( Ί have been eating') that 
is possible in English. Having said this, it is necessary to qualify the notion 
of perfectivity. The perfective form of the verb in Supyire cannot be charac-
terized as "completive" in the sense of being specially construed with a ter-
minal point. It is rather perfective in the sense of referring to the complete 
event or state. Although the event coded by active verbs is completed, the 
state encoded by stative verbs is certainly not, as we shall see below. Con-
strual of the terminal point is accomplished by means of the terminative se-
rial construction (see 9.1.6). Note however that this construction with a sta-
tive verb does not encode the terminal point of the state, but rather the fact 
that the state already obtains at the temporal reference point. 

The "current relevance" ingredient of the Supyire perfect is clearly seen in 
contrasting it with the past tense auxiliaries nä and ηΐ. It has frequently been 
noted that the notion of "current relevance" is rather difficult to pin down. 
In Supyire as in other languages with a typical perfect there can be a number 
of pragmatic sources of such relevance. Perhaps the commonest is when the 
result of a past action persists and impinges in some way on the present mo-
ment. Compare the following examples: 

( 6 3 ) a. U nä m-pä 'täßjää. 
s/he REM.Ρ AST IP-come yesterday 
'S/he came yesterday.' 

b. U ä pa täßjää. 
s/he PERF come yesterday 
'S/he came yesterday.' 

(63a), using the past auxiliary, strongly implies that the referent of the sub-
ject has gone away again, i.e. the person came and also left yesterday. (63b), 
on the other hand, strongly implies that the referent of the subject is still 
here, i.e. the state of affairs resulting from the past action of coming is still 
in effect: 'S/he came yesterday, and so s/he is here.* Note incidently that the 
Supyire perfect co-occurs freely with time phrases, unlike its English coun-
terpart. 

Sometimes the previous event is the cause of a present one. Compare the 
following examples. The first, with the past, encodes an event of seeing 
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which did not issue in any current event. The perfect in the second, in con-
trast, marks an event of seeing which is directly responsible for the current 
event of going: 

(64) a. U ηά naqiyMyi känf pya. 
he REM.PAST wild.animals.DEF only see 
'He saw only the wild animals. 

Canq kä kä u ύ m-ρά figurugo ßya... 
day IND and he NARR IP-come smoke see 
One day, he finally saw some smoke...' 

b. Tuwyige mii ä pye kamini i, 
beehive I PERF see sp.of.grass.DEF in 
Ί have seen a beehive in the kamine grass, 

kuru tä-bdij) i mii kiig6. 
it(EMPH) LOC-kill.G2S to I go.IMPFV 
(and) I am going (i.e. I 'm on my way) to collect the honey 
(lit. I am going to kill it).' 

It has often been noted that the perfect is frequently more compatible with 
recent events than with remote ones, evidently because recent events are 
more likely to have special relevance at the moment of speaking.23 This ten-
dancy can be seen in the Supyire perfect as well. With a verb such as jwo 
'say', there is a tendancy to use ηά if the event of saying was far in the past, 
and i if it was quite recent. The current relevance of the perfect here seems 
to stem from the content of what was said still being vividly in the hearer's 
mind. Compare the following two examples, in both of which the verb 'say' 
is in a relative clause. In the first the event of saying took place many 
months before the moment of speaking, in the second, only a matter of min-
utes: 

(65) a. Jwu-b6 mi) ηά jw6 mu pyii ηά ke, 
say-DEF I REM.PAST say your eye at REL 
'The words I said in your presence, 

mu a ρύ pye numi. 
you PERF they see now 
you have seen them (come true) now.' 

b. Μρέ kücwunna ä jwo k6, wi la? 
this monkey PERF say REL truth it.is(GlS) Q 
'What Monkey has said, is it the truth?' 

It can be demonstrated, however, that a also contrasts with the recent past 
auxiliary ηϊ. Just as in example (63a) above, the following implies that the 
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referent of the subject has gone away again at some time prior to the mo-
ment of speaking: 

(66) U ni pa. 
s/he REC.PAST come 
'S/he came (earlier today).' 

In the following example, the recent past ni codes the first event, but the 
perfect is used for the second, this time to show that the expected result does 
not obtain at the moment of speaking: 

(67) U ni jwo na uru si m-pa, 
he REC.PAST say that he(EMPH)FUT FP-come 
'He said he would come, 

f)kää u ßye ä pa mi. 
but he NEG PERF come NEG 
but he hasn't come.' 

In fact, we shall see below that the perfect is not at all confined to the recent 
past, but can be used for events quite remote in time. 

The current relevance component has triumphed completely over the other 
meanings of the perfect in clauses with stative verbs.24 Here the meaning 
was probably originally that of a current state resulting from a past event, 
and this construal is still possible, though it seems to be rather rare in prac-
tice. Instead, the current state is normally the only part of the meaning left, 
with no implication that it is the result of some past event. Both meanings 
are possible in the following example, though the first usually has to be 
coaxed from a consultant (it can be made more natural by adding an adverb 
such as numi 'now', and forced by adding context such as 'You were thin 
last time I saw you, but...': 

(68) Mu a pdd. 
you PERF be.fat 
a. 'You have gotten fat.' 
b. 'You are fat.' 

In the following example, only the stative meaning is available, unless the 
consultant has a very lively imagination: 

(69) Fääga a ρέό. 
rock.DEF PERF be.big 
'The rock is big.' 
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The time reference with a stative verb can be in the past if something in the 
context requires it. In the following example, the subject, referring as it does 
to a past event, requires that the state have past time reference: 

(70) Toqf tigkäni ' fans 
feast.DEF establish.manner.DEF also 
'The way the party was arranged also 

pyε ä flwo mi. 
NEG PERF be.good NEG 
was not good.' 

Similarly, a stative verb with the perfect may be embedded in a narrative, 
where it receives a past time reading from the time reference of the dis-
course as a whole. 

The anteriority component of the perfect has been implicit in the foregoing 
discussion. With active verbs, the event takes place prior to the moment of 
speaking. As noted above, there is no necessity that the event be recent. In 
the following example, the event took place a full year before the moment of 
speaking: 

(71) Jwiinurii ' ύ pyiibtt na Numimwo wüubii, 
Jwunuru GEN children.DEF and Numemwo POSS.DEF 
'Jwunuru's children and those of Numemwo, 

pirc pi ä tapjy66' ύ lämpügi särä. 
they(EMPH) they PERF last.year GEN tax.DEF pay 
it was they who paid last year's taxes.' 

A common use of the perfect in narratives is in preposed time clauses, in 
which the event antedates and provides the setting for the main clause event. 
The following example is the beginning of a folktale: 

(72) Näqi wä u ηά sä ύ kärägi ' cyän 
man.DEF IND he REM.PAST go his field establish 
4 A certain man went and made his field 

sige shiin cyägd 6. 
bush people place in 
in a place (where there were) bush people. 

Cir6 ίέέ-paannä ä no g6, 
tree.DEF time-chop.DEF PERF arrive TC 
When the time to chop the trees arrived, 
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kä u ύ ij-kär6 sä a cir6 pään-nl 
and he NARR IP-go go PROG trees.DEF chop-IMPFV 
he went and began chopping the trees.' 

The fourth "ingredient" of the prototypical perfect, counter-sequentiality, 
refers to the coding of an event out of its chronological order in a narrative. 
This is most easily illustrated by the pluperfect,25 which is formed from the 
perfect by the addition of the past tense copula cum auxiliary mpyi/pyi. 
Following is an example: 

(73) Jlyige na kä m)i tugi si yirä 
morning.DEF at and my father.DEF NARR get.up 
'In the morning my father got up 

ä u fikwuubft sanmpif ta sicyiird. 
SC his chickens.DEF OTHER.DEF find four 
and found he had only four chickens left (lit. and found the rest of 
his chickens four). 

Fytya ä pyi a mpii sanmpif jd. 
python.DEF PERF PAST PERF those rest.DEF swallow 
The python had swallowed the rest of them. 

Kä u ύ ύ-yd cäägä, 
and he NARR he-REFL accuse 
Then he blamed himself 

maä sä pwunrji cü na n-taali... 
and.NARR go dog.DEF grab PROG IP-caress.IMPFV 
and caught the dog and petted him...' 

The middle event in this example, the swallowing of the chickens by the py-
thon, occurred prior to the event encoded immediately before it, the father 
waking up in the morning to find that he had only four chickens left. This 
being out of sequence is clearly indicated by using the pluperfect. The sim-
ple perfect also encodes counter-sequentiality in some types of subordinate 
clause. Note the following example of a relative clause, which codes an 
event which had occurred before any of the other events in the extract: 

(74) Kä m)) ί ... sä ύτύ yibe-g6 pyi 
and I NARR go his(EMPH) asking-DEF do 
'Then I ... went and asked after him 

mishyöqi fünr/d shiinbilä ä, 
mission.DEF inside people.DEF to 
from the people inside the mission, 
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kä pi ί bag6 e υ a tlrlgd k6, 
and they NARR house.DEF in he PERF get.down REL 
and they showed me the house he had lodged in 

kä pi ί kurd cy6d mil nä. 
and they NARR it(EMPH) show me to 
(lit. and they the house he had lodged in, and they 
showed it to me).' 

The same counter-sequential meaning of the perfect is found in comple-
ments of the verb ta ' f ind ' . Very often the subject of ta is the gender 3 sin-
gular emphatic pronoun lire, referring to the moment currently reached in 
the narrative. This is the most commonly used device to indicate out of order 
events in narratives. Following is an example: 

(75) Kä wüü u mli s^bärji26 Iwd. 
and we NARR my ticket.DEF take 
'Then we bought my ticket. 

Lira a pyzge ηενεηηϊ11 ta 
this(EMPH) PERF morning.DEF nine.o'clock.DEF find 
At this point nine o'clock (lit. this found nine o'clock) 

ύ ä tdrö. 
it.COMP PERF pass 
had passed. 

Kä mil / jy6 mobilige e. 
and I NARR enter truck.DEF in 
I got into the truck.' 

The foregoing discussion shows that the perfect in Kampwo Supyire cov-
ers all the functions of a prototypical perfect. There are also signs that it is 
moving on to take over some of the territory of the simple past. It is not hard 
to construct a scenario of how this may have begun. As noted above, the 
perfect is regularly used in adverbial time clauses in narratives. These are 
themselves simplified relative clauses. They function in narrative to demar-
cate thematic paragraphs, normally setting off the following chunk of dis-
course as separate thematically from the preceding chunk. At some point, 
some speakers began dropping any pretence of using a relative clause for 
this task, simply by omitting the clitic k6 from the end of the clause. The re-
sult was a simple clause with perfect tense-aspect, but still serving to intro-
duce a new thematic paragraph. The next step was to use the perfect to in-
troduce the narrative as a whole. A total of eleven narratives in the corpus 
begin with the perfect (8) or the pluperfect (3). Of these, seven are personal 
narratives, not folktales. It is probably significant that the speakers of these 
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narratives were all under forty years of age. As noted above, over two thirds 
of the examples of the past auxiliary ηά were from old men. It looks very 
much as though the perfect is beginning to supplant the past in the speech of 
the young, at least in this relatively narrow domain of monologue narrative. 

In addition to the simple perfect described above, Supyire has a periphras-
tic "experiential" perfect formed by adding the verb ßye ' see ' as V2 in a se-
rial construction. The meaning is basically 'have had the experience of 
Vl ing ' . Note that in the following examples the sense of sight is not in-
volved at all: 

(76) a. Mu ä jwo na wednä a täan g6, 
you PERF say my.NONDECL leaf.DIM PERF be.sweet TC 
'You say my little leaf tastes good (lit. when you have said my 
little leaf is sweet), 

ma ä na bwuu mügä ä ßye la? 
you.NONDECL PERF my.NONDECL fruit suck SC see Q 
(but) have you ever tasted (lit. sucked and seen) my fruit?' 

b. U cedqi mpyi η a sähä pyä ta ä ßye me. 
this woman.DEFP AST PROG yet child get SC see NEG 
'This woman had not yet ever had a child.' 

c. U darash/rji wiiu sähä lyi ä ßye 
his 5.francs.DEF we NEG.yet eat SC see 
'We have not yet spent (lit. eaten) five francs of his 

wilu /wdrdbäy/28 i mi. 
our association.DEF in NEG 
in our association.' 

This construction can even be used with the verb ßye itself: 

(77) Mu a cänrägä ßye ä ßye la, nbgblydrji? 
you PERF lion see SC see Q man.old.DEF 
'Have you ever seen a lion, old man?' 

A more restricted kind of experiential perfect is formed with the verb tdd 
'be accustomed to' as VI in a serial construction.29 The meaning is 'have 
V2ed once before': 

(78) a. Mii a tdJa ä pa nähä. 
I PERF once.before SC come here 
Ί have come here once before.' 
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b. ΗέΠ m)i a tdJa a ύ yiT>6 
even I PERF once.before SC him ask 
Ί once even asked him 

'Mu na najjkääge pyi la?' 
you PROG thievery.DEF go Q 
"Are you thieving?"' 

9.2.5. 'Still', 'again', 'no longer', and'notyet" 

These tenses, rare among the world 's languages, are relatively common in 
Niger-Congo, being widely attested in Bantu (Comrie 1986: 53).30 In Supy-
ire they are morphologically unified, the 'no longer' and 'not yet ' forms 
being two different ways of negating the 'still ' and 'again ' tenses. The 
auxiliary is sähä, obviously related to the adverb sähägkl 'still, yet, again' . 
In the 'still ' , 'again ' , and 'no longer' tenses, this auxiliary is added to other 
auxiliaries. 

All four of these tenses are interesting from a pragmatic view in that their 
use implies a certain amount of counterexpectation. Speakers use them 
when they wish to show that the situation which actually obtains is different 
from what would normally be expected. 

The 'still ' tense presupposes that some durative event or state began or 
was the case in the past, and asserts that it continues at the reference point, 
usually the present. Pragmatically, the fact that the event or state still obtains 
is somewhat unexpected (cf. the use of the adverb still in English). The 
auxiliary sähä is followed by the progressive marker na, indicating durativ-
ity. The construction is common with the neutral copula ßye and with the 
deictic copulas nähä and wä. Note in the second example below how the ad-
verbial time clause provides a past reference point for the 'still ' tense in the 
main clause. 

(79) a. Fwöröbä sähä na ßye la? 
cooperative STILL PROG be Q 
'Do co-operative associations still exist?' 

b. U ä pa no g6, caawa sähä na 
he PERF come arrive TC warthog STILL PROG 
'When he finally arrived, Warthog was still 

wä ύ ηιέέηι na na β-οέέ. 
be.there his song.DEF on PROG IP-sing 
singing his song (lit. was still on his song singing).' 
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Active verbs of course appear in their imperfective form. Either a progres-
sive or a habitual meaning is possible. (Note that a simple low tone spreads 
onto sähä.) 

(80) a. U sähä na l y f . 
s/he STILL PROG eat.IMPFV 
'S/he is still eating.' 

b. IJkddmord sähä na lire päni 
chameleon STILL PROG this(EMPH) walk.DEF 
'Chameleon still walks that walk 

ßäärd sig6 e yyeheke yyeheke yyeheke. 
walk.IMPFV bush.DEF in (ideophone) 
in the bush yyeheke yyeheke yyeheke.'' 

The 'again ' tense is similar to the 'still ' tense, except that the verb is per-
fective. The meaning is then that the event is repeated at the reference point, 
after having occurred at least once in the past. Pragmatically, the repetition 
of the event is somewhat unexpected. When the reference point is the pre-
sent, the perfect auxiliary follows sähä. Although this is written separately 
{sähä ä), in the speech of most people all that remains of the perfect is its 
low tone (sähä): 

(81) Mu sähä ä pa. 
you AGAIN PERF come 
'You have come again. ' 

The reference point may also be in the future, in which case the future 
auxiliary si (preceded by the progressive auxiliary /?a)31 follows the 'again ' 
auxiliary. In the future, the element of counterexpectation is often not pre-
sent, as in the following example. 

(82) Kwürji sähä na si ήι-pä 
die.DEF AGAIN PROG FUT FP-come 
'Death will come again 

lire tdni i sähägk). 
that(EMPH) time.DEF in again 
at that time.' 

One example with the conditional has been recorded: 

(83) U sähä ' gä ' nurä ä pä sbnrjä ä ta yö... 
he AGAIN COND return SC come think SC get POL 
' I f he thinks again (of something more).. . ' 
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Note in the two last examples that the notion of 'again' is coded elsewhere 
in the clause (the adverb sähägk) and the serial verb ηύτύ 'return', 'V2 
again') in addition to the 'again' auxiliary. These other means of coding are 
much more common (by themselves) than is the use of the 'again' tense. 

The 'no longer' tense is the negation of the 'still' tense. Its basic function 
is to indicate that a durative event which was occurring in the past is not oc-
curring in the present (or a state which obtained in the past no longer ob-
tains). Pragmatically, the fact that the past state of affairs no longer obtains 
is contrary to expectation. As will be shown in section 9.4 below, negative 
auxiliaries are of two sorts. In most tense-aspects the negative "auxiliary" is 
a low tone which appears on the ΤΑΜ auxiliary. In other tense-aspects the 
copula ßye precedes the auxiliary. In the 'no longer' tense, the negative 
auxiliary follows the 'still' auxiliary. With a copula, the negative auxiliary is 
a low tone which docks to the left onto the final vowel of sahä: 

(84) Ml) sahä ßye lire e me. 
I STILL.NEG be it(EMPH) in NEG 
Ί am no longer in it ( = the draft).' 

With a verb, the progressive auxiliary is used, and this is preceded by its 
normal negative auxiliary, the copula ßye: 

(85) Pylibii sahä32 ßye na byif 
children.DEF STILL NEG PROG raise 
'Children are no longer raised 

pi taßjää byi-rjkani na mi. 
their yesterday raise-manner.DEF on NEG 
as they were in the past (lit. on their yesterday's manner of being 
raised).' 

As might be expected, the corresponding negation of the 'again' tense 
means 'not again' or 'not anymore'. The normal negative auxiliary ßye is 
used with the perfect auxiliary: 

(86) Wä sahä ßye a bwbn 1) nä me. 
IND AGAIN NEG PERF hit it on NEG 
'None touched it again.' lit. 'One did not again touch it.' 

With the future, the low tone negative auxiliary is used: 

(87) Nd6 fiigd sahä s) ml) tä mi. 
that like AGAIN NEG.FUT me get NEG 
'That sort won't get me again.' i.e. 'You won't catch me doing 
that again.' 
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The 'not yet' tense is by far the commonest of any of the tenses discussed 
in this section. It is also the simplest from a morphological point of view. It 
consists solely of the auxiliary sahä together with the negative low tone, 
which in this case precedes the auxiliary and consequently docks rightwards 
onto its first vowel, yielding sahä. No other auxiliary is used. The intransi-
tive prefix appears on the verb if it immediately follows (and if it begins 
with a voiceless stop). The basic meaning of the tense is that some event did 
not occur in the past, and is not occurring in the present. It is presupposed 
that the event was and is expected (it is not, however, asserted that it will 
happen in the future). Following are some examples: 

(88) a. Kücwuun sahä ιή-pa me. 
monkey NEG.STILL IP-come NEG 
'Monkey hasn't come yet.' 

b. Mu sahä sige nu b6 me. 
you NEG.STILL bush cow kill NEG 
'You haven't killed a bush cow yet.' 

The 'not again' construction can also, at least for some speakers, have the 
rather different meaning of 'still not yet'. For these speakers, the following 
examples are virtually equivalent: 

(89) a. Wüu sahä lyi me. 
we NEG.STILL eat NEG 
'We (still) haven't eaten yet.' 

b. Wiiü sahä jiye a lyi me. 
we STILL NEG PERF eat NEG 
'We still haven't eaten (yet).' 

The latter can also have the somewhat commoner meaning 'we haven't eaten 
again' as explained above. 

The point of reference of the 'not yet' tense can be placed in the past by 
adding the past auxiliary mpyj\ as will be shown in section 9.2.7.1 below. 

9.2.6. Coding sequence: the narrative/sequential 

A striking feature of narrative in Supyire, which it has in common with 
many Niger-Congo languages, is the use of a special tense-aspect in all but 
the initial main line clauses.33 The narrative/sequential auxiliary is si.\ super-
ficially similar to the future auxiliary si, and perhaps deriving from the same 
source, namely si.the imperfective form of the verb shya 'go' . This auxil-
iary undergoes a number of debilitating phonological processes, an indica-
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tion of its early grammaticalization. It is, in the right environment, rho-
tacized to r/(see chapter 2 section 2.1.2.2); following most pronouns its in-
itial consonant is elided (see chapter 2 section 2.1.1.5), and its vowel assimi-
lates to the pronoun vowel if this is [u]. It is thus reduced to /after pi, Ii, cyi 
etc., and ύ after u, ku, pu etc. Following the same subject conjunction ma it 
is similarly reduced to έ? 4 And lastly, it also accepts a spreading low tone 
from the left, and consequently frequently appears as s) (see chapter 2 sec-
tion 2.3.3.1). 

In attempting to account for "narrative" tenses, Dahl (1985: 112) speaks of 
the "narrative context", in which the temporal reference point is not the mo-
ment of speech, but rather "the point in time at which the last event related 
in the preceding context took place." The function of a narrative tense would 
then be to indicate subsequence to that temporal reference point, and the re-
sult would be a chronological sequencing of events. 

There are some difficulties with this analysis which are clearly illustrated 
by the Supyire data. Dahl himself notes that the marking of narrative tenses 
(which in his data base were confined to Africa) frequently resembles that of 
subordinate clauses in some way. In Supyire, the identical auxiliary si (with 
all its allomorphs) also marks subjunctive clauses (used principally as com-
plement clauses, but also for polite commands or requests) and adverbial 
purpose clauses. This points to a somewhat different explanation, suggested 
by Givön (1990, chapter 19; cf. also Carlson 1992): the "narrative" auxiliary 
is essentially a non-finite form.35 The use of a non-finite, or at least less-
than-fully finite, form in narrative capitalizes on the principle of "inertia" in 
discourse (cf. Longacre 1983: 140). Once a setting is established in dis-
course, the tendancy is to assume that it remains the same until notified oth-
erwise. 

This principle is well documented in the domain of topic continuity (see in 
particular Giv0n 1983), where it has been repeatedly demonstrated that lan-
guages tend to prescribe very little coding for continued reference to highly 
"continuous" topics, i.e. participants which have already been installed in 
center stage. Verb agreement, unstressed pronouns, or even zero anaphora 
are the rule cross-linguistically. The same principle can be invoked in the 
domain of tense-aspect, above all in the narrative genre. The speaker can 
count on the hearer's expectation that the time setting established at the be-
ginning will remain in force for the entire narrative, and that the main events 
will be recounted in the order that they happened. This allows the speaker to 
"economize" on the coding, and not repeat the temporal setting in each 
clause. In Kampwo Supyire the narrative auxiliary is not actually phonologi-
cally shorter than the other auxiliaries (though the trend is certainly in that 
direction—no other auxiliary suffers phonological erosion to the same ex-
tent) but it carries less information. The tense setting must be gotten some-
where else. Thus as we shall see below, it is used to code sequential action 
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not only in past tense narrative, but also in habitual generic "narrative", and 
in the future and potential tenses. 

Past tense narrative in Supyire is distinguished from other sequentially ar-
ranged discourse types by the use of the different subject conjunction kä/kä. 
Main line clauses begin either with this conjunction (followed directly by the 
subject) or with the same subject conjunction ma/ma (in which case the sub-
ject is zero).36 Except for a handful of examples in the corpus, clauses be-
ginning with kä always take the narrative auxiliary. Clauses beginning with 
mä/ma may or may not have the narrative auxiliary. The use of the auxiliary 
indicates a slightly lesser degree of thematic continuity with the previous 
context than its absence. The combination of the same subject conjunction 
and the narrative auxiliary is written conjoined in the orthography (mad). 
The reduced forms / and ύ are, however, written separately from the pro-
nouns which condition them (and with which they form a single phonologi-
cal syllable). The following example, the beginning of a folktale, illustrates 
these various clause types. Note how the tense setting is established in the 
initial clause and is not subsequently repeated: 

(90) Cedtji wä u mäha u poo 
woman.DEF IND she FORM.PAST her husband 
Ά certain woman was scorching her husband's 

baga yanogono ράάιέ 
house bedbugs scorch.IMPFV 
house's bedbugs 

mä töra ä u ροόηί ^nerjk0 süügd. 
and pass SC her husband.DEF tail.DEF burn 
and burned her husband's tail ( = his flywhisk). 

Kä nötji s) ύ py) 
and husband.DEF NARR her tell 
Then (her) husband told her 

na u 0 sä kä cya. 
that she SUBJUNC go IND look.for 
that she must go get one (to replace it). 

Kä u ύ yfrä a kärd sig6 e 
and she NARR get.up SC go bush.DEF in 
So she got up and went to the bush 

mä sä a fläärd, 
and go PROG walk.IMPFV 
and was hunting (lit. walking), 
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mä sä n$ cipjydqi wä na, 
and go arrive woman.old.DEF IND at 
and met an old woman, 

maä ύ ' shyέέτέ. Kä u ύ ύ ' yig6... 
and.NARR her greet and she NARR her ask 
and greeted her. She ( = the old woman) asked her...' 

The narrative/sequential auxiliary (which we will call simply sequential in 
its non-narrative uses) is also employed in habitual/generic (procedural) dis-
course. Although the different subject conjunction kä is not used at all in this 
discourse type, the same subject conjunction mä and its amalgamated form 
with the sequential auxiliary are common. Following is an example, from a 
discourse on how the dead are buried (note also the use of the habitual auxil-
iary mäha in a loose serial construction): 

(91) Wä gä ή-kwü, pi mäha u wuli, 
IND COND IP-die they HAB him/her bathe 
'When someone dies, they bathe him/her, 

maä ύ pw6' 
and.SEQ him/her tie 
and tie him/her 

na väänntö wälä ceväänntingi ί, 
with blanket or robe with 
with a blanket or a robe, 

mäha sinirjä u htääni na, 
HAB lie.down.CAUS his/her courtyard.DEF at 
and lay (him/her) down in his/her courtyard, 

maä fj-kär6 bäänni i, 
and.SEQ IP-go entrance, house. DEF in 
and go to the entrance house (of the village), 

maä sä sänyi yige mäha wyi. 
and.SEQ go death.announcement take.out HAB whistle 
and make the formal announcement of the death.' 

The sequential auxiliary is also used in procedural discourse when there is 
more thematic discontinuity, so that there is an overt subject. Often a the-
matic paragraph is introduced by a time adverbial clause (with a conditional 
auxiliary), followed by a main clause with the sequential auxiliary. The fol-
lowing example is taken from the same discourse as the preceding one: 
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(92) Pi ahä pwoor6 täha a kd β), 
they COND dirt.DEF use SC it fill 
'When they have filled it with dirt, 

pi / kwüünni td ίό mäha Ii durugo. 
they SEQ grave.mound.DEF cover till HAB it go.up.CAUS 
they heap up the grave mound till it is raised.' 

In contexts such as the last one described (where the sequential auxiliary 
follows an overt subject, in procedural discourse only) many speakers use a 
complex form as) instead of the simple sequential auxiliary si. The second 
part of this form is obviously the sequential auxiliary, but the etymology of 
the first part is unknown at this point.37 Many speakers use this form in pro-
cedural discourse to the total exclusion of the simple form si. Others mix the 
two to varying degrees, and still others seem only to use the simple form, 
although they understand and accept the complex form. The two forms ap-
pear to be functionally equivalent. Just as with the simple form, the [s] of asi 
is frequently rhotacized to [r] (arl). Following is an example from a speaker 
who uses asi/ar) exclusively. The topic is how to cultivate yams. 

(93) Ci ahä ιή-ρά fyin, 
they(G3P) COND IP-come sprout 
'When they ( = the yams) sprout, 

pi arl w£yi lähä cl na, 
they(GlP) HAB.SEQ leaves.DEF take.off them(G3P) on 
they ( = the farmers) take the leaves off of them,38 

maä käbllyd cürügd mpdgii na... 
and.SEQ sticks plant mounds.DEF on 
and stick poles into the mounds...' 

Another function of the sequential auxiliary is to code sequential events in 
the future. In the great majority of examples appearing in the corpus, the se-
quences of clauses with future time reference are same subject, and the sub-
ject is not repeated after the first clause, subsequent clauses merely starting 
with the sequential auxiliary. Following are some examples: 

(94) a. Mil nähä na si zhyä yaare e si m-pa. 
I be.here PROG FUT FP.go things to SEQ IP-come 
Ί am going to go relieve myself and come back.' 

b. Mu si byaäni sin 
you FUT.FP forehead.DEF put.perpendicular 
'You will put your forehead 
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jiitj/ce na si cyiyi yirigd 
ground.DEF on SEQ hands.DEF rise.CAUS 
to the ground and raise your paws 

ηίβίηί na. 
above.DEF at 
into the air.' 

As noted above, the same auxiliary 5/also functions as a subjunctive. See 
section 9.3.3 below, and also chapters 11 (complement clauses) and 14 (non-
declarative speech acts). 

9.2.7. Combinations of tense-aspects 

In this section the two most common types of tense-aspect combination will 
be examined. The first subsection will deal with combinations with the past, 
the following subsection with combinations with the progressive. 

9.2.7.1. Combinations with past 

A number of tense-aspect auxiliaries can be combined with the past tense 
copula to form compound tense-aspects with past time reference. These are 
summarized in Table 32. 

Table 32. Combinations with past tense 

Auxiliaries Function 

(m)pyi η a past progressive 
(ro)pyi mäba past habitual 
(m)pyiä pluperfect 
mpyi na si future in the past 
mpyi ku potential in the past 
mpyi oa sähä past not yet 

The past tense copula has two forms. The first is simply the verb pyi 'do, 
make, become' with a past or perfect auxiliary. The second is derived from 
the same verb by the addition of a nasal prefix: mpyi. The two forms are 
equivalent in meaning (see chapter 7 section 7.3.1 for a description of these 
copulas and examples of their non-auxiliary use). 
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The combination of these copulas with other tense-aspects could be ana-
lyzed as serial verb constructions, from which they do not differ at all in 
form. In view of the fact that the majority of auxiliaries arose out of the 
same type of construction, it seems most insightful to regard the past tense 
copula as an auxiliary in the making. In the examples it will simply be 
glossed as 'past1. 

Combination with the progressive auxiliary na yields the past progressive, 
which is used to encode durative (and usually simultaneous) action at some 
reference point in the past. The implication is usually that the event is no 
longer ongoing at the moment of speaking, since otherwise the present pro-
gessive would be used. Following are examples: 

(95) a. Sere m)i mpyi na lyi cige wyig6 6, 
honey I PAST PROG eat.IMPFV tree hole in 
Ί was eating honey in a hole in a tree 

kä m)i jiürjke s) ß-cw5nr6. 
and my head.DEF NARR IP-stick 
and my head got stuck/ 

b. Mii cydebii mil· pye ä pyi pyenga mi, 
my women.DEF also NEG PERF be home NEG 
'My wives also were not at home, 

pira ä pyi na "müvääßyi 
they(EMPH) PERF PAST PROG tigernut.beds.DEF 
they were harvesting the tigernut beds.' 

bm-ll 
gather-IMPFV 

Just as in the present, the past progressive can also have a habitual rather 
than strictly progressive meaning: 

(96) a. Pi puni mpyi na rj-kälä-1) wüu tdni i. 
they all PAST PROG IP-study-IMPFV our time.DEF in 
'They all ( = soldiers) used to study in our time.' 

b. IJg6 u ä pyi na ma mi) yy6r6. 
that he PERF PAST PROG come.IMPFV me toward 
'That one used to come to my place.' 

The past copula can also combine with the habitual auxiliary maha to pro-
duce a past habitual. This has the same meaning as the habitual use of the 
progressive just described. Note the use of both forms in the following ex-
change. The first speaker uses the habitual auxiliary, the second replies us-
ing the progressive with habitual meaning: 
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(97) A: D) y)i mpyi mäha cinßyi kwüün 
how you.PL PAST HAB logs.DEF cut.IMPFV 
'How did you used to cut the logs?' 

na q-ko ye? 
PROG IP-say Q 

B: Wüu bä pi mpyi na cingkünpyi 
we it.is.NEG they PAST PROG log.pillars.DEF 
'Wasn't it us who used to cut the logs?' 

kwünna ä? 
cut.IMPFV NEG.Q 

Just as in the present, the verb can be perfective as well: 

(98) U ä pyi mäha yiga a caa cänqke na. 
he PERF PAST HAB take.out SC spread.out sun.DEF at 
'He used to be brought out and laid out in the sun.'39 

The past copula plus the perfect auxiliary yields the pluperfect (or "past 
perfect"). Just as the perfect with a stative verb gives a simple present tense 
reading, the pluperfect with a stative verb gives a simple past tense reading, 
with no implication that the past state is the result of some anterior event: 

(99) Ura ä pyi a ρέέ sd/έ έ. 
he(EMPH) PERF PAST PERF be.big truth in 
'He was very big.'40 

With active verbs, however, the pluperfect encodes an anterior event which 
is relevant at the past reference point. The following example is from a nar-
rative recounting how the speaker (Mr. Ely Sanogo) went to a training 
course in a foreign town (Bobo Dioulasso, in Burkina Faso). Note how the 
anterior event of attending a training course the previous year in Ouagadou-
gou is relevant at this particular place in the narrative: 

(100) Wüu a Jyl a kwb ge, 
we PERF eat SC finish TC 
'When we had finished eating, 

kä χνύύ ύ fj-kär6 ta-shw5nyi i. 
and we NARR IP-go LOC-pass.night.DEF in 
we went to the dorm rooms (lit. the places for spending the 
night). 
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Mii nä näpjiiqi wä u mpyi cyaga nirjkin. 
I and youth.DEF IND he PAST place one 
I and a certain young man were in one room (lit. place). 

Wüu ä pyi ä käiägi pyi 
we PERF PAST PERF study.DEF do 
We had studied 

Wähädugc e sipcyan. 
Ouagadougou in together 
in Ouagadougou together. 

Kä nämponnt6 si ή-kwb... 
and stranger.DEF(G4) NARR IP-finish 
My feeling of being a stranger came to an end..." 

The pluperfect function of coding countersequential events has already been 
illustrated in section 9.4.2 above. 

The past copula can combine with the future auxiliary si or caä to yield a 
"future in the past". The future auxiliary in these combinations is preceded 
by the progressive auxiliary na, a relict of the origin of the future auxiliaries 
as imperfective verbs. The original function of this combination appears to 
have been to encode an event as being about to happen at some reference 
point in the past, as in the following example: 

(101) Mii mpyi na si ti qkdd jwo. 
I PAST PROG FUT.FP its praise say 
Ί was just going to commend it (lit. say its praise).' 

The current function, however, is overwhelmingly to code counterfactual 
events: events which were going to happen, or were expected to happen, but 
which did not in fact transpire. The speaker of the following example had 
narrowly escaped being trampled to death by bush cows earlier in the day: 

(102) Sige niiyi mpyi na si mii bö ' nipjää. 
bush cows.DEF PAST PROG FUT me kill today 
'The bush cows were going to kill me today.' 

The commonest use of the "future in the past" is in the apodosis of counter-
factual conditionals, where it is usually best translated 'would have': 

(103) Mii nämpyi mii pye a sä ä mu pye mi, 
I if.COUNTERFACT I NEG PERF go SC you see NEG 
'If I hadn't found (lit. gone and seen) you, 
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m)i mpyi na si ηά-γέ ' bö. 
I PAST PROG FUT FP.me-REFL kill 
I would have killed myself.' 

The potential auxiliary kü is also used in a very similar construction. Note 
that it does not require the progressive auxiliary. The following example is a 
proverb: 

(104) Ampyi ήάέ ψίέέηϊ bä mi, 
if.COUNTERFACT that branch.DIM.DEF it.is.not NEG 
'If it hadn't been for that twig, 

mil mpyi gü ήάέ mpän-rini bö, 
I PAST POT that dove-DIM.DEF kill 
I would have killed that little dove, 

i)kää ämpyi ήάέ $ke€ni bä mi, 
but if.COUNTERFACT that branch.DIM.DEF it.is.not NEG 
but if it hadn't been for that twig, 

ήάέ mpän-rini mpyi gd ή-ίέέη mi. 
that dove-DIM.DEF PAST POT FP-sit NEG 
that little dove wouldn't have perched (there).' 

The final combination with the past tense copula to be described here is 
with the "yet, still" auxiliary sähä. Like the future auxiliaries, sähä in this 
combination is preceded by the progressive auxiliary na. So far only the "not 
yet" tense has been recorded in this combination. The meaning coded is that 
of an event or state of affairs that was expected at a certain point in the past 
but which had not yet occurred. Following are some examples: 

(105) a. Närji wä u mpyi ηά cyde ki i. 
man.DEF IND he was with women ten with 
Ά certain man had ten wives. 

Cedrji wä mpyi na sähä pyä ta mi. 
woman.DEF IND PAST PROG YET child get NEG 
Not one of them had yet gotten a child.' 

b. Mii ä jiaara nä ηά nümpyiibiΊέ έ 
I PERF walk with my comrades.DEF with 
I walked with my friends 

känhe e sd/έ έ 
town.DEF in truth in 
in the town a great deal 
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si ή-tä ku c0g6qiAX cd, 
SUBJUNC IP-get its manner.DEF know 
in order to get to know it, 

ßähi ηέ ye, m)i mpyi na sähä shyä ä pye 
what on Q I PAST PROG YET go SC see 
because I had not yet ever gone 

Ii k)ni j mi. 
that country .DEF in NEG 
to that country.' 

9.2.7.2. Combinations with progressive 

The progressive can combine with several different auxiliaries. These com-
binations are summarized in Table 33. 

Table 33. Combinations with progressive aspect 

Auxiliaries Functions 

si wä na narrative progressive 
marii narrative progressive (same subject) 
si rä a future progressive 
cää rä a future progressive 
gü rä a potential progressive 
käa conditional progressive 
bäa remote (future) progressive 

In most cases the form of the progressive auxiliary na is reduced by the 
elision of the initial consonant and the assimilation of the vowel to the qual-
ity of the preceding vowel. The only combination in which the progressive 
keeps its full form is with the narrative si. In switch subject clauses the pro-
gressive is not allowed to combine directly with si, but requires the addition 
of the distal deictic copula wä 'be there'. Whatever the historical reasons for 
this restriction are, it serves to differentiate the narrative/sequential si from 
the other auxiliaries of the same shape, which combine with the progressive 
in distinct ways (see below). 

The progressive together with the narrative auxiliary serves to code dura-
tive events occurring at a particular place in the narration. Usually the dura-
tivity is needed to show simultaneity with another (most often the following) 
event: 
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(106) Μά wüü yäha kuni i, 
and us leave road.DEF in 
'While we were on the road, 

kä \νύύ ύ sä jy6 yhbge e. 
and we NARR go enter mud.DEF in 
we went into the mud. 

Kä mobilige s) wä na n-tirin). 
and truck.DEF NARR be.there PROG IP-slide.IMPFV 
The truck was sliding. 

Όόόηί kä wü ύ ύ sä ji-cürü. 
in.a.bit and we NARR go IP-stick 
In a moment we got stuck.' 

In same subject clauses, two ways of combining with the progressive are 
possible. One, the less frequent, is the same as that just described, with the 
mediation of the distal copula: 

(107) Kä \νύύ ύ sä fwürji pyi, 
and we NARR go greeting.DEF do 
'Then we greeted 

maä wü-yS ficdtji pyi, 
and.NARR us-REFL knowledge.DEF do 
and made each other's acquaintance, 

maä wä na ßjytyi lyi-
and.NARR be.there PROG food.DEF eat 
and then we ate.' 

The other uses the reduced form of the progressive. Recall that the form maä 
is the result of the combination of the same subject conjunction mä with the 
narrative auxiliary si. When the reduced progressive auxiliary is added onto 
the end of this combination, the [s] of the narrative auxiliary is prevented 
from eliding (otherwise a sequence of three vowels would result). Instead, it 
rhotacizes to [r]. The vowel of the progressive auxiliary assimilates to the [i] 
of the narrative auxiliary, and the result is marii. While the combination maä 
wä na most often does not code simulaneity with a preceding event 
(simultaneity with a following event is frequent), the alternate form marii 
freely allows such an interpretation. In the following example the final three 
events are all simultaneous, the last two being coded with marii\ but the first 
being coded with maä wä na. Note that the latter is subsequent to rather than 
simultaneous with the preceding event: 
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(108) Kä u ύ ή-kärä ά sä nd nüqi na, 
and she NARR IP-go SC go arrive mother.DEF at 
'Then she left and went to her mother 

maä meeni οέέ, 
and.NARR song.DEF sing 
and sang the song, 

maä küiüshigi wä nuga ä, 
and.NARR trousers.DEF throw mother.DEF to 
and threw the trousers to her mother, 

maä wä na q-kiig6 sig6 c 
and.NARR be.there PROG IP-go.IMPFV bush.DEF in 
and went to the bush 

u si-qkäni na, 
her be.born-manner.DEF on 
in the way she was born, 

marii meeni c&d, 
and.NARR.PROG song.DEF sing 
singing the song 

marii mee sM. 
and.NARR.PROG voice cry.IMPFV 
and crying.' 

The reduced form of the progressive auxiliary is used with the quasi-aux-
iliaries pa 'come' and sa 'go ' . The use of pa with the progressive to code the 
inceptive has already been described above (section 9.1.5). Another example 
is given here, as well as one with sa. Note that the progressive auxiliary is 
written separately in this case, although it forms one syllable with the pre-
ceding auxiliary. 

(109) a. Kä känhe cydebii si wä na 
and village.DEF women.DEF NARR be.there PROG 
'Then the women of the village were 

ma wüü pyängä, 
come.IMPFV our compound 
coming to our compound, 

maä m-pä a q-kwöhö-l) 
and.NARR IP-come PROG IP-dance-IMPFV 
and (they) began dancing 
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na mäJiäni m)) ηύηϊ htääni na, 
PROG circle.IMPFV my mother.DEF courtyard.DEF at 
in a circle (lit. and circling) in my mother's courtyard, 

marii myihii cdd. 
and.NARR.PROG songs sing 
and (they were) singing songs. 

b. Zäß-cyiiyä ä cwo g6, 
rain-first.DEF(G2P) PERF fall TC, 
'When the first rains had fallen, 
kä Faasümä si ή-kärä ά 
and Faasuma NARR IP-go SC 
Faasuma went and 

sä a kerige sää-J). 
go PROG field.DEF scrape-IMPFV 
began clearing the field (of weeds).' 

It should be noted that the surface form sä a (and sä a) can also result from 
the combination of the subjunctive marker si and the imperfective subjunc-
tive a (see section 9.3.3 below). The homophony of these forms with the 
combination of sa plus the progressive marker just described leads to a cer-
tain amount of confusion, since it is not always clear which is which, or if 
speakers continue to differentiate the two forms in all environments. 

The future and potential auxiliaries cannot combine directly with the pro-
gressive, but require the mediation of sa 'go'. The [s] of sa is normally rho-
tacized.42 

(110) a. Mi) aha mobiletigi yaha nä-yd cy6 6, 
I COND mobylette.DEF leave me-REFL hand in 
'If I keep the mobylette with me, 

ΠΊΏ si rä a Ω rä a mar6. 
I FUT go PROG run.IMPFV go PROG all.over.IMPFV 
I will be running all over.' 

b. Mu cää rä a hoongi shwüü be? 
you FUT go PROG yes.DEF answer.IMPFV Q 
'Will you be answering the yes?'43 

c. Mu gü rä a baär6 
you POT go PROG work.IMPFV 
'Are you going to be working 
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Jäa mu gii ra a bark χύύ? 
or you POT go PROG conversation take.IMPFV 
or are you going to be talking?" 

The progressive also combines with other auxiliaries not yet introduced. 
The conditional auxiliary kä yields kä a or kä a (see section 9.3.5 below). 
The remote auxiliary bü/bä, mentioned above in connection with the future 
(section 9.2.3) can also combine with the progressive (the combination is 
always bä a, never *bü u).44 Following is an example of the progressive with 
the conditional and with the remote auxiliaries: 

(111) Si-shy6ebii kä a ma yäköijb, 
bush-goers.DEF COND PROG come.IMPFV afternoon 
'When those who have gone to the bush (to work) are coming 
back (in the) afternoon, 

pi aha ιή-ρά a ßj6-mü pyi g6, 
they COND IP-come PROG DEM.G2P-REL do REL 
whatever they start doing, 

ma ha ba a p-cyaha-li me. 
you.NONDECL PROH REM PROG IP-laugh-IMPFVNEG 
don't laugh.' 

The adversative particle s/(see chapter 15, section 15.2.2), which follows 
the subject in auxiliary position, also combines with the reduced form of the 
progressive, as in the following example: 

(112) U ä pa jye bagd e 
she PERF come enter house.DEF in 
'She came into the house 

mä numpiläge ta tragS tään, 
and night.DEF find grindstone.DEF beside 
and found the grain for the evening meal (lit. the night) next 
to the grindstone, 

ntason si i yi-n) känä. 
toad ADV PROG jump-IMPFV only 
while Toad only hopped about.' 

It should be noted also that the reduced form of the progressive is used with-
out any other auxiliary in realis complement clauses of manipulative verbs 
(see chapter 11, section 11.3). 
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9.3. Modality 

Most of the topics in this section will be dealt with more fully in other 
chapters, so their treatment here will be brief. The major distinction in mo-
dality, between realis and irrealis, is discussed in the first subsection. Subse-
quent sections deal with epistemic modality (degrees of certainty), obligation 
(imperative, prohibitive, subjunctive), and the modalities of ability and pur-
pose. A final subsection briefly touches on the topic of modality in subordi-
nate clauses insofar as it has not been covered in the previous subsections. 

9.3.1. Realis versus irrealis 

There is no uniform way of marking realis or irrealis modality in Supyire. 
Rather, the various ΤΑΜ auxiliaries can be classified in either category. 
Thus auxiliaries with past or present time reference in general have realis 
modality. Those with future time reference have irrealis modality. The dis-
tinction between realis and irrealis is most clearly seen in complement 
clauses. The type of complement clause taken by a typical manipulative verb 
varies according to the modality of that verb. If the verb is realis, the com-
plement is realis-indicative (marked by high tone on the subject pronoun, 
with the perfect or progressive auxiliary), whereas if it is irrealis, the com-
plement is subjunctive. Compare the following examples with the same main 
verb, but in different tense-aspects. The perfect is realis, the future is irre-
alis. 

(113) a. M)i a ύ py) ύ ά kärd. 
I PERF him/her make s/he.COMP PERFgo 
Ί made him/her leave.* 

b. Mi) si ύ py) u ύ $-kär6. 
I FUT FP him/her make s/he SUBJUNC IP-go 
Ί will make him/her go.' 

For a description of these complement types, see chapter 11. 
Besides this difference in behavior with complement clauses, the re-

alis/irrealis distinction has one other obvious correlate: the remote auxiliary 
bü/bä co-occurs only with irrealis auxiliaries (and it co-occurs with all of 
them except the imperative). See section 9.3.2.2 below. 
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9.3.2. Epistemic modality 

There are a number of devices for indicating increased or reduced certainty. 
This section will deal with the use of auxiliaries and serial verbs for this 
purpose. The more lexical means (adverbial phrases like shwbhole e 
'perhaps, maybe' (lit. 'in between') and sddgf na 'certainly' (lit. 'on the 
truth')) will not be dealt with here. 

9.3.2.1. Increased certainty 

The coding of a higher level of confidence than might be expected overlaps 
with the coding of other meanings. The addition of the emphatic copula sii, 
for example, may code the "quantity adverbial" meaning of 'very' or 
'really' as well as the modal meaning of increased certainty. Sometimes one 
or the other meaning seems to predominate, sometimes they are both present. 
Not many auxiliaries admit this addition. One that does so is the progressive 
na. The copula sii., together with its own perfect auxiliary, is placed before 
na. The following example illustrates the 'adverbial' function of sir. 

(114) Mä lwb kuru cangkd ' f0 ' nfpjää 
and take that(EMPH) day.DEF till today 
'From that day to this 

niii a si) na fya-gd waniiji na. 
I PERF be.EMPH PROG fear-IMPFV there.DEF on 
I am really afraid of that place.' 

Compare this with the following example in which the modal meaning pre-
dominates: 

(115) M)i fly ε a si) na fini τηέ. 
I NEG PERF be.EMPH PROG lie.IMPFVNEG 
Ί am most assuredly not lying.' 

The use of sii is not confined to first person utterances such as the above ex-
amples. The following is a proverb, in which the expression of certainty is of 
course highly conventionalized: 

(116) Kafeege jiye a sii na bilini 
wind NEG PERF be.EMPH PROG seed.DEF 
'Wind assuredly/really does not 
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Ιχύύ mä. 
take.IMPFV NEG 
take the seed." (i.e. what is fated to occur will certainly occur) 

The only other tense-aspects with which sii regularly occurs are the future 
(si and cii)t potential (klS)y and subjunctive or prohibitive (kä). With all of 
these, the auxiliary precedes the copula which in turn takes the nasal future 
prefix. The lexical verbs which follow all take the future prefix, exactly as 
though they were in a serial construction. Following are some examples: 

(117) a. Wä mü ri cää ζίί fi-cd 
IND also ADV FUT FP.be.EMPH FP-know 
'Certainly no one will know 

kilerji r)g6 nhjkinyi pye kile mi. 
god.DEF this one.DEF be god NEG 
(that) this one god is God.' 

b.Us) ζίί fi-jä ύ märä 
he FUT.NEG FP.be.EMPH FP-be.ableit keep 
'(That) he will in fact be able to save it ( = his salary) 

wä kan, mii pye a dä me. 
IND give I NEG PERF believe NEG 
(and) give some (to us), I don't believe. 

c. Wä gO ζίί fi-jä y)rd täha 
IND POT FP.be.EMPH FP-be.ablethese(EMPH) tell 
'Certainly no one could tell that (lit. these) 

wä ä mää de! 
IND to NEG EXCL 
to another!' 

d. Wä gä ζίί vine na 
IND PROH FP.be.EMPH FP.lie that 
'One should not lie that 

*Μέ/μ J mii ä jinäiji45 pya.' 
there.DEF in I PERF jinn.DEF see 
"It was over there that I saw the jinn."' 

There is one other principal way of coding increased certainty, like the 
first involving the addition of a copula. The deictic copula nähä, in addition 
to its locative function ( 'be here'), may also serve in a kind of proto-eviden-
tial capacity to code higher certainty. It is used when the speaker has incon-
trovertible evidence for the information asserted.46 The copula is placed be-
fore the auxiliary. In the following example, the speaker has asked how far 
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away another town is. On hearing that it is thirty days' journey by foot, he 
says: 

(118) Kuru nähä ä toon.*1 

it(EMPH) be.here PERF long 
'It really is far away.' 

In the following example, also with the perfect, the "evidence" is a black 
ball of condiment made from n6r6 seeds which the speaker (Hyena) has just 
extracted from the mouth of Hare and which he mistakenly takes for a rotten 
tooth: 

(119) T)k6 wD! Ka ä lye f6 mä wwb. 
this look.at it PERF be.old till and be.black 
'Look at this one! It's so old it's black. 

E} mu nähä ä känhä pilägä! 
you be.here PERF be.tired night 

Boy, you sure suffered last night!' 

Nähä can occur with the pluperfect, as in the following example. The 
speaker has just been presented with evidence that the referent of the subject 
pronoun had been very old when she died (her fingernails were so long that 
they were honored with sacrifices): 

(120) A, uru nähä mpyi ä lye. 
she(EMPH) be.here PAST PERF be.old 

'Ah, she really was old.' 

When nähä occurs with the future auxiliary si, the latter is preceded by the 
progressive marker, pointing to its etymological origin as an imperfective 
verb.48 In the following example, the speaker has just had abundant evidence 
of his inability to hide from the addressee: every time he tried to hide, the 
addressee had pointed out his hiding place. Finally he says: 

(121) Mli nähä na si fi-jä qwbho 
I be.here.NEG PROG FUT FP-be.able FP.hide 
Ί obviously will not be able to hide 
mu na mä. 
you at NEG 
from you.' 

Nähä can combine in its "evidential" function with several other auxilia-
ries. As a last example, consider the following, in which it combines with 
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the progressive auxiliary na. The speaker had asked earlier in the conversa-
tion if the migrant workers were returning from Cöte d'lvoire to begin the 
cultivating season. The addressee then lists a number who have recently re-
turned, and on hearing this evidence the speaker replies: 

(122) €ε, pi nihd na ma. 
they be.here PROG come.IMPFV 

'Well, they really are coming.' 

9.3.2.2. Reduced certainty 

There are several devices a speaker may use to show a lower than expected 
level of certainty. Just as with the methods of indicating increased certainty, 
these devices have other functions which they continue to fill. The remote 
auxiliary bü, for example, which has a tense function of indicating greater 
distance in the future (see section 9.2.3 above), has also developed the func-
tion of coding a reduced level of certainty. Thus compare the following, in 
which it occurs with the future auxiliaries in what must be regarded as no 
very distant future: 

(123) a. Mi) si bii τή-ρά nümpanga. 
I FUT.FP REM IP-come tomorrow 
Ί might come tomorrow.' 

b. Nümpanga mi) cää bti shyä sä yyaha yige 
tomorrow I FUT.FP REM go go face take.out 
'Tomorrow I will perhaps go visit 

u na. 
her on 
her (lit. bring out face on her).' 

Βύ is regularly used with the conditional to indicate both temporal remote-
ness and reduced certainty (see section 9.3.5 below and chapter IS, section 
15.1.5.2). 

As noted in section 9.2.3 above, a reduced level of certainty regarding a 
predicted event may be indicated by using the potential (kü) rather than the 
future (sf or cää). In many respects kü resembles the so-called conditional 
tense of French or English. The difference between the following examples 
is largely a difference in degree of expectation: 

(124) a. Li si ή-tään τηΏ ) di. 
it FUT FP-be.sweet me in EXCL 
Ί will like that (lit. it will be sweet for me).' 
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b. Li βύ ή-ίέύη ml) ) de. 
it POT FP-be.sweet me in EXCL 
Ί would like that/ 

This difference in expectation is especially clear when si or kti occur in a 
main clause following a conditional subordinate clause. The conditional cov-
ers in Supyire (as in most of the surrounding languages) the functional terri-
tory of both 'when' clauses (with future time reference) and ' i f clauses. The 
'when' meaning (showing greater certainty) is normal when the main clause 
has the future auxiliary: 

(125) Mu ahä τή-ρέ, ml) si kü kän mu ä. 
you COND IP-come I FUT it give you to 
'When you come, I'll give it to you.' 

When the main clause has the potential auxiliary kü, however, only the true 
conditional meaning is available: 

(126) Mu ahä ιή-ρά, ml) gü kü kän mu ä. 
you COND IP-come I POT it give you to 
'If you come, I'll give it to you.' 

The addition of the remote auxiliary biS reduces the certainty even further: 

(127) Mu ahä ' bü ni-pä, mil gü (bü) kü kän mu ä. 
you COND REM IP-come I POT REM it give you to 
'If you were to come, I would give it to you.' 

A final device for indicating reduced certainty is the use of the verb yaa 
'create, repair, fashion' in a serial verb construction. As described in chapter 
8, section 8.3.5.9, yaa as VI in a serial construction with a transitive verb 
means 'V2 the direct object very well'. With a copula (or the quasi-copular 
passive of ta 'get, find'), yaa has a quite different meaning. It resembles a 
hearsay evidential, meaning something like 'is reputed to',49 and is used 
when the speaker is not at all sure of the truth of the information. Following 
are some examples: 

(128) a. U k yala ä ta ύ ä nätjkäägä pyl. 
he PERF reputed SC find he.COMP PERF thievery do 
'He is reputed to have stolen.' 

b. Büwärä könä ä yala ä pyi 
Buwara TOP PERF reputed SC be 
'As for Buwara, he is said to have been 
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Κό kwdqi wä. 
Kong Samogo.DEF IND 
a Samogo from Kong. '5 0 

9.3.2.3. Counterfact 

It was noted in section 9.2.7.1 above that the combination of the future or 
potential with the past copula mpyi is regularly used to code not only the 
secondary tense of "future in the past", but also "counterfact", that is, 
events known by the speaker not to have actually occurred. This shift in 
meaning makes good sense pragmatically, since in the majority of cases the 
imminence of an event in the past is not nearly as important at the moment 
of speech as the event itself. The recording of a voluntary event presupposes 
a prior intention, and that intention does not need to be explicitly mentioned. 
If the intention was frustrated, however, and the expected event did not in 
fact occur, the "future in the past" is a handy coding. 

The counterfactual "future in the past" is the tense-aspect most often used 
in the apodosis of a counterfactual conditional (see chapter 15, section 
15.1.5.4). Following is an example: 

(129) Ämpyi y)i cydebii mäha m-pyiamun) me, 
if.COUNTERFACT you.PL women.DEFHAB IP-be thus NEG 
'If you women weren't like that, 

m)i mpyi na si m-pyi mu ά pyä. 
I PAST PROG FUT FP-become you to child 
I would have become a child for you.' 

9.3.3. Obligation 

In this section the coding of manipulative speech acts will be briefly exam-
ined. All of the topics covered are treated in more depth elsewhere, the im-
perative and prohibitive chiefly in chapter 14, the subjunctive mainly in 
chapter 11. 

The perfective imperative has no auxiliary. The imperfective imperative 
auxiliary is ta. Following are examples: 

(130) a. perfective imperative 

Pa näha. 
come here 
'Come here.' 
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b. imperfective imperative 

Ta ma nähä. 
IMPER.IMPFV come.IMPFV here 
'Come here.' 

The subjunctive is used in complements of manipulative and modality 
verbs and in purpose adverbial clauses as well as in polite commands, re-
quests, and hortatives. There are two ways to mark the subjunctive in Supy-
ire. The two types overlap almost completely in function, but one or two dif-
ferences do remain. The "zero" subjunctive, as its name implies, has no 
auxiliary. If the subject is a noun, it must be immediately followed by a 
coreferential pronoun which undergoes the same tonal changes as the pos-
sessed noun in a genitive construction. This is the type of subjunctive used 
in blessings: 

(131) Kile ύ 0 kuni pwb. 
God s/he SUBJUNC path.DEF sweep 
'May God sweep the path.' 

The si subjunctive is so named for its auxiliary si\ which is identical in 
form to the narrative/sequential auxiliary si (see section 9.2.6). This is the 
subjunctive which must be used in complement clauses whose subjects are 
deleted: 

(132) Ml) iä ßye si lyt. 
my desire be SUBJUNC eat 
Ί want to eat.' 

The imperfective subjunctive auxiliary is a. It may be used alone: 

(133) Yii a ma nähä. 
you(PL) SUBJUNC.IMPFV come.IMPFV here 
'Come here.' (plural addressees) 

or it may combine with the si subjunctive (sä a): 

(134) Mu iä ßye sä a 
your desire be SUBJUNC SUBJUNC.IMPFV 
'You don't want to 

wä jwümü nuru me. 
IND words listen.IMPFV NEG 
listen to anyone's words.' 
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The imperative and subjunctive forms described above are used in the af-
firmative only. There is only one negative corresponding to all three. I have 
chosen to call it the "prohibitive", but it could just as easily be labeled the 
"negative subjunctive". The auxiliary is kä, which looks very much like the 
negative form of the conditional auxiliary kd, and in fact has similar allo-
morphs: ahi [a?&] or hä [?ä] after pronouns, gk [Ra] after most stressed 
vowels. It differs from the conditional, however, in taking the future prefix 
on a following verb, rather than the intransitive prefix which follows most 
auxiliaries. Although they may have the same tone (since the conditional 
may accept a floating low tone from the preceding subject) the conditional 
and the prohibitive are easily distinguished since the latter always occurs in 
a negative clause (signalled by the clause-final negative marker) whereas the 
former never does. The following example illustrates this: 

(135) IJkää cyäge e uru si sä ύ kyä g6, 
but place.DEF in he(EMPH)FUT go her eat REL 
'But the place in which he will go eat her, 

uru kä flüyke yirlgö, 
he(EMPH) COND head.DEF raise 
when he raises his head, 

uru kä k/Je pye mi. 
he(EMPH) PROH sky see NEG 
he must not see the sky.' 

The imperfective of the prohibitive is formed by adding the imperfective 
subjunctive auxiliary a: 

(136) Ma hä a Käräja 
you.NONDECL PROH SUBJUNC.IMPFV Karaja 

cyera ä de! 
insult.IMPFV NEG EXCL 
'Don't insult Karaja!' 

9.3.4. Ability 

The modality of ability is coded by means of serial verb constructions. The 
principal verb used in this way is ja, which as a main verb means 'overcome, 
defeat',51 as in the following example: 
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(137) Ckmjk6 shwd-shähäna ä mu jä ' 
day.DEF millet-basket.DEF PERF you overcome 
'The day the basket of millet overcame you (i.e. was too heavy 
for you to carry) 

nähä ' nä Fant6r6 shwbhole e g6, 
here and Fant6r6 between in REL 
between here and Fantere, 

jd u nä sä Ii ' lw5 ye? 
who s/he PAST go it take Q 
who went and took it?' 

As VI in a serial construction, ja is intransitive and means 'be able to V2': 

(138) a. Cydebff pye a jä ä 
women.DEF NEG PERF be.able SC 
'The women couldn't 

jähämä pyi sähäqk) me. 
funeral.dance do again NEG 
do the funeral dance again.' 

b. Wä pye ά na Je ku "pwohi i me: 
IND NEG PERF fire put it beneath in NEG 
'No one has put fire under it: 

ku sf ß-jä ή-gyere la? 
it FUT FP-be.able FP-be.hot Q 
can it get hot?' 

The imperfective form of ja (jinä) seems to be developing an auxiliary use, 
albeit in a restricted context. It can be used in generic habitual contexts 
without any preceding auxiliary, and with the following verb in perfective 
rather than imperfective form. It takes a low tone negative marking, just as 
do other high tone auxiliaries. Following is an example of this use in a prov-
erb: 

(139) Wä jina a faänijä ein 
IND NEG.be.able.IMPFV SC cloth weave 
'One can't weave cloth 

fäändi bää mi. 
shuttle without NEG 
without a shuttle.' 
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As frequently happens cross-linguistically with the modality of ability, 
there are signs that this construction is being extended to cover permission. 
Compare the following example: 

(140) Mii s) ß-jä zhy6 n& yi) 6 mk? 
I FUT.NEG FP-be.ableFP.go with you.PL with NEG.Q 
'Can't I go with you?' 

The verb ta 'get, find' is used to code success. As VI in a serial construc-
tion, it means 'succeed in V2ing', or 'manage to V2'. The direct object of 
V2 is usually placed before ta: 

(141) Zhibannaywo mpii pi pye pi pye a 
ground.hornbill those they be they be PERF 
'Ground Hornbill swallowed those which 

wyigii ta a wwü mi, mk pird jd. 
holes get SC take.out NEG and them(EMPH) swallow 
hadn't managed to dig holes (to hide in).' 

Just as with ja, volition is not necessarily involved: 

(142) Κ υ pye k ta a keege me. 
it NEG PERF get SC spoil NEG 
'It didn't get spoiled.' Lit.: 'It didn't manage to spoil.' 

Also as with ja, an extension in the direction of permission is detectable: 

(143) Ma cydebff πιύ taanrd ό niqkin mu si 
your women.DEF also three in one you FUT 
'Of your three wives, one you will 

ή-kän m» ά 'si ' ηά ή-ta ή-tdrö. 
FP-give me to SEQ afterwards FP-get FP-pass 
give me and only then may you pass.' 

The negative counterparts of ta is coded with the verb kanha 'be tired' as 
V2 in a serial construction. As one might expect in the case of a relatively 
recent grammaticalization, in some instances kanha keeps its original mean-
ing, so that the construction means 'VI to the point of fatigue': 

(144) U a fb a känhä g6, 
she PERF run SC be.tired TC 
'When she was tired of running, 
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maä jy6 ä teen sarage e na qo-ni. 
and.NARR enter SC sit beehive in PROG rest-IMPFV 
she went into a beehive and sat down to rest.' 

This construction has developed the further meaning 'VI in vain', 'VI un-
successfully1, and this is in fact more common than the original meaning just 
illustrated. Following are some examples: 

(145) a. Mii a mu wilä ά kanhä, 
I PERF you look SC be.tired 
Ί looked for you in vain, 

mii ρye ä mu pye mi. 
I NEG PERF you see NEG 
I didn't see you.' 

b. Kile ηιύ pye ä pena a ύ pyi 
God also NEG PERF agree SC him make 
'God also did not agree to make him 

ύ ά ύ cyä a kanhä me. 
he.COMP PERF him seek SC be.tired NEG 
seek for her in vain.' 

9.3.5. Purpose 

In section 9.1.5 above the function of pa 'come' and sa 'go ' as VI in serial 
constructions to code inceptive meaning was described. An even more fre-
quent function of these verbs is to code purpose. Often the idea of motion 
remains, so that the construction means 'come/go in order to V2' : 

(146) a. Kä mii f ηί-ρά 
and I NARR IP-come 
'Then I came 

Cribeeri wyerärji kan u a. 
Herber money.DEF give him to 
(and) gave Herber's money to him.' 

b. Kä \νύύ ύ sä paära känhe e. 
and we NARR go walk town.DEF in 
'Then we went (and) walked in the town.' 

A clear indication that these verbs are losing their function of coding deic-
tic motion is shown by their co-occurrence with kare 'go ' and pa 'come' . 
Their only function in such cases is to code purpose. Note that frequently pa 
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takes a nasal prefix, evidently the same one used on the past tense copula 
and auxiliary mpyi, derived from the verb pyi 'do, make1 (see section 
9.2.7.1; also chapter 7, section 7.3.1). 

(147) a. Kä tübabü-nägi wä s) ή-kära a 
and white.person-man.DEF IND NARR IP-go SC 
'Then a white man went 

sä mi) tä-shwönge cydd τηΏ nä. 
go my LOC-pass.night.DEF show me to 
to show my sleeping quarters to me.' 

b. Kä pi f f6 ä pa 
and they NARR run SC come 
'Then they came running 

mpa a pi cdrd. 
come PROG them catch.IMPFV 
to catch them.' 

Subordinate adverbial clauses may also be used to code the modality of 
purpose (see chapter IS, section IS. 1.10). 

9.3.6. Modality in subordinate clauses 

The material mentioned in this section will be dealt with more fully in chap-
ters 11 and IS. 

As pointed out in 9.3.1 above, the distinction between realis and irrealis 
modality is important in complement clauses. Certain verbs take only irrealis 
complements, others take either type depending on the modality of the main 
clause. Still others take only realis complements. See chapter 11 for details. 
The distinction between realis and irrealis is important in adverbial clauses 
as well. Certain types, such as 'before* time clauses and purpose clauses, 
can only be subjunctive (irrealis). Conditional clauses are also irrealis. The 
conditional auxiliary is kä. Following a stressed vowel the initial /k/ is often 
voiced and flapped to /g/ ([R]). Following a simple pronoun, the initial /k/ 
becomes a glottal stop (see chapter 2 sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.3). Clauses 
with this auxiliary cover both the semantic territory of conditions ( ' i f 
clauses in English) and that of irrealis time clauses. See chapter IS, section 
15.1.5.1 for several examples. 
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9.4. Negation 

As in many West African languages, negation in Supyire is a rather compli-
cated affair from the point of view of marking. The first part of this section 
will accordingly deal with the various types of negative marking in simple 
clauses. There follows a short section on negative polarity items. The next, 
more substantial, subsection deals with the scope of negation, in particular 
looking at indefinite subjects and subjects with quantifiers. Next comes a 
section dealing with negation in complex sentences. Since these sentence 
types have not been covered in the preceding chapters in any detail, this sub-
section is merely a brief summary of material to be treated in later chapters. 
A final section deals with word and phrase negation. 

9.4.1. The marking of negation 

In most ΤΑΜ categories negation is doubly marked in the clause. A clause 
final negative particle is obligatory. It is in most tense-aspects supplemented 
by a marking in the auxiliary position, i.e. immediately following the sub-
ject. This kind of double marking is widespread in central and northern 
Senufo languages. In most cases it is not clear what the etymology of the 
negative markers is, so it is difficult at this point to say whether the double 
marking arose from a reinforcing strategy (with the clause final marking 
being added to reinforce the earlier auxiliary strategy) or from some other 
source. Whatever the etymological source of the clause final markers, they 
are not derived from direct objects in the manner of French pas or English 
not, since they come in the wrong position in the clause for that. The most 
likely source would be some sort of adverb. 

9.4.1.1. Clause final negative marking 

There are two clause final negative particles, each of which has more than 
one form. The particle used in ordinary declarative clauses is mä.52 It is al· 
ways placed at the very end of the clause, after any indirect objects or ad-
verbs which follow the verb:53 

(148) a. Ka-pdgii sähä ßye na yu 
affair-bad.DEF STILL NEG PROG say.IMPFV 
'Bad deeds are no longer told 

pyiibfi jiyi) nä mä. 
children.DEF eye at NEG 
to the children.1 (i.e. children are no longer taught what is 
bad) 
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b. Cydebii fly ε a jä ä 
women.DEF NEG PERF be.able SC 
'The women were not able 

jähämä pyi ' sähärjk) mi. 
funeral.dance do again NEG 
to do the funeral dance again.' 

If the negative marker immediately follows a noun unaccompanied by a 
postposition (such as a noun used adverbially as in example (149a) below, or 
a predicate nominal as in (149b), it may allow a low tone originating with 
the noun to dock, and thus become mi: 

(149) a. Mit si sä y) jwü pysnga mi. 
I NEG.FUT go them say home NEG 
Ί will not go and tell it (lit. them) (at) home.'5 4 

b. Ti mpyi yatooro55 mi. 
they were domestic.animals NEG 
'They were not domestic animals.' 

The etymology of mi is uncertain, but it is possibly related to the locative 
adverb m i ' o v e r there'. It is identical in form with the clause final marker 
for a type of comparative clause initiated with the conjunction bk and termi-
nated by mi ( s ee chapter 15, section IS.1.4). This seems to point to an origin 
as some sort of reinforcer. 

Mi combines with the clause final politeness marker yö (see chapter 5, 
section 5.10) to yield m6 (sometimes pronounced [mbö]): 

(150) Yi fly ε ä fly aha a törö md. 
they NEG PERF be.much SC pass NEG.POL 
'They weren't very many.' 

The other major clause final negative marker, mä, is used principally in 
questions. The initial [m] frequently elides if the metrical conditions are 
right, but this is not obligatory. For yes/no questions, the ordinary question 
marker la is simply replaced by mä, and the result is a negative yes/no ques-
tion. Such negative questions are almost always rhetorical in force, and are 
strongly biased towards a positive response, just as negative questions are in 
English: 

(151) a. Mu fly ε ä ma shyiri-foö jiyi mä? 
you NEG PERF your witness-owner see NEG.Q 
'Didn't you see your buddy?' 
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b. Lire jiye a tdrä änä ä? 
this(EMPH) NEG PERF pass there NEG.Q 
'Didn't this pass there?' 

It should be noted that the type of yes/no question formed with a clause in-
itial marker tä(hä) /tähä does not take mä in the negative, but rather mir. 

(152) Τά cedrji wä ßye ä si nähä ' 
Q woman.DEF IND NEG PERF give.birth here 
'Didn't a woman give birth here 

nißjää me? 
today NEG 
today?' 

Although the etymology of mä is not known, internal evidence shows that 
it has been shortened in clause final position. When it appears in negative 
constituent questions, it is no longer final, but is placed before the interroga-
tive marker ye. In this position its vowel is usually long: 

(153) Jlähä πά mu si zhyi nigisüiji na mää ye? 
what on you FUT FP.go bicycle.DEF on NEG.Q Q 
'Why don't you go on bicycle?' 

If the [m] elides, however, the vowel is short: 

(154) ßähä kaa ύ tä u sähä wä ta ä 
what it PERF him get he NEG.YET IND get SC 
'What has prevented (lit. gotten) him (so that) he has not yet 
managed to 

yaha u-yd tännä a ye? 
leave he-REFL beside NEG.Q Q 
save any (lit. leave some beside himself)?' 

It should be pointed out that negative constituent questions appear to be 
rather rarely used: the two just cited are the only unelicited ones occurring 
in the corpus. By contrast, negative yes/no questions are relatively common: 
nearly 150 unelicited examples appear in the corpus. 

Although mä used alone seems to currently carry interrogative meaning, it 
is evident that it originally did not do so: when it occurs with the exclama-
tive marker de, there is no trace of interrogative function. Rather, the combi-
nation serves as an emphatic negator. In the great majority of cases, the [m] 
of mä is elided: 
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(155) a. U pye ä jwu nipjälä ά de! 
he NEG PERF say today NEG EXCL 
'He (emphatically) didn't say today!' 

b. Ma hä a Kärija 
you.NONDECL PROH SUBJUNC.IMPFV Karaja 

cyera ä de! 
insult.IMPFV NEG EXCL 
'Don't insult Karaja!' 

When the [m] is pronounced, the vowel is always long before der. 

(156) S00 pye ye e mää de! 
truth be them in NEG EXCL 
'They (the claims some people make) aren't true!' 
lit. 'Truth is not in them!' 

9.4.1.2. Negative marking in auxiliary position 

Just as with the clause final marking, there are two major kinds of negative 
marking in the auxiliary position, as well as some minor ones. They are dis-
tributed strictly according to the tense-aspect to be negated. Table 34 sum-
marizes the combinations. 

The least complicated marking is that used with the (present) perfect and 
the (present) progressive. In these two tense-aspects, the copula pye 'be' is 
simply added in front of the perfect or progressive auxiliary. In the examples 
above and following, this extra auxiliary is simply glossed NEG, although 
etymologically it appears to have nothing to do with negation. With the per-
fect and progressive auxiliaries, however, it provides a signal of negation 
early in the clause:56 

(157) a. M)) pye ά yaaga ta mi. 
I NEG PERF thing get NEG 
Ί didn't get a thing.' 

b. Wüu pye na jina pää me. 
we NEG PROG jinn see.IMPFV NEG 
'We don't see (a) jinn.' 

This is the only kind of construction in which the copula pye appears 
regularly with the perfect marker, but the combination of the progressive 
with pye is not unique. If one examines the various constructions in which 
pye na appears, an interesting fact emerges: the characteristic they all have 
in common is their presuppositional character. Besides the negative, the 
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Table 34. Negative marking in auxiliary position 

Auxiliaries which take β χ ε Negative form 

ä perfect jiye ά 
na progressive jiye na 

Auxiliaries which take a low tone 

si future s) 
cää future cää 
ηά remote past nä 
ηί recent past η) 
sähä still, yet sähä 
nähä be here nähä 
wä be there wä 

Auxiliaries which take no marking 

mäha habitual mäha 
kii potential ku 
rnpyi past mpyi 

Auxiliaries which cannot be negated 

si narrative/sequential 
kä conditional 

combination is used in restrictive relative clauses, in the presupposed ("out 
of focus") part of cleft constructions, and in the presupposed part of con-
stituent questions. These latter three tend to contain presupposed information 
in the usual sense. It is therefore interesting that they share the auxiliary 
structure of the negative. As Givön (1989: 159; see also Giv6n 1979, 1984) 
points out, negatives are used in a context in which the corresponding af-
firmative is "presupposed"—not in a strictly logical sense, of course, but in 
the sense that the speaker judges that the information is being or might pos-
sibly be entertained by the hearer.57 

More widespread, in terms of the number of different tense-aspects it oc-
curs with, is the other major negative marking in auxiliary position. It is 
used exclusively with auxiliaries with high tone (the majority), and consists 
of a floating low which is introduced to the left of the auxiliary and docks 
rightwards on to it. Presumably the low tone is all that is left of an earlier 
negative auxiliary with some sort of segmental form and a low tone.58 Ex-
amples of negatives in each tense-aspect follow, beginning with the futures. 
Here the negative low tone simply replaces the high of the auxiliary: 
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(158) a. Yi si ß-jä ύτύ jyiile mi. 
they NEG.FUT FP-be.able it(EMPH) cross NEG 
'They (the bush cows) won't be able to cross it (the river).' 

b. U cää ρέε m-pä nähä me. 
it NEG.FUT FP.agree FP-come here NEG 
'It (the bushcat) will not try (lit. agree) to come here.' 

With the future (and sometimes with the other tense-aspects described be-
low), if the subject ends in a mid tone, this raises the negative low tone and 
thus cancels it out, leaving the future with its usual high tone. This rule is 
not obligatory, and one occasionally hears examples such as (159a), with the 
negative low tone intact. Much more common, however, are examples like 
(159b): 

(159) a. Mu si zhyi nigisüyi na mä? 
you NEG.FUT FP.go bicycle.DEF on NEG.Q 
'Won' t you go on bicycle?' 

b. Pworo si nd d nä mi. 
dirt FUT FP.arrive it on NEG 
'Dirt will not get on it (the body).' 

The past tense auxiliaries nä and ηΐalso become low tone: 

(160) a. Wäräqi sijiriqi nä fyiinna ä? 
Wara.DEF celebration.DEF NEG.REM.PAST cancel NEG.Q 
'Wasn' t the celebration of the Wara cancelled?'59 

b. U n) pä mi. 
he NEG.REC.PAST come NEG 
'He didn't come (earlier today).' 

The "yet" auxiliary sähä retains the high tone on the final syllable: 

(161) Wüü sähä sä ä no ä? 
we NEG.YET go SC arrive NEG.Q 
'Haven't we arrived yet?' 

Note that when sähä combines with the perfect or the progressive, the latter 
are negated as normally, the pye coming in between the two auxiliaries: 

(162) a. Mi) sähä pye ä pena ä jwo mi. 
I STILL NEG PERF agree SC say NEG 
Ί didn't any longer try (lit. agree) to speak.' 
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b. Kerige bärägi sähä pye na m-pyi 
field.DEF work.DEF STILL NEG PROG IP-do 
'Farming is no longer done 

υ cögötji na mi. 
its manner.DEF on NEG 
the way it should be (lit. on its manner).' 

Similarly, when sähä combines with the future, the latter is negated in the 
normal way by means of a low tone: 

(163) a. Li sähä si Jwoho bya dilg6 e τηέ. 
he YET NEG.FUT water drink stream.DEF in NEG 
'He (Hare) will never again drink water from the stream 
again.' 

b. IJg6 säha cää ζίί ρέε 
that STILL NEG.FUT FP.be.EMPH FP.agree 
'That one will really never again try (lit. agree) 

rii-pä nähä me. 
FP-come here NEG 
to come here.' 

The high tone deictic copulas nähä 'be here' and wä 'be there', both when 
functioning as the main verb and when functioning as auxiliaries, are ne-
gated with a low tone. Note that nähä loses its high tone altogether, rather 
than retaining it on the final syllable as sähä does. 

(164) a. U nähä · nähä me. 
she NEG.be.here here NEG 
'She isn't here.' 

b. Mii nähä ä käshi-kwbn-yääyä pye 
I NEG.be.here PERF war-cut-things see 
Ί don't see that you have any weapons.' 

mu ä me. 
you to NEG 

c. Ba~t66ny5 wä ρi ä 
house-be.tall.G2P NEG.be.there them to 
'They don't have tall buildings there (lit. tall buildings are 
not to them) 
Β am ok wo fiig6 me. 
Bamako like NEG 
like Bamako.' 
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d. IJkää pi wä ä ßena a y) Ιέηέ 
but they NEG.be.there PERF agree SC them put 
'But they haven't tried (lit. agreed) to put them 

baga nirjkfn / me. 
house one in NEG 
in one cage.* 

Although it does not vary with an affirmative with a different tone, the 
prohibitive auxiliary kä may also be said to be marked with the negative low 
tone. 

A minor and probably archaic negative auxiliary ) also carries the negative 
low tone.60 So far this auxiliary has only been recorded with the copula sii, 
and only in the speech of very old people. In the speech of younger people, 
sii in its copular function must be preceded by the perfect auxiliary, and this 
is negated in the usual way by the addition of jiye. 

(165) Siga61 βye a sii Ιέ έ πιέ. 
doubt NEG PERF be.EMPH it in NEG 
'There's no doubt about it.' lit. 'Doubt is not in it.' 

Sometimes very old people have ) in place of the expected pye a: 

(166) Κ uru canqk6 na wyeri ) s)) 
that(EMPH) day.DEF on medicine NEG be.EMPH 
'At that time (lit. on that day) there was really no medicine 

ηύ na mi. 
cow on NEG 
for cows.' 

A couple of tense-aspects do not take any negative marking in the auxil-
iary position. In one of these, the habitual, the auxiliary (mäha) already be-
gins with a low tone, and the addition of a negative low tone would therefore 
go unnoticed: 

(167) U mäha ßena a kü jö 
it HAB agree SC it swallow 
'It ( = the python) doesn't agree to swallow it ( = newly shed skin) 

uru fbd ßyii nä me. 
that(EMPH) owner eye on NEG 
in the presence of that person.' 

The other tense which usually does not have a negative marking in auxil-
iary position is the potential kü. Here there is no simple explanation for the 
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lack of marking as there is with mäha. An example of kü in a negative 
clause is: 

(168) M)) gü ß-jä ηόό me. 
I POT FP-be.able sleep NEG 
Ί won't/wouldn't be able to sleep/ 

Two of the copulas, pye 'be* and mpyi 'be.PAST', also do not take any 
negative marking: 

(169) a. Mi) ρόόηϊ pye nähä me. 
my husband.DEF be here NEG 
'My husband isn't here.* 

b. Pi mpyi u puqi i mi. 
they were him head in NEG 
'They (the papers) weren't on him.' 

When mpyi is used as a past auxiliary with other auxiliaries, no negative 
marking is used: 

(170) a. IJkää wyiriqi mpyi ä pyaha 
but money.DEF PAST PERFbe.much 
'But there wasn't much money 

mi) ρύηί ί me. 
my head on NEG 
on me.' 

b. IJkää yyaha födrji mpyi na 
but face owner.DEF PAST PROG 
'But the older brother did not 

cire jacyi62 cwdrd mi. 
their(EMPH) importance grab.IMPFV NEG 
grasp their importance.' 

c. U cedtji mpyi na sähä pyä ta ä pye mi 
this woman.DEF PAST PROG YET child get SC see NEG 
'This woman had not yet ever had a child.' 

d. Pititi63 pi mpyi na si ή-kwü 
maybe they PAST PROG FUT FP-die 
'Maybe they would not have died 

ήάέ kwü-tjkäni na mi. 
that die-manner.DEF on NEG 
in that way.' 
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In addition to these tense-aspects in which negation is not marked in the 
auxiliary position, there are a few in which negation is not allowed at all. 
Thus the narrative/sequential cannot be negated. In a narrative the clauses 
marked with the narrative si encode main-line events. By their very nature 
(or lack of it), non-events cannot fill this function. If a non-event is impor-
tant in a narrative, it must be coded with some other auxiliary, usually the 
perfect, as in the following example: 

(171) Kä u ύ yi jw6 ύ tünmpyhbf/ä ä 
and he NARR them say his blood.relatives.DEF to 
'Then he said to his relatives 

pi 0 pa sümäyi kwbn. 
they SUBJUNC come grain.DEF cut 
(that) they should come cut the grain. 

Süpyii ßye ä pa ιηέ. 
people NEG PERF come NEG 
No one came (lit. people didn't come). 

Kä u ύ ή-kärä ά sä IJguulii cya. 
and he NARR IP-go SC go Nguu.people seek 
So then he went to get the people of Nguu.' 

The conditional likewise cannot be negated in any simple way. See chapter 
15, section 15.1.5.3 for the complex structure required to encode a negative 
conditional. 

Note further that the negative counterpart of the imperative, hortative, and 
subjunctive (i.e. the prohibitive) is not simply any of these with an added 
negative marking, but is instead suppletive. 

9.4.1.3. Negative polarity items 

Supyire does not have a large set of negative polarity items (i.e. words or 
phrases which can appear only in negative clauses). As will be shown in the 
next section, it gets along fine without negative quantifiers. There is one 
quantifier, however, which can only be used in negative clauses: yafyin. It 
appears to contain the root ya- 'thing',64 and can be translated variously as 
'anything', 'a thing', or 'nothing'. It is not commonly used, and only three 
unelicited examples occur in the corpus. Here are two of them: 

(172) a. Mii flya ä yafytn ta mi. 
I NEG PERF anything get NEG 
Ί didn't get anything.' 
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b. Yafyin nähä nähä ' nfpjää mä. 
anything NEG.be.here here today NEG 
'Nothing is here today.' i.e. Everything is all right 
today—there are no problems. 

The adverb puno, related to the quantifier puni'all', has a particular affin-
ity for negative clauses, where is acts as a reinforcer meaning roughly 'at 
all'. Although one example has been recorded in an affirmative sentence 
(see chapter 7, section 7.6), for all the speakers I consulted on the issue puno 
was acceptable only in negative sentences. Following is an example (see the 
section referred to above for another example): 

(173) U pye a kyä kyaäre e punu mä. 
he NEG PERF eat meat.DEF in at.all NEG 
'He didn't eat any of the meat at all.' 

As pointed out in chapter 7, section 7.2, identificational clauses (i.e. 
clauses with an identifier pronoun as predicate) are negated by substituting 
the negative identifier bä for the identifier pronoun. Bä thus means 'it is not 
a X' or 'they are not X'. It is followed directly by the clause final negative 
particle mä. 

(174) Mu wti bä mä. 
your POSS it.is.not NEG 
'It 's not yours.' 

Just as with the negative clause final particle mi (to which it may be re-
lated etymologically), bä has an alternate form bää. This is used when 
bä/bää is followed by mä, in which case the [m] of mä almost always elides: 

(175) Mpi bälä ä? 
hare it.is.not NEG.Q 
'Isn't it Hare?' 

The long form is not necessarily used, however, when the mä is followed by 
the exclamative particle de. Thus both of the following are possible, though 
the first is more common: 

(176) a. Sde bä ä de! 
truth it.is.not NEG EXCL 
'It 's not true!' 

b. Sde bälä ä de! 
truth it.is.not NEG EXCL 
'It 's not true!' 
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Aside from these three words, no other negative polarity items have been 
detected in Kamp wo Supyire. 

9.4.2. The scope of negation 

Supyire is like other languages (cf. Giv6n 1984: 324) in that only asserted 
information in a clause normally falls under the scope of negation. Presup-
posed information, in particular definite subjects (at least in verbal clauses), 
remain outside the scope of negation. Adverbs and indirect objects tend to 
arrogate the negation to themselves. Thus 

(177) Pi pye a Ii pyi sipcyan mi. 
they NEG PERFit do together NEG 
'They didn't do it together.' 

does not deny that they did it, but only that they did it together. Similarly, 

(178) U si ζίηί bag6 pwbg6 na mi. 
he NEG.FUT FP.Iie.down house.DEF mouth.DEF at NEG 
'He will not lie down at the door of the house.' 

does not deny that he will lie down. "Adverbial" serial verbs also attract the 
negation to themselves. Thus 

(179) Zäntünrjb pye na n-tili ä yaagacQ mi. 
hyena NEG PROG IP-be.straight SC thing catch NEG 
'Hyena does not catch anything straightaway.' 

does not imply that Hyena does not catch anything, but only that he doesn't 
do it directly, without first carefully circling it. 

Indefinite nouns in the scope of negation must be non-referential (cf. 
Giv6n 1984: 331). In the last example above the indefinite noun yaaga 
'thing' was translated as if it were a quantifier. In fact, yaaga is used in this 
way in negative sentences much more frequently than the quantifier yafytn 
described in the previous section. Indefinite pronouns under the scope of ne-
gation must likewise be non-referential: 

(180) Mpi pye a wä ό nu td mi. 
hare NEG PERF IND GEN mother bury NEG 
'Hare hasn't (helped) bury anyone's mother.' 

Subjects are not invariably outside the scope of negation. In fact, indefinite 
subjects normally fall within its scope and are non-referential. Thus 
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(181) Wä jiye ä pa mi. 
IND NEG PERF come NEG 
'No one has come.' 

does not ordinarily mean that a particular person unknown to the hearer did 
not come, though with some considerable prompting some speakers have 
been willing to admit that it might mean this. Even the combination of defi-
nite noun with indefinite determiner, the form generally used to introduce 
important referential indefinite participants in narrative, cannot be referen-
tial when the subject of a negative sentence. Compare the two uses of this 
construction in the following example, one in an affirmative the other in a 
negative clause: 

(182) NAifj wä υ mpyi ηά cyde ki i. 
man.DEF IND he was with women ten with 
Ά certain man had ten wives. 

Cedrji wä mpyi na säJiä pyä ta mi. 
woman.DEF IND PAST PROG YET child get NEG 
None of the women had yet gotten a child.' 

The negative clause cannot mean that a certain one of the women had not 
gotten a child, though the same noun phrase in the affirmative counterpart of 
this sentence would be interpreted as referential in this way. 

In a similar fashion, quantifiers in the subject noun phrase also attract the 
negation. The following example manifestly does not mean that no domestic 
animal is taxed (i.e. with punf 'all' falling outside the scope of negation 
rather than within it). Everyone knows, on the contrary, that taxes are levied 
on sheep, goats, cows, and donkeys. 

(183) Känhä yätbbri puni lämpüqi 
village domestic.animals.DEF all tax.DEF 
'The tax of all domestic animals 

ßye na wwü me. 
NEG PROG take.off.IMPFV NEG 
is not taken.' (i.e. not all domestic animals are taxed) 

Similarly, the following example is not a predication about the many people 
who stayed away from the market, but rather about the few who came: 

(184) Süpyii juu/f wä caang6 na mi. 
people many NEG.be.there market.DEF at NEG 
'Not many people are at the market.' 
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9.4.3. Negation in complex sentences 

There is room here only for a brief survey of this large and complicated 
topic. A disproportionate amount of space will be allotted to negation in 
sentences with complement clauses, where the phenomenon of 'Neg-raising' 
is of interest. 

Certain types of subordinate clause are not amenable to negation. In par-
ticular, no unelicited examples of a negative time adverbial clause with past 
time reference occur in the corpus. I was able only with the greatest diffi-
culty to persuade a speaker to produce one, and it is better left unrecorded. 
There are of course good pragmatic reasons for this lack (cf. Givön 
1984: 348): the function of a time clause is to provide, through reference to 
some known (or at least predictable) event, a setting for some other event. In 
general, non-events simply aren't of sufficient saliency to provide this set-
ting. 

Negative restrictive relative clauses are rare for the same reason (Givön 
1984: 349): participation in a non-event or non-state does not usually have 
the saliency to provide adequate identification. If the context is right, how-
ever, negative relative clauses are possible. They have two peculiarities 
which set them apart from other relative clauses. The first and most obvious 
is that the final relative clause marker k6 is replaced with the clause final 
negative marker miI65 The second is not obligatory, but is very common. It 
applies in general only to relativized subjects, and consists in the placement 
of the copula ρ y e after the resumptive subject pronoun, and then the repeti-
tion of that pronoun followed by the rest of the clause, including, if applica-
ble, negative marking in the auxiliary position. Note that restrictive relative 
clauses are preposed to the main clause, and the mi is placed at the end of 
the relative clause, before the main clause. The following example, in which 
the subject noun phrase is relativized, shows how a non-event in the relative 
clause is rendered salient by the immediately preceding context: 

(185) Kä pi) si wylgii wwü fangki e, 
and IND(GIP) NARR holes take.off grave.DEF in 
'Some of them ( = the frogs) dug holes in (the side of) the grave 

maa Tjw5ho cire e. Zhibannaqwo 
and.NARR hide them(EMPH) in ground.hornbill 
and hid in them. Hornbill 

mpff pi jiye pi pye a wyigii ta a 
those they be theyNEG PERF holes get SC 
swallowed those which didn't manage 

wwü mi, ma pird jo... 
take.off NEG and them(EMPH) swallow 
to dig holes.' 
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We turn now to complex constructions in which negation is rather more 
common. Negative clefts are frequently used. They are formed by placing 
the focused item at the head of the clause followed by the negative identifier 
bä 'it is not'. Then follows the 'out of focus' clause, which is affirmative, 
and last of all comes the final negative marker mi or mä: 

(186) Cyäge kd e bä 
place.DEF IND in it.is.not 
'It is not in any particular place 

mii pye na u tää mi.66 

I be PROG it get.IMPFV NEG 
that I am getting it.' 

For more examples of negative clefts, see chapter 11, section 11.1.1. 
Sentences with complement clauses are like clefts in that the final negative 

particle is placed at the end of the sentence, regardless of whether it belongs 
logically with the first (main) or second (complement) clause. The place-
ment of the negative marking in auxiliary position of course indicates where 
the negation belongs. We will look first at negative complement clauses, 
giving an example of each of the three major types of complement clause 
(for descriptions of these complement types, as well as of minor types and 
their numerous variations, see chapter 11 below). Complements of verbs of 
speech and cognition may be either indicative (example (187a) also includes 
a negative conditional) or subjunctive ( = prohibitive, as in (187b)): 

(187) a. negative declarative 

U yyaha wüubilä ä jwo 
his face POSS.DEF(GIP) PERF say 
'His ancestors (lit. the ones of his face, i.e. those 'in front' 
of him) have said 

na ηά υ pye a nüra ä 
that if he NEG PERF return SC 
that unless (lit. if...not) he returns 

katähe Idyi me, 
original.site.DEF put NEG 
and inhabits (lit. puts) the original site of the village 

na sunt s) ή-kwd mä. 
that defecate.DEF NEG.FUT FP-finish NEG 
that the dysentary will not end.' 
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b. negative subjunctive ( = prohibitive) 

Sdpyiri ... ä y) jwü u a 
people.DEF PERF them say him to 
'The people ... told him (lit. said them to him) 

na u aha kuru cyäge pyi mi. 
that hePROH that(EMPH) place.DEF do NEG 
that he must not farm that place." 

Realis complements of manipulative verbs, which take a high tone marking 
on the subject pronoun when they are affirmative, lose this marking in the 
negative, and are formed simply like negative declarative clauses. The con-
struction is thus paratactic, with no morphological marks of subordination: 

(188) Ka sääge si ύ sige 
and laziness.DEF NARR him prevent 
'Laziness prevented him 

u pye a ja a 11 lyi mi. 
he NEG PERF be.able SC it eat NEG 
from being able to eat it.' lit. 'Laziness prevented him; he wasn't 
able to eat it.' 

Irrealis complements of manipulative verbs and complements of modality 
verbs take the negative subjunctive ( = prohibitive): 

(189) a. Mi) la pye pi aha m-pa me. 
my desire be theyPROH FP-come NEG 
Ί want them not to come.' 

b. Pi ä yaa pi aha m-pä mi. 
they PERF ought theyPROH FP-come NEG 
'They ought to not come.' 

We turn now to negation in the main clause rather than in the complement 
clause. Note that the final negative marker is still placed after the comple-
ment clause, and not directly after the main clause. This is true even with the 
relatively loosely integrated complements of verbs of speech and cognition 
(in the following examples the main clauses are in regular type for ease of 
identification): 

(190) a. Wüu jiye ä pyi a cfc 
we NEG PERF PAST PERF know 
'We didn't know 
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na karadantiibif67 mäha wii me. 
that identity.cards.DEF HAB look.at NEG 
that identity cards are required (lit. are looked at).' 

b. Wüu jiye ä jwo ma a yoni 
we NEG PERF say you SUBJUNC.IMPFV rest.IMPFV 
'Didn't we say you should rest 

ma rä a funijke 
you SUBJUNC SUBJUNC.IMPFV inside.DEF 
and search your memory (lit. inside)?' 

cäla ä? 
search.IMPFV NEG.Q 

It is equally true of the more tightly integrated realis complements of ma-
nipulative and perception verbs: 

(191) a. Mii jiye a ü pyl ύ ä ύ särämi. 
I NEG PERF him make he.COMP PERF it pay NEG 
Ί didn't make him pay it.' 

b. Tähä mu wä a mil sέέge 
Q you NEG.be.there PERF my skin.DEF 
'Don't you see my 

shire jiye tf i mini ιηέ? 
hair.DEF see it.COMP PROG come.off NEG 
fur is falling out?' 

and the subjunctive complements of irrealis manipulative verbs and modality 
verbs: 

(192) a. Mii si wä pyi u na tugo πιέ. 
I NEG.FUT INDmake s/he me help.with.load NEG 
Ί won't make anyone help me put the load on my head.' 

b. Süpyä nä süpyä jiye ä yaa 
person and person NEG PERF ought 
'People (lit. a person and a person) ought not 

pi 0 lähä pi-y& nä 
they SUBJUNC separate they-REFL on 
to separate from each other 

näfitüiji kürügd πιέ. 
wealth.DEF through NEG 
because of money.' 
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Supyire appears to behave much like other languages in regard to "Neg-
raising" (or "Neg-transport", as some call it), the placement in the main 
clause of negation which in some sense semantically belongs to the comple-
ment clause. As noted by Horn (1989: 309; see also Givön 1984: 342), the 
Neg-raising phenomenon tends to be confined to "middle" strength verbs on 
the scales of epistemic certainty, degree of manipulation, and degree of obli-
gation. These generalizations hold true for Kampwo Supyire. Among epis-
temic verbs, ce 'know', which is high on the scale of certainty, is not com-
patible with Neg-raising (the placement of the negation in one or the other 
clause yields a quite different meaning, rather than the same meaning). Thus 
the following two examples are not at all equivalent, just as in English: 

(193) a. negation in complement 

U a Ii cd na mii pye a kärd me. 
he PERF it know that I NEG PERF go NEG 
'He knows that I didn't go.' 

b. negation in main clause 

U pye a Ii cd na m)j a kard τηέ. 
he NEG PERF it know that I PERF go NEG 
'He doesn't know that I went.' 

Verbs encoding a lesser degree of certainty, on the other hand, are compat-
ible with Neg-raising. In Supyire these verbs are sotujo ' think', da 'believe' 
(borrowed from Bambara da 'put down, believe'), and yaha 'believe' (one of 
the senses of a word whose basic meaning is 'put down' or ' leave'). The 
following pairs of examples are nearly equivalent in meaning, though there 
may be subtle differences I was not able to detect in elicitation: 

(194) a. negation in main clause 

Mii pye na sbnqi na u a pa me. 
I NEG PROG think.IMPFV that he PERF come NEG 
Ί don't think he came.' 

b. negation in complement 

Mii na sdnrji na υ pye ä pa me. 
I PROG think.IMPFV that he NEG PERF come NEG 
Ί think that he didn't come.' 

(195) a. negation in main clause 

Mii pye a da u si fi-ja 
I NEG PERF believe he FUT FP-be.able 
Ί don't believe he will be able 
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ύ tä ß-jü me. 
him get FP-rob NEG 
to succeed in robbing h im/ 

b. negation in complement 

M)i a da us) fi-jä 
I PERF believe he NEG.FUT FP-be.abte 
Ί believe he won't be able 

ό tä fi-Jü me. 
him get FP-rob NEG 
to succeed in robbing him.' 

A similar situation obtains with the middle of the scale of strength of ma-
nipulation. Verbs coding strong manipulation, such as pyi 'make ' , tun 
' send ' , and tege 'help ' , do not allow Neg-raising. In fact only the relatively 
weak 'want ' is compatible with it. The most common way to express 'want ' 
in Supyire is by means of a construction meaning literally ' X ' s desire is' fol-
lowed by a subjunctive complement clause. Here, just as reported for other 
languages (cf. Horn 1989: 315; Giv6n 1984: 343), a sentence with "raised" 
negation is weaker, and consequently more polite than the corresponding 
sentence with the negation in the complement clause: 

(196) a. negation in main clause 

Ml) lä βye mu ύ shyä me.6* 
my desire be you SUBJUNC go NEG 
Ί don't want you to go.' 

b. negation in complement 

Mi) Jä ßye ma ha zhyä mi. 
my desire be you.NONDECL PROH FP.goNEG 
Ί want you not to go. ' 

Not surprisingly, the "raised" version is much more common than the 
"unraised" version. When both clauses have the same subject (and conse-
quently the main predication is more like a modality verb than a manipulat-
ive one), only the "raised" version is permitted. There is thus no counterpart 
of example (197) with the negation in the complement rather than in the 
main clause. Note that the subject of the complement clause is omitted under 
identity with the main clause subject: 

(197) Mi) Ιέ ßye si shyä me. 
my desire be SUBJUNC go NEG 
Ί don't want to go. ' 
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Finally, among verbs expressing obligation, the verb yaa 'ought, should' is 
compatible with Neg-raising. In fact, no example of a negative complement 
of yaa occurs in the corpus, nor have I ever heard one spontaneously pro-
duced. The "unraised" counterpart of the following was only obtained 
through elicitation: 

(198) a. negation in main clause 

Zänh6 βγε ä yaa 
rain.DEF NEG PERF ought 
'The rain must not 

ku ύ canmpyäa shuunni pyi me. 
it SUBJUNC days two do NEG 
stay away (lit. do) (longer than) two days. '69 

b. negation in complement 

Zänhä ä yaa 
rain.DEF PERF ought 
?'The rain ought 

ka hä canmpyäa shuunni pyi me. 
it PROH days two do NEG 
to not stay away longer than two days/ 

Before leaving the topic of negation in complex sentences something 
should be said about coordinate clauses. The Supyire equivalent of clauses 
conjoined by neither...nor is simply a construction in which the first coordi-
nate clause is negated, and the final negative particle is placed after the sec-
ond clause: 

(199) Yii flye a siipyigir6 le 
you.PL NEG PERF kindness.DEF put 
'You have not put kindness 

y)~yd shwbhole e, 
you.PL-REFL between in 
between each other, 

marii käänmücää πιέ. 
and.NARR.PROG you.PL-REFL watch.IMPFV NEG 
nor (have you) been watching out for each other.' 

The same structure may be used for quite different purposes, however. The 
following example is syntactically coordinate, but the second clause, by vir-
tue of the serial verb ηά '(only) afterwards', functions in reality like an ad-
verbial 'before' clause. Just as with adverbs and adverbial phrases, this ad-
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verbial clause attracts the scope of negation to itself (or rather, since this is a 
negative yes/no question, the adverbial clause is strongly affirmed.) 

(200) Tä Caiyyyee pye a kwü 
Q Canyee NEG PERF die 
'Didn't Canyee die 

kä Känhäcyee rf 4 πά ä kwü mi? 
and Kanhacyee NARR afterward SC die NEG 
before Kanhacyee did?' Lit. 'Didn't Canyee die 
and (only) then Kanhacyee died?' 

9.4.4. Word and phrase negation 

Supyire does not have a rich negative morphology. In fact there is only one 
negative affix, attached only to verbs, a privative nominalizer: -mbää-
'without'. Several examples with this affix are given in chapter 3, section 
3.2.2.8, and will not be repeated here. -Mbää- is related to the privative 
postposition bää (both are evidently derived from the Bambara verb bäli 
'prevent from, forbid*). Some examples follow: 

(201) a. Cedyi wä υ mäha m-pyi pyä bää. 
woman.DEF IND she PAST IP-be child without 
Ά certain woman was childless (lit. was without a child).' 

b. U ä pyi η a sdnrji 
he PERF PAST PROG think.IMPFV 
'He (Francolin) was thinking 

na shire na pye u na, 
that feathers PROG be him on 
that he had feathers (lit. feathers are on him) 

künüijd s) pye tä bää. 
tortoise ADV be IND without 
whereas Tortoise didn't (lit. was without some).' 

Using bää in a negative clause is a strong way of affirming something: 

(202) a. Mii ähä sä yf tä ' cögö 6 cög6, 
I COND go them find manner DIST manner 
'Whatever condition I find them in, 
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m)i cää m-pä yi bää nfpjää mi. 
I NEG.FUT FP-come them without today NEG 
I won't come without them today.' i.e. Ί certainly will 
come with them.' 

b. Wä jina ä ceewe ta 
IND be.able.IMPFV SC woman get 
'One cannot get a wife 
jätige10 bää mi. 
host without NEG 
without a host.' (a proverb) 

The complex postposition Nbaare e 'except for' may be related to bää (the 
initial floating low tone makes it look like a nominalization), though the tone 
is not what would be expected if bää were the source. If the etymology were 
correct, *baare would mean Mack' or 'absence', and the complex postposi-
tion would be literally 'in the absence o f . Following is an example of this 
postposition in a sentence: 

(203) Mu baare e wä si ß-jä gü lw5 me. 
you except for IND NEG.FUT FP-be.able it take NEG 
'Except for you no one is able to pick it up.' 
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Chapter 10 

Transitivity and voice 

From a morphological point of view, the domain of voice is very uncompli-
cated in Supyire. This chapter is accordingly brief. After an initial discus-
sion of transitivity, there are two major sections, one on types of detransi-
tivization, the other on transitivization. The former includes a description of 
the passive, followed by two sections on what might be broadly (and hope-
fully not too misleadingly) termed "antipassive" constructions. The section 
on transitivization deals first with the morphological causative, a relatively 
minor construction in Supyire. There follows a section treating the much 
more common unmarked causative construction. The chapter ends with a 
short section on the reflexive. 

10.1. Transitivity in Supyire 

From a purely structural point of view, it is easy to distinguish transitive 
from intransitive sentences in Supyire merely by the presence versus the ab-
sence of a direct object. Subjects and direct objects are easily distinguish-
able by their fixed position in the sentence.1 It is now generally agreed, 
however, that a merely structural account of transitivity is hopelessly inade-
quate. As a means of making cross-linguistic generalizations, categories 
such as subject and direct object run into all sorts of difficulties, since a 
structural definition valid for one language is often not applicable to another. 
There is a considerable literature on this topic (see in particular Keenan 
1976, Hopper and Thompson 1980, Givön 1984, 1989, DeLancey 1987). 
Two major points have been established in this literature. The first is that 
transitivity from a functional point of view is a scalar phenomenon and not a 
binary one. The second is that to gain a clear picture of what the function of 
a given syntactic role is, one must take into account both semantic and 
pragmatic factors. 

Assuming the correctness of this approach, what can be said of the roles of 
subject and direct object in Kampwo Supyire? The subject is a largely prag-
matic role, just as it is in languages like English and French (see Giv6n 
1983, 1984: 139). This means that one cannot simply equate the syntactic 
role of subject with a semantic role such as agent. The subject of a clause 
can in fact also be the semantic patient, recipient, or even some other role. 
The choice of which semantic role is to be subject is a pragmatic one. Hav-
ing said this, it is necessary to affirm that the hierarchy of "accessibility" to 
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subject (see Keenan 1976, Keenan and Comrie 1977, Givön 1984) which has 
been found valid for other languages is also valid for Supyire: 

(1) Agent > Recipient > Patient > Other 

According to this hierarchy, subjects are more likely to be agents than they 
are to be any of the other roles. From a pragmatic point of view, of course, 
agents tend to be more interesting and relevant, and are therefore better 
candidates on the whole for the position of subject. 

The choice of direct object, in contrast, is largely semantic: it is almost 
always the patient. This sets Supyire apart from languages such as English 
which freely allow recipients, and sometimes even roles lower on the hierar-
chy, such as instrumental or locative, to be "promoted" to direct object (the 
so-called "dative shift" rule). In such languages the direct object can be de-
fined in pragmatic terms as a secondary clause-level topic. Supyire allows 
dative shift with only one verb, kan 'give', which may be characterized as 
the prototypical three-participant verb, and whose equivalents in other lan-
guages are cross-linguistically the most likely to allow recipient direct ob-
jects. Most often when the recipient is made the direct object of kan the pa-
tient is suppressed altogether. It is, however, possible to include the patient 
as an indirect object marked with the postposition na 'on, at ':2 

(2) Mli a ύ kan bikf3 ηά. 
I PERF him give pen at 
Ί have given him a pen.' 

Even where they are allowed (i.e. with the verb kan), recipient direct objects 
are quite rare. Of 270 occurrences of kan in the corpus, only 8 ( = 3%) have 
recipient direct objects. It is significant that all eight are either anaphoric 
pronouns or proper names, an indication that only a highly topical recipient 
can be promoted. However, by far the great majority of highly topical re-
cipients (coded by anaphoric pronouns or proper names) are not made direct 
object. 

A few verbs take direct objects with the semantic role of locative, instru-
ment, or time. Thus the normally intransitive verb jiaara 'walk' may take 
such direct objects as sig6 'the bush', kuni 'the road', or tatoongo 'a long 
way' to indicate where or how far the walking occurs. An example of an in-
strumental direct object is the use of Iwoho 'water' as the object of wuli 
'bathe' to mean 'take a bath' (lit. 'bathe water'). The verb pyi 'do ' may 
have the sense 'spend' when it has a direct object referring to a span of time. 
Very few verbs have been found so far which permit this kind of non-patient 
direct object. 

It is clear therefore that the direct object role is not primarily a pragmatic 
one. Its major function is to code the semantic role of patient. It should be 
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pointed out though that it does not have a corner on patients. As already 
noted above, patients can be coded as subject, and as will be shown below, 
patients may be "demoted" to indirect object. 

The ensuing discussion will demonstrate that the factors affecting 
"structural" transitivity (i.e. whether or not a direct object is present) are of 
two sorts. One is pragmatic, involving the relative topicality of participants 
in the clause. The other is semantic, involving such things as semantic case 
roles (agent, patient, recipient, etc.) and the degree of affectedness of the 
patient. 

10.2. De t r ans i t i v i za t ion 

As shown in chapter 4 above, verbs in Supyire can be broadly categorized 
into transitive and intransitive, according to whether they ordinarily take a 
direct object or not. The use of the word "ordinarily" should alert the reader 
to the fact that there are exceptions, and it is precisely with these exceptional 
cases that this chapter is concerned. The exceptions are of two sorts: in-
transitive verbs which occur in transitive clauses, and transitive verbs which 
occur in intransitive clauses. The latter form the topic of this section. 

There are two major types of detransitivization in Supyire. The first, the 
passive, is accomplished through the suppression of the agent, for pragmatic 
reasons. The remaining patient (or some other participant) is then made 
subject. The other type of detransitivization may be called "antipassive" be-
cause it involves the suppression or "demotion" of the patient. It may in turn 
be classified into two types. The first involves the simple suppression of the 
patient/direct object of certain verbs. This suppression, like that of the agent 
in the passive, is done mainly for pragmatic reasons. The second type of 
"antipassive" detransitivization is in contrast done mainly for semantic rea-
sons, and involves the "demotion" of the patient to an indirect object role. 

10.2.1. Passive 

It is important to recall at the outset that passive clauses in Supyire are not 
morphologically distinguished in any way from simple intransitive clauses 
(see chapter 7, section 7.4.1).4 They can only be differentiated from ordinary 
(active or stative) intransitive clauses on the basis of their meaning. Like the 
statives, passives have subjects with the semantic role of patient. They can 
be differentiated from the statives and the active intransitives on the basis of 
the verb: an intransitive clause with a patient subject and a normally transi-
tive verb must be passive. 

In order to give some substance to the "normally" of the last sentence, the 
most commonly occurring transitive verbs in the corpus were tabulated. A 
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total of 21 transitive verbs occur more than 20 times each in the corpus.5 

These are given in Table 35 together with the percentages of occurrences of 
each verb in transitive, passive, and active intransitive clauses. 

Table 35. Occurrences of common transitive verbs in 
various clause types 

Active Other 
Transitive Passive Intransitive 

Total 

Verb Gloss N* % Ν % Ν % Ν 

bo kill 88 96.7 2 2.2 1 1.1 91 
bwon hit 63 86.3 1 1.4 9 12.3 73 
CÜ catch 98 94.2 3 2.9 3 2.9 104 
cya seek 85 97.7 2 2.3 0 87 
cyäo drop 21 87.5 2 8.3 1 4.2 24 
diri pull 25 100.0 0 0 25 
jya break 34 87.2 5 12.8 0 39 
koro chase 21 91.3 1 4.3 1 4.3 23 
le put 95 96.9 3 3.1 0 98 
piri sell 21 95.5 1 4.5 0 22 
ρ wo tie 31 91.2 3 8.8 0 34 
shwo buy 67 94.4 2 2.8 2 2.8 71 
tirigd lower 28 87.5 0 4 12.5 32 
to cover 70 92.1 4 5.3 2 2.6 76 
tugo carry 30 100.0 0 0 30 
wwu take off 70 89.7 6 7.7 2 2.6 78 
y/be ask 34 91.9 0 3 8.1 37 
yige ask 37 100.0 0 0 37 
yige take out 58 95.1 3 4.9 0 61 
yirigd raise 39 95.1 2 4.9 0 41 
yyere call 85 100.0 0 0 85 

Median Percentage 94.4 2.9 0 

*N = number of occurrences in the corpus 

The percentages of passive clauses for the 21 verbs range from 0% to 
12.8%,6 with the median at 2.9%. Ten of the 21 verbs also occurred in active 
intransitive clauses (i.e. in "antipassive" clauses), but the percentages of 
these were equally low, ranging from 0% to 12.5%, with a median of 0%. 
The lowest percentage of transitive uses for any of the verbs is 86.3%, and 
the median percentage is 94.4%. These verbs can therefore clearly be clas-
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sified as transitive. Their use in intransitive clauses, and specifically in pas-
sive clauses, is relatively uncommon. 

From a functional point of view, the passive in Supyire is principally a 
means of suppressing mention of the agent. This is in keeping with the func-
tion of the passive in other languages (cf. Giv6n 1984). Even in languages 
which allow an agent phrase (in an oblique case) in the passive, such a 
phrase is usually relatively uncommon, and the ordinary passive simply 
doesn't mention the agent. Supyire is one of a number of languages which 
do not allow an agent phrase.7 The agent is suppressed presumably because 
of its low topicality. This unusually low topicality can arise from a number 
of factors. One is low referentiality. The following example is taken from an 
expository discourse on the causes of discord in contemporary Supyire soci-
ety. The agent of the passives in the final three clauses is mentioned in the 
preceding clause. Note that this agent ('the fathers') has generic rather than 
specific reference: the speaker does not have any particular fathers in mind, 
but is speaking about fathers in general: 

(3) IJkää u ίοίίηϊ8 num-bwSqi... 
but this fault.DEF ADJ-big.DEF 
'But the biggest fault.. . 

mu gü sä ύ tä Üibif kämpanqa na, 
you POT go it find fathers.DEF side on 
you will find it on the side of the fathers, 

pärsk.69 yereg6 sähä ßye na m-pyi 
because counsel.DEF STILL NEG PROG IP-do 
because counsel is no longer given (lit. done) 

ku cögorji 10 na me, 
its manner.DEF on NEG 
the way it should be (lit. on its manner), 

pyiibff sähä ßye na y-keengi 
children.DEF STILL NEG PROG IP-raise.IMPFV 
children are no longer raised 

pi c6g0t)i na mi, 
their manner.DEF on NEG 
in the way they should be, 

pyiibii sähä ßye na byii 
children.DEF STILL NEG PROG rear.IMPFV 
children are no longer brought up 

pi tapjää byf-gkäni na me. 
their yesterday rear-manner.DEF on NEG 
the way they were in the past. 
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Sometimes the patient is highly topical at the same time that the ageni is 
non-referential. In the following example, the patient-subject of the passive 
in the last clause is established as the primary topic of the discourse in the 
previous context. The agent of the action, by contrast, is non-referential: it 
could refer to anybody. 

(4) A: U mege fly ε Koogogdd. 
his name be Koogogoo 
'His name is Koogogoo. 

B: Göö kdtii u cää ch6 tä. 
Goo TOP he FUT these(EMPH) get 
As for Goo ( = a short form of Koogogoo), he could be that old 
(lit. he will get them ( = 130 years)). 

A: U ä pyi mäha yiga a cää 
he PERF PAST HAB take.out SC spread.out 
He used to be taken out and spread out 

cäntjke na. 
sunlight.DEF at 
in the sun (to get warm).' 

The non-referentiality of the agent is probably the reason why passives are 
more common in procedural discourse than in narrative. As Longacre (1976) 
points out, procedural discourse (explanations of how to do something) tends 
to be patient-oriented, whereas narrative is agent-oriented. In procedural 
discourse, the focus of attention is generally on the patient and what is done 
to it. The agent is only important insofar as s/he brings about the desired 
changes in the patient. In narrative, on the other hand, the focus of attention 
is on the agent and what s/he does. This is borne out by the proportions of 
passives in procedural texts and narratives in Supyire. The figures in Table 
36 are based on five randomly chosen texts of each type in the corpus. In the 
narratives (total clauses = 643), the proportion of passive clauses was only 
2.5%. In the procedural texts (total clauses = 284), on the other hand, the 
proportion was 9.2%. 

One clause-type that favors the passive and that occurs in both procedural 
and narrative discourse is time adverbial clauses. Over 9% of all time ad-
verbial clauses occurring in the corpus are passives.11 Often time clauses re-
fer to the termination of an event which is taken as a setting for the event in 
the main clause (see the section on the terminative construction, chapter 9, 
section 9.1.6). In many such cases, the important fact for the purposes of 
providing a setting is what has happened to the patient. This may account for 
its promotion to subject position. 

Following is a typical example. The preceding sentence has just stated that 
Lion, Hyena, Billy Goat, and Leopard have formed a cooperative to build a 
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house. The completion of the house then provides the temporal setting for 
the next main event in the story: 

(5) Pyinga a cyan a kwb g6, 
compound.DEF PERF build SC finish TC 
'When the home was finished being built, 

Table 36. Proportion of passives in narrative and procedural texts 

Narrative Texts Clauses Passives Percentage 
of passives 

Speaker 

Poison 281 12 4.3 A 
Baobab 191 1 0.5 C 
Fish 70 1 1.4 Β 
Jinchild 53 1 1.9 D 
Friday 48 1 2.1 Β 

Total 643 16 2.5 

Procedural Texts 

Burial 126 14 11.0 A 
Honey 44 3 6.8 Ε 
Waa 44 4 9.1 Β 
Tea 41 2 4.9 Β 
Weaving 29 3 10.3 F 

Total 284 26 9.2 

kä pi ί jwo... 
and they NARR say 
they said...' 

Another possible motive for suppressing mention of the agent may be po-
liteness. Once during an interview with two old men, I asked one of them 
how many years ago a certain event had occurred. He gave a wild estimate, 
which the other man took exception to. The latter proceeded to explain just 
what event I was seeking the date of, ending with the following sentence. He 
evidently suppressed the mention of the agent in order to avoid mentioning 
me directly: 
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(6) Cire ci ργε na ji-cää sä. 
these(EMPH) they be PROG IP-seek.IMPFV EXCL 
'It is these (years) that are being sought.' 

One final point should be noted about the passive. Not all transitive 
clauses have a passive counterpart. Some direct objects which are not pa-
tients may not be promoted to subject position. The locative, instrumental, 
and time direct objects referred to in section 10.1, for example, cannot be 
made subject. The promoted recipient direct object of kan 'give', on the 
other hand, can become the subject. While no such examples occur in the 
corpus, speakers are not at all unwilling to produce them on demand, nor is 
it uncommon to hear sentences such as the following when something is of-
fered to a person who has already been served: 

(7) Mii ä kan. 
I PERF give 
Ί have been given (some).' 

That only promoted recipients are eligible to become subject is demonstrated 
by the impossibility of the passive interpretation of such examples as the 
following: 

(8) Mii ä ίέηΐ wä kan. 
I PERF tea.DEF IND give 

a. Ί gave some tea (to someone).' 
b. * Ί was given some tea (by someone).' 

When the patient is coded as indirect object (cf. example 2 above), only the 
passive interpretation is possible: 

(9) Mii ä kan bikini. 
I PERF give pen at 
Ί have been given a pen.' 

In addition to the passive described above, there is another means of 
downplaying the importance of the agent: the so-called "impersonal" pas-
sive. In Supyire a non-referential gender 1 plural pronoun {pi 'they') can be 
used as subject of a transitive clause to give much the same effect as a syn-
tactic passive. The following example is from the opening of a personal nar-
rative: 

(10) Näykääge pye ä pwo mi. 
thievery.DEF NEG PERF be.good NEG 
'Thievery is not good. 
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Pi aAä mu χϋ, Ii mäha mu yä. 
they COND you rob it HAB you hurt 
When you are robbed (lit. when they rob you), it hurts you.' 

10.2.2. Verbs which allow patient suppression 

There is a small set of verbs which regularly allow the outright suppression 
of the patient-direct object. These verbs are semantically transitive in that 
they denote events in which there is always a patient as well as an agent. 
The intransitive use of such verbs, however, is much more common than that 
of other transitive verbs. Moreover, while passives (subject = patient) are 
possible with these verbs, active intransitives, in which the subject is the 
agent and the patient simply is not mentioned, are much more common. 

The focus of interest in these events is usually not on the patient, which 
may be predictable to the point of being uninteresting. It is rather on the 
agent. Structurally intransitive clauses with these verbs are indistinguishable 
from ordinary intransitive clauses. The patient-direct object is merely sup-
pressed, and everything else is left alone. 

Only six such verbs have been recorded so far in Kampwo Supyire. These 
are given in Table 37, together with the number and percentages of their oc-
currences in various clause types in the corpus. Note that while none of the 
percentages of occurrences in transitive clauses for prototypical transitive 
verbs is below 80%, for none of these verbs is the corresponding percentage 
above 60%. 

Table 37. Occurrences of verbs allowing patient 
suppression in various clause types 

Active 
Verb Gloss Transitive Intransitive Passive Total 

N* % Ν % Ν % Ν 

ly) eat 49 59.8 33 40.2 82 
wff** look at 42 56.8 29 39.2 3 4.1 74 
sbwoho cook 16 50.0 15 46.9 1 3.1 32 
bya drink 10 45.5 12 44.5 22 
b<Sg61<S pack 4 50.0 4 50 8 
tugo vomit 2 50.0 2 50 4 

*N = number of occurrences in the corpus 
••Sentences in which wff takes a complement clause have been excluded 

from these calculations. 
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By way of illustration, the following examples of the verbs lyi 'eat ' and 
shwoho 'cook' in transitive, intransitive active, and intransitive passive 
clauses are offered. Note that the passive use of lyi was elicited. The other 
examples are all taken from texts. 

(11) a. transitive: agent subject, patient direct object 

Kä pi / tir6 sure lyi.. 
and they NARR that(EMPH) mush.DEF eat 
'Then they ate that mush...' 

b. intransitive active: agent subject, patient supressed 

Tapjy66ni caruj kä nümpilägd έ 
the.year.before.last day IND night in 
'The year before last, one night 

wüü pyingä shiinbilä ä pyi a lyi a kwb 
our home people.DEF PERF PASTPERF eat SC finish 
our family had finished eating 

mä sin). 
and lie.down 
and gone to bed.' 

c. intransitive passive: patient subject, agent suppressed 

Sure punä ä lyi. 
mush.DEF all PERF eat 
'All the mush has been eaten.' 

(12) a. transitive: agent subject, patient direct object 

Kä mu ύ tir6 sure shwoho... 
and you NARR that(EMPH) mush.DEF cook 
'Then you cooked that mush...' 

b. intransitive active: agent subject, patient suppressed 

Säna kildtji ύ wwb ä kwb k6, 
before sky.DEF it get.black SSC finish TC 
'Before the night had completely fallen (lit. before the sky 
had finished getting black), 

ml) cwötji mpyi ä shwohaa kwb. 
my wife.DEF PAST PERF cook SC finish 
my wife had finished cooking.' 
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c. intransitive passive: patient subject, agent suppressed 

... pira as) m-pä sure shwoho... 
these(EMPH) HAB.SEQ IP-come mush.DEFcook 

'...then these come and cook the mush... 

Tahä shwöha a kwb, pi mäha rj-kare... 
it COND cook SC finish they HAB IP-go 
When it is finished being cooked, they go../ 

The frequent suppression of the patient-direct object of these verbs is at-
tributable to pragmatic factors. Most of the verbs imply a specific type of 
patient: one eats and cooks food, and not anything else. One drinks liquids, 
one packs one's belongings, one vomits the food one has eaten. In many 
contexts in which these verbs occur, further specification of the patient sim-
ply isn't relevant. 

While the above generalization holds for five of the verbs involved, the 
sixth verb w//'look at' does not seem to fit the same description, in that a 
specific type of patient is not at all implied. It may be that the non-mention 
of the patient in this case is due to other factors. 

10.2.3. Coding less affected patients as indirect objects 

The intransitive uses of transitive verbs discussed in the previous two sec-
tions are primarily pragmatically motivated. In this section we will examine 
an intransitive use of transitive verbs which is semantically motivated. Like 
the object suppression just described, it is "antipassive" in function, and 
consists of "downgrading" the patient to indirect object rather than coding it 
as direct object. The coding as indirect rather than direct object conveys the 
semantic notion of less affectedness. The prototypical patient from a seman-
tic point of view undergoes a drastic and visible change of state. From a 
syntactic point of view, the prototypical patient is coded as direct object. It 
thus makes sense to indicate a lesser degree of affectedness syntactically by 
coding the patient as something other than direct object. 

This semantically motivated intransitive construction is not in fact very 
widespread either in terms of the number of lexical verbs which allow it or 
in terms of its frequency of use with those verbs that do. It is possible to 
distinguish two kinds of lessening of affectedness of the patient. In the first 
kind, the transitive use of the verb codes a physical manipulation of the pa-
tient, while the "antipassive", with the patient marked with the postposition 
na, codes a much less drastic manipulation or even no manipulation at all. 
Only a few verbs allow this alternation. The clearest example from a seman-
tic point of view is the verb bwon, which in the transitive means 'hit' and in 
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the "antipassive" means 'touch'. The difference in degree of affectedness of 
the patient is obvious. Note the following examples: 

(13) a. transitive: 'hit' 

Pyäqa a lird c6 ke, 
child.DEF PERF this(EMPH) know TC 
'When the child found this out, 

maä tÜTji bwbn a cyan. 
and.NARR father.DEF hit SC make.fall 
(she) knocked (her) father down (lit. hit the father and 
made fall).' 

b. "antipassive": 'touch' 

Wä sähä pye a bwbn 1) nä me. 
IND STILL NEG PERF touch it on NEG 
'None (of the fish) touched it ( = the hook) any more.' 

A similar alternation is seen with the verb lähä, for which the basic transi-
tive meaning is 'take off of, remove', with a patient that undergoes actual 
physical displacement (and a locative indirect object coding the participant 
the patient is removed from). In the "antipassive", the meaning is 'let go of, 
leave alone', and it is the agent which undergoes the displacement, the pa-
tient being unaffected, at least physically: 

(14) a. transitive: 'take off of 

Ci ahä ηί-pa fyin, 
they(G3P) COND IP-come sprout 
'When they ( = the yams) sprout, 

pi ari w6yi lähä ci nä. 
they(GlP) HAB.SEQ leaves.DEF take.off them(G3P on 
they ( = the farmers) take the leaves (which have been covering 
the yam mounds to keep the moisture in) off of them ( = the 
yams).' 

b. "antipassive": 'let go o f 

Kä u ύ ' /ahä tirag£ na 
and she NARR let.go millstone.DEF on 
'Then she let go of the millstone 

kä ä cwo. 
it.COMP PERF fall, 
(and) it fell.' 
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Other examples of this kind of alternation are: 

(15) Transitive " Antipassive" 
Verb meaning meaning 

ja 'beat up, overcome' 'be able to cope with' 
cü 'grab, catch* 'refrain from* 
sdngd 'warn' 'think about' 
ciri 'meet and pass' 'meet' 

The other kind of lessening of the affectedness of the patient may be char-
acterized as "partitive": only part of the patient is affected, rather than the 
whole. In this type the patient is usually marked with the postposition i/e 'in, 
at ' . With verbs such as 'eat ' and 'drink', if a definite patient is direct object, 
the implication is that all that was available or offered is eaten or drunk. If 
the "antipassive" is used, only part of the patient is affected: 

(16) a. transitive: total patient affected 

U ä lwoh6 bya. 
s/he PERF water.DEFdrink 
'S/he drank the water.' 

b. "antipassive": only part of patient affected 

U ä bya lwoh6 e. 
s/he PERF drink water.DEF in 
'S/he drank some of the water.' or 
'S/he drank from the water.' 

Following is a similar example with the verb ρέτέ 'sell ' . The "antipassive" 
form was said to me one day by a friend. The transitive counterpart was 
elicited on the spot: 

(17) a. transitive: total patient affected 

Mi) si nä sürnägi ρέτέ. 
I FUT FP.my grain.DEF sell 
Ί will sell my grain.' 

b. "antipassive": only part of patient affected 

M) si ώ-ρέτέ nä sümägi i 
I FUT FP-sell my grain.DEF in 
Ί will sell some of my grain 
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nipjy66, ni ή-täha tjkyärä shwo. 
this.year PURP FP-use fertilizer buy 
this year, in order to buy fertilizer.' 

Sometimes the "total" versus "partial" affectedness of the patient is more 
figurative. The following example was occasioned by someone asking, in 
reference to a young woman passing by, whether or not she was a püwb 
'unmarried girl'. The person asked replied with (18a). When I asked what he 
meant, a considerable discussion arose among the onlookers, the consensus 
of which was that the reply implied that the woman had been married, but 
subsequently left her husband. The entering into marriage was total in the 
sense of being completed and over with. If the reply had been intransitive as 
in (18b) (and jy6 'enter* is almost exclusively an intransitive verb apart from 
this particular usage) it would have implied that the woman was still mar-
ried: 

(18) a. transitive 

A, u a nämbaga jy6. 
ah she PERF marriage enter 
'Well, she has been married (but has since left her husband).' 

b. intransitive 

Α, υ a jy0 natnbage e. 
ah she PERF enter marriage in 
'Well, she's married.' 

A similar, but more concrete, example occurs with the verb dugo 'climb'. 
In the following, the use of the transitive implies that the agent climbed over 
the hill, whereas the intransitive counterpart implies only that the agent 
climbed onto the hill. Note that the indirect object (which, it might be ar-
gued, has a locative rather than patient role) is marked with na rather than 
i/er. 

(19) a. transitive 

Ya ä pa no ßatjkö na, 
they PERF come arrive hill.DEF at 
'They ( = the bush cows) arrived at the hill, 

säna yi kuru dügd k6, 
before they it(EMPH) climb TC 
(and) before they climbed over it, 
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kä u ύ wä na byänhärd 
and she NARR be.there PROG approach.IMPFV 
she was approaching 

känhe na. 
village.DEF at 
the village.1 

b. intransitive 

Canq kä u a dügd Fi Sähä Känhä ßaqk6 na. 
day IND he PERF climb Pi Saha village hill.DEF on 
O n e day he climbed the hill of Pi Saha Town.' 

It should be noted that this method of encoding a partially affected patient 
is not the only one. Probably more common is the use of the indefi-
nite/partitive determiners (see chapter 6, section 6.1.2.1). Note also in this 
connection the alternation between perfective and imperfective aspect, and 
the implications this sometimes has for total versus partial affectedness of 
the patient (see chapter 9, section 9.1.1). 

10.3. Transitivization 

Just as verbs which are basically transitive can be used in intransitive 
(passive or "antipassive") sentences, many verbs which are basically in-
transitive can be used in transitive sentences. As we saw in the preceding 
sections, detransitivization in Supyire has no morphological correlates. The 
most common type of transitivization is equally devoid of morphological 
marking. There is a morphological causative used with a few verbs, and this 
will be dealt with first before going on to the more common pattern. 

10.3.1. The morphological causative 

For the forms of the causative suffix, see section 4.3, chapter 4. This suffix 
derives a transitive verb from either a stative or active intransitive. The 
meaning of the derived verb is causative: the subject-agent brings about the 
denoted change in a direct object-patient. As noted in other languages (cf. 
Comrie 1976, 1985), the causee of morphological causatives, unlike that of 
periphrastic causatives, tends to be a typical patient, having no (relevant) 
volition and exercising no control over the event (for the periphrastic causa-
tive in Supyire see chapter 11, section 11.3). The derived verbs consequently 
behave just like other transitive verbs. 

The morphological derivation of causatives in Kampwo Supyire is not a 
productive process. Only about twenty verbs with the causative suffix have 
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been recorded so far, and apparently no new ones have been introduced for 
some considerable time. Following are two examples, together with exam-
ples of the intransitive counterpart, the first stative, the second active: 

(20) a. intransitive stative: cyiri 'be small' 

U ahä cyägc f}k6-mil cQ ge, 
he COND place.DEF DEM-RELgrab REL 
'Whatever part he grabbed, 

pi ί jw6 na kura a cyiri. 
they SEQ say that it(EMPH) PERFbe.small 
they would say that it was too small/ 

b. transitive/causative: cyäerjä 'cause to be smaller' 

Lire mäha mu shyirji cyiägä. 
this(EMPH) HAB your life.DEF be.small.CAUS 
'This reduces your life expectancy.' 

(21) a. intransitive active: yy6r6'stop' (intr.) 

Kä fänhä feebff s) sufliqi wyi 
and power owners.DEF NARR whistle.DEF whistle 
'The police blew the whistle 

Pyeerd na, kä u ύ ' yy6r6. 
Pierre at and he NARR stop 
on Pierre, and he stopped.' 

b. transitive/causative: yy66iji 'stop' (tr.) 

Kä u ύ mobiliqi yyddjji. 
and he NARR car.DEF stop.CAUS 
'Then he stopped the car.' 

10.3.2. Unmarked transitivization 

In contrast to the type of transitivization described in the last section, the 
unmarked use of intransitive verbs in transitive sentences appears to be pro-
ductive and perhaps spreading. This kind of "derivation" is similar to that 
described in the section on detransitivization above in that no morphological 
or syntactic process is involved other than the introduction of a direct object 
into the clause. The semantics, of course, shifts radically. 

Nearly half of all the recorded stative verbs and probably an equally high 
proportion of active intransitive verbs are amenable to this kind of treatment. 
This should not be taken to mean that in actual practice this kind of transi-
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tivization is common. In fact, it appears to be used only rarely. For the great 
majority of verbs, the possibility of a transitive use was only discovered in 
elicitation, no naturally occurring examples having so far turned up. 

The meaning in most cases is causative. The agent-subject of the transitive 
causes the patient-direct object to acquire the state or undergo the event en-
coded by the intransitive verb. Just as with the morphological causatives, the 
volition of the patient-causee is not in question, nor does it have any control 
over the event. Following are examples of stative and active intransitive 
verbs, together with their transitive, causative counterpart: 

(22) a. intransitive stative: bere 'be short' 

Κ una ä bere. 
road.DEF PERF be.short 
'The road is short.' 

b. transitive/causative: 'shorten' 

NM a kü bdre.12 

I PERF it shorten 
Ί shortened it.' 

(23) a. intransitive active: fwdrd 'shed skin' (reptile) 

Fylgi ka fword, 
python.DEF COND shed.skin 
'When the python sheds its skin, 

υ mäha fwöröge Iwb a jd. 
it HAB shed.skin.DEF take SC swallow, 
it takes and swallows the cast off skin.'13 

b. transitive/causative: 'peel off skin' 
Lü-fbgä ä mi) siige fwdrö. 
water-hot.DEF PERF my skin.DEF peel.off 
'The hot water has peeled my skin off.' 

There does not seem to be any non-abitrary way of predicting which verbs 
will allow a transitive use and which will not. Thus in contrast with bere 'be 
short', as in the example above, cügd 'be deep' cannot be used transitively 
to mean 'deepen'. Tanha 'be sour' can be used transitively to mean 'make 
sour', but tään 'be sweet' cannot be used to mean 'make sweet'.14 As one 
might expect, those verbs which have a morphological causative form do not 
allow the transitive use of the unmarked form. Thus ρίηέ 'be cool' can be 
used transitively to mean 'make cool', but wyere 'be warm' cannot be used 
transitively, presumably because the derived form wyeerja 'make warm' al-
ready exists. 
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As often happens in lexical semantics, there are some verbs which have 
developed idiosyncratic meanings in their transitive use. Thus the transitive 
of ρέό 'be big' does not mean 'enlarge', but 'praise, commend, honor' (cf. 
the now archaic use of English magnify to mean 'honor'): 

(24) Tdd-cy))ni süpyiri mpyi a ti-y6 ρόέ. 
time-first.DEF people.DEF PAST PERF they-REFL honor 
'The people of long ago honored each other.' 

Similarly, the transitive of pi 'be ugly, bad, dangerous' means 'sell at a price 
too high for the quantity'; the transitive of faha 'be light (in weight)' means 
'scold'; and the transitive of lye 'be old' means 'make tall': 

(25) Mu mäha ... tahagii shuunni täha 
you HAB layers two lay .down 
'You ... (keep) lay(ing) two layers 

ίό mäha m-ρά Ii lye. 
till HAB IP-come it make.tall 

till (you) finally make it ( = the granary you are building) tall.' 

10.4. The reflexive and transitivity 
The reflexive pronouns (see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.3 for the forms) are 
used to code direct and indirect objects which are coreferential with the 
subject of their clause: 

(26) a. direct object 

U a ü-y6 ban). 
he PERF he-REFL wound 
'He has wounded himself.' 

b. indirect object 

Kä u ύ ' wii ύ-yd i)kdrd na.15 

and he NARR look he-REFL side at 
'He looked beside himself (i.e. at his side).' 

Supyire makes no morphological distinction between reflexives and recip-
rocals. Plural reflexives usually have a reciprocal meaning, but this is not 
necessary: 
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(27) a. reciprocal meaning 

Pi a pi-y6 känö.16 

they PERF they-REFL love 
'They loved each other.' 

b. reflexive meaning 

Kä pi / kiämji fyii. 
and they NARR they-REFL change pythons 
'Then they turned themselves into pythons.' 

Occasionally with a reciprocal meaning the coreference of a reflexive indi-
rect object is with the direct object rather than with the subject: 

(28) Kä u ύ ηί-ρά pi ηιύ s/ιόύηηϊ lw6 
and he NARR IP-come them also two take 
'Then he came and took them both 

mä sä sinirje pi-y& tään dphaligi /. 
and go lay .down they-REFL beside hospital.DEF in 
and laid (them) down beside each other in the hospital.' 

In many languages the reflexive develops into a means of detransitiviza-
tion or even into a passive.17 The Supyire reflexive does not have such an 
extended function. While the reflexive is less transitive semantically than an 
ordinary transitive clause (by virtue of having one less participant in the 
event), it can also be conceived as being more transitive than an ordinary 
intransitive, in that it has a direct object noun phrase. There are a couple of 
uses of the reflexive in Supyire which show that speakers may be exploiting 
the construction to indicate greater rather than lesser transitivity. For exam-
ple, the common expression for 'go for a walk' is literally 'walk onese l f , as 
in the following example: 

(29) Canrj kä nipi mäha shye sä u-yd jiäara. 
day IND hare FORM.Ρ AST go go he-REFL walk 
'One day Hare went for a walk.' 

The verb βaara 'walk' is otherwise intransitive (except that it can take a 
locative such as 'road' or 'distance' as direct object). In its intransitive use, 
unless a locative adverbial phrase is added, the event is conceived of as 
open-ended: 

(30) Kä Ii ί η-kärä a sä ßäara canm-puni. 
and he NARR IP-go SC go walk day-all 
'Then he (Billy Goat) went and walked all day.' 
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The use of the reflexive, formally transitive clause implies that the walking 
is a purposeful activity engaged in for a circumscribed period of time. These 
characteristics make it more semantically transitive, and thus a more transi-
tive coding is appropriate. 

The verb ylri 'get up' provides another example of the transitivizing func-
tion of the reflexive. This verb is strictly intransitive. It is often used as the 
first verb in a series to indicate the beginning of an important sequence of 
events, as in the following example: 

(31) Kä u ύ yirä a kär& sig6 e 
and she NARR get.up SC go bush.DEF in 
'Then she got up and went to the bush 

mä sä a jiäärd. 
and go PROG walk.IMPFV 
and was walking.' 

The transitive counterpart of y)r) is derived by means of the causative suffix: 
yirigd. Normally, as pointed out above in section 10.3.1, this transitive form 
takes an involuntary, non-controlling patient-direct object. However, a rather 
common use of yirigd is in a reflexive clause, where it means 'get up in a 
hurry' or even simply '(begin to) run*. The quicker, more vigorous action is 
higher on the scale of semantic transitivity, and thus justifies the use of a 
transitive clause, even though there is still only one participant. Following is 
an example: 

(32) Kä pwun s) u-yd yiri-gä a ti) 
and dog NARR he-REFLget.up-CAUS SC be.straight 
'Then Dog ran straight 

pyinge na. 
home.DEF at 
home.' 

The verb kiiniji 'change into' will serve as a final example of the transi-
tivizing function of the reflexive. While this verb is transitive in its sense of 
' turn', it is intransitive in its sense of 'change/turn into' when the participant 
which is changing is inanimate (the thing which it turns into is coded as a 
predicate nominal): 

(33) Kä u ύ s)lrfkomb))ni wä, 
and she NARR walking.stick.DEF throw 
'Then she threw the stick, 
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kä lire si ή-käänijä ά pyi taha. 
and it(EMPH) NARR IP-turn SC become thicket 
and it turned into a thicket.' 

When the participant doing the changing is animate, however, the reflexive 
is used: 

(34) Kä jinärji wä s1 sä ύ-yd ki£nqä ä 
and djinn.DEF IND NARR go he-REFL turn SC 
'Then a jinn turned itself 

pyi süpyä u yyaha yydrd. 
become person his face toward 
into a person in front of him.' 

The addition of volition makes the event more transitive semantically, and 
this increased transitivity is realized in syntactic terms by means of the re-
flexive. 
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Chapter 11 

Complement clauses 

As in most languages, certain verbs in Supyire can take a clause as an argu-
ment in place of a noun phrase. These "complement" clauses can fill the role 
of subject or object. The bulk of this chapter (sections 11.1 through 11.5) is 
concerned with the latter type, for which the term "complement clause" will 
be reserved. Section (11.6) will briefly examine sentential subjects. The final 
section discusses the theoretical implications raised by the unusual comple-
ment structures of Supyire. 

11.1. Types of Complement Clause 

On the basis of form one can distinguish three basic types of complement 
clause in Kampwo Supyire.1 These basic types in turn broadly classify the 
verbs which they complement into semantic groupings. The pairing of com-
plement type with verb type is similar to that found in other languages (see 
in particular Giv<Sn 1980, 1984: 117, and 1990, chapter 13). These pairings 
will be briefly introduced in this section, and then will be dealt with in detail 
one by one in the following sections. 

One characteristic common to all complement clauses (not counting full 
nominalizations) is their position: they are all "extraposed". They are placed 
after the verb even when they function as the direct object. Sometimes an 
"anticipatory" pronoun is placed in the object position before the verb. This 
obligatory "extraposition" raises the question of whether the complement 
clauses are embedded at all: perhaps they should rather be analyzed as a spe-
cial case of parataxis. This question is addressed in section 11.7 after the 
relevant structures have all been described. 

The "modality" verbs (expressing obligation, desire, and intention) take 
subjunctive complements in which the subject must be coreferential with the 
main clause subject: 

(1) Mli a yaa ml) / ή-ΐίάτέ Sukwoo na. 
I PERFmust I SUBJUNC IP-go Sikasso at 
Ί must go to Sikasso.1 

Manipulative verbs also take subjunctive complements when the main 
clause is irrealis. The complement subject is coreferential with the main 
clause direct object: 
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(2) Ail) si ύ py) u ύ ή-Ιίάτέ Sukwoo na. 
I FUT him make he SUBJUNC IP-go Sikasso at 
Ί will make him go to Sikasso.' 

The same verbs take a realis complement (marked with a high tone on the 
subject pronoun) when the main clause is realis (and when implicativity is 
intended). The realis complement may be perfective, in which case it takes 
the perfect auxiliary έ, or imperfective, in which case it takes the reduced 
form of the progressive auxiliary: 

(3) a. perfective complement 

Mli a ύ py) ύ ά kärd Sukwoo na. 
I PERF him make he.COMP PERF go Sikasso at 
Ί made him go to Sikasso.' 

b. imperfective complement 

Kk mu ύ wä na u pyi 
and you NARR be.there PROG her make 
'You were having her 

ύ u fijytyi mu 

she.COMP PROG food.DEF prepare.IMPFV you for 
prepare food for you.' 

In complements of manipulative verbs, whether subjunctive or realis, the 
subject is never omitted, even though it is always coreferential with a noun 
phrase in the main clause. 

Verbs of speech and cognition take complements which are optionally in-
troduced with na ' that': 

(4) Mu ä jwo na m)i ä mu b6. 
you PERF say that I PERF you kill 
'You have said that I have killed you.' 

A small subset of verbs denoting asking, wondering, and doubting may take 
question complements: 

(5) Kä m)) ί ύ ' yig6 jd yy6r6 u wä ye. 
and I NARR her ask who toward she come.IMPFV Q 
'Then I asked her whose place she was going to (lit. toward whom 
she is going).' 
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Perception verbs take either realis (high tone) complements like 
manipulative verbs or na complements like verbs of cognition, with an ap-
propriate shift in meaning: 

(6) a. realis (high tone) complement 

Mii a ύ jiyi ύ u q-kiig6. 
I PERF him see he.COMP PROG IP-go.IMPFV 
41 saw him going.' 

b. na complement 

Mii a 11 ßyi na u a kard. 
I PERF it see that he PERF go 
41 saw that he had gone.' 

The major part of this chapter is devoted to the description of the sentence-
like complement clauses introduced in the preceding paragraphs. There are a 
few other constructions which share some of the same functions, but which 
are much less like full finite clauses. These will be briefly outlined here. 

A few verbs allow nominalized clauses as complements (for nominalizing 
morphology, see chapter 3, section 3.2.2). These retain no vestige of tense-
aspect marking, and are not extraposed, but are placed in the normal position 
for objects. Following is an example with the main verb jwo 4say': 

(7) Kä ml) ί u m-pa-ηί mlI yy6r6-qi jwo 
and I NARR her NOM-come-DEF me toward-DEF say 
4 Then I announced her coming to my place 

mil tfoja ä. 
my father.DEF to 
to my father.' 

Note that a definite gender 1 singular suffix is placed at the end of the nomi-
nalized clause signalling that the entire clause functions as a noun phrase. 

Perception verbs allow "participial" complements, in which the verb is 
given an adjectival form (see chapter 5, section 5.2). These, like the nomi-
nalized clauses just described, are also not extraposed. However, if the par-
ticipial clause has postverbal adverbs or postpositional phrases, these are 
usually placed after the main verb, and are thus separated from their own 
verb. In the following example, the agent of 4 go', not the speaker, is the one 
in the car: 

(8) Mii ά u ηϊη-karä-gi pye mobiliiji i. 
I PERF him(GlS) ADJ-go-DEF(GlS) see car.DEF in 
41 saw him going in the car.' 
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A small number of intransitive verbs can be turned into causative transitive 
verbs by the addition of the causative suffix -gV(see chapter 4, section 4.3; 
chapter 10, section 10.3.1). It is possible that this suffix was originally a 
complement-taking verb meaning 'make* or 'cause'. At any rate, a sentence 
with such a causative verb resembles a manipulative verb-plus-complement 
clause in meaning. Following is an example with the verb γγέέηέ 'cause to 
stop', formed from the intransitive verb yy6r6'stop': 

(9) Kä u u mobiligi γγέέηέ 
and he NARR car.DEF stop.CAUS 
'Then he stopped the car (or, caused the car to stop) 

Yäkübä pyinge ßwögö na. 
Yakuba compound.DEF edge.DEF at 
at the edge of Yakuba's compound.' 

A number of verbs which correspond to complement-taking modality and 
manipulative verbs in other languages in Supyire occur in serial verb con-
structions instead. These verbs are described in chapter 9, sections 9.3.4 and 
9.3.5 (see also chapter 8, section 8.1). Serial verb constructions resemble 
modality verb-plus-complement clause constructions in having an "equi-
subject" coreference restriction. There is, however, no evidence that the mo-
dality serial constructions evolved from a complement clause construction. 
They simply seem to be an alternate route some languages take to encode a 
similar function. Following is an example of a modality serial verb construc-
tion with the verb ja 'be able', which encodes the modality of ability and is 
roughly equivalent to the English modal 'can': 

(10) Sämörd ßye a ja ä Sukwoo jya mi. 
Samory NEG PERF be.able SC Sikasso break NEG 
'Samory could not defeat Sikasso.' 

Complement clauses and the related structures just discussed can be ranked 
on a scale of increasing integration into the main clause. The degree of syn-
tactic integration is a roughly iconic reflection of the strength of the seman-
tic connection between the propositions involved (cf. Givdn 1980, 1990, 
chapter 2). There are several parameters along which integration can be 
gauged. One is the relative independence of the tense-aspect and modality of 
the complement clause. Afa-complement clauses are essentially unrestricted 
in their tense-aspect and modality, whereas realis (high tone) and subjunc-
tive complements are severely restricted, both allowing only the variation 
between perfective and imperfective aspect. Serial verb constructions are in 
general even more restricted, as the tense-aspect and modality must be held 
constant for all verbs in the construction. Finally, nominalized clauses are 
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the most restricted of all, since tense-aspect and modality marking is not 
allowed in them. 

Coreference restrictions are another measure of integration. There are no 
coreference requirements between the main and complement clauses with 
/^complement constructions. There are strict coreference requirements for 
subjunctive and realis (high tone) complements, however: object-subject for 
perception and manipulative verbs,2 and subject-subject for modality verbs. 
Obviously, when events have common participants they are likely to be more 
closely linked conceptually than when there are no shared participants. 

11.2. Modality verbs 

Modality verbs (i.e. verbs of obligation, intent, desire) have a requirement of 
coreference for their complements: the subject of the complement must be 
coreferential with the subject of the main clause. As noted in the previous 
section, some concepts which are coded by means of complement-taking mo-
dality verbs in many languages are coded by means of serial verb construc-
tions in Supyire. Thus the modalities of ability, success, failure, and purpose 
are usually expressed with serial verbs. 

The modality verbs properly speaking (i.e. those which take non-serial 
complements) take either a subjunctive complement or a fully nominalized 
one. Those which take a subjunctive complement can be divided into those 
which allow and those which prohibit "equi-deletion"—the omission of the 
complement subject noun phrase. These facts are summarized in Table 38. 

Table 38. Modality verbs 

Verb Gloss Equi-deletion? 
Nominalized 
complement? 

yaa ought no no 
cya try yes/no no 
mffrf intend yes no 
soor/o think of yes no 
laßye want yes no 
sii begin — yes 
cy6 refuse — yes 

The modality of obligation is coded by the verb yaa 'ought, should, must*. 
As a transitive verb it means 'repair', 'fashion', and 'create1 and as a stative 
intransitive 'be right', 'be fitting'. As a modality verb it does not allow equi-
deletion. The subject of its subjunctive complement is always therefore a 
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pronoun coreferential with the subject of the main clause. Following are 
some examples: 

(11) a. Süpyä ki ή-kwü, 
person COND IP-die 
'When a person dies, 

u cinmpyiibfi pi ä yaa 
his/her blood.relatives.DEF they PERF ought 
it is his/her blood relatives who ought 

pi 0 u to. 
theySUBJUNC him/her bury 
to bury him/her.* 

b. U mpyi ä yaa υ 0 kare 
he PAST PERF ought he SUBJUNC go 
'He ought to have gone 

nä cedgi ) Bämäkwo e. 
with woman.DEF with Bamako to 
with the woman to Bamako.' 

Yaa is the only modality verb which does not allow equi-deletion. For one 
other verb it is optional: cya. As an ordinary verb, cya has the meaning 
'seek' or 'look for'. As a modality verb it is closer to 'try'. Uniquely among 
the modality verbs it requires an anticipatory pronoun, li (gender 3 singular), 
in direct object position. For many speakers, it can take a full complement 
like that of yaa: 

(12) Süpy)r6 punä ä yaa pi a Ii cää 
people.DEF all PERF ought they SUBJUNC.IMPFV it seek 
'All people ought to try 

pi 0 be. 
they SUBJUNC be.in.harmony 
to live together in harmony.' 

Other speakers I consulted on the issue insisted that examples such as the 
above one could only be interpreted as manipulatives: the 'they' of the com-
plement are different from the 'they' of the main clause. For these speakers, 
the modality use of cya requires equi-deletion, which in turn requires the use 
of the si subjunctive rather than the zero subjunctive. The equivalent for the 
above example would be: 
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(13) ... pi a Ii cää si be. 
they SUBJUNC.IMPFV it seek SUBJUNC be.in.harmony 

'...they should try to live together in harmony.' 

The verbs miiri3 and sontjo, which both mean 'think' and can take na-
complements, can also be used with same subject subjunctive complements 
to mean 'intend' or 'think o f . In this case they both require equi-deletion. 
A/Z/ir/'plan, intend' may optionally take the anticipatory pronoun / / a s direct 
object: 

(14) a. Mli a 1) miiri, 
I PERF it intend 
Ί intend, 

kile kä bü nurjgwog6 tdrdmb Ιέτηύ 
god COND REM rainy.season.DEF passing appearance 
if God causes the passing of the rainy season 

jiw5, si sä yyaha yige 
be .good SUBJUNC go face bring.out 
to be good, to go visit (lit. bring face out on) 

na tu-bil&ni na Bärämbä έ. 
my.NONDECL father-little.DIM.DEFon Baramba in 
my uncle in Baramba.' 

b. Mli mpyi na miiri ' si ύ w65go sähäijk). 
I PAST PROG plan SUBJUNC him smear again 
Ί was planning to smear him again.' 

Somjo, which is less common in this function than miiri.\ does not take an an-
ticipatory pronoun: 

(15) Yyaha fddqi mäha sbtuji 
face owner.DEF HAB think.IMPFV 
'The older brother always intended 

si 'wyiräqi kiegi. 
SUBJUNC money.DEF spoil 
to spend the money wastefully (lit. spoil the money).' 

The expression laflye 'want' is not strictly speaking a verb but consists of 
the gender 2 noun la 'desire' (related to lara 'intestines' (gender 4) and laa 
'pregnancy' (gender 3)) plus the copu laßye 'be ' . The noun /a, which must 
be possessed by a noun phrase referring to a human or at least animate par-
ticipant, is historically the subject of the copula. The fact that it is in its ba-
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sic, indefinite form (the definite is läge), however, shows that it forms a 
loose compound with the copula. 

The subject of the complement of la ßye is coreferential with what is prop-
erly the possessor of la. Like miiri and sonrjo, laßye requires equi-deletion: 

(16) a. Melyägä 'Ιέ mpyi ri ιή-ρά 
Melyaga's desire was SUBJUNC IP-come 
'Melyaga wanted to come 
wüü kä-taanmp6 puni pyäha i)-gürügd. 
our matter-sweet.DEF all stir FP-mix 
spoil (lit. stir and mix) our good thing.' 

b. Mu 1ά ßye si wä ρέέ ιηέ. 
your desire be SUBJUNC IND make.big NEG 
'You don't want to honor anyone.' 

c. Ml) 1ά mpyi si yirä äni me. 
my desire was SUBJUNC get.up there NEG 
Ί didn't want to leave there.' 

Supyire does not generally use modality verbs to encode inception and 
termination (for the constructions used, see chapter 9, sections 9.1.5 and 
9.1.6). However, the verb sii 'begin' is occasionally used with a nominalized 
complement as direct object to indicate inception. There is no restriction on 
the type of nominalization. In the following examples, gender 3 and gender 4 
nominalizations are used: 

(17) a. Fäägii wä ä 
Farakala.people.of be.there PERF 
'The people of Farakala have 
nügünte slla a kwb. 
sow.DEF(G4)begin SC finish 
already begun to sow.' 

b. Pi si ßäni sii Sukwoo na 
they FUT walk.DEF(G3S) begin Sikasso at 
'They will begin walking at Sikasso 
f(5 Bämäkwo e. 
till Bamako to 
(and go) all the way to Bamako.' 

Cy6 'refuse' is equally unusual as a modality verb. It takes a postposed 
complement in which the verb is nominalized by being put into a gender 2 
singular indefinite form. This type of nominalization is not found elsewhere 
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in the language, and in spite of diligent searching, I have been unable to dis-
cover any other verbs which take a complement of this sort. In the examples 
below the gender 2 suffix is set off from the complement verb with a hy-
phen. Note that 'refuse' is used with inanimate subjects in two of the exam-
ples: 

(18) a. Kä suno si ιή-ρά ύ tä 
and diarrhea NARR IP-come him get 
'He got sick with dysentary (lit. diarrhea came and got him 

mä cyd kwo-ga. 
and refuse finish-G2S 
and (it) refused to end.' (i.e. he didn't get better in spite of 
all his efforts) 

b. Kä pyäiji si nürä ä ηιεεηί 
and child.DEF NARR return SC song.DEF sing 
'The child sang the song again 

maä fi'-cy6 tigl-gd. 
and.NARR IP-refuse descend-G2S 
and refused to get down.' 

c. Ωόόηί kä zäntürjb si jwd 
in.a.bit and hyena NARR say 
'After a bit Hyena decided 

na uru si ßürjke yige, 
that he(EMPH)FUT head.DEF take.out 
to take his head out 

kä ku ύ ß'-cy6 fworo-go wyige e. 
and it NARR IP-refuse go.out-G2S hole.DEF from 
but it refused to come out of the hole.' 

11.3. Manipulative verbs 

One of the major parameters in the description of causative constructions has 
to do with the strength of manipulation (cf. Givön 1990, chapter 13; Comrie 
1976, 1985). From the point of view of the causer, the question is how much 
control he or she has over the causee. From the point of view of the causee, 
the question is how capable of independent action he or she or it is. Lan-
guages tend to reflect these factors iconically in the relative integration of 
the coding of the causing and the caused events. In general the more control 
the causer has and the less independent the causee, the greater will be the 
syntactic integration. 
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Supyire is like many other languages in reserving the morphological 
causative, the form showing the greatest degree of syntactic integration, for 
situations in which the causee exhibits no agentivity at all (see chapter 10, 
section 10.3.1). The use of a "periphrastic" causative construction (i.e. one 
employing a high tone complement) by comparison indicates that the causee 
retains at least some capacity to act agentively. 

In addition to the basic distinction between morphological and 
"periphrastic", within the latter there are differences in the syntax of com-
plement-taking manipulative verbs which further reflect differences in de-
grees of manipulation. One distinction involves the modality of the comple-
ment. Verbs encoding strong manipulation (e.g. pyi 'make ') are implicative 
and can take realis complements when they are themselves within the scope 
of realis modality. This is presumably due to an inference to the effect that if 
the causer has a high level of control over the causee, the manipulation is 
more likely to be successful. By contrast verbs denoting a much weaker de-
gree of manipulation (e.g. laργε 'want*) may only take subjunctive comple-
ments, even when they themselves are realis. Compare the following exam-
ples: 

(19) a. strong manipulation, realis complement 

Mii a ύ pyi ύ ά kärd. 
I PERF him make he.COMP PERF go 
Ί made him leave.' 

b. weak manipulation, subjunctive complement 

Mil Μ mpyi u ύ ή-1ίύτέ. 
my desire was he SUBJUNC IP-go 
Ί wanted him to go.' 

One other syntactic parameter which is sensitive to the strength of manipu-
lation is "raising". The basic principle here seems to be that the less capable 
of independent action the causee is, the more likely it is that he, she, or it 
will be coded as the direct object of the main clause (recall that in Supyire 
the coreferential subject of the complement clause must always be overtly 
mentioned as well). With verbs high on the scale of strength of manipula-
tion, "raising" is required. With verbs at the other end of the scale (e.g. ρεε 
'agree'), it is forbidden: 

(20) a. strong manipulation, "raising" required 

ΜIi a ύ py) ύ ä pa. 
I PERF him make he.COMP PERF come 
Ί made him come.' 
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b. weak manipulation, "raising" forbidden 

Mii a βεε u 0 pa. 
I PERF agree he SUBJUNC come 
Ί agree (that) he come.' 

The manipulative verbs are listed in Table 39, together with information on 
what type of complement they can take when they are realis and on whether 
or not they require a coreferential NP in the main clause. 

Table 39. Manipulative verbs 

Verb Gloss 

Complements 
possible with 

realis main clause* 'Raising' 

Subjunctive 
complement 
may take na 

tege help R yes no 
yaha permit R yes no** 
pyi make R, S yes yes 
tun send R, S yes yes 
yyere call R, S yes yes 
kan give R, S yes no 
ßäärä beg S yes yes 
βεε agree S no no 
läßye want S no no 

*R = realis (high tone) complement; S = subjunctive complement 
** Yaha may take a aa-complement, but only when it has the sense 

'believe', not when it has the manipulative sense 'permit'. 

As indicated in Table 39, tegs 'help' and yaha 'let, permit* take only realis 
complements when they themselves are realis. Like all other manipulative 
verbs, they must take subjunctive, irrealis complements when they them-
selves are irrealis. Following are examples: 

(21) realis main clause, realis complement 

a. Kä u ύ kti tege' kä ä fworo 
and he NARR him(G2S) help he(G2S) PERFgo.out 
'Then he ( = Monkey) helped him ( = Hyena) get out 

wyige c. 
hole.DEF from 
of the hole.* 
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b. Kä u ύ ml) ηύηΐ yaha 
and he NARR my mother.DEF permit 
'So he let my mother 

ύ έ kärd sä u cip-jydgi käänmücya. 
she.COMP PERF go go her woman-old.DEF care.for 
go care for her old woman (i.e. for her grandmother).' 

(22) irrealis main clause, subjunctive complement 

a. Kä nbgb-Iydgf s) u pylibii pyi 
and man-old.DEF NARR his children.DEF tell 
'Then the old man told his children 

na pi 0 fwora a u tege 
that they SUBJUNC go.out SSC him help 
that they must come out and help him ( = the farmer, not the 
old man) 

pi 0 lüpäänre bwbn. 
they SUBJUNC mosquitoes.DEF hit 
swat the mosquitoes.' 

b. Pyinge nbgö-lydrfä ά pyägi wä tun 
compound.DEF man-old.DEF PERF child.DEF IND send 
'The old man of the family sent a child 

ύ ά pä yi jwo mil türja ä 
he.COMP PERF come them say my father.DEF to 
to come say to my father 

na u 0 ml) ηύηΐ yaha u 0 shya. 
that he SUBJUNC my mother permit she SUBJUNC go 
that he should let my mother go.' 

As with the English verb 'help' , two scenarios are possible with tege·. 1) 
the causer ( = helper) and the causee may both perform the caused action 
together (e.g. 'She helped him paint the house.') In this case the subject pro-
noun of the complement will agree with both the subject and direct object of 
the main clause. The following example makes this plural agreement clear: 

(23) Kä u ύ ύ tege' pi ä cir6 pään. 
and he NARR him help they .COMP PERF trees.DEF chop 
'Then he helped him chop the trees.' 

2) The causee alone may perform the caused action, albeit with assistance 
from the causer (e.g. 'She helped him escape.') In this case the complement 
subject will agree only with the direct object of the main clause, as in (21a). 
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With both tege and yaha when the main clause is imperative and the 
causee is first person singular the subject of the complement may be omitted. 
In this case the complement of tege may be future rather than subjunctive: 

(24) a. Pa na tege si vwdro $k6 wyige e. 
come me.NONDECL help FUT FP.go.out this hole in 
'Come help me get out of this hole/ 

b. Nä tege st β aar a. 
me.NONDECL help FUT FP.walk 
'Help me walk.' 

The complement of yaha must be subjunctive: 

(25) Kä υ ύ ' ηύτά ä jwo 
and he NARR return SC say 
'Then he again said 

"Nä yäha si lyi." 
me.NONDECL permit SUBJUNC be.old 
"Let me grow up."' (i.e. instead of killing me now) 

The verbs in the middle section of Table 39 may all take irrealis, subjunc-
tive complements when the main clause is realis. Speakers of Supyire can 
thus indicate whether or not they intend the main clause to be implicative by 
their choice of complement type. By using a realis complement they assert 
that the complement event actually took place. By using a subjunctive com-
plement they leave open the possibility that it did not occur or has not yet 
occurred. Compare the following examples. The use of the realis comple-
ment precludes a following denial, whereas such a denial is compatible with 
a subjunctive complement: 

(26) a. implicative (H-complement) 

Mil a ύ tün ύ ά möö shwo m)i a 
I PERF him send he.COMP PERF rice buy me to 
Ί sent him to buy rice for me 

*r)kää u funqka a wwb ύ nä. 
but his inside.DEF PERF be.black it on 
but he forgot.' 

b. non-implicative (subjunctive complement) 

Mii a ύ tün u ύ mdd shwo τηΏ a 
I PERF him send he.COMP SUBJUNC rice buy me to 
Ί sent him to buy rice for me 
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i)kää u funrfka a ιvwb ύ nä. 
but his inside.DEF PERFbe.black it on 
but he forgot.' 

Most of the verbs which can take a subjunctive complement when they are 
realis may be characterized as manipulative verbs of speech. Even pyi 
'make, do', when used in this way, generally is taken to mean 'tell, order': 

(27) Kä pyärji tiibff4 s) d yydre... 
and child.DEF fathers.DEF NARR her call 
'Then the child's fathers called her... 

mai Nteencwö pyi u a b0g610. 
and .NARR Nteencwo make she SUBJUNC.IMPFV pack 
and told Nteencwo to pack.' 

As indicated in Table 39, a subjunctive complement of most of these verbs 
may be preceded by the complementizer na 'that', which is used with com-
plements of ordinary, non-manipulative verbs of speech and cognition. Fol-
lowing is an example: 

(28) Pi ä ύ yydre (na) u 0 pa 
they PERF him call that he SUBJUNC come 
'They called him to come 

yi yyähe jwo pi ä. 
their(G2P) face.DEF say them to 
explain it to them.' 

The verb kan 'give', by contrast, cannot be interpreted as a verb of speech 
and cannot take the complementizer na, though it can take subjunctive com-
plements when the main clause is realis: 

(29) a. flyige na maä ' nürä ά wä wwü 
morning.DEF on and.NARR return SC IND take.off 
'In the morning, (they) ( = the men) again took out some (grain) 

ä kan pi a sore zkneeg6, 
SC give they SUBJUNC.IMPFV cook.IMPFV meal.DEF 
and gave (it to them) ( = to the women) to cook for dinner 

mai $-kar6. 
and.NARR IP-go 
and then left (i.e. the men left).' 
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b. Isä a fij6 väänyi kan mlI f ρέ 
Isa PERF these cloths.DEF give I SUBJUNC come 
'Isa gave this cloth (to me) to come 

ή-kän mu ά ma 0 jwoolo. 
IP-give you to you.NONDECL SUBJUNC sew 
give to you to sew.' 

Note that the "causee" of kan may be coded as an indirect rather than direct 
object of the main clause, as in the second example above. Often the dative-
causee argument in the main clause is omitted, and in this case the subject of 
the complement may be a noun rather than a pronoun. Such a noun subject 
must be immediately followed by a coreferential pronoun, however: 

(30) Kä santu si υ si-shye-boni wwö 
and francolin NARR his bush-go-bag.DEF take .off 
'Then Francolin took his sack5 off 

yactge e mi kan mpi ύ ά cd. 
neck.DEF from and give hare he.COMP PERF grab 
his neck and give (it to Hare) to hold.' 

The dative-causee may also be promoted to direct object. The resulting 
structure then closely resembles that used with other manipulative verbs. The 
patient argument is generally suppressed in such examples, as in the follow-
ing: 

(31) Kä ciß-jydebii s) mpi kan ύ ä bya. 
and women-old.DEF NARR hare give he.COMP PERF drink 
'Then the old women gave Hare (water) to drink.' 

We now come to those verbs which are not able to take realis (high tone) 
complements, a sign of the relatively weak manipulation they encode. Jläärä 
'beg, pray', which is a manipulative verb of speech, resembles kan 'give' in 
that the role of the causee in the main clause is dative-recipient rather than 
patient. If it is encoded as an indirect object, then an anticipatory pronoun li 
(gender 3 singular) must be placed in the direct object position: 

(32) Ml) na Ii jiäärd y)) ά 
I PROG it beg.IMPFV you(PL) to 
Ί am begging you 

yi a ma 
you(PL).NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV come.IMPFV 
to come 
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ni ' wyiriqi i. 
with money.DEF with 
with the money.* 

The dative argument can also be shifted to direct object position: 

(33) Pi mäha si jinabii ßäärä 
they HAB go jinns.DEF beg 
'They beg the jinns 
na pi 0 zänh£ kan. 
that they SUBJUNC rain.DEF give 
to give the rain.' 

When the dative participant is God, the requirement of coreference is re-
laxed. Presumably, as some sort of super-agent, God does not need to be 
mentioned in the complement clause. The following example is taken from a 
letter: 

(34) Mi) si na Ii jiäärd kila ä 
I ADV PROG it beg.IMPFV God to 
'However, I am praying to God 
ήβέ Ιείέτέηί ύ 0 mu ta ticuümpe e. 
this letter.DEF it SUBJUNC you find health.DEF in 
(that) this letter finds you in health.' 

The remaining two manipulative verbs do not allow "raising", that is, the 
causee is not an argument of the main clause. The verb jiee 'agree' occurs 
with a complement clause only infrequently. It takes a simple subjunctive 
complement (the complementizer na is not permitted): 

(35) a. M)i ä βεε pi 0 kare. 
I PERF agree they SUBJUNC go 
Ί agree (that) they go.' 

b. U ßye na βέέβέ 
he NEG PROG agree.IMPFV 
'He doesn't agree 

yyaha födqi ύ a wyiriqi kiigi mi. 
face owner he SUBJUNC.IMPFV money .DEF spoil NEG 
(that his) older brother waste the money.' 

As shown in the preceding section, la ßye 'want' is frequently used in a 
modality sense (i.e. when the subject of the complement = the possessor of 
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lä). It can also be used in a manipulative sense. Its complement is subjunc-
tive (without the complementizer na): 

(36) a. Ml) lä ßye 
my desire be 
Ί want 
ma & nipjää shwohbre wyeigä. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC today cook.DEF(G4) heat 
you to speed up the cooking today.' 

b. Yyaha fddgf Ja ka ä pyi6 

face owner.DEF desire it(G2S) PERF be 
'The older brother wanted 

dilzigf s) lw6 ά kän ύτά1 ä 
thread.DEF SUBJUNC take SSC give him(EMPH)to 
the thread to be given to him 
uru ύ 0 ρέτέ u lyi. 
he(EMPH) he SUBJUNC sell he eat 
to sell and spend (lit. eat) (the money).' 

Before leaving the manipulative verbs, mention should be made of two 
verbs which fit semantically into the class but which do not take realis or 
subjunctive complements. One of these, cy6 'refuse', was introduced in the 
preceding section as a modality verb. In that capacity it takes a unique kind 
of nominalized complement. Its behavior as a manipulative verb is equally 
unusual, but here at least it is joined by one other verb jye, whose original 
meaning is 'enter', but which has developed the manipulative meaning of 
'agree, accept'. Both verbs take nominalized complements using the N- type 
of nominalizer (see chapter 3, section 3.2.2.2), and in both cases the comple-
ment follows the verb. Following is an example with cy&. 

(37) Mu ahä ceewe cya sig6 e, 
you COND woman seek bush.DEF in 
'If you have sexual relations with a woman in the bush, 

wä hä ιή-pyf wä βχε ä mu pye me, 
IND COND IP-be IND NEG PERF you see NEG 
and no-one sees you 

kile mäha ß-cy6 
god/sky HAB IP-refuse 
God (or the sky) prevents 
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zänh6 ih-pagi kuru cyäge na. 
rain.DEF NOM-come.DEF that(EMPH) place.DEF on 
the rain coming to that place.' 

The complement o fy / emus t be followed by the postposition / ' i n , to': 

(38) Mli a jy6 u rf-kärärjf i. 
I PERF agree his NOM-go.DEF to 
Ί agree to his going.' 

11.4. Perception verbs 

The three verbs discussed in this section (pye 'see' , ta ' f ind' , and fworo 'go 
out, come upon') are between the manipulative verbs and the verbs of cogni-
tion in behavior. They take realis (high tone) complements like manipulative 
verbs when the event of perception occurs at the same place and time as the 
complement event: 

(39) Mli a ύ ßyi ύ u ma. 
I PERF her see she.COMP PROG come.IMPFV 
Ί saw her coming.' 

They take indicative na complements like verbs of cognition when they de-
note events of cognition rather than perception per se, e.g. when pye means 
'realize that' rather than 'see': 

(40) Mli a 11 ßyi na u pye a cyllgd me. 
I PERF it see that he NEG PERF be.smart NEG 
Ί realized that he isn't smart.' 

Unlike manipulative verbs, perception verbs cannot take subjunctive com-
plements even when they are irreal is: 

(41) Mu cää ζίί ύ pye 
you FUT FP.be.EMPH him see 
'You will not see him 

ύ ä jwo na shin / me. 
he.COMP PERF say with person with NEG 
speak to anyone.' 

Of the verbs to be discussed here, only pye properly fits the label of per-
ception verb. When used with a realis complement, it denotes a physical 
event of perception. 
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The complement can be perfective, in which case it takes the perfect auxil-
iary ά. The temporal relationship of the two clauses may be of two sorts in 
this case: 1) The two events can be more or less simultaneous. The comple-
ment event is then fairly punctual in nature: 

(42) U a m)) pyi m)i i jyd nihi. 
he PERFme see I.COMP PERF enter here 
'He saw me enter here.' 

2) The complement event can be anterior to the main clause event. In this 
case what is seen is the state resulting from the prior event: 

(43) Mu ahä r)g6-mü fikyänhii pye 
you COND DEM-REL teeth.DEF(G3P) see 
'Whoever you see whose teeth (lit. if you see whose teeth) 

cf ä wwü 
they(G3P) PERF take.out REL 
have been removed...' 

An imperfective complement is used to show simultaneity and durativity: 
the event of seeing takes place during the ongoing event encoded in the com-
plement. Following are some examples: 

(44) a. Kä cedyi wabere s) m-pä ύ pye 
and woman.DEF another NARR IP-come her see 
'Then another woman came and saw her 

ύ u ku tiri-nl 
she.COMP PROG it grind-IMPFV 
grinding it ( = the grain)/ 

b. Kä u ύ ή-kärä ä sä jyd r)k6 e... 
and he NARR IP-go SC go enter this in 
'Then he went and entered this one ( = a thicket)... 

mä cänrä-zege pye u-yd qkdrd na 
and lion-give.birth(G2S)see he-REFL side at 
and saw beside him a lioness which had just given birth 
(lit. saw a parturient lioness beside him) 

ktS u u w)l 
it(G2S)PROG him look.at 
watching him/ 

The verb ta 'find1 is perhaps not properly a perception verb, but it patterns 
in the same way as pye 'see1. When used with a complement clause, it de-
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notes an event of coming to know the information encoded in the comple-
ment. With a perfective realis complement the temporal relation between the 
two events is one of anteriority: the complement event always temporally 
precedes the event of 'finding'. Thus what is 'found' is the resulting state of 
affairs. Frequently the best translation into English is a 'that' clause rather 
than one on the model of the manipulative verbs. Note that in the following 
example, the referent of the direct object is not really 'found' at all. It is 
rather the absence of the referent which is perceived: 

(45) Mii a ύ tä ύ ä kärd. 
I PERF her find she.COMP PERF go 
Ί found her gone.' or Ί found that she had gone.' 

Often of course the referent of the direct object is still present at the time 
of the event encoded in the main clause. The event encoded in the comple-
ment, however, has always already occurred. Following are a couple of typi-
cal examples: 

(46) a. Kä faapyiibff si wä 
and farmers.DEF NARR be.there 
'The farmers 

na fi na ma, 
PROG run.IMPFV PROG come.IMPFV 
came running 

mä pä yapwog6 ta kä ά sdgä ä cwo. 
and come roof.DEF find it.COMP PERF burn SC fall 
and found the roof had burned and collapsed.' 

b. Kä u ύ ml1 lw5 mä sä nb, 
and he NARR me take and go arrive 
'Then he took me (in his truck) and we arrived 

mä plrd tä pi ά slnl. 
and them(EMPH) find they.COMP PERF lie.down 
and found they had gone to bed.' 

A perfective high tone complement of ta can also be stative, however: 

(47) Kä cänrägä si lird kyä mä 11 tä 
and lion NARR it(EMPH) eat and it find 
'Then the lioness ate it and found it 

Ιέ ά tään. 
it.COMP PERF be.sweet 
tasted good.' 
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An imperfective complement with ta encodes an ongoing event during 
which at some point the main clause event of Ending ' takes place: 

(48) a. Tdre ο tdre ο 
time DIST time DIST 
'All the time 

mu gü z)i münaani ta 
you POT FP.be.EMPH nose.DEF(G3S) find 
you would actually find (his) nose 

// i fün-n) na sdd/i. 
it(G3S).COMP PROG sweat-IMPFVPROG drip.IMPFV 
dripping with sweat (lit. sweating and dripping).' 

b. Kä u ύ ή-Ιίέτέ mä sä y) tä 
and she NARR IP-go and go them(G2P) find 
'Then she went and found them ( = the bush cows) 

yf i wuU. 
they(G2P) PROG bathe 
bathing.' 

Speakers frequently combine aspects in one complement of ta by means of 
a loose serial construction. An anterior event is recorded in the perfective, 
and an ongoing resulting event is tacked on in the imperfective: 

(49) a. Kä pi / ιή-pä ύ ti 
and they NARR IP-come it(GlS)fmd 
'They came and found it ( = the python) 

ύ ά fikü-baani füla a mügd 
it(GlS).COMP PERF chicken-house.DEF push SC open 
had pushed open the chicken coop 

na fwörd. 
PROG go.out.IMPFV 
and was coming out.* 

b. Kä πι)) ί yirä a kärd mä sä ύ tä 
and I NARR get.up SC go and go him find 
'So I got up and went and found 

ύ ά nidd shwo na !yf. 
he.COMP PERF rice buy PROG eat.IMPFV 
he had bought rice and was eating it.' 
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Occasionally the pattern of coreference with a ta construction is different 
from that in the examples above. When the coreferential participant is a pa-
tient in the complement clause, a speaker may choose to encode it as direct 
object there rather than as subject. Under coreference with the main clause 
direct object, it is deleted, leaving a gap. Since the subject of the comple-
ment clause is not now coreferential with anything in the main clause, it may 
be coded with a noun instead of just a pronoun. The subject noun must be 
followed immediately by a coreferential anaphoric pronoun. Following is an 
example of this pattern: 

(50) D66ni kä sige shintji si wä 
in.a.bit and bush person.DEF NARR be.there 
'In a bit the bush person 

na fl na ma zänh6 jiwohi i... 
PROG run.IMPFV PROG come.IMPFV rain.DEF under in 
came running in the rain... 

ma pa ti ta sikapdrd ύ ä kuu. 
and come it(G4)find goat.male he.COMP PERF gather 
and came and found Goat had gathered it ( = the things the bush 
person had spread out to dry) up/ 

This pattern of coreference is quite rare in the corpus.8 

The verb fworo 'go out' is used in an expression which is closely allied to 
ta in meaning: fworo Xna, literally 'go out on X', means to 'come upon' or 
'discover1. When a complement clause is added, the subject of it must be 
coreferential with the indirect object of fworo (this is analogous to the coref-
erence requirements of kan 'give', described in the preceding section). Fol-
lowing are some examples: 

(51) a. Cany kä mpi mäha shye sä u-χέ jiäara 
day IND hare PAST go go he-REFL walk 
'One day Hare went for a walk 

mä sä fwöro zhlbannäqwo na 
and go go.out ground.hornbill on 
and came upon Ground Hornbill 

kä ä sin)... 
it.COMP PERF lie.down 
lying down...' 

b. U mäha sä fwöro yaag6 kä na 
she HAB go go.out thing.DEF IND on 
'She is always finding something 
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kä ä β wo a tdrd. 
it.COMP PERF be.beautiful SC pass 
very beautiful.' 

11.5. Verbs of speech and cognition 

Verbs of speech and cognition can be divided into two groups: 1) a large 
group of verbs of saying, knowing, and thinking, and 2) a much smaller 
group of verbs of asking, wondering, and doubting. The latter are distin-
guished by their ability to take indirect question complements. A few verbs 
of the first group may belong to the second group (some of them only if they 
are negative). The two groups of verbs are examined separately in the final 
two subsections of this section (11.5.2 and 11.5.3). The first subsection is 
devoted to topics common to the complements of both types of verb: the 
contrast between direct and indirect speech, and coreference between the 
subject of the main clause and a noun phrase in the complement in indirect 
speech. 

11.5.1. Direct versus indirect speech 

For most of the verbs of speech and cognition, the complement clause can be 
thought of as a quotation: it is reported speech whether actually uttered or 
only thought. For the majority of these verbs in turn the quotation can be 
either direct or indirect. That is, the speaker can purport to convey the exact 
words of the original speaker, or can rework them to provide only an ap-
proximate rendering. The use of direct quotation is much favored in folk-
tales. Indirect quotation tends to predominate in personal narratives, espe-
cially those produced by speakers who are not particularly skilled at story-
telling. 

Indirect speech in Supyire is usually slightly less reworked than in lan-
guages like English or French. Ordinarily in these latter languages all of the 
deictic systems (person, tense, time and location adverbs, and deictic motion 
verbs) are altered in the indirect quotation to reflect the deictic center of the 
utterer of the entire sentence rather than that of the original speech situation. 
In Supyire, in contrast, while person, deictic verbs, and location and time ad-
verbs are so altered, tense is left alone.9 Compare the following examples. In 
the indirect speech of (52b) the pronouns and adverbs have been altered, but 
the tense remains the same as in (52a), in spite of the oddness of its colloca-
tion with the time adverb. Note that the tense in the English translation is al-
tered. The time of utterance of the whole sentence is three days following 
the original utterance of the quoted speech, and the location is changed. 
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(52) a. direct quote 

U ä jwo "Ml) si ή-kärä äni nilmpanqa". 
s/he PERF say I FUT FP-go there tomorrow 
'S/he said "I will go there tomorrow.'" 

b. indirect quote 

U ä jwo uru si ih-pä nä/iä ' täßjää. 
s/he PERF say s/he FUT FP-come here yesterday 
'S/he said she would (lit. will) come here yesterday.' 

Although there are no requirements of coreference with the complements 
of verbs in this group, as there are for the complements of manipulative and 
modality verbs, there often is coreference in fact. The most common type of 
coreference is between the subject of the main verb (the original speaker or 
thinker) and some noun phrase in the complement clause. The reason that 
this is common is of course because people like to talk about themselves. 
Many African languages have special pronouns to use in indirect speech 
complement clauses in order to show coreference with the main clause sub-
ject.1 0 Supyire does not have a special set of pronouns for this purpose, but 
instead uses the emphatic pronouns {uru, pJre, etc. see chapter 5, section 
5.1.2.1.2, for the forms). These are used only for third person, there being no 
special first or second person forms. The following examples illustrate this 
special function of the emphatics: 

(53) a. complement subject = main clause subject 

U a jwo na uru si rj-kard. 
s/he PERF say that s/he(EMPH) FUT FP-go 
'S/he said that s/he would go. ' 

b. complement subject * main clause subject 

U ä jwo na u si g-Jcard. 
s/he PERF say that s/he FUT FP-go 
'S/he said that s/he would go.' 

In contrast to the coreferential noun phrase in complements of modality or 
manipulative verbs, whose syntactic role is restricted (to subject and direct 
object, respectively), the coreferential noun phrase in indirect speech may 
have any syntactic role. In view of the unpredictability of its role, the use of 
the marked emphatic pronoun to indicate coreference (rather than the un-
marked anaphoric pronoun as in the other two complement types) makes 
sense. The following examples show the coreferential noun phrase in a vari-
ety of syntactic roles. 
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(54) a. coreferential noun phrase = direct object 

Kä f)g6 künntumji si jwd 
and this monitor.DEF NARR say 
"Then this monitor lizard said 

ml) äh& ύίύ ' b0, 
I COND him(EMPH) kill 
if I kill him, 

ml1 cwö/fi wä si ή-kwü. 
my wife.DEF IND FUT FP-die 
one of my wives will die. ' 

b. coreferential noun phrase = indirect object (dative) 

Kä u ύ jw6 pi 0 shonga shwo a 
and he NARR say they SUBJUNC horse buy SSC 
'Then he said they should buy a horse and 

kan ura ä. 
give him(EMPH) to 
give (it) to him.' 

c. coreferential noun phrase = genitive possessor 

Kä ΚύΙύβούηηύ' τί jw6 pi 0 ylrl 
and Kuluncungo NARR say they SUBJUNC get.up 
'Then Kuluncungo said they must get up 

pi 0 uru shbng6 ρ wo... 
they SUBJUNC his(EMPH) horse.DEF tie 
(and) saddle (lit. tie) his horse...' 

There is an interesting class of systematic exceptions to the use of the em-
phatic pronouns to show coreference. The verb jwo ' say ' has acquired the 
quasi-modal senses of 'decide' and ' t ry ' . When it has these senses it still 
takes a /7a-complement, but there are two restrictions which make it look 
more like the complement of a modality verb: the tense-aspect is restricted 
(to either subjunctive or potential) and the subject must be coreferential with 
the main clause subject. In view of the latter restriction, it is of interest to 
note that the subject in such a complement is not necessarily coded with an 
emphatic pronoun. In fact in the majority of cases it is coded with a simple 
anaphoric pronoun, as in the following examples: 

(55) a. Kä pi / jwd na pi 0 pi pwonäha, 
and they NARR say that they SUBJUNC them tie here 
'Then they decided that they would tie them here, 
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pi f sä sü. 
theySUBJUNC go defecate 
and go defecate/ 

b. Kk caawa si ύ pi inni yyddgi, 
and warthog NARR his drum.DIM.DEF stop.CAUS 
'Then warthog stopped (playing) his drum, 

maä jw6 u gü ßWog6 td. 
and.NARR say he POT mouth.DEF close 
and tried to close his mouth/ 

These examples show that in a context of more predictability, that is, when a 
same subject constraint holds, the extra marking of the emphatic pronoun is 
not needed. 

Note that, apart from their use in na-complements, the emphatic pronouns 
are used in situations of high "referential interference", that is, in contexts 
where there is more than one possible antecedent in the immediately preced-
ing discourse (see Giv6n 1983). They are often best translated in English as 
demonstratives, and in fact they cover in large part the anaphoric function of 
the latter (they cannot, however, be used "exophorically", i.e. to point to 
something outside of the discourse). As shown in chapter 12, section 12.2.1, 
the resumptive pronoun for left dislocated topics is most frequently an em-
phatic. Such topics are usually a switch from the immediately preceding 
topic. The resumptive pronoun for preposed noun phrases which are modi-
fied by relative clauses is also generally an emphatic (see chapter 13, sec-
tions 13.1 and 13.3). 

11.5.2. Na complements 

For convenience some of the facts about the verbs discussed in this section 
are summarized in Table 40. 

The first thing to note about na complements is that the na complementizer 
itself is optional. In fact, it is more often omitted than included. Unlike Eng-
lish that, it can occur with direct quotations: 

(56) Kk u ύ yi jw6 u flyii na 
and he NARR them say his eye at 
'Then he said to him 

na "Cyde ki pi pye ml1 ä, 
that women ten they be me to 
that "I have ten wives, 
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Table 40. Verbs which take na complements 

Verb Gloss Subjunctive Anticipatory Direct quote 
possible? pronoun possible? 

jwo 'say* yes yi* yes 
pyi 'tell' yes — yes 
cydd 'tell' yes li, yi, ku, pu yes 
ce 'know* no li · yes 
ßye 'realize' no li no 
ta 'find out' no li no 
sonqo 'think' n o · · — no 
mffrf 'think' n o · · l i · yes 
yaha 'believe' no* · · — no 
dä 'believe' no li, yi, pu· no 
16g6 •hear' no yi · yes 

•Anticipatory pronouns are optional for these verbs. 
••Can be used as a modality verb with a same subject subjunctive 

complement. 
•••Can take a subjunctive complement when used as a manipulative verb. 

r)kää pi wä sähä fj-kw6 
but they(GlP) IND(GIS) NEG.YET IP-finish 
but not one of them has yet 

pyä ta mä" 
child get NEG 
gotten a child."' 

As one might expect, however, it is much rarer with direct than with indirect 
quotes. The figures for the examples of the verb jwo 'say' in the corpus are 
as follows: 

(57) without na with na % with na 

direct quote 323 8 2.5 
indirect quote 315 84 26.7 

While only a tiny proportion of direct quotes takes na, over a quarter of indi-
rect quotes do. 

The na may be repeated before each clause of a multi-clause complement, 
presumably to show that what follows is still part of the complement. Fol-
lowing is an example with songo 'think': 
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(58) Cedgi kä a ß-cää mu na, 
woman.DEF COND PROG IP-want you on 
'If the woman loves you, 

ma hi ri a sbmj), 
you.NONDECL PROH go PROG think.IMPFV 
don't think 

na mu si yaagakan υ i, 
that you FUT.FP thing give her to 
that (when) you give something to her, 

na kuru ka ä mu kw6 me. 
that that(EMPH) it PERF you equal NEG 
that that will be as good as yourself.' 

From the above discussion it is clear that jwo 'say' can take direct quote 
complements. Table 40 shows that not only verbs of speech (Jwo 'say'; pyi 
'tell'; and cydd 'tell') may take such complements, but also some of the 
verbs of cognition. Following is an example with ce 'know': 

(59) Nd jiye na ji-ce "M)i ä lye" me 
man NEG PROG IP-know I PERFbe.old NEG 
Ά man doesn't know he's old (lit. "I am old") 

f6 ceewe kä ύ cy6. 
till woman COND him refuse 
till a woman refuses him.' 

As noted in the preceding section, direct quotation is the most free in terms 
of restrictions of any of the complement types. The possibilities of tense-as-
pect, modality and deixis are exactly those of independent clauses. Freedom 
of deixis is severely restricted in indirect quotes. By comparison with realis 
(high tone) and subjunctive complements, however, indirect quote na com-
plements are relatively free. As pointed out above, tense is not restricted in 
the way it is in English or French. In fact, any tense-aspect or modality pos-
sible in an independent clause is possible in a na complement of a verb of 
speech. This is merely a syntactic manifestation of the relative conceptual 
independence of the complement event from the main clause event. 

The line between manipulative verbs and verbs of speech begins to blur 
when the latter take subjunctive na complements. As noted in section 11.3 
above, many of the manipulative verbs can be characterized as verbs of 
speech, since the manipulation they denote is typically carried out by means 
of speech. Verbs of speech which most frequently take indicative na comple-
ments resemble such manipulative verbs when they take subjunctive comple-
ments. Following are some examples: 
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(60) a . Kä u ύ jwö pi 0 shonga shwo a 
and he NARR say they SUBJUNC horse buy SSC 
'Then he said they should buy a horse and 

kan Ufa ä. 
give him(EMPH) to 
give (it) to him.' 

b. U a 1) cy6& wüü nä 
he PERF it tell us to 
'He told us (lit. showed it to us) 

na wu a fij6 sünni. 
that we.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV these worship.IMPFV 
that we should worship these.' 

The verb pyi ' tell ' is a special case. It has already been introduced as a 
manipulative verb ('do, make') with no necessary component of speech. It 
can take an indicative na complement as well, as the following show (note 
that the direct object of pyi encodes the dative-addressee): 

(61) a. Kä wüü ύ ύ pyi "Lakölii pi jiye \νύύ." 
and we NARR him tell students they be us 
'Then we told him, "We are students.'" 

b. Mu nä mi) pyi na mu pye 
you PAST me tell that you be 
'You told me that you aren't 

pwofahaga würji wä mi. 
mouth.light POSS.DEF IND NEG 
a gossip (lit. one of the ones with a light mouth).' 

When the complement is realis (high tone), or when the main clause is irre-
alis, pyi is simply an ordinary manipulative verb, with no necessary implica-
tion that the manipulation is accomplished by means of speech (though of 
course it may be) (note that when functioning as a manipulative verb, the di-
rect object of pyi is the causee, coreferential with the complement subject): 

(62) a. realis (high tone) complement 

Mii a ύ pyi ύ ά kärd. 
I PERF him make he.COMP PERF go 
Ί made him leave.' 
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b. irrealis main clause, subjunctive complement 

Mi) si ύ pyi u ύ ή-Ιίέτέ. 
I FUT him make he SUBJUNC IP-go 
'Γ11 make him leave.' 

In contrast to the verbs of speech, the verbs of cognition can take only in-
dicative na complements, and not subjunctive ones. 

We turn now to another variable in the description of na complements. As 
shown in Table 40, some verbs require "anticipatory" pronouns in the main 
clause. With other verbs such pronouns are optional, with still others they 
are disallowed. No explanations are available at present for the choice of a 
particular gender of pronoun. The most popular is gender 3 singular (h), but 
gender 2 plural (yi) is a close second. Also used are gender 2 singular (ku) 
and gender 5 (pu). With most verbs, the anticipatory pronoun, which in some 
sense refers to the "extraposed" complement, is put in direct object position: 

(63) a. Κά mii / // cy& ύ nä, "Bon, ku kd: 
and I NARR it tell him to good it here.is 
'So I told him, "Good. This is the way it is: 
niimi y)) yäbarjä ä kerege bäärägi11 pye." 
now you(PL) EMPH PERF field.DEF work.DEF see 
now you yourselves have seen the work of the field.'" 

b. Pi a J) cd ä jwo wä si ή-kwü. 
they PERF it know SC say IND FUT FP-die 
'They know (lit. know and say) one (of them) will die.' 

c. Wyeräqj yüüni käntugo yy6r6, 
money.DEF theft.DEF behind toward 
'After the theft of the money, 

mii a pä ή-ίέέη maä ' miirf, 
I PERF come IP-sit and.NARR think 
I came and sat down, and thought, 

mä J) jiyi, nägkaärja ä pyi a 
and it see thief.DEF PERF PAST PERF 
and realized the thief had 

cyiigd mii nä. 
be.smart me on 
been smarter than me.' 

d. Kä u ύ wä na 
and he NARR be.there PROG 
'So he was 
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fice-fcebii yii-li, 
knowledge-owners.DEF ask-IMPFV 
consulting diviners 

mä pä Ii tä na u yyaha wüubtlä 
and come it find that his face POSS.DEF(GIP) 
and came to find out that his ancestors 

ä jwo na ηά u pye a nürü... 
PERF say that if he NEG PERF return 
had said that if he didn't return../ 

With da 'believe1 the anticipatory pronoun is an indirect object with the 
postposition na 'on': 

(64) a. Lire c u md ά dä y) nä 
this in he also PERF believe them on 
'For this reason he also believes 

uru gä kü yäla ά, ku cäa m-pä. 
he(EMPH) COND it repair NF it FUT FP-come 
(that) if he does the ceremony correctly (lit. repairs it), it ( = the 
rain) will come.' 

b. U g0 ή-dä Ii ηά 
he POT FP-believe it on 
'He would believe12 

mu ä lye uru na. 
you PERF be .old him on 
(that) you are older than him.' 

The use of the anticipatory pronouns with those verbs for which it is 
"optional" is not governed solely by the whim of the speaker. An examina-
tion of the occurrences of the pronoun yi with jwo 'say' shows that its pres-
ence is strongly linked to the presence of an indirect object (coding the da-
tive/addressee participant) between the verb and the complement: 

(65) Kä pücwörji si yi jwd Mbork ά 
and girl.DEF NARR them say Mboro to 
'Then the girl said to Mboro 

uru si sä wüli. 
she(EMPH) FUT go bathe 
(that) she would go bathe.' 
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Following are the figures for the occurrences of yi with jwo, with and with-
out the presence of an overt dative indirect object: 

with yi without yi total 
Ν % Ν % Ν 

dative 57 81.4 13 18.6 70 
no dative 6 1.1 562 98.9 568 

total 63 9.9 575 90.1 638 

While the 70 main clauses with overt datives account for only 11% of the to-
tal (638), they account for 90.5% of the occurrences of yi (57 = 90.5% of 
63). It appears then that use of the pronoun provides extra coherence when 
the complement is separated from its verb by an indirect object. 

Before leaving the verbs of speech and cognition a word should be said 
about factivity. The three verbs of knowing (ce ' know" \pye 'realize*; and ta 
'find out') are all factive (cf. Giv0n 1984: 119). The speaker by their use in-
dicates to the hearer that the truth of the information in the complement is 
presupposed. This is borne out by the fact that the complement remains true 
even when the main clause is negated. Thus in both of the following exam-
ples it remains true that Zhye came: 

(67) a. U a cd na Zhy£ ä pa. 
s/he PERF know that Zhye PERF come 
'S/he knows that Zhye has come.' 

b. U pye a cd na Zhy6 ä pa mi. 
s/he NEG PERF know that Zhye PERF come NEG 
'S/he doesn't know that Zhye has come.' 

All of the rest of the verbs discussed in this section are non-factive, i.e. nei-
ther the affirmation nor the denial of the main clause commits the speaker to 
the truth of the complement clause. Note that pye and ta in their capacity as 
perception verbs ( 'see' and 'f ind') are implicative: they can take only realis 
(high tone) complements, and never subjunctive ones (see section 11.4). 

11.5.3. Question complements 

A few verbs of speech and cognition can take /^complements in the form of 
questions. The most common of these is the verb yi1)6 'ask' , which has a 
variant pronunciation yig6. The full range of possibilities occurs with this 
verb in the corpus, and so it will provide a useful means to illustrate the 
various complement types. Other verbs will be briefly described at the end 
of the section. 
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Yib6 allows and indeed seems to favor complements in the direct quotation 
style. Following are examples of yes/no, alternative, and constituent ques-
tions directly quoted. Note that the dative-addressee is coded as the direct 
object, and that it is obligatorily mentioned. 

(68) a. yes/no question 

Kä u ύ wüü yig6 
and he NARR us ask 
'Then he asked us, 

" Y)i ä s6mpiiu lwb la?" 
you(PL) PERF writings.DEF take Q 
"Have you bought (lit. taken) tickets yet?"' 

b. alternative question 

Kä zhyinge füntjü shiinbff si zäntügd y)g0 
and baobab.DEF inside people.DEF NARR hyena ask 
'Then the people on the inside of the baobab tree asked Hyena 

" Ciß-jydebii ύ lwoh6 e mu si m-byä 
women-old.DEF GEN water.DEF in you FUT FP-drink 

"Is it from the old women's water that you will drink 

läa pücyaabff wiig6 e?" 
or girls.DEF POSS.DEF in 
or from that of the girls?"' 

c. constituent question 

Kä pi / ύ ' yib6, "Nteencw0, 
and they NARR her ask Nteencwo, 
'Then they asked her, "Nteencwo, 

jd u ä mu jyiile yeV' 
who s/he PERF you cross Q 
who took you across?'" 

Just as with declarative /»-complements, most indirect question comple-
ments are in every respect (apart from intonation) like independent questions 
except that they are reworked to reflect the deictic center of the main clause. 
The following examples illustrate indirect alternative and constituent ques-
tions: 
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(69) a. indirect alternative question 

Kä u ύ ίή-ρά ml) yfl>6, 
and she NARR IP-come me ask 
'She came and asked me 

na uru ύ 0 mil lw5he sdgd 
that she(EMPH) she SUBJUNC my water.DEF pour 
if she should pour my (bath)water 

läa uru ύ 0 sä ßjyitji kan. 
or she(EMPH) she SUBJUNC go food.DEF give 
or go give the food.' 

b. indirect constituent question 

Kä m)) / ύ ' yfg6 jd yy6r6 u mä ye. 
and I NARR her ask who toward she go.IMPFVQ 
'And I asked her whose place she was going to.' 

Indirect yes/no questions are interesting in that, at least for some speakers, 
they preserve the older, alternative form of the question marker (läa 'o r ' ) in-
stead of using the shortened form employed in direct yes/no questions (/a). 

(70) Kä uru nätji s) 
and this(EMPH) man.DEF NARR 
'Then that man 

kuru r)k6 cyäge shyinre jwd m)) ßyii nä, 
that(EMPH) that.DEM place.DEF speech say my eye at 
told me about that place (lit. said speech of that place at my eye) 

maä ml) yig6 na uru ύ 0 sä 
and.NARR me ask that he(EMPH)he SUBJUNC go 
and asked me if he should go 

m)) yäha mobilige e läa. 
me leave truck.DEF in or 
take (lit. leave) me in the truck.' 

There is one further type of complement which might be described as an 
indirect question, though it takes a conditional rather than interrogative form. 
In this connection note that in English indirect yes/no questions can be cast 
in conditional form, as the gloss in the above example shows. In Supyire, the 
use of a conditional complement indicates a subjective uncertainty or won-
dering, whereas the use of the question form indicates that a question was 
actually posed. Thus conditional complements are used with yib6/yig6 only 
when the main clause is reflexive. 'She asked herself...' is the Supyire way 
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of saying "she wondered...'. For most speakers the conditional complement 
must be in a form with an initial conditional marker ämpyi or kämpyi (for 
the formation of conditionals, and the etymology of this marker, see chapter 
15, section 15.1.5.1). Following is an example: 

(71) U a ύ-γέ ' yib6 ämpyi Pyäerd si m-pä. 
she PERF she-REFL ask if Pierre FUT FP-come 
'She wondered if Pierre would come.' 

Three verbs of cognition introduced in the preceding section can take con-
ditional complements when the main clause is negative. In each case the use 
of a conditional indicates less certainty than the use of an ordinary na-com-
plement. Compare the following examples with the verb dä 'believe'. With a 
conditional complement, it is closer to 'doubt' than to 'not believe'. 

(72) a. with /ra-complement 

Mli βye a da na u si m-pä me. 
I NEG PERF believe that he FUT FP-come NEG 
Ί don't believe that he'll come.' 

b. with conditional complement 

Mli pye a da ämpyi u si m-pä me. 
I NEG PERF believe if he FUT FP-come NEG 
Ί doubt if he'll come.' 

Some speakers allow a conditional complement with sonrjo ' think'. As with 
däy the use of a conditional makes meaning shift closer to 'doubt' than to 
'not think': 

(73) Mli jiye a s)l na sdnrjl 
I NEG PERF be.EMPH PROG think.IMPFV 
Ί really doubt 

ämpyi pi si gil sil sinykeeridemitji na mi. 
if they FUT it begin cinq.heures.et.demi.DEF at NEG 
if they will start it at 5:30.' 

It should be noted that some speakers refuse to use sentences of this sort. 
The third verb of cognition which can take conditional complements is ce 

'know'. Since ce is factive, the truth of an ordinary zia-complement is not af-
fected by the negation of the main clause. It is only through the use of a 
conditional complement that this presupposition of the truth of the comple-
ment can be dispensed with. Compare the following examples: 
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(74) a. U pye a cd na Ργέέίέ si m-pä mi. 
she NEG PERF know that Pierre FUT FP-come NEG 
'She doesn't know that Pierre is coming.* 

b. U pye a cd ämpyi Pyiird si ih-pä mi. 
she NEG PERF know if Pierre FUT FP-come NEG 
'She doesn't know if Pierre is coming/ 

This means of circumventing the factivity of ce is available even when it 
does not fall under the scope of negation. Thus ce can take a conditional 
complement clause when it is affirmative if the speaker is not sure or does 
not wish to appear sure of the truth of the complement. The following ex-
ample illustrates: 

(75) Miisa a cd ämpyi Zhän ä pa. 
Musa PERF know if Jean PERF come 
'Musa knows if Jean has come.' 

This construction can only be used with second and third person subjects, 
since speakers presumably know what they know. 

Like yib6, ce can take indirect constituent question complements as well: 

(76) U a cd jd υ si m-pä ye. 
he PERF know who s/he FUT FP-come Q 
'He knows who will come.' 

Some speakers (significantly they seem to be younger ones) use the condi-
tional subordinator ämpyi/kämpyi even with constituent question comple-
ments, as if it were an all-purpose complementizer for indirect question 
complements (note in the following example that the question marker ye is 
dropped before the negative marker at the end of the sentence): 

(77) Cedgi pye a cd 
woman.DEF NEG PERF know 
'The woman doesn't know 

ampyi jd u si ürü tegi me. 
if who s/he FUT her(EMPH) help NEG 
who will help her.' 

Ce has the further unique characteristic of allowing its complement to be 
preposed. This is particularly frequent when ce is the main verb of a purpose 
clause. The verb in the main clause to which the purpose clause is appended 
is generally 'look' or 'see'. The preposed conditional complement thus fol-
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lows 'look' or 'see' and precedes the clause containing ce, as in the follow-
ing example: 

(78) U mäha sis0ntj0 pyi ' ύ ά sä ή-ίέέπ 
he HAB fly make it.COMP PERF go IP-sit 
'He makes a fly go sit 

ύ nä a w)i 
him on SC look 
on him ( = the suitor) and look 

ämpyi noopiige na pye u na si ß-c6. 
if scar PROG be him on PURP IP-know 
to know if a scar is on him.' 

This type of structure may have been the origin of the verb wff* look' be-
ing able to take a complement clause. The order of the clauses certainly 
makes it look plausible to interpret the conditional clause as the complement 
of wff, and all that would be needed to make the transformation complete 
would be the dropping of the already reduced and postposed purpose clause. 
Whatever the origin of the construction, in current Kampwo Supyire wff can 
take a conditional complement without the addition of a purpose clause with 
ce. Following is a typical example: 

(79) Kä butji pyiibff p)i s/ιύύηηΐ 
and dead.person.DEF children.DEF IND two 
'Then two of the deceased's children 

si rf-tig6 fangk6 e 
NARR IP-go.down grave.DEF in 
got down into the grave 

mä kü wff ämpyi ka a ρ wo.14 

and it look.at if it PERFbe.good 
and looked to see if it was good.' 

11.6. Sentential subjects 

Sentential subjects are not common in Kampwo Supyire. I have located only 
13 examples in the entire corpus. Many of the examples given in this section 
are thus elicited. 

Fully nominalized clauses can be placed in subject position with stative 
verbs of evaluation such as 'be good' and 'be difficult'. Following are some 
examples. Note that serial verbs can be made into compound nouns (see 
chapter 3, section 3.2.3.3) as in the second example below. 
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(80) a. Tübabüubii käU-ijä15 ä β wo άέ! 
white.people.DEF learn-DEF PERF be.good EXCL 
'The learning of the white people is good!' 

b. Mi) cwögi "vworo-rj-kärä-gi jiye ä waha 
my wife.DEF NOM.go.out-NOM-go-DEF NEG PERF hard 
'My wife leaving (me) (or: my wife having left (me)) isn't 
hard/difficult 

m)i nä mi. 
me on NEG 
on/for me.' 

The verb tään 'be sweet, good tasting1 can be used also to mean 'please', 
with the dative-experiencer coded as an indirect object. When the thing 
which pleases is a physical object or a person, the indirect object takes the 
postposition ä ' to' . When, however, it is a state of affairs, such as is repre-
sented by a nominalized clause, the postposition used must be i ' in' . Com-
pare the following examples: 

(81) a. subject is a thing 

IJki cig6 yäseerä i tään m)i ά. 
this tree.DEF fruit.DEF PERF be.sweet me to 
'The fruit of this tree pleases me.' or Ί like the fruit of this 
tree.' 

b. subject is a nominalization 

U $-gyeri-/)-kärä-gf ßye a tään 
his NOM-be.hot-NOM-go-DEF NEG PERF be.sweet 
'His leaving early does not please 

m)i ) mi. 
me in NEG 
me.' 

The verb pää 'surprise' takes its dative-experiencer as a direct object: 

(82) U ß-jä-ß-ßri-rja a m)) pää. 
his NOM-be.able-NOM-get.up-DEF PERF me surprise 
'His being able to get up surprises me.' 

The verb yaa 'repair, fashion', mentioned in section 11.2 in its capacity as 
a modality verb meaning 'ought', can take a nominalized subject when it has 
its stative meaning of 'be appropriate, be fitting': 
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(83) U ή-kärä-rjä ä yaa. 
her NOM-go-DEF PERF be.fitting 
'Her going/leaving was appropriate/convenient/a good thing.* 

All of the above examples contain lexical verbs, whether stative or active. 
In the following example the predicate consists rather of a copula plus a 
predicate nominal. The expression has become frozen with the predicate 
nominal in focus position, however: fronted, with a coreferential anaphoric 
pronoun immediately following. In such a construction, the erstwhile subject 
is postposed to the copula (for a description of focus in copular clauses, see 
chapter 12, section 12.1.2). The focused predicate nominal, fänhä kyää 
'matter of power', is used to code obligation: 

(84) Fänhä kyää Ii pye u sümä-shwo-o-nf. 
power matter it be his grain-buy-G3S-DEF(G3S) 
'He is obliged to buy grain.' lit. 'His buying grain is a matter of 
power.' 

Beside the fully nominalized clauses illustrated above, a few verbs allow 
"extraposed" sentential subjects. In most cases the pronoun //(gender 3 sin-
gular) is placed in subject position, and the subject clause is postposed. The 
verb yaa noted above allows this procedure. When it is used to express ap-
propriateness, the subject clause is subjunctive: 

(85) La ä yaa m)l f $-kär6. 
it PERF be.fitting I SUBJUNC IP-go 
' I t ' s right that I go.' 

The same verb can be used with a /»-complement as subject to mean 
'happen, come about': 

(86) Kä Ii ί yäa 
and it NARR happen 
'And it came about 

na mu sähä pye na jinä ä y)rä 
that you YET NEG PROG be.able.IMPFV SC get.up 
that you were no longer able to get up 

ä fworo cyflngi na mi. 
SC go .out outside.DEF at NEG 
and go outside.' 
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The verb ta 'find', which as we have seen above can function as a verb of 
both cognition and perception, can take an extraposed subject /»-comple-
ment to mean 'be the case that* or 'happen that': 

(87) La ä ta, pi sähä βγε an/ me. 
it PERF find they NEG . YET be there NEG 
'It was that case that they weren't yet there.' 

A few verbs allow an extraposed subjectless clause beginning with the 
same subject conjunction mä. In the following example with the verb ßwoy 
the extraposed clause is placed first in the sentence: 

(88) Mä ήάέ taha na kyaäre kwüün, 
and this use PROG meat.DEF cut.IMPFV 
'To use this to cut the meat, 

Ii jiye ä β wo mä. 
it NEG PERF be.good NEG 
it isn't good.' 

Free translation: 'It wouldn't be good to use this to cut the meat.' 

A subjectless mä clause can also be postposed. The following example 
functions as the subject of 'be a surprise'. Note that the understood subject 
of the complement has the same referent as the dative-experiencer of the 
main clause: 

(89) La ä pyi kakyanhala mii ά mä y) !6g6. 
it PERF be surprise me to and them hear 
Ί was surprised to hear it.' lit. It was a surprise to me to hear it.' 

11.7. The status of complement clauses 

It is time now to address a question which has been held in abeyance during 
the preceding discussion: what is the syntactic status of complement clauses 
in Supyire? We have so far proceeded as if they were comparable to English 
complement clauses (e.g. in the use of the term "extraposed"), but is this as-
sumption justified? Specifically, are Supyire complement clauses in fact em-
bedded clauses functioning as direct object or subject of a main clause, or 
are they simply independent clauses paratactically conjoined with the so-
called main clause? 

The following discussion will address this question. The conclusion 
reached will be that Supyire complement clauses are at an interesting stage 
between parataxis and full-scale embedding. 
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At the outset let it be said that from a historical point of view Supyire 
complements are not and never were "extraposed" if this is taken to mean 
"removed from direct object or subject position and placed outside the 
clause." There is not a shred of evidence that the sentence-like complements 
(subjunctive, realis (high tone), and na complements) were ever placed in 
subject or direct object position. They cannot be taken to be embedded in 
this obvious sense. 

A second observation is that the structures used as complement clauses are 
not uniquely confined to that function. In common with many languages in 
the area (including Bambara), na "complements" can be used without a main 
clause. When queried on this usage, speakers generally say that some such 
verb as jwo 'say' is 'understood1. The na complementizer is obligatory when 
there is no main clause. Following is an example from a conversation: 

(90) A: Yi) ί bag6 käni ηιέέ ε 
you(PL) GEN house.DEF only even.if PROG 
'Even if it is your family (lit. house) alone 

u särä-n), la ä waha la? 
it pay-IMPFV it PERFhard Q 
which pays it ( = the tax), is that (so) difficult?' 

B: Yä ρά moyen, yä ρά moyen f 
Il.n'y.a pas moyen il.n'y.a pas moyen (French) 
'No way, no way! 

Na wüü ύ tÜTji βye naqkd-lydqi ki! 
that we GEN father.DEF be man-be.old.DEF EXCL 
(You only think that because you say) that our father is the 
oldest man!' 

Frequently the context implies that speech was used. In the following exam-
ple the na clause gives the content of the message: 

(91) Cam7 kä, kä tünturu si m-pälä ä pa mΏ ä, 
day INDand message NARR IP-be.sudden SC come me to 
'One day, a message came out of the blue 

na mil οένόόηϊ na wa Sukwole e, 
that my friend.DEF PROG be.there Sikasso in 
(saying) that my friend was in Sikasso, 

na i)kää u yayi wu u wä. 
that but he sick.person POSS he be.there 
but that he was very sick.' 
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More telling evidence is supplied by additional functions of the other types 
of complement. A clause identical in form to an imperfective realis (high 
tone) complement may be used as a simultaneous time adverbial clause in 
the absence of any verb of perception or manipulation in the main clause 
(see chapter IS, section 15.1.1.5). Following is an example: 

(92) Pi ä ti puni tuga ä pa ji-cyän 
they PERF it all carry SC come IP-drop 
'They carried it (= the meat) all and came and dropped it 

santu tään ύ u fugure sähäqkl 
francolin beside he.COMP PROG flop.IMPFV still 
beside Francolin while he was still flopping about.' 

A perfective realis (high tone) clause may function something like a rela-
tive clause when the modified noun is in direct object position (see section 
13.5 of chapter 13). Note that the sentence looks very much like a main 
clause plus complement clause, but there is no complement-taking verb: 

(93) Cedyi wä u nä figämii si 
woman.DEF IND she REM.PAST twins give.birth.to 
Ά certain woman gave birth to twins 

pi ά farä pi-y6 nä. 
they.COMP PERF stick.to they-REFL at 
(which) were stuck to each other.' 

In both the "adverbial" and "relative" uses of realis (high tone) clauses 
there is a requirement of coreference: the subject of the "subordinate" clause 
must be coreferential with a participant of the main clause, just as with the 
"complement" use. Rather than speaking of "subject to object raising" in the 
case of the complement clause, it would be more accurate to say that the 
high tone marking the subject of the "subordinate" clause has as its primary 
function to signal this coreference. 

The coreference can be of a rather loose sort even in the case of comple-
ment clauses. In section 11.3 above it was noted that the subject of a com-
plement of tegs 'help' can be coreferential with both the main clause direct 
object and subject, if the latter actually performs the complement event: 

(94) Kä u ύ ύ tigi' pi ä cir6 päan. 
and he NARR him help they.COMP PERF trees.DEF chop 
'Then he helped him chop the trees.' 

This example goes against a "deep structure" analysis of the Supyire ma-
nipulative complements. At first sight they look disarmingly like a midway 
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stage in a derivation from deep to surface structure, a point where "raising" 
has occurred but the coreferential noun phrase in the complement has not yet 
been deleted. The above example, as well as the requirement of coreference 
in the non-complement uses outlined above, shows that this delightful hy-
pothesis is misguided. 

Subjunctive clauses, too, can be put to other uses. Both si and "zero" sub-
junctives can be used as polite commands (see chapter 14, section 14.1.2): 

(95) a. 5/subjunctive 

Ma ä ιή-ρά. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC IP-come 
'Come.' 

b. "zero" subjunctive 

Ma 0 pa. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC come 
'Come.' 

Subjunctive clauses can also function as purpose adverbial clauses (note 
the dual function of infinitive clauses in English and French as both com-
plements and purpose clauses; for purpose clauses see chapter IS, section 
15.1.10): 

(96) Mli a sinmpe le ku na 
I PERFoil.DEF put it on 
Ί put oil on it 

ku jyimu si ή-ίάήη. 
its entering SUBJUNC IP-be.easy 
so it would go in easily.' 

There is an equi-subject deletion rule for same subject purpose clauses just 
as there is (with most verbs) for same subject subjunctive complements: 

(97) a. purpose clause 

Pi na wyige türü si lwohs ta. 
they PROG hole.DEF dig.IMPFV SUBJUNC water get 
'They are digging the hole to get water.' 

b. complement clause 

Pi la flye si Iwoho ta. 
their desire be SUBJUNC water get 
'They want to get water.' 
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One further piece of evidence tending towards a non-embedding analysis 
of Supyire complements is the widespread use of "anticipatory" pronouns. 
These pronouns, which are placed in the position in the main clause which 
the complement would occupy if it were truly embedded, have the effect of 
making the main clause syntactically complete without the addition of a 
further clause. The main clause in the following example can be a complete 
clause on its own in a way that 'he said' in English cannot: 

(98) a. with complement clause 

U a yi jwd mil ä na uru si m-pa. 
hePERFthem say me to that he(EMPH)FUT IP-come 
'He said to me that he will come.' 

b. without complement clause 

U a yi jwd mi) ά. 
he Ρ ERF them say me to 
'He said it (lit. them) to me.' 

While this evidence is not overwhelming (the same argument can be applied 
to most extraposed sentential subjects in English), it does contribute to the 
accumulating picture of Supyire complements as being only very loosely 
subordinated if at all. 

What is the evidence on the other side? Is there anything which argues 
against a simple paratactic analysis? The first point to note is that there are 
elements in the complement clauses which mark them as less-than-independ-
ent. The na and high tone complementizers are such markers. While these 
morphemes do not necessarily mark their clauses as complements, they do 
mark them as dependent in some way. Similarly, the subjunctive is quite re-
stricted in its independent clause use. The required omission of an equi-sub-
ject in some complement and all purpose clauses is an indication of their 
less-than-independent status as well. 

The most telling evidence against a simple paratactic analysis comes from 
the placement of clause final markers. These include the relative clause 
marker k6, question markers la, ye, be, and k6, and the negative markers mi 
and ma. When clauses which require these markers are followed by a com-
plement clause, the marker is placed after the complement. Note the follow-
ing examples: 

(99) a. relative clause (functioning as time clause) 

Τέηΐ i υ a yira a yydrd maä jw6 
time.DEF in he PERFget.up SC stop and.NARR say 
'At the time he stood up and said 
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käkälärjä16 i m)) bS' ge, 
that(GlS) bastard.DEF(G 1S) PERF me kill REL 

"That bastard has killed me" 

kä coonfodrji s) y)rd iögö... 
and younger.sibling.DEF NARR these(G2P) hear 
the younger brother heard these ( = the words)...' 

Free translation: 'When he stood up and said "That bastard has 
killed me!" his younger brother heard him...' 

b. yes/no question 

Mu a Π cd ä jwo ίέ17 ' tä-byage e 
you PERF it know SC say tea LOC-drink.G2S to 
'Did you think (lit. know + say) it was to drink tea 

mil nä ιή-pyi ά shyi la? 
I REM.P AST IP-be.PAST SC go Q 
(that) I had gone (there)?' 

c. negation 

Nö ßye na p-ce "hfii ä lye" mi 
man NEG PROG IP-know I PERFbe.old NEG 
Ά man doesn't know he's old (lit. "I am old") 

f6 ceewe kä it cy6. 
till woman COND him refuse 
till a woman refuses him.' (a proverb) 

In conclusion, complement clauses in Supyire are neither fully embedded, 
nor are they completely independent. They have instead a hybrid status. If 
they originally arose through parataxis, as seems likely, they have since de-
veloped a number of characteristics which show that they have to varying 
degrees become more closely integrated into the syntax of the main clause. 
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Chapter 12 

Focus and topic constructions 

The bulk of this chapter is concerned with two constructions, one coding 
contrastive focus, the other a marked topic. In both constructions, one noun 
phrase is placed at the beginning of the clause rather than in its ordinary 
place. This placement in initial position can be attributed to a very general 
principle whereby information which is less predictable and/or more impor-
tant tends to get mentioned first. This in turn is due to a very general cogni-
tive principle that more attention is typically accorded to information which 
comes first. Speakers exploit this principle in order to make sure the appro-
priate amount of attention is paid to the various bits of information in a 
communication (see Givön 1985, 1988, 1990). 

In addition to these two constructions, two other means of coding focus 
and topic are dealt with in this chapter: the contrastive genitive construction, 
and marking of topic by means of the particle kbtii. 

12.1. Focus constructions 

In Supyire, as in many languages, it is possible to distinguish two major 
types of focus, which we will label "weak" and "strong" focus (cf. de Vries 
1985). These labels are far from satisfactory, but in view of the termino-
logical confusion in this area, it is best to avoid more specific terms which 
might be misleading. If fact what we are here calling "weak" focus is often 
termed the "focus of assertion". It is that part of a proposition which at-
tracts the scope of negation (see chapter 9, section 9.4.2) and, in the corre-
sponding yes/no question, it also attracts the scope of interrogation (see 
chapter 14, section 14.2.1.3). Quantifiers and adjectives also typically fall 
under the scope of weak focus (see chapter 6, sections 6.3.3 and 6.4). In a 
declarative sentence, the information which falls under the scope of weak 
focus is frequently, but not necessarily, new. It is typically asserted against 
the background of the hearer's presumed ignorance. 

In this section we will examine the most common devices used in Supyire 
to encode strong focus. Strong focus is used in a number of pragmatic situ-
ations in which the speaker desires to draw particular attention to one noun 
phrase (or to an adverb). It includes, for example, what is often called 
"contrastive" focus, when the speaker wishes to indicate one out of two or 
more possibilities. It is also covers situations when a speaker has good rea-
son to believe that the hearer might possibly be mistaken, or is in danger of 
being mistaken, and wishes to set him or her right. Finally, it includes what 
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might be called "strong focus of assertion", such as focus in replies to con-
stituent questions, and focus on new, major participants at the beginning of a 
narrative (for this last, see section 12.2.1 below). 

12.1.1. The cleft focus construction 

The "c lef t" construction in Supyire differs from the construction so labeled 
in other languages (e.g. English) in that it has none of the specific trappings 
of relative clause syntax, and does not appear to be derived from it in any 
way. Indeed, as will be shown in chapter 13, the influence seems to have 
been in the opposite direction. The label is justified on two grounds, how-
ever. Firstly, the function of the Supyire construction approximates that of 
clefts in other languages. Secondly, the Supyire construction shares certain 
syntactic characteristics with clefts in other languages, characteristics quite 
separate from anything specifically related to relative clauses. 

The cleft in Supyire, like that in other languages, functions primarily to 
code strong focus on one item in the proposition. As noted in the preceding 
section, a speaker may choose to put an item of information under strong fo-
cus for a variety of reasons. The focused item may or may not be new infor-
mation, but the "out of focus" part of the construction is typically presup-
posed (in a pragmatic if not strictly logical sense). 

From the coding point of view, the Supyire cleft is like other clefts in the 
following ways: the focused noun phrase is placed first, followed, without a 
pause, by the rest of the clause containing the presupposed information. The 
focused item receives heavy stress, and the rest of the clause is correspond-
ingly relatively unstressed. In the affirmative, no copula or other verbal ele-
ment marks the focused noun phrase:1 

(1) Sig6 e υ a kard. 
bush.DEF to s/he PERF go 
'It is to the bush that s/he has gone.' 

In the negative, the negative identifier bä ' it is not ' is placed after the fo-
cused noun phrase. 

(2) Sig6 e bä u a Jcärd mi. 
bush.DEF to it.it.not s/he PERF go NEG 
'It isn't to the bush that s/he has gone.' 

The three elements of fronting the focused item, heavy intonational stress 
on the focused item, and use of a quasi-copula (at least in the negative) are 
all elements shared by typical clefts cross-linguistically. The absence of any 
relative clause morphology and syntax (specifically the absence of relative 
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pronouns and of the clause final relative marker) is typical of strong focus 
constructions in West African languages (see Creissels 1978 for a survey of 
twenty languages). 

The presupposed, "out of focus" clause which follows the focused item is 
not marked in any special way in Supyire with one exception. If the tense-
aspect is present progressive (with the auxiliary na), the copula pye is in-
serted before the auxiliary: 

(3) Na mu / m)i pye na yu. 
with you with I be PROG speak.IMPFV 
'It is with you that I 'm speaking.' 

This admittedly restricted marking of the presupposed part of the proposition 
is also found in questions and relative clauses, and forms part of the marking 
of negation in progressive clauses (see chapter 9, section 9.4.1.2). 

When word order is exploited for pragmatic purposes, its function of cod-
ing syntactic roles is disrupted. The cleft construction thus creates a "case-
recoverability" problem: how does the speaker let the addressee know what 
the syntactic case role of the focused item is? With a focused direct object, a 
simple gap is used. If the verb is transitive, the absence of a direct object be-
tween the tense-aspect auxiliary and the verb is a clue to the hearer that this 
is where the focused item belongs. Note that when the direct object is re-
moved from its normal position, the intransitive prefix appears on the verb. 

(4) a. unfocused direct object 

Pi na kuru pirjke pyi 'bogo'. 
they PROG this(EMPH) drum.DEF call bogo 
'They call this drum 'bogo ' . ' 

b. focused direct object 

Kuru plyke pi pye na 0 m-pyi 'bogo'. 
this(EMPH) drum.DEF they be PROG IP-call bogo 
'It is this drum which they call 'bogo ' . ' 

When the focused item is the subject, it is immediately followed by a 
coreferential anaphoric pronoun. Without this pronoun, the focus construc-
tion would be morphologically indistinguishable from an ordinary clause, 
since the subject normally comes first in such clauses. The strong stress on 
the subject would of course provide an intonational clue, but this is evidently 
not sufficient. The pronoun, which like ordinary subjects is unstressed, is an 
unmistakable indication that the construction is marked for focus.2 When the 
focused item is a first or second person pronoun, the resumptive pronoun is 
third person, gender 1. In the following examples, context has been included 
where possible to get a feel for the nature of the focus involved. 
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(5) a. 'The monitor lizard said "Of your two women, which do you like 
the best?" He said "I like them both." Then the monitor lizard 
said to him, "If you kill me, your f iam^e will die, but it you let 
me live, the girl who is with you will die." The man stood there. 
He didn't know what to do. Whenever he started to kill the 
monitor lizard, his fianc6e would say: 

"M)) u si ή-kwü la?" 
me she FUT FP-die Q 

' Is it me who will die?' 

And if he started to leave the monitor lizard alone, the girl would 
say: 

"Mi) u si ή-kwü la?"' 
me she FUT FP-die Q 

"Is it me who will die?" ' 

b. Yi mee ύ bo, 
they CONCESS.COND him kill 
'Even if they ( = the bush cows) kill him, 

mu u a ύ kän ya a.3 

you he PERFhim give them to 
it was you who gave him to them.' 

c. Hali τηΏ na Fantär-ii mäha 
even I and Fant6r6-people.of HAB 
Ί and the people of Fanteri even 

ti ta näkaana na pire pi ä lye. 
it get discussion that they(EMPH) they PERF be.old 
have disputes over whether it is they who are older (i.e. whether 
the village of Fant£r6 is older than the the speaker's village) 

ßjwu, "Yii ä fine: wüü pi ä lye." 
IP.say you.PL PERF lie we they PERF be.old 
(I) say, "You have lied: it 's us who are older." ' 

d. Ί told him, "If you hear that the people are lacking in respect for 
your (PL) father, you (PL) who are his children, 

yi) pi mäha u yyähe löge."' 
you.PL they HAB his face.DEF put.CAUS 
it is you who bring this disrespect on him (lit. put his face in)." ' 

Noun phrases of course are echoed by pronouns of the same number and 
gender as the head noun: 
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(6) a. 'If you see that not one of them (the men from the village who 
have jobs in the capital city or in C6te d'lvoire) gives anything 
here (to help pay for the head tax) except my younger brother, 
that means 
wüü ύ bag6 känl ku si rä a 
our GEN house.DEF(G2S)only it(G2S)FUT go PROG 
it is our house (i.e. family) alone which will 

u särä-ni.' 
it pay-IMPFV 
be paying it.' 

b. Lira a li cy6d mii nä sddrji yäbärji na, 
this(EMPH) PERF it show me at truth.DEF EMPH at 
'This showed me clearly (lit. on truth itself), 

näfüüg-kwüiji u a p) keege. 
wealth-lust.for.DEF(GlS) it(GlS) PERF them spoil 
(that) it is greed that has ruined them.' 

Case recoverability for indirect objects is simple: the adpositional marking 
is placed with the focused noun phrase at the head of the clause. There is no 
resumptive pronoun to mark the position from which the focused item has 
been removed. Following are some examples: 

(7) Mii ά mu könä i wyeire4 ta, 
me from you TOP PERF poison.DEF get 
'It was from me that you bought the poison, 

ήkää wyeire Jakyärä5 ßye mi) ä me. 
but poison.DEF antidote be me to NEG 
but I don't have an antidote for it.' 

(8) A: Mu si zhye negesütji na mä? 
you NEG.FUT FP.go bicycle.DEF on NEG.Q 
'Aren't you going to go by bicycle? 

B: Mobiletirji na mii si. 
mobylette.DEF on I go.IMPFV 
It's by mobylette that I'm going.' 

(9) Pi mäha yire pyi 'keriyi'. 
they HAB these(EMPH) call fields.DEF 
'They call these 'the fields'. 
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Yire e buqf mäha m-pwo 
them(EMPH) to corpse.DEF HAB IP-tie 
It is on them that the corpse is tied 

ηά meer6 6. 
with rope.DEF with 
with the rope.' 

Adverbs of time, place, and manner can be focused in the same way. Their 
lexical meaning indicates their role in the clause. 

(10) A: 'Wasn't it after those years that he died?' 

B: Nümi säsä6 ura a kwü. 
now right he(EMPH)PERF die 
'It was very recently that he died.' 

(11) Wani m)i ä na väänyi ta. 
there I PERF my cloth.DEF find 
'It was there that I found my clothes.' 

(12) Amun) senuföobii kwüubff mäha n-tuni. 
thus Senufo.DEF die.DEF HAB IP-bury IMPFV 
'It is thus that the Senufo dead are buried.' 

It should be noted that ordinary third person anaphoric pronouns cannot be 
put in the focus position. Emphatic pronouns must be used instead: 

(13) IJg6 u a cyilgd ke, uru pi ά yyere 
DEM he PERFbe.smart REL he(EMPH) they PERF call 
'The one who is smart, it is him that they called 

u 0 pä känhe cyag6 1c 
he SUBJUNC come village.DEF place.DEF put 
to come pick the site of the (new) village 

pira i . 
them(EMPH) to 
for them.' 

There are logically three ways that a cleft construction can combine with 
negation: 1) the focused part is negated, and the presupposed part affirma-
tive ('it wasn't X that did Y'); 2) the focused part is affirmative, and the pre-
supposed part negated ('it was X that didn't Y'); or 3) both parts can be ne-
gated ('it wasn't X that didn't Y'). Of these, only 1) occurs unelicited in the 
corpus. The practical occasions in which the addressee mistakenly believes 
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X to have not done Y are much rarer than those in which s/he mistakenly 
believes X to have done Y. In 1) and 3) above, the negation of the focused 
element is indicated by placing after it the negative identifier bä 'it is not'. 
The negative clause final particle which goes with it is placed not after this 
initial clause, but at the end of the sentence, after the presupposed clause. 
The syntactic role of the focused item is recovered in exactly the same way 
as in affirmative clefts. Following are examples with various syntactic roles 
focused. They are all type 1) above, viz. with focus, but affirmative presup-
posed clause. Note that many of them are cast in the form of negative yes/no 
questions, which have a strong bias toward an affirmative response, just as 
in English. 

(14) a. subject, coreferential pronoun 

Yi τηέέ ύ bö, 
they CONCESS.COND him kill 
'Even if they (= the bush cows) killed him, 

mu ba u a ύ kän ya ä mä? 
you it.is.not he PERF him give them to NEG.Q 
wasn't it you that gave him to them?' 

b. direct object, gap 

Kämbin migi bä 
cowrie name it.is.not 
'Isn't it the name of 'Cowry' 

pi ä 0 le u na ä? 
they PERF put him on NEG.Q 
that they gave him (lit. put on him)?' 

c. indirect object (locative) 

Cyägc kd e bä 
place.DEF IND in it.is.not 
'It is not in any particular place 

mii pye na u tää mä. 
I be PROG it get.IMPFV NEG 
that I am getting it.' 

d. indirect object (associative) 

Täbä ηά mu / bä 
Q with you with it.is.not 
'Isn't it with you 
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mli pye na yu mi? 
I be PROG speak.IMPFV NEG 
that I am speaking?' 

e. manner adverb 

Mu bä käshige mpyi ä? 
thus it.is.not war.DEF was NEG.Q 
'Wasn't it thus that the war was?' 

As stated above, only elicited examples are available of clefts in which the 
focused part is affirmative while the presupposed part is negative. Speakers 
do not appear to be at all uncomfortable in producing such sentences, though 
they are apparently used much less frequently than the type just illustrated 
above. They differ from simple affirmative clefts strikingly in that they re-
quire a copula (pye 'be ') to follow the focused item. The focused item is the 
(focused) subject of this copula, a fact shown by the addition of a ^referen-
tial pronoun between the noun phrase and the copula. The presupposed 
clause follows, with negation marked as it would be in a simple clause. 
When the syntactic role of the focused noun phrase is subject of the presup-
posed clause, there is a coreferential pronoun as the beginning of the latter: 

(15) Zhy6 u pye u pye a kärd mi. 
Zhye he be he NEG PERF go NEG 
'It was Zhye who didn't go.' 

When the focused item is a direct object, there is a gap in the presupposed 
clause in the direct object position, just as in affirmative clefts: 

(16) Wotöröqi u pye u pye a 0 peri me. 
cart.DEF he be he NEG PERF sell NEG 
'It 's the cart that he didn't sell.' 

Examples with negation of both parts of the cleft were also easy to obtain 
by elicitation. They use the negative identifier bä to set off the focused item, 
and the presupposed clause is simply negated as an ordinary clause would 
be. Note that only one clause final negative particle appears at the end of the 
sentence, though both clauses are negated: 

(17) Mii bä υ pye a kärd mi. 
I it.is.not s/heNEG PERF go NEG 
'It isn't me who didn't go.' 

One final point should be noted before leaving the subject of verbal clefts. 
Use of the cleft construction to focus the verb is not possible in Supyire, un-
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like in a number of other West African languages (cf. Stahlke 1974, Givön 
1990, chapter 16). Only nominal constituents and adverbs can be so focused. 
When I attempted to elicit sentences with focus on the verb, I was given ex-
amples with the exclamatory particle di, which is widely used not only in 
Senufo but also in the surrounding languages. Following is an example: 

(18) U a kärd de! 
s/he PERF go EXCL 
'S/he has left! * 

This particle does not specifically code emphasis on the verb, however, but 
rather on whatever item in the sentence is in the focus of assertion. Thus if a 
locative adverbial phrase is added to the above example, the focus will be on 
it rather than on the verb: 

(19) U a kärd Sukwoo na de! 
s/he PERF go Sikasso to EXCL 
'S/he has gone to Sikasso !' 

12.1.2. Cleft focus constructions in copular clauses 

There are two items which can be focused in equative copular clauses, the 
subject and the predicate nominal. Focus on the subject presents no peculi-
arities: the construction as described in the preceding section is used, with a 
resumptive pronoun following the focused noun phrase to show that it has 
been focused. Following is both an affirmative and a negative example, 
taken from the same folktale: 

(20) a. Mu u βγε \νύύ ηύηϊ. 
you she be our mother.DEF 
'It is you who are our mother.' 

b. Mu ba u jiye \νύύ ηύηϊ mi. 
you it.is.not she be our mother.DEF NEG 
'It is not you who are our mother.' 

When the focused item is the predicate nominal, however, there are com-
plications. There are two types of cleft construction which focus the predi-
cate nominal. One is used when the subject is a noun, a first or second per-
son pronoun, or an emphatic or demonstrative pronoun. The other is used 
when the subject is a simple anaphoric pronoun. The former case is the sim-
pler. The focused item is moved to the front of the clause, just as in verbal 
clauses. The subject, however, is postposed to a position after the copula. 
The focused item is followed by a resumptive pronoun, just as if it were a 
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focused subject. It thus looks as if the subject and predicate nominal have 
switched roles. Following are some examples: 

(21) a. Cyde pi wi y)l 
women they be.there you.PL 
'It is women that you are.' or 'You're a bunch of women." 
(said to a group of cowardly men) 

b. Zookeeper: Have you bought your tickets? 
Boys: No. 
Zookeeper: That will be a hundred francs each. 

Boys: Lakölii pi pye \νύύ. 
students they be we 
'(But) we are students.' (students have free 
admission to the Bamako zoo) 

c. Jwubo nin-tanma pu pye pure. 
say(G5) ADJ-be.sweet(G5)it(G5) be that(EMPH) 
'Those are good words.' 

d. Mi) yyähä ' ίόόηϊ nintähigif fydyi 
my face owner.DEF soles.DEF prints.DEF(GlS) 

u pye $g6. 
i t (GlS)be this(GlS) 

'Those are my older brother's footprints.' 

e. Li yyee tanra-wüüni Ii pye nipjy66. 
this year third-POSS.DEF it be this.year 
'This year is its third year.' 

When the subject is a simple anaphoric pronoun, a more complex construc-
tion is used. The focused predicate nominal is moved to the front and fol-
lowed by a coreferential pronoun, as in the type just described. The subject, 
however, is not merely postposed to the copula. It is placed after the copula 
in a clause of its own, with a predicate consisting of an identifier pronoun 
(see chapter 5, section 5.1.2.6) of the appropriate gender and number. This 
extra "subject clause" is marked as subordinate by a high tone on the subject 
pronoun, rather than the mid-low tune which it normally carries. The high 
tone carries over onto the identifier pronoun, which becomes high-low.7 

Following are some examples: 

(22) a. 0hon. Ml) wti u a sii 
no my POSS(GIS) i t (GlS)PERF be.EMPH 
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ύ wi. 
it(GlS)it.is(GlS) 

'No. It's mine: 

b. CaangS cknrjk6 ku mpyi kd kt. 
market.DEF day.DEF it was it it.is(G2S) 
'It was market day: 

c. Wyere fana ti pye ti ti. 
potion also it be it it.is(G4) 
'It is also a potion: 

d. Näjjkääwä num-pi bä u mpyi ύ wi mi. 
thief ADJ-bad it.is.not he was he it.is(GlS) NEG 
'He wasn't a dangerous thief.' 

Predicate nominals which occur in verbal clauses can also be focused, but 
they do not cause any complications there. They are simply fronted as in 
other clefts, and a gap is left following the verb in the presupposed clause: 

(23) Zäntügd u ä pyi a ι)-y£ kienqi 0. 
hyena he PERF PAST PERFhe-REFL turn 
'It was a hyena that he turned himself into (not, e.g. into a lion).' 

12.1.3. The contrastive genitive construction 

Contrastive focus on a genitive (possessor) noun phrase is indicated by plac-
ing a genitive particle u between the genitive and the head noun. This parti-
cle has weak mid tone, and behaves tonally as if it were a possessed noun, 
becoming high after a mid tone, and low-weak mid after a low tone. It is 
obviously related to the independent possessive pronoun root wu- (see 
chapter 5, section 5.1.2.11). The head noun following the particle is com-
pletely unaffected tonally. 

The following examples illustrate the use of u to indicate contrastive fo-
cus:8 

(24) C: Nümüci sä ä ke kan... 
Numuce go PERF ten give 
'Numuce has given ten... 

Nbnurugo mu ' rä ä pa ηά ' άόόηί i. 
Nonurugo also go PERF come with a.bit with 
Nonurugo has also brought a bit.' 
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E: Li sänni nähä ά kwdrd mu ύ kirji. 
it OTHER.DEF be.here PERF remain your GEN ten.DEF 
'Then all that remains (to be given) is your ten.' 

(25) Pi ύ väänyi nä wüü wuyi 
their GEN clothes.DEFand our POSS.DEF(G2P) 
' Their clothes and ours 

flye nigkin mi. 
be one NEG 
are not the same.1 

12.2. Topic constructions 

One of the major tasks of any speaker is to let the hearer know what is being 
talked about. The management of topicality involves both anaphoric continu-
ity (referring back to topics mentioned previously) and cataphoric impor-
tance (letting the addressee know which topics to pay particular attention to 
because they will play a part in the ensuing discourse). In chapter 10 
(section 10.1) above it was claimed that the subject in Supyire may be char-
acterized as the clause-level topic. The subject tends to have high continuity 
with the preceding discourse (the great majority of subjects have been men-
tioned previously) and high cataphoric importance (most subjects are re-
ferred to again in the ensuing discourse). Supyire has a highly grammatical-
ized system of narrative conjunctions which enable the speaker to indicate to 
the addressee either continuity of primary topic (same subject as previous 
clause) or switch of primary topic (different subject from previous clause) 
(see chapter 15, section 15.3). The voice mechanisms discussed in chapter 
10, especially the passive, are another means of managing topicality. 

12.2.1. Introducing important new topics with clefts 

Subjects tend to be "old" topics, ones which have already been mentioned. 
How then are new topics introduced into a discourse? A primary means used 
by speakers of Supyire for introducing new, major participants at the begin-
ning of a narrative is the cleft construction described in section 12.1.1. The 
construction is used to highlight the importance of the participant so intro-
duced, and signal to the addressee that special attention should be paid to 
that participant. The noun phrase used usually has an indefinite determiner, 
indicating that it is to be taken as "pragmatically" referential, i.e. not just 
existing in the universe of discourse, but also of cataphoric importance. 
Following are some examples of the initial sentences of folktales, in which 
the major participants are introduced with the "cleft topic" construction: 
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(26) a. Nägi wä u ηά sä ύ kirigi ' cyän 
man.DEF IND he Ρ AST go his field establish 
Ά certain man went and made a field 

sige shfin cy&g6 6. 
bush people place in 
in a place (where there were) bush spirits.' 

b. Ccdqi wi u mäha 
woman.DEF IND she FORM .PAST 
'Once a certain woman 

u poo baga yanogono ράάτέ 
her husband house bedbugs scorch.IMPFV 
was scorching the bedbugs in her husband's house 

mä tdra ä u podyi ynet)k6 süügd. 
and pass SC her husband.DEF tail.DEF burn 
and accidently burned her husband's tail ( = his flywhisk).' 

12.2.2. Left dislocation 

Sometimes a topic is neither new nor highly continuous: the speaker may re-
vert to a topic mentioned in an earlier section of the discourse, or may intro-
duce a topic which has not been previously mentioned and yet is not unex-
pected either. The construction discussed in this section, which we will call 
left dislocation, is used by speakers to code such topics. 

Left dislocation in Supyire is a loose construction. It is perhaps stretching 
the term unreasonably to call it a construction at all. It consists of a noun 
phrase, followed by a pause, and then a clause which contains in it some-
where a noun phrase coreferential with the first one. The initial noun phrase, 
the topic, is often accompanied by non-final intonation, consisting of a 
lengthening of the final vowel with a low-high tone tune (indicated by [ : ] in 
the following example). The addressee then typically utters one of the nu-
merous interjections whose function is basically to signal ' I 'm hearing you' 
to the speaker. 

(27) A: IJgüürö : 
'Nguuro... ' 

B: mm 

A: Jüüna a ύ yfrfgd Κό 6. 
anger.DEF PERF him raise Kong from 
'...anger made him leave Kong.' 
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The clause which follows the topic does not have a special form. In narra-
tive, it often takes the switch-subject conjunction iri, which is not possible in 
clefts: 

(28) Cinürjb, kä uru s) ke kan. 
Cinungo and he(EMPH) NARR ten give 
'Cinungo, he gave ten.' 

It may also be an adverbial clause, which is also not possible with clefts: 

(29) Lämini, u a ύ jyä a bärii g6, 
Lamin he PERF it shoot SC wound TC 
'Lamin, when he shot and wounded it ( = the elephant), 

kä niticüubfi si jwd... 
and healthy.ones.DEF NARR say 
the healthy ones (i.e. unwounded elephants) decided (lit. said) ...' 

The placing of a noun phrase out of its normal position at the head of the 
clause creates the same case recoverability problem noted above for clefts. 
In left dislocation, this problem is solved in a quite different way. No gaps 
are used as they are in clefts: there is always a coreferential noun phrase in 
the clause.9 The topic noun phrase is never accompanied by adpositional 
case markers, as it must be in the cleft. The coreferential noun phrase in the 
clause may be coded with any of a variety of devices, ranging from ana-
phoric pronoun to emphatic pronoun to a repetition of the topic noun. Even 
the second person singular pronoun mu is sometimes used. The most fre-
quent coding is with an emphatic pronoun, an interesting fact which has 
implications for understanding the relative clause construction (see chapter 
13). 

The topic is sometimes mentioned in the immediately preceding context: 

(30) N: Närji wä u ηά ιή-pyf ηά cyde shuunnf i. 
man.DEF IND he PAST IP-be with women two with 
Ά certain man had two wives...' 

E: mmm 

N: Ce&Tji niß-jy&ji, 
woman.DEF ADJ-be.old.DEF 
'...The older wife...' 

E: mm 

N: kä uru s) pyä nigkin tä. 
and she(EMPH) NARR child one get 
'...she got one child.' 
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Often the topic is not mentioned in the immediately preceding discourse, 
but rather some distance back, as in the following examples: 

(31) previous mention 27 clauses back: 

Z: Fwü 
'Fwu...' 

K: Fwü 

Ζ: Fwü, kä mu τί jwü yö... 
Fwu and you NARR say ATTEN 
'...Fwu, then he (lit. you) said,...' 

(32) previous mention 53 clauses back 

Β: ο, Βύward, 
Buwara 

'uh, Buwara...' 

E: rimim 

B: mu ä kuru r}gurug£ fly ε g6, 
you PERF that(EMPH) smoke.DEF see TC 
'...when he (lit. you) saw that smoke...' 

E: mm 
B: tähä IJgüürd kya-waha-i)gurug6 mu 

Q Nguuro meat-dry-smoke.DEF you 
'...wasn't it the smoke from Nguuro's fire for drying meat that 

mu jiye na jiää mi? 
you be PROG see.IMPFV NEG 
he (lit. you) was seeing?' 

In some cases, the topic is not actually mentioned in the previous dis-
course, but is nevertheless expected (or at least unsurprising) on the basis of 
general knowledge. Any Supyire knows, for example, that rattle-players and 
hunters are likely to be encountered at a funeral. Note the introduction of 
these two groups of participants in the following examples, taken from an 
account of a funeral: 

(33) E: ... cydebilά ä pyi jähämpe na, 
women.DEF PERF be funeral.dance.DEF on 

'...the women were doing the funeral dance...' 

M: mm 
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E: cicähäm-bwbonbff, pire si i 
rattle-players.DEF they(EMPH) ADV PROG 
'...the rattle-players, they were 

cicähagikii10 bwüün... 
rattle.DEF play.IMPFV 
playing their rattles...' 

(34) E: ... cydebif pii si i 
women.DEF IND ADV PROG 

'...some of the women were 

bwjf kwbhb-feebti11 fwu nä väänyi i, 
body.DEF dance-owner.DEF fan with cloths with 
fanning those dancing with the body with cloths...' 

M: mih 

E: Jüüzuubfl\ pire si i 
hunter.DEF they(EMPH) ADV PROG 
'...the hunters, they were 

marafaabii jyii, 
guns.DEF shoot.IMPFV 
shooting their guns.' 

Another environment where the topic has not been mentioned before but is 
nevertheless in some sense expected is in lists. A speaker will tick off a 
number of different items in a category, each coded as a left dislocated 
topic, with a predication attached. The list sets up a local expectation that the 
topic will switch, but that it will belong to the category in question. In the 
following example, the speaker ticks off people who have contributed to 
paying the head tax: 

(35) C: Wüu bä pi a lämpüiji wwü a? 
we it.is.not they PERF tax.DEF take.off NEG.Q 
'Isn't it us who have paid the tax?' 

E: Yii a lämpürji wwü. 
you.PL PERF tax.DEF take.off 
'You have paid the tax.' 

C: εε, Cinügd, 
Cinungo 

'Uh, Cinungo...' 

E: mmhmm 
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C: kä uru si ke kan. 
and he(EMPH) NARR ten give 
'...he gave ten (i.e. ten times 5.000 francs)...' 

E: mhm 

C: Filäqgülö, 

Ε: nimJimm 

C: kä uru rü ke kan. 
and he(EMPH) NARR ten give 
'...he gave ten...' 

E: ä 
'Well... ' 

C: Jwünürü1 ύ pyh'bff nä Numämwb wüubii, 
Jwunuru GEN children.DEF and Numemwo POSS.DEF 
'...Jwunuru's children and those of Numemwo, 

pire pi ä taßjy66' ύ lämpürji särä. 
they(EMPH) they PERF last.year GEN tax.DEF pay 
it is they who have paid this year's tax.' 

Time, and to a lesser extent locative, phrases can be placed to the left of 
their clause in a construction which is similar to the left dislocation de-
scribed above, but which differs from it in a few details. There is no noun 
phrase within the clause which is coreferential with the preposed time or 
locative phrase. The clause may begin with the same subject conjunction mä, 
which is never the case with a preposed topic. Sometimes (but not always) 
the preposed phrase retains adpositional case marking. And lastly, sometimes 
the pause following the preposed phrase is omitted. Note that all of these 
characteristics tend to make the resulting construction look more like the 
cleft construction described in section 12.1.1 above. 

Functionally, the preposed time or locative phrase is neither the focus nor 
the principle topic of the following predication. It is like a preposed topic, 
however, in that it serves to set off a new thematic section, not through a 
switch of topic, but through a switch in time or location. For example, a fre-
quent expression in narrative is camj kä 'one day', preposed to a narrative 
clause, and serving to indicate a change in time and a corresponding the-
matic section: 

(36) Mä u näyi yaha ani, 
and this man.DEF leave there 
'While this man was there, 
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kä u cwögi s) ήι-ρέ ή-kwü. 
and his wife.DEF NARR IP-come IP-die 
his wife died. 

Lira ä pworo ta u ä, 
this(EMPH) PERF daughter find him to 
Meanwhile, he had a daughter (lit. this found a daughter to him), 

kä u ηά u pworogi s) ή-ίέέη ίό έ. 
and he and his daughter.DEF NARR IP-sit it in 
and he and his daughter lived in it ( = the hut he had built). 

Camj kä kä sige shiinbii närjkd-lydgi wä 
day IND and bush people.DEF man-old.DEF IND 
One day, one of the old men of the bush people 

si m-ρά ή-kwü... 
NARR IP-come IP-die 
died...' 

Following is an example of a preposed time phrase with postpositional 
marking. Note that the following clause begins with the same subject con-
junction: 

(37) Kä pi ί ύ b6, 
and they NARR it kill 
'Then they killed it ( = the python), 

kä mi) türji si ύ lwö ά kärd 
and my father.DEF NARR it take SC go 
and my father took it and went 

u-yd yy6r6. 
he-REFL toward 
home (lit. chez himself). 

Jlyige na maä kü Ανά ä taha. 
morning.DEF on and.NARR it grill SC cook 
In the morning, (he) grilled and cooked i t / 

12.2.3. The topic marker kbrii 

Current Kampwo Supyire has borrowed from Bambara another way to high-
light a topic. The topic marker kdn) can either be used to mark a left-dislo-
cated topic or a subject. It can usually be translated something like 'as for 
X' . Following are examples of its use in a left dislocated topic phrase: 
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(38) a. Mi) ί nämpwuunbiikbtii :, 
my GEN guest.DEF TOP NF 
'As for my guests, 

pi jiye ä pa mi. 
they NEG PERF come NEG 
they didn't come.' 

b. IJg6 kbtii, ifg6 pye mii wü de! 
this(Gl) TOP this(GlS) be my POSS(GIS) EXCL 
'As for this, this is mine!1 

The function of kbni seems to differ little when it marks a subject rather than 
a left dislocated topic, as the following examples show: 

(39) a. Büwärä k6nä ä yala ä pyi 
Buwara TOP PERF reputed SC be 
'As for Buwara, he is said to have been 

Κό kwdrji wä. 
Kong Samogo.DEF IND 
a Samogo from Kong.' 

b. Bugi kbna a td a kwb, 
body.DEF TOP PERF bury SC finish 
'As for the body, it is finished being buried, 

i)kää burjf kärigii pye a kwb mi. 
but body.DEF affair.DEF NEG PERF finish NEG 
but the affairs of the deceased are not finished.' 

The following example ( = example 7) shows that the topic marker can co-
occur with a cleft focus construction, in which case it cannot be translated 
with a phrase such as 'as for X': 

(40) Mii ά mu könä ä wyeire ta... 
me from you TOP PERF poison.DEF get 
'It was from me that you got the poison...' 
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Chapter 13 

Relative clauses 

This chapter is devoted to the description of relative clauses—subordinate 
clauses which modify a noun phrase. After an initial section describing the 
basic structure and function of the commonest type of relative clause, sev-
eral other sections deal with variables in types of coding and function. The 
chapter ends with a section discussing the syntactic status of relative clauses. 

13.1. Basic structure and function of relative clauses 

Relative clauses in such languages as English and French are commonly di-
vided into "restrictive" and "non-restrictive". This is unnecessary in Supyire 
for the simple reason that all relative clauses are restrictive. Non-restrictive 
relative clauses, in those languages which have them, function mainly to 
code parenthetical assertions. This function is accomplished by simple 
parataxis in Kampwo Supyire. Thus the following example can reasonably 
be translated idiomatically in English with a non-restrictive relative clause. 
Note, however, that there is nothing in the Supyire which resembles the kind 
of relative clause structure described below in this section. 

(1) Kä lire s) 
and it(EMPH) NARR 
'It ( = the bird) 

wocbnqi nä cedyi jwümp6 punf Idgd. 
crocodile.DEF and woman.DEF say.DEF all hear 
heard all of the crocodile's and the woman's words. 

(Ceöqi migä ä pyi Nteencwö.) 
woman.DEF name PERFbe Nteencwo 
The woman's name was Nteencwo. 

Kä cediji s) ή-kärd... 
and woman.DEF NARR IP-go 
Then the woman went...' 

Freely: 'It heard all the words of the crocodile and the woman, 
whose name was Nteencwo. Then the woman left...' 

All relative clauses in Supyire, then, are restrictive. They serve to restrict 
the reference or interpretation of the noun they modify (though see below on 
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"afterthought" relatives). In the most typical case, the speaker provides in-
formation in the relative clause which allows the addressee to uniquely iden-
tify the referent of the modified noun. In order to accomplish this function, 
the information provided must be about the referent, and must be known to 
or inferable by the addressee. Relative clauses thus contain a noun phrase 
which is coreferential with the noun phrase being modified in the main 
clause, and the information they contain is most often treated as presupposed 
by speakers (cf. Givdn 1990, chapter 15).1 It is not surprising that such 
clauses share basic characteristics with cleft focus constructions and the 
commonest type of constituent questions, both of which consist of an initial 
noun phrase followed by a clause containing presupposed information. Nei-
ther of these constructions derive historically from the present day relative 
clause construction, however. 

Relative clauses in Supyire are unembedded.2 The most typical variety, 
with definite, referential heads, are preposed to the main clause. The relative 
clause is terminated by the clause final relative marker k6, frequently voiced 
to g6, and is typically followed by a short pause before the main clause.3 

(2) Yaag6 ka a ύ bd k6, mu a kürü c6. 
thing.DEF it PERF him kill REL you PERF it(EMPH) know 
'The thing that killed him, you know it.' 

Freely: 'You know the thing that killed him' 

The etymology of k6 is not certain, but it is undoubtedly related to the loca-
tive question marker of the identical form k6 (see chapter 14, section 
14.2.2.7). A connection between a locative question word or marker and the 
relative clause marker is attested in a number of languages (see Givön 
1990b, where Krio, modern Greek, southern colloquial German, and Bam-
bara are cited). Both the relative k6 and the interrogative k6 are quite likely 
derived from the gender 2 singular demonstrative r)k6. The corresponding 
relative marker in Cebaara is which is probably derived from the gender 
3 singular demonstrative tee. In Cebaara the marker is generally placed after 
the verb rather than at the end of the relative clause. This placement and the 
demonstrative etymology can be taken as indications that the markers had a 
nominalizing function originally. 

As noted above, in the canonical relative clause construction there are two 
coreferential noun phrases, one in the relative clause and one in the main 
clause. The first of these we will call the "relativized noun phrase". It is in 
some respects like the "head" noun phrase in a language like English, since 
it comes first in the construction and is more fully specified. The noun 
phrase in the following main clause, which is typically pronominalized, will 
be labeled simply as the "coreferential noun phrase". The relativized noun 
phrase is most frequently placed at the beginning of the relative clause, and 
may or may not be additionally marked with an ordinary demonstrative or 
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with a relative determiner. The coreferential noun phrase typically takes the 
form of an emphatic pronoun (e.g. uru, pire, etc.; see section 13.3 below for 
a discussion of the use of these pronouns), and occurs in the position it 
would normally take in the clause (that is, it is most often not focused). The 
following example (as well as the previous one) illustrates all these features. 
In it the relativized noun phrase is the subject of the relative clause, and the 
coreferential noun phrase is likewise the subject of the main clause: 

(3) Pücwdgi u jjye ηά mu f ke, 
girl.DEF(GlS) she(GlS) be with you with REL 
'The girl who is with you, 
uru si ή-kwü. 
she(EMPH.GlS) FUT FP-die 
she will die.' 

Freely: 'The girl who is with you will die.' 

The similarity of this construction with the left dislocated topic construc-
tion described in chapter 12 (section 12.2.2) should be noted. In a topic con-
struction, the topicalized noun phrase is placed before the main clause, from 
which it is typically separated by a pause. The position from which it was re-
moved in the main clause is typically indicated by a pronoun, most often an 
emphatic pronoun. It looks as though the relativized noun phrase together 
with its modifying clause is being treated syntactically as if it were a topic 
noun phrase. Looked at from a functional point of view, this is not very 
strange. As noted in chapter 12, left dislocated topics are generally not 
highly "continuous". That is, they most frequently represent a switch from 
the topic of the previous bit of discourse. Participants introduced with rela-
tive clauses tend to be even more discontinuous. About 70% of relativized 
noun phrases refer to participants not previously referred to in the discourse 
in which they are found. 

The "canonical" structure described in the preceding paragraphs can be 
varied in a number of ways. These variations are the subject of the remain-
ing subsections of this chapter. One of them can be disposed of immediately, 
however, since it is rather minor. The final relative clause marker k6 is 
sometimes replaced with the functionally equivalent marker ä de. This is ex-
tremely rare in the corpus (3 examples, out of a total of 288 relative 
clauses). It may be dialectal or archaic (all three examples were produced by 
two very old men not from Farakala) although I encountered no difficulty in 
eliciting examples from young people in Farakala. The etymology of the ä de 
marker is unknown, though it is quite possibly related to the relative clause 
marker in Cebaara, id. Following is an example of an ä de relative. The rela-
tivized noun phrase is the subject of the relative clause, the coreferential 
noun phrase is a genitive possessor in a focused time phrase in the main 
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clause. The sentence is taken from a quotation, which accounts for the use of 
would in the English translation: 

(4) Ynjke ku cää rä a fwöra ä de, 
month.DEF(G2S) it(G2S)FUT go PROG go.out.IMPFV REL 
'The month which is just about to begin (lit. come out), 

kuru canmpyäa b6ßäägä 
its(EMPH.G2S) days twenty 
(on) its twentieth day 

uru cää Sämbör) cü. 
he(EMPH.GlS) FUT Samory catch 
he would capture Samory." 

Freely: '(On) the twentieth day of the month which was just about to 
begin he would catch Samory.' 

Another variation which is also not very important in terms of the number 
of tokens (N = 3) recorded so far is the delaying of the relative clause till 
after the main clause, apparently because it is an afterthought. Following is 
an example: 

(5) Mu ahä ' bü lyi ä kwb, ma ά 
you COND REM eat SC finish you.NONDECL SUBJUNC 
'When you have finished eating, you must 
nä ' wyärätji wü/ä ä kän nähä, 
my money.DEF take.out IC give here 
take my money out and give it here, 

wyererji mu a χΰ mii pyingä ke. 
money.DEF you PERF steal my home REL 
the money you stole (from) my home.' 

The other variations in relative clause structure and function treated below 
are: the different ways of coding the relativized noun phrase, including 
whether or not it is fronted (section 13.2); the different ways of coding the 
coreferential noun phrase in the main clause (section 13.3); the treatment of 
non-referential relativized noun phrases (section 13.4) and referential in-
definite relativized noun phrases (section 13.5); and negative relative clauses 
(section 13.6). A final section (13.7) describes "semi-embedding" and dis-
cusses the syntactic status of relative clauses. 
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13.2. The coding of the relativized noun phrase 

The relativized noun phrase can either be placed at the head of the relative 
clause, or left in its ordinary position. As pointed out in the previous section, 
the former procedure is the more commonly used. Of the 288 relative 
clauses occurring in the corpus of texts, only 64 ( = 22%) have non-fronted 
relativized noun phrases. The fronting of the noun phrase effectively marks 
that noun phrase as the relativized noun phrase. This means that other 
marking can be dispensed with, specifically the use of the relative pro-
noun/determiner. As a result the variety of coding possibilities with a fronted 
relativized noun phrase are much greater than with a clause internal one. 

13.2.1. Fronted relativized noun phrases 

Placing the relativized noun phrase at the head of its clause creates the same 
case recoverability problem that is encountered in similar constructions such 
as clefts and constituent questions: how does the speaker let the hearer know 
what syntactic case role the fronted noun phrase has in the following clause? 
The problem is solved in precisely the same way in relative clauses as in 
clefts (cf. chapter 12, section 12.1.1), and questions (cf. chapter 14, section 
14.2.2.1), indicating that all of these constructions share a common focus 
strategy. A fronted subject is always followed by a place-holding pronoun 
which agrees with it in number and gender, as in the following example (cf. 
also 2, 3, and 4 above): 

(6) relativized subject, coreferential pronoun 

Nipjiib/f pi ßye na u kwdhdl) k6, 
young.men.DEF they be PROG it dance.IMPFVREL 
'The young men who are dancing with it ( = the body), 

pi mäha wyiriqi kään pirä ά. 
they HAB money.DEF give.IMPFVthem(EMPH) to 
they give money to them.' 

Freely: 'They give money to the young men who are dancing with 
it: 

Fronted direct objects leave a gap in the normal direct object position be-
tween the auxiliary and the verb (that is, nothing appears in the normal direct 
object position, although the verb is transitive): 
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(7) relativized direct object, gap 

Myähff u a 0 cdd g6, 
song.DEF(G3P) she PERF sing REL 
'The songs which she sang, 

ci nähä ml) fümjf ί. 
they(G3P) be.here my inside in 
they are here inside me.1 

Freely: Ί remember the songs which she sang* 

Indirect objects of various sorts retain their adpositional marking in fronted 
position, and nothing replaces them in their ordinary position. Following are 
a few examples: 

(8) a. dative 

Cinmpyi- cyeebilä 4 ä 
blood.relative-women.DEF to 
'The female blood relatives to whom 

sänya a wyi5 k6, 
death.announcement.DEF PERF announce REL 
the death has been announced, 

pire nämbaabii mäha m-pa 
their(EMPH) men.DEF HAB IP-come 
their husbands come 

nä väänyi λ 
with cloth.DEF with 
with the cloths/ 

Freely: 'The husbands of those female blood relatives to whom 
the death has been announced bring the cloths (to wrap the body 
in).' 

b. locative 

Väänyi na υ mpyi a sin) 
cloths.DEF on he PAST PERF lie.down 
'The cloths on which he was lying 

maä ή-kwü k6, 
and.NARR IP-die REL 
and died, 
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bu/jf cwdrji mäha yire väänyi 
burji wife.DEF HAB those(EMPH) cloths.DEF wash 
the dead person's wife washes those cloths../ 

Freely: 'The dead person's wife washes the cloths on which the 
dead person had been lying when he died...' 

c. locative 

Tübabürji yydrd m)i a shwdn k6y 
white .person.DEF toward I PERF spend.night REL 
'The white person chez whom I spent the night, 

lira a ύτύ tä 
this(EMPH) PERF him(EMPH)find 
this found him 

ό ά kära a kwb... 
he.COMP PERF go SC finish 
he had already gone...' 

Freely: 'Meanwhile the white person at whose place I had spent 
the night had already gone...' 

Of the preposition-postposition complex ηά...i marking instrument and asso-
ciative (see section 7.S.2 of chapter 7), only the postposition accompanies 
the focused noun phrase, the preposition being simply dropped: 

(9) a. instrument 

Väänyi ) u si m-pwb k6, 
cloths.DEF with it FUT FP-tie REL 
'The cloths with which it will be tied, 

pi / yir6 wwü väänyi i... 
they SEQ them(EMPH) take.out cloths.DEF from 
then they take them from among the cloths...' 

Freely: 'Then they remove the cloths with which it{— the body) 
is to be bound from the (other) cloths...' 

b. associative 

Cwodni 1 u mäha rf-kare sig6 e k6, 
pot.DEF with he HAB IP-go bush.DEF to REL 
'The pot with which he goes to the bush, 

kämpyi mu ä lire cwodni cd, 
if you PERF that(EMPH) pot.DEF know 
if you know that pot, 
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si // ' lw6 ma a ma. 
go it take you.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV come.IMPFV 
go get it and come.' 

Freely: 'If you know the pot which he takes to bush, go get and 
and bring it.* 

In all of the above examples, the relativized noun phrase is unaccompanied 
by any additional relative or demonstrative markers. This is the most com-
mon pattern. Of a total of 141 fronted relativized noun phrases in the corpus 
(this figure includes only those with noun heads—pronouns are excluded), 
100 ( = 71%) are not further marked. 

Marking a fronted relativized noun phrase with a relative determiner (for 
the forms see section 5.1.2.8 of chapter 5) is quite rare. In fact, no simple 
examples occur in the corpus (the three examples which do occur all have 
variations of another sort—they are either negative or semi-embedded—see 
below). However, it is not difficult to elicit such examples as the following. 
They should probably be regarded as overmarked, although speakers seem 
quite happy to produce them outside of a coherent discourse context. Note 
that the relative determiner follows the noun it accompanies: 

(10) a. Närji $g6-mit u ä pa g£,··· 
man.DEF(GlS) DEM(G 1 S)-REL he(G 1S) PERFcome REL 
'The man who came...' 

b. Nägi ήβέ-τηύ mii ä ßye g6... 
man.DEF(GlS) DEM(G 1 S)-REL I PERFsee REL 
'The man whom I saw...' 

Rather more common is the practice of marking the focused relativized 
noun phrase with a simple demonstrative. Ordinarily the demonstrative pre-
cedes the noun it modifies (see section 6.1.1 of chapter 6), but the demon-
strative marking a focused relativized noun phrase follows the noun it modi-
fies, just as the relative determiner does. Furthermore, the ordinary demon-
strative is most often deictic—pointing outside the discourse to something in 
the speech context. The demonstrative used to mark a relativized noun 
phrase, however, is not deictic. Some examples of this use of the demonstra-
tive are: 

(11) a. Mobiliye jij6 yi mpyi 
trucks.DEF those they were 
'The trucks which were 

Β ο bo ktrni jiäni na k6, 
Bobo road.DEF walking.DEF on REL 
on the Bobo route, 
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yire punf mpyi na si jl-jy6r6 
they(EMPH) all PAST PROG FUT FP-stop 
they all were going to stop 

shwbhbrff i. 
between.DEF in 
in between.' 

Freely: 'All of the trucks which were plying the Bobo route 
were going to stop (someplace) in between.' (i.e. none of them 
were going all the way to Bobo Dioulasso) 

b. Kini stiiinbii mpii m)i a cd g6\ 
country.DEF people.DEF those I PERF know REL 
'The people of (our) country whom I know, 

pire m)i a töra ämS. 
they(EMPH) I PERF count thus 
it is they that I have counted thus.' 

Freely: 'It is the people of our country whom I know that I have 
counted thus.' 

In order to encode deixis with the relativized noun phrase, another con-
struction must be used, consisting of a simple anaphoric pronoun followed 
by a demonstrative. This construction can be used as the predicate of a ver-
bless presentative clause (see chapter 6, section 6.1.1 for examples). Recall 
that the demonstratives are derived from the deictic identifier pronouns, 
which are used exclusively as predicates meaning 'here/there is...' (see 
chapter 7, section 7.2). When the relative clause is a full verbal clause, the 
pronoun-plus-demonstrative complex is supplemented by another demon-
strative. This extra demonstrative may be placed in the normal demonstrative 
position before the noun, or it may follow the noun. Compare the following 
examples: 

(12) a. second demonstrative before head noun 

Jlj6 väänyi yi fij6 mu ä le go,6 

these clothes.DEF they these you PERF put REL.POL 
'These clothes which you have put on, 

yire nbgb-lytqä ä kan mu ά la? 
these(EMPH) these man-be.old.DEF PERF give you to Q 
is it these that the old man has given to you? 

Freely: 'Are these clothes that you are wearing the ones your 
father gave you?' 
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b. second demonstrative after head noun 

Mobiliyi fij6 yi ftj6 yä ά yyärd k6, 
trucks.DEF these they these they PERF stop REL 
"These trucks which are stopped, 

yj're kiig6 Kologo Kanh6 na. 
they(EMPH) go.IMPFVKoloko village.DEF at 
they are going to Kologo.' 

Freely: ' Those trucks which are parked over there are going to 
Koloko.' 

A relative clause consisting solely of the relativized noun phrase plus the 
deictic "presentative" construction is also possible. The construction does 
not function to restrict the reference of the relativized noun phrase, but sim-
ply to point someone or something out: 'X over there' or 'X here'. The rela-
tivized noun phrase can thus be a proper noun, or even a first person singu-
lar pronoun. Some speakers preserve a proximal-distal opposition in this 
construction which has been lost elsewhere in the language. Distal is marked 
by a falling tone on the demonstrative, proximal by the usual high tone (for a 
good example of this contrast, see section 6.1.1 of chapter 6). Sometimes a 
locative adverb is added. Following are some examples: 

(13) a. Τεεηζαηηέ ύ pwoor6 ti nte 
Teenzanga GEN adobe.DEF it that.DISTAL 
'Teenzanga's house which (is) 

merji i g6, wä s) pye ani... 
there.DEF in REL IND ADV be there 
over there, one is there...' 

b. Nirjinö u ηβέ ani ge, 
Ningeno he that there REL 
'Ningeno who (is) there, 

uru ύ tüqi. 
his(EMPH) GEN father.DEF 
his father (is the one I'm talking about).' 

The relativized noun phrase may also consist solely of a demonstrative or 
relative pronoun (a construction sometimes called "headless"). Fully a quar-
ter of the relative clauses occurring in the corpus have pronominal relativ-
ized noun phrases. The relativized noun phrase in such sentences is typi-
cally, but not necessarily, non-referential. When the relativized noun phrase 
is fronted, either a relative pronoun or a demonstrative pronoun can be used. 
This use of relative pronouns is rather uncommon, just as the corresponding 
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use of the same forms as determiners is, as noted above. Following is an ex-
ample: 

(14) IJgd-ιηύ u si ß-jä m)) lw$ 
DEM(G1S)-REL he(GlS) FUT FP-be.able me take 
'The one who will be able to take me 

fi-cyän ke, 
FP-make.fall REL 
and make (me) fall, 

m)) si ηύηΐ kan uru fbik ά. 
I FUT cow.DEF give that(EMPH) person to 
I will give the cow to that person.1 

Freely: Ί will give the cow to the one who can throw me.1 

The use of demonstrative pronouns in this way is much more common. In 
fact, nearly a fifth (N = 53) of all the relative clauses in the corpus have 
fronted demonstrative pronoun relativized noun phrases. Following are some 
examples: 

(15) a. relativized noun phrase = subject 

Jlcii ci a than 
those(G3P) they PERF be.sweet 
'Those which are sweet 

mu tüga ä k6y 
your father.DEFGIS to REL 
to your father, 

mu pye na cire pyi mi. 
you NEG PROG them(EMPH) do NEG 
you don't do them.' 

Freely: 'You don't do what pleases your father* 

b. relativized noun phrase = direct object 

IJg6 u ä pyi na ji-cää g6t 
that he PERF PAST PROG IP-seek.IMPFV REL 
'The one whom he had been seeking, 

uru mige ßye IJgüärd. 
his(EMPH) name.DEF be Nguuro 
his name is Nguuro.' 

Freely: 'The name of the one he had been looking for is 
Nguuro.' 
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Finally, it should be noted that first and second person pronouns can also 
function as fronted relativized noun phrases. Note that the agreement pro-
noun for a fronted subject is a third person gender 1 pronoun, just as in 
clefts: 

(16) a. Ali wüu ιήρίί pi a sdrdlashigi7 pyi g6, 
even we those they PERF soldiering.DEF do REL 
'Even we who served as soldiers, 

wüu βye a sdrdlashiqi pyi a kwb, 
we NEG PERF soldiering.DEF do SC finish 
didn't we finish soldiering, 

k& mobilirji si ηά ä fwora ä? 
and car.DEF NARR afterward SC go.out NEG.Q 
and afterwards the car appeared?' 

Freely: 'Didn't we who served as soldiers finish our time of 
service before cars appeared (in the country)?' 

b. Y)i pi ßye u pyii bfi kd, 
you.PL they be his children.DEF REL 
'You who are his children, 

yli pi mhha u yyähe Jdyi. 
you.PL they HAB his face.DEF put.CAUS 
it is you that put his face in.' 

Freely: 'It is you who are his children that bring this disrespect 
on him.' 

13.2.2. Clause internal relativized noun phrases 

Although in the majority of relative clauses the relativized noun phrase is 
placed in focus position at the head of the clause, it is also possible to leave 
the relativized noun phrase in its ordinary, non-fronted position in the clause. 
A non-fronted relativized noun phrase is obligatorily marked with a relative 
determiner.8 It would otherwise be impossible to tell which noun phrase in 
the clause was intended as the relativized one. This procedure is not much 
used for relativizing subjects. It is possible to use it for direct and indirect 
objects, as the following examples show: 

(17) a. relativized noun phrase = direct object 

Ali nipjää jinärja9 ä yaag6 $k6-mü 
even today jinn.DEF PERF thing.DEF DEM(G2S)-REL 
'Even today the jinn which thing 
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käfifä10 ύ ηά ge> kuru na wä ani. 
entrust him on REL it(EMPH) PROG be.there there 
entrusted to him, it is there.' 

Freely: 'Even today the thing which the jinn entrusted to him is 
there.' 

b. relativized noun phrase = dative indirect object 

U kyala a tään 
his matter PERF sweet 
'His matter is sweet 

pücwdrjf j)g6-mH ά ire, 
girl.DEF DEM(G1S)-REL to REL 
to which girl, 
kä uru s) jwd u ä... 
and she(EMPH) NARR say him to 
she said to him...' 

Freely: 'Then the girl who loved him said to him...' 

Not fronting the relativized noun phrase is common when its function is 
coding the semantic role of time. Such relative clauses usually function as 
time adverbial clauses for the following main clause, and no coreferential 
noun phrase appears in the latter: 

(18) Näßßiija ä fworo sig6 e 
young.man.DEF PERFgo.out bush.DEF in 
'The young man went out into the bush 

tdni hd6-mil ) g6, 
time.DEF DEM-REL in REL 
at which time, 

ii bä pye na sige niiyi kaanmueää me. 
he even NEG PROG bush cows look.out.for.IMPFV NEG 
he didn't even look out for bush cows.' 

Freely: ' When the young man went into the bush, he did not even 
look out for bush cows.' 

Relative clauses can function as locative adverbial clauses in a similar fash-
ion (see chapter 15, section IS. 1.2). 

Just as with fronted relativized noun phrases, non-fronted ones can consist 
solely of a pronoun. Only the relative pronouns can be used: 
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(19) a. relativized noun phrase = direct object 

Tübabüubilä11 ά pä i)k6-mü jyä 
white.people.DEF PERF come DEM(G2S)-REL break 
'The French came and conquered which 

maä jonmbilätji12 jwu g6> 
and.NARR emancipation.DEF say REL 
and proclaimed the freeing of slaves, 

kuru bä i)g6 ά c6 ä? 
it(EMPH) it.is.not this PERF know NEG.Q 
is it not this that this one knows?' 

Freely: 'Isn't it what the French came and conquered and then 
proclaimed the freeing of the slaves that this one knows?' 

b. relativized noun phrase = indirect object 

Pi a ύ cü, maä ιή-ρά faräfin 
they PERF him catch and.NARR IP-come black.person 
'They captured him, and came and put the blacks' 

wdg6 le mpii-mii ky6 6 ge, 
POSS.DEF(G2S) put DEM(G 1P)-REL hand in REL 
possession in whose (PL) hand, 

pire meyf bä pi cälä ä? 
their(EMPH) name.DEF it.is.not they seek.IMPFV NEG.Q 
is it not their names that they are seeking?' 

Freely: 'Isn't it the names of those to whom they ( = the French) 
gave the rule (after) they had captured him ( = Samory) that 
they are seeking?' 

Finally, it should be noted that just because the relativized noun phrase is 
not fronted does not mean that some other constituent cannot be fronted for 
focus. The relative clause in this case takes the form of a cleft focus con-
struction. It is impossible to so translate it in English, however, since relative 
clauses of this sort are not allowed. In the following example, the relativized 
noun phrase has the role of direct object and is not fronted, but the locative 
phrase is focused. The coreferential noun phrase is the subject of the main 
clause: 

(20) Numpmi i wüu ä pyi ä 
darkness.DEF in we PERF PAST PERF 
'In the darkness we had 
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jiäni ήάέ-τηύ py) k.6, 
walking.DEF DEM-REL do REL 
done which walk, 

la ä pyi ä toon kilometrfi shuunni ηά. 
it PERF PAST PERF be.long kilometers two on 
it was longer than two kilometers.* 

Freely: ' The distance we walked in the dark was longer than two 
kilometers." 

13.3. The coreferential noun phrase in the main clause 

As noted in section 13.1 above, the most common way of marking the coref-
erential noun phrase in the main clause is by means of an emphatic pronoun. 
This goes well with the other functions of the emphatic pronouns in complex 
sentences. They are generally used to show coreference in relatively "loose" 
constructions where a high degree of referential "interference" is common. 
Thus the emphatics are used in a "logophoric" function in the loosely bound 
indicative complements of verbs of speech and cognition (i.e. they show 
coreference with the subject of the main clause; see chapter 11, section 
11.5.1). They serve as the coreferential noun phrase in left dislocated topic 
constructions, where the topic is typically separated from the main clause 
with a pause (see chapter 12, section 12.2.2). In the latter construction, how-
ever, other ways of coding the coreferential noun phrase are allowed, and 
this is the case with the coreferential noun phrase in the main clause of rela-
tive clause constructions. In this section we will briefly examine some of 
these alternate codings. 

When the relativized noun phrase (and consequently the coreferential noun 
phrase) is non-referential and [ +human], the emphatic is sometimes used as 
a determiner with the noun foo 'owner, agent, person'. Following is an ex-
ample ( = example 13): 

(21) ljg6-mü u si ß-ja mil lw6 fi-cyän ke, 
DEM-REL he FUT FP-be.able me take FP-make.fall REL 
'The one who will be able to throw me, 

ml) si ηύ/ji kan uru fdlä ά. 
I FUT cow.DEF give that(EMPH) person to 
I will give the cow to that person.' 

Sometimes a simple anaphoric pronoun is used instead of the emphatic 
pronoun. Examples of this are found in (7) and (20) above. Following is an-
other, taken from an indirect quote attributed to Kuluncungo, one of the sons 
of Ceba: 
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(22) Nd6 u ä pyi Sänmbörd nä g6s 
that(G3S) he PERFdo Samory on REL 
'What he had done to Samory, 

// pye uru fiuujkS e. 
it be his(EMPH) inside.DEF in 
it is inside him.' 

Freely: 'He ( = Kuluncungo) remembers what he ( = Ceba) had 
done to Samory/ 

Occasionally the noun itself is repeated, usually with an emphatic deter-
miner, as in (9b) above, and in the following example: 

(23) Cyäge e mpi a kärd 
place.DEF in hare PERF go 
'The place in which Hare had gone 

maä ύ väänyi ta g6, 
and.NARR his clothes.DEF get REL 
and gotten his clothes, 

mpi ύ 0 kiirü cyäge cydd 
hare he SUBJUNC that(EMPH) place.DEF show 
hare should show that place 

ürü nä. 
him(EMPH) at 
to him.* 

Freely: 'Hare should show him the place where he had gone and 
gotten his clothes.' 

Occasionally, a coreferential noun is used which is more specific in meaning 
then the relativized noun: 

(24) Cyäge e mu ä bil&re pyi g6, 
place.DEF in you PERF slavery.DEF do REL, 
'The place in which you were a slave, 

kuru känhe mig0 wüü cää. 
that(EMPH) town.DEF name.DEF we seek.IMPFV 
it is that town's name which we are seeking.' 

Freely: ' I t ' s that name of the town in which you were a slave that 
we are seeking.' 
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The coreferential noun phrase may be modified by a quantifier not present 
in the relativized noun phrase, again rendering its meaning more precise. 
The following example has an indefinite/partitive determiner (cf. also (11a) 
above, with the quantifier 'all '): 

(25) Μρίί miyf yi ßje 
those(GlP) name.DEF(G2P) they(G2P) those(G2P) 
'Those whose names 

τηύ u yiri g6, 
you.COMP PROG call.IMPFV REL 
you are naming, 

m)j jiye ä pire wä cd mi. 
I NEG PERF them(EMPH.GlP) IND(GIS) know NEG 
I don't know one of them.' 

Freely: Ί don't know any of the people whom you are naming.' 

When the relativized noun phrase is a first or second person pronoun, the 
coreferential noun phrase is the same pronoun, as in (16) above. When the 
relativized noun phrase is non-referential, the second person singular pro-
noun is sometimes used as a coreferent, in a manner reminiscent of the non-
referential use of 'you' in English. (The following example is also of interest 
in that it has a topic noun phrase preceding the relative clause.) 

(26) Fäägä ta-cyinge cögdrji 
Farakala LOC-build.DEF(G2S) manner.DEF 
'The site of Farakala 

Sukwoo sir}/ i, 
Sikasso region.DEF in 
in the region of Sikasso, 

ήβέ-ηιύ u ßye na 
DEM(G1S)-REL he(GlS) be PROG 
the one who wants it 

si kü c6 ke, 
SUBJUNC it(G2S) know REL 
in order to know it, 

mu ahä yiri Sukwoo na na 
you COND get.up Sikasso at PROG 
if you leave Sikasso going to Bamako, 

ku cää 
it(G2S) want.IMPFV 

η -kiig6 Bamako e, 
IP-go.IMPFV Bamako to 
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mu mäha n-toro kkny) täänrd tään... 
you HAB IP-pass villages three beside 
you pass three villages../ 

"Grammatical" gender and "semantic" gender sometimes do not coincide 
in Supyire, as is common in languages with gender systems. Thus while gen-
der 1 can be characterized semantically as the "human" gender, there are a 
few words in other genders which can be used to refer to human beings. The 
gender 2 noun yaaga ' thing', for example, is sometimes used in a rather in-
formal way to refer to a person. In syntactically "tight" constructions, such 
as within a noun phrase, agreement is governed entirely by grammatical 
gender. In "loose" constructions, however, such as between clauses, there is 
a tendancy to revert to a more semantically appropriate gender. Note in the 
following example that the relative determiner agrees with its gender 2 head 
noun, but the coreferential noun phrase in the main clause is gender 1, which 
is more semantically appropriate: 

(27) Ml) könä ä y)ri bildre e mä pä 
I TOP PERFget.up slavery.DEF in and come 
'As for me, I left slavery and came 

yaag6 ήΐίέ-τηύ tä 
thing.DEF(G2S) DEM(G2S)-REL find 
(and) found which thing 

k)ni βύη) nä g6y uru jiye Kafyaa. 
country .DEF head on REL he(EMPH.GlS) be Kafyaa 
at the head of the country, he is Kafyaa. 

Freely: 'The one who was paramount chief when I was freed from 
slavery and came here was Kafyaa/ 

Relative clauses in which the relativized noun phrase functions to encode 
time frequently function as time adverbial clauses for the following main 
clause, and in this case there is usually no coreferential noun phrase in the 
main clause. (18) above is an example of this. Often the noun cyaga 'place' 
is used instead of a time word: 

(28) U a ylrd jwü cyäge j}k6-mii ) g6y 
he PERFthese(EMPH) say place.DEF DEM-REL in REL 
'He said this (lit. these) in which place, 

kä m)i Ιύύηί s) yir). 
and my gall.bladder.DEF NARR get.up 
my gall bladder arose.' 

Freely: 'When he said this, I got angry.' 
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Time adverbial clauses with past time reference are historically derived from 
such relative clauses by the omission of the relativized noun phrase as well. 
See chapter 15, section 15.1.1.1 for a description. 

A final note on the coding of the coreferential noun phrase: although they 
are not generally placed in focus position, there is certainly no prohibition 
against this. Examples (12a), (16b), (19a) and (19b) above illustrate this. The 
same discourse-pragmatic motivations which lead to focusing of ordinary 
noun phrases are responsible for the focusing of the coreferential noun 
phrase. 

13.4. Non-referential relativized noun phrases 

There are two different types of non-referential noun phrase which can be 
modified by a relative clause. The first type has a meaning equivalent to 
English 'whoever' , 'whichever', and so forth. These can also often be trans-
lated as 'every X' or 'each X' . There are three subtypes of construction 
which are used to code such a 'whoever' noun phrase. The first subtype is 
the "headless" relative mentioned in section 13.2 above, in which the 
relativized noun phrase is coded as a relative or demonstrative pronoun. Ex-
amples (14) and (15a) illustrate this type of relative clause. In a second sub-
type the relativized noun phrase is coded with a distributive noun phrase 
meaning 'every X' . This type of relative clause is described in the first sub-
section below. The third way of coding a 'whoever' relative clause is by 
making it conditional. This type is described in section 13.4.2 below. The 
coreferential pronoun in the main clause for any of these three types of 
'whoever' relative may be a second person pronoun, as noted above in sec-
tion 13.3, though this is by no means obligatory. 

The other type of non-referential noun phrases which can be modified with 
a relative clause is predicate nominals. Relative clauses which modify non-
referential predicate nominals are remarkable for the fact that they are post-
posed rather than preposed to the main clause. They are described in the fi-
nal subsection (13.4.3) below. 

13.4.1. Distributive relativized noun phrases 

A meaning of 'whichever X' can be obtained by coding the relativized noun 
phrase as a distributive. This type of noun phrase is described in section 
6.3.3.1 of chapter 6. Briefly, it consists of the repetition of a noun in its ba-
sic, non-referential form, joined by the particle mähä (or the equivalent bor-
rowed from Bambara, o). In the following example, the relativized noun 
phrase is fronted, and the coreferential noun phrase in the main clause 
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(which in this case is a conditional/time clause) is coded as a second person 
pronoun: 

(29) Shin mähä shin u pye 
person DIST person s/he be 
'Every person who is 

buiji cinmpworo k6, 
dead.person.DEF blood.relative REL 
a blood relative of the dead person, 

mu ah& mähänä ä pa no 
you COND go.round SC come arrive 
you circle round and arrive 

yatinm-p wöonbff tään... 
instrument-player.DEF beside 
beside the musicians...' 

Freely: ' Everyone who is a blood relative of the deceased circles 
round and arrives beside the musicians...' 

The distributive phrase can be composed of demonstrative pronouns rather 
then nouns: 

(30) Nd6d hd6 Tänmbä pye na m-pyi u na 
that DIST that Tamba be PROG IP-do him on REL 
'Whatever Tamba does to him, 

w)i a I) c6. 
I PERF it know 
I know it.' 

Freely: Ί know everything Tamba does to him.* 

The distributive phrase can also be placed in apposition to a demonstrative. 
Note in the following example that the relativized noun phrase is not fronted, 
and that the coreferential noun phrase agrees with the demonstrative (gender 
1 plural) rather than with the distributive phrase (gender 2 singular): 

(31) Μρίί yaaga mähä yaaga ßye na 
those(GlP) thing DIST thing be PROG 
'Those every thing 

faayi pyi nähä ge, 
farming.DEF do here REL 
doing farming here, 
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pi puni yyaha fbe na wä cyDnrji na. 
their all face owners PROG be.there outside.DEF on 
the older brothers of all of them are out of the country." 

Freely: 'The older brothers of all who are farming here are out of 
the country.' 

In a similar way, the distributive phrase can be placed in apposition to a sec-
ond person plural pronoun. The following example is rather complex syntac-
tically. A conditional time clause interposes between the relative clause and 
the main clause, which is itself a relative clause. Note that the singular rather 
than the plural is used as a coreferential noun phrase.13 

(32) Yli yaaga mihä yaaga ka a sä a shyä 
you.PL thing HAB thing it PERF go SC go REL 
You every thing that has gone, 

yyeeni kä fi-keenyi, sfrji u pye 
year.DEF COND IP-turn power.DEF it be 
when the year turns, the power that is 

mu na g6} jijä14 ma ά 
you on REL do.your.best you.NONDECL SUBJUNC 
on you, do your best to 

uru pyi u na. 
it(EMPH) do him on 
do it for him.' 

Freely: 4 At the beginning of the year, each of you who have left 
(the village) must do your best to do what you can for him.' 

13.4.2. Conditional relative clauses 

The 'whoever' meaning illustrated in the previous section can also be ob-
tained by using the conditional auxiliary in a relative clause with a non-ref-
erential relativized noun phrase. The relativized noun phrase cannot be 
fronted in such a relative clause, and consequently it must always be marked 
by the relative determiner. Following are some examples: 

(33) a. relativized noun phrase = subject 
Näqi t)g6-mii kä pyii yige 
man.DEF DEM-REL COND eye cause.go.out 
'Whatever man brings out (his) eye 
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u kürügd k6, f6 uru fbd 
her for. sake .of REL till that(EMPH) person 
for her, unless that person 

ύ 0 pyfyi mig6 cd... 
he SUBJUNC child.DEF name.DEF know 
knows the child's name...' 

Freely: ' Whatever man desires her must be able to tell the 
child's name...' 

b. relativized noun phrase = direct object 

U ahä pyajfi i)g6-mii tä k6, 
she COND child.DEF DEM-REL get REL 
'She would get whatever child, 

ura as) ή-tdrd. 
it(EMPH) HAB.SEQ IP-pass 
it would die.' 

Freely: ' Whatever child she got would die.' 

c. relativized noun phrase = locative object 

IJkü-p0d-cy))qi kä meeni 
chicken-male-first.DEF COND voice.DEF 
'The rooster crows 

nip-cyilni sü, maä yi ά ίέέη 
ADJ-first.DEF cry and.NARR jump SC sit 
the first crow, and jumps (up) and sits 

keshürji15 j)g0-mü βύηί ί ke, 
chest.DEF DEM-REL head in REL 
on top of whichever chest, 

ma ά άτά ' lw6. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC it(EMPH) take 
take it.' 

Freely: 'Take whichever chest the first rooster crows and then 
jumps up o/j.'16 

Like ordinary relative clauses, conditional relative clauses can be 
"headless", i.e. have a relativized noun phrase consisting solely of a relative 
pronoun: 
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(34) a. IJg£-mH kä ηό pyenga kd, 
DEM-REL COND arrive home REL 
'Whoever arrives home, 

uru fbd mäha i}-kara a sä yy6r6 
that(EMPH) person HAB IP-go SC go stop 
that person goes and stops 

burji htääni na... 
dead.person.DEF courtyard.DEF at 
at the dead person's courtyard...' 

Freely: ' Whoever arrives home goes and stops by the courtyard 
of the dead person...' 

b. Mu ahä r)g6-mü fikyänhii fly ε 
you COND DEM-REL teeth(G3P) see 
'You see whoever's teeth 

cf ά wwü g6, 
they(G3P).COMP PERF take.out REL 
they have been removed, 

ura ä cipeere pyi. 
he(EMPH) PERF marriage do 
he has married.' 

Freely: ' Whoever you see whose teeth have been removed is 
married.' (the speaker is referring to an alleged Vietnamese 
custom) 

A distributive relativized noun phrase as described in the preceding section 
can be placed in a conditional relative clause in a double coding of the 
'whoever' meaning: 

(35) U ahä bw6n yaaga mähä yaaga na k6, 
he COND touch thing DIST thing on REL 
'He touches whatever thing, 

kuru punf mäha fw6nhä ά kwb. 
it(EMPH) all HAB rot SC finish 
it all rots completely.' 

Freely: ' Whatever he touches rots completely.' 
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13.4.3. Relative clauses modifying predicate nominate 

Relative clauses which modify non-referential predicate nominals are re-
markable for the fact that they are postposed to the main clause rather than 
preposed, as all other relative clauses are. If they immediately follow the 
noun they modify, which is usually the case since predicate nominals are 
most often final in their clause, they have the appearance of being embed-
ded. The relativized noun phrase is coded with a relative pronoun, which if it 
is fronted occurs next to the predicate nominal, as if it were a determiner. 
Following is an example: 

(36) Fäägä pye känhä $k6-mü ka a 
Farakala be village DEM-REL it PERF 
'Farakala is a village which 

ρέέ άόόηίλΊ ke. 
be.big a.bit REL 
is a bit big.' 

As was shown in section 12.1.2 of chapter 12, a focused predicate nominal 
is placed in focus position at the head of the clause. If a focused predicate 
nominal is modified by a relative clause, the latter will be postposed to the 
main clause and thus separated from the noun phrase it modifies in a way 
similar to preposed relative clauses. In the following example, the predicate 
nominal is focused, but the relativized noun phrase is not focused. Although 
it is the predicate nominal which is placed in focus position, it seems to be 
the information in the relative clause which is particularly highlighted. 

(37) Jwumo pu βye ρύ pi 
say(G5) it(G5) be it(G5) it.is(G5) 
'They are words 

äli sicyere ίόόηϊ si β-ja 
even madness owner.DEF FUT FP-be.able 
even a fool will be able 

ήψέ-ηιύ jwö g6. 
DEM(G5)-REL say REL 
to say which.' 

Freely: 'Those are words even a fool could say.' 

The non-referential subject of an identificational clause (see chapter 7, 
section 7.2) can similarly be modified by a postposed relative clause: 
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(38) Näjißiwd wJ j)g£~mü na yu 
young.man it.is(GlS) DEM-REL PROG say.IMPFV 
'He is a young man who talks 

a tdrd g6. 
SC pass REL 
too much/ 

13.5. Clauses modifying referential indefinite noun phrases 

The relative clause construction described in the preceding sections is not 
used to modify referential indefinite noun phrases (as in, e.g. Ά man I saw 
yesterday just went into that store.') Instead, a claus? identical in form to a 
realis (high tone) complement clause (see chapter 11, sections 11.3, 11.4. 
11.7) is used. Such a clause consists of a pronoun subject with high tone, 
followed by a perfect or progressive auxiliary. It is noteworthy that this 
clause type can also be used as a simultaneous time adverbial clause (see 
chapter 15, section 15.1.1.5). 

The realis (high tone) complement is used with verbs of manipulation and 
perception, whose direct objects are coreferential with the complement sub-
ject. It is this condition of coreferentiality that has allowed the development 
of a further relative clause-like function in the absence of any complement-
taking verb. So far this extended function has stuck close to its roots in only 
being employed to modify direct objects. Compare the following example: 

(39) Cedtji wä υ nä figämii si 
woman.DEF IND she REM.PAST twins give.birth.to 
Ά certain woman gave birth to twins 

pi ά färä pi-yd nä. 
they .COMP PERF be.stuck they-REFL at 
which were stuck to each other.' 

Even when a complement-taking verb is present, the best translation of a 
realis complement is sometimes a relative clause in English. Following is 
such an example: 

(40) Camj kä u mäha ... tÄba-w6rjke kä ßye 
day IND she FORM.PAST taba-leaf.DEF IND see 
'One day she ... saw a taba-leaf 

kä ά tään u ä. 
it.COMP PERF be.sweet her to 
that pleased her.' 
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13.6. Negative relative clauses 

All of the examples of relative clauses given hitherto in this chapter have 
been affirmative. Negative relative clauses are also possible, though for 
pragmatic reasons they are considerably less common. Non-participation in 
an event is simply not very often a useful means of identifying a particular 
participant. Only three unelicited negative relative clauses appear in the cor-
pus. Speakers are not at all reluctant to produce them on demand, however. 

Negative relative clauses differ from affirmative ones principally in the 
substitution of the negative clause final marker mi for the relative clause 
marker k6, and in the usual negative marking required by the particular 
tense-aspect of the clause. In the following example, the non-fronted (and 
non-referential) relativized noun phrase has the syntactic role of a genitive 
(in the subject noun phrase) in the relative clause: 

(41) IJgi-mü wögii pye a wwü mi, 
DEF(G1S)-REL POSS(G3S) NEG PERF take.out NEG 
'The one whose (teeth) have not been removed, 

u pye ä cipeere pyi mi. 
he NEG PERF marriage do NEG 
he has not married.' 

Freely: 'Anyone whose {teeth) have not been removed has not 
married (yet).' 

The relativized noun phrase in a negative relative may also be fronted. The 
type of negative focus construction used is not the common sort with nega-
tion of the focused item followed by an affirmative presupposed clause ('it is 
not X that did Y'), but rather the sort with the negation in the presupposed 
clause ('it is X that didn't do Y'). For examples of these types see chapter 
12, section 12.1.1. The most striking characteristic of this type of negative 
cleft construction is the presence of the copula pye just after the focused 
item (in affirmative clefts there is no such copula). Fronting the relativized 
noun phrase requires the same construction. In the following example the 
relativized noun phrase, which is a demonstrative pronoun only, is the sub-
ject of the relative clause. 

(42) Mpif pi pye pi pye a 
those they be they NEG PERF 
'Those who had not 

wyigii ta a wwü mi, 
holes get SC take.out NEG 
managed to dig holes, 
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zhibannägwo a pird j6. 
ground.hornbill PERF them(EMPH) swallow 
Ground Hornbill swallowed them/ 

Freely: 'Ground Hornbill swallowed those that had not managed to 
dig holes* 

13.7. The syntactic status of relative clauses 

In section 11.7 of chapter 11 it was argued that complement clauses in 
Supyire are neither fully embedded nor fully independent. The same obser-
vation can be made of relative clauses. As pointed out in section 13.1 above, 
relative clauses are either preposed or postposed to the main clause. Just as 
with complement clauses, there is no evidence that they were are some point 
in the past normally embedded and owe their present position to a process of 
"extraposition". Instead, there is evidence that a process of embedding is be-
ginning. A peculiar construction is sometimes used in connected discourse 
which I will call "semi-embedding". 

The relativized noun phrase of a semi-embedded relative clause must be 
fronted in its clause. The noun plus modifying clause is placed in the main 
clause in its normal position. So far the structure looks like an ordinary em-
bedded relative clause in a language like English. However, after the relative 
clause is completed, instead of simply continuing with the remaining portion 
of the main clause, the speaker restarts the main clause from the beginning, 
this time inserting a coreferential noun phrase in the place where the relative 
clause was in the preceding unfinished clause. The construction is clearest 
when the modified noun phrase is a direct object of the main clause: 

(43) a. Kä pi ί bag6 e u a tirlgd k6, 
and they NARR house.DEF in he PERFget.down REL 
'Then they the house in which he had descended, 

kä pi / kürü cy6& wl) nä. 
and they NARR it(EMPH) show me to 
then they showed it to me.* 

Freely: 'Then they showed me the house in which he had 
lodged 

b. Kä mtt / sä ηό Κ a toi ig)bif mish6i)i i, 
and I NARR go arrive Catholic.DEF mission.DEF in 
'Then I arrived at the Catholic mission, 

maä tübabugi nä ύ cwdrjf 
and.NARR white.person.DEF and his wife.DEF 
and (I) the white man and his wife 
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pi ηά ιή-ρέ ' nähä ke, 
they REM.PAST IP-come here REL 
who came here, 

maä pir6 ' yfg£-
and.NARR them(EMPH) ask.for 
and (I) asked for them.1 

Freely: 'Then I went to the Catholic mission and asked for the 
white man and his wife who came here (last year).' 

When the modified noun is the subject of the main clause, it is usually im-
possible to tell if the relative clause is semi-embedded or not, since the sub-
ject comes first anyway. However, sometimes there is some element such as 
a conjunction which precedes the subject. If the relative clause is semi-em-
bedded, this conjunction precedes the relativized noun phrase at the begin-
ning of the sentence (with a completely unembedded relative it would only 
follow the relative clause). Note in the following example how the different 
subject narrative conjunction kä is placed both before and after the relative 
clause: 

(44) Kä pyätji ηύηί u a kwüg6, 
and child.DEF mother.DEF she PERF die REL 
'Then the child's mother who had died, 

kä uru si ή-känhä yipcwögi 
and she(EMPH) NARR IP-get.tired co.wife.DEF 
then she tired of her co-wife's 

kärigii num-pyirjkii tään. 
deeds.DEF ADJ-do.DEF beside 
deeds.' 

Freely: 'Then the child's mother who had died tired of the things 
her co-wife was doing.' 

"Semi-embedding" as illustrated in the above examples cannot simply be 
dismissed as "performance" errors. They are not examples of restarting a 
sentence in midstream. Speakers do not regard them in any way as odd or in-
elegant, and willingly supply additional examples. 

It appears, then, that this type of construction represents the beginning of a 
process which may end in the full embedding of relative clauses. In the pre-
sent state of the language, however, relative clauses are like the complement 
clauses in being neither embedded nor independent. Like complement 
clauses, they are marked as subordinate by a specific morpheme, in this case 
the relative clause marker k6. Internally they are further marked by either 
the fronting of the relativized noun phrase or the use of a relative pro-
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noun/determiner. While these characteristics may be minor, they do show 
that the relative clause cannot simply be analyzed as some sort of topic 
clause adjoined by simple parataxis to another independent clause. 
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Chapter 14 

Non-declarative speech acts 

Most if not all languages distinguish three major sentence types: declarative, 
imperative, and interrogative (Sadock and Zwicky 1985). Supyire, in com-
mon with all the Senufo languages, conforms to this generalization. The bulk 
of this grammar is devoted to declaratives, in conformity with descriptive 
tradition. This tradition is probably due to the twin factors of the greater 
text-frequency of declaratives and to the greater degree of syntactic elabora-
tion usually found in declaratives (Givön 1990, chapter 18). This chapter in 
contrast is devoted entirely to the description of the other two sentence 
types. 

The three major sentence types can be conceived of as grammaticalized 
means of performing three major functions of language: to convey informa-
tion (declarative), to give orders, requests, invitations or the like 
(imperative), and to elicit information (interrogative). In Supyire, as in many 
languages, imperatives are principally distinguished by what they lack 
(subject, auxiliary) in comparison to other clause types. There is also one 
auxiliary used exclusively in a subtype of imperative. Also dealt with in this 
chapter is the use of the subjunctive to accomplish a politer manipulation 
than the "bare" imperative. 

Questions in Kampwo Supyire are a more marked sentence type than either 
imperatives or declaratives. All questions have some sort of interrogative 
particle at the end or, in a few cases, at the beginning of the sentence. In ad-
dition, in constituent ("wh") questions, the use of question words and, in the 
majority of questions, the use of the cleft focus construction also mark the 
clause as different. 

A further characteristic distinguishing both imperatives and interrogatives 
from declaratives is the use of the non-declarative set of first and second 
person pronouns (for the form of these pronouns see chapter 5, section 
5.1.1.2). These special pronouns are not obligatory in imperatives and ques-
tions, and in fact, ordinary first and second person pronouns are even more 
common in these sentence types. Further, the first person singular non-de-
clarative pronoun na cannot be used as subject. On the other hand, the non-
declarative pronouns cannot be used in declarative sentences, except in three 
functions: as reflexive genitive possessors (see chapter 6, section 6.2.1), as 
genitive possessors in vocatives (first person only), and in exclamations. Ex-
amples of the latter two functions are: 
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(1) a. vocative, genitive possessor 

Na cevoo mpi, m)i canmpyi-tanra-wüύηί 
my.NONDECL friend hare my day-third-POSS.DEF 
'My friend Hare, this is my third day 

Ii nde m)i sähä htäs6n tä ά 
it this I NEG.YET toad get SC 
that I haven't yet gotten a toad to eat.' 

jd mi. 
swallow NEG 

b. exclamation, genitive possessor 

IJkää ma bwula 
but your.NONDECL gourd 
'But your fruit is delicious!1 

a 
PERF 

tään! 
be.sweet 

c. exclamation, indirect object 

Νύ fblä ä cü nä näf 
cow owner PERF grab me.NONDECLon 
'The owner of the cow has caught me!' 

The vocative can perhaps be distinguished as a minor speech act (getting 
the addressee's attention, or acknowledging or establishing a specific level 
of politeness or familiarity/formality with the addressee) which is different 
from the declarative speech act of conveying information. Exclamations, 
when they are complete clauses, are usually syntactically like declaratives in 
Kampwo Supyire (there are no 'interrogative' type exclamations like English 
'How tall you are!' or 'What a mess you've gotten into!'). The use of the 
non-declarative pronouns is an indication that they are not prototypical de-
claratives. Their major function is certainly not to convey propositional-se-
mantic information. It should also be noted here that the non-declaratives are 
sometimes used in poetry in what seem to be declarative clauses. This may 
be an indication that their use was more widespread in the grammar for-
merly. 

Aside from these relatively minor uses, the presence of a non-declarative 
pronoun constitutes a rather clear indication of the non-declarative status of 
the clause in which it occurs. There is some anecdotal evidence that the use 
of non-declarative pronouns is at least in some cases more polite than the 
corresponding use of ordinary pronouns in the same command or question 
would be. 

14.1. Manipulative speech acts 

"Manipulative speech act" as used here encompasses such subcategories as 
commands, requests, and invitations.1 For such a speech act to be felicitous, 
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the manipulee must be both free to perform the desired action and at least 
theoretically capable of doing so.2 It follows that most predications of states 
(e.g. 'be talF, 'be fat') and involuntary active verbs (e.g. 'sneeze', 'snore') 
would not normally be used in imperatives. At any rate, I was unable to in-
duce any speaker of Supyire to use such verbs in any of the constructions to 
be described below in this section. 

Successful manipulation also normally requires that the manipulator have 
some socially based right to carry out the manipulation. The social standing 
of interlocutors can of course vary considerably, and Supyire, like other lan-
guages, is sensitive to these differences. Thus one important parameter along 
which the constructions described below vary is that of politeness or defer-
ence. In general the shorter and less finite the form of the utterance, the less 
polite or deferential it is. 

A further condition that usually applies to manipulative speech acts is that 
the desired state of affairs does not yet exist at the time of utterance. All the 
forms described here are thus irrealis. It is noteworthy in this regard that the 
simple future can be used to convey an order, though this practice does not 
appear to be at all common. Following is an example, taken from a folktale 
recounting the origins of jealousy: 

(2) Kk nbtji s) pi mü shöünn) yydre 
and husband.DEF NARR them also two call 
'Then the husband called them both 

maä yf jwö pi i, 
and.NARR them(G2P) say them(GlP) to 
and said to them, 

" Y)i si kä-zhwbngii tM 
you.PL FUT affair-spend.night.DEF divide 

"You will take turns sleeping with me 

numpiliyi shüünni shüünn). 
nights two two 
two nights each. 

Mu si zinf mä wöge e nißjaä, 
you FUT FP.lie.down your.NONDECL POSS.DEF in today 
You will sleep in your own (house) today, 

ci-nämpmimji ' si ζίηί ' nipjää nähä.w 

woman-guest.DEF FUT lie.down today here 
the new wife (lit. guest woman) will sleep here (with me).'" 

The first three subsections below describe forms primarily used in manipu-
lative speech acts proper. That is, their subjects are understood to refer to 
the addressee. The first subsection describes the "bare" imperative, which is 
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actually the imperative proper. The following two subsections describe im-
perative uses of the subjunctive and the negative subjunctive (prohibitive). 
Subjunctives can also be used with first and third person subjects. This 
"hortative" use is described in the final subsection of this section. 

14.1.1. "Dare"imperatives 

The "bare" imperative, or imperative properly speaking, is distinguished 
from other clause types by being without an overt subject. In the perfective 
it is also without an auxiliary. This lack of the trappings of a finite clause is 
typical of imperatives cross-linguistically (Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 172-
173; Giv0n 1990). This is the least polite form of the various types described 
in this chapter. It is the one typically used by parents to children, but is also 
often used among equals. Following are examples with both intransitive and 
transitive verbs: 

(3) a. Pa nihi! 
come here 
'Come here!' 

b. Ylrä änf! 
get.up there 
'Get away from there!' 

c. Lwoho kan nähä. 
water give here 
'Give me some water!' lit. 'Give some water here.' 

d. Bag6 mügdf 
house.DEF open 
'Open the door!' 

Serial verbs are formed with the subjunctive serial connective a in the im-
perative: 

(4) Tora a teen nähä! 
pass SSC sit here 
'Come (lit. pass) sit here!' 

The imperfective form of a few very common verbs can be used in clauses 
of this sort without an auxiliary: 

(5) Mi! 3 

come 
'Come!' 
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This usage is slightly more polite than the use of the perfective form of the 
verb. 

For most verbs, an imperfective imperative auxiliary ta is required when 
the verb is in imperfective form. The use of the imperfective frequently has 
the semantic effects which would be predicted based on the aspectual dis-
tinction between perfective and imperfective. Thus the imperfective impera-
tive can be used to indicate that the desired event is expected to be durative, 
or incomplete in some way. For examples of imperatives illustrating these 
distinctions see section 9.1.1 of chapter 9. There is another major motivation 
for the use of the imperfective, however, which has nothing to do with as-
pectuality per se: it is more deferential than the perfective. It can, for exam-
ple, be used to one's superiors in contexts of familiarity. This increased po-
liteness is indicated by the inclusion of 'please' in the free translations of the 
following examples, although there is no actual lexical equivalent in Kamp-
wo Supyire. 

(6) a. Ta ma nähäf 
IMPFV.IMPER come.IMPFV here 
'Come here, please!' 

b. Na cevoo pwun, ta si 
my.NONDECL friend dog IMPFV.IMPER go.IMPFV 
'My friend Dog, go 

pyenga ni mä-γέ e! 
home with you-REFL with 
home, please (lit. go home with yourself).' 

c. Ta ku wyeire cäa! 
IMPFV.IMPER its medicine.DEF seek.IMPFV 
'Find the medicine for it, please!' 

A commonly used imperative construction consists of the imperfective of 
'come' followed by a perfective verb linked in a serial construction with the 
subjunctive serial connective a: 

(7) a. Ta ma a wif! 
IMPFV.IMPER come.IMPFV SSC look 
'Come and see!' 

b. Ta ma a na tege! 
IMPFV.IMPER come.IMPFV SSC me.NONDECL help 
'Come help me!' 

The bare imperative is used for the singular only. For plural addressees, 
the subjunctive forms described in the next section must be used. The bare 
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imperative is also not used for negative commands. Instead, the negative 
subjunctive (or prohibitive) is used (see section 14.1.3). 

14.1.2. Subjunctive imperatives 

The "zero" and si subjunctives are forms that have a dual function. They are 
used in certain types of subordinate clauses (types of adverbial and comple-
ment clause), and also to give polite commands, as described here. 

The zero subjunctive in the perfective has no auxiliary. In fact, it is in 
form the equivalent of the bare imperative with the addition of a second per-
son pronoun as subject: 

(8) a. Ma taha na fy& e! 
you.NONDECL follow my.NONDECL footprints in 
'Follow me (lit. follow in my tracks), please!" 

b. Ma u ta! 
you.NONDECL her get 
'Have her!' (said to a man who had just asked for a woman in 
marriage) 

The imperfective zero subjunctive auxiliary is a. As in the bare imperative, 
the imperfective apparently softens the manipulation somewhat, making it 
more deferential. 

(9) a. Ma a ma! 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV come.IMPFV 
'Come, please!' 

b. Ma a na ßugo 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV my.NONDECL head 
bd-nä kni! 
meet-IMPFV there 

'Meet me there, please!' 

The s/subjunctive can be used interchangeably with the zero subjunctive. 
If there are different nuances of meaning associated with the two forms, I 
have been unable to detect them. All the speakers I consulted on the issue 
insisted that they were the same in every pair of examples I presented them 
with. The subjunctive auxiliary si is used alone with a perfective verb, and is 
accompanied by the imperfective subjunctive auxiliary a when the verb is 
imperfective:4 
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(10) a. Ma ä ιή-ρά! 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC IP-come 
'Come, please!" 

b. Ämpyi mu ri s) ß-jä ή-teen 
if you ADV NEG.FUT FP-be.able FP-sit 
'If you can't stay 

rä a u s)g)-J) mi, 
go PROG it wait.for-IMPFV NEG 
and wait for it ( = my pay), 

ma rä ä wä!5 

you.NONDECL SUBJUNC SUBJUNC.IMPFV go 
leave!' 

As noted in the previous section, the bare imperative can only be used for 
the singular. When the addressees are plural, the subjunctive must be used. 
In this case there is no particular degree of politeness associated with these 
forms. 

(11) a. Υ)ί fyähä! 
you.PL be.quiet 
'Be quiet!' 

b. Yli ä wä! 
you.PL SUBJUNC.IMPFV go 
'Go! ' 

c. Υ)) / ύ käu na ä! 
you.PL SUBJUNC her give me.NONDECL to 
'Give her to me!' 

d. Canmpyäa kä ß-törö, 
days COND IP-pass 
'When (a few) days have passed, 

yi rä a 
you.PL.NONDECL SUBJUNC SUBJUNC.IMPFV 
come (back) 

ma nä ύ έ! 
come.IMPFV with G1S with 
with her!' 

'When (a few) days have passed, come back with her!' 

A particularly stong command may be formed by introducing a subjunctive 
clause with the preposition/conjunction f6 'until, except'. This seems to have 
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developed from the use of ίόΧο encode negative conditionals ('unless'; see 
chapter 15, section 15.1.5.3). Following is an example of this type of com-
mand: 

(12) F6 mu ύ 0 ρά nümpantja! 
till you s/he SUBJUNC come tomorrow 
'You must come tomorrow!' 

14.1.3. Prohibitives 

As noted in section 14.1.1 above, the bare imperative cannot be used for 
negative commands, or "prohibitions". Instead, the negative subjunctive is 
used. The negative subjunctive/prohibitive auxiliary is kk (for the various 
phonological forms of this auxiliary see chapter 9, section 9.3.3). The clause 
always ends with a negative marker. Note that kä requires the future prefix 
on a following intransitive verb: 

(13) a. Ma ha m-bwbn 1i nä mi! 
you.NONDECL PROH FP-touch it on NEG 
'Don't touch it!' 

b. Ma hä kü shyierä ä de! 
you.NONDECL PROH it thank NEG EXCL 
'Don't thank it!' 

To form the imperfective prohibitive, the imperfective subjunctive auxil-
iary is added: 

(14) a. Y)) ähä a yu mi! 
you.PL PROH SUBJUNC.IMPFV speak.IMPFV NEG 
'Don't talk!' 

b. Ma hä a Käräja 
you.NONDECL PROH SUBJUNC.IMPFV Karaja 

cyera ä de! 
insult.IMPFV NEG EXCL 

'Don't insult Karaja!' 

14.1.4. Hortatives 

The previous sections have been concerned with direct verbal manipulation 
through the use of imperatives and related forms. The subjunctives and pro-
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hibitive are not confined to second person subjects, however. All three can 
be used with first and third person subjects as well, a function which we 
have labeled "hortative" following Sadock and Zwicky (1985: 177). When 
the subject is first person plural, the forms can be translated with ' let 's ' in 
English: 

(15) a. Wu sure lyI 
we.NONDECL mush.DEF eat 
'Let 's eat the mush.' 

b. Wu a se! 
we.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV go.IMPFV 
'Let 's go!' 

c. Wu ύ sä ύ siga auf. 
we.NONDECL SUBJUNC go her wait.for there 
'Let 's go wait for her there.' 

d. Wüü ähä zhye mä. 
we Ρ ROH FP.go NEG 
'Let 's not go.' 

AH of these forms are possible with third person subjects. They can be 
variously translated 'Let him/her ...', or 'May s/he ...', or simply 'S/he 
should ...'. The perfective zero subjunctive is commonly used in blessings. 
When the subject is a noun (in blessings it is usually Kile 'God'), it must be 
immediately followed by a resumptive pronoun. The syntactic connection 
between the noun and the pronoun must be rather close since the pronoun 
undergoes the sort of tonal changes found in genitive constructions. Note in 
the following examples that the pronoun has low tone, due to the lexical 
floating low which follows Kiler. 

(16) a. Kile ύ 0 küni pwö 
God s/he SUBJUNC path.DEF sweep 
'May God sweep the path 

mä yykhä nä. 
you.NONDECL face at 
in front of you.' (said to someone beginning a journey) 

b. Kile ύ 0 pa πά mi f. 
God s/he SUBJUNC come with you.NONDECL with 
'May God come with you.' (i.e. make you return in safety) 

c. Kile ύ 0 ni-ßyahawa yah a 
God s/he SUBJUNC ADJ-be.much leave 
'May God put (lit. leave) much 
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kuru cykg6 e. 
its(EMPH) place.DEF in 
in its place.' (said when given a gift) 

For negative blessings, the prohibitive is used: 

(17) Kila gä käntugo id mä nä mä.6 

God PROH back fail you.NONDECL on NEG 
'May God not fail to give you family support.' 

The use of the imperfective zero subjunctive and of the sf subjunctive with 
third person subjects is perhaps less common (apart from their use in subor-
dinate clauses, that is), though examples such as the following are certainly 
far from rare: 

(18) a. U a ma. 
he SUBJUNC.IMPFV come.IMPFV 
'Let him come.' or 'He should come.' 

b. Pi / tf lyf. 
they SUBJUNC it eat 
'Let them eat it.' 

14.2. Questions 

Questions in Supyire, like those in most languages (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 
1985: 178), can be broadly classified into two major types: yes/no questions 
and constituent questions (Sadock and Zwicky call them "information" ques-
tions). The two types are distinguished in Supyire by the different interroga-
tive particles they require, and by the presence of question words in constitu-
ent questions versus their absence in yes/no questions. These two major 
types of question are dealt with in the first two principal subsections of this 
section. 

In addition to the major question types, there are a couple of minor types. 
Alternative questions (see section 14.2.1.4) are similar to yes/no questions, 
and are historically related to them. The 'What about ...' question type (see 
section 14.2.4) is more like a constituent question in function, but lacks a 
question word. Two further subsections deal with subjects related to ques-
tions: complex questions (section 14.2.3), and non-interrogative uses of 
questions (section 14.2.5). 
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14.2.1. Yes/no questions 

Yes/no questions are those which solicit a comment on the truth of the ques-
tioned proposition (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 179). The question is not 
always "open", however, since the speaker typically expects one answer 
more than the other (Givön 1990, chapter 18). Nor is the question equally 
about all the information in the proposition. Instead the scope of the interro-
gation typically falls on what would be the focus of assertion in the corre-
sponding declarative. These issues are dealt with in separate subsections of 
the present section, after an initial description of the form of yes/no ques-
tions. A fourth section describes the alternative question subtype. 

14.2.1.1. Basic structure of yes/no questions 

The basic structure of yes/no questions is that of a declarative sentence with 
the addition of one of a number of interrogative markers. Most of these are 
sentence final, but one is sentence initial. 

The most common of the yes/no interrogative markers is la: 7 

(19) a. U si rii-pä la? 
she FUT FP-come Q 
'Will she come?' 

b. Cinkugo laagä ά toon nähä nä la? 
Cenkungo distance.DEF PERF be.long here at Q 
'Is Cenkungo far from here?' 

Occasionally one hears the particle wä, borrowed from Bambara, where it 
is the most common yes/no question marker: 

(20) Pi na ma wä? 
they PROG come.IMPFV Q 
'Are they coming?' 

Another particle, #έοτ kS, is probably also borrowed from Bambara ki, al-
though there it apparently does not have an interrogative function, but means 
rather 'of course' or 'for sure'. It can have this meaning in Supyire as well, 
but at least for some speakers it has acquired the additional meaning of 
marking a yes/no question. These speakers insist that it has the same func-
tion as la. Following is an example: 

(21) Mu si m-pä nümpanga k£? 
you FUT FP-come tomorrow Q 
'Are you coming tomorrow?' 
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The clause final marker bi can be used in constituent questions, but when 
it is appended to a clause without any question word, it forms a simple 
yes/no question, just like la: 

(22) Teenzanga mit ßye sig6 c bi? 
Teenzanga also be bush.DEF in Q 
'Is Teenzanga also in the bush (i.e. at work in the field)?' 

There are two clause initial yes/no question particles which are probably 
etymologically related. The form tähä is the most common. The variant tone 
tune tähä also occurs, and at least one instance of jähä has been recorded. 
The other form, tä, is perhaps simply a shorter form of the same particle. 
The variant kä has, however, been recorded in the speech of an old man 
from Fanter61a. Following are examples of these two particles: 

(23) a. Tähä mu supytibii p)i na ßye 
Q your people.DEF IND PROG be 
'Are some of your people 

cyäge kd e? 
place.DEF IND in 
someplace (else)?' 

b. Tä \νύύ wa ' nähä fi-jä 
Q we be.there be.here FP-be.able 
'Could we please 

ta-shwonga ta nähä mu i? 
LOC-spend.night get here you from 
have lodging here with you?' 

Negative yes/no questions can be formed in two ways. One is by means of 
the clause final negative question marker mä, frequently reduced to a. Nega-
tive marking in the auxiliary position is added exactly as in a declarative: 

(24) a. Mii s) fi-jä zhyd 
I NEG.FUT FP-be.able FP.go 
'Can't I go 

na y)i 6 mä? 
with you.PL with NEG.Q 
with you?' 

b. Wä ßye ä pa piJägä ä? 
IND NEG PERF come night NEG.Q 
'Didn't one come last night?' 
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The other way to form negative yes/no questions is simply by adding the 
clause initial interrogative particle ti or tähä to a negative clause marked by 
mi as in declaratives: 

( 2 5 ) a . Tähä ärajötji pye a müga i yaha mi? 
Q radio.DEF NEG PERFopen SC leave NEG 
'Hasn't the radio been left on?' 

b . Tä cedrji wä pye ä si 
Q woman.DEF IND NEG PERF give.birth 
'Didn't a woman give birth 

nähä ' nipjiä mi? 
here today NEG 
here today?' 

14.2.1.2. Bias in yes/no questions 

Quite often, perhaps usually, a speaker expects one response rather than the 
other to a yes/no question. Sometimes this bias does not seem to overtly af-
fect the form of the question. Thus la and bi questions are apparently neutral 
in form, although in context either an affirmative or a negative answer may 
be anticipated. Ti and tähä questions, on the other hand, are always heavily 
biased. It is not possible to say exactly what the bias is from the form of the 
question. Both positive and negative questions may have both positive and 
negative bias. All that the use of tiltähä seems to contribute is the informa-
tion that bias is present. Positive bias (i.e. expectation of a 'yes' answer, in-
dicating the hearer believes in the truth of the positive proposition, or the 
truth of the positive proposition corresponding to the negative one) is more 
common than negative bias. All four examples of tiltähä questions in the 
previous section (23) and (25) have positive bias. However, both positive 
and negative questions can also have negative bias, as the following exam-
ples show: 

(26) positive question, negative bias 

A : Tähä märäfS-buro na wä ν/ύύ ά nitjk)? 
Q gun-horn PROG be.there us to still 
'Do we still have guns?' 

Β: ηihm 
no 
'No.' 
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(27) negative question, negative bias 

Tähä kücwuun ßye a citügd mi? 
Q monkey NEG PERF be.well NEG 
'Is monkey not well?'8 

In contrast to negative tä! tähä questions, negative mä/ä questions are rou-
tinely biased to a positive response. The two examples in (24) in the previ-
ous section both expect consent to the truth of the corresponding affirmative 
declarative. This is the most common pattern with negative yes/no questions 
cross-linguistically (see Givön 1990, chapter 18). 

14.2.1.3. Focus in yes/no questions 

Normally only the information that would be in the focus of assertion in the 
corresponding declarative falls under the scope of interrogation in a yes/no 
question. This is parallel to the way that negation is attracted to the scope of 
assertion, and seems to be a general characteristic of yes/no questions in all 
languages (cf. Giv6n 1990, chapter 18). Thus adverbs and adverbial phrases 
attract the scope of interrogation, leaving the rest of the clause presupposed 
as true. In the following example, there is no question that the addressee has 
come. Only the means of arrival is in doubt: 

(28) Mu ä pa nigisügi na la? 
you PERF come bicycle.DEF on Q 
'Did you come on bicycle?' 

Similarly, quantifiers, even in the subject noun phrase, also attract the scope 
of interrogation. In the following example, it is taken for granted that some 
of them have arrived. The question therefore falls on the quantifier in par-
ticular. 

(29) Pi ρυηά ä pa la? 
they all PERF come Q 
'Have they all come?' 

It was pointed out in section 12.1 of chapter 12 that information in contras-
tive focus automatically attracts the focus of assertion. It also consequently 
attracts the scope of interrogation. Cleft focus constructions are quite com-
mon in yes/no questions. The only part of the proposition which is in the 
scope of interrogation is the focused phrase at the head of the sentence. 
Following are examples of both positive and negative cleft constructions in 
yes/no questions: 
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(30) positive clefts: 

a. Μ)) 11 si ή-kwü la? 
I she FUT FP-die Q 
'Is it I who will die?' 

b. Tähä ρ ire pi a m)) tün? 
Q they(EMPH) they PERF me send 
'Was it they who sent me?' 

(31) negative clefts: 

a. Mu ba u pye jiigke fböqi ' nähä ä? 
you it.is.not he be earth.DEF owner.DEF here NEG.Q 
'Isn't it you who are the chief of the earth9 here?' 

b. Tähä mii cobmji bä 
Q my younger.sibling.DEF it.is.not 
'Wasn't it my younger brother 

u a ύ kän me? 
he PERF it give NEG 
who gave it?' 

Just as in declarative clefts, the information in the clause following the fo-
cused item is presupposed. 

Questions are not necessarily complete clauses. Quite often shared infor-
mation is simply left unuttered by a speaker, and the yes/no question particle 
is appended to the noun or adpositional phrase which is the focus of interro-
gation. For example, in the following questions, the clause 'Are you a ...', 
must be recovered from the context of use: 

(32) a. Nämpontjo bä? 
guest Q 
'(Are you) a stranger?' 

b. Lüüzü la? 
hunter Q 
'(Are you) a hunter?' 

Similarly, occasionaly a speaker will request confirmation of one bit of in-
formation that he or she didn't hear properly, or simply can't believe: 

(33) a. Kücwuun lä? 
monkey Q 
'(Did I hear you say) a monkey?' 
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b. Fäägä nä la? 
Farakala at Q 
'(Do you mean here) to Farakala?" 

c. Ml) la? 
me Q 
'(Do you mean) me?* 

14.2.1.4. Alternative questions 

Alternative questions, which invite the addressee to choose one member of a 
disjunction, are formed by means of the "disjunction" läa 'or', and have no 
specifically interrogative morphology. Following are some examples. The 
first presents a disjunction of declaratives, the second a disjunction of sub-
junctives (hortatives): 

(34) a. Ciß-jytebft ύ lwoh6 e 
women-be.old.DEF GEN water.DEF in 
'Is it from the old women's water 
mu si m-byä läa pücyaabft wügd e 
you FUT FP-drink or girls.DEF POSS.DEF(G2S) in 
that you will drink or from that of the girls 

mu si m-byä? 
you FUT FP-drink 
that you will drink?' 

b. Wu 0 mu ntirjj td läa 
we.NONDECL SUBJUNC your mother.DEF bury or 
'Should be bury your mother or 
wu 0 u wa cyinmpinya ä ? 
we.NONDECL SUBJUNC her throw vultures.DEF to 
should we throw her to the vultures?' 

The conjunction läa is probably the etymological source of the yes/no in-
terrogative particle la. Yes/no questions were evidently originally truncated 
alternative questions with the second disjunct missing. 

14.2.2. Constituent questions 

Constituent ("information", "wh") questions are different from yes/no ques-
tions in both form and function. Speakers typically use constituent questions 
when they wish to know one bit of information which is missing in an oth-
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erwise known proposition (cf. Giv<Sn 1990, chapter 18). The bit of desired 
information is coded with a question word, for which there is no equivalent 
in a yes/no question. 

The basic structure of constituent questions is described in the following 
subsection. Subsequent sections give specific information about the various 
types of question, classified according to the question word employed. 

14.2.2.1. Basic structure of constituent questions 

Constituent questions are doubly marked in Supyire. They contain question 
words, which have no non-interrogative function (unlike the corresponding 
words in languages like English or French, in which many of the question 
words also function as relative pronouns), and they are marked with sentence 
final interrogative particles. Three such markers are used. Most of the ques-
tion words are accompanied by the particle ye. Some speakers also occa-
sionally use bi for these question types.10 Locative questions take the final 
marker k6 (usually voiced to g€). 

There are five simple question words in Kampwo Supyire, in addition to 
the interrogative determiners, for which there are both ordinary and em-
phatic forms for each of the genders. Table 41 lists these question words. 
Only the gender 1 singular interrogative determiners are included; for the 
forms of the determiners in other genders see Tables 18 and 19 in chapter S. 
'When' and 'why' are missing from the table because they are not simple 
question words (see section 14.2.2.3 for 'why' and 14.2.2.6 for 'when'). 

Table 41. Question words 

Question Semantic/syntactic Clause final 
word Gloss characteristics marker 

J0 who(m) + human (Gender 1) ye 
jiähä what - human (Gender 2) ye 
d) how manner ye 
jüüll how much quantifier ye 
feVUlrt which determiner ye 
taä where locative k<< 

The majority of constituent questions in Supyire are in the form of cleft fo-
cus constructions. The question word, or the noun phrase containing it, is 
fronted to focus position at the head of the clause. The same case recover-
ability strategies are used as in clefts: a resumptive pronoun for subjects, a 
gap for direct objects, and adpositional marking of the focused item for indi-
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rect objects (see chapter 12, section 12.1.1). The information which the 
speaker and hearer share is placed in the presupposed clause following the 
focused item. Following are examples illustrating a questioned subject (35a), 
direct object (35b), and indirect objects (35c, d): 

(35) a. Jö u a kü bd ye? 
who s/he PERF it kill Q 
'Who killed it?' 

b. Jlähä mu mpyi na si ή-kän ye? 
what you PAST PROG FUT FP-give Q 
'What would you have given?' 

c. flähä ' yyähä nä ma fly ε na f f ye? 
what face at you.NONDECL be PROG run.IMPFV Q 
'From what are you running?' 

d. Jö-fölä ά mu a kü ρέτέ ye? 
who-person to you PERF it sell Q 
'To whom did you sell it?' 

The focused noun phrase containing the question word is not always 
moved to the absolute beginning of the sentence. It may be preceded by a 
phrase in topic position, from which it is typically separated by a pause. The 
topic usually delimits a domain within which the desired information is to be 
sought. Thus in the following example, taken from a riddle-like story, the an-
swer to the question is to be chosen from the list in topic position: 

(36) Ρ ire näfljiibii shüünnirji 
these(EMPH) young.men.DEF two.DEF 
' (Of) these two young men 

nä pi tiirji nä pi ηύηί, 
and their father.DEF and their mother.DEF 
and their father and their mother, 

jö u jiye pi puni shin-fabagi ye? 
who s/he be their all person-be.weak.DEF Q 
who is the weakest (lit. who is their weakest person)?' 

It is also possible to place time or locative phrases in topic position in a 
cleft-style question: 

(37) U ta-siige e, flähä mu ä pyi ye? 
its LOC-begin.DEF in what you PERF do Q 
'At its ( = the feast 's) beginning, what did you do?' 
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Not all constituent questions are cast in cleft form. A small minority of ex-
amples in the corpus have their question word in the place it would take in a 
declarative sentence. This may be partly a result of influence from Bambara, 
which does not place focused items or question words at the beginning of the 
clause. It may also be due to some as yet undetected pragmatic factor(s). 
Following is an example of a questioned direct object left in its normal posi-
tion: 

(38) Ml) f sä ßähi jw6 kwüu kanha na bi? 
I SUBJUNC go what say dead(GlP) village at Q 
'What must I go say in the village of the dead?' 

Supyire also allows "double" questions, in which two constituents rather 
than just one are questioned. In such questions, only one of the questioned 
words is fronted, and the other is left in its ordinary place: 

(39) Jö υ si rä pähä pyi an/ ye? 
who s/he FUT go what do there Q 
'Who will go do what there?' 

Just as with yes/no questions, speakers sometimes simply leave obvious, 
presupposed information unuttered. Thus minimal questions can be formed 
consisting solely of the question word plus the interrogative marker: 

(40) a. Jd ye? b. ßähä ye? 
who Q what Q 
'Who?' 'What?' 

c. D) ye? d. JüM) ye? 
how Q how.much Q 
'How?' 'How much?' 

Negative constituent questions are marked with the same negative inter-
rogative clause final marker ( /ni/ i) as negative yes/no questions. However, 
instead of replacing the positive marker, as in yes/no questions, the negative 
marker is placed in front of the other interrogative particle. The set of non-
participants in a specific event is of course infinite. This means that the 
pragmatic situations in which a speaker would want information on the 
identity of a specific non-participant are rather rare. It is often of practical 
use to know why an event did not take place, however, and so negative rea-
son questions like the following are not uncommon: 

(41) a. ßähä ηά mu pye ά pa täpjää mä ye? 
what on you NEG PERF come yesterday NEG.Q Q 
'Why didn't you come yesterday?' 
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b. ßähä ηά mä ye? 
what on NEG.Q Q 
'Why not?' 

14.2.2.2.jö 'who, whom, whose' 

Jö (or jö) is borrowed from Bambara jon 'who'. It is sometimes combined 
with the Supyire root foo 'owner, person in charge' (see chapter 3, section 
3.2.2.9), which takes a low tone in this context: jöfbö. The use of jö or jöfbd 
indicates that the speaker believes the referent he or she is asking the iden-
tity of is a human being. Jö is accordingly treated as being gender 1 singular 
for the purposes of agreement. Thus when it is the subject which is ques-
tioned, a gender 1 singular place-holding pronoun must immediately follow 
the question word: 

(42) Jd υ mpyi na cää ή-ίέέη 
who he PAST PROG FUT FP-sit 
'Who would have succeeded 

Β Am be me k66ge na ye? 
Babemba inheritance.DEF on Q 
Babemba (lit. sat on Babemba's inheritance)?' 

Jd, like all other pronouns in Supyire, is not marked for case in any way: 
the same form is used for subject, direct object, indirect object, and genitive: 

(43) a. subject, indirect object 

Jö u a s)Jä äni jö ά ye? 
who s/he PERF be.EMPH there who to Q 
'Who is actually there for whom?' 

b. direct object 

Jd pi a tün ye? 
who they PERF send Q 
'Whom did they send?' 

c. genitive 

Jö ό cwo u $ge ye? 
who GEN wife she that Q 
'Whose wife is that?' 
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Jd is inherently singular. If a speaker wishes to clearly indicate that he or 
she believes the unknown referent to be more than one person, the combina-
tion 'who and who' can be used: 

(44) Jd ni jd u ä pa ye? 
who and who s/he PERF come Q 
'Who and who came?' 

14.2.2.3. ßähä 'what' 

By the use of ßähä a speaker indicates that he or she believes the unknown 
referent is non-human. It is thus appropriate that for the purposes of agree-
ment, jiähä is gender 2 singular. Note the use of the gender 2 singular pro-
noun as a place holder for the focused subject question word in the following 
example: 

(45) βähä ku ßye na mu k6r6 ye? 
what it be PROG you chase.IMPFVQ 
'What is chasing you?' 

ßähä is used together with the postposition na 'on' or kurugo 'along, by 
means of, because o f to question the reason for something, i.e. the equiva-
lent of English 'why': 

(46) a. ßähä ηά cydeb/Jä ä pi bähäge pyi 
what on women.DEF PERF their game.DEF do 
'Why did the women do their dance 

tooyi shuunni ye? 
times two Q 
twice?' 

b. ßähä kürügö pi mäha ßtyke yaa ye? 
what because.of they HAB earth.DEF repair Q 
'Why do they restore the earth?'11 

In addition to its use as a pronoun, ßähä can be used as a determiner mean-
ing 'which, what'. It differs from the more common interrogative determin-
ers (see section 14.2.2.6 below) in three ways: it precedes rather than fol-
lows the head noun, it takes an indefinite head noun rather than a definite 
one, and it does not agree in any way with the head noun. In the following 
examples, the noun phrase containing ßähä is an indirect (locative) object: 
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(47) a. Jlähä känhä na mu a ύτύ lw5 ye? 
which village(G2S) at you PERF her(EMPH) take Q 
'In which village did you get (lit. take) her?' 

b. Jlähä klre e mu a ylrl ye? 
which country(G3S) in you PERF get.up Q 
'From which country do you come?' Lit. 'In which country did 
you get up?' 

14.2.2.4. dl 'how' 

The manner question word dl is borrowed from Bambara dl 'how'. It is usu-
ally placed in focus position, as in (48a), but occasionally is put in the posi-
tion where one would normally expect a manner phrase, viz. after the verb, 
as in (48b): 

(48) a. Dl χνύύ si J) py) ye? 
how we FUT it do Q 
'How shall we do it?' 

b. Mi) ni mu pyi dl ye? 
I REC.PAST you tell how Q 
'What did I tell you?' 

The second example above shows that dl rather than jlähä is often used 
when the requested item is something spoken. The standard way of asking 
someone's name is accordingly: 

(49) D) mu wäge jiye ye? 
how your name.DEF be Q 
'What is your name?' (cf. French: Comment t'appelles-tu?) 

Questions with dl often include the verb jwo 'say' as the second verb in a 
serial verb construction. Although it is clearly grammaticalized in this func-
tion (shown by the fact that it can follow itself—the verb jwo—see example 
(50c)), just what the function is remains obscure. The speakers I consulted 
on the issue insisted that the question means the same thing with or without 
the jwo. One speaker said that often the question sounds more "natural" with 
jwo, but was unable to say why. The following examples are offered for the 
reader to ponder: 

(50) a. Dl mil si i}g6 baqi jyiile fi-jwö ye? 
howl FUT this river.DEF cross FP-say Q 
'How am I going to cross this river?' 
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b. D) fangk6 mäha n-tuga ä jwo ye? 
how grave.DEF HAB IP-dig SC say Q 
'How is the grave dug?' 

c. D) m)i a nä wüyf jwo 
howl PERFmy.NONDECL POSS.DEF(G2P) say 

ä jwo ye? 
SC say Q 

'How did I recount my own?' 

D) is used in one other frozen expression which is rather odd from a syn-
chronic point of view. A question consisting solely of d) preceded by the 
yes/no interrogative particle tähä and followed by the clause final interroga-
tive marker ye means something like 'Isn't that so?' or 'Isn't that right?': 

(51) Tähä d) ye? 
Q how Q 
'Isn't that so?' 

14.2.2.5. jüül) 'how much, how many' 

The interrogative quantifier jüül) 'how much, how many' is borrowed from 
Bambara jdl) 'how much, how many'. Like other quantifiers it follows its 
head noun, undergoing tone changes as if it were a possessed noun (see 
chapter 5, section 5.4). Unlike other quantifiers, however, it requires that its 
head noun be in basic, indefinite form. Jüül) can also be used as a non-inter-
rogative quantifier meaning 'many, much', in which case it can modify a 
definite head (see chapter 6, section 6.3.3.3 for an example). The noun 
phrase containing interrogative jüül) is usually placed in initial focus posi-
tion: 

(52) a. Cyde juuli pi ä pa ye? 
women how.many they PERF come Q 
'How many women have come?' 

b. Bayi juuli u ä faanra ye? 
houses how.many he PERF build Q 
'How many houses has he built?' 

It can also be left in the position it would occupy if not focused, however: 
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(53) U ä bayi juuli ftenra ye? 
he PERF houses how.many build Q 
'How many houses has he built?* 

14.2.2.6. Interrogative determiners 

There are two sets of interrogative determiners (for the forms see chapter 5, 
section 5.1.2.9 and 5.1.2.10). One appears to be derived from the other by 
the addition of the same -re suffix which derives emphatic pronouns from 
ordinary anaphoric ones (e.g. u > uru). In the current usage of Kamp wo 
Supyire there seems to be little difference in function between the two sets. 
The emphatic forms are more common, but the frequency of occurrence in 
the corpus of texts is so low (2 ordinary, 9 emphatic) that nothing sensible 
can be said about how they might differ in discourse function. 

Like all determiners, the interrogatives agree with the head noun in num-
ber and gender. Although the meaning is the same as that obtained with jiähä 
as a determiner (see section 14.2.2.3 above), the interrogative determiners 
require a head noun in definite form rather than indefinite (in this they re-
semble the indefinite determiners (see chapter 6, section 6.1.2.1). The ques-
tioned noun phrase is most often placed in initial focus position: 

(54) a. Klni hdi ) u pya ye? 
country.DEF(G3S) which(G3S) in he be Q 
'Which country is he in?' 

b. Lerirji12 f)g)r6 u wä 
hour.DEF(GlS) which(EMPH.GlS) it(GlS) be.there 
'Which hour is there 

mu ά ye? 
you to Q 

to you?' i.e. What time have you got? 

As with other determiners, the head can be a pronoun: 

(55) a. U $gl mil si ή-kän ye? 
it(G 1S) which(G 1S) I FUT FP-give Q 
'Which one shall I give?' 

b. Ku j)klr6 nä mu jiye na p-cää ye? 
it(G2S) which(EMPH.G2S) on you be PROG IP-want Q 
'Which one do you want?' 

In Kampwo Supyire the determiners are also used as pronouns, and the in-
terrogatives are no exception to this generalization. The following example 
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illustrates this, as well as the fact that, like the other question words, initial 
position is not obligatory for the interrogative determiner-pronouns: 

(56) Sänyi mäha sä jw6 
death.announcement.DEF HAB go say 
'The announcements of the death are made (lit. said) 

mpirä ά ye? 
which(EMPH.GlP) to Q 
to which ones?' 

The most common way of questioning the time of some occurrence 
('when1) is by means of the noun tdni 'the time* together with an interroga-
tive determiner and the postposition ier. 

(57) Tdni hdir6 e mu k pa ye? 
time.DEF which(EMPH) in you PERF come Q 
'When did you come?' 

One also occasionally hears the phrasepähä tdrd 'what time' for 'when1. 

14.2.2.7. taä 'where' 

The locative question word taä is obviously related to the locative nominaliz-
ing prefix ta- (see chapter 3, section 3.2.2.3). Both are undoubtedly derived 
from a noun meaning 'place', which although it has not survived in Kampwo 
Supyire, does occur in other Senufo languages (cf. Cebaara te?i 'place'). At 
least one speaker has been recorded using the pronunciation tahä ([ta?ä]). 
Nouns derived by the prefix ta- are in gender 2, the singular suffix for which 
is -gV (definite -ke or -ge). It is therefore rather interesting that questions 
formed with taä do not take the common clause final question marker ye, but 
rather have an exclusively locative clause final question marker k6 (often 
g6). It is probably not accidental that this same clause final marker is the 
relative clause marker (see chapter 13, section 13.1). 

In all but one of the examples of locative questions occurring in the cor-
pus, the question word is placed in focus position: 

(58) a. Taä ma keegt ke? 
where you.NONDECL go.IMPFV LOC.Q 
'Where are you going?' 

b. Taä Büwärä ä yiri ηά tire 
where Buwara PERFget.up with this(EMPH) 
'Where did Buwara get (lit. rise with) this 
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ht6 wyeere13 έ k6? 
this magic.powder.DEF with LOC.Q 
magic powder?' 

14.2.3. Complex questions 

The restrictions on the questioning of items in subordinate or coordinate 
clauses is a large topic which needs to be further explored. Only a few ob-
servations will be made here, first on questions with serial verb construc-
tions, and then on questions with complement clauses. Many of the examples 
in this section were elicited rather than culled from texts, and several of 
them are manifestly unusual from a pragmatic point of view. The generali-
zations drawn therefore should only be considered as tentative. 

Questioning of the subject in a sentence with serial verbs presents no diffi-
culty, since all the verbs must share a common subject. The usual method, 
with a resumptive pronoun, is used: 

(59) Jlähä ku si fi-jä vwdro j)g6 mobiligi i ye? 
what it FUT FP-be.ableFP-go.out this car.DEF from Q 
'What will be able to get out ofthat car?' 

There are restrictions on the questioning of direct objects, however. If only 
one of the verbs in the serial construction is transitive, there is no problem, 
and the object of either the initial (60a) or the final verb (60b) can be ques-
tioned without difficulty: 

(60) a. Jlähä u a lwb a kärd pyenga ye? 
what s/he PERF take SC go home Q 
'What did s/he take (lit. take and go) home?' 

b. Jla/iä mu a teen na wii ύ ' tään ye? 
what you PERF sit PROG look.at her beside Q 
'What are you sitting and looking at beside her?' 

If both verbs are transitive, the direct object of the first (61a) can be ques-
tioned in the ordinary way (i.e. by means of placing the question word in fo-
cus position), but this is not possible with the direct object of the second 
verb (61b): 

(61) a. Jlähä u a täha ä kyaäre kwbn ye? 
what s/he PERF use SC meat.DEF cut Q 
'What did s/he use to cut the meat?' 
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b. *ßähä u ä tjwooni täha a kwbn ye? 
what s/he PERF knife.DEF use SC cut Q 
'What did s/he use the knife to cut?' 

Only a question in which the question word is not placed in focus position is 
possible for the direct object of the second of two transitive verbs:14 

(62) U ä rjwooni täha a ßähi kw5n ye? 
s/he PERF knife.DEF use SC what cut Q 
'What did s/he use the knife to cut?' 

Transitivity also affects acceptability of questioning items in complement 
clauses. In the loosely bound complements of verbs of speech, the subject of 
an intransitive verb can be questioned (note that the same strategy of a re-
sumptive pronoun in subject position is used): 

(63) Jd Müsä ä jwo na u a kärd ye? 
who Musa PERF say that s/he PERF go Q 
'Who did Musa say left? 

For many speakers, however, neither the subject nor the direct object of a 
transitive verb can be questioned: 

(64) a. 7Jd Müsä ä jwo na u a Zänhknb bw0n ye? 
who Musa PERF say that s/he PERF Zanhano hit Q 
'Who did Musa say hit Zanhano?' 

b. 7Jd Müsä ä jwo na AH ά 0 bwbn ye? 
who Musa PERF say that Ali PERF hit Q 
'Who did Musa say Ali hit?' 

For many speakers, other items are also sometimes not questionable in com-
plement clauses of this sort. In the following example, some of the people I 
consulted on the issue stated that the locative could only belong to the main 
clause, not to the complement clause, in spite of the seeming pragmatic bi-
zarreness of such an interpretation (other speakers found that meaning (65b) 
was perfectly acceptable, however): 

(65) Tai Müsä ä jwo na Ali έ käiig6? 
where Musa PERF say that Ali PERF go LOC.Q 

a. 'Where was Musa when he said Ali had gone?' 
(location of Musa questioned) 

b. ?'Where is it that Musa said Ali had gone?' 
(destination of Ali questioned) 
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With the more tightly integrated complements of manipulative and percep-
tion verbs, the subject can always be questioned since it is also the direct ob-
ject of the main clause: 

(66) Jö pi a tim ύ i sä Pyiiri yydre ye? 
who they PERF send s/he.COMP PERF go Pierre call Q 
'Whom did they send to call Pierre?' 

The questioning of direct objects in the complement clause is dependent on 
the main verb. It appears that only verbs encoding a high degree of manipu-
lation allow complement direct objects to be questioned, while perception 
verbs or weaker manipulative verbs do not. Thus pyi 'make' allows it, but 
tun 'send', ta ' f ind' , a n d ß y e 'see ' do not: 

(67) a. Jlähä mu a ύ pyi ύ ä 0 bd ye? 
what you PERF him make he.COMP PERF kill Q 
'What did you make him kill?' 

*Jd pi ä Zhy6 ίύη ' ύ ä 0 yyere ye? 
who GIP PERFZhye send he.COMP PERF call Q 
'Who did they send Zhye to call?' 

* Jlähä mu a ύ tä ύ ä 0 bd ye? 
what you PERF him find he.COMP PERF kill Q 
'What did you find he had killed?' Lit. 'What did you find 

he had killed?' 

*ßähä mu a ύ jjye ά ύ 0 kwbn ye? 
what you PERFG1S see GIS.COMP PERF cut Q 
'What did you see him/her cut?' 

Manipulative and perception verbs, however, in certain pragmatic contexts, 
may allow a pattern of coreference in which it is the direct object rather than 
the subject of the complement clause which is "raised" to become the direct 
object of the main clause. This is only possible when this direct object is fo-
cused, that is, moved to the front of the main clause rather than being left in 
direct object position: 

(68) IJküü m)i a sä 0 ή-tä Zhy6 ' ύ ά 0 bd. 
chicken I PERF go IP-find Zhye he.COMP PERF kill 
' I t ' s a chicken that I went and found Zhye had killed.' 

This focused item may be questioned, as the following example shows: 

c. 

him 

d. 
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(69) flähä mu ä 0 ta Zhy6 ' ύ ά 0 bd ye? 
what you PERF find Zhye he.COMP PERF kill Q 
'What did you find Zhye had killed?' 

The above information is admittedly sketchy, and needs to be supple-
mented with further research on the questioning of items in relative clauses, 
adverbial clauses, and coordinate clauses as well. 

14.2.4. ' What about...?' questions 

There is a type of question in Supyire which solicits more information than 
merely a comment on the truth of the proposition as in a yes/no question, but 
does not ask for the hearer to identify a particular referent as in constituent 
questions. The speaker rather asks a generalized question 'What about...?1, 
and the specific information desired is usually obvious from the context. The 
question is marked with the final interrogative particle which in the ex-
amples below will be glossed 'what about* in order to distinguish it from the 
interrogative particles discussed in previous sections. 

There are two subtypes of 'what about1 questions. The first type consists 
simply of a noun phrase with the interrogative particle appended. The ad-
dressee must infer from the speech context what information about the refer-
ent of the noun phrase the speaker is seeking. In the following example, a 
master poses the question to his slave, who had previously been ordered to 
fill the master's snuff box. The question therefore means something like 
'What have you done with my snuffbox?1: 

(68) Mii batärji dt? 
my snuff.box.DEF what.about 
'What about my snuffbox?' 

Similarly, the following example was uttered in the context of a discussion 
of who would be going to market that day. The question therefore means 
something like 'Are you going too?1: 

(69) Mu d6? 
you what.about 
'How about you?' 

This type of question is extremely common in greeting exchanges. After an 
initial inquiry, a string of 'what about' questions can be used to ask after a 
number of different people. Following is a typical exchange. The questioner 
is from Farakala, the person replying from Fant6räa: 
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(70) A: Mu a cüügb la? 
you PERF be.well Q 
'Are you well? 

B: Mii a cüügd. 
I PERF well 
I'm well. 

A: Fantirii d6? 
Fant£r61a.people.of what.about 
How about the people of Fant6r61a? 

B: Li wk pi nk mi. 
IND(G3S) NEG.be.there them on NEG 
They're fine (lit. Nothing is there on them.) 

A: Pyenga shtinbti db? 
home people.DEF what.about 
How about your family? 

B: Lk wk pi nk mi. 
IND(G3S) NEG.be.there them on NEG 
They're fine. 

A: Ma tuqi dd? 
your.NONDECL father.DEF what.about 
How about your father? 

B: Lk wk ύ nk mi. 
IND(G3S) NEG.be.there him on NEG 
He's fine. 

A: Ma nuiji dd? 
your.NONDECL mother.DEF what.about 
How about your mother? 

B: Lk wk ύ nk mi. 
IND(G3S) NEG.be.there her on NEG 
She's fine. 

A: etc. etc. 

The second subtype of 'what about' question consists of a conditional 
clause (the protasis of a conditional sentence) with the interrogative particle 
d6 appended. The question means 'What if...' (and the solicited reply is the 
apodosis of the conditional construction). The following example is extracted 
from a discussion on how sorcerers can be detected. The speaker has just put 
forward the hypothesis that the suspected person ('you' in the example) has 
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been heard to utter a curse against a certain person (the 'him' of the exam-
ple): 

(71) A: Kanhama kä ύ tä d6? 
suffering COND him get what.about 
'What if misfortune (then) befalls (lit. gets) him?' 

B: Aa, mu wi. 
well you it.is(GlS) 
'Well, (then) it's you.' (i.e. 'you are the sorceror who has 
brought the misfortune') 

The following example is taken from a conversation about whether it is right 
to be envious. Speaker A has maintained that if you do not have nice things, 
it is all right to spoil the nice things of other people. Speaker Β asserts you 
should instead work in order to get nice things for yourself. The following 
exchange then ensues (for the form of the conditional, see chapter 15, sec-
tion 15.1.5.1): 

(72) A: Mu si ' gä m-pyi mu si ß-jä 
you ADV COND IP-be you FUT FP-be.able 
'But what if you are not able 
kä cya ή-tä ä d6? 
IND(G2S) seek FP-get NEG.Q what.about 
to obtain one?' 

B: A, mu mäha ηο-na ä? 
well you HAB rest-IMPFV NEG.Q 
'Don't you (ju s t) be contented (lit. rest) (with what you 
have)?' 

14.2.5. The non-interrogative use of questions 

As in many languages, questions can sometimes be put to non-interrogative 
use in Kampwo Supyire.15 There are many such uses, but only one will be 
illustrated here: the cross-linguistically common practice of using rhetorical 
questions to introduce a new thematic section. This device is apparently con-
fined to procedural and expository discourse in Supyire. The following rhe-
torical questions are all taken from one discourse explaining Supyire burial 
customs. Each question begins a new thematic paragraph dealing with the 
topic raised by the question: 

(73) a. Sänyi mäha sä jw6 
death.announcement.DEF HAB go say 
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ήιρίτά ä ye? 
which(EMPH.GlP) to Q 

'To whom is the news of the decease announced?" 

b. Sänyi kä-wyiini 
death.announcement.DEF reason-announce.DEF(G3S) 

U yjye pücirib/Jä ä 
it(G3S)be female.clan.members.DEF to 

hdlr6 ye?16 

which(EMPH.G3S) Q 

'What is the reason for announcing the decease to the female 
clan members?' 

c. Di famjk£ mäha n-tuga ä jwo ye? 
how grave.DEF HAB IP-dig SC say Q 
'How is the grave dug?' 

d. Di pi mäha kwhhhre pyi ά jwo ye? 
how they HAB dance.DEF do SC say Q 
'How do they do the dance?' 

e. Di uru wyeräqi mäha n-tä/ä 
how this(EMPH) money.DEF HAB IP-distribute 

ä jwo ye? 
SC say Q 

'How is this money distributed?' 
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Chapter 15 

Interclausal connections 

This chapter describes the types of interclausal connection which have not 
been covered in previous chapters. As might be expected for a category de-
fined negatively in this way, the clause types described here are extremely 
varied both in form and function. They can however be broadly separated 
into two groups: adverbial clauses and coordinate clauses. 

It should be stated at the outset that "adverbial clause" is used only as a 
convenient functional label. There is no set of structural correlates serving to 
define the clauses gathered under the term in the way there is for relative 
clauses or verb complements. Just as adverbs are an eclectic mix of various 
subtypes of words which do not fall obviously into more homogenous 
classes, the clauses treated here as adverbial vary widely in both structure 
and function. 

Structurally, coordinate sentences are not such a mixed bag as the adver-
bial clauses. Simple juxtaposition of clauses as well as contrastive and alter-
native coordination are covered briefly in section 1S.2 below. The more 
elaborate system of clause chaining is dealt with in the final section, 15.3. 

15.1. Adverbial clauses 

Adverbial clauses are classified here in terms of their semantic function. It 
would also be possible to classify them by their form. Using a parameter 
such as relative degree of integration of the subordinate clause into the main 
clause would yield a scale ranging from highly integrated nominalized 
clauses to all but independent indicative clauses. An example of the former 
is the nominalized manner adverbial clause in the following sentence, which 
functions syntactically as an indirect object: 

(1) U a kwH ήάέ kwü-jjkäni na τηύ. 
he PERF die that die-manner.DEF on also 
'He too died in that way (lit. on that way of dying).' 

At the other end of the scale are reason clauses such as the following, 
which has the form of an independent clause, and is only loosely connected 
to the "main" clause by a conjunctive phrase: 
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(2) Wähädugo Kanht wi ά tiän mΏ &, 
Ouagadougou town.DEF be.there PERF be.sweet me to 
Ί like Ouagadougou (lit. Ouagadougou is sweet to me) 

ßähä πά ye, ku faanrama Ιέτηύ ä ßwo. 
what on Q its building appearance PERF be.beautiful 
because its buildings look beautiful.' 

In between these two extremes are clauses which are marked by a conjunc-
tion or a special auxiliary. The following example, a 'before' time clause, is 
marked in three ways: an initial conjunction, a clause final marker, and sub-
junctive mood (with zero auxiliary): 

(3) Säna u 0 fworo dü-wy)g6 e k6, 
before she SUBJUNC go.out stream-hole.DEF from TC 
'Before she gets out of the stream bed, 

lwoh6 puni mäha wu. 
water.DEF all PERF pour 
all the water pours out.1 

The justification for bringing together such diverse structures is entirely 
semantic. The different forms used to express one general meaning, e.g. con-
cession or simultaneous time, are brought together in one place. A few of the 
sections have several subdivisions, notably those on time and conditional 
clauses. After all the different types have been surveyed, a final section 
(15.1.11) briefly explores the discourse function of adverbial clauses. 

15.1.1. Time clauses 

Time adverbial clauses provide a temporal setting for their main clauses. The 
temporal relationship between the events encoded in the two clauses can be 
one of several types: the subordinate clause event can precede, follow, or be 
simultaneous with the main clause event, or it can provide the initial or ter-
minal point for a durative or repetitive event or state in the main clause (cf. 
Givön 1990, chapter 19; Thompson and Longacre 1985). Each of these spe-
cific temporal relationships has one or more special codings in Kampwo 
Supyire, and each is accorded a separate subsection below. 

Supyire, like most languages, also has a more general type of 'when' 
clause which does not specify the temporal relationship between the events. 
In fact, there are two types of 'when' clause. Whereas in English both realis 
and irrealis time clauses are marked with when, in Supyire two quite distinct 
structures are used. Realis time clauses are reduced relative clauses, irrealis 
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ones are identical in form to conditional clauses. Compare the following ex-
amples: 

(4) a. realis modality 

U ä pa g6, kk ml) / ίβίύύ kan u i . 
he PERF come TC and I NARR chicken give him to 
'When he came, I gave a chicken to him.* 

b. irrealis modality 

U ahi ίή-ρά, mil si ήλύύ kan u ä. 
he COND IP-come I FUT chicken give him to 
'When he comes, ΙΊ1 give him a chicken.' 

Each of these types is treated in a separate section below. 

15.1.1.1. Realis 'when' clauses 

In many languages a relative clause with a generic head noun meaning 
'time' or 'moment' can be used as a time adverbial clause (Thompson and 
Longacre 1985: 179; Giv6n 1990, chapter 19). This type of relative, which in 
Supyire usually takes an internal head, was described in chapter 13, section 
13.2.2. Since the generic head noun's function in the main clause is obvious 
from its meaning (in the majority of examples it can only specify time), the 
coreferential noun phrase ordinarily required in the main clause in relative 
constructions is usually omitted. The process of simplifying the construction 
is thus well under way. Following is an example: 

(5) U a kwüüld ίέηΐ ήάέ-τηύ ί g6, 
he PERF shout time.DEF DEM-REL at REL 
'At the time that he shouted, (freely: 'When he shouted,) 

kä pi f wä na u cyähä-1). 
and they NARR be.there PROG him laugh-IMPFV 
they laughed at him.' 

This type of relative is actually not very common in the corpus. Much 
more frequently, the head noun with its attendant demonstrative is omitted 
altogether. All that remains of the original relative clause structure is the 
clause final relative marker k6/g6t which is glossed TC for 'time clause' in 
the examples below. The resulting time adverbial clause, like the original 
relative clause, must precede its main clause. It is regularly used in past 
tense narratives: 
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(6) a. mu a lyl a kwb k6, 
we PERF eat SC finish TC 
'When we had finished eating, 

kä wüü ύ 1j-kir6 ta-shwdnyi i. 
and we NARR IP-go LOC-pass.night.DEF(G2P) to 
we went to (our) lodgings/ 

b. Zän-cyiiyä ä cwo g6, 
rain-first.DEF(G2P) PERF fall TC 
'When the first rains had fallen, 

kä Faasumä si rf-kärä ä sä a 
and Faasuma NARR IP-go SC go PROG 
Faasuma went and began 

kerege sää-J). 
field.DEF scrape-IMPFV 
clearing the field.1 

The alternate relative clause marker ä de (see chapter 13, section 13.1) can 
also be used for adverbial time clauses, though it is as infrequent in this 
function as in marking relative clauses. Following is an example: 

(7) U ä tobnijke bwbn ä de, 
he PERF metal.DEF hit TC 
'When he rang the bell, 

kä süpy)r6 s) m-pä. 
and people.DEF NARR IP-come 
the people came.' 

In the majority of cases the event coded in the time clause chronologically 
precedes the main clause event, as in the above examples. All but a handful 
of examples in the corpus accordingly have the perfect auxiliary, which is 
appropriate for encoding anteriority. The temporal relation can be one of si-
multaneity, however, the main clause event taking place during a non-punc-
tual time clause event. In this case the time clause is in the progressive: 

(8) Pi mpyi na togf fijytyi tyi 
they Ρ AST PROG feast.DEF food.DEF eat TC 
'When/while they were eating the feast, 

kä mi) / ' ηύτά ά ύ nigä ä ldrji pyinge e. 
and I NARR return SC her persuade SC put compound in 
I again persuaded her into (my) compound.' 
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The progressive can also be combined with the verb 'come' or 'go' to code 
a durative time clause event: 

(9) Nütjgwbhä ά pä a η-kwuu k6, 
rainy.season.DEF PERF come PROG IP-finish TC 
'When the rainy season was coming to an end (lit. came (to be) 
finishing), 

kä u ύ ιή-ρά ' nähä canrf kä. 
and he NARR IP-come here day IND 
he came here one day.' 

IS.1.1.2. Irrealis 'when* clauses 

In discourse contexts with irrealis modality the time adverbial clause de-
scended from a relative clause described in the previous section is not per-
mitted. Instead a "conditional" clause is used. In this Supyire is like a num-
ber of languages which do not distinguish between 'when' and ' i f in irrealis 
contexts. The distinction is largely one of certainty of expectation 
(Thompson and Longacre 1985: 193). Rather than using different subordinat-
ing conjunctions, as in English, Supyire speakers rely on inference and con-
text. 

The conditional, irrealis time clause is like the realis one in always preced-
ing the main clause. The following examples illustrate its use with the future 
and the subjunctive in the main clause: 

(10) a. with future tense 

Ψύύ ähä lyt, wüu si ri ä wä> 
we COND eat we FUT go PROG go 
'When we have eaten, we will leave.' 

b. with subjunctive imperative 

Jlyigä kä mügö, 
morning COND open 
'When morning dawns, 

ma rä a ma wüü fy6 e. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC PROG come.IMPFV our tracks in 
follow us.' 

c. negative subjunctive (prohibitive) 

U ahä βύ/jke y)r)gd, 
he COND head.DEF raise 
'When he raises his head, 
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u ahä kile pye mi. 
he PROH sky see NEG 
he must not (be able to) see the sky/God.'2 

A very common use of this type of time clause is in procedural discourse 
which recounts generic 'how to' information in chronological order using the 
habitual auxiliary. This is another indication that the habitual is conceptually 
somewhat of a hybrid category. It may be thought of as realis in the sense 
that events of the type do actually occur, but irrealis in the sense that no 
specific event is intended (cf. Givön 1984: 407). The following examples 
were taken from a discourse on how to collect honey: 

(11) a. Camja jiytinf kä a p-cwo, 
day eye.DEF COND PROG IP-fall 
'When the sun is going down, 

yli mäha sähä/I Iwö... 
you(PL) HAB basket take 
you take a basket...' 

b. Pi ahä jy6 ά kwb, 
they COND enter SC finish 
'When they ( = the bees) have finished entering (the beehive), 

u as) kü pwb mügö... 
he HAB.SEQ its mouth open 
he ( = the honey collector) opens it ( = the behive) 
(lit. opens its mouth). 

The use of the conditional time clause with the habitual is not confined to 
procedural texts. The habitual-sequential is often used for iterative action in 
past time narratives. Although this is a step in the direction of realis modal-
ity, since no single specific event is intended, the conditional, irrealis time 
clause is used rather than the realis one. The following example illustrates 
this. The preceding sentence, in the ordinary narrative tense, is provided to 
show the abruptness of the transition to iterativity, which is initially sig-
nalled to the hearer by the use of the conditional: 

(12) Kä u ύ yirä ä sä a yu u na. 
and it NARR rise SC go PROG say.IMPFV it at 
'Then it ( = the dog) got up and went (and began) barking at it 
( = the python). 

U ahä jwö fyitji na, 
it COND say python.DEF at 
When it had barked at the python, 
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u ar) ηύτά ά pä a yu 
it HAB.SEQ return SC come PROG say.IMPFV 
it would return and come bark 

bag6 ßwbg6 na... 
house.DEF mouth.DEF at 
at the door of the house../ 

The conditional time clause together with the habitual/sequential in the main 
clause shows that the sequence of actions (bark at python, return, bark at 
door) was repeated several times. 

The temporal relation between the two events is the same for irrealis time 
clauses as for realis ones: the adverbial clause event usually precedes the 
main clause event, as in all the examples above except (11a). In a minority 
of cases the time clause event may be durative, and the main clause event is 
then simultaneous. In this case the progressive aspect marker is added to the 
conditional auxiliary, as in (1 la) and in the following example: 

(13) Si-shy6ebii kk a ma yäkdgb, 
bush-goers.DEF COND PROG come.IMPFV afternoon 
'While/when the farmers (lit. the bush-goers) are coming (home in 
the) afternoon, 

pi ahä ficyft-mü py) g6? 
they COND DEM(G3P)-REL do REL 
whatever they do, 

ma hä bä a β-cyaha-Ii me. 
you.NONDECL PROH REM PROG IP-laugh-IMPFV NEG 
don't laugh.1 

15.1.1.3. 'Before' clauses 

Supyire has borrowed many of its subordinating morphemes from Bambara 
and French.4 The subordinating conjunction for 'before' time clauses (i.e. 
clauses which encode events over which the main clause event takes chrono-
logical precedence) is borrowed from Bambara sani 'before'. In Supyire the 
forms säni, säna, and sä have all been recorded, with säna being the most 
frequent. 

Säna clauses, like the corresponding avant que clauses in French, must be 
in the subjunctive. This seems to be one place where the subjunctive is be-
ginning to take on epistemic rather than exclusively deontic meaning. At 
least, the use of the subjunctive in avant que clauses in French is sometimes 
attributed to the fact that since the main clause event precedes the adverbial 
clause event in time, the latter is rendered somehow more hypothetical or 
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less sure (cf. Judge and Healey 1983: 146). The 'before ' clause is terminated 
with the erstwhile relative marker k6y a sign that k6 is being generalized as a 
time clause marker (though as shown in the previous section, it is not used in 
irrealis 'when' clauses). Like 'when' clauses, the 'before ' clause must pre-
cede its main clause: 

(14) Säna n))yi y) 0 kuru jyh'Je k6, 
before cows.DEF they SUBJUNC this cross TC 
'Before the cows cross(ed) this ( = the river), 

kä u ύ ta-toongo paara. 
and she NARR LOC-be.long.G2S walk 
she walked a long way.' 

The same subjunctive form of 'before' clause is used for both realis and ir-
realis contexts. In the above example, the main clause is in the realis narra-
tive tense. In the following example, taken from the same story, the main 
clause is in the irrealis potential tense/modality: 

(15) Säna yi 0 kuru jyiile k6, 
before they SUBJUNC this cross TC 
'Before they cross this, 

mu gü ta-toongo f6. 
you POT LOC-be.long.G2S run 
you will run a long way.' 

The same form of 'before' clause is used in habitual contexts, as shown by 
example (3) above, repeated here: 

(16) Säna u 0 fworo dü-wy)g6 e k6, 
before she SUBJUNC go.out stream-hole.DEF from TC 
'Before she gets out of the stream bed, 

lwoh6 punf mäha mi. 
water.DEF all PERF pour 
all the water pours out.' 

15.1.1.4. 'After ' clauses 

As noted above, the events in ordinary 'when' clauses, whether realis or ir-
realis, normally precede the main clause events, but they are not specifically 
so marked. The temporal relation of subsequence is overtly marked in Supyi-
re by inserting the grammaticalized serial verb nä 'happen afterwards' in the 
second of two independent clauses. The 'after ' clause is thus not strictly 
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speaking a subordinate adverbial clause at all. Νά can usually be translated 
something like 'and only afterwards', i.e. it expresses the notion that the 
event in the second clause only took place after the event in the first clause: 

(17) Wüü könf ' ηά yige pyi, 
we TOP REM.PAST month do 
'As for us, we spent a month (there), 

maä ' ηά ä no Cinkuiji i. 
and.NARR afterwards SC arrive Cenkungo at 
and (only) afterwards arrived at Cenkungo/ 

Apart from the appearance of ηά in the second clause, there is nothing to 
distinguish the above sequence from ordinary narrative clauses. Νά in itself 
constitutes an important marking, however. It only appears in constructions 
of this sort: it cannot be used as a main verb in its own right, and the clause 
it appears in cannot be placed first in the sentence. Since ηά is always first in 
the serial verb construction, it comes right after the auxiliary and is thus in a 
prime position to become an auxiliary itself. 

Note that the marking in this construction is the opposite of that in an 
'after ' construction in English. In the latter, the chronologically prior event 
is marked with 'after ' , whereas in Supyire it is the subsequent event which is 
marked. In fact, sometimes a speaker gives a ηά construction as a translation 
of a 'before' clause. As far as the temporal relationships are concerned, the 
ηά clause is like a postposed 'before' clause. 

The use of ηά is not confined to same subject contexts as in the above ex-
ample. Following is an example with a switch in subject: 

(18) Bilera ä mu ίύηί le, 
slavery.DEF PERFyour father.DEF put 
'Your father was taken as a slave (lit. slavery put your father), 

kä u ύ ' ηά ά mu si an/. 
and he NARR afterwards SC you beget there 
and afterwards he begot you there ( = in slavery).' 

The above examples are taken from narratives. Νά clauses can also be used 
in irrealis contexts: 

(19) Mu mpyi ä yaa mu ύ kücwuun shyiir6 
you PAST PERF ought you SUBJUNC monkey greet 
'You ought to have thanked monkey 

ma ά ' ηά ό kyä. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC afterwards him eat 
and only afterwards eat(en) him.' 
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That πέ clauses are not yet true subordinate clauses is shown by the fact 
that they can follow 'when* clauses, as in the following example: 

(20) Ψύύ ähä lyi, χνύύό ' πά ά zhigi le. 
we COND eat we SUBJUNC afterwards SSC wrestling put 
'When we (have) eat(en), (only) then lets fight/ 

15.1.1.5. Simultaneous time clauses 

There are three quite different types of subordinate clause which can be used 
to code simultaneity in Kampwo Supyire. The first type does not usually di-
rectly code an event, but rather expresses duration in a given location. In 
form it is highly unusual: it has neither subject nor auxiliary. It begins with 
the same subject narrative conjunction mä, which is directly followed by a 
direct object, then the verb yaha 'leave', and finally a locative adverb or in-
direct object: 

(21) Mä ύ yäha ani, kä pi f ιή-ρά ύ cd. 
and him leave there and they NARR IP-come him grab 
'While he was there, they caught him.' 

Like 'when' and 'before' clauses, this type of 'while' clause must be pre-
posed to its main clause. Since it has the form of an ordinary same subject 
narrative clause, it would be so interpreted if it followed its main clause un-
less extraordinary intonational precautions were taken. Coming as it does at 
the head of its sentence, and yet being without a subject, it is easily recog-
nized as an adverbial clause. 

Sometimes an event is implied. For example, when the locative indirect 
object is 'in/on the road', the meaning is 'while X was walking / going / 
travelling on the road': 

(22) Mä \νύύ yäha köni i, 
and us leave road.DEF in 
'While we were (going) in the road, 

kä \νύύ ύ sä jy6 ybbge e. 
and we NARR go enter mud.DEF in 
we went into the mud.' 

The "locative" indirect object can also refer more directly to an event: 

(23) Mä ρ) yäha tire näkaant6 na, 
and them leave this discussion.DEF on 
'While they were engaged in this discussion, 
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kä näqi wabere si m-pä nb änf. 
and man.DEF another NARR IP-come arrive there 
another man arrived there." 

The second type of 'while' clause directly codes a durative event. In form 
this type of clause is identical to an imperfective realis complement (see 
chapter 11, sections 11.1, 11.3, and 11.4): a high tone subject pronoun p r e f -
erential with a non-subject participant of the main clause is followed by the 
reduced form of the progressive auxiliary: 

(24) Kä pi f ιή-ρά jw0 ' ηά ύ έ 
and they NARR IP-come speak with her with 
'They came and spoke with her, 

ύ u meeni süü. 
she.COMP PROG voice.DEF cry 
while she was crying.* 

When used as a complement of a perception verb this type of clause codes 
simultaneous durative action often best translated with a participial clause in 
English (e.g. Ί saw him coming.') It is a small step to using the same type of 
clause without a complement-taking main verb, but with the same simultane-
ous/durative meaning: 

(25) Mil a tdrd Käbä ηά Dävfn' tään küni i 
I PERFpass Kaba and Davin beside road.DEF in 
Ί passed Kaba and Davin5 in the road 

pi / ma. 
they.COMP PROG come.IMPFV 
(they were) coming.' 

Sometimes the meaning is closer to a more ordinary 'while' clause: 

(26) Pi ä ti puni tuga ä pa p-cyin 
they PERF it all carry SC come IP-drop 
'They carried it ( = the meat) all and came and dropped it 

santu tään ύ u fugure sähäijki. 
francolin beside he.COMP PROG flop.IMPFV still 
beside Francolin while he was still flopping about.' 

Occasionally there seems to be a slight concessive force in addition to the 
temporal simultaneity: 'and yet all the while': 
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(27) Kä pi mil shüünni si m-ρά jw0 ' ηά ύ 6 
and they also two NARR IP-come say with her with 
'Then they both came and spoke with her 

mä sä ή-känhä, ύ u jyi ßiijke e. 
and go IP-be.tired she.COMP PROG enter ground.DEF in 
to the point of fatigue, yet all the while she continued sinking into 
the ground.' 

The third type of 'while' clause is truly participial. It is in the form of a 
preposed indirect object (postpositional phrase) whose head noun (or, more 
often, pronoun) is modified by a verb derived into an adjective by means of 
the prefix niN- (see chapter 5, section 5.2). This clause type does not appear 
to be used very frequently, but a few examples have been recorded. The fol-
lowing is typical: 

(28) Pi num-pampff na, 
they ADJ-come.DEF(GlP) on 
'While they were coming (lit. on them coming), 

coonfodqa a htäsüü bd ä ρ wo 
younger.sibling.DEF SC elephant kill SC tie 
the younger brother killed and elephant and tied it up 

ä tugo... 
SC carry.on.head 
and carried it on his head...' 

As in participial clauses elsewhere in the language, if there are indirect ob-
jects they must be placed after the postposition which marks the whole 
clause: 

(29) U nitj-karärji na Sukwole e, 
he ADJ-going.DEF(G 1S) on Sikasso to 
'As he was going to Sikasso (lit. on him going to Sikasso), 

fänhä fbebilä ά ύ cd. 
power owners.DEF PERF him catch 
the police arrested him.' 

In both of the above examples the participant in the participial clause is 
also a participant in the main clause (the younger brother of example (28) is 
included in the 'they' of the participial clause). This is not necessarily the 
case, as the following example shows: 
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(30) Pi num-bahabii na, cigi ά cwo. 
they ADJ-playing.DEF(GIP) on tree.DEF PERF fall 
'While the were playing, the tree fell.' 

15.1.1.6. 'Till' clauses 

The subordinating conjunction f6 'until' (some older speakers pronounce it 
fd) is borrowed from Bambara fo 'until'. It is used to form adverbial clauses 
which indicate a terminal point for a durative or iterative event. Like English 
'till', f6 also functions as a preposition (in both Supyire and Bambara) (see 
chapter S, section 5.7.1). As a preposition it can have either locative ('up to', 
'as far as') or, rather less commonly, temporal ('until') meaning. With the 
former meaning it must be accompanied by a locative postposition, with the 
latter meaning it occurs by itself: 

(31) a. locative preposition 

U a kärd f6 Bämäko e. 
he PERF go as.far.as Bamako to 
'He went as far as Bamako.' 

b. temporal preposition 

Pi mäha lire pyi ämi f6 nfpjää. 
they HAB this do thus till today 
'They do it this way to this very day.' 

It is the latter meaning which is similar to the function of f6 as the subordi-
nator for an adverbial 'till' clause. The f<$ clause usually has the perfect 
auxiliary ä or else is in the form of a narrative clause. It always follows its 
main clause, and, if it has narrative form, if its subject has the same referent 
as that of the preceding main clause subject, it is omitted. Following are ex-
amples: 

(32) a. with perfect auxiliary 

Kä pi / τή-pyi kmun) 
and they NARR IP-do thus 
'They (continued to) do thus 

f6 pi ä no pyinge na. 
till they PERF arrive home.DEF at 
till they arrived home.' 
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b. narrative clause, same subject 

Kä zäntüqb s) ή-ίέέη beenqk6 e 
and hyena NARR IP-sit well.DEF in 
'So Hyena stayed in the well 

f6 mä sä ή-kwü. 
till and go IP-die 
till (he) died.' 

c. narrative clause, different subject 

Kä sige shfinbff6 si pi 
and bush people.DEF NARR them 
'Then the bush people took and kept 

maä pi ßw6 cyä, 
and.NARR their mouth seek 
and fed them, 

fö kä pi / ήί-ρά lye. 
till and they NARR IP-come be.old 
till they grew up.' 

In habitual contexts, the habitual auxiliary is used. The following example 
is taken from a discourse on how to make tea: 

(33) U mäha u surugo sdld έ f6 mäha sikärätji pa. 
he HAB it pour truth in till HAB sugar.DEF melt 
'He ( = the teamaker) pour it ( = the tea) back and forth a great deal 
till the sugar is dissolved (lit. till (he) dissolves the sugar).' 

Following an imperative or an imperative subjunctive, the ί ό clause takes a 
conditional auxiliary, presumably because it is suitable for irrealis contexts: 

(34) Kä u ύ jw6 
and he NARR say 
'Then he said 

na wu a ßäärd 
that we.NONDECL SUBJUNC.IMPFV walk.IMPFV 
that we must walk 

ίό \νύύ aha ή-kwo ybbge tä-pyahag6 na. 
till we COND IP-finish mud.DEF LOC-be.much.DEF on 
till we came to the end of the muddy part (of the road).' 

Iw0 ä märä, 
take SC keep 
them, 
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It is clear from several of the examples above that sometimes the function 
of the ίό clause is not so much to provide a temporal endpoint for the event 
in the main clause, as a logical (or teleological, i.e. an intended goal) end-
point. A further slight shift in function to something like 'to the point/degree 
that' is most noticeable when the ίό clause is imperfective, as in example 
(35a), but it also possible in perfective clauses, as in example (35b): 

(35) a. imperfective 

Kä m}) ί fün ίό na sööll 
and I NARR sweat till PROG drip.IMPFV 
Ί sweated to the point of dripping.' 

b. perfective 

Kä m)i ί m-ρά u nizinigi ta 
and I NARR IP-come him ADJ.lie.down.DEF find 
Ί came and found him lying 

mobiliiji tään ίό ßyi-lwSha ä pa 
car.DEF beside till eye-water.DEF PERF come 
next to the car (and I was overcome with pity) to the point that 
the tears came 

mii Kßyiigil6 e. 
my eyes.DEF to 
to my eyes.' 

F6 clauses have developed a further peculiar variant which can have both 
the temporal and nontemporal meanings. In form this subtype begins like a 
same subject ίό clause. The same subject conjunction mä (or the auxiliary 
mäha if the context is habitual) is followed by either of the quasi-auxiliaries 
pa 'come' or sa 'go'. Occasionally the verb no 'arrive' is also added. Then 
follows a subjunctive clause (with zero auxiliary). It is as if the phrase ίό mä 
pa or its variant is acting as a phrasal connective for the following 
(subjunctive) clause. It is not clear what the history of this peculiar construc-
tion is. Following are examples of both the 'until' (temporal) and the 'to the 
point that' meanings: 

(36) a. Kä pi ί m-pyi ämun) 
and they NARR IP-do thus 
'And they did thus (i.e. kept on doing thus) 

ίό mä pä numpiläge 0 wwd. 
till and come night.DEF SUBJUNC be.black 
till night fell.' 
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b. Lire Ja ä pa ηά kärii ni-ßyahagile 6 
this it PERF come with matters ADJ-be.much(G3P) in 
'It is this which has brought many matters 

supyire shwbhole e, fö mäha m-ρά no 
people.DEF between in till HAB IP-come arrive 
between people, to the point that 

ti 0 lähä tf-χέ na. 
theySUBJUNC separate they-REFL at 
they fall out with each other.' 

IS. 1.1.7. 'Since' clauses 

There are two types of subordinate clause which code the initial point of a 
durative event or state. The first type of 'since' clause, like 'till' and 
'before' clauses, has a subordinating conjunction borrowed from Bambara. 
The following three forms are listed in Bailleul's dictionary of Bambara: 
käbiy kabii, and käbini. All three forms have been recorded in Kampwo 
Supyire, suitably modified to naturalize them to the Supyire sound system: 
käbf, käbyiU and käbyiinä. Like f6t käbyff can also function as a preposition 
(though it must be accompanied by a postposition as well). As such it has 
only a temporal meaning: 'since' or 'from (the time of)' (see chapter 5, sec-
tion 5.7.1) Following is an example: 

(37) Süpyäyf kä #-kiige käbyff näqkdcyeer6 e, 
person.DEF COND IP-spoil from childhood.DEF in 
'When a person (generic) is spoiled from childhood, 

u a keige. 
s/he PERF spoil 
s/he is spoiled (for good).' 

The meaning of käbyff with a clause is similar to its meaning as a preposi-
tion: 'since', 'from the time that'. The adverbial clause must take the perfect 
auxiliary i, and like a säna 'before' clause, it takes the adverbial time clause 
marker k6. Following are examples: 

(38) a. Käbyff jiyäga a mdgd k6, 
since morning.DEF PERF open TC 
'Since morning dawned, 

ta-sinag6 e mu sähä ßye la? 
LOC-lie.down.DEF in you YET be Q 
are you still in bed?' 
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b. KäbyUni u a y)rl Bämäko e gi, 
since he PERF rise Bamako in TC 
'Since he came from Bamako 

u sähä shyä Sukwole e mi. 
he NEG.YET go Sikasso to NEG 
he hasn't yet gone to Sikasso." 

One also occasionally hears the French conjunction depuis 'since* used by 
younger speakers. It simply replaces käbyif at the head of a clause termi-
nated by k&. 

(39) Ddpwf ' Fäägä ä sii g6, 
since Farakala PERF begin TC 
'Since Farakala began 

pi sähä ' nipj66 ' w66re fllgd pyl mi. 
they NEG.YET this.year POSS.DEF(G4) like do NEG 
they have not done one ( = festival) like this year's. ' 

There are signs that käbyif is expanding its meaning to include something 
like 'as soon as'. It is sometimes given as a translation for French dds que. 
The following example taken from a text reflects this slight shift in meaning: 

(40) KäbyUni ηύηί födtjä ά ύτύ ßyi k6, 
as.soon.as cow.DEF owner.DEF PERF him see TC 
'As soon as the cow owner saw him, 

kä u ύ ' fyi. 
and he NARR be.afraid 
he became afraid.' 

The second type of 'since' clause is rather less versatile than the one just 
described. It begins with the same subject conjunction mä alone or accompa-
nied by the narrative auxiliary (maä). This is followed by the verb lw6 
' take', which in turn is followed by an indirect object time phrase, usually 
the frozen expression ktiru cämjkina 'on that day': 

(41) Maä ' lw6 kürü cänqki na, 
and.NARR take that day .DEF on 
'Since that day, 

kä Säänogobff si wä 
and Saanogos.DEF NARR be.there 
the Saanogos 
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na sddgj fün. 
PROG terrapin.DEF have.as.totem 
have the terrapin as their totem.' 

Quite often a 'till ' phrase or clause is added to indicate that the event or 
state continues up to the present. The 'till' expression with the verb bwon 
' touch' in the second example below has only been recorded in conjunction 
with this type of 'since' clause: 

(42) a. Mä lwö kuru cäni)k6 na ίό nißjää 
and take that day.DEF on till today 
'From that day up to today 

niii a s)) na fyä-gd waniqi na. 
I PERF be.EMPH PROG be.afraid.IMPFVthere.DEF on 
I am really afraid of that place.' 

b. Maä ' lw5 kürü canrjkd na 
and.NARR take that day.DEF on 
'From that day 

ä pa bwon nißjää na, 
SC come touch today on 
till today (lit. and come touch today) 

kuru käshlge kupye pwun nä ein shwbhole e. 
this war.DEF it be dog and leopard between in 
it is this animosity which is between Dog and Leopard.' 

15.1.2. Locative clauses 

In section 15.1.1.1 above it was pointed out that a relative clause with a ge-
neric head noun such as 'time' can function like a time adverbial clause. In a 
similar way a relative clause with the generic head cyäge 'the place' can 
function as though it were a locative adverbial clause. A true relative clause 
has an coreferential expression in the following main clause. For locative 
relatives this is usually the locative adverb wani. The following sentence is a 
common way of closing a folktale: 

(43) Cyäge e m)i a kürü ta g6, 
place.DEF in I PERF this get RC 
'In the place I got this, 

wani m)i a kürü yäha. 
there I PERF it leave 
it is there that I have left it.' 
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As in the development of realis 'when' clauses, the first stage on the road 
to converting this construction into an adverbial clause construction is the 
omission of the coreferential expression from the main clause. Following is 
an example (an expanded version of 10c above): 

(44) Cyäge e uru si sä ύ kyä g6, 
place.DEF in he FUT go her eat RC 
'In the place where he would eat her, 

uru kä pürjke y)r)gd, 
he COND head.DEF raise 
when he raised his head, 

uru kä kile pye mi. 
he PROH sky/God see NEG 
he must not be able to see the sky/God.1 

Note that the location represented by the relative/adverbial clause in this 
example is an "external" or sentence locative, whereas in the previous exam-
ple it is an "internal" or verb phrase locative. The development of an adver-
bial function is more likely in the case of external locatives, where a locative 
expression is not required by the main clause verb. 

The further stage of omitting the head noun from the relative clause as has 
been done with adverbial time clauses has not occurred with location 
clauses, which therefore continue to more closely resemble relative clauses. 

15.1.3. Manner clauses 

Manner is expressed by means of a nominalized clause formed with the 
nominalizer -rjkana 'manner1 (see chapter 3, section 3.2.2.7). This nominal-
ized clause is marked as an indirect object by the postposition na 'on'. Fol-
lowing are some examples: 

(45) a. U a kwü lire kwü-qkani na mü. 
he PERF die this die-manner.DEF on also 
'He also died in this way (lit. on this way of dying).1 

b. Pyh'bff sah a pye na by if 
children.DEF NEG.YET NEG PROG raise.IMPFV 
'Children are no longer raised 

pi tapjää byi-qkäni na mi. 
their yesterday raise-manner.DEF on NEG 
the way they were raised in the past (lit. on their way of being 
raised of yesterday).' 
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15.1.4. Comparison clauses 

There are three distinct ways of forming a 'like' or 'as* comparison adver-
bial clause. They differ principally in the subordinating conjunctions they 
use. The first type of comparison clause is the simplest to describe. It merely 
consists of an indicative clause introduced by the subordinator k6o Mike, as 
i f . An alternate pronunciation favored by some speakers is k6e. The k6o/k6c 
clause is always postposed to the main clause. Following are examples: 

(46) a. Kä u ύ ύ-γέ pyl k6e u a kwü. 
and he NARR he-REFLdo like he PERFdie 
'Then he made himself as if he had died.1 (i.e. he pretended he 
was dead) 

b. Mii ntügka a känha ä pyi 
my chest.DEF PERF be.tired SC become 
'My chest was strained 

k6o ku kü ώ-päha. 
like it POT IP-split 
as if it would split.' 

Some speakers occasionally use the French conjunction comme 'like, as' 
in place of k6oy a borrowing obviously favored by the similarity in sound. 
Following is an example: 

(47) La ä pyi körne u jiye u wu. 
it PERF be like she be his POSS 
'It is as if she belongs to him/ 

The second type of comparison clause, illustrated in the following example 
is, rather more complicated: 

(48) U a 11 pyi bä mu a 11 pyl tapjy66 me. 
he PERF it do like you PERF it do last.year like 
'He has done it like you did it last year." 

To begin with, the subordinating morphemes bä and mi which enclose the 
entire clause are odd to say the least. They seem to be identical in form to 
the negative identifier bä 'it is not' and the clause final negative marker mä> 
illustrated in the following example (see also chapter 9, section 9.4.1.3): 

(49) Mu wü bä mi. 
your POSS it.it.notNEG 
'It isn't yours.' 
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The meaning of the comparison clause has no apparent negative 
component. It is likely that the final negative marker mi was originally a 
reinforcer (like French pas) with no specifically negative meaning. It is per-
haps descended from the locative adverb mi 'there'. There is no comparable 
etymology available at the present time for bä, so it must remain an open 
question whether the comparative bä is historically related to the negative 
identifier bä. Note that, unlike the two uses of mi, the two bäs appear in 
quite different syntactic positions. 

In contrast to k6o clauses, bä...mi comparison clauses are quite frequently 
preposed to the main clause. When they are preposed, they almost resemble 
relative clauses in that there is often an anaphoric expression in the main 
clause, usually ämun) 'thus' or one of its variants. Following is an example: 

(50) Bä pi sanmpff jjye mi, 
like they OTHERS.DEF be like 
'Like the others are, 

y)) gü m-pyi ämiwi. 
you(PL) POT FP-be thus 
you would be like that.' 

Occasionally speakers mark a comparison clause with both k6o and 
bä...mi. The following example (which compares giving advice to planting 
seeds) also shows that the adverbial "clause" can actually consist of more 
than one clause, in this case a complex of three habitual-sequential clauses: 

(51) La ä pyi köo bä süpyä mäha ßeempi nügd, 
it PERFbe like like person HAB seed.DEF sow 
'It is like (when) a person plants seeds 

pi / fyin maä lyi me: 
they SEQ sprout and.SEQ be.old like 
and sprout and mature: 

pu mäha q-kworo mu numbwuunf i. 
it HAB IP-stay your head.DEF in 
it ( = the advice your father gives you) remains in your head.' 

Syntactically the third type of comparison clause is a complement clause to 
the verb jwo 'say'. Jwo in turn is the main verb in a short clause consisting 
of the potential auxiliary kü/gü preceded by an "impersonal" second person 
singular pronoun subject: mu 'you'. 

(52) U ä pyi mu gü fi-jwd u ßye a cüügb mi. 
he PERFbe you POT IP-say he NEG PERFbe.well NEG 
'He was as if he wasn't well.' 
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This clause, which literally means 'you would say' (cf. French on dirait), 
is beginning to function as a phrasal connective meaning 'as if or 'like'. 
Following is another example. Note that it was pronounced without any 
pauses. 

(53) Käräja a yydra ä u ή.kyänhff peme 
Karaja Ρ ERF stop SC her teeth.DEF expose.in.grimace 
'Karaja stood grimacing (i.e. smiling grotesquely) 

mu gü fi-jwd shon-kwugo ki. 
you POT FP-say horse-dead it.is 
like a dead horse (lit. you would say it is a dead horse).' 

15. 1.5. Conditional clauses 

Conditionals in Kampwo Supyire are a complicated topic both from a syn-
tactic and from a semantic point of view. A number of classifications of 
conditionals have been proposed based on different criteria (cf. Thompson 
and Longacre 1985:190ff; Comrie 1986). The present section roughly fol-
lows the classification proposed in Givön (1990, chapter 19). The basic ir-
realis conditionals are dealt with first, then 'low probability' conditionals, 
then negative ('unless') conditionals, followed by counterfactual condition-
als and finally concessive conditionals. These are briefly illustrated here 
with the same lexical items to facilitate comparison: 

(54) a. simple irrealis conditional 

U ahä ιή-ρά, mil si ύ bwbn. 
he COND IP-come I FUT FP.him hit 
'If/when he comes, I'll hit him.' 

b. low probability conditional 

U ahä ιή-pyi u ä pa, mil gü ύ bwbn. 
he COND IP-be he PERF come I POT him hit 
'If he were to come, I would hit him.' 

c. negative conditional 

Kämpyi u pye ä pa me, mil si ύ bwbn. 
if he NEG PERF come NEG I FUT FP.him hit 
'If he doesn't come, I'll hit him.' 
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d. counterfactual conditional 

Ämpyi u mpyi ä pa, 
if.COUNTER he PAST PERFcome 
'If he had come, 

m)i mpyi na si ύ bwbn. 
I PAST PROG FUT FP.him hit 
I would have hit him.' 

e. concessive conditional 

U χηέέ ιή-ρά, mi) sf ύ bwhn. 
he CONC.COND IP-come I FUT FP.him hit 
'Even if he comes, I'll hit him.' 

Note that all types of conditional clause must precede their main clauses. 

15.1.5.1. Simple irrealis conditionals 

As was shown in section 15.1.1.2 above, the difference in degree of expecta-
tion represented in English by the distinction between 'when' (with future 
time reference) and ' i f is not grammaticalized in Supyire. Thus a simple 
conditional clause, i.e. a clause with a conditional auxiliary, can function 
both as an irrealis time adverbial clause and as a true condition. The context 
usually makes clear what the speaker intends. In the following extract from a 
folktale, the kä clauses must be translated as ' i f rather than as 'when' 
clauses in English, as is clear from the alternative given in the context: 

(55) Kä künturuji s) yi jwd u ά 
and monitor.DEF NARR them say him to 
'Then the monitor lizard said to him 

'MuaJiä mil b6, mu tacwötji si ή-kwü, 
you COND me kill your fianc6e.DEF FUT FP-die 
"If you kill me, your fianc6e will die, 

mu si ' gä m)i yäha ani, 
you ADV COND me leave there 
but if you leave me alone (lit. leave me there), 

pücwdgf u βye ηά mu f ke, 
girl.DEF she be with you withREL 
the girl who is with you, 
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uru si ή-kwü.' 
she FUT FP-die. 
she will die."' (more naturally: 'but if you leave me alone, the girl 
who is with you will die.') 

IS. 1.5.2. Low probability conditionals 

Simple conditional clauses such as the above correspond to what Thompson 
and Longacre (1985) call "predictive" and Givön (1990) calls "irrealis" 
conditionals. Both call attention to the fact that many languages have a dis-
tinct means of coding conditionals which are intermediate in likelihood be-
tween irrealis and counterfactual conditionals. In Supyire simple kä condi-
tionals are used when there is a fair possibility that the event will indeed 
take place. On the other hand, counterfactuals, to be dealt with below, are 
used when the speaker is quite certain that the event did not in fact take 
place. To code conditionals with very low probability ("hypothetical condi-
tionals" in the terminology of Thompson and Longacre 1985), Supyire has 
recourse to a construction different from both simple irrealis and counterfac-
tual conditionals. 

As is common cross-linguistically, Supyire uses the juxtaposition of the 
clearly irrealis category conditional with a clearly realis category such as 
past or perfect to express low probability. Since the conditional auxiliary 
cannot occur side by side with the past tense auxiliaries, a variety of more 
complex structures have evolved to accomodate this juxtaposition. These all 
have in common the characteristic that the conditional marking is extracted 
from the auxiliary position and placed elsewhere in the clause. The simplest 
such construction uses the subordinator nä ' i f . This is obviously related to 
the noun phrase conjunction nä 'and' and the preposition nä 'with', and is 
possibly a caique on the use in Bambara of ni for both 'and' and ' i f . 7 Fol-
lowing is an example: 

(56) Nä u ä pa nähä, υ gu kü pyi. 
if he PERF come here he POT FP.it see 
'If he came here (or, if he were to come here), he would see it.' 

Although the above example uses the perfect auxiliary in the conditional 
clause, it would mean the same thing if the past tense auxiliaries nä or ni 
were used. 

Another construction which accomplishes the same function splits the 
condition into a two-clause structure. In form this structure is like a modality 
verb together with its complement clause. The modality verb in this case is 
the semantically empty pyi 'be'. The real "modality" resides in the condi-
tional auxiliary kä which precedes it. The same subject "complement" clause 
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which follows gives the propositional content of the condition. Following is 
the above example recast into this two-clause form: 

(57) U ahä ιή-pyi υ ä pa nähä, u gü kü ßyi. 
he COND IP-be he PERF come here he POT FP.it see 
'If he were to come here, he would see it.' 

Occasionally the verb ta 'get1 is used in place of pyr. 

(58) U ahä if-tä υ ä pa nähä... 
he COND IP-get he PERF come here 
'If he were to come here...' 

Speakers of Supyire have evidently come to the conclusion that this two-
clause structure is unnecessarily clumsy, for they have begun leaving off the 
initial subject, which after all is identical with the subject of the complement 
clause. The remaining truncated clause, consisting solely of the conditional 
auxiliary, the intransitive prefix, and the verb pyi\ functions as a phrasal sub-
ordinating connective. It is written together as one word in the orthography, 
kämpyi, and indeed does not seem to be any longer felt to be a clause. It is 
rather more commonly used than the two-clause construction described in 
the preceding paragraph. The example used above is here recast in this form: 

(59) Kämpyi u ä pa nähä, u gä kü ßyi. 
if he PERF come here he POT FP.it see 
'If he were to come here, he would see it.' 

A variant ämpyf is also used. It is unclear if this is derived by dropping the 
initial [k] of kämpyi (μ process for which there is no precedent in the lan-
guage) or from an equivalent form nämpyf. The latter has been recorded, 
though it does not appear in the corpus. It is apparently formed through fu-
sion with the conditional nä mentioned above. 

In passing it should be noted that in addition to being incompatible with 
other auxiliaries, the conditional auxiliary kä cannot be used with clause 
types which do not have auxiliaries, in particular identificational clauses. 
Either nä or kämpyi can be used to mark conditionals of this sort: 

(60) a. Nä mu w6g6 ki, ku Iwb. 
if your POSS(G2S) it.is(G2S) it(G2S)take 
'If it's yours, take it.' 

b. Kämpyi mu w6g6 ki, ku iwb. 
if your POSS it.is it take 
'If it's yours, take it.' 
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IS. 1.5.3. Negative conditionals 

As mentioned in the previous section, the conditional auxiliary ki is incom-
patible with most other auxiliaries. Among those it cannot co-occur with are 
those marking negation (either ρye or low tone). All three of the alternate 
ways of marking conditionals can be used with negatives: 

(61) a. with ni'W 

Νά ' wyiri pye ä ta mii cy6 6 me, 
if money NEG PERF find my hand in NEG 
'If I don't have money, 

mii si kü shwb mi. 
I NEG.FUT it buy NEG 
I won't buy it.' 

b. with a two-clause construction 

Wyiri ' kä ιή-pyi u pye ä ta mii cy6 6 me 
money COND IP-be it NEG PERF find my hand in NEG 
'If I don't have money,...' 

c. with kämpyf'ir 
Kdmpyf ' wyiri pye ά ta mii cy6 6 me... 
if money NEG PERF find my hand in NEG 
'If I don't have money...' 

Following is an example with future tense, which takes the low tone nega-
tive marking on the auxiliary: 

(62) Ampyi mu rf si ß-jä ή-ίέέη 
if you ADV NEG.FUT FP.be.able FP-sit 
'But if you won't be able to stay 
rä a u sigili mi 
go PROG it wait.for.IMPFV NEG 
(and) wait for it ( = my pay), 

ma rä ä wä. 
you.NONDECL SUBJUNC SUBJUNC.IMPFV go 
leave.' 

A negative conditional meaning can also be obtained by using a f6 clause. 
As a preposition, in addition to meaning 'till', /if can mean 'except for' when 
the noun it marks is followed by the exclusive quantifiers känä 'only' or ye 
'only* (see chapter 6, section 6.3.3.2): 
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(63) Mii näha ä yaaga ta mi 
I NEG.be.here PERF thing find NEG 
Ί haven't found a thing 
ίό s))gkomb)}gd känä. 
except cane only 
except a cane.' 

This same 'except for' meaning is obtained when ίό is used to introduce a 
negative clause. In effect such a clause gives a negative condition: 'if not' or 
'unless'. Following is an example with a negative identifier clause: 

(64) Wä βγε a sä a cd, ίό kile bä mi. 
IND NEG PERF go SC know except God it.is.not NEG 
'No one knows except/if not God.' 

The conditional meaning is clearer with a verbal clause. The following ex-
ample uses the alternate form ίά for ίά. 

(65) Fä boriipif βγε a sä a y)r) 
except baboons.DEF NEG PERF go SC rise 
'Unless the baboons leave 

r)g6 duwwdiji i mi, 
that stream.dark.DEF from NEG 
that gallery forest, 

pi cää Kämpwo-kulo cyd wwü. 
theyFUT Kampwo-country hand take.off 
they will destroy Kampwo country.' 

The common connective phrase ani bä mi 'otherwise' is actually a frozen 
negative conditional clause. The negative identifier bä 'it is not' and the 
negative marker mi are obvious. The alternate pronunciation näni bä mi 
shows that the first element (a- or na-) is most likely the conditional marker 
πά. The variant nä lire bä mi shows that the second element -ni probably de-
rives from a pronominal source, most likely a gender 3 singular pronoun 
such as ii 'it '. The clause thus means literally 'if it is not this', or more 
freely, 'it if were not for this'. To this should be compared the French con-
junction sinon 'otherwise', literally 'if not'. Following is an example: 

(66) Yii ηύηιε cydebif ßwbyi sä ä faha, 
you(PL) now women.DEF mouths.DEF go SC be.light 
'You modern women are all gossips (lit. the mouths of you women 
of now are very light), 
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ini bä τηέ mii mpyi na si mu jyiile. 
if.this it.is.not NEG I PAST PROG FUT.FP you cross 
otherwise (or, if it were not for this) I would have taken you 
across.' 

An/ bä mä is also used to mean something like 'but for this' or 'apart from 
this'. In this capacity it commonly makes an appearance at the end of folk-
stories which purport to explain a custom or feature of the world: if the 
events recounted in the story had not taken place, the world would be differ-
ent. The following example, taken from a folktale explaining why people no 
longer bring the dead back to life, is typical: 

(67) Kä lire si süpyir6 lähä lhd nä. 
and this NARR people.DEF take.off this on 
'This made people stop doing this. 

Äni bä mä, süpyir6 mpyi a fyänhä 
if.this it.is.not NEG people.DEF PAST PERF be.first 
Otherwise (or, but for this), people formerly 
na lire pyi. 
PROG this do 
used to do this.1 

15.1.5.4. Counterfactual conditionals 

Counterfactual conditionals, i.e. those which encode events which the 
speaker knows did not take place, are coded in a variety of ways which 
parallel the coding of simple irrealis and low probability conditionals. The 
following is offered as a possible (but highly tentative) scenario to explain 
the different forms. 

As with simple irrealis conditionals, the oldest counterfactual conditional 
marking is probably that which is placed exclusively in the auxiliary posi-
tion. Following is an example: 

(68) U nä ä η) pa, mii mpyi na si ύ bwbn. 
he COUNTER come I PAST PROG FUT FP.him hit 
'If he had come, I would have hit him.' 

Note that the tense-aspect marking in the main clause ( = the apodosis) ex-
ploits the 'future in the past' marking to indicate counterfactuality (see chap-
ter 9, sections 9.2.7.1 and 9.3.2.3). 

The etymology of the auxiliary complex ηά ά ηi is unclear, though its divi-
sion into three separate elements in the above example represents an attempt 
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at analysis. In effect, it seems reasonable to suppose that the initial element 
ηά is related to the remote past tense auxiliary ηά. The final element ni is 
possibly related to the recent past auxiliary ni. Unlike all other auxiliaries 
with the exception of the perfect Α, ni does not require an intransitive prefix 
on a following verb beginning with a voiceless stop. It is thus significant that 
the counterfactual ni does not require the prefix either, as the above example 
shows. The low tone on the ni is possibly explained by assuming that the 
medial ά is in fact the serial connective i whose low tone is shifted to the 
right as would be expected. Its presence would be appropriate if ni and ni 
were originally verbs. In chapter 9, section 9.2.2 it was suggested that per-
haps ηΐ was originally a perfect marker which subsequently shifted to mark-
ing recent past. If this is correct, then the complex ηά i n) would originally 
have had a past perfect meaning. This should be compared to the now some-
what literary use of the past perfect (with subject-verb inversion) to mark a 
counterfactual condition in English: 'Had he come, I would have hit him.' 

The auxiliary complex ηά ά ηi, like the conditional auxiliary kä, is incom-
patible with the negative auxiliary. Just as with λά, a two-clause structure is 
resorted to in which an initial clause with the semantically empty verb pyi 
'be ' carries the conditional marking. On the model of what happens with kä 
conditionals, the expected form would be as follows: 

(69) *U ηά ά η) pyi u pye i pa mi... 
he COUNTER .COND be he NEG PERFcome NEG 

Instead, the auxiliary complex is reduced to ηά nr. 

(70) U ηά m-pyi u pye ä pa mi,... 
he COUNTER.COND-be he NEG PERF come NEG 
'If he hadn't come...' 

The next stage, again as with kά conditionals, is the omission of the redun-
dant initial subject, leaving a truncated clause as a subordinating conjunc-
tion. The expected form nänipyi has not been recorded. Instead, the initial 
[n] is regularly dropped to yield άήιργτ. 

(71) Athpyi u jiye ä pa mi... 
if.COUNTER.COND he NEG PERFcome NEG 
'If he had not come...' 

There are several side trails in the above scenario. One old speaker from 
the village of Sintani was recorded using the dummy pronoun ku ' i t ' as the 
initial subject in a two clause conditional, rather than using the same subject 
for both clauses: 
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(72) Ku nä m-pyi märäfäyi yi mpyi bdmpilä ä 
it COUNTER.COND-be guns they were baboons.DEFto 
' If the baboons had had guns (lit. if guns had been to the baboons) 

wiiü mü ' Ιέιηύ mpyi gti m-ρϊ nißjää de! 
our also appearance PAST POT FP-be.ugly today EXCL 
say, we would have been in sorry state today!' 

Another variant of the two clause structure involves the omission of the 
second rather than the first subject. This, in contrast to the type just de-
scribed, has only been recorded in the speech of younger people: 

(73) Mu nä m-pyi a yi jwü mi) ä, 
you COUNTER.COND-be PERF them say me to 
' If you had told me, 

m)i mpyi na si m-pa. 
I PAST PROG FUT FP-come 
I would have come.' 

A final variant is rather more puzzling. On two or three occasions the form 
käihpyi has been heard instead of the more common ämpyi. If the scenario 
outlined above is correct, this must be an innovation formed on the analogy 
of the pair kämpyf/ämpyf for low probability conditionals. At any rate, I was 
unable to induce anyone to produce a two-clause structure with ka m-pyi 
rather than nä m-pyi. Following is an example using kämpyr. 

(74) Kämpyi pi mü shüünn) mpyi a bd, 
if.COUNTER they also two PAST PERF be.in.harmony 
'If they had gotten along together, 

pi mpyi na si ήάέ pyi pi-yd nä me. 
they PAST PROG FUT this do they-REFL on NEG 
they would not have done this to each other.' 

15.1.5.5. Concessive conditionals 

Concessive conditionals in Kampwo Supyire are marked with a distinct au-
xiliary mie. Following are some examples: 

(75) a. U mee jj-karf ddgdtdrd-bag6 na, 
he CONC.COND IP-go doctor-house.DEF to 
'Even if he goes to the dispensary, 
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u sf ή-kwü. 
he FUT FP-die 
he will die.' 

b. Cituje mii τηό Iwohi c, 
log CONC.COND be.long-time water.DEF in 
'Even if a log stays a long time in the water, 

ku si m-pyi wochn mi. 
it NEG.FUT FP-become crocodile NEG 
it won't become a crocodile.' (proverb) 

Often the adverb i / / ' even ' , borrowed from Bambara hali 'even', is added 
at the beginning of the clause: 

(76) Ali mu mii mi) bw0n, 
even you CONC.COND me hit 
'Even if you hit me, 

mii si yaaga pyi mu na me. 
I NEG.FUT thing do you on NEG 
I won't do anything to you.' 

Just as with the simple conditional kä, a two-clause construction with pyi 
'be' is required for negative or past tense concessive conditionals: 

(77) a. negative concessive conditional 

Ali mu mii ιή-pyi mu jiye na n-tiri 
even you CONC.COND IP-be you NEG PROG IP-go.down 
'Even if you don't get down 

tübürjj i mi, mii si ß-jä mu na. 
back.DEF from NEG I FUT FP-be.able you on 
from (my) back, I will be able to handle you.' 

b. past concessive conditional 

Yii mii ίή-pyi yii a pina ä si\ 
you(PL) CONC.COND IP-be you PERFbe.lost SC be.born 
'Even if the dates of your births have been forgotten (lit. even if 
you were lost and born), 

mu ä pyi ηά lye-kaciire έ uru na. 
you PERF be with old.age-bones.DEF with him on 
you are older in appearance than he (lit. you have the bones of 
old age over/more than him).' 
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15.1.5.6. Other uses of the conditional 

Two other common uses of conditional clauses are mentioned here. Both are 
described in other parts of this grammar. The first is the use of conditional 
relative clauses to obtain a non-referential meaning: 'whoever', 'whatever', 
etc. Following is an example: 

(78) Nagi r)g0-mü ki ιά-ρέ ge, 
man.DEF DEM-REL COND IP-come REL 
'Whichever man comes, 

wyiriqi kan lira ä. 
money .DEF give him to 
give him the money.' 

This type of relative clause is described in chapter 13, section 13.4.2. 
The other secondary use of conditional clauses is as complements of verbs 

of asking and doubting. Following is an example: 

(79) U jiye a cd ämpyf ' wyäräqi si ή-kän me. 
he NEG PERF know if money .DEF FUT FP-give NEG 
'He doesn't know if the money will be given.' 

This type of complement clause is dealt with in chapter 11, section 11.5.3. 

15.1.6. Reason and result clauses 

The commonest way of introducing a reason ('because') clause is by means 
of a reduced question, jiähä nä ye 'what for?' or jiähä kürügö ye 'through 
what?': 

(80) Bdm-peeg6 mig6 mpyi "Sämbä na rf-kwdhdll" 
baboon-male.DEF name.DEF was Samba PROG IP-dance 
'The male baboon's name was "Samba is dancing", 

jiähä nä ye, kwöhöra a tään ka ά. 
what on Q dancing.DEF PERF be.sweet it to 
because it likes dancing.' 

Note that the connecting question phrase, which is a clause in its own 
right, is generally separated by a pause not only from the preceding "main" 
clause, but also from the following reason clause. This together with the fact 
that there are no additional marks of subordination in the reason clause 
shows that we are here nearing the limits of syntactic integration. In other 
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words, although the second clause can be said to function semantically as an 
adverbial reason clause, its syntactic subordination and integration into the 
main clause has not progressed very far. 

Given the willingness of Supyire speakers to make use of subordinators 
borrowed from other languages, it is not surprising that a common means of 
marking reason clauses in French has been borrowed into Supyire, and 
seems to be making headway, especially in the speech of younger people. 
The French conjunction parce que 'because', suitably modified phonologi-
cally to something like päsige or päske, occurs several times in the corpus, 
as in the following example: 

(81) Wüü ηιύ ä yaa na yi yu 
we also PERF ought PROG them say.IMPFV 
'We too ought to be telling them (to our children) 

päsige rfwohoyi ba mi. 
because fables they.are.not NEG 
because they are not (just) fables.* 

Note that there is no pause following päsige, and the clause is one step 
closer to being an ordinary adverbial clause. Some enthusiastic younger 
speakers add päsige to jiähä ηά yer. 

(82) Dügüsönrja8 a tään ml) nä, 
festival.DEF PERF be.sweet me on 
'The village festival was good for me 

päsige jiähä nä ye, m)i a pücwö yydra a jyd 
because what on Q I PERF girl call SC enter 
because I seduced (lit. called and made enter) a girl 

nähä pyinge e. 
here compound.DEF in 
here at home.' 

In connection with reason clauses, brief mention should also be made of 
result clauses. These are coded in Supyire by placing the phrase lire e 'in 
this*, lire na 'on this', or lire kürügd 'through this' at the head of the clause. 
Like the marking of reason clauses, this does not really amount to subordi-
nation. Following are examples: 

(83) a. Kä u ύ wa na si rä a mi) kyä, 
and she NARR be.there PROG FUT go PROG me eat 
'Then she was going to eat me, 
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lire e mii ä fworo na na ta-shwogo cäa. 
this in I PERF go.out PROG my LOC-save seek 
so/therefore I went out and am seeking a safe place.' 

b. Wä fly ε a si a fijyigi wi kwbn a 
IND NEG PERF go SC food.DEF IND cut SC 
'No one took any food and 

cyän ä yd, 
drop NEG POL 
offered (it) (lit. dropped it) (i.e. no one offered any food to the 
jinns by dropping it into the sacred pool) 

lire na zänhä ά y)ra ä cwo nfjjki pi nä. 
this on rain.DEF PERF rise SC fall again them on 
therefore the rain fell on them again (and spoiled their feast).1 

c. DHg6 ta-jyiig6 puni fly ε fäägä, 
stream.DEF LOC-cross.DEF all be rock 
'The whole fording place of the stream is rock, 

lire kürügd pi a känhe meg6 le 
this through they PERF village.DEF name.DEF put 
therefore they named the village 

Fäägä Känhe. 
rock village.DEF 
Rock Town (i.e. Farakala).* 

15.1.7. Concessive clauses 

Concessive clauses, like reason and result clauses, are only loosely inte-
grated into the sentence in which they occur. Sentences containing conces-
sive clauses code a situation in which the actual outcome is in some way 
contrary to expectation. The concessive clause gives the grounds for expect-
ing a different event or state, while the other (usually the "main") clause 
gives the actual unexpected event or state. In Kampwo Supyire two distinct 
constructions are used to encode this semantic relationship. They differ in 
the order of elements: in one the concession follows the counterexpectation 
clause, in the other it precedes. In both types it is the second clause which is 
marked, in each case with a phrasal connective. Following are the two con-
structions contrasted: 
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(84) a. counterexpectation—concession 

U na baäräyi9 pyi wä 1) tä u na ya. 
he PROG work.DEF do and it find he PROG be.sick 
'He is working although he is sick.' 

b. concession—counterexpectation 

U na ya, 
he PROG be.sick 
'He is sick, 

lire na 11 wüüni mü ί, u na bäärärji pyi. 
this with its POSS.DEF also with he PROG work.DEF do 
but in spite of this he is working." 

In the first construction the second, concessive clause is syntactically the 
complement of the verb ta 'find, get' which in turn is the verb in a subject-
less clause beginning with the same subject conjunction mä. A variant has 
the pronoun lire (gender 3 singular, emphatic) as subject. Following is an 
example: 

(85) Pi a mbin-tirige kan känha ä, 
they PERF flour-mill give village.DEF to 
'They have given a flour mill to the village, 

lira a 1) tä kä na jiye niha ά kwb. 
this PERF it find IND PROG be here SC finish 
although one is here already.' 

The alternate construction, with the concession first, makes use of the 
rather elaborate connective phrase lire nä 11 witünf mü ί, literally 'this with 
its own also'.10 More freely it means something like 'in spite of this', 
'nevertheless', or 'and yet'. Following is another examplerü 

(86) Mli a ύ cyahala, 
I PERF him insult 
Ί insulted him, 

lire nä 1) wüüni mü ί 
this with its POSS.DEF also with 
and yet 

u na ß-cyähä-li. 
he PROG IP-laugh-IMPFV 
he's laughing.' 
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15.1.8. Substitutive clauses 

As Givön (1990, chapter 19) points out, substitutive ('instead o f , 'rather 
than') clauses are semantically rather similar to concessive clauses. In both 
cases the event or state which actually obtains is contrary to expectation. 
While concessive clauses indicate some grounds for this counterexpectation, 
substitutive clauses encode the expected event which does not actually take 
place. 

Substitutive clauses in Supyire are identical in form to 'before' clauses: 
they begin with the subordinator säna, are subjunctive, and terminate with 
the relative clause marker cum adverbial clause marker k6. Unlike 'before' 
clauses, however, they may be postposed to the main clause: 

(87) a. U a cyd lylgd 
he PERF refuse eating 
'He refused to eat (at all) 

säni u 0 na jyylyi ly) g6. 
rather.than he SUBJUNC my food.DEF eat TC 
rather than eat my food.' 

b. Kä mil / wyärä & kärd pyinge e, 
and I NARR be.hot SC go home.DEF to 
Ί quickly went home, 

sdna ml) f ή-ίέέη düg6 e 
rather.than I SUBJUNC IP-sit stream.DEF in 
rather than stay at the stream 

fylgi ύ 0 kw6 ά cü g6. 
python.DEF he SUBJUNC finish SSC catch TC 
for the python to catch.' 

Substitutive clauses may also be preposed to their main clause. They are 
often used with simple or subjunctive imperatives. Note in the following ex-
amples the alternate tone pattern on the subordinating morpheme, sana rather 
than sdna. This, like sdna, is also borrowed from Bambara, which has both 
tunes (sdni and säni). No examples with this alternate tune have been re-
corded with the meaning 'before'. It may be that some speakers are begin-
ning to use this tune for substitutive clauses, and reserve the other tune for 
'before' clauses. 

(88) a. Säna mu ύ a ku la pyi g6, 
rather.than you he SUBJUNC.IMPFV its desire do TC 
'Instead of (just) wanting it, 
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kä shwo. 
IND buy 
buy one/ (said by a seller to a prospective buyer) 

b. Skna mu ύ a 
rather.than you he SUBJUNC.IMPFV 
'Instead of you 

ma supyifliigi yääg6 jjyipein pyl g6, 
your neighbor.DEF thing.DEF envy do TC 
envying your neighbors thing, 

ma ά kä cya a ta. 
you SUBJUNC IND seek SSC get 
you should try to get one yourself.' 

15.1.9. Additive clauses 

The clause type which is used to express the additive relation ('beside' or 'in 
addition to') is not really a subordinate adverbial clause. It is analogous to 
the 'after' time clause described in section 15.1.1.4 above in that the additive 
clause is marked by means of a serial verb, in this case the verb ηύτύ 
'return'. This is regularly used as an initial verb in a serial construction to 
mean 'again'. However, in the appropriate context it clearly means some-
thing closer to 'and in addition'. Following is a good example of this latter 
use: 

(89) Lärnfsä-yff na sddrji fhn, 
Lamisa-people PROG terrapin.DEF count.as.totem 
'Lamisa's family have the terrapin as their totem 

maä ' ηύτύ na pwünqi fün. 
and.NARR return PROG dog.DEF count.as.totem 
and in addition have the dog as their totem.' 

The second, additive clause here is in form merely a same subject narrative 
clause. Coming as it does after a progressive clause, however, and moreover 
at the very beginning of a narrative, its additive function is clear. 

15.1.10. Purpose clauses 

There are four distinct clause types regularly used as purpose adverbial 
clauses. The first is a simple subjunctive clause, as in the following example: 
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(90) Pi na wylge türü sf Iwoho ta. 
they PROG hole.DEF dig.IMPFV SUBJUNC water get 
'They are digging the hole in order to get water/ 

Such a purpose clause can only be postposed to its main clause. If the pur-
pose clause has the same subject as the main clause, its subject is omitted, 
leaving the clause to begin with the subjunctive auxiliary, as in the above ex-
ample. The purpose clause can also have a different subject: 

(91) Kä pi / sümägi wu sapcyeetma ä, 
and they NARR grain.DEF pour bird.DEF to 
'So they poured grain out for the bird (to delay it) 

Nteencwf ' si τί-tä ä Ii cäänra 
Nteencwo SUBJUNC IP-get SSC it arrive.before 
so that Nteencwo would manage to arrive ahead of it 

bagi pwbg6 na. 
river.DEF mouth.DEF at 
at the river's edge.' 

Sometimes a speaker puts the Bambara purpose clause conjunction walisa 
in front of a different subject subjunctive purpose clause. The following ex-
ample contains two purpose clauses, the second giving the purpose of the 
first, which is preceded by the subordinator walisa: 

(92) Pi mäha thpdgff ηΐρΐηί td πά 
they HAB mounds.DEF top.DEF cover with 
'They cover the (yam) mounds with leaves 

walisa mbyimpe si ή-kwdrö 
so.that moisture.DEF SUBJUNC IP-remain 
so that moisture will remain for the yam 

li fylnml si ή-ίάάπ. 
its sprouting SUBJUNC IP-be.sweet 
so that its sprouting will be good.' 

Negative purpose ( ' lest ') clauses are expressed with the negative subjunc-
tive (or prohibitive) kä. The following example is taken from the same text 
as the preceding one: 

(93) Pj6 yi pye πά ' fytoyi 1 g6 
those they be with sprouts.DEF with RC 
'Those that have sprouts 

weyi 1 
leaves with 

fwuüna ä 
yam.DEF to 
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marii yire käänmücää 
and.NARR.PROG them take.care.with.IMPFV 
(they) are careful with them (as they are planting them) 

ya hi ή-kwd ή-kyiege mi. 
they Ρ ROH FP-finish FP-spoil NEG 
lest they end up being spoiled.' 

The second type of purpose clause has the marker nf. 

(94) Pi na wyige ίύτύ ni Iwoho ta. 
they PROG hole.DEF dig.IMPFV PURP water get 
'They are digging the hole in order to get water.' 

The etymology of ni is unknown at present. This type of purpose clause 
can only be equi-subject with the main clause. The ni purpose marker is 
followed by the future prefix, a fact obscured in the above example since a 
direct object immediately follows it. Following is a clearer example, with 
two /z/clauses: 

(95) Mil si m-pä mobiletiqi piri 
I FUT FP-come mobylette.DEF sell 
Ί will come sell the mobylette 

ni ή-täha ä kil6iiu shwo, 
PURP FP-use SC wrenches buy 
in order to use (the money) to buy wrenches 

ηί ή-taha rä a mekanishyängäre 12 pyi. 
PURP FP-use go PROG mechanics.DEF do 
in order to go be a mechanic (lit. do mechanics).' 

The third type of purpose clause has the form of a special type of bä...mi 
clause. Ordinary bä...mi clauses were described above (section 15.1.4) in 
their function as comparison clauses. To function as purpose clauses they 
must have a distinctive internal structure consisting of an initial potential 
clause with the verb pyi 'do,be', followed by a same subject subjunctive 
clause which is in fact identical to a subjunctive purpose clause as described 
above. The entire two clause structure is bracketed by subordinators bä and 
me. 

(96) a. Pi na wyige türü 
they PROG hole.DEF dig.IMPFV 
'They are digging the hole 
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bä pi g0 ih-py) si lwoho ta mi. 
like they POT FP-do SUBJUNC water get like 
in order to get water.' 

b. Pi a bähe kan ml) pwüiuja ä 
they PERF poison.DEF give my dog.DEF to 
'They gave poison to my dog 

bä u gii m-pyi si ή-kwü mi. 
like he POT FP-do SUBJUNC IP-die like 
so that he would die.' 

The fourth type of purpose clause is introduced in chapter 3, section 
3.2.2.3. It consists of an indefinite locative nominalization (with the prefix 
ta-) followed by the postposition i/e 'in, to*. It can only be used with verbs 
of motion, most frequently kare 'go': 

(97) U a kärd lwoho tä-cya-ge e. 
she PERF go water LOC-seek-G2S to 
'She went to fetch water.' 

15.1.11. The discourse-thematic function of adverbial clauses 

A number of recent studies have drawn attention to the use of various types 
of adverbial clause to signal the thematic organizaion of the discourse in 
which they occur (see in particular Haiman 1978, Thompson 1985, 1987, 
Marchese 1987, Ramsay 1987). This is a large and varied subject which war-
rants further research. 

In a number of languages, and probably in most, some types of adverbial 
clause have a discourse-thematic function far beyond merely providing ad-
verbial modification of their main clauses. In some languages, where there is 
freedom to place the subordinate clause on either side of its main clause, 
preposed adverbial clauses have been found to have a markedly different 
discourse function from postposed ones. In general, preposed clauses have 
both a linking and a demarcating function: they recapitulate or recall infor-
mation in the preceding thematic paragraph, while simultaneously indicating 
the beginning of a new thematic paragraph (cf. Thompson and Longacre 
1985:207f¥). For most adverbial clause types in Supyire, this freedom of 
placement is not available. 'When' clauses, for example, must be preposed 
to their main clause, while purpose clauses must be postposed. 

It is nevertheless not difficult to demonstrate that preposed adverbial time 
clauses in sequentially ordered discourse function at the thematic level in a 
way similar to preposed 'when' clauses in English. This is illustrated in the 
following extract from a procedural discourse on how to construct a granary. 
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Note how the content of each adverbial time clause (in form they are condi-
tional) provides a coherence 'hook' linking the clause to the information in 
the previous section, as well as setting the stage for the following section. 
This thematic organization is exactly like that reported for Godi6 in 
Marchese 1987. 

(98) Mu mäha ... cyingikfi taanna a tdrd 
you HAB sticks.DEF line.up SC pass 
'You ... line up the sticks along 
yire fääyi βύη) ), maä ή-kwi, 
these rocks.DEF head at and.SEQ IP-finish 
on top of these rocks, and finish, 

maä c)i taanna fääyi nig-kwuuyf jiüg) i 
and.SEQ IND line.up rocks.DEF ADJ-surround.DEF head at 
and then line up some of them on top of the circle of rocks 

na ma na η-tare 
PROG come.IMPFV PROG IP-set.down.IMPFV 
setting (the other end of each stick) 
nigk0 wdg6 βύη) ). 
middle.DEF POSS.DEF head at 
on the one in the middle. 

Mu ahä cir6 yäla i taanna, 
you COND them do.well SC line.up 
When you have lined them up well, 

mu ari j)-kwd, 
you HAB.SEQ IP-finish 
you stop doing that (lit. you finish) 

maä ci märä, 
and.SEQ them cover.with.layer.of.adobe 
and cover them with a layer of adobe, 

maä Ii yäha lä ä waha. 
and.SEQ it let it.COMP PERF dry 
and let it dry. 

La hä wäha, 
it COND dry 
When it has dried, 

mu ari pwoor6 tä cwönhö 
you HAB.SEQ adobe.DEF IND mix 
you mix some adobe 
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nä fiinzigfrS e, 
with fonio.stems.DEF with 
with the fonio stems, 

marii kürjikii jiin) na n-tare. 
and.SEQ.PROG balls.DEF roll PROG IP-set.down.IMPFV 
and then roll balls (of adobe) and set them down (i.e. to make a 
wall). 

Mu ahi tahagii shuunni pyi, 
you COND layers two do 
When you have done two layers, 

mu mäha tire yaha cf ä waha άόόηί, 
you HAB them let they .COMP PERF dry a.bit 
you let them dry a little bit, 

maä ' ηύτέ ä kürjikii c)i ß)n), 
and.SEQ return SC balls.DEF IND roll 
and roll some more balls, 

maä tahagii shuunni täha 
and.SEQ layers two set.down 
and then lay two (more) layers 

ίό mäha m-pä Ii Ιχέ. 
till HAB IP-come it be.old 
(and keep on thus) till it is tall. 

La hä fäänra ä no ßügke kä na, 
it COND build SC arrive head.DEF IND at 
When it is built up to a certain height, 

mu mäha bwüncinrji yaha, 
you HAB granary .opening.DEF leave 
you leave a hole for the doorway, 

maä ' ηύτέ ä tahagii shuunni täha... 
and.SEQ return SC layers two set.down 
and again lay two layers...1 

Analogous examples of 'when* clauses could be cited from past tense nar-
ratives, though such narratives are not typically as tightly organized into epi-
sodes as procedural discourses. 
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15.2. Coordinate clauses 

As noted in the previous section, the syntactic coding of adverbial clauses 
ranges from clearly subordinate structures such as nominalized clauses to 
nearly independent clauses whose only mark of "subordination" is a particu-
lar serial verb. The category of adverbial clause thus shades off on one side 
into the domain of coordination: the placing together in one sentence of 
clauses which are syntactically, if not semantically, of equal status. It is time 
now to turn to this latter domain and examine ways in which coordinate 
clauses are combined in Supyire. 

The most elaborate type of coordination is found in narrative discourse. 
There is a system of conjunctions which interact with a narrative auxiliary to 
provide one of the most important elements of cohesion in narratives. This 
system is sufficiently complex and important to warrant a section of its own 
at the end of this chapter (IS.3). 

By comparison, other types of coordination are minimally marked in 
Supyire. There is no single equivalent of the conjunction and. The noun 
phrase conjunction n i 'and' cannot be used to conjoin clauses. The narrative 
conjunctions kk and /ni, in addition to indicating switch or continuity of 
subject, include the meaning of sequence, and thus mean something like 'and 
then'. No sentences have been discovered in the corpus which are equivalent 
to English sentences like 'John likes to cook and Mary likes to shoot.' In-
stead, in Supyire, the latent contrast is always signaled, as in 'John likes to 
cook, while/on the other hand Mary likes to shoot.' 

The following three subsections deal with the commonest types of coordi-
nation occurring in the corpus, aside from the narrative system which is dealt 
with separately. Restatement or paraphrase is coded by the juxtaposition of 
clauses, without any overt conjunction. This is dealt with in the first subsec-
tion below (15.2.1). The relation of contrast ( 'but ') is dealt with in the next 
subsection (15.2.2). Finally, the relation of disjunction ( 'or ' ) is briefly cov-
ered in the third subsection (15.2.3). 

15.2.1. Paraphrase 

A much used rhetorical device is the recasting of the same or similar infor-
mation in parallel clauses, without any conjunction. Following is a typical 
example from an expository discourse: 

(99) Τέέ-cyiinf siipy)r6 mpyi na fyagd 
time-first.DEF people DEF PAST PROG fear.IMPFV 
'The people of long ago used to respect (lit. fear) 
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ti-yi ηέ, 
they-REFL on 
each other, 

süpyiri mpyi na süigi tf-yd nä, 
people.DEF PAST PROG be.ashamed they-REFL on 
the people used to be modest towards each other, 

süpyfri mpyi a t)-y6 ρέέ. 
people.DEF PAST PERF they-REFL honor 
the people used to honor each other.' 

This type of paraphrasing is cultivated by people who pride themselves in 
their rhetorical skill. In certain types of discourse, notably expository, it is 
quite frequently used. The above example is extracted from a discourse SO 
clauses long, of which exactly half (25) of the clauses are parallel in this 
way. 

This is not to say that the paraphrase type of sentence is not found in other 
discourse types, and spoken by relatively unskilled speakers. A common 
subtype consists in restating in a negative clause what has just been said in 
an affirmative clause, or vice versa. Following are examples, both produced 
by younger speakers not particularly noted for their speaking skills: 

(100) a. affirmative—negative 

Mii a fb, mii ßye ά yafytn ta mi. 
I PERF fail I NEG PERF anything get NEG 
Ί failed, I didn't get anything.' 

b. negative—affirmative 

Yafyfn nähä nähä ' nipjää mi, 
anything NEG.be.here here today NEG 
'Nothing is amiss here today,' 

ticuümpe pu nähä ' nähä. 
health.DEF it be.here here 
it is (only) health which is here.' 

15.2.2. Contrast 

Of the two principal means of coding contrastive coordination in Supyire 
one is "homegrown" and the other borrowed. The homegrown way is un-
usual in that the mark of coordination, si (labelled 'adversative'), is placed 
after the subject:13 
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(101) U yyähe ßye ä toon mi, 
her face.DEF NEG PERF long NEG 
'Her face isn't long, 

ku si ßye a pdla a tdrd mä. 
it ADV NEG PERF be.fat SC pass NEG 
but/on the other hand it isn't very fat (either).' 

The imported way uses a borrowed conjunction: fikää 'but ' , from Bambara 
hkir™ 

(102) U mpyi nihi rjkää u a kärd τηέηϊ i. 
he was here but he PERF go there.DEF to 
'He was here, but he went over there.' 

The adversative marker si is always placed immediately after the subject, 
before any auxiliaries the clause may have. Like the narrative auxiliary si 
(but unlike the future auxiliary si) it can also be rhotacized if it follows a 
stressed vowel: 

(103) Mi st nißjää wüubii ta, 
I FUT.FP today POSS.DEF(GIP) get 
Ί will take today's (catch of fish), 

mu rü ' si nümpanga wüubii ta. 
you ADV FUT tomorrow POSS.DEF(GIP) get 
but you will/can take tomorrow's.' 

The si is placed before the agreement pronoun which must follow a fo-
cused subject: 

(104) Mii sümärjä έ kiigi, 
my grain.DEF PERF spoil 
'My grain is spoiled, 

yii si pi a ά kiigi. 
you(PL) ADV they PERF it spoil 
but it is you who have spoiled it.' 

ljkää always comes at the head of its clause. Occasionally it is supple-
mented by the addition of mii, from French mais: 

(105) Yi ßye Sirigd nümbwuuni i, 
they be Sirige head.gourd.DEF in 
'They ( = girls to seduce) are in Sirige's skull, 
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fjkää τηέέ Sigkare ßye Sfrigd laky Ore. 
but but Sinkare is Sirige antidote.DEF 
but Sinkare is the antidote for Sirige (to get them out).' 

ljkää can also combine with si in the same clause: 

(106) Νά υ ä pa nb, \νύύ οένόό wi, 
if s/he PERF come man our friend s/he.is 
'If it ( = the unborn baby) is a boy (lit. comes as a man), he will 

be 
our friend (lit. he is our friend), 

j)kää υ si ' kä ϊή-ρά ceewe, wüü cw6 wf. 
but s/he ADV COND IP-come woman our wife s/he.is 
but if it is a girl (lit. woman), she will be our wife.' 

The two methods of coding contrast differ slightly in function. The adver-
sative marker si covers a wider range of situations, including many that are 
only very weakly contrastive. Thus it can be on occasion rendered 'while* 
(in its nontemporal sense) or 'on the other hand1: 

(107) a. ΡΏ na fwdrö, ρΏ s) / jye. 
IND(GIP) PROG go.out.IMPFV IND(G 1P) ADV PROG enter 
'Some go out, while some go in.' ( = a common formula for 
ending a folktale) 

b. U ä pyi na sdntji 
he PERF be PROG think.IMPFV 
'He ( = Francolin) was thinking 

na shire na ßye uru na, 
that feathers PROG be him on 
that he had feathers, 

künüyd s) ßye tä bää. 
tortoise ADV be IND without 
while Tortoise had none.' 

At a higher discourse level, that is, conjoining sentences or paragraphs 
rather than clauses, si can mean something like 'however'. Following is an 
example: 

(108) ... Kä nbtji nä ceögi si sä ηό 
and man.DEF and woman.DEF NARR go arrive 

'Then the man and the woman arrived 
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bar/i pwbg6 na, maä yi jw6 
river.DEF mouth.DEF at and.NARR them say 
at the edge of the river, and said 

kwoopurugi ä "Wu jyiile." 
canoe.paddler.DEF to us cross 
to the ferryman, "Take us across." 

Kä kwoopunuji s) fi-cy6. 
and canoe.paddler.DEF NARR IP-refuse 
And the ferryman refused. 

Püc66-b)fesi mpyi u ä, 
girl-little ADV was him to 
However, he had a little girl (lit. a little girl however was to him), 

kä lire piic66-b)l)ni s) ύ bwbn a cyan 
and this girl-little.DEF NARR him hit SC make.fall 
and this little girl knocked him down 

lwoh6 e... 
water.DEF in 
into the water...' 

The conjunction fikää codes only strong contrast. Sometimes the specific 
item which is the source of the contrast is focused in the second clause: 

(109) Yi pun/ pye sdd τηέ, 
they all be truth NEG 
'They aren't all true, 

i)kää yä yi pye sdd de! 
but IND they be truth EXCL 
but some of them are true!' 

Like English but, both 5/and f)kää can have concessive force: 

(110) a. Ml) ρόόιy na lyi mil ίάάη, 
my husband.DEF PROG eat.IMPFV me beside 
'My husband is eating without me, 

katSge si pye wüu puni na. 
hunger.DEF ADV be us all on 
and yet we are all hungry.' 

b. Mi) & mu könä ä wyeire ta, 
me from you TOP PERF poison.DEF get 
'It was indeed from me that you obtained the poison, 
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f)kää wyeire lakydrä ßye m)) ä me. 
but poison.DEF antidote be me to NEG 
but/yet I don't have an antidote (lit. but an antidote of the 
poison is not to me).' 

15.2.3. Disjunction 

In comparison with contrast, coordinate clauses with the relation of disjunc-
tion ( 'or ' ) are only infrequently used in the corpus. There are two distinct 
ways of coding disjunction, neither of which has a very general use. The 
first was mentioned in chapter 14, in the section on alternative questions 
(14.2.1.4). It was pointed out there that when it is used to conjoin clauses, 
the "disjunction" läa 'or ' normally creates a question (moreover läa is the 
probable source of the yes/no question marker la), though in its use as a 
noun phrase conjunction this is not true (see chapter 6, section 6.7.2). Fol-
lowing are examples of this type of alternative question: 

(111) a. U a kärd läa u na ßye bag6 e? 
she PERF go or she PROG be house.DEF in 
'Has she gone or is she in the house?' 

b. Mu gii rä a bäär6 
you POT go PROG work.IMPFV 
'Are you going to work 

läa mu gii rä a bärä yuü? 
or you POT go PROG conversation take.IMPFV 
or are you going to talk?' 

The other type of alternation is equally restricted in function. It makes use 
of the clause final marker yd or yod, which is most commonly employed as a 
politeness or attentuation marker.15 Yd is also frequently used to mark off 
items in a list, especially in a list in topic position, as in the following exam-
ple: 

(112) Mi) yd, Külüsigii Fanhäkä yd, 
me LIST Kulusigi.people Fanhaka LIST 
'Me, Fanhaka from the Kulusigi family, 

Täänfün Zhy6 yd, wüü ηά ιή-pyi. 
Taanfun Zhye LIST we REM.PAST IP-be 
Zhye from Taanfun, we were (there).' 

The same use of repeated yds can be used to code disjunctive clauses, mean-
ing roughly 'whether...or...'. The clauses must contain either a pair of anto-
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nyms or must be opposed as affirmative and negative. Moreover, they must 
be related to a third clause. They can be the preposed complements of an ir-
realis clause with the verb cey for example: 

(113) a. affirmative—negative 

Sdd w) yd, sde bälä ά yd, 
truth it.is OR truth it.is.not NEG OR 
'Whether it is the truth, or (it is) not the truth, 

wä pye a cd πιέ. 
IND NEG PERF know NEG 
no one knows.' 

b. antonyms 

Mu ahä "bugäun" 16g6 lwoh6 c, 
you COND (IDEO) hear water.DEF in 
'When/if you hear "splash" in the water, 

kä pi kw6r6 yod, kä pi 16-ni yod,16 

and they draw.IMPFV OR and they put-IMPFV OR 
whether they are drawing, or (they are) putting in, 

mu a cd la? 
you PERF know Q 
do you know?' 

The yd clauses can also be related to another clause somewhat like conces-
sive clauses to a counterexpectation clause: 

(114) Wä ä cytigd yd, wä pye a cyftgä ä yd, 
IND PERF be.smart OR IND NEG PERF be.smart NEG OR 
'Whether one is smart or (one is) not smart, 

by6-mit a ρύτύ jjyä. 
ail-also PERF this see 
everyone has see (i.e. understood) this.1 

15.3. Clause chaining in narrative 

Narrative discourse in Kampwo Supyire is characterized by a distinctive sys-
tem of clause chaining. The initial clause in a narrative typically sets the 
tense-aspect stage with one of the past tense auxiliaries. After that the narra-
tion is for the most part carried forward by clauses in the narrative or se-
quential tense (see chapter 9, section 9.2.6), each of which must begin with 
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one of two narrative conjunctions, kk or mk. The following example is the 
beginning of a folktale: 

(115) Mpi υ mkha η-kare sdrdlashf11 f , 
hare he PAST IP-go soldier in 
'Once Hare went to join the army, 

mk sk nd zhyin-clgd nk. 
and.SS go arrive baobab-tree at 
and arrived at a baobab tree. 

Kk zhyen-cig6 wb6ni lk 
and.DS baobab-tree.DEFleaf.DIM.DEF IND 
Then a little leaf of the baobab tree fell, 

ka mpi si lir6 ' Iwö ά kyk, 
and.DS hare NARR it take SC eat 
and Hare took and ate it, 

ma-ά jwo.... 
and.SS-NARR say 
and said...1 

There are several points to note in the above example. First, a kk clause 
with an overt subject is used every time there is a switch in subject. Part of 
the function of kk (or its variant kä) is to signal different subject (glossed DS 
in the example). The second point to note is that mk clauses have no overt 
subject. Their understood, zero anaphora subject must always be the same as 
the subject of the preceding narrative clause. Note further that a mk clause 
may have a narrative auxiliary (as in the final clause of the above example) 
or no auxiliary at all (as in the second clause). A mk clause with no auxiliary 
corresponds rather well to what has been called a "consecutive" clause type 
in descriptions of other African languages. It was pointed out in chapter 8 
(section 8.2.4) that the serial verb connective k is most likely derived from 
mk. 

15.3.1. The narrative auxiliary and finiteness 

The vast majority of ka clauses have the narrative auxiliary, but it is some-
times omitted, as the following example shows: 

(116) Kä pire 0 nürü na yalyire bä ' jiäärä m)) ä. 
and.DS they return PROG food even beg me from 
'Then they came back and were begging even food from me.' 

si fi-cwd, 
NARR IP-fall 
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This possibility of narrative clauses having no auxiliary points to an impor-
tant observation: narrative clauses are non-finite, or at least not fully finite. 
Note that if they are same subject their subject is not overtly mentioned. 
Moreover, their auxiliary marking (or lack of it) corresponds closely to sub-
junctive marking. Recall that there are two types of subjunctive. The 'zero' 
subjunctive, illustrated in the following example, corresponds to the zero 
auxiliary in a narrative clause: 

(117) U i yaa u 0 pa. 
he PERF ought he SUBJUNC come 
'He ought to come.1 

The si subjunctive auxiliary, illustrated in the following example, has the 
same form as the ^/narrative auxiliary. 

(118) U ä yaa u ύ ιή-ρά. 
he PERF ought he SUBJUNC IP-come 
'He ought to come.' 

Both auxiliaries lose their initial consonant following a pronoun subject, 
and their vowel then assimilates to the pronoun vowel. The narrative si also 
undergoes this reduction following the narrative conjunction mä. The two 
auxiliaries in fact differ only in the way that they combine with imperfective 
aspect. The subjunctive si combines with the imperfective subjunctive aux-
iliary a: 

(119) Mu 1ά jiye 
your desire be 
'You don't want 

sä a wä jwümü ηύτύ me. 
SUBJUNC IMPFV.SUBJUNC IND words hear.IMPFVNEG 
to be listening to anyone's words.' 

The narrative si, however, combines with the progressive auxiliary in one 
of two ways. In a mä clause, the narrative auxiliary and the reduced form of 
the progressive auxiliary combine with the mä to form the complex marir. 

(120) Cedrji wä u mäha pyli si-n) 
woman.DEF IND she PAST children give.birth-IMPFV 
Ά certain woman was giving birth to children 

ma-ri-i pi kyaa. 
and.SS-NARR-PROG them eat.IMPFV 
and was eating them.' 
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In a kä clause, on the other hand, the intervention of the locative copula 
wä 'be there* is required in order to add the progressive auxiliary: 

(121) Kä u ύ wä na meenf süü... 
and.DS he NARR be.there PROG voice.DEFcry 
'And he was crying...' 

Aside from these combinations with the imperfective, neither the subjunc-
tive nor the narrative auxiliaries combine with any other auxiliaries. 

The similarities between subjunctive and narrative marking are much more 
striking than the minor differences noted above. What is the connection be-
tween two such seemingly different functions? The explanation, as suggested 
by Givön (1990, chapter 19), lies in the fact that both types of context favor 
non-finite coding. The subjunctive is used in complements (of modality and 
manipulative verbs) and in polite commands. Both types of clause are associ-
ated cross-linguistically with lowered finiteness, because the appropriate 
tense of the complement clause or the command, and the identity of the main 
participant (usually the agent) can be read off the main clause or the speech 
situation. The lowered finiteness of narrative clauses has a similar origin. In 
recounting a series of events, speakers can rely on a basic principle of cogni-
tive inertia: the hearer will assume that things remain the same unless alerted 
otherwise. Continuity, whether of time, place, or participants, requires less 
coding than discontinuity. 

The time setting of a Supyire narrative is set at the beginning in one of the 
first clauses of the discourse. No further tense setting is required for the rest 
of the narrative. There may be time phrases such as 'one day' or 'the next 
morning', or adverbial clauses such as 'when they arrived there', but the ba-
sic events of the story which are reported in their expected chronological or-
der require no further tense marking than the narrative auxiliary. Note in the 
following opening of a folktale that the narrative auxiliary is used after an 
adverbial time clause in one case and a time phrase in the other: 

(122) Nägi wä u mpyi a täcwb cü 
man.DEF IND he PAST PERF fiancee grasp 
Ά certain man had gotten a fiam^e 

känhe kä na, 
village.DEF IND at 
in a certain village, 

ma-ä wä na si 
and.SS-NARR be.there PROG go.IMPFV 
and was going 
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na u faätji pyi.18 

PROG her farming.DEF do 
and farming for her. 

Mä ύ yäha uru faaqi na, TIME CLAUSE 
and him leave this farming.DEF on 
While he was doing this farming, 

kä u kyaa si ή-ίάάη 
and.DS his matter NARR IP-be.sweet 
his matter became sweet 

pücwdtji wäbirä ä. 
girl.DEF another to 
to another girl (i.e. another girl fell in love with him). 

Cäntjk6 kä kä u ύ frk&r6 ' TIME PHRASE 
day.DEF IND and.DS he NARR IP-go 
One day he went 

ni zä u cwdtji Iwb... 
PURP go his wife.DEF take 
to take his wife...' 

Referential continuity similarly lends itself to less coding. In same subject 
chains, the subject need only be mentioned once at the beginning, and subse-
quent clauses begin with mä: 

(123) Kä u ύ tir6 sure shwoho, 
and.DS she NARR that mush.DEF cook 
'Then she cooked that mush, 

ma-ά lyt kärägäfä 
and.SS-NARR eat IDEO ( = full to bursting) 
and ate till she was stuffed, 

ma-ά nämbaa wööre kan, 
and.SS-NARR men POSS.DEF give 
and went and gave the men's (food to them), 

ma-ά ή-kwö, 
and.SS-NARR IP-finish 
and finished (giving out the food) 

ma-ά si yir6 yaayi Iwb, 
and.SS-NARR go those things.DEF take 
and went and got the dishes (lit. things), 
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ma-ά τή-ρά, 
and.SS-NARR IP-come 
and came 

ma-ά ύ-χέ nähana, 
and.SS-NARR she-REFL twist 
and stretched herself 

ma-ä jw6... 
and.SS-NARR say 
and said../ 

The Supyire type of clause chaining, in which the stage is set at the begin-
ning and subsequent clauses are less finite, is typical of African languages. 
The Swahili narrative tense (-ka-\ see Givön 1990, chapter 19) works rather 
similarly to Supyire s/t as does the sequential auxiliary yi in Godie 
(Marchese 1988). 

15.3.2. Switch reference 

What distinguishes Supyire from other African languages is the use of the 
conjunctions kä and mi to signal switch reference. The development of 
switch reference markers from conjunctions is well documented. Cases have 
been reported in such widely diverse languages as Polish (see Frajzyngier 
1986), Green Hmong (see Li 1990), Pima and Papago (see Scancarelli 
1989), and Paez (see Gerdel and Slocum 1976). 

Switch reference systems of the Supyire sort, on the other hand, differ 
from the type found in New Guinea, in which the clause with the finite verb 
is placed at the end of the clause chain rather than at the beginning. Preced-
ing clauses in the chain are in a medial, less finite form. There is a cline of 
finiteness, ranging from the most finite final verb form through the different 
subject medial verb form, with the least finite form being the same subject 
medial verb form. Supyire displays the same cline, although the finite clause 
comes first rather than last in the chain. 

The Supyire switch reference system, like those reported in other lan-
guages, has the ability to "skip" over subordinate clauses. Thus a same sub-
ject clause may be used following a different subject subordinate clause, if 
the preceding narrative clause has the same subject. Following are examples 
of this: 

(124) a. direct quote complement of verb of speech 

Kä zantürjd si jwd 
and.DS hyena NARR say 
'Then Hyena said 
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"Jd u si shSnyi yaha 
who s/he FUT horses.DEF leave 

"Who would leave the horses 

si sä ' s/nf ' nä $kwuubil6 έ ye?" 
SUBJUNC go lie.down with chickens.DEF with Q 
in order to go sleep with the chickens?" 

ma-ä ή-kärä ä sä s/nf ' 
and.SS-NARR IP-go SC go lie.down 
and (he) went and slept 

nä shSnyi ). 
with horses.DEF with 
with the horses." 

b. realis (high tone) complement of perception verb 

Kä pi f sige niiyi yä pya 
and.DS they NARR bush cows.DEF IND see 
'Then they saw some of the bush cows 

yä ä ρ) tigili kw6n yyaha na, 
they.COMP PERF their limit cut face at 
had cut them off in front 

ma-ä yä pye 
and.SS-NARR IND see 
and (they) saw others 

yä ä ρ) tigili kv/όη käntugo... 
they.COMP PERF their limit cut behind 
had cut them off behind.' 

c. relative clause 

Kä m)) i ή-tflä ä 
and.DS I NARR IP-be.straight SC 
'Then I straightaway 

na yaayf lwb a kärd mishyörji i, 
my things.DEF take SC go mission.DEF to 
took my things and went to the mission, 

ma-ä sä tübabthji u mpyi 
and.SS-NARR go white.person.DEF he was 
and went and the white person who was 

ml) yyähä nä ke, 
my face at REL 
ahead of me 
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ma-ä sä ύτύ yigege pyi 
and.SS-NARR go his asking do 
and asked after him 

mishyörji fiuujb shiinbilä ä. 
mission.DEF inside people.DEF from 
from the people in the mission.' 

As in a number of other switch reference systems, the different subject 
conjunction kä is sometimes used even when the preceding main clause is 
same subject, but when there is some type of discontinuity other than refer-
ential. This is conveniently illustrated with what happens following a time 
adverbial clause. In section IS. 1.12 above it was pointed out that such 
clauses generally introduce a new thematic paragraph. It is thus interesting 
that a kä clause may be used following a time clause even when both it and 
the preceding main clause are same subject: 

(125) I)k6 cämjk6 kä mu ύ fckär6 
that day.DEF and.DS you NARR IP-go 
'That day she (lit. you)FN went 

mä sä a yire cää 
and.SS go PROG them seek.IMPFV 
and was gathering them (= sticks of firewood), 

mä kwüubtf ta anf. 
and.SS dead.DEF find there 
and found the dead were there. 

Mu a sijiciiyi cya a kwb k6, 
you PERF firewood.DEF seek SC finish TC 
When she (lit. you) had finished gathering the firewood, 
kä mu ύ yi jw6 pi ä 
and.DS you NARR them say them to 
she (lit. you) said to them 

na pi 0 ma tugo. 
that they SUBJUNC you help.put.load.on.head 
that they should help you put the load on her head.' 

Much further evidence for the correlation of kä with thematic discontinuity 
is presented in Carlson (1987). 

A final point should be mentioned. Items which are left dislocated at the 
head of the clause in topic position precede the narrative conjunction. An ex-
ample of a preposed time phrase is seen in the first clause of the above pas-
sage. An example of a preposed topic is: 
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(126) Ciniujb, k& uru si ke kan. 
Cinungo and.DS he NARR ten give 
'Cinungo, he gave ten.* 
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Appendix 1 

Texts 

The following sample of texts includes the major genres in the corpus. 
There are three narratives: two short folktales, "The Farmer and the Bush 
People" and "Warthog's Laughter Teeth", and a true, personal narrative, 
"The Python". These are followed by two procedural texts "How to 
Cultivate Yams" and "How the Senufo Bury Their Dead". "The Cause of 
Discord Between Children and Parents" is an expository text. There follows 
an extract from a conversation and finally a sampling of proverbs. 

Unlike the examples in the main body of the grammar, where glosses are 
frequently simplified to avoid unnecessary clutter, the morpheme by 
morpheme translation in the following texts is exhaustive. Note that third 
person pronouns are glossed according to their number and gender. Thus u is 
glossed 'G1S ' (gender 1 singular), and not ' s /he ' . 

I have in general not attempted to translate the various ejaculations of 
surprise or assent (including the use of French bon, literally 'good') , or the 
murmers of interlocuters which mean something like ' I ' m listening.' I have 
instead merely transcribed them phonetically. 

Narratives 

The Farmer And The Bush People 

1. Nä-gi wä u nä sä ύ kiri-gi ' cyän 
man-DEF.GIS IND.G1S G1S PAST go G1S field-G2S drop 
A certain man went and made his field 

si-ge shi-in cyi-g6 6. 2. Ci-r6 
bush-G2S person-GlP place-G2S in tree-DEF.G4 
in a place where there were bush people. 

tdd-paan-na ä no g6, 3. kä u ύ q-kär6 
time-chop-DEF.G3S PERF arrive TC DS G1S NARR IP-go 
When the time to chop the trees arrived, he went 

sä a ci-r6 pään-nh 4. Lira a 
go PROG tree-DEF.G4 chop-IMPFV EMPH.G3S PERF 
to chop the trees. Meanwhile 
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süpyi-τέ ta 5. pi ά y) jwd u ä 
person-DEF.G4 find Gl P.COMP PERF G2P say G1S to 
the people had said to him 

6. na u aha kuru cyi-ge pyi mi, 
that G1SPROH EMPH.G2S place-DEF.G2S do NEG 
that he should not farm (lit. do) that place, 

7. na si-ge shi-in η a βγε kuru cyi-ge 
that bush-G2S person-GlP PROG be EMPH.G2S place-DEF.G2S 
that there were bush people in that place. 

8. Kä u ύ ß-'cy6, 9. ma-ä $-kär6. 
DS G1S NARR IP-refuse SS-NARR IP-go 
(But) he refused (to listen to them) and went (anyway). 

10. U a sä nb, 11. ma-ä kacii-pyi-ge 
G1S PERF go arrive SS-NARR ax-FULL-DEF.G2S 
(When) he arrived, (he) struck the first blow 

nip-cyil-ge bw$n, 12. kä si-ge shi-in-bii 
ADJ-first-DEF.G2S hit DS bush-G2S person-GlP-DEF.GlP 
of the ax, and the old man of the bush 

naqkd-iyd-Tji s) fwdra a ö yig6 
person-be.old-DEF.G 1S NARR go.out SC G1S ask 
people came out and asked him 

13. na "Jd u pye na ci-r6 pään-n) ye?" 
that who GIS be PROG tree-DEF.G4 chop-IMPFV Q 
"Who is it that is chopping the trees?" 

14. Kä u ύ jw6 15. na uru Faasumä wh 
DS G1S NARR say that EMPH.G1S Fasuma it.is.GIS 
And he said that it was him, Fasuma. 

16. Nä-yi mi-g6 ku ßye kure. 
man-DEF.GIS name-DEF.G2S G2S be EMPH.G2S 
That was the man's name. 

17. Kä si-ge shi-in-bii näykd-Jyd-yi 
DS bush-G2S person-GlP-DEF.GlP person-be.old-DEF.G IS 
And the old man of the bush people 
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s) y) jwd u pyi-i-bilä ä 18. na pi 0 
NARR G2P say G1S child-GlP-DEF.GlP to that G1P SUBJUNC 
said to his children that they should 

fwora a Faasümä tigi 19. pi / ci-r6 pään. 
go.out SSCFasuma help G1P SUBJUNC tree-DEF.G4 chop 
come out and help Fasuma to chop trees. 

20. Kä pi ί fwöra a ύ tigi, 21. kä pi ί 
DS G1P NARR go.out SC G1S help DS G1P NARR 
So they came out and helped him and they ( = Fasuma + the bush 

ci-r6 pään. 
tree-DEF.G4 chop 
people) chopped the trees. 

22. Zän-cyii-yä ä cwo g6, 23. kä Faasümä si 
rain-first-DEF.G2P PERF fall TC DS Fasuma NARR 
When the first rains fell, Fasuma 

fj-kärä ά sä keri-ge sää-Ji. 24. Kä si-ge 
IP-go SC go field-DEF.G2S scrape-IMPFV DS bush-G2S 
went and began clearing the field. The old man 

shi-in-biΪ näqkd-lyd-tji si nürä ä 
person-G 1P-DEF.G1Ρ person-be.old-DEF.GIS NARR return SC 
of the bush people again came out and 

fwora a ύ yig6, 25. kä u ύ jwö 26. na ure. 
go.out SC G1S ask DS G1S NARR say that EMPH.G1S 
asked him (who it was), and he said that it was him. 

27. Kä u ύ ύ pyl-i-bii pyi 
DS G1S NARR G1S child-GlP-DEF.GlP make 
So he made his children 

28. pi ä fwora a kü sää. 
Gl P.COMP PERF go.out SC G2S scrape 
come out and and clear it. 

29. βεεηι-ρέ td-na ä no g6, 30. kä u 
sowing-DEF.G5 time-DEF.G3S PERF arrive TC DS G1S 
When the time to sow arrived, he 
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ύ sä ρεεη-gyi-i-ni niß-cyii-ni nügö. 
NARR go seed-hole-G3S-DEF.G3S ADJ-first-DEF.G3S sow 
went and and sowed the first hole. 

31. Kä si-ge shi-in-bii naqkd-lyd-qi 
DS bush-G2S person-GlP-DEF.GlP person-be.old-DEF.GIS 
Then the old man of the bush people 

si ntirä ä fwora a ύ yig6, 32. ma-ά ύ 
NARR return SC go.out SC G1S ask SS-NARRG1S 
again came out and asked him, and then 

pyi-i-bii pyi 33. pi ä fwora a ύ 
child-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ make G1P.COMP PERF go.out SC G1S 
made his children come out and help him 

tegi 34. pi ä ρεεηι-ρέ nügd. 
help G1P.COMP PERF seed-DEF.G5 sow 

sow the seed. 

35. Cany kä kä nä-qi cwö-qi si 
day IND.G2S DS man-DEF.GIS wife-DEF.GIS NARR 
One day the man's wife 

mb ηά ζέηηεε^έ ό, 36. kä nä-qi 
be.long.time with midday,meal-DEF.G2Swith DS man-DEF.GIS 
took a long time with the midday meal, and the man 

Ιύ-ύ-ni si yir), 37. kä u ύ 
gall.bladder-G3S-DEF.G3S NARR get.up DS G1S NARR 
got angry (lit. the man's gall bladder got up), and he slapped 

kanta-a bwdn ced-qi i. 38. Kä si-ge 
palm-G3S hit woman-DEF.GIS in DS bush-G2S 
the woman. Then the old man 

shi-in-bii näqkö-iyd-qi s) nürä a ύ 
person-GlP-DEF.GlP person-be.old-DEF.GIS NARR return SC G1S 
of the bush people again 

yig6 39. na "Jd u pyε na u cwö-qi bwü-ύη 
ask that who G1S be PROG G1S wife-DEF.GIS hit-IMPFV 
asked him, "Who is it that is hitting his wife?" 
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ye?" 40. Kä u ύ jwo 41. na ure, Faasumä w). 
Q DS G1S NARR say that EMPH.G1S Fasuma it.is.GIS 

He said that it was him, Fasuma. 

42. Kä u ύ jwo ύ 
DS G1S NARR say G1S 
So he said to his children 

pyi-i-biiä ä 
child-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ to 

43. na pi 
that G1P 
that they 

0 fwora a u tege 
SUBJUNC go.out SSC G1S help 
should come out and help him 

44. pi 0 
G1P SUBJUNC 

ced-iy bwbn. 
woman-DEF.GIS hit 
hit the woman. 

45. Kä pi / fwöra a 
DS G1P NARR go.out SC 
So they came out and 

nä-tji tigs 46. ρί ä 
man-DEF.GIS help Gl P.COMP PERF 
helped the man hit the woman 

ce6-t)i bwbn 
woman-DEF.GIS hit 

a bd. 
SC kill 
(till they) killed (her). 

47. Cany kä sähärjki kä nä-qi s) ή-kärd 
day IND.G2S again DS man-DEF.GIS NARR IP-go 
One day again the man went 

keri-ge e, 48. kä lüpä-än s) ή-ίέέη ύ nä, 
field-DEF.G2S in DS mosquito-G3S NARR IP-sit G1S on 
to the field, and a mosquito sat on him 

49. kä u ύ Ii bwon. 50. Kä si-ge 
DS G1S NARR G3S hit DS bush-G2S 
and he hit it. Then 

shi-in-bii narjkd-lyd-rji si ύ yig6 
person-G 1P-DEF.G 1Ρ person-be.old-DEF.GIS NARR G1S ask 
the old man of the bush people asked him 

51. na "Jö-föd u 77ye na lüpä-än-re 
that who-owner G1S be PROG mosquito-G4-DEF.G4 
"Who is it that is hitting mosquitos 
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bwü-ύη u-γέ nä ye?" 52. Kä nä-t)i si jwö 
hit-IMPFV G1S-REFL on Q DS man-DEF.GlS NARR say 
on himself?" The man said 

53. na ure. 54. Kä nhgb-ΐγέ-ηί si u 
that EMPH.G1S DS person-be.old-DEF.GIS NARR G1S 
that it was him. So the old man told his 

pyi-i-bif pyi 55. na pi 0 fwora a u 
child-GlP-DEF.GlP tell that G1P SUBJUNC go.out SSC G1S 
children that they should come out and 

tege 56. pi 0 Jüpä-än-re bwbn. 57. Kä pi 
help G1P SUBJUNC mosquito-G4-DEF.G4 hit DS G1P 
help him hit the mosquitos. So they 

/ fwora a nä-ηϊ Jüpä-än-re bwdn 
NARR go.out SC man-DEF.GIS mosquito-G4-DEF.G4 hit 
came out and hit the man's mosquitos 

58. fo mä sä ύ bö. 59. Kä keri-ge faä-iji 
tili SS go G1S kill DS field-DEF.G2S farming-DEF.GlS 
till they killed him. The farming of the field 

si yy6r6 kuru cyi-ge e. 
NARR stop EMPH.G2S place-DEF.G2S in 
stopped at that point. 

60. Lire la ä faa-pyi-i-bii ta 
EMPH.G3S G3S PERF farming-do-GlP-DEF.GlP find 
This is why, when the farmers 

61. pi ahä jwo 62. na i)k6 cyi-ge jiye 
G1P COND say that DEM.G2S place-DEF.G2S be 
say that this place should not be 

num-pyi-ge me, 63. ιiru fdla asi kürü 
ADJ-do-G2S NEG EMPH.G1S owner HAB.SEQ EMPH.G2S 
done (i.e. farmed), that person (i.e. the person being advised) 
leaves 

yäha. 64. Li jiwo-Ji£ ku fly ε qk6. 
leave G3S meaning-DEF.G2S G2S be DEM.G2S 
it alone. This is the reason for that. 
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Warthog's Laughter Teeth 

Caa-wa Kätän-rä IJkyän-hi-gii 
warthog-GIS laughter-G4 tooth-G3P-DEF.G3P 
Warthog's Laughter Teeth 

1. Si-ge yää-rä ti mäha β wo ww5 2. si 
bush-G2S thing-G4G4 PAST mouth unite SUBJUNC 
The wild animals formed a society to 

a pi kwü-u-b/f (ύ-πϊ sijicyan, 3. ma-ä 
PROG G1P die-G 1P-DEF.GIP bury-IMPFV together SS-NARR 
bury their dead together, and 

jwö 4. qg6-mii kä ιή-ρά käntu-go k6, 5. pi 
say DEM.G1S-REL COND IP-come back-G2S REL G1P 
said that whoever came last (to the burial), they 

/ ιίτιί pyi fann-tugu-sikä-Tji. 
SUBJUNC EMPH.G1S make grave-dig-goat-DEF.GIS 
would make that one the 'grave-diggers* goat'. 

6. Cantj kä kä Cin ηύ si ιή-ρά fj-kwü. 
day IND.G2S DS leopard mother NARR IP-come IP-die 
One day Leopard's mother died. 

7. Kä si-ge yää-re puni si wä na 
DS bush-G2S thing-DEF.G4 all NARR be.there PROG 
All the wild animals were 

ma Cin pyin-ga, 8. mä pa η-kwb ä 
come.IMPFV leopard compound-G2S SS come IP-finish SC 
coming to Leopard's compound, and finally 

yaha Kücwuun ye. 9. Kä Caa-wa si yiri nä ύ 
leave monkey only DS warthog-GIS NARR rise with G1S 
only Monkey was left. Then Warthog got up with 

piin-ni ) 
drum.DIM-DEF.G3S with 
his little drum: 
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10. "Kat6g6 pägä i€, Kücwuun si sähä m-pä me. 
katege paga te monkey ADV NEG.YET IP-come NEG 

"Katege paga te ( = the sound of the drum), Monkey hasn't come yet. 

11. Katέgέ pägä t6, Kücwuun si sähä m-pä me," 
katege paga te monkey ADV NEG.YET IP-come NEG 
Katege paga te ( = the sound of the drum), Monkey hasn't come yet," 

12. na bwu-un na bwu-un. 13. Kk pi 
PROG hit-IMPFV PROG hit-IMPFV DS G1P 
(and he) was playing and playing. At last 

sanm-pff si r}-kwb ä jwo 14. "Don, sdd 
OTHER.G 1P-DEF.G IP NARR IP-finish SC say yes truth 
the others said, "Yes, it's true. 

wi. 15. Kücwuun sähä ni-pä me. 16. Kücwuun u 
it.is.GIS monkey NEG.YET IP-come NEG monkey G1S 
Monkey hasn't come yet. It 's Monkey who will be 

si ώ-py) fann- tügü-sikä-yi. " 
FUT FP-be grave-dig-goat-DEF.GIS 
the grave-diggers' goat." 

17. D66ni Kücwuun yyä-hä ke kii u 
in.a.bit monkey face-DEF.G2S here.is.G2S G2S.COMP G1S 
In a little while here came Monkey (lit. here is Monkey's face 

ma. 18. U ä pa no g6, 19. Caa-wa 
come.IMPFV G1S PERF come arrive TC warthog-GIS 
coming). When he arrived, Warthog 

sähä na wä ύ ηιέ-έ-ni na na β-οέέ: 
STILL PROG be.there G1S song-G3S-DEF.G3S on PROG IP-sing 
was still there singing his song: 

20. "Kat6g6 pägä t6, Kücwuun si sähä ίή-pä me." 
katege paga te monkey ADV NEG.YET IP-come NEG 

"Katege paga te, Monkey hasn't come yet." 

21. Kä pi sanm-pii si jwd 22. "Kücwuun, 
DS G1P OTHER.G 1P-DEF.GIP NARR say monkey 
The others said, "Monkey, 
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mu u si rn-py) fann-tugu-sikä-gi." 23. Kä Kücwuun 
you G1S FUT FP-be grave-dig-goat-DEF.GIS DS monkey 
it's you who will be the grave-diggers1 goat." Monkey 

si jw0 24. "Don, ffkää y)) 0 yybrb si 
NARR say yes but you.PL SUBJUNC stop SUBJUNC 
said "OK, but wait (first) so (I can) 

me-ε c6d." 25. Kä pi / jw6 "Don." 
song-G3S sing DS G1P NARR say yes 
sing a song." So they said "OK." 

26. Lira ä Caa-wa ta 27. ύ u 
EMPH.G3S PERF warthog-GIS get G1S.COMP PROG 
Meanwhile Warthog was getting 
louder 

näärd. 28. Kä Kücwuun si jwo 
increase.IMPFV DS monkey NARR say 
(lit. increasing). Then Monkey said, 

29. "Κύζύχί, küzüyi, küzüyi, 
kuzuyi kuzuyi kuzuyi 

"Kuzuyi kuzuyi kuzuyi (sound of bogo, a stringed instrument) 

Cin ηύ ' ηά ή-kwü yo nä fj-kwü yo nä 
Leopard mother PAST IP-die ATTEN PAST IP-die ATTEN PAST 
Leopard's mother died, died, 

ή-kwil yo, 
IP-die ATTEN 
died. 

30. si-ge yää-re puni na jiini na jiin), 
bush-G2S thing-DEF.G4 all PROG weep PROG weep 
all the wild animals are weeping, weeping, 

31. Caa-wa si i ji-cyähä-Π," 
warthog-GIS ADV PROG IP-laugh-IMPFV 
but Warthog is laughing." 

32. nia-ä ' nürä ä Ii iah a. 33. Kä Caa-wa si 
SS-NARR return SC G3S repeat DS warthog-GIS NARR 
and (he) repeated it again. Then Warthog 
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ύ piin-ni yydd-yi, 34. ma-ά jw6 35. u gu 
G1S drum.DIM-DEF.G3S stop-CAUS SS-NARR say GIS POT 
stopped his little drum, and tried to close (lit. said 

pwo-g6 td. 36. Ku ßye a ja a td mi. 
mouth-DEF.G2S close G2S NEG PERF be.able SC close NEG 
he would close) his mouth. It couldn't be closed. 

37. Kä u ύ cy6-yi täha ä ßWo-se6-yi 
DS G1S NARR hand-DEF.G2P use SC mouth-skin-DEF.G2S 
He used his hands to grab his cheeks 

cü a d)r) mä dir), 38. yi ßye a jä a 
grab SC pull SS pull G2P NEG PERF be.able SC 
and pulled and pulled, but they couldn't 

ykyan-hi-gii td me. 39. Kä si-ge yää-re 
tooth-G3P-DEF.G3P cover NEG DS bush-G2S thing-DEF.G4 
cover his teeth. Then the other wild animals 

sänn-te s) jwd 40. "S&d u naha ύ 
OTHER-DEF.G4 NARR say truth G1S be.here G1S.COMP 
said, "It 's really true." 

w]," 41. ma-ά Caa-wa cu ä bd ä pyi 
it.is.GIS SS-NARR warthog-GIS grab SC kill SC make 

and (they) grabbed Warthog and killed him and made 

fann-tügo-sikä-yi, 42. kä Kücwuun si shw5. 
grave-dig-goat-DEF.GIS DS monkey NARR save 
him the grave-diggers' goat, and Monkey was saved. 

43. Cire katä-än-re ijkyän-hi-gii ci ßye 
EMPH.G3P laughter-G4-DEF.G4 tooth-G3P-DEF.G3P G3P be 
It is those laughter teeth that Warthog still has (lit. it is those laughter 

Caa-wa ά ami. 
warthog-GIS to thus 
teeth that are to Warthog). 
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The Python 

1. Tapjy66ni canij kä nürnpiJä-gd έ wüu 
the.year.before.last day IND.G2S night-G2S in our 
One day the year before last, at night, our 

pyen-gä shf-in-biJä ä pyi a lyi a kwb 
compound-G2Sperson-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ PERF PAST PERF eat SC finish 
family had finished eating 

mä s)n). 2. Lü-ßirj-k6 laa-yi i kä 
SS lie.down water-cold-DEF.G2S distance-DEF.G2P in DS 
and gone to bed. In the middle of the night 

fyi-tji wa s) m-pä pyin-ge e. 
python-DEF.GIS IND.G1S NARR IP-come compound-DEF.G2S in 
a python came into the compound. 

3. Lira a mi) tü-rji ta 4. u mpyi 
EMPH.G3S PERF my father-DEF.GIS get G1S be.PAST 
At that time my father had 

nä pwunm-pole έ. 5. Uru pwün-rja ä pyi 
with dog-male with EMPH.G1S dog-DEF.GIS PERF PAST 
a male dog. This dog had 

a sin) mii tu-rji ba-g6 pwb-g6 na. 
PERF lie.down my father-DEF.GIS house-DEF.G2S mouth-DEF.G2S at 
lain down at the door of my father's house. 

6. Kä υ ύ wwö-rji tünm-pa-m-p6 Jdgö. 
DS G1S NARR snake-DEF.GIS noise-come-G5-DEF.G5 hear 
Then he heard the sound of the snake coming. 

7. Kä u ύ yfrä ä sä a yu u na. 
DS G1S NARR rise SC go PROG say.IMPFV G1S at 
He got up and went and began barking at it. 

8. U ahä jwö fyi-ηί na, 9. u ar) ntiru 
G1S COND say python-DEF.GIS cat G1S Η AB. SEQ return 
He would bark at the python, and then come back 
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m-pä a yu ba-g6 pwh-g6 na, 
IP-come PROG say.IMPFV house-DEF.G2S mouth-DEF.G2S at 
to bark at the door of the house 

10. ma-ri-i ku Jjagd ni kampe-cT-re 
SS-NARR-PROG G2S scratch.IMPFV with finger-nail-DEF.G4 
and scratch it with his claws, 

έ, 11. ma-ά ' nürä ä kärd wwd-qi cyä-g6 
with SS-NARR return SC go snake-DEF.GIS place-
DEF.G2S 

and then he would go back to where the snake was. 

e. 12. I)kaa lire pye a ja a wwd-rji 
in but EMPH.G3S NEG PERF be.able SC snake-DEF.GIS 

But this was not able to stop the snake. 

sige ιηέ. 13. Kä u ύ jy6 fikü-ba-a-ni 
prevent NEG DS Ö1SNARR enter chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S 

It went into the chicken house 

i 14. mä r)kwu-u-bii jd 15. ma pi 
in SS chicken-G 1P-DEF.G IP swallow SS G1P 

and swallowed the chickens, leaving four. 

sanmii yah a slcyiird. 16. Κ a ρ ire si f6 ä 
OTHER.G1P leave four DS EMPH.G1P NARR run SC 

These ran 

fworo ^kü-ba-a-ηί i. 17. Lira ä 
go.out chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S in EMPH.G3S PERF 
out of the chicken house. Meanwhile 

pwun-yi ta, 18. u ahä ίέ ä kärd mi) 
dog-DEF.GIS get G1S COND run SC go my 
the dog, whenever he ran to the door of my 

tu-Tji ba -g6 β wb~g6 na, 19. u 
father-DEF.GIS house-DEF.G2S mouth-DEF.G2S at G1S 
father's house, his 

titiun-pa ä ta mii tü-rji /. 20. Kä u 
noise-DEF.G5 PERF annoy my father-DEF.GIS in DS G1S 
noise annoyed my father, and he 
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24. I)kää 
but 
But 

U aha 
G1S COND 
When he 

ύ pwun-rji bwbn, 21. ma-ä ba-g6 yala 
NARR dog-DEF.GIS hit SS-NARR house-DEF.G2S do.well 
beat the dog and shut the house up well. 

a td. 22. U ä yaha 23. na pwun-ηϊ si rä 
SC close G1S PERF believe that dog-DEF.GIS FUT go 

He thought that the dog wanted 

a jye ηά dr6 e ba-g6 e. 
PROG enter with EMPH.G1S with house-DEF.G2S in 
to go in with him into the house. 

lire pye ä pwün-ηϊ lähä me. 25. 
EMPH.G3S NEG PERF dog-DEF.GIS cease NEG 
this did not stop the dog. 

sa jw6 fyi-qi na, 26. u mäha nürä ä kärd 
go say python-DEF.GIS at G1S HAB return SC go 
would go and bark at the python, he would go back 

ba-g6 pwb-g6 na. 27. Fyi-qa ä 
house-DEF.G2S mouth-DEF.G2S at python-DEF.GIS PERF 
to the door of the house. The python had 

pyi ä kaijkuro jd, 28. ma-ä fwöra a kard 
PAST PERF five swallow SS-NARR go.out SC go 
swallowed five (chickens), and (it) went out and went 

db-g6 e. 29. Kä pwun-qi si jwd u na 
stream-DEF.G2S to DS dog-DEF.GIS NARR say GIS at 
to the stream. The dog barked at it 

30. f6 mä sä yaha ta-toon-ge e, 31. ma-ά ' nürä ä 
till SS go leave LOC-be.long-G2S in SS-NARR return SC 
till (he) had left (it) at a great distance, and then came back. 

pa. 32. Jlye-ge na kä m)i tu-qi si 
come morning-DEF.G2S on DS my father-DEF.GIS NARR 

In the morning my father 

yirä ä u qkwu-u-bii sanm-ρίί ta 
rise SC G1S chicken-GlP-DEF.GlP OTHER.G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ find 
got up and found that only four of his chickens were left (lit. found the rest 
of his chickens (were) four). 
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sicyiird. 33. Fyi-ga ä pyi a rnpii 
four python-DEF.GIS PERF PAST PERF DEM.G1P 

The python had swallowed 

sanm-ρίί jd. 34. Kä u ύ ύ-yd 
OTHER.G 1P-DEF.G 1Ρ swallow DS G1S NARR G1S-REFL 
the others. He was cross with himself 

ciigä, 35. ma-ά sä pwün-qi cü na 
accuse SS-NARR go dog-DEF.GIS grab PROG 
and went and caught the dog 

n-taali, 36. ma-ά yi jw6 u ä 
IP-caress.IMPFV SS-NARR G2P say G1S to 
and caressed it and said to it 

37. "Nd6 fi)gd sähä si m)) tä mi." 38. Mu 
DEM.G3S like AGAIN NEG.FUT me get NEG you 

"I'll never do that again (lit. the likes of this will never get me again)." 

gu fi-jwd pwün-qi na pu ηύτύ u ä. 
POT FP-say dog-DEF.GIS PROG G5 hear.IMPFV G1S to 
It was as if the dog understood him (lit. you would say the dog was 
hearing it from him). 

39. Cibilaa-ya shuunnS taänrd ta-toro-ge e, kä u 
week-G2P two three LOC-pass-G2S in DS G1S 
Two or three weeks later, 

fyi-qi s) nürä ά kärd Sämbä pyän-gä 
python-DEF.GIS NARR return SC go Samba compound-G2S 
the python returned and went to Samba's compound 

40. mä sä jy6 uru ήkü-ba-a-nf i. 
SS go enter EMPH.G1S chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S in 
and went into his chicken house. 

41. Kä Sämbä si ρέ pi tün- vworo-m-ρέ na, 
DS Samba NARR wake.up G1P noise-go.out-G5-DEF.G5 on 
Samba was woken up by the sound of them ( = chickens) coming out 

42. ma-ä torshi-tji Iwb a kärd 
SS-NARR torch-DEF.GIS take SC go 
and (he) took a torch and went 
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ήkü-ba-a-ni i 43. mä sä ύ tä ani. 
chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S to SS go G1S find there 
to the chicken house and found it there. 

ι 

44. Kä u ύ $kü-ba-a-ni tö ύ nä, 
DS G1S NARR chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S close G1S on 
He shut the chicken house on it 

45. ma-ά f6 a sä ml1 ίύ-qi yyere. 
SS-NARR run SC go my father-DEF.GIS call 
and ran to call my father. 

46. Kä pi / ίή-ρά ύ tä ' 47. ύ ά 
DS G1P NARR IP-come G1S find GIS.COMP PERF 
They came and found it had 

ήkü-ba-a-ni fuia a mügö na fwdrd. 
chicken-house-G3S-DEF.G3S shove SC open PROG go.out.IMPFV 
pushed open the chicken house and was coming out. 

48. Lira a mil tü-tji ta 49. uru mpyi 
EMPH.G3S PERF my father-DEF.GIS get EMPH.G1S was 
At that time my father had 

nä sipcan-ha nä bes6 e. 50. Kä u ύ 
with harpoon-G2S and machete with DS G1S NARR 
a harpoon and a machete. He 

sißcan-h6 wä, 51. kä ku ύ ιή-ρά ji-cürü 
harpoon-DEF.G2S throw DS G2S NARR IP-come IP-stick 
threw the harpoon and it stuck in the middle (of the python). 

nirj-k6 e. 52. Kä u ύ ßyähä ßyähä 53. mä 
middle-DEF.G2S in DS G1S NARR move move SS 

It writhed about and 

s)ßcan-h6 kebe, 54. ma-ά ύ-γό yiri-gd. 
harpoon-DEF.G2S break SS-NARR GlS-REFL rise-CAUSE 
broke the trident, and started to run away. 

55. Kä mil ίύ-rji si f6 a sä käbii-gd lw6. 
DS my father-DEF.GIS NARR run SC go stick-G2S take 
Then my father ran and got a stick. 
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56. Lira a kü tä 
EMPH.G3S PERF G2S find 
Meanwhile 

ä kärd u-yd yy6r6. 64. 
SC go G1S-REFL toward 
home. 

From that day on, 

na yu numpila-ge e, 
PROG say.IMPFV night-G2S in 
again at night 

57. k0 υ fi 
G2S.COMP PROG run.IMPFV 
it was running 

c. 
in 

Jlye-ge na ma-ä 
morning-DEF.G2S on SS-NARR 
In the morning (he) 

66. Ma-ä 
SS-NARR 

kä nürü 
.G1S COND return 

whenever the dog barks 

68. mi) tu-yi mäha 
my father-DEF.GIS HAB 
my father 

na t)-ki6-g6. 58. Kä u ύ f6 a sä kä 
PROG IP-go-IMPFV DS G1S NARR run SC go G2S 
away. He ran to go head it off 

yyä-hä kwön, 59. ma-ä bii-g6 taha ku na, 
face-G2S cut SS-NARR stick-DEF.G2S put.down G2S on 
(lit. to cut its face) and brought the stick down on it, 

60. kä ku ύ ιή-pä fyi-qi ta yacf-ge 
DS G2S NARR IP-come python-DEF.GIS get neck-DEF.G2S 
and it got the python in the neck. 

61. U sähä pye a jä a fb mä. 62. Kä pi 
G1S STILL NEG PERF be.able SC run NEG DS G1P 
It wasn't able to run anymore. Then they 

/ ύ b0. 63. Kä m)i tu-r)i si ύ lwo 
NARR G1S kill DS my father-DEF.GIS NARR G1S take 
killed it, and my father took it 

kü fw6 ä taha 65. pi ä kyä. 
G2S roast SC cook Gl P.COMP PERF eat 
roasted and cooked it and they ate it. 

lwo kuru cänrj-k6 na, 67. pwun-qi 
take EMPH.G2S day-DEF.G2S on dog-DEF 
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fwora a w)) 69. yaa-g6 $k6-mü ki g6, 
go.out SC look thing-DEF.G2S DEM.G2S-REL it.is.G2S REL 
goes out to look and find out (lit. know) what it is. 

70. si ß-c6. 
SUBJUNC IP-know 

Procedural 

How to Cultivate Yams 

Fwü-u-gii Wyiri-qki-ni 
yam-G3P-DEF.G3P cultivate-manner-DEF.G3S 
How to Cultivate Yams 

1. Zän-cyii-yi kä ß-cwd, 2. faa-pyi-i-bff 
rain-first-DEF.G2P COND IP-fall farm-do-GlP-DEF.GlP 
When the first rains fall, the farmers 

mäha fworo fwu-faa-qa i . 3. Pi mäha yiri 
HAB go.out yam-farm-DEF.GIS to G1P HAB get.up 
go out to farm yams. They get up and 

4. ma-ά mpd-gii id f616, 5. ma-ä ή-kwö 
SS-SEQ mound-DEF.G3P cover first SS-SEQ IP-finish 
make (lit. cover) the mounds first, and finish, 

6. ma-ά fwu-shi-rji Iwb 7. ma-ä ύ cyirige 
SS-SEQ yam-seed-DEF.G 1S take SS-SEQ G1S chop.in.pieces 
and take the seed-yams, and chop them 

my ehe myehe, 8. mä lwb na ß-cinmi. 9. Jij6 
"bits" "bits" SS take PROG IP-plant.IMPFV DEM.G2P 
into small pieces and take them and begin planting. Those 

yi pye nä ' fyin-yi i g6, 10. ma-ri-i 
G2P be with sprout-DEF.G2P with REL SS-SEQ-PROG 
that have (lit. are with) sprouts (they) take care 

yire käänmücä-ä 11. ya hk ή-kwb ij-kyeega 
EMPH.G2P take.care.of-IMPFV G2P PROH FP-finish FP-break 
of them so they ( = the sprouts) don't break. 
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me. 12. Ma-ά ή-kwö 13. ma-ά mpd-gii 
NEG SS-SEQ IP-finish SS-SEQ mound-DEF.G3P 

(They) finish, and then cover the top of the mounds 

τήβί-ηί tö ηά w€-yi i 14. walisa 
top-DEF.GIS cover with leaf-DEF.G2P with so.that 
with leaves, so that 

mbyim-pe si ή-kwörö fwu-ü-na ä 15. Ii 
moisture-DEF.G5 SUBJUNC IP-remain yam-G3S-DEF.G3S to G3S 
the moisture remains for the yam 

fyin-m) s) ή-tään. 16. Ci ahä τή-ρά fyin, 
sprout-G5 SUBJUNC IP-be.sweet G3P COND IP-come sprout 
so that it's sprouting will be easy. When they ( = the yams) sprout, 

17. pi at1 w6-yi laha ci na, 18. ma-a 
G1P HAB.SEQ leaf-DEF.G2P take.off G3P on SS-SEQ 
they ( = the farmers) take the leaves off of them, and 

käbii-yd cürügö mpd-gff na, 19. fwu-fyin-ya 
stick-G2P stick.in mound-DEF.G3P on yam-sprout-DEF.G2P 
stick sticks into the mound, and the yam sprouts 

as) yfrä ä dügd y)r& nä. 20. Ci ahä 
HAB.SEQ get.up SC climb EMPH.G2P on G3P COND 
climb upon them. When they 

ιή-ρά ιή-pyi ηά ßyz-yi ί, 21. pi ari c) faä, 
IP-come IP-be with grass-G2P with G1P HAB.SEQ G3P hoe 
come to have weeds, they hoe them, 

22. ma-ά ci yäla a dürügö. 23. Ci a/ιά 
SS-SEQ G3P do.well SC climb.CAUS G3P COND 
and make them go up well. When they 

ιή-ρά no, 24. ci tir)-yi mäJia waha, 
IP-come arrive G3P vine-DEF.G2P HAB dry 
are ripe, their vines dry up, 
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25. pi arl c) tügd. 26. Amun) wüu mäha 
G1P HAB.SEQ G3S dig thus we HAB 
and then they dig them up. It is thus that we 

fwit-u-gii wyere. 
yam-G3P-DEF.G3P cultivate 
cultivate yams. 

How the Senufo Bury their Dead 

Note: In the following text the speaker begins with the assumption that the 
dead person could be either a man or a woman. Three is the symbol for a 
man, and four for a woman. Hence, in 36, three cloths would be used for a 
man, and four for a woman. In S3, the speaker (a man) begins to assume 
that the dead person is a man. This is shown by the number three in 70 and 
114. This is reflected in the glossing: s/he is used up until 53, and only he 
afterwards. 

Senufo-o-bii Kwu-t6-ni 
Senufo-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ die-bury-DEF.G3S 
How The Senufo Bury Their Dead 

1. IJgd-mü u a kwü k6, 2. uru mi-gi 
DEM.G1S-REL G1S PERF die REL EMPH.G1S name-G2S 
The one who has died is called (lit. his/her 

ku jiye bu-qi. 3. Wä gä ή-kwü, 
G2S be dead.person-DEF.G 1S IND.G1S COND IP-die 
name is) the "bu". When someone dies, 

4. pi mäha υ wuli, 5. ma-ά ό pwö ηά väänn-td 
G1P HAB G1S bathe SS-SEQ G1S tie with cloth-cover 
they bathe him/her and wrap him/her in a blanket 

walä ceväänntin-rji ί, 6. mäha sini-yi 
or kind.of.robe-DEF.G2S with HAB lie.down-CAUS 
or an "orphan's robe" and lay (him/her) down 

u ntä-ä-ni na, 7. ma-ά q-kar6 
G1S courtyard-G3S-DEF.G3S at SS-SEQ IP-go 
in his/her courtyard, and go 
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bä-än-ni i, 8. ma-ά sä 
vestibule-G3S-DEF.G3S in SS-SEQ go 
to the vestibule and go 

sän-yi yige mäha wyi. 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P take.out HAB whistle 
send out the announcements of the death. 

9. Sän-yi mäha sä jw6 mpirä a ye? 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P HAB go say INTERR.G 1Ρ to Q 
Who are the announcements made to? 

10. U c)nm-pyi-i-bii 
G1S blood-child-G 1P-DEF.G1Ρ 
His/her female blood relatives 

ήψίί 
DEM.G1P 
who are married, 

sän-yi jwo 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P say 
announce the death to them. 

cinm-pyi-cyi-e-bff 
blood-child-woman-G 1 P-DEF.G1Ρ 

pi ßye näm-ba-ye e k6, 11. pi mäha sä 
G1P be man-house-G2P in REL G1P HAB go 

they go 

pira a. 12. Pire 
EMPH.G1P to EMPH.G1P 

ne 
näm-ba-a-bft \ ihaha vään-y) wwü mäha m-pä 
man-house-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ HAB cloth-G2P take.from HAB IP-coi 
The husbands of these take cloths and come 

n-taha ä pi cyd-e-bii cinmpworo-qi td. 
IP-use SC G1P woman-G 1 P-DEF.G IP blood.relative-DEF.GIS bury 
use them to bury the kinsperson of their wives. 

13. Sän-yi kä-wyi-i-ni 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P affair-whistle-G3S-DEF.G3S 
What is the reason for the death announcements 

Ii βye pücir-j-bi/ä ä hdir6 ye? 
G3S be married.woman-G 1 P-DEF.G IP to INTERR.G3S Q 
being made to the married women? 

14. Pire ßye pyin-ge e niqk) me. 15. Süpyä 
EMPH.G1P be compound-DEF.G2S in still NEG person 
They are no longer in the family compound. When a 
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kä ή-kwü, 16. υ cinm-pyi-i-bii pi ä yaa 
COND IP-die G1S blood-child-GlP-DEF.GlP G1P PERF ought 
person dies, his/her blood relatives ought 

17. pi 0 u to. 18. U c)nm-pyi-i-bff 
G1P SUBJUNC G1S bury G1S blood-child-GlP-DEF.GlP 
to bury him/her. His/her blood relatives 

rhpii pi pye cinm-pyi-cyi-e-bii kd, 19. na 
DEM.G1P G1P be blood-child-woman-GlP-DEF.GlP REL that 
who are female blood relatives, that 

pire pye näm-ba-yf i k6, 
EMPH.G1P be man-house-DEF.G2P in REL 
are married, 

20. sän-yi ka-wyi-i-nf 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P affair-whistle-G3S-DEF.G3S 
the reason the death announcements 

ii pye pira ä, 21. 
G3S be EMPH.G1P to 
are made to them 

pire s) m-pa pi 
EMPH.G1P SUBJUNC IP-come G1P 
is so that they come and 

cinmpworo-gi td. 
blood.relative-DEF.G 1S bury 
bury their blood relative. 

22. Pi aha san-yi yiga a kwb, 
G1P COND death.announcement-DEF.G2P take.out SC finish 
When they have finished sending out the announcements, 

23. bu-jji ' si ή-tö cäntj-k6 r)kd-mü 
dead.person-DEF.G 1S FUT FP-bury day-DEF.G2S DEM.G2S-REL 
the day when the dead person will be buried, 

k0, 24. pi maha u sbnya a shwbn. 
REL G1P HAB G1S celebrate SC pass.night 

they celebrate the entire night (i.e. preceding the burial). 

25. Ya-tinm-pw0-on-bii maha m-pyi ani 
thing-make.noise-hit-GlP-DEF.GlP HAB IP-be there 
The musicians are there 
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26. pi ί wä na ya-ti-r6 bwü-ύη, 
G1P SEQ be.there PROG thing-make.noise-DEF.G4 hit-IMPFV 
playing their instruments, 

27. ma-ä wä na η-kwbhb-li. 
SS-SEQ be.there PROG IP-dance-IMPFV 
and dancing. 

28. Ku canga nümpanga na pi mäha sä wyi-ge 
G2S day.G2S tomorrow.G2S on G1P HAB go ho!e-DEF.G2S 
The next day they go dig the hole. 

tUgd. 29. Clnm-pyi-cye-e-bilä ä 
dig blood-child-woman-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ to 

The female blood relatives to whom 

san-ya a wy) k6, 30. ρ ire 
death.announcement-DEF.G2P PERF whistle REL EMPH.G1P 
the death announcements were made, their 

näm-ba-a-bii mäha ni-pa nä vään-yi ). 
man-house-Gl P-DEF.G IP HAB IP-come with cloth-DEF.G2P with 
husbands bring the cloths. 

31. U cinm-pyi-i-bii näm-ba-a-bii 
G1S blood-child-GlP-DEF.GlP man-house-Gl P-DEF.G IP 
His/her male blood relatives 

ihpii pi ßye pyin-ge e k6, 32. pire 
DEM.G1P G1P be compound-DEF.G2S in REL EMPH.G1P 
who are in the family compound, they 

ηιύ mäha vään-yi wwü ηί ή-tähä bu-ηί 
also HAB cloth-G2P take.from PURP FP-use dead.person-DEF.GlS 
also take out cloths in order to use them to bury the dead person. 

td. 33. Bu-yi cann-tdr)-k6 pi mäha 
bury dead.person-DEF.GlS day-bury-DEF.G2S G1P HAB 

The day of the burial of the dead person they 

yire vään-yi bin). 34. ]lj6 έ u 
EMPH.G2P cloth-DEF.G2P put.together DEM.G2P with G1S 
gather these cloths together. Those with which s/he 
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si m-pwb k6, 35. pi ί yir6 wwQ 
FUT FP-tie REL G1P SEQ EMPH.G2P take.from 
will be wrapped they take 

vään-yi i, 36. vään-y) täänr6 wälä sicyiird, 
cloth-DEF.G2P in cloth-G2P three or four 
from the other cloths, three or four cloths, 

37. yj're mäha n-tahä ä bu-ηί ρ wo. 
EMPH.G2P HAB IP-use SC dead.person-DEF.GIS tie 
these are used to wrap the dead person. 

38. Pi aha ύ pw6 έ kwb, 39. pi f ύ 
G1P COND G1S tie SC finish G1P SEQ G1S 
When they have finished wrapping him/her, they 

wuli-zän-ni wül). 40. 
bathe-last-DEF.G3S bathe 
give him/her his/her last bath. 

mäha lwo-h6 kä 
HAB water-DEF.G2S IND.G2S 
draw some water 

Lire wuli-zän-ni, pi 
EMPH.G3S bathe-last-DEF.G3S G1P 
This last bath, they 

kwd, 41. mäha le pe-ge e, 
draw HAB put pot-G2S in 

and put it in a large pot, 

42. ma-a ηί-ρά kuru yydd-yi, 43. ma-ä 
SS-SEQ IP-come EMPH.G2S stop-CAUS SS-SEQ 
and come and stand it (next to the body) and 

cyS-yi le kuru lwo-h6 e, 44. mäha n-tähä a 
hand-DEF.G2P put EMPH.G2Swater-DEF.G2S in HAB IP-use SC 
put their hands in that water and use it to 

ύ tdd-yi cwuugo. 45. Lire k6rb pi ä pi 
G1S foot-DEF.G2P rub EMPH.G3S meaning G1P PERF G1P 
rub his/her feet. The meaning of this (is) they have 

clnmpworo-ηί wuli-zän-ni wüll 
blood.relative-DEF.G 1S bathe-last-DEF.G3S bathe 
given their blood relative the last bath. 

46. Pi ahä wulf ämu, 47. pi / ύ ' lwS, 
G1P COND bathe thus G1P SEQ G1S take 
When they have bathed him/her thus, they take him/her, 
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48. kän-he näßßi-pyi-Γέ mäha u Iwb, 
village-DEF.G2S young.man-child-DEF.G4 HAB G1S take 
the young men of the village take him/her, 

49. ma-ά wä na q-kwbhb-fi nä ύ 6, 
SS-SEQ be.there PROG IP-dance-IMPFV with G1S with 
and begin dancing with him/her, 

50. pi si i ya-ti-r6 bwü-ύη p) 
G1P ADV PROG thing-make.noise-DEF.G4 hit-IMPFV G1P 
while they ( = musicians) play the instruments in front of them 
( = dancers). 

yyä-hä nä. 51. Pi ahä ύ kwbhb mä pa fworo 
face-G2S on G1P COND G1S dance SS come go.out 

When they have danced with him/her and come out 

bän-ßwb-gö e, 52. pi ί ύ ' sini-ηέ 
vestibule-mouth-DEF.G2S from G1P SEQ G1S lie.down-CAUS 
of the vestibule door, they lay him/her down 

ci-g6 jiwohi i. 53. Kuru ci-g6 
tree-DEF.G2S underneath at EMPH.G2S tree-DEF.G2S 
underneath the tree. Underneath this tree, 

jiwohi i kämpyi nb u ßye ύ wi, 
underneath at if man G1S be GIS.COMP it.is.GIS 

if it's a man, 

54. bu-ηί cwd-rji mäha u iy)-zän-ni 
dead.person-DEF.GIS wife-DEF.GIS HAB G1S eat-last-DEF.G3S 
the dead person's wife gives him his last meal 

kan 55. ύ ά ly). 56. Vään-yi ) u 
give G1S.COMP PERF eat cloth-DEF.G2P with G1S 

to eat. The clothes in which he 

a kwü ke, 57. waiä vään-yi na u mpyi a 
PERF die REL or cloth-DEF.G2P on G1S PAST PERF 
died, or the cloths on which he was lying 

sM 58. nia-ά jj-kwü ke, 59. bu-ηί 
lie.down SS-SEQ IP-die REL dead.person-DEF.GIS 

when he died, the dead person's 
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cwd-rjf mäha yire vään-yi jyd, 60 . ma-ä 
wife-DEF.GIS HAB EMPH.G2P cloth-DEF.G2P wash SS-SEQ 
wife washes those cloths and comes and 

ίή-ρά yi tirigd ύ tään, 61. ma-ä yi ' lw5 
IP-come G2P go.down.CAUS G1S beside SS-SEQ G2P take 
puts them down beside him and then takes them 

mäha q-kare pyin-ge e, 6 2 . ma-ä sä yi cää 
HAB IP-go compound-DEF.G2S in SS-SEQ go G2P spread 
and goes to the family compound and hangs them up 

cookoo-qi na. 6 3 . Pi mäha bu-rji Iwb anf 
spout-DEF.GIS on G1P HAB dead.person-DEF.GIS take there 
on a rain spout. They take the dead person from there 

nirjk), 6 4 . mäha m-pä ' sini-ηέ bä-än-ni 
again HAB IP-come lie.down-CAUS vestibule-G3S-DEF.G3S 
again and come and lay him down at the door of the vestibule. 

jiwd-gd na. 6 5 . Lira ä ta 6 6 . pi a 
mouth-DEF.G2S at EMPH.G3S PERF get G1P PERF 

Meanwhile they have 

pännämbuüji-yi yä yeeie mä yire pwo. 6 7 . Pi 
palm.leaf.ribs-DEF.G2P IND.G2P split SS EMPH.G2P tie G1P 
split some palm frond ribs and tied them (to make a litter). 

mäha yire pyi keri-yi. 6 8 . Yire e 
HAB EMPH.G2P make litter-DEF.G2P EMPH.G2P in 
They call this (lit. these) the keriye. It is on this 

bu-ηί mäha m-pwo nä me-e-r€ έ. 
dead.person-DEF.GIS HAB IP-tie with rope-G4-DEF.G4 with 
that the dead person is tied with rope. 

6 9 . Sh)-in shuunnä äs) ύ lw5 ä tugo, 
person-GlP two HAB.SEQ G1S take SC carry 
Then two people take and carry him on their heads, 

7 0 . ma-ä 'ßähänä bä-än-ni ßwb-g6 na mä 
SS-SEQ swing vestibule-G3S-DEF.G3S mouth-DEF.G2S at SS 
and swing (him) at the door of the vestibule 
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ta täänrd, 71. nrn-ä käntu-go wä bä-än-nä a 
get three SS-SEQ back-G2S throw vestibule-G3S-DEF.G3S to 
three times, and turn their backs to the vestibule 

na r)-kei-g6 fan-yf i. 
PROG IP-go-IMPFVgrave-DEF.G2P to 
to go to the graveyard. 

72. Cyi-ge kä na βye fanq-küü-Tji na, 
place-DEF.G2S IND.G2S PROG be grave-road-DEF.GIS on 
There is a certain place on the path to the graveyard, 

73. pi mäha kuru pyi kadiicyd-yf, 74. pi / 
G1P HAB EMPH.G2S call kaducye-DEF.G2P G1P SEQ 
they call it the kaducyeya, (there) they 

bu-ηί tirigd, 75. nrn-ä 
dead.person-DEF.G 1S go.down.CAUS SS-SEQ 
set the dead person down, and 

fan η - tügö- sikä-rji bo, 76. ma-ά ' ηά ä ta a 
grave-dig-goat-DEF.G 1S kill SS-SEQ afterwards SC get SC 
kill the 'grave-diggers' goat1, and then pick him up. 

ύ lw5. 77. Uru fann-tägö-sikä-tji mäha tj-kan 
G1S take EMPH.G1S grave-dig-goat-DEF.G IS HAB IP-give 

This 'grave-diggers' goat' is given 

fann-tüg-i-bilä ä, 78. wpii pi a sä 
grave-dig-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ to DEM.G1P G1P PERF go 
to the grave-diggers, those who went 

bu-ηί fant)-k6 kwbn k6. 79. Pi ahä 
dead-person-DEF.G 1S grave-DEF.G2S cut REL G1P COND 
and dug the dead person's grave. When they 

ύ ' lw5 lir6 6, 80. pi ί fckärS ' nä ύ 6 
G1S take EMPH.G3S in G1P SEQ IP-go with G1S with 
have picked him up after this, they take him 

fan-yi i. 
grave-DEF.G2P to 
to the graveyard. 
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81. Di fanq-k6 mäha n-tuga ä jwu ye? 82. Ku mäha 
how grave-DEF.G2S HAB IP-dig SC say Q G2S HAB 
How is the grave dug? It 

m-pyi wy)-gii shuunnf bien-yi fiig6. 83. Pi ahä 
IP-be hoIe-G3P two well-G2P like G1P COND 
consists of two hole like wells. They 

kürti ' tügä ä cüga ämü, 83. pi / kü ίύτύ 
EMPH.G2S dig SC be.deep thus G1P SEQ G2S pierce 
dig it deep like that, then they pierce it 

jiwohi i, 84. mäha fworo ku-yd nä. 85. Wyi-ge 
underneath at HAB go.out G2S-REFL on hole-DEF.G2S 
at the bottom and make it come out on itself. The big hole 

ku βye tire wyi-gi-gif mü s/ιύύηη) 
G2S be EMPH.G3P hole-G3P-DEF.G3P also two 
which is between these two holes, 

shwdho-i7/ i k6, 86. kure e bu-qi 
between-DEF.G 1S in REL EMPH.G2S in dead.person-DEF.GIS 

it is in that which the dead person 

mäha sinf-qe. 87. Pi ahä ύ ' sinf-qä ämü, 
HAB lie.down-CAUS G1P COND G1S lie.down-CAUS thus 
is laid down. When they have laid him down thus, 

88. pi ί ' bini-qi cyiri niqi i, 
G1P SEQ palm.stem.mat-DEF.G 1S cut middle.G2S in 
they cut the palm stem mat down the middle and use it 

89. mäha n-taha a wyi-gi-gff kämpan-yi mü shüünni 
HAB IP-use SC hole-G3P-DEF.G3P side-DEF.G2P also two 
to close the holes on the two sides (i.e. the ends of the tunnel) 

to. 90. Keri-yi na u mpyi ä pwo k6, 
close litter-DEF.G2P on G1S PAST PERF tie REL 

The litter on which he had been tied, 

91. ma-ά yi ker)-yi cyiri-ge, 92. mäha n-taha a 
SS-SEQ G2P litter-DEF.G2P cut-PL HAB IP-use SC 
(they) divide that litter and use it 
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kü siiqe, 93. ma-ä ' nä ä ta ä pwo-o-rd 
G2S prop SS-SEQ afterward SC get SC dirt-G4-DEF.G4 
to prop it ( = the mat) and only then are allowed to put earth down. 

tirigfc. 94. Bu-ηί kbnl mäha m-pyi ani 
go.down.CAUS dead.person-DEF.GIS TOP HAB IP-be there 

The dead person is there 

kuru wyT-ge e. 95. Pwo-ro si nb ύ nä 
EMPH.G2S hole-DEF.G2S in dirt-G4 FUT arrive G1S on 
in that big hole. Earth won't get on him. 

mi. 96. Pi ahä pwo-o-τέ täha a kü pi, 
NEG G1P COND dirt-G4-DEF.G4 use SC G2S fill 

When they have used earth to fill it, 

97. pi ί kwü-ün-ni td 98. fo mäha Ii 
G1PSEQ tumulus-G3S-DEF.G3S cover till HAB G3S 
they raise the grave mound until it 

durugo, 99. ma-ä ' Iähä käntu-go wä 100. mäha 
go.up.CAUS SS-SEQ take.off back-G2S throw HAB 
goes up (i.e. above the ground) and then they turn their backs and 

η-kare pyen-ga. 101. Bu-qi kbna a td 
IP-go compound-G2S dead.person-DEF.GIS TOP PERF bury 
go home. As for the dead person, he is finished being 

a kwb, 102. gkää bu-qi kär-i-gii jiye a 
SC finish but dead.person affair-G3P-DEF.G3P NEG PERF 
buried, but the dead person's affairs are not 

kwb mi. 103. Pi mäha m-ρά shwon lire e, 
finish NEG G1P HAB IP-come pass.night EMPH.G3S in 
finished. They come pass the night after this, 

104. ku cantja nümpanqa na, pi i ' nä ä ta 
G2S day.G2S tomorrow.G2S on G1P SEQ afterward SC get 
and the next day they 

ä bu-qi kwbhb-re pyi. 
SC dead.person-DEF.GIS dance-DEF.G4 do 
do the dance of the dead person. 
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105. Di pi mäha kwbhö-re pyi ä jwu ye? 106. Pi 
how G1P HAB dance-DEF.G4 do SC say Q G1P 
How do they do the dance? They 

mäha fögö-qi mähänä. 107. Lire mäha 
HAB circIe-DEF.GIS go.round EMPH.G3S HAB 
go around in a circle. At this point 

ya-tinm-pw6-on-bii ta 108. pi ά ίέέη, 
thing-make.noise-hit-GlP-DEF.GlP get G1P.COMP PERF sit 
the musicians have sat down 

109. ma-rf-i ya-ti-r6 bwü-ύη. 
SS-SEQ-PROG thing-make.noise-DEF.G4 hit-IMPFV 
and are playing their instruments. 

110. Shin mähä shin u pye bu-qi 
person HAB person G1S be dead.person-DEF.GIS 
Every person who is a blood relative of the dead person, 

cinmpworo k6, 111. mu aha mähänä ä pa no 
blood.relative REL you COND go.round SC come arrive 

you circle around and arrive 

ya-tinm-pw0-on-bii tään, 112. lira ä ta 
thing-make.noise-hit-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ beside EMPH.G3S PERF get 
beside the musicians, at this point 

113. mu ä ta mähä-rjii taanr6, 114. mu mäha kämpya-a 
you PERF get turning-G3P three you HAB cowry-G3P 
you have gone three times around, you take out 

wäiä 'wyere wwü mäha rj-kan ya-tinm-pwö-on-bi/ä 
or money take.out HAB IP-give thing-make.noise-hit-G 1 P-DEF.G IP 
cowries or money and give (them/it) to the musicians. 

a. 115. Lire na pye kömi bu-qi 
to EMPH.G3S PROG be like dead.person-DEF.GIS 

This is as if 

särägä-qi käsänrä-gä wü-qi y)i pye na 
offering-DEF.G 1S last-G4 POSS-DEF.G1S you.PL be PROG 
you are making the dead person's last offering. 
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wwu. 116. Yl) ahä tir6 mähanä a kwb, 
take.out.IMPFV you.PL COND EMPH.G4 go.round SC finish 

When you have finished going round, 

117. ihpff pi si kwhhb-re pyi g6, 
DEM.G1P G1P FUT dance-DEF.G4 do REL 
those who will do the dance, 

118. ρ ire mäha ηά ä ta ά fwora a jyd 
EMPH.G1P HAB afterward SC get SC go.out SC enter 
they can go into the circle afterwards 

fögö-rji j, 119. wa-ä wyirä-rji tää. 
circle-DEF.GIS in SS-SEQ money-DEF.GIS divide.up 

and divide up the money. 

120. Di uru wyiri-t)i mäha η-ίάΐά 
how EMPH.G1S money-DEF.GIS HAB IP-divide.up 
How is the money divided up? 

ä jwu ye? 121. Mpif pi ä pa bu-ηί 
SC say Q DEM.G1P G1P PERF come dead.person-DEF.GIS 

Those who have come to bury the dead person, 

td k.6, 122. clnmpworo kür-i-gif ηά 
bury REL blood.relative road-G3P-DEF.G3P on 

the married women who have come 

pücir-i-bii pi ä pa k6, 
married.woman-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ G1P PERF come REL rise 
because of the ties of kinship, 

123. säna pire pi 0 yir) pi kan-yi 
before EMPH.G1P G1P SUBJUNC rise G1P village-DEF.G2P 
before they leave their villages, 

na k6, 124. pi ηά cyd-e-bif pii mäha 
at REL G1P and woman-G 1 P-DEF.G IP IND.G1P HAB 

they and some women 

m-pa. 125. Pi mäha pire pyi ku-sάhά-shyέ-e-bίί. 
IP-come G1P HAB EMPH.G1P call road-still-go-GlP-DEF.GlP 
come. They call these "those still on the road". 
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126. Pi ä pa mä pa pücir-i-bii 
G1P PERFcome SS come married.woman-GlP-DEF.GlP 
They have come to the family compound of the married kinswomen 

pyen-ga pi c)nmp woro-qi h-tö-ηί na. 
compound-G2S G1P blood.relative-DEF.G 1S NOM-bury-DEF.G 1S on 
to the burial of their blood relative. 

127. Pi mäha wyärä-yi täia ä le cire 
G1P HAB money-DEF.GlS divide.up SC put EMPH.G3P 
They divide up the money among these 

kHr-i-gite c. 128. Ya - tinm -p w5- on - bii pi 
road-G3P-DEF.G3Pin thing-make.noise-hit-GlP-DEF.GlP G1P 
women (lit. divide and put in these roads). The musicians who are there, 

ßye ani ke, 129. ma-ä ' wyere kin pira ä sd/ό df 
be there REL SS-SEQ money give EMPH.G1P to truth in 

(they) give lots of money to them, 

pitet) ηά vään-yä. 
maybe and cloth-G2P 
and maybe (Fr. peut-etre) also clothes. 

130. Bu-qi kwdhd-ra ä pyi, 131. ku 
dead.person-DEF.G 1S dance-DEF.G4 PERF do G2S 
(When) the dance of the dead person has been done, the 

canrja nümpanga na bu-ηί td-td 
day.G2S tomorrow.G2S on dead.person-DEF.G IS bury-bury 
next day the funeral 

nämpwu-un-bii mäha ß-caala. 132. Bu-ηί 
guest-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ HAB IP-disperse dead.person-DEF.G IS 
guests disperse. At the time the dead person 

tä-yige-g6 e fana pi mäha wyäre-qi wwü 
LOC-take.out-DEF.G2S in also G1P HAB money-DEF.GIS take .out 
is taken out (on the way to being buried) they also bring out money 

na wa-a, 133. ma-ri-i wyeri-yi 
PROG throw-IMPFV SS-SEQ-PROG money-DEF.GIS 
and throw it, and give money 
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kä-än kwü-kwbh-i-bilä ä. UA.Näjiji-i-bif 
give-IMPFV die-dance-GlP-DEF.GlPto young.man-GlP-DEF.GlP 
to the 'death-dancers'. The young men 

pi fly ε na u kwbhb-Ώ k6, 135. pi mäha 
G1P be PROG G1S dance-IMPFV REL G1P HAB 
who are dancing with him, they 

wyärä-gi kä-än pirä ά. 136. Lire 
money-DEF.GIS give-IMPFV EMPH.G1P to EMPH.G3S 
give money to them. The meaning 

k0rb-t)i u flye bu-qi pyin-gä 
meaning-GIS G1S be dead.person-DEF.GIS compound-G2S 
of this is the family of the dead person 

shi-in-bfi na bu-gi käsänrä-gä 
person-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ PROG dead.person-DEF.GIS last-G2Soffering-
are making the last offering of the dead person. 

sasägä-ηί wwü. 
DEF.G1S take .out 

137. Ayiwä, ämun) senufö-o-bii kwü-u-bii mäha 
well thus Senufo-Gl P-DEF.G IP die-Gl P-DEF.G IP HAB 
Well, that is how the dead of the Senufo 

n-tu-ni. 
IP-bury-IMPFV 
are buried. 
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Expository 

Note: In the following text, the murmers of assent of the addressee are 
included in parentheses. The addressee (E) contributes more substantial turns 
at 17, 24, and 55. Hesitations and restarts on the part of the main speaker 
(K) are symbolized [ ]. 

The Cause of Discord Between Children and Parents 

1. K: SupyT-re m-bb-mbää-ηί, (mm) ßähä 
person-DEF.G4 NOM-agree-without-DEF.GIS what 
Discord (between) people, what 

ku ßya ηά supyi-re m-bd-mbää-i7/ ) 
G2S be with person-DEF.G4 NOM-agree-without-DEF.GIS with 
is it which causes (lit. is with) discord (between) people 

nißjaä ye? (mm) 2. Mu ahä Π käänmücya, (mm) 3. ayiwa, 
today Q you COND G3S notice well, 
today? If you notice, 

dnmpyi-i-bii ßya a b& me, (mm) 
blood.relative-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ NEG PERF agree NEG 
relatives don't get along, 

4. si-ßie-bii ßya a bd me. (mm) 
be.born-one.like.Gl P-DEF.G IP NEG PERF agree NEG 
brothers and sisters don't get along. 

5. IJkää yaa-g6 ku si ή-tä Ii "β wo-hi i k6, 
but thing-DEF.G2S G2S FUT FP-find G3S bottom-G2S in REL 
But the thing which is behind it, 

6. m)) na sbnqi, (mm) näfbürj-kwü-iji. (mm) 
I PROG think.IMPFV wealth-desire.for-DEF.GIS 
I think, (is) the desire for wealth. 

7. Näfbü-ija a tään wüu punä ä. (mm) 8. By6-mü 
wealth-DEF.GIS PERF be.sweet we all to all-also 
We all like wealth. Everyone 

ßya si wä ta. (mm) 9. Lire mäha m-pa nä 
be FUT IND.G1S get EMPH.G3S HAB IP-come with 
wants to (lit. will) get some. This brings (lit. comes with) 
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ih-bd-mbää-ηί ), 10. pärsk6, mu aJiä a 
NOM-agree-without-DEF.G 1S with because you COND PROG 
discord, since (Fr. parce que) if you are 

u cä-ä, (mm) 11. mu yäbä-ηϊ mäha u cya. 
G1S seek-IMPFV you EMPH-DEF.G1S HAB G1S seek 
seeking it you yourself seek it. 

12. Mu si ß-ja ή-tin ύ έ mä. (mhm) 
you FUT FP-be.able FP-be.satiated G1S in NEG 
You can't be satiated with it. 

13. ε, Mu ηά wä kä wwö ύ nä, 
you and IND.G1S COND unite G1S on 
If you and someone get together for it, 

yti jiya a süpyigi-Γέ Je yi-y£ 
you.PL NEG PERF love-DEF.G4 put you.PL-REFL 
you don't put love between you, 

(mm) 14. 

shwbhole 
between 

ηέ 
if 
if 

e, 
in 

15. ma-ri-i käänmücä-ä me, 
SS-SEQ-PROG you.PL-REFL check-IMPFV NEG 
and keep checking on each other, 

(mm) 

16. wajib6 u ßya ύ wi 
necessity G1S be G1S.COMP it.is.GIS 
it's a sure thing you will eventually 

yi) si m-pa 
you.PL FUT FP-come 

lähä y)-y& nä 
let.go you.PL-REFL on 
separate from each other 

17. Ε: Y)) gü 
you.PL POT 
You would 

ή-däha 
FP-let.go 

y)-yd nä. 
you.PL-REFL on 
separate from each other. 

18. K: näfftü-Tji 
wealth-DEF.GIS 

kürügd. 
because.of 
because of wealth. 

19. IJkää mil ä Ii jäcyi-qi cü, (mm) 
but I PERF G3S importance-DEF.GIS grab 
But I know how important it is (lit. grasped it's importance) 

20. mii 
I 
I 

βye na miiri, 21. süpyä nä süpyä pye ä yaa 
be PROG think person and person NEG PERF ought 
think, (that) people (lit. a person and a person) ought not 
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22. pi 0 läha ρί-yd nä 
G1P SUBJUNC let.go G1P-REFL on 
to separate from each other over wealth, 

näfüü-iji kürügd 
wealth-DEF.G 1S because.of 

mi, (nuii) 23. pärsk6 süpyigi-rä ά 
NEG because love-DEF.G4 PERF 

because love is better 

fkn-hä tö 
power-G2S cover 

näfUü-jji na. 
wealth-DEF.G IS on 
than wealth. 

24. E: Näkaanu baä. 
discussion.G4 without 
Without a doubt. 

25. K: Mi) 
I 
I 

na 
PROG 
think 

sdnyi 
think.IMPFV 

26. m-bd-rja a pwbrb 
NOM-agree-DEF.G 1S PERF be.better 
harmony is better 

(mm) 

näfüü-qi εε ß-cya-ηί na. 
wealth-DEF.G IS uh NOM-seek-DEF.G 1S on 
than the search for wealth. 

(mm) 

27. Yaa-g6 ku pye na pyi-i-bii nä 
thing-DEF.G2S G2S be PROG child-GlP-DEF.GlP and 
The thing which separates the children and 

ti-i-btf lard pl-γέ ηά ge, (mm) 
father-GlP-DEF.GlP take.off.IMPFV G1P-REFL on REL 
the fathers from each other, 

28. mu ahä Iir6 jäcyi-ηΐ cü, (mm) 
you COND EMPH.G3S importance-DEF.GlSgrab 
if you judge rightly, 

29. näföü-yi kampanya na jiya άόόηί, (mm) 30. 
wealth-DEF.G IS side.G2S on be a.bit 
wealth plays a small role (lit. the side of wealth is a bit), 

num-bwo-d-ni li jiya: (mm) 31. pyi-i-bii 
ADJ-big-G3S-DEF.G3S G3S be child-GlP-DEF.GlP 
biggest thing is: children 

Tjkaa li 
but G3S 
but the 

sähä pye na yire-gd (mm) tdd-cyli-ni fiigd 
STILL NEG PROG counsel-IMPFV time-first-DEF.G3S like 
are no longer counselled like they were in the old 
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mi. (mm) 32. Ka-pd-gii sähä fly ε na yu 
NEG afTair-be.bad-DEF.G3P STILL NEG PROG say.IMPFV 
days. Bad deeds are no longer pointed out (lit. said) 

pyhi-bii fly)) nä mi. 33. Fold [ ] 
child-GlP-DEF.GlP eye on NEG first 
before the children. Before, 

nbgö-lyd-ηί mpyi mäha jä ά teen, 
person-be.old-DEF.G 1S PAST HAB be.able SC sit 
the old man ( = the head of the family) used to be able to sit 

(mm) 34. ma-a yi jwü py)-i-bii fly)) nä, (mm) 
SS-SEQ G2P say child-GlP-DEF.GlP eye on 
and say in the presence of the children, 

35. "Nd6 fly ε na m-pyi mi. (mhrii) 36. Ndi fly ε 
DEM.G3S NEG PROG IP-do NEG DEM.G3S NEG 
"This is not done. This is 

na m-pyi mi. 37. Ndi fly ε ka-pi-i. 
PROG IP-do NEG DEM.G3S be affair-be.bad-G3S 
not done. This is a bad deed. 

38. Ndi Αγε ka-pi-i. (mm) 39. Ndi flye 
DEM.G3S be affair-be.bad-G3S DEM.G3S be 
This is a bad deed. This is 

ka-cin-ni. " (mm) 40. Käbyii mä mu yaha flwbhb-cyää-wä, (mm) 
affair-good-G3S since SS you leave person-?-GlS 
a good deed." From the time when you are a child, 

41. flwbhb-lyd-ηί mäha yire yu mu jiyii na. 
person-be.old-DEF.G IS HAB EMPH.G2P say.IMPFV you eye on 
the old man says these things in your presence. 

42. Ayiwa, mu ahä ja ä Ιγε nä liri e, 
well, you COND be.able SC grow.old with EMPH.G3S with 
Well, if you can grow up with this, 

(mm) A3, la a pyi 44. bä süpyä mähaflεεm-p6 
G3S PERF be like like person HAB seed-DEF.G5 
it's like when a person sows seed 
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nitgd, (mm) 45. pi / fytn 46. ma-ά lye me: 
sow G5 SEQ sprout SS-SEQ grow.old like 

and it sprouts and matures: 

47. pu τη aha rj-kworo mu pum-bwu-u-ηί i. (mhm mhm) 
G5 HAB IP-stay you head-gourd-G3S-DEF.G3S in 
it stays in your head. 

48. Mi) na sbnq) 49. lire la ä pa πά 
I PROG think.IMPFV EMPH.G3S G3S PERF come with 
I think it 's this that has brought (lit. come 

Ιέ 6. 50. Ayiwa, pwbhb-pyi-τέ ni-pyaha-ra na 
G3S with well, person-child-DEF.G4 ADJ-be.much-G4 PROG 
with) it. There are lots of children 

ßye ani, (mm) 51. pi pye na [ ] pi ti-i-bii 
be there G1P NEG PROG G1P father-GlP-DEF.GlP 

who don't listen to the words of their fathers. 

jwü-m-ρέ nürü ηιέ. (mhm) 52. Jlcii ci a 
say-G5-DEF.G5 hear.IMPFV NEG DEM.G3P G3P PERF 

The things that 

than mu tu-rja ä k6, 53. mu pye na 
be.sweet you father-DEF.GIS to REL you NEG PROG 
please your father, you don't 

cire pyi mi. (mhm) 54. Mu na mi 
EMPH.G3P do NEG you and you.NONDECL 
do them. You and your 

ίύ-ηϊ si fi-ja m-be me. 55. E: Yii 
father-DEF.GIS FUT.NEG FP-be.able FP-agree NEG you.PL 
father won't be able to get along together. You 

si ß-jä m-be me. 56. K: Parsk6 mu aha 
FUT.NEG FP-be.able FP-agree NEG because you COND 
won't be able to get along. Because if you 

Ii käänmücya, 57. ti-i-bii ni-pyaha-ra na 
G3S notice father-GlP-DEF.GlP ADJ-be.much-G4 PROG 
note, there are lots of fathers, 
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ßye ani, 58. täßjää [ ] ayiwa pira ä mpyi ä 
be there yesterday well EMPH.G1P PERF PAST SC 

in the past (lit. yesterday), well, they were 

ye re. (mm) 59. Täßjää fana (mm) pire 
counsel yesterday also EMPH.G1P 
counselled. In the past also they themselves 

yapyä-a-güä ä pyi na fyä-gb pi 
EMPH-G3P-DEF.G3P PERF PAST PROG fear-IMPFVGlP 
feared ( = respected) their 

ti-i-bii na. (mm) 60. Pire yapya-a-gif 
father-GlP-DEF.GlP on EMPH.G1P EMPH-G3P-DEF.G3P 
fathers. They themselves used 

mpyi na pi~y& kärämi (mm) na pi 
PAST PROG G1P-REFL force.IMPFV PROG G1P 
to force themselves to 

t)-i-bii ßyii wü-gii pyi. (mm) 61. ε Mu 
father-GlP-DEF.GlP eye POSS-DEF.G3P do uh you 
do their fathers' will. 

ahä ΙίΓό pyi, 62. kä Ii ί ηί-pä ιή-pyi 
COND EMPH.G3S do DS G3S SEQ IP-come IP-be 
If you do this, and then it comes about 

63. mpii pyi-i-bff mu ä ta g6, (mm) 
DEM.G1P child-GlP-DEF.GlP you PERF get REL 
that those children you have gotten, 

64. na pire s) mu ßyii ' wü-gii pyi mä, 
that EMPH.G1P FUT.NEG you eye POSS-DEF.G3P do NEG 
they will not do your will, 

(mm) 65. wajib6 u ßye u wf 66. yii 
necessity G1S be G1S.COMP it.is.GIS you.PL 
it's a sure thing you 

si ήί-be me. (mm) 67. IJkää u fotf-iji 
FUT.NEG FP.agree NEG but G1S fault-DEF.GIS 
won't get along. But the biggest fault, 
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num-bwö-ψ, (mm) mu ahd ύ käänmitcya, (mm) 68. mu 
ADJ-big-DEF.G 1S you COND G1S notice you 

if you note, you 

g0 sä ύ tä Ü-i-bii kämpanga na, (mm) 
POT go G1S find father-GlP-DEF.GlP side.G2S on because 
will find it on the side of the fathers, 

69. pärsk6 yere-g£ sähä pye na m-pyi ku 
because counsel-DEF.G2S STILL NEG PROG IP-do G2S 
because counselling is no longer done 

c<5g0-T)i na mi. (mhm) 
manner-DEF.GIS on NEG 
as it should be (lit. on its manner). 

pye na y-kUng) pi 
NEG PROG IP-raise.IMPFV G1P 
brought up as they should be. 

70. Pyi-i-b/f sähä 
child-G 1P-DEF.G1Ρ STILL 
Children are no longer 

c0g0-rji na mi. (mhm) 
manner-DEF.GIS on NEG 

71. Pyi-i-bii sähä ßye na byi-f pi 
child-G 1P-DEF.GIP STILL NEG PROG raise-IMPFV G1P 
Children are no longer raised 

tapjaä byi-ykä-ni na mi. (mhth) 72. Mi) na 
yesterday raise-manner-DEF.G3S on NEG I PROG 
in the way they were in the past. I 

sdnrji 73. lire li pye ηά 
think.IMPFV EMPH.G3S G3S be with 
think it is this which 

rij-bd-mbää-gi ). 
NOM-agree-without-DEF.GIS with 
causes discord. 
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Conversation 

Note: The following is an extract from a much longer text of a conversation 
between two young men, Ε and C. The conversation was not planned, 
although both participants knew they were being recorded. These particular 
young men argue frequently together, and this is exemplified in the present 
text, where Ε seems bent on disagreeing with everything C says. Brackets [ ] 
indicate hesitations and restarts as in the previous text. The two left 
brackets in 8 and 9 indicate simultaneity. The extract begins with an 
argument over whether C should go on bicycle or moped to the market in the 
neighboring town IS kilometers away. At the time of the conversation, C 
went to this market every week to buy dried catfish, which he would then 
return and sell retail in his own village. 

1. E: Mu si zhyi nipjää caan-g6 na la? 
you FUT FP.go today market-DEF.G2S to Q 
Are you going to go to the market today (lit. to today's market)? 

2. C: Mii si zhyä. 
I FUT FP.go 
I will go. 

3. E: Mu si zhyi negisu-yi na mä? 
you FUT.NEG FP.go bicycle-DEF.GIS on NEG.Q 
Aren't you going to go on the bicycle? 

4. C: Mobileti-qi na mii si. 
mobylette-DEF.G 1S on I go .IMPF 
I'm going on the mobylette. 

5. Mii si sä sanzi-ηϊ wa shwo go. 
I FUT FP.go gas-DEF.GIS IND.G1S buy EMPH 
Γ11 go buy some gas. 

6. E: Ta si nigisü-gi na sa! 
IMPER.IMPFV go.IMPFV bicycle-DEF.GIS on EXCL 
Go on the bicycle! 

7. C: on, Purkwä? 
uh why (pourquoi) 
Why? 
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8. E: H3, nigisu-fl·-e-bii, jiähä nä mu si [ 
bicycle-run-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ what on you FUT 
Uh, bicycle riders, why will you ... 

9. C: [ 6nho, 6nho. 
no no 

10. E: ßähä nä ye? 
what on Q 
Why? 

11. C: Cänrj-ka ä lye. 
day-DEF.G2S PERF be.old 
It 's late (lit. the day is old). 

12. Ε: έί, cäntj-ke [ ] Mu ahä yfr) ma-ä ύ ' tänhä, 
day-DEF.G2S you COND rise and-SEQGIS step 
The day ... If you hurry (lit. get up and step on it) 

13. mu si nb sä! 
you FUT.FP arrive EXCL 
you will arrive! 

14. C: Mi) gü nb, 15. jjkää mil ahä 
I POT.FP arrive but I COND 
I would arrive, but if I 

frkär6 kafee-ge Κ 16. lire cylln pye mi. 
IP-go wind-DEF.G2S head in EMPH.G3S like be NEG 
went on the wind, it wouldn't be enough (lit. the equal of this is not). 

17. Ε: Ei, mu ahä a ma ka [ ] 
you COND PROG come.IMPFV DS 
If you were coming... 

18. bä kafee-ge si ra a fwu mi, 
like wind-DEF.G2S FUT go PROG blow.IMPFV like 
like the wind blows, 

19. lire si fi-jäa nä mu i, 
EMPH.G3S FUT FP-be.fitting with you with 
that will be just right for you, 
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20 pasige kafei-ge si m-py). 
because (parce que) wind-DEF.G2S FUT FP-be 
because there will be the wind. 

21. Mu [ ] mu si rä a [ ] mu si rä a [ ] 
you you FUT go PROG you FUT go PROG 
You... you will... you will... 

22. kafei-ge si rä a mu ηόόη) rä a [ ] 
wind-DEF.G2S FUT go PROG you push.IMPFV go IMPFV 
The wind will push you and ... 

23. C: Mi) ähä motö-iji lwb, 24. mii mäha ja ä 
I COND moped-DEF.GIS take I HAB be.able SC 
When I take the moped, I am able 

pa, 25. ma-ά ' mirä ä pa pi) peri, 
come SS-SEQ return SC come IND.G1P sell 
to come, and come back and sell some (i.e. some of the things he 
bought in the market in the other village) 

26. ma-ά ' mirä ä pa jiaara ßaara ρ)) piri 
SS-SEQ return SC come walk walk IND.G1P sell 
and come back and sell some in different places 

kü-laa-yi i. 
trip-distance-DEF.G2P in 
on the trip back. 

27. E: Mhiii 

28. C: Jlkäa ämpyi nigisu-yi wi, 
but if bicycle-DEF.GIS it.is.GIS 
But if it 's the bicycle, 

29. m)) si cänq-ke kwb äni. 
I FUT day-DEF.G2S finish there 
I'll finish the day there. 

30. E: Mu si cänij-ke kwb. 
you FUT.FP day-DEF.G2S finish 
You'll finish the day. 
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31. 6, tähä fan-hä kyä-ä Ii pye ίό mu ύ 
Q power-G2S affair-G3S G3S be till you G1S 
Is it necessary (lit. is it a power matter) that you 

0 pä pH peri nipjää la ? 
SUBJUNC come IND.G1P sell today Q 
come and sell some today? 

32. C: έί. Mu ahä sä ' wyiri-qi wä, 
you COND go money-DEF.GIS throw 
If you go spend (lit. throw) the money, 

33. mu ahä sä ' wyerä-rji kbra a wä 
you COND go money-DEF.GIS chase SC throw 
if you go spend (lit. chase and throw) the money 

pye-g6 e, 34. nä mu pye a wyira a wä 
grass-DEF.G2S in if you NEG PERF be.hot SC IND.G1S 
in the grass (i.e. in a distant village—'behind the grass'), if you don't 
quickly come and 

kbra ä ta ]όηό me, 35. tähä yi wä mäha bi? 
chase SC get soon NEG Q G2P be.there HAB be.correct 
get (lit. chase and get) some soon, is that appropriate? 

36. E: Canm-pyä-a can [ ] canija niijkin kyä-ä 
day-child-G3P day day.G2S one affair-G3S 
Days ... the affair one day ... 

kyä-ä [ ] 
affair-G3S 

36. C: mhm 

37. E: mu [ ] mu ύ sä shye nigisu-gj na 
you you SUBJUNC go go bicycle-DEF.GIS on 
You... you should go on the bicycle today, 

nipjää, 38. ma-ä m-pä ' nipjää wü-u-bii yaha 
today SS-SUBJUNC IP-come today POSS-G1P-DEF.GIP leave 

and come and let today's (sales) 
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39. pire ri ή-tdrd mä tään sa! 
EMPH.G1P SUBJUNC IP-pass you.NONDECL beside EXCL 
pass you by! 

40. C: Ampyi ya-ijuq-ke wä ά sä ä 
if thing-thing-DEF.G2S be.there PERF go SC 
If the thing is 

flw? yd, 
be.good ATTEN 
good, 

41. E: mhm 

42. C: ka hä sä ä ßwo a kwb yö, 
G2S COND go SC be.good SC finish ATTEN 
if it's really already good, 

43. Ε: mm 

44. C: mil mäha q-kare ndgis [ ] mobileti-qi na. 
I HAB IP-go bicyc mobylette-DEF.GIS on 
I go on the bicyc... mobylette. 

45. E: Don ki. Ko yire mii yu. 
yes EXCL that EMPH.G2P I say.IMPFV 
Yes, that's what I 'm saying. 

46. fljwu, ma sa a nißjää u 
say you.NONDECL go SSC today GEN 
I say, you should go and 

darashi-i-gii yaha 47. tire si ή-tdrd 
5.francs-G3P-DEF.G3P let EMPH.G3P SUBJUNC IP-pass 
let today's money (lit. 5 franc pieces)pass 

mä tään. 
you.NONDECL beside 
you by. 

48. C: Bada fyeü! 
never EXCL 
Never! 
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49. E: Haan? Wu yi wii de! 
we.NONDECL G2P look.at EXCL 

Huh? Let 's look at the matter (lit. them)! 

50. Ani bä me, mu mpyi na si ti yäha 
if.this it.is.not NEG you PAST PROG FUT FP.G4 leave 
If it weren't for this, you would have left them (i.e. the pieces of 
money) alone (today) 

51. si ti tä nümpamja. 
SUBJUNC G4 get tomorrow.G2S 
in order to get them tomorrow. 

52. C: mm 

53. E: Tähä [ ] tähä lämpü-zein-na a kälä g6, 
Q Q tax-amulet-DEF.G3S PERF read REL 
Is it... is it the announcement of the taxes to be paid (lit. the 
tax amulet (which) has been read), 

54. tire yyä-hä fyäga-re ti. 
EMPH.G4 face-G2S fear-DEF.G4 it.is.G4 
is it the fear of that? (i.e. are you so anxious to make money because 
you are afraid of not having enough money to pay your taxes?) 

55. C: Lämpü-zein-ni. 
tax-amulet-DEF.G3S 
The tax announcement. 

56. E: Lire yyä-hä fyägä-re Ja? 
EMPH.G3S face-G2S fear-DEF.G4 Q 
(Is it) the fear of that? 

57. C: 6, Korowaare-shy6-e-bii wä na 
Cote.d'Ivoire-go-G 1 P-DEF.G 1Ρ NEG.be.there PROG 
Aren't those who had gone to Cote d' lvoire (as 

ma ä? 
come.IMPFV NEG.Q 
migrant laborers) coming back? 

58. Ε: Pi wä na ma wa? 
G1P be.there PROG come.IMPFV Q 
Are they coming back? 
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59. C: Wä jiye ä pa pilä-gä ä? 
IND.G1S NEG PERF come night-G2S NEG.Q 
Didn't one come last night? 

60. Ε: Nähä yl) yy6r6 la? 
here you.PL at.house.of Q 
Here to your place? 

61. C: 6nho [ ] obn, pi shi-in shuunnf. 
no yes G1P person-GlP two 
No... yes, two of them. 

62. Mii cobn-qi wä nä [ ] 
my younger.sibling-DEF.GIS IND.G1S and 
One of my younger brothers and... 

63. Mu a Nbnurugo c6 la? 
you PERF Nonurugo know Q 
Do you know Nonurugo? 

64. E: mh... in ... Nbnurugu-ßyigä la? 
Nonurugo-red Q 
Red Nonurugo? 

65. C: Nbnurugu-jiyega. 
Nonurugo-red 
Red Nonurugo. 

66. E: Dbn. 
yes 
Yes. 

67. C: Dbn, uru u ä pa pi/ä-gä. 
yes EMPH.G1S G1S PERF come night-G2S 
Yes, it was him that came last night. 

68. E: Ta uru ηιύ pye mobili-fhqe me? 
Q EMPH.G1S also be car-run.GIS NEG 
Isn't he a chauffeur? 

69. C: A, u konä ä pyi a pranntiya-rji pyi. 
G1S TOP PERF PAST SC apprenticeship-DEF.GIS do 

Well, he did the apprenticeship. 
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70. E: Anhaan 

71. C: U ä pyi a pränntiyä-yi pyi, 
G1S PERF PAST SC apprenticeship-DEF.GIS do 
He did the apprenticeship, 

72. E: mm 
yes 

73. C: u säJiä ' koni na υ pyi sähätjk) 
G1S STILL TOP PROG G1S do again 
whether he's still doing it 

yd, 74. mii ßye a c6 me. 
ATTEN I NEG PERF know NEG 

I don't know. 

75. Ή aha Sukwoo ηά Mäli-ηΐ εε nä 
here Sikasso and Mali-DEF.GIS uh and 
Between Sikasso here and Mali... uh, and 

Cwu-iji shwbho-qi. 
Cote.d'Ivoire-DEF.G 1S between-DEF.G 1S 
Cote d'lvoire. 

76. E: Na uru nä jd fbd u ä pa ye? 
that EMPH.G1S and who owner G1S PERF come Q 
He and who else have come? 

77. C: Uru nä Nämpdg6. 
EMPH.G1S and Nampege 
He and Nampege. 

78. E: mhmm 

79. C: Nämpähi-i pyen-gä. 
Nampahi-PL compound-G2S 
The Nampaha family (i.e. Nampege of the Nampaha family) 

80. E: mhnim εε Pi nahä na ma. 
G1P be.here PROG come.IMPFV 
They really are coming back. 
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81. C: Pi na ma de! 
G1P PROG come.IMPFV EXCL 
They're coming! 

82. Jlyä, Nümüci sä ä ke kan nahä 
Numuce go SC ten give here 

Well, Numuce gave 50,000 francs (lit. ten, i.e. ten 5,000 franc bills) 

\νύύ ά, 83. wu taha a kä kwbn ä 
us to we.NONDECL use SSC IND.G2S cut SSC 
to us for us to use some 

wwü yd. 
take.off ATTEN 
to pay (taxes) (lit. use to cut and take off some). 

84. E: 6 a 

85. C: Nbnurugo mu ' rä ä pa na ' dooni i. 
Nonurugo also go SC come with a.bit with 
Nonurugo also brought a bit. 

86. E: Li nahä [ ] Ii sän-ni nahä ä 
G3S be.here G3S OTHER-DEF.G3S be.here PERF 
It... All that 

kwdrd mu ύ ki-qi [ ] 
remain you GEN ten-DEF.GIS 
remains is your 50,000 (lit. the rest remains your ten) 

87. mu ahä ' bu ke kan ηιύ, 
you COND REM ten give also 
If you give 50,000 too, 

88. C: Mi.) gi? 
me Q 
Me? 

89. E: Aan. 
yes 

90. C: Tahä [ ] id), Taä ml1 si fi-jirl 
where where I FUT FP-rise 
Where... where will I 
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91. si ύτύ ki-qi ta g6? 
SUBJUNC EMPH.G1S ten-DEF.GIS get LOC.Q 
get that 50,000? (lit. where will I get up in order to get that 50,000) 

92. E: 6, mu ahä ' bü ύ tä cyg-ge 
you COND REM G1S get place-DEF.G2S 
Wherever you (can) get it. 

T)k6-mü ) g6. 
DEM.G2S-REL in REL 

93. C: Ka mi) i wä na faa-rji pyi 
DS I NARR be.there PROG eultivation-DEF.GIS do 
And I am there farming 

ηά pi 6, 94. si ' nurd ή-kwb ke kan 
with G1P with SUBJUNC return FP-finish ten give 
with them, and also end up giving 50,000 

pi ä la? 
G1P to Q 
to them? 

95. Ε: έί, lire [ ] lire pye yi flurju 
EMPH.G3S EMPH.G3S be G2P head.G2S 
That... that isn't the meaning! 

mi sä! 
NEG EXCL 
(i.e. that's not the way to look at it) 

96. C: Mu mä-ge na ßye wähi-i taanr6, 
your name-G2S PROG be 5,000.francs-G3P three 
Your own (lit. name) is 15,000 francs (i.e. the tax per person is 
15,000 francs) 

97. mi) aha ' wahi-i taanrö kin pi ä ä kwö, 
I COND 5,OOO.francs-G3P three give G1P to SC finish 
when I have given them 15,000 francs, 

98. a banna 
it's finished (Bambara) 
that's it. 
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99. Ε: [laughs] Mu aha ' wähi-i taam6 käu, 
you COND 5,000.francs-G3Ρ three give 
When you give 15,000 francs, 

100. ya a kwd. 
G2P PERF finish 
that's it. 

101. C: Don. Yye-e mahä yye-e täänrd m)i mäha kan 
yes year-G3S DIST year-G3S three I HAB give 
Yes. Every year it's 15,000 (lit. three, i.e. three 5,000 franc 
bills) that I give 

pi ä. 102. Ε: Lire ήάέ [ ] 
G1P to EMPH.G3S DEM.G3S 
them. That... 

103. C: Fa [ ] faa-pyi-i-bii pye na yafytn pyi 
cultivation-do-G 1P-DEF.G 1Ρ NEG PROG nothing do 

The fa... the farmers don't do anything (i.e. any job for pay). 

mo. 
NEG.ATTEN 

104. E: Aän. 
yes 

105. C: Pire ύ figi-ψ flye faa-tji. 
EMPH.G1P GEN hope-DEF.GIS be cultivation-DEF.GIS 
Their (only) hope is farming. 

106. Bon, wüu kddn-te ti ηίέ: 
bon our cotton-DEF.G4 G4 DEM.G4 
Consider (lit. here/there is) our cotton: 

107. kddn-ta a wyiri, 
cotton-DEF.G4 PERF cultivate 
the cotton was cultivated, 

108. wähi-i baani kana u a jy) 
5,000.francs-G3Ρ six only G1S PERF enter 
it was 30,000 francs only that came 
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pyin-ge e \νύύ a. 
compound-DEF.G2S in us to 
into the family for us. 

109. Ε: E ! 

110. C: Bon, ditfu-go silmä rf ßye ä ta mi. 
bon maize-G2S grain ADV NEG PERF get NEG 
And we didn't get maize (lit. grain of maize was not gotten). 

111. Wä ri ßye na wwü cwo-ö-ni 
IND.G1S ADV NEG PROG take.out.IMPFV pot-G3S-

DEF.G3S 
And none is being taken out of the pot. (i.e. we don't have any 

maize 

na mi. 112. Ψύύ ηιύ pi ßye na wü-y6 ßw5 
from NEG we also GIP be PROG our-REFL mouth 
to eat) It 's us who feed ourselves (lit. seek our own mouth). 

ca-a. 

search-IMPFV 

113. Ε: Ed. 
114. C: Odn, niti mäha na wu-qi qg6 

yes 1 HAB my.NONDECL POSS-DEF.G1S DEM.G1S 
Yes, I do my job (lit. this mine) 

pyi näha, 115. ma-ä ' nurä ά kära a sä 
do here SS-NARR return SC go SC go 
here, and also go and 

faa-iy pyi na yi) 6 sißcyan. 
cultivation-DEF.GIS do with you.PL with together 
farm together with you all. 

116. E: Mm. A, Ii cogö lire nä Π 
G3S manner EMPH.G3S with G3S 
Nonetheless, 

wü-ύ-ηί ηιύ ί, 
POSS-G3S-DEF.G3S also with 
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117 . mu aha baan) kan nipjy66 yd, 
you COND six give this.year ATTEN 
if you give 30,000 this year, 

118. C : änha, ίέ)! 
no! 

119. Ε : Don ki. Mu ahä baan) kan nipjyte, 
yes E X C L you COND six give this.year 
Yes! If you give 30,000 this year, 

120. yyeela mu gu täänrd kän. 
next.year you POT three give 
next year you could give 15,000. 

121. C : Ali kg-qi si ß-jä ή-kän, 
even ten-DEF.GIS FUT FP-be.able FP-give 
Even the 50,000 could be given, 

122 . ali ki-qi si ß-jä ή-kän, 
even ten-DEF.GIS FUT FP-be.able FP-give 
even the 50,000 could be given, 

123. E : onh3 

124. C : gkää m)) yäbä-ηί si ki-rji yaha 
but my EMPH FUT.FP ten-DEF.GIS leave 
but I myself will leave the 50,000 

na yapyaagii ύ dufä-rji i, 
my.NONDECL EMPH GEN pocket-DEF.GIS in 
in my own pocket, 

125. E: 6V. 

126. C : si sä täänrä-ψ kan pi a. 
SUBJUNC go three-DEF.GIS give G1P to 
and give the 15,000 to them. 

127. E : Baani-fji kan nipjy66 ' sa! 
s ix-DEF.GIS give this.year E X C L 
Give 30,000 this year! 
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128. C: ohon, 5hon, gg6 u ä qg6 [ ] 
no no DEM.G1S G1S PERF DEM.G1S 
No, no, the one who... the one... 

f)g6 u ä kS-tji kan nähä ge, 
DEM.G1S G1S PERF ten-DEF.GIS give here REL 
the one who has given the 50,000 here, 

129. tjko m)) wii u pye uru ki-ηϊ. 
I.say my POSS.G1S G1S be EMPH.G1S ten-DEF.GIS 
I say, that 50,000 is mine. 

130. E: Pyi-qkä-ni hdir6 πά mu wü 
do-manner-DEF.G3S INTERR.G3S on you POSS.G1S 
In what way is it yours? 

u pye u wi ye? 
G1S be GIS.COMP it.is.GIS Q 

131. C: Tähä m)i codn-yi bä υ a 
Q my younger.sibling-DEF.GIS it.is.not G1S PERF 
Isn't it my younger brother who has 

ύ kan we? 
G1S give NEG 
given it? 

132. E: mu, mu cobn-ηϊ kä ü kan, 
your your sibling-DEF.GIS COND G1S give 
If your younger brother gives it, 

133. kä u ύ ιή-pyi mu \νύ la? 
DS G1S NARR IP-be your POSS.G1S Q 
does it become yours? 

134. C: Dbn, m» wü wi ge! 
yes my POSS.G1S it.is.GIS EXCL 
Yes, it 's mine! 

135. E: Mu wu bä ä de! 
your POSS it.is.not NEG EXCL 
It 's not yours! 
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136. C: Ampyi wüü ύ [ ] ämpyi wüü ύ [ ] \νύύ ύ 
if we GEN if we GEN we GEN 
If our... if our... it is not our 

ba-g6 käni bä gu si u puni särä me, 
house-DEF.G2 only it.is.not G2S FUT G1S all pay NEG 
family alone which will pay it all, 

137. E: Mhm. Y)) / ba-gd käni ιηέέ m-pyi 
you.PL GEN house-DEF.G2S only even.if IP-be 
Even if it is your family alone 

gu si ύ särä, 
G2S FUT G1S pay 
which will pay it, 

138. mu wü bä me. 
your POSS.G1S it.is.not NEG 
it 's not yours. 

139. C: Mpi [ ] Mi) wü de! 
my POSS.G1S EXCL 

Those... I t 's mine! 

140. E: C6g6-T)i rjgir6 na ye? 
manner-DEF.GIS INTERR.G1S on Q 
In what way? 

141. C: Mpii puni pi wä ani cyfin-gi 
DEM.G1P all G1P be.there there outside-DEF.GIS 
All those who are there outside (i.e. away from the village with 

na g6, 
on REL 
jobs in the city or in another country), 

142. E: h0b 

143. C: mpii yaa-ga maha yaa-ga pye nähä [ ] 
DEM.G1P thing-G2S DIST thing-G2S be here 
every one who is here... 
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144. wüu pye na faa-qi pyi g6, 
we be PROG cultivation-DEF.GIS do REL 
we who are doing farming, 

145. pi puni yya-ha fh-e na wä 
they all face-G2S owner-GlP PROG be.there 
all their older brothers (have jobs) outside, 

cyßn-rji na, 
outside-DEF.GIS on 

146. pi ce-en-lii na wä 
G1P younger.sibling-GlP-DEF.GlP PROG be.there 
their younger brothers (have jobs) outside, 

cyßn-rji na. 
outside-DEF.GIS on 

147. E: ee sä. 
So what? 

148. C: Mu aha pir6 pyi 
you COND EMPH.G1P see 
If you see 

149. ρ ire wä pye na yafyin kä-än nähä 
EMPH.G1P IND.G1S NEG PROG nothing give-IMPFV here 
that none of them gives a thing here, 

me, 150. ίό ee mii / coön-qi käni, 
NEG until my GEN younger.sibling-DEF.GIS only 

except uh my younger brother, 

151. sa fe wüü ύ ba-g6 ku si rä a 
that is ( f a faii) you GEN house-DEF.G2S G2S FUT go PROG 
does that mean it is our family who will be 

u särä-n) ge? 
G1S pay-IMPFV Q 
paying it (i.e. the tax)? 

152. E: A, yii / ba-g6 käni mee e u 
you.PL GEN house-DEF.G2S only even.if PROG G1S 
Even if it is your family alone who is 
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särä-πί, 
pay-IMPFV 
paying it, 

153. la ä waha la? 
G3S PERF be.hard Q 
is that difficult? 

154. C: Ya pä moyen. 
no way (il n'y a pas moyen) 
No way. 

155. Na wüu [ ] na ινύύ ύ tü-qi pye 
that our that our GEN father-DEF.GIS be 
Our... our father is 

nagkd-lyd-qi ke. 
person-be.old-DEF.G 1S EXCL 
the oldest man. 

156. E: [laughs] 

157. C: Wüü ύ tü-qa ä fworo lämpü-qi ί. 
we GEN father-DEF.GIS PERF go.out tax-DEF.GIS from 
Our father no longer pays taxes (lit. has gone out of the tax). 

158. E: Lire e mu ä jwu [ ] 
EMPH.G3S in you PERF say 
(Is) that why you say (lit. have said) ... 

159. Lire e mu ä jwu mu wu la? 
EMPH.G3S in you PERF say your POSS.G1S Q 
Is that why you say it 's yours? 

159. C: Aän? 
Huh? 

160. E: lire e mu ä jwu mu wu la? 
EMPH.G3S in you PERF say your POSS.G1S Q 
Is that why you have said it 's yours? 

161. C: A an, lire e nili ä jwu ml) wu gi. 
Yes, EMPH.G3S in I PERF say my POSS.G1S EXCL 
Yes, that's why I say it's mine! 
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162. Ε: Mu wü bä me. 
your POSS.G1S it.is.not NEG 
It's not yours. 

163. C: 6), m)i ce-en-bfi wü-rjf 
my younger.sibling-G 1P-DEF.G1Ρ POSS-DEF.G1S 
All of what belongs to my younger brothers 

puni flye m)) wü. 
all be my POSS.G1S 
is mine. 

164. Ε: E! 

165. C: Wei. 
yes (OUJ) 

166. E: I)g6 kdn) ßye mu wü me. 
DEM.G1S TOP be my POSS.G1S NEG 
This is not yours. 

167. C: I)g6 kdn), $g6 ßye ml) wü de! 
DEM.G1S TOP DEM.G1S be my POSS.G1S EXCL 
This, this is mine! 

168. E: änha. 
no 

169. C: Aoo. 
yes 

170. E: NbgS-lyt-rji wü. 
person-be.old-DEF.G 1S POSS.G1S 
(It's) the old man's. 

171. C: Nbgö-tyd-ηί wü bä me. 
person-be.old-DEF.G IS POSS.G1S it.is.not NEG 
It's not the old man's. 

172. E: Ndg5-/yd-Tjf wü bä me. 
person-be.old-DEF.G IS POSS.G1S it.is.not NEG 
It's not the old man's. 
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173. C: 6nho. 
no 

174. Ε: Mu wü. 
your POSS.G1S 
(It's) yours. 

175. C: 6hon, m)) wu u a s)) 
no my POSS.G1S G1S PERF be.EMPH 
No, it's really mine. 

ύ wl 
G1S.COMP it.is.GIS 

176. E: [laughs] 

177. C: Mi) ηιέέ jwu pi ä [ ] 
I even.if say G1P to 
Even if I say to them... 

178. m)) ηιέέ sä ä [ ] m)) ηιέέ sä ä ßwo-mugu-ro 
I even.if go SC I even.if go SC mouth-open-G4 
even if I go... even if I go speak (lit. give speech) 

kan pi ä numi, 179. ma jwo [ ] mä jwo 
give G1P to now SS say SS say 
to them now, and say... and say 

"mpii puni pi pye ani na y)) 6 
DEM.G1P all G1P be there with you.PL with 

"All those who are there with you 

cyßn-yi na g6," 
outside-DEF.GIS on REL 
outside (i.e. with jobs away from the village)" 

180. mä jwo "pi wä nähä na darashi 
SS say G1P IND.G1S NEG.be.here PROG 5.francs 
and say, "not one of them is 

kä-än nähä me, 181. y)i wä gä nuru 
give-IMPFV here NEG you.PL IND.G1S PROH return 
giving 5 francs here, none of you should 
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darashi kan ' nähä 182. nbgb-lyb-qi εε pi 
5.francs give here person-be.old-DEF.GIS G1P 
give 5 francs here either for the old man uh for them 

0 taba a Jämpü-rji wwü me," 
SUBJUNC use SSC tax-DEF.GIS take off NEG 
to use to pay the tax," 

183. mu si ύ ßyi ύ ä yydrd. 
you FUT G1S see G1S.COMP PERF stop 
you'll see it will stop (i.e. they will stop sending money). 

184. E: U si fi-jytr6 πιε. 
G1S NEG.FUT FP-stop NEG 
It won' t stop. 

185. C: U si fi-jy6r6. 
G1S FUT FP-stop 
It will stop. 

186. E: 6nho, u si fi-jy6r6 me. 
no G1S NEG.FUT FP-stop NEG 
No, it won ' t stop. 

187. C: Mii a y) jwö mu ά. 
I PERF G2P say you to 
I tell you it will (lit. I have said them to you). 

188. E: Mu ηιέέ sä ά y) jwö, 
you even.if go SC G2P say 
Even if you tell them, 

189. ampyi pi si rä a [ ] 
if G1P FUT go PROG 
if they are going to... 

190. C: Mi) ähä yi jwü, 191. pi si fi-jy6r6. 
I COND G2P say G1P FUT FP-stop 
If I tell them (lit. if I say them) they will stop. 

192. E: Ampyi pi si rä a u kä-än, 
if G1P FUT go PROG G1S give-IMPFV 
If they are going to be giving it, 
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pi koni 'si rä a υ kä-än. 
G1P TOP FUT go PROG G1S give-IMPFV 
they will be giving it. 

C: Pi si ύ kän mä. 
G1P NEG.FUT G1S give NEG 
They won't give it. 

E: Mu na sbnrji ia? 
you PROG think.IMPFV Q 
You think so? 

C: Mii a yi jwit mu ά de! 
I PERF G2P say you to EXCL 
I 've told you! 

U si fj-kan me. 
G1S NEG.FUT FP-give NEG 
It won't be given. 

E: U si ή-kän me. 
G1S NEG.FUT FP-give NEG 
It won' t be given. 

C: 6nho. 
no 

Ε: έέ! U si ή-kän. 
G1S FUT FP-give 
It will be given. 

C: Mu ahä ' logo u aha ή-kän ä yd, 
you COND hear G1S PROH FP-give NEG ATTEN 
If you hear it mustn't be given, 

E: mhm 

C: tähä nume pi a yi sii? 
Q now G1P PERF G2P begin 
is it now that they have started it? 

E: mm 
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205. εε ήβέ u ä kiy [ ] ήβέ υ ßye 
DEM.G1S G1S PERF ten DEM.G1S G1S be 

uh, the one who ... the one who 

yye-e mähä yye-e u art ki-ψ Jean, 
year-G3S DIST year-G3S G1S HAB.SEQ ten-DEF.GIS give 
every year gives the 50,000, 

206. u a pä ih cwd-rji fürü, 
G1S PERF come G1S wife-DEF.GIS marry 
he came to marry his wife, 

207. yye-e mähä yye-e u mäha ki-ηϊ kan g6, 
year-G3S DIST year-G3S G1S HAB ten-DEF.GIS give REL 
every year (the one who) gives the 50,000, 

208. E: nmi 

209. C: mii a Ji cy6d ύ nä mä jwu 
I PERF G3S show G1S on SS say 
I explained it to him and said, 

210. "Bon, mu ahä ' 16g6 süpyi-i-bii yyä-hä 
bon you COND hear person-GlP-DEF.GlP face-DEF.G2S 

"Bon, if you hear that the people despise your father (lit. 

ά jyd yi) ίύ-ηϊ i, 
PERF enter you.PL father-DEF.GIS in 
the face of the people has entered into your father), 

211. E: mm 

212. C: yi) pi ßye u py)-i-bii kd, 
you.PL G1P be G1S child-GlP-DEF.GlP REL 
you who are his children, 

213. y)i pi mäha u yyä-he Ιέ-ηέ." 
you.PL G1P HAB G1S face-DEF.G2S put-CAUS 
it is you who cause him to be despised." 

214. E: mm 
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215. C: Νά ni bä me u ηί sä a kärd g6, 
if this it.is.not NEG G1S REC.PAST go SC go TC 
If it weren't for that, since he had left, 

216. u darashi mpyi na sähä sä i kan nähä me, 
G1S 5.francs PAST PROG YET go SC give here NEG 
five francs of his had not yet been given here, 

217. f6 ' füru-qi tä-pyi-ge e υ sf ' nä 
till marry-DEF.GIS LOC-do-G2S to G1S ADV afterward 
until after he was coming 

ά rä a ma, 218. ma-ä ' ηά ä 
SC go PROG come.IMPFV SS-NARR afterward SC 
here to get married, and afterward 

pa ηά ' wähi-i bSßäägä ' ηά s)cyeerd 6. 
come with 5,OOO.francs-G3P twenty and four with 
brought 120,000 francs. 

219. E: ihnim 

220. C: U ηά ίή-ρά motö-qi shwo ä pa. 
G1S REM.PAST IP-come moped-DEF.GIS buy SC come 
He bought a moped and brought it. 

221. U toji-cyii-ge wyiri-qi niq-kan-qi 
G1S time-first-DEF.G2S money-DEF.GIS ADJ-give-DEF.GIS 
That was the first time he gave money (lit. that was his 

u jiye ure. 222. Kä mi) ί Ii cy6d ύ nä, 
G1S be EMPH.G1S DS I NARR G3S show G1S on 
first time's given money). I explained to him, 

223. ßjwu "Bon, ku kd. 224. Νυηιέ y)) yάbär)a 
say bon G2S here.is.G2S now you.PL EMPH 
I said, "Bony this is how it is. Now you yourselves 

ä keri-ge bäärä-yi ßye. 225. Kere-ge 
PERF field-DEF.G2S work-DEF.GIS see field-DEF.G2S 
have seen the work of the field (i.e. the family field). 
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bäärä-iy säJiä pye na m-pyi υ c6g<5-qi 
work-DEF.GIS STILL NEG PROG IP-do G1S manner-DEF.GlS 
The work of the field is no longer done as it should 

na me. 
on NEG 
be (lit. The field's work is no longer done on its manner; i.e. the common 
field is no longer worked by the extended family). 

226. E: obn 
yes 

227. C: Bon, rjkää wHü tü-qi s) υ pye 
bon but our father-DEF.GIS ADV G1S be 
Bon, but it is our father who is 

nip-jye-qi. 228. Sina yl) pi 0 
ADJ-be.old-DEF.GIS before you.PL G1P SUBJUNC 
the oldest (i.e. the oldest man in the extended family). Rather than that you 

ύ yäha 229. u 0 sil6g6 ke, 
GIS let G1S SUBJUNC be.ashamed TC 
let him be shamed (i.e. by not having enough money to support himself), 

230. mii la pye kuru na me. 231. Y)i 
my desire be EMPH.G2S on NEG you.PL 
I don't want that. 

yaa-ga mäha yaa-ga ka a sä a shyä g6, 
thing-G2S DIST thing-G2S G2S PERF go SC go REL 
Everyone of you who has gone away (i.e. to get work in the city), 

232. yye-e-ηί kä ή^έέηηέ, 
year-G3S-DEF.G3S COND IP-change 
at the new year (lit. when the year changes), 

233. si-qi u pye mu na g6, 
power-DEF.GIS G1S be you on REL 
whatever is in your power (lit. the power that is on you), 

234. jija ma ά ύτύ pyf u 
do.one's.best you.NONDECL SUBJUNC EMPH.G1S do G1S 
make every effort to do that for him. 
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na. 235. Wüü ύ tu-t)i kä yirä äni yö, 
on our GEN father-DEF.GIS COND rise there ATTEN 

When our father dies (lit. leaves), 

236. tähä ku funm-pen-re sähä wä na si 
Q G2S inside-be.bad.tasting-G4 STILL be.there PROG FUT 
will you any longer have that worry (lit. will its worry 

rn-py) y)) nä? 237. Bä pi sanm-ρίί 
FP-be you.PL on like G1P OTHER.G1P-DEF.G1P 
still be on you)? Like the others 

pye mi, 238. yi) gü m-py) ämunä ä?" 
be like you.PL POT FP-be thus NEG.Q 
are, won't you be like that?" 

239. E: mm 

240. C: Kä ml) ί yir6 jwü ä kan u a. 
DS I NARR EMPH.G2P say SC give G1S to 
I told him this (lit. and I said these and gave to him). 

241. Μέέ ι> mü ' sä ä y) 16g6. 
but (mat's) G1S also go SC G2P hear 
He really listened. 

242. U a kard g6, 243. yye-e mähä yye-e 
G1S PERF go TC year-G3S DIST year-G3S 
When he went away, every year 

lämpü-iji wähäti-qi kä nd, 244. u mäha ke 
tax-DEF.GIS time-DEF.GIS COND arrive G1S HAB ten 
when the tax time arrives, he gives 

kan. 
give 
50,000. 

245. E: 6, kä mu ύ jw6 246. na uru gä 
DS you NARR say that EMPH.G1S COND 
And you say that whatever 
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r)g6-mü kän g6, 
DEM.G1S-REL give REL 
he gives, 

ßye ure. 
be EMPH.G1S 
yours. 

247. mu wü u 
your POSS.G1S G1S 
it's 

248. C: Wei. Sd sä ein. 
oui c 'est pa hein 
Yes, that's right. 

249. Ε: ά, mu wü bä ä de! 
your POSS.G1S it.is.not NEG EXCL 
It's not yours! 

Proverbs 

1. Kafää-yä puni bere ν/ύ-γό na ßye ßarj-k6 na. 
stone-G2P all size POSS-G2S PROG be hill-DEF.G2S on 
For every stone there's another o f the same size on the hill. 

2. Wä ßye ä kun-toon-h yya-ha yydrd 
IND.G1S NEG PERF road-be.long-G3S face-G2S toward 
No one knows who will be ahead at the end o f a 

shin ' c6 me. 
person know NEG 
long road. 

3. IJkunugo mäha lara rjküle-ge ri jy6. 
wall.G2S HAB split cockroach-G2S SEQ enter 
A wall splits and a cockroach goes into the crack, (i.e. whenever there 
is disagreement between people, a trouble-maker will come between 
them) 

4. Süpyä lö- wiil)-g6 puni ßye na u 
person water-bathe-DEF.G2S all NEG PROG G1S 
Al l o f a person's bath water doesn't get on him/her. 
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tä-ä ηιέ. 
get-IMPFV NOT 

5. JJküü-gj wä u ßye na f f nä 
chicken-DEF.G 1S IND.G1S G1S be PROG run.IMPFV with 
One chicken runs off with the intestines 

wä lä /. 
IND.G1S intestines with 
of another. ( = Dog eat dog.) 

6. Wwd-yi wä shwo-qkana mäha wä 
snake-DEF.GIS IND.G1S save-manner.G3S HAB IND.G1S 
The way one snake escapes makes the way another is 

bd-mb 16-mu pi. 
kill-G5 appearance-GS be.ugly 
killed terrible. 

7. Wä ßye na ji-ni na ff 
IND.G1S NEG PROG be.able-IMPFV PROG run.IMPFV 
One can't run and scratch the sole of one's 

ma-ri-i nintä-ä-ni gägd ηιέ. 
SS-SEQ-PROG sole-G3S-DEF.G3S scratch NEG 
foot at the same time. 

8. Ntäsüü kä ήι-pyi mu yyä-hä nä, ma hä 
elephant COND IP-be you face-G2S at you.NONDECL PROH 
If an elephant is in front of you (on the path), don't 

rä a fyä-gd kamerje na me. 
go PROG fear-IMPFV dew.G2S on NEG 
be afraid of the dew (because he will brush it off the grass), (i.e. a 
powerful older relative will take care of you) 

9. Wä ßye na u eye fyä-ηί cyän 
IND.G1S NEG PROG G1S hand fish-DEF.GlS drop 
One doesn't drop the fish in one's hand in order to 

lwo-h6 ßwo-ho wü-tji küritgd me. 
water-DEF.G2S bottom-G2S POSS-DEF.G1S because.of NEG 
catch the one in the water. ( = A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.) 
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10. Zhin-ge kä ß-cwd, sika-pir-i-gff puni 
baobab-DEF.G2S COND IP-fall goat-male-G3P-DEF.G3P all 
When the baobab falls, all the billy goats 

mäha duru ku na. 
HAB climb.IMPFV G2S on 
climb on it. 

11. Käcwü mäha ji-cwo fünjicwd e u pyi-i yää-gä 
mouse HAB IP-fall waterjar in G1S eye-G3S thing-G2S 
A mouse falls into the waterjar because of something 

kürügö. 
because .of 
it wants. 

12. Wä fly ε na ji-nä ά mpi-i shuunni ' 
IND.G1S NEG PROG be.able-IMPFV SC hare-GlP two 
One can't chase and catch two hares 

k6ra a cü tdrä nhjkin i mi. 
chase SC catch time.G3S one in NEG 
at the same time. 

13. Cwo-go ώ-ρέό ό ώ-ρέέ, kä ku mäha 
pot-G2S NOM-be.big DIST NOM-be.big IND.G2S G2S HAB 
No matter how big a pot is, another 

ku flwo id. 
G2S mouth close 
is able to cover it. 

14. IJwo-o-ni miä if-'tään, Ii si fi-jä 
knife-G3S-DEF.G3S even.if IP-be.sharp G3S NEG.FUT FP-be.able 
Even if a knife is sharp, it can't 

li cyi-in-ni te me. 
G3S handle-G3S-DEF.G3S carve NEG 
carve its own handle. 

15. Mii fly ε a ijküU-pii-gä c6 a wwü 
I NEG PERF cockroach-male-G2S know SC take.off 
I can't tell a male cockroach from a female one. 
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T)küli-cw0-g6 6 me. 
cockroach-female-G2S from NEG 
(i.e. don't split hairs) 

16. Mu ahä kakbbn ßye ύ u külüsht-bire 
you COND lizard see G1S.COMP PROG trousers-short.G3S 
If you see a lizard sewing trousers, 

j001i, u ßyi-i mäha m-pyi *neq-k6 
sew.IMPFV G1S eye-G3S HAB IP-be tail-DEF.G2S 
his eye is on the hole for his tail. (i.e. plan ahead) 

ta-fworoij-k6 na. 
LOC-go.out-DEF.G2S on 

17. Ήoo-go jyi-foo u ku bSrd. 
wound-G2S wash-AGENT G1S G2S cause.pain.in.a.wound 
The one who washes a wound causes pain. 

18. Ntasinmii naha-ίόό ßye na fyää me. 
toad.GlP herd-AGENT NEG PROG hurry NEG 
A toad-herd doesn't hurry. 

19. Na döfaänrj-ke ßye ä mu cyän me, mu 
if donkey-DEF.G2S NEG PERF you make.fall NEG you 
Unless the donkey has thrown you down, you 

βye na ku nirjg6ß-yi ßä-ä me. 
NEG PROG G2S ear-DEF.G2P see-IMPFV NEG 
don't see its ears (which you could have grabbed onto to keep from 
falling). 
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Appendix 2 

Vocabulary 

The alphabetical ordering used in the following vocabulary follows that used in 
English with the following additions: ε follows e, β and η follow η, and ο follows o. 
Note also that the digraphs sh (for /J/) and zh (for /;j/) follow s and ζ in a block 
rather than falling in the middle, between se and si, and ζε and zi. The hyphens in 
Supyire words are for typesetting and never form part of the orthography. 

The following abbreviations are used for parts of speech: 

1, 2, 3 etc. gender 1, 2, 3, etc. n. noun 
adj. adjective neg. negative 
adv. adverb num. numeral 
aux. auxiliary part. particle 
cfm. clause final marker pn. pronoun 
conj. conjunction postp. postposition 
det. determiner prep. preposition 
gen. gender ques. question word 
interj. interjection quant. quantifier 
interr. interrogative word tr. transitive 
intr. intransitive v. verb 

When they exist, the following morphological forms are supplied: 

for nouns: def. definite 
pi. plural 
def. pi. definite plural 

for verbs: impfv. imperfective 

Occasionally the morphological forms for nouns in genders other than the main ci-
tation gender are given. 

When the etymology of a form is known, it is given in brackets [ ]. In the ety-
mologies, Ar. = Arabic, Bamb. = Bambara, Eng. = English, and Fr. = French. 

Note the following when searching for items in the vocabulary: 1) within a word, 
the approximants 1, w, and _ymay be converted to d, g, and j. If you don't find what 
you are looking for under the stop, try looking under the corresponding approxim-
ant; 2) similarly, the voiceless fricatives f , s, and sh may be voiced to v, z, and zh 
under the influence of a nasal which then disappears. If you don't find the item you 
are looking for among the voiced fricatives, try looking under the corresponding 
voiceless ones; 3) because of the pervasive tone rules operative within and between 
words in Supyire, the tone of a word or morpheme in a text may differ from that 
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found in the vocabulary; 4) because of vowel assimilation, the final vowel of a word 
in the text may not match that in the vocabulary, e.g. ka ä for ku 5) before a 
vowel-initial clitic, an 1 or π may appear in a text which is not in the form cited in 
the vocabulary, e.g. pwunmpole d in sentence 3 of the text beginning on page 617, 
which in the vocabulary is pwunmpoo. 

ä conj. Non-final connective in se-
rial constructions, 

ä aux. Perfect auxiliary: past time 
reference with active verbs, pre-
sent time reference with stative 
verbs; may mark anterior in nar-
rative, 

ä c/hi. See mä. 
a aux. Non-final connective in 

subjunctive serial verb construc-
tions, 

a aux. See na. 
ä postp. Dative postposition: to 

(someone), for (someone), from 
(someone), 

ä aux. See si. 
ahä aux. See k&. 
ah£ aux. See k£. 
äli adv. [Bamb. haJic\en] Even. 
äm£. Variant of ämunl· 
ämpyi conj. See ltümpyi. 
ämü. Variant of skmunl. 
ämun) adv. Like that/this, thus, 
ani. See wani. 
£ni. If this: in phrase &ni bä me 

'otherwise, however', 
as) aux. Habitual-sequential auxil-

iary; frequently rhotacized to ar). 
ayiwä part. [Bamb. ayiwa ok, well] 

Well, OK. = Supyire jiyä. 

bä conj. (always followed by ιηέ). 
• 1 Like. • 2 So that, 

bä id. It is not: negative identifier, 
bää postp. [Bamb. bäli prevent] 

Without; becomes bai after a mid 

tone, shire bad. Without fur, 
without feathers, 

bään nJ. def. b&knni pi. bänhii def. 
pi. bänhigii gen. 2 bängä def. 
bäng£. Vestibule (two-doored en-
trance building of village or com-
pound); important meetings (e.g. 
marriage negociations) are con-
ducted here; contains the serege 
(altar to the ancestors), 

baanl num. Six. 
bäärä nl. def. bäiräiji [Bamb. baärä 

work] Work, 
bada adv. [Bamb. bada or abada 

never, from Ar.] Never, 
baga n2. def. bag£ pi. bay a def. pi. 

bayi. • 1 House, building. • 2 
Family, household, bapuqo n2. 
def. bapuijk6. A whole family 
(can also mean 'a whole house'), 

bänjiwögb n2. def. bänjiwbg6 [bäün 
vestibule + jiwogo mouth, door-
way] • 1 Doorway of vestibule. 
• 2 The ancestors (from the fact 
that the altar to the ancestors is 
just inside the door of the vesti-
bule). 

b8 v. impfv. b&ii [Bamb. bin meet] 
I. (Situation, state of affairs) intr. 
Be right, OK. 
II. (People (plural or coordinate 
subject or direct object)) • 1 intr. 
Come together, coincide. • 2 intr. 
Agree with, get along with, be in 
harmony with. • 3 tr. Cause to 
agree, cause to be in harmony, 
cause to get along. 4 4 tr. Meet. 
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b& v. tr. impfv. b£r£. Cause pain in 
a wound, hurt, 

bepjaaga num. Twenty. 
bes£ nl. def. bes£gi pi. bes£e def. 

pi. bes6ebil [Bamb. bese matchet] 
Matchet. 

beenge n2. def. b£eni)k£ pi. beenye 
def. pi. b&nyi. Well. 

1>έτέ nl. def. b£r£gi. Measure, ca-
pacity, size. shin. A person 
of the same size (or age), 

bllfe def. blDni pi. pyäa def. pi. 
pyäagii. 
I. n3. • 1 Seed. • 2 Small, com-
pact object. jombil£ η J. def. jom-
bflini. Testicle, jiyibile η J. def. 
jiyibilihi. Eyeball. • 3 Central 
part, heart. cig6 blRni. Center part 
of tree trunk. • 4 Individualized 
entity, kabile η J. def. kabilihi. 
Deed, thing spoken, fact, canm-
bile η J. def. canmbillni. Day. • 5 
The same, self. 
II. adj3. Little (in compounds 
only; see, e.g., püceeblte). 

bini v. impfv. binini. • 1 intr. 
Gather for a meeting. • 2 intr. 
(with following verb in a serial 
construction) Do at the same 
time, do together. • 3 tr. Pile, put 
in a pile. • 4 Put together with, 

bini nl. def. biniqi pi. binii def. pi. 
binibii. Mat made with split palm 
ribs. 

-bire adj. def. -bini. Short, kumbire 
η J. def. kumbini. Short road (in 
the definite, the shortest road), 
külüshibire n3. def. külüshibini. 
Short, baggy, traditional trousers, 
tied with a cord around the waist, 
cibire n3. def. cibini. Short 
woman (less than 1.50 meters), 
nämbire n3. def. nämbini. Short 
man (less than 1.50 meters). 

bo v. tr. impfv. buu. Kill, 
bogo n2. def. bog£. Harp-lute: a 

stringed instrument with a cala-
bash as a resonating chamber, 

bu nl. def. buiji. Dead person, 
corpse. 

bü aux. Remote irrealis auxiliary, 
-bwo adj. Big. 
bwsn v. impfv. bwuun. • 1 intr. 

Touch (with indirect object + 
na). • 2 tr. Hit, beat. 4 3 tr. Play 
(a musical instrument). 

by6 v. tr. impfv. byii. • 1 Carry 
child on back. • 2 Raise 
(children, animals), bring up, 
educate. 

by£ quant. [Bamb. bää all] All. 
byiqkäni n3. def. byiqkini [by£ 

raise 4- -gkana manner] Manner 
of raising. 

v. impfv. c£rfe. • 1 intr. Lie on 
back. • 2 tr. Spread out to dry. 

v. tr. Imperfective of cya. 
caala v. tr. and intr. impfv. c&D. 

Disperse, scatter, 
caanga n2. def. caang6 pi. caanya 

def. pi. caanyi. Market, 
caawa nl. def. caaqi pi. c££lii def. 

pi. ciabii. • 1 Warthog. • 2 Pig. 
canntögö n2. def. camit&gk£ [caoqa 

day + to cover, bury] Day of 
burial. 

canntorp n2. def. canntdgke [canga 
sun + to close, cover] Umbrella, 

canga n2. def. cängke pi. canya def. 
pi. cänyi. • 1 Day. • 2 Sun, sun-
light. 

ce v. tr. impfv. cini. Know. 
c66 v. tr. impfv. Sing. 
ceewe nl. def. ce&gi pi. cyfce def. 

pi. cyfeebff. Woman, 
cev&nntinge n2. def. ceväinntini)-

k6 or kyeväänntinr)k6 [? + 
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v&nntinge shirt] Large robe 
made of strips of homespun cot-
ton; the strips are vertical in the 
center, but horizontal on the two 
sides. It is worn only by those 
whose father has died, and a man 
(whose father has already died) 
must be buried wrapped in one. 

c&g£ v. tr. impfv. c&gfe. • 1 Ac-
cuse. • 2 Express contrition, ac-
cuse oneself, be sorry (with re-
flexive direct object), 

ceenlii nl. Plural of cxm. 
cenme v. tr. impfv. οέηηύ. Plant, 

transplant, 
ci pn3. They, them, their: anaphoric 

pronoun, gender 3 plural, 
cibflaaga n2. def. cibflaagl or cflaa-

g6 pi. cibflaaya def. pi. cibflaayi. 
Seven-day week (the days are: 
te£n Monday, tfeenntähärä Tues-
day, wäräbä Wednesday, di 
Thursday, pwärb Friday, pwbrbnä 
Saturday, and kiri Sunday), 

cige n2. def. cig^ pi. ciye def. pi. 
ciyi gen. 4 cire def. cir6. Tree, 
plant. 

ein nl. def. cimji pi. cinmii def. pi. 
cinmpii. Leopard, 

clnmpworo nl. def. clnmpworoqi or 
tünmpwoFoqi pi. clnmpworii def. 
pi. clnmpworibii. Blood relative, 
member of one's patrician, 

clnmpyicwb nl. def. clnmpyicwöqi 
pi. clnmpyicyfee def. pi. clnmpyi-
cy£ebii [cylnpworo blood relative 
+ cwo woman] Female member 
of one's patrician, 

clnmpyii nl. pi. def. clnmpyiibii. 
Blood relatives, members of 
one's patrician. See clnmpworo. 

cire det3. and pn3. These, those: 
emphatic pronoun and deter-
miner, gender 3 plural. 

cire n4. See cige. 
c6g6 nl. def. c6g0t)i pi. cögii def. 

pi. cögibii [Bamb. cogo manner] 
Way, manner, kind, 

cookoo nl. def. cookooqi [coowo 
rain spout + -koo area of con-
centration] Body of rain spout, 

cam nl. def. catagi pi. ceenlii def. 
pi. ceenbii. Younger sibling, 

cü v. tr. impfv. cw6r£. Grab, catch, 
jiwo cü. Begin, start (caique on 
Bamb. damine 'take-mouth'), 

cügö v. intr. impfv. cüg6D. Be 
deep. 

curü v. tr. and intr. impfv. ciiruge 
or ϋύτύη). Stick into, 

ciirügö v. tr. and intr. impfv. curug6 
[cürü stick into + pluralizing 
suffix] Stick into (plural absolu-
tive participants), 

cwo v. intr. impfv. cwo or cwu. 
Fall, u funqka ä cwo ku na. S/he 
remembers it (lit. his/her belly 
has fallen on it), fungu cwo ku 
na. Remind (someone) of it (lit. 
fall belly on it), 

cwo nl. def. cwdqi. Wife (same 
plural forms as ceewe). 

cwoo n3. def. cwoöni pi. cwöhii 
def. pi. cwbhigii gen. 2 cwaga pi. 
cwoya. Clay pot. 

cwfi nl. def. cwfiqi [Bamb. tu for-
est] • 1 Forest. • 2 C6te 
d'lvoire. 

cwuugo v. tr. impfv. cwuugfc. Rub. 
cya v. tr. impfv. c£k. • 1 Look for, 

search for. jiwo cya. Provide food 
for, nourish (lit. 'search for 
mouth'). • 2 Try to, seek to. 

cyaha v. impfv. cyahali. • 1 intr. 
Laugh. • 2 tr. Make fun of, laugh 
at. 

cyän v. impfv. cy&kn. • 1 tr. Make 
fall, drop, push down, fell, bwon 
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a cyän. Knock down, jiyii cyän. 
Wait for (lit. drop eye). • 2 tr. or 
intr. Lay an egg. 

eye. See cyega. 
cy€ v. intr. impfv. cyig6. Refuse, 
cyfce nl. pi. def. pi. cy&bii. Plural 

of ceewe. 
cy& v. tr. impfv. cy€ib. Show, 
cyere v. impfv. cy€r6gb or cyirigfe. 

• 1 tr. Cut along or across (like 
kwan, only without dividing into 
pieces). • 2 intr. (liquid) Stop 
flowing. 4 3 tr. Cross (subject = 
road or path). 

cyega η2. def. cygge or kygge pi. 
cyeya or kyeya def. pi. cyöyi or 
kyöyi. • 1 Arm, hand. • 2 Place. 
• 3 Part, 

-cyii adj. First. 
cyii n3. def. cyilni pi. cylgii def. pi. 

cylgigii. Thigh, 
cyiin or cinne η J. def. cyiinni or 

cinn! pi. clnqii def. pi. clnijkii 
gen. 4 cinne def. cinnt6 gen. 2 
cinqe def. cini)k6. Pole, handle, 

cyfln nl. def. cyilmji. Outside, 
cyirige v. tr. impfv. cyfrigfe. Cut in 

pieces, divide (plural actions). 

darashi nl. def. darashigi pi. dara-
shii def. pi. darashlibii [Bamb. 
darashi five franc piece, from 
Eng. dollar] Five franc piece. 

di adv. [Bamb. d£ exclamative par-
ticle] Really, very, 

dl interr. [Bamb. dihow] How. 
diri v. tr. impfv. dirini or dirili. 

Pull. 
d06ni adv. [Bamb. dooni a bit] • 1 

In a short while, soon. • 2 A bit, 
somewhat, 

dufä nl. def. dufiqi pi. dufäa def. 
pi. dufäabii [Bamb. jufa pocket] 
Pocket. 

ditf&ngä n2. def. düföänqke pi. dü-
f&knyä def. pi. düfäünyi. Donkey, 

düfiigo n2. def. düfug6. Maize, 
dügö n2. def. düg6 pi. düyö def. pi. 

düyi. Stream, 
dugo v. intr. impfv. duguge. • 1 Be 

heavy. • 2 Be pregnant, 
dugo v. impfv. duru. • 1 intr. Go 

up, climb, ascend. • 2 tr. Climb, 
dura v. Imperfective of dugo. 
durogo v. tr. impfv. duruge [dugo 

go up + causative suffix] Cause 
to go up, take up, raise. 

e postp. Variant of i: in, at, to, 
from. 

e postp. Variant of i: with. 

faa v. tr. impfv. faa. • 1 Clear (a 
field), hoe (a crop). • 2 Cultivate, 
farm. 

faa nl. def. faaqi [faa cultivate] 
Work, farming, faa pyi. Farm, 
cultivate (lit. do farming), 

fäigä n2. def. f ü g e pi. ftiyi def. 
pi. f&yi [Bamb. fara] Rock. See 
kafä£g£. 

faapyi nl. def. faapyigi pi. faapyii 
def. pi. faapyiibii [faa farming + 
pyi do] Farmer, peasant, 

fana adv. [Bamb. fänä also] Also, 
too. Syn. mü. 

fänhä n2. def. fänhe pi. fänyä def. 
pi. fänyi [Bamb. fangä power] 
Strength, power, fänhi kyää. Ob-
ligation, necessity (lit. power 
matter). 

fanntügö η J. def. fanntuguni [fanqa 
grave + tugo dig] Grave-digging, 

faimtügüsiki nl. def. fanntügü-
sfltigi [fanntügö grave digging + 
sika goat] Goat sacrificed at 
kädücyfyi and given to grave-
diggers. 
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fanntügtiwö nl. def. fanntügüqi pl. 
fannttlgii def. pl. fanntügibü [fan-
ge grave + tugo dig] Grave-dig-
ger. 

fanqa n2. def. fani)k6 pl. fanya def. 
pl. fanyi. • 1 Grave, tomb. 
• 2 (plural) Cemetary, graveyard, 

fanqküfi nl. def. fanijl^üqi pl. fani)-
küu def. pl. fanrjküubii [fanga 
grave + kilro path] The road or 
path to the graveyard. 

f8 v. impfv. fi. • 1 intr. Run. • 2 
tr. Drive (a vehicle), 

fi v. Imperfective of fB. 
fiige n2. def. fiigl pl. iiiye def. pl. 

fiiyi. • 1 Kind, type. • 2 Patri-
lineage, clan, family name, 

fiige postp. [fiige kind] Like, as. 
f6 [Bamb. ft until] • 1 prep. Until, 

till, up to. • 2 prep. Except for. 
• 3 conj. Until, up to the point 
that. 

fögö nl. def. fögögi pl. fögii def. 
pl. ftSgibn [Bamb. fögon] Area 
surrounded by a crowd. 

f616 adv. [Bamb. ΐόΐό first] First, 
before. 

foo nl. def. foögi pl. ffce def. pl. 
ffeebii. • 1 Owner, person exer-
cising authority over, fänhä fob 
nl. def. fänhä fööqi. Person with 
authority, power, jö fbb. Who? • 
2 Person having the indicated 

quality, fbgö fbö. Poor person 
(owner of poverty), lütään fbö. 
Patient person (owner of pa-
tience). jiüqgaga f66. Bold, rash 
person (owner of rashness). • 3 
The one concerned, the person 
considered. • 4 Person who does 
or is affected by an action 
(compounded with a verb), 

foti nl. def. fotlqi [Fr. faute fault] 
Fault. 

funmpenre n4. def. funmpe£nre 
[fump interior + pen taste bad] 
Care, worry, anxiety, 

fbnjicwbgb n2. def. fünpcwbge pl. 
ffrqjicwöyä def. pl. fünpcwöyi. 
Large pottery water jar. 

fump n2. def. fQngke pl. fiinyo def. 
pl. fQnyi. Inside, interior, belly, 

ffirü v. tr. impfv. f&rüD. Pierce with 
one straight motion, 

ffirü v. tr. [Bamb. Λirü marry] 
Marry. 

ffirü nl. def. fdriiqi [fiirti marry] 
Marriage, 

fuu v. impfv. füuD. • 1 intr. Burst 
(e.g. ball, egg, tire). • 2 intr. 
Spring (trap). • 3 tr. Push or kick 
violently or brusquely (usually 
with bad intentions). • 4 tr. Bleed 
(direct object = slshy£n blood). 
* 5 tr. Hurt badly (subject = 
body part, direct object = per-
son). 

fworo v. intr. impfv. fwörö. Go out, 
exit. 

fwuu n3. def. fwuüni pl. fwüu def. 
pl. fwüugii. Yam. 

fya nl. def. fyagi pl. fyäa def. pl. 
fyäabii. Fish, 

fyä v. intr. impfv. fyägb. Be afraid. 
fy&k v. intr. impfv. fyää. Hurry, 

walk rapidly, 
fyl nl. def. fyigi pl. fyli def. pl. 

fylibii. Python, 
fyin v. intr. impfv. fyin. Sprout. 
fying6 n2. def. fyinge pl. fyiny£ 

def. pl. fyinyi. Sprout. 

g£ cfw. See k6. 
gd interj. See kg. 
gu aux. See leu. 

i postp. With (accompaniment and 
instrumental). 
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i postp. In, into, from, at; also used 
in numerous compound postposi-
tions, 

i aux. See na. 
i part. See u. 
ί aux. See si. 

ja v. impfv. jlni. • 1 intr. Thank 
you (with second person subject), 
to have done something deserving 
gratitude (with non-second person 
subject). • 2 tr. Overcome, be too 
much for, be stronger than, de-
feat. • 3 intr. Be able to handle, 
be able to cope with, be able to 
perform. • 4 intr. Be able to, can, 
could (first in a serial verb con-
struction). • 5 intr. May (first in 
a serial verb construction, indi-
cates permission to do second 
verb). 

jäcyt nl. def. jäcyiqi [Bamb. jäti 
count, consider] Importance, per-
sonal worth. 

jlg£ or jlg£ nl. def. jigiqi or jlglgi 
[Bamb. jigin hope] Hope, confi-
dence. 

jijä v. intr. impfv. jijänl [Bamb. jijä 
do one's best] Do one's best, 

jinl v. Imperfective of ja. 
jiri nJ. def. jirini pi. jlriqii def. pi. 

jlrigikii. Breast, udder, 
jirinie n5. def. jirimp6 [jiri breast] 

Milk, nüjlrhrä nS. def. nüjlrlmp£. 
Cow's milk, 

jö intcrr. [Bamb. jbn who] Who. jö 
fbö or jö f60 interr. Who. 

jo v. tr. impfv. joore. Swallow. 
j6n6 or j5ni adv. [Bamb. joona 

soon] Soon, 
jwo or jwu v. tr. or intr. impfv. yu. 

Say, speak, tell. 

jwoo η J. def. jwoonl pi. jwbhii def. 
pi. jw£hig0. Penis, (in plural) 
male genitals, 

jwoolo v. tr. impfv. jw00D. Sew. 
jwumo nS. def. jwump£ or jwub£ 

[jwo say] Speech, words, lan-
guage. 

jye or jyi v. tr. or intr. impfv. jye. 
Enter, u yyäha a j y i u e or u 
yyäha a j y i u wöge e. S/he lacks 
respect for him/her, underesti-
mates his/ her importance (lit. 
his/her face has entered in 
him/her, or has entered his/hers), 

j y i v. tr. impfv. jyii. Wash. 

kik aux. Negative imperative (prohi-
bition) and negative subjunctive 
auxiliary; becomes ahä or gä after 
a pronoun, 

kä pn2. One of: indefinite partitive 
pronoun, gender 2 singular. 

kk conj. Different subject narrative 
conjunction. 

k£ aux. Conditional auxiliary: if, 
when (in adverbial time clauses 
with future time reference); be-
comes ah& or hä after a pronoun, 

käänmücya v. tr. impfv. k&knmü-
cää. • I Check, check out. • 2 
Guard, take care of. • 3 Pay at-
tention to, observe, notice. 

kkbWgb n2. def. käbllg6 pi. käbttyfc 
def. pi. l£blly£ gen. 3 käbti def. 
käbllni pi. käblgii def. pi. käblgi-
gii. Stick, 

käbyiine conj., prep. [Bamb. kä-
biini, käbinisince] Since, as soon 
as, when. 

kac&m£ n3. def. kac£nni pi. kac£n-
qii def. pi. kac£ni)kii [kyaa affair 
+ -c£nN good] Good deed, good 
matter. 
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kaciige n2. def. kaciigl pi. kaciiye 
def. pi. kaciiyf. Ax. 

kaciige n2. def. kacQge pi. kaciiye 
def. pi. kacfiyi. Bone, 

käcwü nl. def. ldkcwügi pi. Icäcwüu 
def. pi. käcwüubü. Mouse, 

kklticyiyi. See käjicy£gä. 
kafäigä n2. def. kafäige [cf. Bamb. 

farakolo rock] Rock, stone. See 
fäägä. 

kafeege n2. def. kafe£ge pi. kafeeye 
or kafeeya def. pi. kafedyi. 
• 1 Wind. • 2 Air, breath, 

käjicyggä n2. def. k ä j ^ g ^ pi. kä-
jicy^yä def. pi. käjicyfeyi or kik-
dücyfcyi. Place on the path to the 
graveyard which is frontier the 
between the village of the dead 
and that of the living and where 
small children are buried; the 
corpse is set down here and the 
grave-diggers' goat is sacrificed 
here. 

käkttn nl. def. käkbönqi pi. kä-
k&nli or käk&m def. pi. lukkfeen-
bii or käköanbii. Species of lizard 
(yellow-headed), 

kälä v. tr. impfv. leiten or kill) 
[Bamb. kälän read, study] Read, 
study. 

kämbllfe nJ. def. kämblDni pi. käm-
pyaa or kümpyähii def. pi. käm-
pyaagii or kämpyähigii [? + bite 
seed] Cowry, 

kameije n2. def. kamegkl gen. 5 ka-
meme def. kamemp£. Dew. 

Idkmpanga n2. def. kämpanqkö pi. 
kämpanya def. pi. kämpanyi. • 1 
Side, piece. • 2 Direction. • 3 
Concerning, regarding, in regard 
to. 

kampecinge n2. def. kampecihgke 
pi. kampecinye def. pi. kampecih-
yi gen. 4 kampecire def. kampe-

cLre [kampee finger + ?] Finger-
nail, claw, 

kampee η J. def. kampefeni pi. kam-
pyähii def. pi. kampykhigii. Fin-
ger. See nump&. 

Idkmpyaa η J. pi. def. pi. ldkmpyaa-
gli. Plural of kämblfe. 

kimpyi or ämpyi conj. If. 
lean v. tr. impfv. kälkn. • 1 Give. 

• 2 Marker of dative (as second 
verb in a serial construction). 

k£n£ quant, and adv. def. kini. 
Only. 

känhä n2. def. känhe pi. känyä def. 
pi. kiknyi. Village, town, 

kanha v. impfv. kanre. • 1 intr. Be 
tired. • 2 intr. Suffer, be wretch-
ed, miserable. • 3 tr. Tire some-
one, annoy someone, cause to 
suffer. • 4 intr. Finally (first verb 
in a serial construction). • 5 intr. 
Do in vain, do for a long time un-
successfully or to the point of fa-
tigue (second verb in a serial 
construction), 

käni nJ. See kyaa. 
kantaa η J. def. kantaäni pi. kantä-

hii def. pi. kantähigii. Palm (of 
hand), hand, 

käntugo n2. def. käntug6 pi. kän-
tuyo def. pi. käntuyi. • 1 Back, 
behind. • 2 postp. Behind, 

kaijkuro num. def. kagkurifrji [kaij-
kurugo fist] Five, 

karjkurugo n2. def. karjkurüge pi. 
kagkuruyo def. pi. kagkurüyi [ka-
hand + kuru bend] Fist, 

kapii n3. def. kapflni pi. kap£gii 
def. pi. kapfegigii [kyaa affair + 
pi bad, dangerous] Bad deed, 
dangerous act. 

ltärämä v. tr. impfv. kärämi [Bamb. 
karabä force] Force, make. 
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kare v. intr. impfv. k&g£ or k££g£ 
or Ιίέέηέ or käiqi. Go, leave, 

lukrii. Plural of kyaa. 
kässknrägä n2. def. käsänräge. Last, 
katänrä n4. def. kat&nre [kyaa 

affair + t&n be sweet] Laughter, 
kawyii η J. def. kawyiini [kyaa 

affair + wyi whistle] • 1 Reason 
for whistling. • 2 Announcement 
of a decease, 

ke pn3. Here is: deictic identifier 
pronoun, gender 2 singular. 

k£ or g6 cfm. • 1 Relative clause 
marker. • 2 Adverbial time 
clause marker, 

kebe or kee v. tr. impfv. kyäägfc or 
ky&gfe. Break. 

k6e or k6o or k6 conj. Like, 
kfc or gfc interj. Sure! of course! 

May amalgamate with yd to be-
come gd. 

ke numl. def. kSqi. Ten. 
k&ni)£ v. impfv. • 1 intr. 

Move to. • 2 tr. Turn over, turn, 
yyaha keemje. (i) Turn one's head 
(lit. turn face), (ii) Guide, lead 
(lit. turn face). • 3 tr. Change 
into, turn into. • 4 tr. Raise, train, 
bring up (a child), 

kerege n2. def. ker£ge pi. keriya 
def. pi. kerlyi. • 1 Cultivated 
field. • 2 (in plural) Palm stem 
litter to which the corpse is tied 
and carried to the graveyard, 

ko conj. and defective v. [Bamb. ko 
say] That, say. 

köo or k0 conj. See k£e. 
kömi conj. [Fr. conmie like] Like, 
köönb n4. def. köonte [Bamb. koori 

cotton, probably from Fr. coton] 
Cotton. 

Korowaare prop. n. Cote d'lvoire, 
kbni [Bamb. kdn) topic marker] As 

for (topic marker). 

koro v. tr. impfv. kori. Chase, chase 
away, hunt. 

k6rb nl. def. k5r5i)i [Bamb. koro 
meaning] Meaning, significance, 

ku pn2. It, its: anaphoric pronoun, 
gender 2 singular, 

kti or gü aux. Potential auxiliary 
(less certain future than si), 

kücwuun nl. def. kücwuungi pi. 
kücwüünlil def. pi. kücwüunbü. 
Patas monkey (Erythrocebus 
patas). 

külö n3. def. külüni pi. külii def. pi. 
küligii. • 1 Country. • 2 Trip, 

külüsh! nl. def. külüshiri pi. 
külüshli def. pi. külüshiibü 
[Bamb. külüsf trousers, from Fr. 
culotte shorts, trousers] Trousers, 

kure. See kuru. 
kuro η J. def. küni pi. kürii def. pi. 

kürigii. • 1 Path, road. See kuu-
go. • 2 Line, stripe. • 3 Chapter, 
section, line of writing, 

kuru or kure det2. and pn2. This, 
that, it, its: emphatic pronoun and 
determiner, gender 2 singular, 

kurugo postp. • 1 Along, by. 4 2 
Next to, at the home of ( = French 
chez). • 3 On one's person, e.g. 
in one's pocket. • 4 Because of. 
jiähi kfrügö ye. Why?, because. 
Syn. jiähä ηά ye. 

kuugo n2. def. kuüge pi. kuuyo def. 
pi. kuüyi. Road (gen. 2 of kuro). 

kuyfc re/7. pn2. Itself: reflexive pro-
noun gender 2 singular, 

kwö v. tr. impfv. kw6r6. Draw 
(water, from stream or pot, not 
from well), 

kwörö v. intr. impfv. kwöröli. Stay, 
remain. 

kwa v. impfv. kwuu. • 1 intr. Fin-
ish, end. • 2 intr. Be ready. • 3 
intr. Already (second verb in a 
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serial construction). • 4 intr. At 
last, finally, end up by (first verb 
in a serial construction). • 5 tr. 
Equal, as much as (second verb in 
a serial construction, or in con-
secutive clause). 

kw6hb v. impfv. kw5h5D. • 1 intr. 
Dance. • 2 tr. Dance (direct ob-
ject = a dance, or the principal 
instrument used for the dance), 

kwöhörä n4. def. kwbhbre [kw6hb 
dance] Dance, 

kwan v. tr. impfv. kwuun. • 1 Cut, 
cut off, cut in two. käshlge kwbn. 
Make war. yogo kw5n. Quarrel, 
fight. • 2 Circumcise (a boy). 
• 3 Excise a woman. • 4 Marry: 
give, take (a woman) in marriage 
(from meaning 3, since excision 
was previously performed prior to 
marriage). • 5 Lower the price of 
something, 

-kwü nl. root def. -kwüiji [probably 
from Bamb. ko affair] Matter 
concerning, desire for. 

kwü nl. def. kwüqi pi. kwüu def. 
pi. kwüubti [kwü die] • 1 
(singular) Death. • 2 (plural) The 
dead, the ancestors, 

kwü v. intr. impfv. kwüu. Die. 
kwügö n2. def. kwüge pi. kwüyö 

def. pi. kwüyi [kwü die] • 1 
Death (generally understood to 
include the funeral rites). • 2 Fu-
neral. 

kwutönö n3. def. kwuUSni pi. kwu-
töijii def. pi. kwutöqkii [kwü die 
+ to cover, bury] Burial: the part 
of the kwügö up to the placing of 
the body in the grave, 

kwüün n3. def. kwüünni pi. kwbnhii 
def. pi. kwbnhigii. Tumulus, 
grave mound: band of earth piled 

up in a semicircle between the 
two mounds over the grave holes, 

kyaa n3. def. käni pi. kirii def. pi. 
kirigii gen. 2 kyaga def. kyäge 
pi. kyaya def. pi. kyäyi. • 1 
Thing, affair, matter. • 2 Need, 
desire. 

ky&gfe v. tr. Imperfective of kebe. 

la n2. def. läge. • 1 Desire. • 2 
Intestines. See lara. 

la ques. cfm. Marker of yes/no 
questions, 

laaga n2. def. Iaag6 pi. laaya def. 
pi. laayi. • 1 Distance. • 2 Area 
nearby, about, around (either in 
time or space), 

l i h i v. impfv. Ιάτέ. 
I. intr. • 1 Let go. • 2 Leave off, 
cease, stop. • 3 Again (first verb 
in a serial construction). Syn. 
ηύτύ. • 4 Be light in color. 
II. tr. • 1 Take off. • 2 Cause to 
cease doing. 

lämpü nl. def. lämpugi [Fr. l'impöt 
the tax] Tax. 

lara v. intr. and tr. impfv. lärägfe. 
Split (usually along the length), 

lara n4. def. laar6 gen. 2 laga def. 
lag£ pi. laya def. pi. layi. Intes-
tines. 

1 άτέ v. tr. Imperfective of l£h£. 
le v. tr. impfv. Ιέηϊ. • 1 Put, put in. 

• 2 Put on (clothes). • 3 Give 
(name). • 4 mee le. (i) Begin to 
cry, wail (lit. put voice), (ii) Be-
gin to sing. • 5 fanhä le. Do 
one's best, one's utmost, make a 
great effort (lit. put power). • 6 
yyaha le. Do one's best, work 
hard, make a great effort (lit. put 
face). • 7 fwoo le. Lend (lit. put 
debt). 
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lerne n5. de f. l€mpe [le put] Ap-
pearance, state, condition. 

lege v. tr. impfv. legi [le put + 
causative suffix] Put. 

Ii pn3. It, he, she: anaphoric pro-
noun, gender 3 singular. Ii nä Ii 
wüuni mü i. In spite of, anyway, 
nevertheless. 

lire pn3. and det3. This, that, it, its: 
emphatic pronoun, gender 3 sin-
gular. 

16g0 v. impfv. ηύτύ. • 1 tr. Hear, 
understand, listen to. 4 2 intr. 
Listen to. 

10g616 v. tr. impfv. USgöli. Pick at 
(e.g. teeth). 

Iüjüqe n2. def. Iüjiii)k6 [Iwoho water 
+ jiiqt be cold] • 1 Cold water. 
• 2 Middle of the night, about 
midnight to 3 a.m. 

lüpään n3. def. lüpäänni gen. 4 lü-
pänrä def. lüpäiknre. Mosquito. 

lüü n3. def. lüüni pi. l&gii def. pi. 
lügigii. • 1 Gall bladder. • 2 An-
ger. 

lüwüligfe n2. def. IüwüDg6 [Iwoho 
water + wuli bathe] Bath water. 

Iw5 v. tr. impfv. Ιύύ or yüü or lyud. 
• 1 Take, pick up, hold. • 2 Take 
away. • 3 Steal. • 4 Take, get, 
obtain, have. • 5 Resemble. 

lwoho n2. def. lwah£ or ywoh6 pi. 
lwohoya or ywohoya def. pi. lwo-
hoyi or ywohoyi. Water, liquid. 

lye v. impfv. lyägfe or lyeg£ or 
yyέgfe. • 1 intr. Be old, grow old, 
age. • 2 intr. Grow up, mature. 
• 3 tr. Make larger, taller. 

lyi v. tr. or intr. impfv. lyi or yyi. 
Eat. wy£r€ lyi. Spend money (lit. 
eat money), koaga lyi. Inherit (lit. 
eat inheritance). 

lylzanna def. lylzänni [lyi eat + 
zanna last] Last 'meal1 given to a 
dead person. 

mi conj. Consecutive conjunction 
indicating same subject as the 
previous clause. See mai. 

mik neg. ques. cfm. Negative ques-
tion marker; frequently reduced 
to ä. 

ma v. intr. Imperfective of pa. 
ma pn. You, your: non-declarative 

second person singular pronoun. 
ma£ conj. + aux. Same subject 

consecutive conjunction mä + 
narrative auxiliary si: and then, 

mäha aux. • 1 Habitual aspect 
auxiliary. • 2 Past tense auxil-
iary. 

mäha or m&h& conj. Distributive 
noun connective: each, every, 

mähänä n3. def. mähäni pi. mähägii 
def. pi. mähaqkii [mihinä go 
around] • 1 Turn. • 2 Action of 
going around, circling around 
(something). 

mihüiA v. tr. impfv. mihinl or 
m£r&. Turn, circle, go round, 
wind around. 

mbb nl. def. liiteqi [NOM prefix + 
bS be agreed] Unity, harmony, 
getting along together. 

mb£mbää nl. def. mb&mbäägi [mb£ 
unity + -mb& without] Discord, 
disunity, lack of agreement, 

mbyime nS. def. mbyitnpe. • 1 
Moisture. • 2 Malaria, 

ιηέ neg. cfm. • 1 Negative clause 
marker; may combine with the 
attentuation marker yd to yield 
m6. • 2 Comparative clause 
marker (with bä). • 3 Purpose 
clause marker (with bä). 
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ιηεε n3. def. mecni pi. myähii def. 
pi. myähigii gen. 4 meere def. 
πιεετέ. • 1 Rope, string. • 2 
Voice. • 3 Song, 

ηιέέ aux. Even if. 
mege n2. def. meg£ pi. meya def. 

pi. meyi. [related to mec voice] 
• 1 Name. • 2 Reputation, 

mere n4. def. meeri. Rope. See 
mee. 

mli pn. First person singular per-
sonal pronoun: I, me, my. 

miiri v. intr. impfv. miiri [Bamb. 
miirfthink] Think, cogitate, 

mö cfm. See m£. 
mobileti nl. def. mobiletirji [Fr. 

mobylette] Moped, 
mobili nl. def. mobiliqi pi. mobilii 

def. pi. mobiliibii [Fr. (auto)mo-
bile automobile] Car, automobile, 

motö nl. def. motögi [Fr. moteur 
motor] Motorcycle, moped, 

mo v. impfv. mbnl. • 1 intr. Be a 
long time, take a long time. • 2 
intr. Do for a long time (second 
verb in a serial construction). • 3 
intr. Be long time before doing 
(first verb in a serial construc-
tion). • 4 tr. Cause to take a long 
time. 

mpä nl. def. mpägi pi. mpäa def. 
pi. mpäabii. Sheep, 

mpi nl. def. mpigi pi. ihpii def. pi. 
mpiibii. Hare, rabbit, 

mpii pnl. and detl. These, those: 
demonstrative pronoun and de-
terminer, gender 1 plural. 

mplr6 interr. det. and pn. 1 and 5. 
Emphatic interrogative pronoun, 
gen. 1 pi. and gen. 5. 

mpwüü η J. def. mpwüüni pi. mpö-
gii def. pi. mpögigxi gen. 2 mpögö 
def. mpög£ pi. mpüyö def. pi. 
ihp&yi. Mound, hill. 

mpyi cop. and aux. [pyi do] • 1 
Was, were: past tense copula. • 2 
Past tense auxiliary, 

mu pn. You, your: 2nd person sin-
gular pronoun, 

πιύ quant, and adv. • 1 Also, too. 
• 2 All. 

mJigö v. tr. impfv. ιηύτύ. Open. 

nä nl. def. näi)i pi. nämii def. pi. 
nämpii. Man {vir) (the alternate 
plural nämbaa, nämbaabii "mar-
ried men' is often used), 

na conj. That (complementizer), 
na aux. Progressive aspect auxil-

iary: may encode progressive, 
habitual, or gnomic meanings; has 
shortened forms a, i, u following 
certain auxiliaries and following 
subject pronoun in a realis com-
plement clause, 

na postp. On, at, to, from, concern-
ing. 

na pn. Me, my: non-declarative 
pronoun, first person singular. 

n£ • 1 conj. And (conjoins noun 
phrases). • 2 prep. With: instru-
mental and accompaniment case 
marker (the noun phrase it pre-
cedes must be followed by the 
postposition i 'with'), 

ni conj. I f . 
n£ aux. Remote past tense auxiliary, 
nä v. intr. happen (only) afterwards 

(first verb in a serial construc-
tion). 

n ü r ä v. tr. and intr. impfv. näirä. 
Increase, augment, 

näfüü nl. def. näfüüqi [Bamb. nä-
folo wealth] Wealth, riches, mat-
erial possessions, 

njkfhügkwü nl. def. näfüürjkwüqi 
[näfüü wealth + -kwü desire for] 
Desire for wealth, greed. 
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n£M v. tr. impfv. nähfe. • 1 Herd, 
drive (protect and guide) live-
stock. • 2 Protect, guard, watch 
over. 

nähä. • 1 adv. Here. • 2 cop. Be 
here. • 3 aux. Here, close by 
speaker, or in some way obvious 
to speaker, 

näkaana n4. def. näkaantl. Argu-
ment, dispute, näkaanu bai. With-
out discussion, that goes without 
saying, obviously, 

n&mbaa nl. pi. def. pi. nämbaabii 
[nä man + baga house] Men: the 
most frequently used plural of nä 
and only plural of nb; properly, 
married men. 

nämbaga n2. def. nikmbag£ pi. näm-
baya def. pi. nämbayi [related to 
nskmbaa men] Marriage (from 
woman's point of view), 

nämponrp nl. def. nämpamji pi. 
n&mpwuun def. pi. nämpwuunbii. 
Guest, stranger. 

näjijllpylr& n4. def. näjijllpylr£ 
[näjijllw& young man + pyä 
child] Young men. 

näjijllwö nl. def. näjijllqi pi. näjijii 
def. pi. näpjiibii. Young man, 
youth (from puberty to about 40 
years). 

näqköcääwä or jiwbhbc&kwä nl. 
def. nägköcäägi or jiwbhbcääqi. 
Child. 

nägköly£ nl. def. nägkölyfegi or 
nüüjköyyäqi or jiwbhbly^qi or 
nögblyfeqi pi. näqkölyee def. pi. 
nägkölyeebii [nägkö- person + 
lye be old] Old man. 

pn3. and det3. This, that: de-
monstrative pronoun and deter-
miner, gender 3 singular. 

ΜΙτέ interr. pn3. and det3. Which: 
interrogative determiner, gender 3 
singular. 

nl. def. ηέςέδύιμ [Bamb. 
nigiso bicycle (lit. iron horse)] 
Bicycle. 

nl. def. n&g£s&f£i)i pi. ηέ-
g&süföe def. pi. nfegfesriffeebii [ηέ-
gέδύ bicycle + ffi run] Bicycle 
rider. 

^neqe n2. def. "neqki pi. vnenye def. 
pi. ^nenyi. Tail, 

ni conj. Purpose clause marker, 
ni aux. Recent past auxiliary, 
n in tü n3. def. nintiiüiii pi. nintikhii 

def. pi. nintähigii. Sole of foot, 
nijicyiiwe adjl. def. nijicyfiqi pi. 

nijicyii def. pi. nijicyiibü gen. 2 
nijicyiige def. nijicyftge pi. nip-
cyiiye def. pi. nipcyflyi gen. 3 
nijicyiile def. nipcyftni def. pi. 
nijicyiigii gen. 4 nijicyiire def. 
nijicyilre gen. 5 nijtcyiime def. 
nijicyilmpe or nijicyfibe [niN- adj. 
prefix + -cyii first] First, 

nljti nl. def. riljilgi. Top. 
nipjää adv. Today. 
nijijy66 adv. This year, 
"niije n2. def. xnii)k£ pi. vnijiye def. 

pi. "nijiyi. Middle, 
niqgiqi n2. def. nii)g6i)ke pi. nig-

g£jiy€ def. pi. niqg^pyi (jiuip 
head + wege leaf] Outer ear. 

niqkl adv. [related to sähä still] 
Again, still. Syn. sähigk). 

niqkln num. def. nlqklnqi gen. 2 
n)qk)ng& def. niqklng6. One. 

n5 nl. def. niiji pi. nämbaa def. pi. 
nämbaabii. Husband, man. 

no v. impfv. ηόηϊ. 
I. • 1 intr. Arrive, reach. • 2 tr. 
Cause to arrive. 
II. tr. Bite, sting. 
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nbgbly£ nl. def. nbgblyärji or nbgb-
yyfeiji pi. nbgblyee def. pi. nbgb-
lyeebil. Old man, elder, 

naaga n2. def. nobge pi. nooya def. 
pi. nabyi. Wound, sore. 

htte n3. def. Ätiäni pi. Atäqii def. 
pi. iktägikli. Courtyard, 

fttäsön nl. def. ütäs5ngi pi. itta-
s£nmii def. pi. iktas£nmipii. Toad, 

ittäsüü nl. def. fttäsüügi pi. fttäsüu 
def. pi. fttäsüubii. Elephant, 

ήίέ pn4. and det4. This, these, that, 
those: demonstrative pronoun and 
determiner, gender 4. 

η ύ nl. def. nüqi pi. nViy£ def. pi. 
nülyi gen. 4 nbrb or nbgbrb def. 
nbgbre. Cow. 

nu nl. def. nügi pi. ηέε def. pi. ηεε-
bii. Mother, 

nügö n2. def. nüge pi. nüyö def. pi. 
nüyi. Smell, odor, nügö ta. Smell 
something (lit. get odor), 

nugö v. tr. impfv. nurii. Sow, plant. 
n6gö v. tr. impfv. nugtini. Wear a 

g-string or waist band; put on a g-
string. 

numbwaho adj2. def. numbdhe gen. 
1 numbwo def. numbwdqi gen. 3 
numbwoo def. numbwooni [niN-
adj. prefix + -bwa] Big. 

nümbwuu or jiümbwuu n3. def. 
nümbwuuni pi. nümbögii def. pi. 
nümbögigii [nügö head + bwuu 
gourd] Head. 

num§ adv. Now. 
nümpanga n2. def. nümpangkö pi. 

nümpanya def. pi. nümpanyi. 
Tomorrow, 

η ι ιπφέέ n3. def. ηυηιρέέηϊ pi. 
numpyähii def. pi. numpyähigii. 
Toe. 

numpilaga n2. def. numpiläge pi. 
numpiliye def. pi. numpiliyi. 
• 1 Night, numpilipuni. The 

whole night. • 2 Tonight. • 3 
Evening meal; grain for the eve-
ning meal, 

numpyu or numpyii adj3. def. num-
pyiini or numpyiini pi. numpyiijii 
or numpyigii def. pi. numpyiqkii 
or numpyiqkii gen. 2 numpyige 
def. numpyigl [niN- adj. prefix 
+ pyi do] Done, accomplished, 
thing done, deed, action, 

ηύτύ v. intr. impfv. ηύτύηί. • 1 
Return. • 2 Again (first verb in a 
serial construction), 

ηύτύ v. Imperfective of 10g6. 

jiüä. Imperfective of jiye. 
jiaara v. intr. impfv. jiäirfe. Walk, 
j i i i r i v. tr. impfv. ji£4r£. Beg, pray, 
jiähä interr. What: non-human in-

terrogative word, 
j iähini v. tr. impfv. jiähäni. Shake 

(e.g. a finger, hand, foot), swing, 
jiaga n2. def. jiai)k£ pi. jiajiya def. 

pi. jiajiyi. Hill, mountain. 
jicya nl. def. jicyaqi [NOM prefix 

+ cya seek] Search. 
jk;yii det3. and pn3. These, those: 

demonstrative pronoun and de-
terminer, gender 3 plural, 

jie v. tr. and intr. impfv. jieni. Wake 
up. 

jieeme nS. def. jieemp£. • 1 Seed 
for sowing. • 2 Sowing, 

jieeqgyii n3. def. jieerjgyiini pi. 
jiEEQgyigii def. pi. jiecggyigigii 
[jieeme seed + wyii hole] Hole 
for sowing seed, 

j i i v. impfv. jiinl. • 1 intr. Be full. 
• 2 tr. Fill, 

jiinl v. intr. impfv. jiinl. Cry, weep, 
j i i ^ v. impfv. jiiqini. • 1 intr. Be 

cool, cold, cool off . • 2 tr. Make 
cool. • 3 intr. Be damp, wet. • 4 
tr. Dampen, make wet. • 5 intr. 
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Be calm, slow; calm down, slow 
down. • 6 tr. Calm someone 
down; make someone/something 
slow. • 7 u furnjka a S/he is 
happy, content, satisfied (lit. 
his/her interior is cool), 

ρϊηέ n2. def. jilgke pi. jü j i j^ def. pi. 
jüjiyi. Earth, ground. 

jij6 pn2. and det2. These, those: 
demonstrative, gender 2 plural, 

jkjömü det2. and pn2. Which: rela-
tive determiner, gender 2 plural, 

jiümbwuu η J. See nümbwuu. 
jiüql 1 comp, postp. [jiüqb head + i 

in, at] On top of, on. 
jiüqö n2. def. jiügke or nüqke pi. 

jiüjiyb def. pi. jiüjiyi. • 1 Head. 
• 2 Meaning, significance, expla-
nation. • 3 The other side, 

jiwo n2. See jiwogo. 
jiwogo n2. def. jiw3g£ pi. jiwoya 

def. pi. jiwoyi. • 1 Mouth. • 2 
Opening (e.g. doorway, pot). • 3 
Edge (e.g. of road, knife, river), 

"jiwohi i comp, postp. f j iwoho 
underneath] Beneath, underneath, 
behind, below, 

"jiwaho n2. def. vjiwah6 pi. \pw>-
hoya def. pi. ^jiwohayi. • 1 Bot-
tom, underneath. • 2 Meaning, 
significance, explanation, reason, 

jiwbhöc&kwä nl. See nägköd&gi. 
jiwbhblyfc nl. See mkqköly^. 
jiwaseege n2. def. jiwase^ge pi. 

jiwoseeya def. pi. jiwose^yi [jiw>-
ga mouth + seege skin] Lip. 

jiyaha v. intr. impfv. jiy£h£g&. Be 
much, many, a lot. 

jiyaha v. tr. impfv. jiyaha. Move, 
stir. 

jiye v. tr. impfv. ji&L • 1 See. • 2 
Realize, understand (with indirect 
speech complement clause; takes 
ii as anticipatory pronoun). • 3 

Have done, have tried or experi-
enced: marker of experiential per-
fect (second verb in serial con-
struction), 

jiye cop. • 1 Be: neutral copula. 
• 2 Auxiliary in negative perfect 
and progressive clauses (obliga-
tory), and in clauses from which 
an NP has been left dislocated for 
focus, such as questions (option-
al); it may also be used together 
with a preceding progressive mar-
ker in emphatic perfect clauses. 

-jiye adj. root. Red, warm-colored. 
jiyg interj. Well, OK, uh. 
jiy£g£ n2. def. jiy£ge pi. jiy£yi def. 

pi. jiyfcyi. Morning, 
"jiyege n2. def. vjiyeg6. Grass, 
-jiyege n2. root def. -jiySge pi. 

-jiyeya def. pi. -jiySyi. An indi-
viduated amount, -ful. cibujiy€g£ 
pi. cibujiy€yä. Gourdful. c e r e j ^ -
g i or ceejiyfg£. Calabashful. 
jiwqpyega def. jiwqjiygge. Mouth-
ful. cyepyega def. cyejiy£ge. 
Handful, lajiyega def. lajiygge. 
Pregnancy (lit. guts full), 

jiyii nJ. def. jiyiini pi. "jiyii def. pi. 
Kjiyiigii def. jiyiini [cf. Bamb. j ie 
eye] • 1 Eye. • 2 Suitable, 
pleasing, desired. • 3 jiyini i or 
jiyiini i. In the opinion of, view. 
• 4 Alive, living, "jiyii wü def. 
xjiyii wihji pi. xjiyii wuu def. pi. 
"jiyii wuubii. Living person (lit. 
eyes one). xjiyii shin def. ^jiyii 
shingi pi. "jiyii shiin def. pi. \pyii 
shiinbii. (i) Living person (lit. 
eyes person), (ii) A capable per-
son. Njiyii yäügä def. "jiyii yäige. 
Living animal (lit. eyes thing). • 
5 jiyii na. In the presence of, in 

the sight of. • 6 jiyii cyän. Wait 
for (lit. drop eye). • 7 u jiyftna k 
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waha. S/he is stubborn, rash (lit. 
his/her eye is hard). • 8 jiyii 
wuüni. Will, desire (lit. eye one). 

gägä v. tr. impfv. g£g&. Scratch. 
pnl. and detl. This, that: de-

monstrative, gender 1 singular. 
i|g£mü rel. detl. and pnl. Who, 

which: relative determiner, gen-
der 1 singular. 

i)gir£ interr. pnl. and detl. Which: 
emphatic interrogative pronoun 
and determiner, gender 1 singu-
lar. 

r}ki& conj. [Bamb. hka but] But. 
-gkana n3. root def. -gkani. 

Method, manner (added to a verb 
stem). bwonqkana def. 
bwangkäni. Way of beating. 
Iw6gk£n£ def. Iw6gkitni. Way of 
taking, cüqkänä def. cügkäni. 
Way of grabbing, bögkinä def. 
bögkäni. Way of killing. 

r}k6 dem. pn2. and det2. This, that: 
demonstrative, gender 2 singular. 

^k£mü rel. det2. and pn2. Which: 
relative determiner, gender 2 sin-
gular. 

i)kübaa n3. def. flkübaani [$küik 
chicken + baa little house] 
Chicken house, 

t^külege n2. def. ^külegi pi. ^küliye 
def. pi. ^küliyi. Cockroach, 

qkunuqa n2. def. qkunügke pi. i)ku-
nujiyo def. pi. qkunüjiyi. Wall of 
building. 

^küü nl. def. ^küüqi pi. ^kwuu def. 
pi. ^kwuubii gen. 4 ijlcügürö def. 
^kügüre. Chicken, 

ijky&kn n3. def. rykyäänni pi. ^kyän-
hii def. pi. ^kyänhigii. Tooth. 

ij66 v. impfv. qwüüni. • 1 intr. 
Sleep. 4 2 tr. qaogo η66. Dream. 

ipogo n2. def. ipogi pi. rpoyo def. 
pi. Q33yi [rpo sleep] Dream, 

gaaip v. tr. impfv. q66q). Push. 
QW39 η J. def. qwoani pi. qwbhii def. 

pi. qwbhigii gen. 2 gwasgo def. 
QW33g6 pi. gwaaya def. pi. 
qwoayi. Knife. Idle qwbbni. Rain-
bow (lit. sky knife), gwatcxmla. 
Long knife, 

η won v. impfv. gw6rd. • 1 intr. 
Suck breast, suckle. • 2 tr. Suck 
(direct object = breast). 

ο conj. [Bamb. ο distributive con-
nective] Distributive noun con-
nective. Syn. mäha. 

6nha interj. No. 
oon interj. Yes. 

pa v. intr. impfv. ma {intr.) pää (tr.) 
Come. 

pään v. tr. impfv. päinni. Chop, 
with intention of cutting in two 
(the difference between te and 
p££n is that the latter is done with 
the intention of cutting the object 
into two pieces (i.e. kwan), 
whereas with the former there is 
no such intention), 

pännämbftigb r>2. def. pännäm-
buüqke pi. pännämbuujiyb def. pi. 
pännämbuüjiyi [pänrä palm ribs 
+ ?] Large palm frond stems, 

pee n3. def. peeni pi. pyähii def. pi. 
pyähigii. Small black pot for 
serving sauce. 

p6fe v. impfv. p^rfc. • 1 intr. Be big, 
fat; become big, fat. • 2 tr. 
Honor, respect, 

pege n2. def. pεgέ pi. peya def. pi. 
peyi. Large red pot with wide 
mouth. 
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pen v. impfv. p£ng&. • 1 intr. Be 
tasteless, bad, disagreeable. • 2 
intr. Be difficult. • 3 tr. Dis-
please. 

ρέτέ v. tr. impfv. ρέτέΐί or ρ&έηί. 
Sell. 

pi v. intr. impfv. pini. • 1 intr. Be 
bad, dangerous. • 2 intr. Be too 
small a quantity for the price. • 3 
intr. Be soft, ripe, cooked, ready, 

pi pnl. They, them, their: anaphoric 
pronoun, gender 1 plural. 

pD pnl. Some: indefinite and parti-
tive pronoun and determiner, 
gender 1 plural, 

ρϊηηέ n2. def. pliujke pi. ρΐηγέ de f. 
pi. plnyi dim. ρϊΐηέ n3. pUnni. 
Drum. 

pllägä n2. def. plläge. Night, 
pire pnl. and detl. These, those, 

they, them, their: emphatic de-
terminer pronoun, gender 1 plu-
ral. 

poo nl. def. ροόηϊ pi. pfce def. pi. 
p£ebu. • 1 Husband. 4 2 (in 
compounds) Male, 

pööwö nl. def. ρόόςί pi. pöölii def. 
pi. pöobii. Catfish, 

prännfiyä nl. def. pränntlyägi 
[Bamb. pränüyä apprenticeship, 
from Fr. apprenti apprentice] Ap-
prenticeship, 

pu pn5. and det5. It, its: anaphoric 
pronoun, gender 5. 

ρϋοέέΜΙέ π J. def. püc££bHini gen. 
4 püc66pylr& def. püc66pylr£ 
[pücwb girl + bllfc little] Little 
girl. 

püc£r£wä nl. def. ρϋοέτέιμ pi. pü-
cfcrii def. pi. püc£ribii. Woman of 
one's village who has been mar-
ried (since marriage is exoga-
mous, she usually lives in another 
village, where she is simply a 

ceewe 'woman'; in her natal vil-
lage she becomes a püc£r£wä). 

pücwb nl. def. pücwöqi pi. pücyaa 
def. pi. pücyaabii gen. 2 pücwägä 
def. pücwbg6 gen. 4 pücyara or 
pücyera def. pücyeerl. Girl 
(unmarried), 

pümb nS. def. pümpe. Trunk of 
body of a person or animal, i.e. 
body minus head, arms/wings, 
legs, tail. 

pünimblfö n3. def. püniniblßni 
gen. 4 pünämpylrfe def. pünäm-
pylr6 [? + bllfc little] Boy. 

puni quant. All. 
pworo nl. def. pworoqi pi. pworii 

def. pi. pworibii. Daughter, 
pworo n4. def. pwoor£. • 1 Adobe, 

mud for building. • 2 Houses, 
buildings made of adobe, 

pwa v. tr. impfv. pwu. Tie. 
pw5 v. tr. impfv. pwM. Sweep. 
pw5r6 v. intr. impfv. pw65qi or 

pw6r6r)i. • 1 Be better, get better 
(from an illness). • 2 Be better 
than. 

pwun nl. def. pwüagi pi. pwüun 
def. pi. pwüunbii gen. 2 ponrp 
def. p3ni)ke pi. ponyo def. pi. 
p3nyi gen. 4 panna def. p3nnte. 
Dog. 

pwunmpoo or panmpoo nl. def. 
pwunmpwoöqi or panmpoöqi 
[pwun dog + poo male] Male 
dog. 

pyi nl. def. pyägi pi. pyli def. pi. 
pylibii. Child, 

pyenga n2. def. py£nge pi. pyenya 
def. pi. pygnyi. Compound, court-
yard, household, home, pyenga 
sfalinbii. The family, 

pyi v. impfv. pyi. • 1 tr. Do. • 2 tr. 
Make, cause. • 3 intr. Be, be-
come. • 4 intr. Past tense auxil-
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iary. • 5 ir. Call, name, say. • 6 
tr. Tell, order, 

pyli nl. pi. def. pi. pylibii. Plural of 
pyä. 

ra quasi aux. See sa. 
ri aux. See si. 

sa quasi aux. • 1 Go, go in order to 
(andative auxiliary; often rho-
tacized to ra). • 2 Very, really, 

sä or sä interj. [Bamb. sä exclama-
tion of impatience] Exclamation 
of impatience (used with impera-
tives). 

s££ v. tr. impfv. säili. • 1 Peel with 
a knife, whittle. • 2 Remove 
grass or weeds from fields, 

s i h i aux. 'Still' tense auxiliary: 
still, again, yet. 

sähäjicin nl. def. sähäjicimji or 
sögöjicinqi pi. sähäjicinmii def. 
pi. sähäjicinmpii [s6gör6 cat ? + 
ein leopard ?] Cat. 

sähäqkl adv. [sihä still + nlgkin 
one ?] • 1 Again. Syn. nigkl • 2 
Still. 

sina conj. [Bamb. sani before] Be-
fore. 

sängä n2. def. sänge pi. sänyä def. 
pi. sänyi. Announcement of 
death, obituary, sänge wyi. Make 
the death announcement (lit. 
whistle the death announcement), 

sanija detl. def. sängi pi. sanmii 
def. pi. sanmpii gen. 2 sanqa def. 
sängke pi. sanya def. pi. sänyi 
gen. 3 »anna def. sänni pi. sangii 
def. pi. sanqkii gen. 4 sanna def. 
sännte gen. 5 sanma def. sänmpe. 
The other(s), the rest: definite 
'other' determiner, 

sanzi nl. def. sanzigi [Fr. essence 
gasoline] Gasoline. 

sajicyeen η J. def. sajicye£nni or 
cajicye£nni gen. 4 sajicyenra def. 
sajicye£nre gen. 2 sajicyenga def. 
sajicySnge pi. sajicyenya. Bird, 

särä v. tr. impfv. säränü [Bamb. sära 
pay] Pay. 

särägä nl. def. särägäqi pi. särägii 
def. pi. särägibii gen. 2 (a reana-
lysis) särägä def. säräge pi. 
säräyä def. pi. säräyi [Ar. via 
Bamb. saraka alms, offering] Sac-
rifice, offering, 

sarawa nl. def. saraqi pi. särii def. 
pi. säribii. Honey bee. 

sfcfc nl. def. s&qi [Bamb. sibi 
truth] Truth, 

seeye n2. pi. See seege. 
βέπιέ v. tr. impfv. s£m6ni or s6-

b£nni [Bamb. seben write] Write, 
sepjwaha n2. def. sepjw3he [sere 

honey + lwoho water] Honey. 
s£rii nJ. pi. def. pi. s&rigii. Kidneys 

(plural). 
s&g& n2. def. s££ge pi. s&yä def. 

pi. sfefeyi [Bamb. sdri porridge (?)] 
Porridge, 

seege n2. def. se£ge pi. seeya def. 
pi. se&yi gen. 4 seere def. se£re. 
Skin. 

seen nl. def. seemji [cf. Bamb. sanu 
gold] Gold, 

sere n4. def. seer6. Honey, 
si aux. [the imperfective form of 

shya go] • 1 Purpose marker. • 2 
Subjunctive auxiliary; becomes ί 
or ύ following a pronoun; some-
times rhotacized to ri; becomes s i 
or rä before the progressive auxil-
iary, which takes its short form a 
in this context, 

si aux. Narrative or sequential aux-
iliary; becomes ri following a 
stressed vowel, i or ύ following a 
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pronoun, £ following the same 
subject narrative connective mä. 

si aux. Future tense auxiliary, 
si aux. Adversative auxiliary: but, 

as for, on the other hand, while, 
si v. intr. Imperfective of shya. 
si nl. def. siqi pi. sii def. pi. siibii 

[Bamb. se power] • 1 Power. • 2 
Region. 

si v. impfv. sini. • 1 intr. Be born. 
• 2 tr. Give birth (subject = 
mother); father (subject = fa-
ther). 

slcy££r& num. Four, 
sige v. tr. impfv. sigiü. • 1 Wait 

for. • 2 Hinder, prevent, 
sige n2. def. sig£ pi. siye def. pi. 

siyi. The bush, countryside, 
sige shin nl. def. sige shinqi pi. 

sige shiin def. pi. sige shiinbii 
[sige bush + shin person] Kind 
of sprite or elf that lives in the 
bush, in form of a short person 
with long blond hair and feet on 
backwards, possessing consider-
able magic power; they are 
thought to live in trees, and are 
placated with sacrifices in sacred 
groves. 

sige yäigä n2. def. sige yääge gen. 
4 sige yäirά def. sige yälre [sige 
bush + yaaga thing] Wild ani-
mal. Syn. naqi yäägä. 

sii v. tr. and intr. impfv. siige. • 1 
Begin. • 2 Be: emphatic copula, 

siige v. tr. impfv. siii)). Lean on, 
push against, 

sika nl. def. sikägi pi. sildka or si-
kyäa def. pi. sikikabii. Goat, 

sikapferfe n3. def. sikap£ni pi. si-
kapferii or sikap£rii def. pi. sika-
pärigii or sikapέrigίί [sika goat + 
-pere male] Male goat, billy goat. 

sfl6g6 v. impfv. sQ6g£. • 1 intr. Be 
ashamed, be embarrassed. • 2 
intr. Respect. • 3 tr. Make 
ashamed, embarrass, 

sinama nS. def. sinamp£. Beauty, 
-slnaija adjl. def. -slnaqi pi. 

-slnamii def. pi. -sinamipii gen. 2 
-sinaga def. -slnai}k6. Handsome, 
beautiful, 

sini v. intr. impfv. sinini. Lie down, 
go to sleep, 

είηί^έ v. tr. impfv. sinäg6 [sini lie 
down + causative suffix] Make 
to lie down, lay down, 

sinme nS. def. sfiompe. Beer. 
sinm£ n5. def. slnmpe. Oil, grease, 

butter, fat. 
sintaaga n2. def. sintaäge pi. sin-

taaya def. pi. sintaäyi. Bow. 
slpcaaga n2. def. sljicaag6 pi. slji-

ciiye or slpcaaya def. pi. sljiciiyi 
or sljicaayi gen. 4 sljiciire def. 
sijiciir£. Firewood, 

sljicanha n2. def. sljicanh£ pi. slji-
canya def. pi. sijicanyi. Harpoon 
(with three or four prongs), 

sljicyan adv. Together. 
slji& nl. def. sljii^Tji pi. sijiee def. 

pi. sijieebii [si born ? + 
-jiec one like] Sibling with same 
parent. 

sis6nq5 nl. def. sisdnqi or disdnqi 
pi. sis6nmii def. pi. sis5nmpii. 
Fly. 

slshyän n2. def. slshyänge or sl-
shy&ige. Blood. 

s6gö v. intr. impfv. sörö. Burn. 
s6gör6 nl. def. sögörtSgi pi. sögö-

r0o def. pi. s6g5r6obii. Cat. 
sööwö nl. def. sööqi pi. söölii def. 

pi. söobü. Terrapin, 
soro v. intr. impfv. s6r0g£. • 1 

Taste bitter. • 2 Be bitter, sharp, 
painful. 
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sango v. tr. impfv. sonrji [cf. Bamb. 
son make offerings] Celebrate 
(the first night of a festival). 

s5ni)5 v. tr. or intr. impfv. sängi. 
• 1 Think. • 2 Warn, inform in 
advance. 

s ä » nl. def. saanqi pi. s5dnlii def. 
pi. s&mbii [perhaps related to 
Bamb. sdlo Senegal parrot] Parrot 
(general term, but especially the 
Senegal parrot), 

su v. intr. impfv. sun). Defecate. 
s6 v. tr. impfv. suuli. • 1 Pierce, 

poke. • 2 Give an injection to. 
• 3 Embroider. 

5ύ v. tr. impfv. suu [cf. Bamb. süsu 
pound in mortar] • 1 Pound in 
mortar. • 2 mee su. Cry, weep 
(lit. pound voice), 

sugo n2. def. suge pi. suyo def. pi. 
suyi [sü pound in mortar] Mortar, 

sümä nl. def. sümägi [Bamb. 
süman harvest] Grain, 

sumpowyii n3. def. sumpowyilni 
[sumpogo female sexual organs 
+ wyii hole] Vagina, 

süpyä nl. def. süpyaqi pi. süpyii 
def. pi. süpyiibü. Person, 

süpyigire n4. def. süpyigü-έ. Good-
ness, humaneness, love, 

süpylrfe n4. def. süpylr6 [gender 4 
of süpyä person] • 1 People. • 2 
Senufo language (any Senufo 
language), especially Supyire. 

srthigö v. tr. impfv. suugi. Burn 
(causative of s6g6). 

suuma nS. def. suümpe. Salt. 

shi nl. def. shigi [Bamb. si seed] 
Seed (for sowing), 

shin nl. def. shingi pi. shlin def. pi. 
shiinbil. Person, 

shire n4. def. shir6 [Bamb. si hair, 
feather] Hair, feathers, shire 

r£ n4. def. shire yääre. Animals, 
birds (with fur or feathers), 

shöö η3. def. shööni pi. shöo def. 
pi. shöogii. Millet (singular = the 
species, plural = grain (non-
count)) 

shanga n2. def. shdnge pi. shanya 
def. pi. sh3nyi. Horse, 

shüünnl num. def. shütinnl^i or 
shünnliji. Two. 

shwa v. tr. impfv. shuü. • 1 Buy. 
• 2 Take. • 3 Reply to. jiwo sh-
wa. Answer, reply to (lit. take 
mouth). • 4 Save, rescue, deliver, 

shwaha v. tr. impfv. sore. Cook. 
shw5hb v. tr. impfv. shw5h5R 

[Bamb. sbgo lock] Lock, bolt, 
shwbhale e comp, postp. • 1 Be-

tween, among. • 2 Perhaps, 
maybe. 

shwbhala nl. def. shwbhoqi. Area 
between, among, 

shwan v. impfv. shuun. • 1 intr. 
and tr. Pass the night (direct ob-
ject refers to night(s)). • 2 tr. 
Have sexual relations with (direct 
object refers to person), 

shya v. intr. impfv. si or si. Go. 
shy&rfe n4. def. shy&re. Nest. 
shy&r£ v. tr. impfv. shy££r£. Greet, 

thank. 

ta v. impfv. t£k. • 1 tr. Find, (with 
predicate nominal) Find (some-
thing, someone) in a condition, 
state. b6 ä tk. Meet by chance (lit. 
meet and find). • 2 tr. Find 
(someone) doing (something), 
find that (someone has done 
something), lira a ü til... Mean-
while, during this time, s/he had 
(done something). • 3 tr. Get, 
obtain, have, mk D tä. Although, 
even though, and yet (lit. and find 
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it), laa ta. Become pregnant (lit. 
get pregnancy), nügö ta. Smell 
(something) (lit. get smell), tängä 
ta. Be right (lit. get correctness). 
tic£nm£ ta u yyähe tään. Find 
favor with him/her (lit. beside 
his/her face). • 4 tr. (subject = 
disease, direct object = person) 
Fall ill with. • 5 tr. (subject = 
emotion, direct object = person) 
Seize, take control of. 4 6 tr. 
(subject = a misfortune, direct 
object = person) Befall, happen 
to. • 7 Up to (a given number of 
times, with a number as predicate 
nominal) (usually second verb of 
a serial verb construction, or of a 
consecutive construction). • 8 tr. 
Cause, be the cause of (subject = 
situation, direct object = person, 
with indicative complement 
clause). • 9 tr. Succeed in, man-
age to (first verb in a serial con-
struction). • 10 tr. Feel better af-
ter an illness (with reflexive di-
rect object. • 11 intr. Have 
enough, be satisfied, 

ta v. impfv. täni. • 1 intr. Cling, 
stay obstinately with (someone). 
• 2 intr. Annoy. 4 3 tr. Attack 
bodily, assail, 

ta aux. Imperfective imperative 
auxiliary: used only with singular 
addressee. 

t£ ques. See tahä. 
tai interr. Where? 
tάά v. tr. impfv. ίάάΐί [Bamb. tila 

divide] Divide up, share among, 
taala v. impfv. taali. • 1 intr. Feel 

around for. • 2 tr. Caress, stroke, 
pet. 

taän nl. def. tääni)i pi. täan def. pi. 
täanbii. Arrow. 

ίάάη v. intr. impfv. t£ng£. • 1 Be 
sweet, good, pleasing. • 2 Be 
sharp. • 3 Be easy, 

t i in postp. Beside, 
t&nrfe num. Three, 
tähä or ti. ques. Clause initial 

yes/no question marker. 
taha v. impfv. tare. 

I. tr. • 1 Put down, set down. • 2 
Put on fire to cook. • 3 Repeat, 
say. • 4 Attribute, assign, give. 
• 5 Make (a drum, a bed made of 
palm stems). 
II. intr. • 1 Sit, be located. • 2 
Be born next after (in the same 
family). • 2 taha a bfi. Keep go-
ing on (lit. follow and go far). 
• 3 taha u fyfc e. Follow him/her 
(lit. set in his/her footsteps). 

taha v. tr. impfv. tare. Use (first 
verb in a serial construction), 

tanha v. impfv. t£nh£g&. • 1 intr. 
Be sour, u yyaha & tanha. S/he is 
worried, sad (lit. his/her face is 
sour). • 2 intr. Be severe. • 3 tr. 
Make sour, 

tinhi v. tr. impfv. tänhäni. • 1 Step 
on. • 2 Put down (one's foot), 

tanhaga n2. def. tanhai)k6 pi. tan-
hajtya def. pi. tanhajiyi [cf. tänhi 
step on] Footwear, shoe, sandal. 
See tünM. 

tajijää adv. • 1 Yesterday. • 2 The 
past, former times, 

tajijy66 adv. [? + yyee year] Last 
year. 

tajijy£6ni adv. The year before last, 
tara n4. def. taar£. Earth, land, 
tataanga n2. def. tatobnge [ta-

locative nominalizer + tcxm be 
long] • 1 A great distance, a long 
way. • 2 A place far away, 

te v. tr. impfv. t6ni. • 1 Carve. • 2 
Fry cakes. 
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t&paanna n3. def. t&paanni pl. 
t<&p££ngii def. pl. ttöpiangii [törfc 
time + päin chop] Time to chop 
(trees, e.g.). 

törfc η J. def. teni pl. tfcrii def. pl. 
törigii. Time, moment, 

teen v. intr. impfv. ten. • 1 Sit 
down, sit. • 2 Live at a place. 
• 3 Assume or assert power as 
chief. 

tege v. tr. impfv. tere. • 1 Help. 
• 2 Place on. Syn. taha. • 3 
Stack in piles to sell in market. 
• 4 Choose, agree on, set. • 5 
Use (first verb in a serial 
construction). Syn. taha. 

ti pn4. It, its, they, them, their: ana-
phoric pronoun gender 4. 

tigfc v. intr. impfv. tin or tir£. Go 
down, descend, 

tii n. pl. def. pl. fiibii. Plural of tu. 
ϋίοέ v. impfv. tiigi. • 1 tr. Lean 

against. • 2 intr. Be located near, 
tin v. impfv. tinni. • 1 intr. Be 

swollen. • 2 intr. Be satiated, 
satisfied (e.g. with food or drink), 
have enough. • 3 intr. Swell, be-
come ripe. • 4 tr. Satisfy, satiate, 

tin v. impfv. tinnl. • 1 intr. Make a 
loud noise (e.g. thunder, gun, car, 
airplane, stomach). 4 2 tr. Shoot 
a gun. 

tire pn4. and det4. This, these, that, 
those, them, it: emphatic pronoun 
gender 4. 

tin v. tr. impfv. tirini. Grind, 
tinge n2. def. tirlge pl. tiriye def. 

pl. tirlyi gen. 3 tirine def. tirini pl. 
firii def. pl. tlrigii. Vine, 

tingb v. tr. impfv. tirigfe. Put down, 
set down, cause to go down 
(causative of tigfe). 

to v. tr. impfv. tuni. • 1 Cover, 
close. • 2 Bury. • 3 mpwüü t6. 

Raise a mound. • 4 fänhä tö ü nä. 
Be stronger, bigger than him/her 
(lit. close power on him/her), 

tojicyiige n2. def. tojicyflge [taaga 
time + -cyii first] First time, 

tooyo n2. pl. def. pl. tooyi. Plural 
Of t93g9. 

toro v. intr. impfv. tuuli or tuulo. 
• 1 Pass, pass by. • 2 Very, too 
much (second verb in a serial 
construction). • 3 toro u/lcu na. 
More than him/her/it (comparat-
ive construction; second verb in a 
serial construction). 

toro n3. def. tdni pl. törii def. pl. 
törigü. Okra. 

torshi nl. torshiqi [Fr. torche flash-
light] Flashlight, torch, 

taoga n2. def. taag6 pl. tooyo or 
tooya def. pl. tooyi gen. 3 toro 
def. toni gen. 4 taara def. taar6. 
• 1 Leg, foot. • 2 Time. 

taan v. intr. impfv. t65ngfe. Be long, 
tall. 

taanqa n2. def. tabnqke pl. taanya 
def. pl. tabnyi gen. 4 taanna def. 
tonnte. Metal, iron, object made 
of metal. 

tu nl. def. tüqi pl. tli def. pl. ttibii. 
• 1 Father. • 2 (plural) Ances-
tors. 

tübü nl. def. tübüiji pl. tübüu def. 
pl. tübüubü. Back (anat.). 

tugo v. tr. impfv. turu. • 1 Dig. 
• 2 Found, inaugurate a market 
(from the custom of burying a 
sacrifice (originally human, later 
a dog) at the founding of a mar-
ket). 

tugo v. tr. impfv. tugüll. • 1 Carry 
on head, carry on bicycle, cart, or 
other vehicle. • 2 Help put load 
on head. 
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tun v. impfv. tunni. • 1 intr. Quar-
rel. 4 2 tr. Quarrel with, 

tun v. tr. impfv. tiinn). Send on an 
errand, send with a message, 

tuni v. tr. Imperfective of to. 
tünmb n5. def. tünmpe [tin make 

loud noise] Noise, sound, 
tunma nS. def. tünmpe. • 1 Sap. 

• 2 Blood, 
tüügö n2. def. tüüg£ pi. tüüyö def. 

pi. tüüyi. Large hoe. 
tuugo v. tr. impfv. tuuge. • 1 Ac-

company someone on the first 
part of their return journey after 
visiting one. • 2 Send (an object, 
e.g. a letter, not a person). 

u pnl. He, she, it, him, her, his its: 
anaphoric pronoun, gender 1 sin-
gular. 

u or wu part. Genitive particle; af-
ter a pronoun ending in [i] may 
become i. 

uru or ure pnl. He, she, it, him, 
her, his its: emphatic pronoun, 
gender 1 singular. 

uy& pnl. Himself, herself, itself: 
reflexive pronoun, gender 1 sing-
ular. 

väänntinge n2. def. väänntiiujk6 
[v&ngä cloth + ?] Shirt, blouse, 

väänntö nl. def. vääntögi pi. 
väänntöo def. pi. väänntöobii 
[väänqä cloth + to cover] Blan-
ket. 

väängä n2. def. väamjke pi. väänyä 
def. pi. väänyi. Cloth, clothing. 

wä pnl. One, one of, a certain one: 
indefinite partitive pronoun, gen-
der 1 singular, 

wa v. tr. impfv. waa. Throw, throw 
away, käntugo wä. Abandon, turn 

one's back on someone (lit. throw 
back). 

w£. • 1 cop. Be there. • 2 aux. 
There, away from speaker, 

waha v. tr. and intr. impfv. ware. 
• 1 Dry, be dry. • 2 Be hard. • 3 
Be difficult. 

w£h£ nl. def. wihäqi pi. wähii def. 
pi. wihigii [Bamb. waa one thou-
sand] Five thousand francs, 

wahati nl. def. wahattqi [Bamb. 
wagati time] Time, moment, 

wajibö nl. def. wajibigi [Bamb. 
waajibi force] Necessity, 

wälä conj. [Bamb. wala or] Or. 
walisa conj. [Bamb. walasa so that] 

So that. 
wani adv. There; often reduced to 

an!. 
weije n2. def. wdgke pi. wejiye def. 

pi. wöpyi. Leaf, 
wi idl. It's a...: identifier pronoun, 

gender 1 singular, 
wii v. tr. impfv. wii. Look at. 
woebn nl. def. wocbmji pi. woc&m 

def. pi. woc&mbii. Crocodile. 
w5f6 nl. def. wöröqi [Bamb. wdro 

colas] Cola nuts (collective), 
woro η J. def. wdni pi. wbrii def. pi. 

wbrigii. Star, 
wu v. tr. or intr. impfv. wüni. Pour, 

spill. 
wu pnl. def. wüqi pi. wuu def. pi. 

wuubii gen. 2 wogo def. wdge pi. 
wuyo def. pi. wüyi gen. 3 wuu 
def. wuüni pi. wugii def. pi. 
wugigii gen. 4 woro def. woöre 
gen. 5 wums or wubo def. wümpe 
or wübe. • 1 Mine, yours, etc: 
independant possessive pronoun. 
• 2 One: used to contruct post-
head descriptive phrases from 
nouns. • 3 Formative for ordinal 
numbers after 'first': e.g. 
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shonwüüni the second (gen. 3 
sing.), canmpy itanraw6g6 the 
third day. 

wu pn. We, us, our: first person 
plural non-declarative pronoun, 

wuli v. impfv. wuli. • 1 intr. Bathe, 
take a bath. • 2 tr. Bathe, 

wulizanna n3. def. wulizänni pi. 
wulizangii def. pi. wulizanqkii 
[wuli bathe + samja last] Last 
bath (symbolic washing given to 
corpse's feet), 

wüu pn. We, us, our: first person 
plural pronoun. See wu. 

wwb nl. def. wwöqi pi. wwöo def. 
pi. wwöobii. Snake, 

wwo v. impfv. wwuu. 
I. • 1 intr. Be dark-colored, 
black, dark blue, dark green, dark 
brown. 4 2 tr. Blacken, darken, 
cause to become a dark color. 
II. tr. Steam. 
III. intr. Be united. 

wwfi v. tr. impfv. wwü. • 1 Take 
off, take out. • 2 Pay (taxes), re-
pay (debt, favor), 

wyere n4. def. wyefcre. Cold 
(temperature), 

wyere v. impfv. wyerege or wyeege 
or wyeeqi. • 1 intr. Be hot, be 
warm. • 2 intr. Do quickly, in a 
hurry, do early (first verb in a 
serial construction). • 3 Culti-
vate, farm 

wyere n4. def. wye£re [gender 4 of 
weqe leaf] • 1 Leaves. • 2 Medi-
cine. wyere pyi. Treat (medically) 
(lit. do medicine). • 3 Poison. 

wy€r€ nl. def. wy€r^ i [Bamb. wari 
money] Money, 

wyi v. tr. impfv. wyi. • 1 Play 
wind instrument, whistle. • 2 
sängä wyi. Announce a death. 

• 3 Be indispensable to, be es-
sential for. See kawyii. 

wyige n2. def. wyige pi. wyiye def. 
pi. wyiyi. Hole 

wyii nJ. def. wyiini pi. wylgii def. 
pi. wylgigii. Hole. 

yä pn2. Some of: indefinite partiti-
tive pronoun, gender 2 plural, 

ya v. impfv. ya. • 1 intr. Hurt, be 
ill. • 2 tr. Hurt, 

yaa v. impfv. yliL 
I. intr. • 1 Be fine, OK (in a 
situation or place). • 2 Be fitting, 
appropriate, sufficient. • 3 
Should, ought to, must, be right 
that: expresses deontic modality 
(with subjunctive complement 
clause). • 4 Be reputed (first verb 
of serial construction). 
II. tr. • 1 Make, create, fashion. 
• 2 Prepare. • 3 Repair. • 4 Do 
well (first verb of serial con-
struction). 

yaaga n2. def. yaag6 pi. yaaya def. 
pi. yaayi gen. 4 yaara def. yaare. 
Thing. 

yabärji emph. def. pi. yabämpii. 
Self: emphatic focus noun or pro-
noun modifier; obligatorily pos-
sessed; not reflexive. Syn. 
yablRni, yapyäagii. 

yablllni emph. Self: emphatic focus 
noun or pronoun modifier, 

yafytn quant. Nothing, 
yapyäagii emph. Self: emphatic fo-

cus noun or pronoun modifier, 
yaha v. impfv. yare. 

I. • 1 tr. Put down, put. • 2 tr. 
Leave. • 3 intr. Remain, stay (in 
state resulting from first verb). 
• 4 tr. Let alone, leave alone. • 5 
tr. Liberate (a prisoner); fire (an 
employee); send down (a stu-
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dent); divorce (a wife). 4 6 tr. 
Skip over. • 7 tr. Start without. 
• 8 tr. Cease doing. Φ 9 tr. Per-
mit, allow, let. 
II. • 1 tr. Acknowlege or believe 
to be (with predicate nominal). 
• 2 intr. Believe. 

yama nS. def. yämpe [ya be ill] 
Disease, sickness, illness, 

yaqa nl. def. yiqi pi. yamii def. pi. 
yampii [ya be ill] Sick person, 

yaquqo n2. def. yaqüqke pi. 
yaqupyo def. pi. yaqüjiyi [yaaga 
thing + quip thing] Thing, thing-
a-ma-bob, doohickey, 

yasere n4. def. yasecr6 [yaaga thing 
+ se produce fruit] Fruit, 

yasiniqe n2. def. yasiniqkl pi. ya-
sinijiye def. pi. yasinijiyi [yaaga 
thing + sini lie down] Bed. 

yatinmpw5n nl. def. yatinmpw5nrji 
pi. yatinmpw6on def. pi. yatinm-
pw&mbii [yatinge instrument + 
bwan hit, play] Musician, instru-
mentalist, 

yatinrje n2. def. yatihijke pi. yatinye 
def. pi. yatinyi [yaaga thing + tin 
be swollen] Boil, 

yatinije n2. def. yatini)k£ pi. yatinye 
def. pi. yatinyi gen. 4 yatire def. 
yatiri [yaaga thing + tin make 
loud noise] Musical instrument, 

yataago n2. def. yataöge gen. 4 ya-
tooro def. yataäre [yaaga thing + 
t93g3 leg] Domestic animal with 
four legs, 

yawyii n3. def. yawyilni pi. ya-
wyigii def. pi. yawyigigii. Living 
thing. 

-yb pn. s u f f . Reflexive suffix added 
to pronouns, 

yeele v. tr. impfv. yi^D. Split with 
a knife. 

ye ques. cfm. Interrogative marker 
for non-locative constituent ques-
tions. 

yere v. tr. impfv. y£i£g£. Counsel, 
advise. 

yi pn2. They, them, their: anaphoric 
pronoun, gender 2 plural, 

yi v. intr. impfv. yinl. • 1 Jump. 
• 2 Skip, omit, 

yige v. tr. impfv. yigfc. Take out, 
bring out. 

yli pn. You (pi.), your: personal 
pronoun, second person plural, 

yige n2. def. yftjke pi. yipye def. pi. 
y^iyi. • 1 Moon. • 2 Month, 

yire pn2. and det2. These, those, 
their: emphatic pronoun and de-
terminer, gender 2 plural, 

yüi v. intr. impfv. yirt. • 1 Get up, 
rise. • 2 Leave (a place). • 3 
Come from (a place), 

yirigh v. tr. impfv. yirigfe [yirl get 
up + causative suffix] • 1 Cause 
to get up, set up. • 2 Run, begin 
to run very fast. • 3 Cause to 
leave, remove, 

yd or yoo cfm. Marker of attenu-
ation. 

yu v. Imperfective of jwo. 
yü v. tr. impfv. yüü. Steal, rob. 
yw6. See lw5. 
yyaha n2. def. yyähe pi. yyahaya 

def. pi. yyahäyi. • 1 Face. • 2 
State of affairs, matter. • 3 Front, 
ahead, yyaha na. In front of, 
ahead of (lit. on face), yyaha 
yyfcrfc. In front, ahead (lit. toward 
face). 

yyee n3. def. yyeeni pi. yybc def. 
pi. yyfcegii. Year, 

yyeela adv. Next year. 
yy€€^jt v. tr. impfv. yyέέψ [yy€i€ 

stop + causative suffix] Stop. 
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yyere ν. tr. impfv. yire. Call, send 
for. 

yy6r£ v. intr. impfv. yydrdni. • 1 
Stop. • 2 Stand. 

yy6r6 postp. • 1 Towards. • 2 To 
or at the home of (= Fr. chez). 

zänhä n2. def. zänh6 pi. zänhäyä 
def. pi. zänhäyi. Rain, 

zänneege n2. def. zänneeg6 pi. zän-
neeya def. pi. zänneeyi. Midday 
meal. 

zäntüqö n2. def. zäntüqke pi. zän-
tüjiyö def. pi. zäntüjiyi. Hyena, 

"ζέέηηέ n3. def. "ζέεηηϊ pi. ^ζέηιμϊ 
def. pi. ^z£nijkii. Amulet. 

vz6 η J. def. "zögi pi. xzömii def. pi. 
"zömpii. Heart, zörnbllfe n3. def. 
zömbßni. Heart. 

ζΐιέηβέ n2. def. zh£nge pi. zh£nyä 
def. pi. zh£nyi. Baobab. 
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Notes 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. I follow the basic outline and approach of Giv0n (1984 and 1990a). 

Chapter 2: Phonology 
1. The tilde indicating nasalization will be written under rather than over 

the nasalized character in phonetic transcriptions in order to leave room 
for tone markings over the character. 

2. Nasal + stop clusters are rare in Senufo languages. It appears that they 
are a relict in Supyire. In most of the other languages (e.g. Mamara, 
Cebaara) a voiceless stop was voiced following a nasal and the nasal 
was subsequently lost. In some cases this has led to a three-way contrast 
in stops: voiceless, simple voiced, and "lenis" voiced (see Prost 1964). 

3. Since most loan words are borrowed from Bambara, and since voiced 
stops are more numerous in Bambara than voiceless ones, the addition 
of loan words raises the ratio of voiced to voiceless stops. For compari-
son with the ratios given in the main body of the text, the figures are 
given here for roots beginning with stops including loans: b/p = 1.33; 
d/t = .28; j/c = .37 ; g/k = .05. 

4. In fact, none of the palatals except /y/ can occur in a medial unstressed 
syllable. 

5. Other Senufo languages have many /g/-initial words, but these mostly 
appear to be a reflex of proto *gk, which is preserved in Supyire. 

6. Several complexities in the morphology are ignored here as irrelevant. 
7. One of the three quartiers of the village of Farakala voices much less 

enthusiastically than the other two. In another of the quartiers there is 
one particular family which is known for its fast, slurred, speech, and it 
is here, I suspect, that the champion flapper should be sought. 

8. Some speakers will occasionally use a glottal stop in these environ-
ments. 

9. The pronouns and conditional auxiliary are written separately in keep-
ing with a general decision to write clitics separately in the orthography. 

10. The rarity of /g/-initial words was noted above. This verb is borrowed 
from Bambara. It requires an indirect object. 

11. There is some evidence from internal reconstruction that the process de-
scribed here as elision was actually historically a multi-stepped process 
which involved first elision of an unstressed vowel, subsequent gemina-
tion of the two consonants thus brought into contact, followed by de-
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gemination and compensatory lengthening. The scenario for a typical 
gender 4 noun like ta- 'land', would thus have been (ignoring tone) *ta-
ra-re => * tarre => taare. Unfortunately the evidence for the middle step 
is only circumstancial. More will be said of this in section 2.1.5 below. 

12. The number of roots beginning with the various fricatives collected so 
far is: I ft = 86, plus 26 loans; /s/ = 117, plus 26 loans; /sh/ = 1 9 , plus 
5 loans; /v/ = 11, plus 1 loan; /z/ = 11, plus 1 loan; /zh/ = 5, with no 
loans. The ratio of voiced/voiceless is as follows: without loans: v/f = 
.12; z/s = .09; zh/sh = .26; with loans: v/f = .10; z/s = .08; zh/sh = 
.20. 

13. This is the typical Senufo scenario for all NC clusters, not just those 
with fricatives. As pointed out above, Supyire is atypical in that voice-
less stops are "protected" following a nasal. It is similar to other 
Senufo languages in its treatment of fricatives, however. 

14. There are also two noun roots in which initial unstressed /d/ varies with 
/s/: dis0nq5! sis0nj}0' fly\ and dilzi / s)izi 'thread'. 

15. The variations in tone will be explained in section 2.3. 
16. In his short investigation of Supyire (he worked with an informant for 

one week), Weimers (1950: 495) did not appreciate the full extent of 
palatalization and labialization in the language. Because of their 
phonetic realization as affricates, he proposed the phonemes /p7 and 
/bV, but noted they occured only before III and /u/. He analyzed palatal-
ized consonants as clusters (Cy), but noted that /py/ and /by/ did not oc-
cur before /i/. He did not note any labialization, but did record vowel 
clusters like /ua/ and /oa/ (p. 497). He did not point out that clusters like 
*ue or *io do not occur. On the whole, the distributional and phonetic 
facts are compelling to analyze these so-called vowel clusters as SR + 
V. Weimer's notation of /p'/ and /b'/ (seen in his transcription of the 
name of the language as Sup'ide) was modified by Ralph Herber to /pp/ 
and /bb/ (explaining references in the literature to Suppire). The use of 
either of these conventions becomes unwieldy once it is realized that al-
most any consonant may have SR, and that to be consistant one would 
have to write for example kya [kxa] 'chew' as kka and fwoo 'debt' as 
ffoo. In conformity with other orthographies in the area, the decision 
has been made to write all palatalization-like SR as [y], and all 
labialization-like SR as [w]. 

17. It is significant that the beginnings of this are also seen in Cebaara. 
Mills (1984: 144) states that "no contrast of CRi:/Ci: or CRu:/Cu: 
[where R = secondary release, RC] occurs. The phonetic realization of 
Ci: is always [Cli:] with very slight palatalization. The phonetic reali-
zation of labial consonant with u: is [Cwu:] with slight labialization." It 
seems that Supyire extended this process to other long vowels. 

18. The Supyire use both a six-day and a seven-day week, which run con-
currently. A particular day may be named for its place in the six-day 
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week, e.g. ky)) 'Ky i i \ for its place in the seven-day week, e.g. 
tientähärä 'Tuesday', or with a compound of the two, e.g. 
ky tin tientähärä 'Kyii-Tuesday'. The date for certain events depends on 
the coincidence of particular days from the two weeks. For example, the 
annual sacrifice to the tutelary spirits of the village of Farakala must be 
celebrated on a Kyii-Tuesday. 

19. This alternation occurs in all the various forms of pronouns and deter-
miners of gender 3 plural, e.g. ky)) or cyli 'some (indefinite pronoun)', 
i)kyι for ficyif these (demonstrative)'. 

20. Weimers (1950: 497) transcribed this sound as [kea] and says "In the 
cluster /ea/, /e/ is a central vowel". His informant came from the village 
of I)gu Kanha (Molasso), four kilometers distant from Farakala. At the 
present time the pronunciation of this sound is the same in the two vil-
lages, viz. [kxa]. Weimers states (1950: 494) that his informant was 
good at pronouncing individual vowels very slowly, and it is possible 
that his attempt to pronounce [kx] very slowly may have given the im-
pression that the [x] was a high central vowel. 

21. In section 2.2.1.3 below it is shown that following SR, for most roots /ε/ 
may vary with /a/. 

22. This is the sole example before /u/. 
23. See note 20 above. 
24. What happens when an unstressed vowel comes to follow a stressed 

vowel within a word will be dealt with below. 
25. Both Weimers and Herber transcribe many of these words as Cua. If [a] 

were a variant of /a/, then palatalization and labialization would con-
trast, but only before /a/, as in pairs such as pwa 'sweep* and pya 
'child' . Furthermore, labialization would never occur before /o/. When 
it is recognized that [a] is rather a variant of /o/, these anomalies vanish. 

26. This word is a recent borrowing from Bambara, which accounts for its 
failure to elide the first [1] even though it follows a stressed vowel. 

27. Note that if the vowel preceding /V (and often /n/) is stressed, the /V is 
elided. Thus in a CilV word one knows that the final V must carry the 
stress, since the /I/ remains. There are a very few words which may be 
stressed either on the initial or final syllable. The verb 'lie 
(prevaricate)' for example may be pronounced either fine [fne] or fini [' 
fini]. 

28. The tone changes will be discussed below. 
29. These are not homophonous, i ' in ' being strong mid tone and i 'with' 

weak mid. Due to the extensive tone rules which affect them, they al-
most never have the same tone in a given context. They are both his-
torically descended from forms with an initial consonant: *ni. 

30. Recall that an [1] or [n] which would otherwise elide is prevented from 
doing so by the addition of a vowel-initial clitic. 
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31. This is pronounced (εεηηε by some people, obviously a newer pronun-
ciation. A similar fate probably overtook many nasalized /1/s in the past. 

32. Garber further suggests (personal communication) that the similarity of 
weak mid and high may be due to a common origin, viz. a proto-high 
tone which split into higher and lower variants. This hypothesis and 
much of the common synchronic behavior is nicely captured by Gar-
ber' s proposal (following Clements 1981) of a two-tiered notation for 
tone, in which high and weak mid would share a common primary tier 
H, but be diffentiated on a secondary tier as h and 1. High could thus be 
written as Hh and weak mid as HI. In a similar fashion, strong mid and 
low would share the common primary tier L, and be differentiated on 
the secondary tier as h and 1. Strong mid would thus be written Lh and 
low as LI. 

33. It may well be that a tonal affix could be reconstructed for the imper-
fective (cf. Garber 1987: 51 for a similar problem in Sucite). It does not 
correlate with any of the segmental suffixes with which it co-occurs, 
however. 

34. There are three exceptions to this generalization that I am aware of. All 
three were originally compounds, probably with an initial nominal ele-
ment, but they are synchronically unanalyzable. They are: kakyanhala 
'surprise' (probably from a compound something like 'affair-surprise'), 
kalawwü 'annoy, pester* (possibly with the element wwü 'take o f f ) , 
käänmücya 'check, watch' (with the element cya 'look for'). 

35. For this tune, then, all goes well if the initial tone linking convention 
begins at the right of the word and proceeds leftwards, as suggested by 
Garber (1987: 87) for Sucite. There are certain difficulties for this di-
rection presented by the nouns, however. 

36. Note that this loan provides nice evidence of the absence of contrast 
between the various types of SR. A back vowel may not follow palatali-
zation, so speakers of Supyire simply changed the final back vowel of 
[a'vyg] to a front vowel [a'vy£]. A different strategy is employed to 
naturalize camion [ka'myg] 'truck', which becomes kamaßw5 
[kama'i{:§] through the insertion of an extra vowel. 

37. Only one root of this sort with LMs tone has been found which has a 
chance of being monomorphemic. This tune is quite common in nomi-
nalizations of Ms verbs which are derived by the addition of a low-tone 
nasal prefix. For example *zuu/o 'crouching' from suulo 'crouch'. 

38. If the combination which are apparently impossible in two-tone tunes 
(MsMw, MwMs, MwH, and HMw) are excluded from the theoretically 
possible thirty-six three-tone tunes, only sixteen possible tunes are left. 
It should be noted that it is not possible to determine whether medial 
mid tones in a three-tone tune are Mw or Ms. 

39. The final high tone is due to the addition of the diminutive suffix -rV. 
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40. Genitive constructions in which the possessor is indefinite are rather 
rare. Where such constructions might be expected, as when the posses-
sor has generic, non-referential meaning, Supyire favors the use of com-
pounds. For some examples of these, see below. 

41. The L spreads to the Ms verb by a process discussed in section 2.3.3.2. 
42. A one syllable Ms verb loses its Μ tone altogether and will thus trigger 

the downstep rule. Two or more syllable Ms verbs keep the Ms tone on 
their final vowel and so do not trigger downstep. A Mw verb loses its Μ 
tone altogether in favor of the spreading H, but recall that such a Η 
must come from the auxiliary (though it may pass through a simple pro-
noun). If there is an indefinite noun direct object ending in Η tone, it 
will trigger the rule converting Mw verb to H, and downstep will be in-
serted. In this case the contrast between Mw and Η verbs is neutralized. 

43. It is interesting that Weimers (1950) consistently recorded MwL nouns 
as Η (the credit for recognizing them as ML goes to Ralph Herber). 
This may be due to the fact that the definite suffix is pronounced 
slightly lower than the initial Μ because of downdrift, and to the fact 
that the L is often pronounced very quickly and is thus difficult to per-
ceive. 

Chapter 3: Nouns 

1. Only one noun crosses gender lines in Supyire: the singular of πύ 'cow' 
is in gender 1, but the plural ηΏχέ is in gender 2. 

2. Most writers on Senufo languages have used mnemonic labels for the 
noun classes based on the identifier pronouns. Garber (1987) uses a 
numbering system (1-8) like that used by Bantuists. 

3. See chapter S, section 5.1.2 for a description of the demonstratives. The 
demonstratives have the form M7e(GlS, G2S,P, G3S, G4, G5) or NCili 
(G1P, G3P). When the class consonant is an approximant, it is con-
verted to the corresponding voiced stop following the nasal. The 
changes which resulted in the definite suffix forms may be attributed 
primarily to the loss of stress. The voiced stops (originally approxim-
ants) were absorbed by the nasal, as elsewhere in the language (e.g. all 
of the basic noun suffixes are absorbed by root-final nasals), and the [e] 
was raised to [i]. Thus *-rjge 'GIS' became -yi and *-nde 'G3S' be-
came -ni. It is probable that the gender 2 plural suffix -yi passed 
through the stages *-pi and -yi in Kampwo Supyire. ßi is the invariant 
form in some other dialects (e.g. to the north of Kampwo). In Kampwo, 
however, /ji/ is not allowed in unstressed syllables. Some speakers na-
salize the suffix -yi, either consistently or sporadically, while for others 
-yi is only an allomorph of -yi following a nasalized vowel or a nasal-
final root. In those classes whose consonant is a voiceless stop, the na-
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sal of the demonstrative disappeared. The only place the voiceless stop 
currently appears is following nasal-final roots. Otherwise it is voiced. 
Historically the change from nasal + voiceless stop to voiced stop 
probably is a manifestation of precisely that change elsewhere in 
Senufo languages (a parallel change with fricatives occurs in Supyire). 
The change was prevented when the stem ended in a nasal, and the na-
sal was degeminated (NNC NC). It should be noted that the demon-
strative determiner precedes the head noun in current Supyire. It fol-
lows the noun in Senanri (Cebaara; Mills 1987: 305) and Fondondo 
(Boutin 1981: 63) and both precedes and follows in Mamara (Brubaker 
1988: 21). That the demonstrative determiner followed the noun in 
proto-Supyire is shown not only by the existence of the definite suf-
fixes, but also by the post-nominal position of the relative determiner. 

4. The first vowel of this noun is actually unstressed and therefore elided 
in current Kampwo Supyire. But as pointed out in chapter 2 (section 
2.2.2.3), roots of this sort behave like 'CVCV roots in regard to other 
phonological rules. 

5. The root nä 'man' has an alternate plural nambaa, and in fact this is the 
form usually given when the plural is asked for. At first sight it looks 
like the [baa] of this form could be a reflex of the suffix -bill, in which 
perhaps vowel harmony has changed the vowel to [a]. The fact that the 
[baa] is stressed, unlike normal indefinite suffixes, is suspicious, how-
ever. Further investigation reveals that the form nambaa is used to refer 
primarily to married men, whereas the form nämii is used for men in 
general, nambaa in fact seems to be related to the gender 2 noun 
nambaga 'marriage (from a woman's point of view)'. Both forms are 
evidently compounds formed from näN- 'man* and some other root, 
possibly ba- 'house', nämbaa thus probably originally meant 
'husbands'. The corresponding singular form *namba does not occur, 
but has been supplanted by two other forms with the meaning 
'husband': nb (evidently derived from näN- by umlaut; the plural is al-
ways given as nambaa) and poo (plural p&e). 

6. An alternate scenario might run as follows: the suffix -bili is added to 
the root, upon which the unstressed final vowel of the root is greatly re-
duced and finally elided, leaving the awkward consonant cluster [Cb], 
which is then simplified to [C]. 

7. The final final vowel of the singular form is slightly lengthened due to 
the elision of the first vowel (see section 2.2.2.3 of chapter 2). The final 
vowel of the plural form is much longer. 

8. See chapter 2 section 2.1.5 for a possible scenario for the introduction 
of secondary release in this form. 

9. The expected form *namponmii does not occur. The root-final nasal for 
some reason seems to undergo the process of degemination, compensa-
tory lengthening, and diphthongization like cyde. 
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10. An alternate, regular, plural sikaa is also used. 
11. This has an alternate plural form künrii. There seem to be alternate root 

fo rms kunN- and kunr-. 
12. The reason for the short final root vowel in the gender 3 plural form is 

unknown. 
13. This is a suppletive form for the singular b)I&. Its root, pyä- is certainly 

related to the gender 1 noun pyä 'child', though it should be noted that 
the latter has the plural form pyii. 

14. The vowel preceding the [η] also elides, see section 2.2.2.3. The same 
process occurs in shähägkiibeXov/. 

15. This is a reduplication of the verb tun 'send'. Internal reconstruction 
thus points to a proto-form *tunN. 

Chapter 4: Verbs 

1. Other auxiliaries may combine with progressive, in which case the im-
perfective form is always used. See chapter 9, section 9.2.7.2 for de-
tails. 

2. The changes in tone which co-occur with suffixation are dealt with in 
section 4.2.4 below. 

3. The suffix vowel is [i] in the two verbs which have medial h (/?/), since 
the nasalization from the previous syllable is not halted by the glottal 
stop. If the vowel were lowered by the glottal stop, as one might expect 
from noun morphology, where glottal stop definitely has a lowering ef-
fect, the suffix vowel would have to be [g], since [g] is not available. It 
is perhaps to avoid this extra lowering that speakers maintain the higher 
articulation. 

4. The great majority of CV verbs which take the -//suffix have secondary 
release. Only one of the 20 verbs which exhibit vowel raising lacks it. 
Of the eight verbs which do not undergo vowel raising, three lack sec-
ondary release. Most CV verbs without secondary release take another 
suffix or none. 

5. From the French noun complet 'suit of clothes'. The verb actually 
means 'to clothe with complete outfits'. 

6. The root vowel /o/ is diphthongized and lowered before the glottal stop 
of the root. Cf. Cebara so?o and Sucite so?o. 

7. Vowel harmony applies when the root vowel is high (/u/ or /i/). 
8. The root vowel is lowered and diphthongized before the uvular flap of 

the suffix. This verb has an alternate, perhaps regularized, imperfective 
form with -It kdbdl). 

9. This is the causative form of s/to/'lie down'. Most causatives ending in 
[qV] form the imperfective with the [i] form of the -//suffix. 
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10. There is some variation in tonal behavior among the three classes of 
roots which take -re. As indicated here, those with medial /l/ behave 
like other strong Mid verbs. Strong Mid verbs with medial /h/ [?], how-
ever, remain strong Mid in the imperfective. If they have an alternate 
form, it usually is Low in the regular pattern: paha 'open wide', pare 
'open wide.IMPFV', alternate form pähägd 'open wide.IMPFV'. There 
is a disproportionate number of strong Mid verbs in this group (seven of 
a total of thirteen). None of the verbs with medial /g/ has strong Mid 
tone. 

11. As with the change from strong Mid to Low (see previous note), there is 
variation among the root-types which take this suffix. Those with me-
dial /l/, of which a disproportionate number have a Low tune (fourteen 
of seventeen), do not have any examples of the switch to High in the 
imperfective. The switch seems to be obligatory, however, for roots 
with medial /h/ [?] and /g/ [R]: mähä 'do all over the place1 (used as a 
final verb in a serial construction), ηιέτέ'άο all over the place.IMPFV'. 
Other /g/-medial verbs act like nügd. 

12. The L tone on the initial syllable of the verb has spread from the auxil-
iary through the pronoun and is not an indication of transitivity in any 
way. 

13. There is no evidence for this verb of a root final nasal. The imperfective 
form is tuu/ithe adjective of gender 1 singular is nintorowo, and so 
forth. Why it should have the nasal form of the causative suffix is there-
fore a mystery. 

14. The Supyire color system of three basic terms might be better translated 
'light colored' (instead of 'white'), 'warm colored' (instead of 'red'), 
and 'dark colored' (instead of 'b lack ' ) . 

15. The switch from low to high tone in the derivation of this verb and oth-
ers in this example seems to be regular and is not confined to forms 
with the -#Ksuffix only. Thus kürülö 'roll up a long object' comes from 
kürü 'fold, roll up a short object'. There are two exceptions, however: 
nähänä 'drive animals in order to capture them' is the intensive of nähä 
'herd', and mähänä 'go round in a circle' may derive from mähä 'do all 
over the place' (used only as the second verb in a serial verb construc-
tion). 

16. The possessed noun may be referential indefinite, but in that case the 
definite form of the noun is used, followed by the indefinite determiner: 

m)i pyä-qi wä 
my child-DEF(GlS) IND(GIS) 
'one of my children' 

17. The definite form funrjke is also possible in this construction. 
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18. Note that in this example the object is cognate in the etymological 
sense: googo 'dream' is simply the gender 2 nominalization of ηόό 
'sleep'. 

Chapter 5: Other word classes 

1. A comparison with the Cebaara cognates shows that a distinction has 
been lost in Supyire. In the plural, Cebaara maintains a difference be-
tween simple and emphatic first and second person pronouns: 

Person Number Simple Emphatic 

1 singular m)i mti 
2 singular ηιό ωό 
1 plural wö wölo 
2 plural χέ ydle 

What seems to have happened in Supyire is that the emphatic forms 
have merged with the simple forms. The medial [I] was elided, presum-
ably at an earlier date than the general elision of medial [1] which is so 
prevalent in the current language. The forms used with clitics mimic the 
earlier simple forms. Of course this does not explain m)i, but perhaps 
when data from other Senufo languages is added, a similar scenario will 
emerge. The simple plural forms also perhaps survive in the non-de-
clarative pronouns (see next section). 

2. The first person singular form na sometimes has a LMw tune when it is 
the clause initial direct object in an imperative. The explanation for this 
phenomenon is at present unknown. 

3. The corresponding pronouns in Sucite have been labeled 'clitic pro-
nouns' by Garber (1987: 26). 

4. Garber (1987: 26) labels the cognate set in Sucite as 'emphatic clitics', 
but the tonal behavior of the set in Kampwo Supyire shows that they are 
not clitics in at least that dialect. 

5. This suffix is cognate with the quantifier/adverb πιύ 'also'. 
6. Interrogative pronouns meaning 'who' and 'what' are not integrated 

into the noun gender system. They will be introduced in section 5.9 be-
low. 

7. When the diminutive suffix is added to this root it has a HL tune: 
numbil§r0[numble:re] 'very small'. This root is used only in the singu-
lar, the plural being suppletive (see list). It is related to the noun bild 
'seed, small round object, central part, individuated entity' which is 
much used in compounds, e.g. zdwbild 'heart', iwüünbild 'peanut', 
jonibil6 'testis', canmbiJd 'day'. 
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8. As might be expected, this root is usually in gender 2, the gender of 
large things. It is related to the verb buugo 'be big', which was probably 
originally the causative of a now defunct verb *gbulu or *gbo/o which 
gave rise to the adjective form. The verb ρέό 'be big* is probably also 
related. The cognate forms in Cebaara are kp616 'be big' and kp0?0 'be 
big, make big'. 

9. More precisely: 'light colored'. This is related to the verb ίίηίηέ 'be 
white, whiten', which was probably originally the causative form of a 
subsequently lost verb *finiibe white' which gave rise to the adjective. 

10. More precisely: 'warm colored'. This is related to the verb jiääsjä 
'redden, be red', which was probably originally the causative form of a 
now lost verb *jiana 'be red'. 

11. This root appears in the quantifier puni 'all' (probably a grammaticali-
zation of a gender 3 singular definite form) and the adverb puno 'at all'. 

12. This root has several different forms. It may have a HL tune like the 
singular -bile, as reflected in the gender 3 plural form numpyigii. It is 
also used in the collective gender 4, where it has the following forms 
num-pye-re (with lowering of the vowel), num-pyi-rd (with HL tune), 
num-pyigi-rd (with an extra syllable of unknown origin), and num-pyii-
rd (by elision of the /g/ from the preceding form). As if this were not 
enough, the plural of the singular noun bild (see note 7) is pya-a 'seeds, 
small rounded objects (G3P)'. Both forms are undoubtedly related also 
to pyä 'child (G1S)' (plural: pyi-i). The close relation of these different 
forms almost certainly goes back to proto-Niger-Congo. Cf. the sug-
gested proto-NC roots from Bole-Richard (1988) ba / bi 'child', 'seed', 
pi 'small'. 

13. This root appears in the definite 'other' determiner sanqa etc. 'the rest, 
the remainder'. See section 5.1.2.11 above. 

14. Cf. the noun tara 'earth, ground (G4)'. 
15. Recall that fricatives are voiced and the nasal is elided in nasal-fricative 

clusters. This NP is taken from a sentence in which it is the direct ob-
ject of the verb 'find': 'Then I found him lying beside the car.' 

16. Although the verb is not nasalized in Kampwo Supyire, it is in Sucite 
and in central Senufo languages. The adjective form is thus the older of 
the two. 

17. An alternate, palatalized, form tiijicin is used by some speakers. 
18. On the basis of the Minyanka form gbara- this can probably be recon-

structed, at least for proto-Northern-Senufo, as *gbara. 
19. 'First' (-cyii-) and 'last' (-sanN-) are adjective roots, and behave like 

other adjectives. See section 5.2 above. 
20. The final L of the ordinal only appears on the following -mi-. The latter 

has a basic Mw tune. 
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21. Punf also has an indefinite form, but this is used exclusively in the ad-
verbial function alluded to below. It is a nominalization of an adjective 
root puN- (see section 5.2 above). 

22. See preceding note. Puno is actually mostly used in negative clauses, 
where its meaning is '(not) at all'. 

23. This has a very restricted use as an adverb, being used only with verbs 
repeated to code duration. The ye in such cases adds intensity to the ac-
tion and length to the duration. 

24. This adverb expresses counterexpectation and surprise. 
25. Borrowed from Bambara. 
26. This word is interesting for having the sole instance of a labiovelar stop 

recorded so far in Kampwo Supyire. The sound is common in other 
Senufo languages. 

27. The suffix -oo on this adverb is perhaps related to the 'attenuation' 
marker yod (see section 5.10). 

28. This is related to the nominalizing suffix -mbää 'without' (see chapter 
3, section 3.2.2.8). Both are borrowed from Bambara: ball 'prevent 
from', and -bali'without'. 

29. There is no simple English equivalent of the French preposition chez 'at 
the house o f . 

30. This is the lexicalization pattern labeled 'Romance' by Talmy (1985). 
31. This looks like a caique on the Bambara preposition-postposition combi-

nation ni...ye. Ni\s also a conjunction in Bambara used to conjoin noun 
phrases. Ye is a postposition with other uses as well, notably da-
tive/benefactive and locative goal. The combination ni...ye, like the 
Supyire equivalent, codes comitative and instrument. 

32. The definite suffix is often added to the noun: njpirjf na. 
33. The definite suffix is sometimes added to the noun: ß\vog6na. 
34. Some speakers leave off the simple postposition. For these speakers, 

käntugo is a new simple postposition. 
35. Färäfin is borrowed from Bambara, and means literally 'black skin'. 

Chapter 6: Noun phrases 

1. The antecedent is not necessarily overtly expressed, but may be implied. 
For example, in reply to the question "What time is it?" a possible an-
swer might be: 

Katreri-rji sän-ηϊ ßye minutf-i ki. 
four.o'clock-DEFGIS OTHER-DEFG1S be minute-GlP ten 
' I t 's ten till four.' 

Literally, 'the remainder of four o'clock is ten minutes'. 
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2. This could conceivably mean 'the house of this/that one (gender 2)', 
with a gender 2 antecedent such as pükwdrdgd 'woman from another 
village (gender 2)'. In this case tones do not disambiguate since ba-
'house' has a strong mid tune. 

3. This example is taken from an account of the aftermath of the French 
conquest of Sikasso. Kuluncungo, one of the sons of Babemba (the last 
king of Sikasso, killed during the French invasion), was counseled by 
some of his brothers to go join the forces of Samory, then fighting 
against the French in the south. He declined, recalling that Samory had 
beseiged Sikasso for sixteen months several years earlier. He is reported 
to have then uttered the example in the text, to the effect that he would 
rather go die at the hands of the French in Sikasso than join the old en-
emy of his family, Samory. 

4. Kalify6 is borrowed from French qualifier. 
5. That is, as if they are the head noun of a genitive construction. This is a 

not uncommon pattern cross-linguistically. Croft (1991: 134) points out 
that often over time a noun + numeral combination based on a genitive 
construction changes into a construction more like noun + adjective. It 
is thus interesting to note that for many speakers of Supyire, the nu-
meral behaves tonally like a possessed (head) noun only when the noun 
is follows is indefinite. For these speakers, when the head is definite, 
the number (also in definite form) keeps its basic tones. It is not known 
how widespread this practice is. 

6. Three cases of the use of ηιύ with a number having a definite suffix 
have been recorded, all from the same speaker. 

7. For this speaker (from the Jamutani quartier of Farakala), the imperfec-
tive suffix -//undergoes vowel harmony. 

8. This and the following example show the lack of application of ex-
pected tone rules referred to in note 5 above. For this speaker, the 
definite numbers are unaffected tonally, while the indefinite numbers 
behave as if possessed. 

9. The elicitation of the following example actually was the occasion of a 
sharp dispute. One onlooker objected strongly that no such combination 
should be tolerated. The person who produced the example maintained 
equally heatedly that it was perfectly acceptable. As noted in the text, 
no examples of this sort have turned up in recorded discourse material. 

10. This example is from a text on funeral customs. The corpse is wrapped 
in cloths taken from among the cloths brought by relatives for the fu-
neral, and the number used in the wrapping is quite definite: three for a 
man, four for a woman. There is thus no indeterminacy in the disjunc-
tion, as there is in the English translation. Note that the conjunction 
wälä 'or' is borrowed from Bambara. 

11. Of course the specification of any number indicates that the speaker at-
taches a high degree of importance to that participant. The use of the 
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higher numbers, however, is more obviously related to the numerical 
meaning, whereas the singularity of 'one' makes it redundant when the 
language already distinguishes singularity morphologically. 

12. 'Time' in the sense of 'occasion ' , as in 'He fell three times.1 

13. The /f/ of shon- is voiced due to the final nasal of the preceding root. 
14. In the text corpus, mujyd is used only 6 times, whereas punf is used 204 

times. 
15. Jugü 'evil ' is borrowed from Bambara jugu 'evil ' . 
16. Cf. English selfsame. 
17. Kälä 'read' (the low tone comes from the direct object) is borrowed 

from Bambara kalan ' read'. 
18. A/o£/// 'car' is borrowed from Bambara mobili'car'. 
19. Compare English 'That isn't done.' 
20. Κόηιϊ' as i f is borrowed from French comme. 
21. Tire 'train' and bombärär6 are borrowed from French train and bom-

barder. 
22. The antecedent of the possessive pronoun wu- is mobilige ' truck'. This 

is an example of the extended use of a genitive phrase with a pronoun 
head described in the preceding section. 

23. Tea is 'raised' in Supyire: the verb reduplicated here consists of the 
root yiri 'rise, go up' together with the causative suffix -gV. 

24. The sootänhätjke and soobtfni are the two pedals attached to the heddles 
of a loom. 

Chapter 7: Simple clauses 

1. This sentence was occasioned by a child asking what my binoculars 
were. When I explained that I used them to watch birds, a bystander ut-
tered the sentence. 

2. If the identificational pronouns arose from the conflation of a pronoun 
with a copula, it is likely that the present-day subject of an identifica-
tional clause began its career as a predicate nominal fronted for focus. 
In the absence of comparative reconstruction, this remains speculation. 

3. This particle seems to be related to the postposition bää 'without'. His-
torically, this postposition had the form bälV, and is most likely derived 
from the Bambara/Jula verb/postposition bali 'prevent from, without' 
(though the tone is high whereas the Supyire postposition has a low-mid 
weak tune). The hypothesis that bä is derived from bää is considerably 
strengthened by the observation that when the negative question particle 
mä is added, bä becomes bälä, the [m] of mä eliding and [1] of bää ap-
pearing just as one would expect according to the rule which avoids se-
quences of three vowels if possible. An example of this is: 
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Sde bälä a? 
truth NEG.PRED NEG.Q 
'Isn't that true?' Lit. Isn't that truth? 

4. Tateenga means 'inhabited place'. In this sentence it corresponds to the 
French word quartier 'quarter, neighborhood'. 

5. Jigi'hope' is borrowed from Bambara j)gi'hope'. 
6. It can be interpreted as having a past tense reference if it occurs in the 

context of a past tense description, where the past time reference has 
been previously unambiguously established. 

7. The nasal prefix of mpyi is at present a puzzle. Ordinarily such a nasal 
prefix is used only in two contexts: on non-initial verbs in one type of 
serial verb construction (see chapter 8, section 8.2.1 for details) and on 
verbs following certain auxiliaries (the latter use probably having arisen 
from a grammaticalization of the former use, see Carlson 1985, 1990 
for details). As shown below, mpyi may be preceded by the progressive 
marker na, which does require the nasal prefix on a following verb. It 
may be that the na was required in the past, but is in the process of be-
ing eliminated, leaving behind the nasal prefix. 

8. Täba is a species of tree which I have not yet identified in French, Eng-
lish, or Latin. 

9. It could be argued that all the future uses of what appears to be copular 
pyicould equally well be translated 'become'. 

10. As an auxiliary, sii can be preceded by a variety of other auxiliaries. 
See chapter 9, section 9.3.2.1 for details. 

11. This was said by one man to a group of other men. The speaker, al-
though quite close to the addressees, was about to distance himself from 
them, which may account for the use of the distal copula. The use of the 
distal is also occasionally pejorative, and this may be the case here. 

12. The past time reference is set in the preceding context of the discourse 
from which this example is drawn. 

13. The initial [w] of the adverb wani is commonly elided. Wani is a nomi-
nalization of the distal copula wä. 

14. This and the following example are common replies to greetings. This is 
the reply when greeted at home by a visitor (the question being Y)) a 
cüürjö la? 'Are you well?'). The following example is the reply one 
would make when visiting, the person visited having asked after one's 
family. 

15. This example is taken from a narrative recounting the French conquest 
of Sikasso. Babemba, the last king of Sikasso, was killed when the 
French stormed the city, and his sons and nephews fled. Subsequently, 
one of them, Kuluncungo, went over to the French. The French then 
asked him to indicate who would have succeeded Babemba as king of 
Sikasso, and whether or not he was still alive. 
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See also Clark (1978). In an abstract sense, the possessed item is con-
ceived of as being 'located at' the possessor. 
This is a common reply to an inquiry after the health of one 's family. It 
basically means that there are no problems. 
Either a homophone or a further sense of pi 'be ugly, bad, dangerous' . 
See previous note. 
This is only one use of this verb. It has a transitive use meaning 'create, 
fashion, repair'. 
Marriage is exogamous. One has certain duties and rights vis-ä-vis 
members of one 's mother 's patrician. These duties and rights are 
summed up by the verb nara. 
This is borrowed from Bambara da, whose basic meaning is 'put down' . 
This is simply one use of this verb. It has a transitive use meaning 'put 
down, leave, let alone', and other senses as well, and will be met again 
below. 
This is a proverb. It contains a pun not at all obvious due to morphopho-
nemic processes. The noun ßürjgaga is a compound consisting of the 
noun r o o t ρ ύ φ 'head' and the verb root waha 'be hard, be dry ' . It thus 
literally means 'hard head' , and is the opposite of cautiousness or pru-
dence, meaning something like 'boldness' , ' foolhardiness' , or 
' rashness ' . The imperfective form of the verb waha is ware, here used 
in the sense of 'become dry ' . The proverb refers to the practice of 
spreading out such things as grain or chili peppers to dry in the sun. In 
the rainy season, timid people are more slow to spread their things out 
for fear that a sudden rain may come and spoil them. The 'hard/dry 
head' , however, boldly puts her things out, and, at least according to the 
proverb, it is her things which actually get dry. 
With a human subject, this means 'become/be paralyzed/crippled'. The 
noun denoting 'cripple' is a nominalization of this verb: faän-ηϊ 'cripple 
(DEF)' . 
Also pronounced mwohono [mw2?2n2], the /g/ becoming [?], causing 
lowering and diphthongization of the preceding vowel, and allowing the 
nasalization arising from the initial /m/ to spread rightwards. 
This verb can also be used (both intransitively and transitively) with a 
predicate nominal to mean 'turn into'. This use will be dealt with below. 
This requires either a plural subject or an associative indirect object, 
like its English counterpart. 
The verbs kare and shya appear to be synonymous in meaning in Kamp-
wo Supyire. If more advanced grammaticalization is evidence of older 
age, shya is the older of the two verbs. In a number of Senufo languages 
(e.g. Senari), the two verbs are related by suppletion, the perfective 
form being the cognate of kare and the imperfective the cognate of the 
imperfective of shya ( s i in Kampwo Supyire). In Kampwo Supyire, 
however, all four forms are viable. Perhaps comparative evidence will 
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eventually show if one of the verbs was goal oriented ('go to') while the 
other was source oriented ('go fronT), or if there was some other differ-
ence in meaning between the two. At the present time such hypotheses 
are mere speculation. 

30. This verb is also a change of posture verb meaning 'turn', as noted 
above. 

31. This verb, with a [ + human, + female] subject, can also mean 'give 
birth'. This use is evidently a caique on the similar use of Bambara jigin 
'go down, give birth'. 

32. With an indirect object marked with the postposition tään 'beside', this 
means 'pass by': 

U a tdrd mi) tään. 
G1S PERF pass me beside 
'S/he passed by me.' 

With an indirect object marked by the postposition na 'on, at', it means 
'surpass' and is used to construct the comparative. See section 7.5.4 be-
low, as well as chapter 8 section 8.3.5.12. 

33. This verb, used only in the imperfective, is borrowed from Bambara wä 
'go' · 

34. This verb is used both as a motion verb and a change of posture verb, as 
in the following examples: 

a. U a y)r) Sukwoo na mä kord Fäägä nä. 
G1S PERF leave Sikasso at and go Farakala at 
'S/he left Sikasso and went to Farakala.' 

b. Mii a yir) jiyi-sdd-gd na. 
I PERF get.up morning-be.early-G2S at 
Ί got up early this morning.' 

35. This verb also can mean 'move' in a sense apparently quite similar to 
kiinrji in the preceding list. 

36. The person becoming accustomed or the thing becoming accustomed to 
is the subject, while the oblique (marked with na 'at, on') codes the 
thing becoming accustomed to or the person becoming accustomed, re-
spectively. 

37. Borrowed from Bambara tiki 'cut, cross, not have confidence in'. 
38. Borrowed from Bambara yäfa 'forgive'. 
39. This is the non-present copula (see section 7.3.1) with a dynamic sense. 

Both are derived from the transitive verb pyi 'do, make'. Note that the 
latter can also take a predicate nominal when used transitively (see sec-
tion 7.4.4.5 below). 
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40. This is the intransitive (one might argue, passive) use of the verb si 
'engender, give birth'. 

41. This is from a myth recounting the origin of human beings. The first 
couple hatched from an egg brought down to earth by the Sky God Kile. 

42. This is from a story telling how a dead mother sprouted as a tree to pun-
ish her co-wife for mistreating her child. 

43. This is the causative form of s6g6'burn (intransitive)'. 
44. The patients involved may be as diverse as a pimple or a wet towel. 

This is also the verb normally used to denote milking. 
45. The subject of this verb (in its transitive use) can be either male 

( 'father') or female ( 'give birth'). 
46. This is the causative of sinflie down'. 
47. This is the 'plural* form of l i h i 'let go, take o f f . Peeling something re-

quires repeated actions of 'taking o f f . See chapter 4, section 4.4 for the 
formation of verb 'plurals'. 

48. This verb has in addition two other senses: a) 'leave main path' and b) 
'give a new wife her own kitchen'. 

49. This highly versatile verb has already been met in its intransitive sense 
of 'believe'. 

50. This verb must be related historically to the preceding one, and prob-
ably also to the noun ηύ-gd 4smell-G2S\ It is not much used, as far as I 
can tell, the principal way of encoding the concept 'smell' being with 
the expressions X nüge ta 'get X 's smell' and X nüge bya 'drink X's 
smell'. 

51. Borrowed from Bambara sdmi' warn'. 
52. These forms are synonymous, and certainly related historically. Some 

people use one or the other, and some use both. 
53. This is a transitive use of ke ig i 'turn'. Cf. English 'turn into'. 
54. This verb also means 'get, obtain'. 
55. The direct object is focused and thus moved to the front of the clause in 

this example. The noun jink is borrowed from Bambara, which got it 
from Arabic. In Supyire it denotes the spirits which inhabit streams and 
sacred pools. 

56. Note in this example that the noun mege is indefinite, indicating that it 
is starting to be incorporated into the verb. The new, compound verb 
will thus be mege-pyi'name'. 

57. The direct object is focused in this example. 
58. This is borrowed from Bambara where its original and primary meaning 

is 'put down'. The Supyire verb yaha also has as its primary meaning 
'put down'. It is unclear whether the use of yaha to mean 'believe' is a 
caique on Bambara da, or if da is tending to replace yaha because the 
latter has developed so many other senses (see the next list below). 
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59. This is the ubiquitous verb pyi 'do ' which has already been mentioned 
frequently in the preceding sections as having the senses 'become, be 
(non-present tense), call ' . 

60. With a complement clause, kanmeans 'give in order that... ' . 
61. With an indicative na complement, ßye means 'see (realize) that... ' , 

with a real is (H tone) complement, it means 'see someone/something 
(doing something)'. 

62. This is borrowed from Bambara /n/zr/ ' think' . 
63. Songo 'plan' can also be used as a verb of cognition meaning ' think. ' 
64. Cya ' t ry ' is also used as a transitive verb meaning 'seek for ' . 
65. This is not surprising in view of the fact that many of the adverbs are 

derived from nouns. They have shed any adpositional marking they may 
have had, and they no longer inflect as nouns, but many of them carry 
the vestiges of noun class morphology. See chapter 5, section 5.5. 

66. For the various forms of arnun) see chapter 5, section 5.5.1.1. The short-
ened forms can only take the postverbal position. The adverb sahägkΪ 
'again, still, yet ' has been recorded once in pre-subject postion, but pre-
ceded by a time phrase: 

Cam7 kä sähäqk) kä nägi s) qkärd kerege e. 
day IND again and man.DEF NARR go field.DEF to 
'One day again the man went to the field. ' 

Chapter 8: Serial verb constructions 

1. All that is left of si in maä is the lenghthened vowel and the final high 
tone. In marii the [s] is rhotacized, and the final mid tone vowel marks 
imperfective. 

2. The perfect auxiliary in Cebaara can also be reconstructed as mä. It is 
quite likely that mä is related to the verb 'come ' , whose imperfective 
form is ma. 

3. This could conceivably mean 'He pulled the knife and took it 
( = something other than the knife, in gender 3) out/off. ' But this is 
pragmatically weird. 

4. Kärimäis borrowed from Bambara karaba ' force ' . 
5. I have argued elsewhere (Carlson 1985, 1990; cf. also chapter 9) that it 

was precisely in this type of serial construction that most auxiliaries de-
veloped from grammaticalized verbs. 

6. This is one of the rare examples in which a postpositional phrase is al-
lowed to intervene between verbs in a serial construction. Probably the 
fact that both of the final two verbs take ' inner ' oblique objects (i.e. ob-
jects coding participants which form part of the generic representation 
of the event) made it undesirable to postpone the locative accompanying 
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kare 'go' till after the final verb. Note that the preceding clause, with a 
switch to progressive aspect, also has an intervening locative. 

7. The etymology of the subjunctive serial connective is not known at pre-
sent. It is possible that it is derived from the second person singular 
non-declarative pronoun ma (the elision of the initial [m] is not un-
precedented—see the following section). This pronoun is used to intro-
duce polite perfective imperatives (actually subjunctives with zero ΤΑΜ 
marking): 

Ma pa. 
you.NONDECL come 
'Come!' 

8. While the vast majority of uses of the narrative auxiliary have past time 
reference, it is not strictly accurate to say this is part of its meaning, 
since a narrative marked with it may be embedded in a conditional. 

9. There are two rivals for the honor: taha 'set down (for some purpose)' 
and tege 'help'. The first of these has the right consonants and vowels, 
but it is strong mid tone, whereas the grammaticalized verb is weak 
mid. The second has the right tone, and is also favored because for at 
least some speakers an alternate pronunciation of the grammaticalized 
verb is tegs. In fact, these two verbs are probably themselves related. 
Both Cebaara and Sucite have high tone verbs (recall that high is prob-
ably the historical source of weak mid) with the vowel [ε] meaning 
'put' or 'place': Cebaara ίέ?έ 'put' (French mettrer, Mills 1987: 352), 
Sucite tixί (Garber 1987: 365). Significantly, the Sucite verb also 
means 'help'. In addition, Cebaara has a verb tägä 'believe', which, 
given the widespread use of a single verb to mean 'put down' and 
'believe' in the area (cf. Bambara da and Supyire yah a), must be re-
lated. Sucite also has a mid tone verb ta?a 'put on the fire', which is 
one of the meanings of Supyire taha 'set down' (it also means 'follow', 
and 'repeat, recite'). How many proto-verbs there were, and how the 
meanings were divided up among them is unclear at present. 

10. In at least one Senufo language, Karaboro, the cognate, k3 survives only 
as a benefactive postposition. 

11. The to (from Bambara ton) is actually a cooperative association. Such 
associations usually have annual feasts, and the expression for 
'celebrate the feast of a cooperative society' is to tf/je, literally 'seat a 
cooperative association'. 

12. Of a total of 71 adverbial clauses in the corpus, 39 ( = 55%) have sa 
(N = 20) or pa (N = 19). 
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Chapter 9: Aspect, tense, modality, and negation 

1. The only systematic exceptions are bare imperatives, "zero" subjunc-
tives, reduced same subject clauses in consecutive constructions, and 
nominalizations. 

2. It should be noted that the distinction drawn by Dahl (198S) between 
morphological and periphrastic expression of ΤΑΜ categories is diffi-
cult to maintain in Supyire. The auxiliaries seem to fall somewhere in 
between the two kinds of coding. They are used to express both those 
categories which are typically coded morphologically cross-linguisti-
cally (e.g. past) and those that are typically coded periphrastically (e.g. 
progressive, perfect). There is no difference in complexity of coding be-
tween these various options. The use of serial verbs, by contrast, falls 
clearly in the category of periphrasis. 

3. WZ/is one of about twenty verbs which do not have a marked imperfec-
tive form. For other examples see chapter 4, section 4.2.5. 

4. The tonal difference between the base form lyi 'eat' and the imperfec-
tive form lyi is neutralized following a definite noun, since the floating 
low tone from the noun docks onto the verb. 

5. If the sample of languages in Dahl (1985) is representative, this is a 
rather unusual extension of the function of the progressive. Dahl notes 
'PROG is quite infrequently extended to habitual meaning'. With the in-
termediate step of repetitive found in Supyire, the extension does not 
seem unnatural, however. As noted in Givön (1984: 277) durative, re-
petitive, and habitual all belong in the imperfective camp. 

6. Of a total of 613 examples of the progressive used with a verb (rather 
than with a copula, see below) found in non-procedural texts (the ΤΑΜ 
in such texts is invariably 'habitual*, though this is much more fre-
quently marked with the habitual auxiliary mahn than with na) at least 
180 could plausibly be argued to have a habitual interpretation. This 
proportion (29%) indicates that the habitual meaning is a very important 
secondary function of the progressive. 

7. A proverb. The wild yam has a very long and tender tip (its 'nose') 
which is easily broken off when the tuber is dug up. The use of the 
auxiliary jiye in this example is due to its being a focus construction 
(see below in this section). 

8. In many languages the future is lumped with the imperfect. Givön 
(1984: 277) suggests that this is due to the inference that 'if an event 
has not yet occurred, its terminal boundary is not yet specified'. The 
progressive has not encroached much on the future in Supyire, but if the 
scenario presented here is correct, more expansion in that direction 
would not be unnatural. It should be pointed out that the progressive 
does co-occur with the future (see section 9.2.8.2 below). 
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9. This combination of the progressive with the sequential/narrative 
marker si/rfand the same subject conjunction mä is dealt with in section 
9.2.7.2 below. 

10. Länipii 'tax' is borrowed from French I'impot 'the tax'. Wähäti is bor-
rowed from Bambara wakati 'time'. 

11. Scnufö 'Senufo' is borrowed from Bambara or French, and should not 
be taken as the source of this much-disputed word. In this example it is 
used as the equivalent of süpyir^'the people'. 

12. The sige shiinbii are an elf- or fairy-like people who inhabit the bush. 
They are very short (only about a meter tall), have long, straight, fair 
hair and light skin, and their feet are attached in the opposite direction 
to those of human beings. They inhabit trees and have considerable 
magic power. 

13. This example is taken from a folktale in which Monkey is the comman-
dant, and Hare is his commis, or secretary. The violent incident alluded 
to occurred when Dog, enraged that Monkey had demanded taxes from 
him, decided to set the matter right. The secretary's long ears of course 
made a convenient handle with which to fling him about. Bird 'office' 
is of course borrowed from French bureau. 

14. Kirimasa 'warlord' is borrowed from Bambara kile 'war' and mäsa 
'king', ' ch ie f . The speaker is referring to the latter half of the nine-
teenth century, when the Supyire were subjugated by Bambara-speaking 
peoples. Dipye 'world' is borrowed from Bambara diyen 'world'. 

15. Mäha [ma?a] is obviously cognate with the Cebaara past tense marker 
maa. Mills (1987) nowhere indicates that the latter can be used for ha-
bitual aspect. 

16. A pwünpaarawa, literally a 'dog-walker', is a hunter who uses hunting 
dogs. A ntoonpcwoo 'termite pot' is a pot filled with leaves and twigs 
turned upside down over a termite nest. In the morning, when the ter-
mites have filled the pot in their attempt to eat the leaves and twigs, the 
owner can empty ('pour') the termites into a basket and take them home 
to feed to his poultry. 

17. The event referred to took place in the childhood of the addressee, now 
an old man. 

18. The speaker is recounting the butchering of the last elephant to be seen 
in Kampwoo. The occasion was a festive one, and was accompanied by 
music played on the fikhn), a small harp-lute (both the word and the in-
strument are borrowed from the Bambara). The players sat on a portion 
of skin taken from the elephant, in the middle of a circle of onlookers 
(fogo, borrowed from Bambara fogon, 'space surrounded by onlookers') 
and the bullets found in the meat as it was cut up were put in a pile be-
side them. The unfortunate elephant had obviously been much shot at 
before it was finally killed. 
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19. This is called the 'hodiernal' tense by some authors (cf. Dahl 1985: 125; 
Comrie 1986: 83). 

20. There are several morphemes with this segmental form in Kampwo 
Supyire. The ones most likely to be confused with the future are the 
subjunctive auxiliary si and the narrative/sequential auxiliary si There 
are several ways in which these can be distinguished from the future si. 
Only the latter is accompanied by the future prefix. The subjunctive and 
the narrative are frequently reduced to rV or V, whereas the future is 
never so reduced. The subjunctive and the narrative accept a floating 
low tone from the left (i.e. from the subject) whereas the future never 
hosts a floating tone. The future si can occur in a negative clause, 
whereas the subjunctive si and the narrative never can (there is a sepa-
rate negative subjunctive auxiliary kä). Finally, these three auxiliaries 
all combine with the progressive in distinct ways (see section 9.2.7.2). 

21. This form is attested in some dialects of Cebaara and in Tagbana 
(Clamens 1952: 1425). The form used in standard Cebaara, ή, is re-
duced through elision of the vowel rather than the consonant. 

22. I have suggested elsewhere (Carlson 1989) that the dative postposition 
ά, from *mä also has the same etymology. Clamens (1952) was perhaps 
the first to make the connection between the perfect and the dative 
postposition in a Senufo language, noting that they seemed to be identi-
cal in Tagbana. He however suggests the etymology maha 'touch'. The 
imperfectivity of ma, as well as its tone, is certainly a count against it, 
since a perfect auxiliary ought to derive from a perfective verb. How-
ever, the history of the verb 'come' in Senufo is not at all clear. This is 
one of only two examples in Supyire in which the imperfective is de-
rived through consonant mutation (the perfective form is pa) and the 
only one that displays the alternation of [p] with [m]. The imperfective 
ma may be suppletive rather than derived from the perfective. However, 
it should be pointed out that the perfective form in central Senufo is 
[pa], and that the proto-Senufo form was most likely *paN. The situ-
ation is too complicated to resolve without further comparative data. 

23. Cf. Dahl 1985: 125 (also Comrie 1986: 85), who points out that in some 
cases a perfect has developed into a recent (or "earlier today") past. 

24. Note that this makes the Supyire perfect resemble zero marking in the 
Creole ΤΑΜ system, at least superficially. Compare Bickerton's (1981) 
characterization of the zero marking in Creole ΤΑΜ systems as past for 
events and present for states. His explanation for this is that these are 
the semantically unmarked time references in each case. 

25. Comrie (1986: 78) argues that the pluperfect is "radically different" 
from the perfect, and "should not be given a uniform treatment" with it. 
While there are differences, (Comrie lists a number ad loc.\ cf. also 
Dahl 1985: 144) this statement is rather too strong. In fact the pluper-
fect usually is related morphologically to the perfect. This repeated 
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concurrence of form cannot be merely a coincidence, but must be due to 
a deep-seated similarity in meaning. In fact the ingredients noted in the 
preceding discussion, viz. perfectivity, current (or "lingering"; Givön 
1984: 280) relevance, and anteriority are all characteristics which the 
pluperfect shares with the simple perfect. 

26. S6bi (frequently also pronounced s6mi), borrowed from Bambara 
sehen, means any piece of paper with writing on it, including books, 
letters, and permits. In the context here is indicates the ticket for a 
"bush taxi". 

27. Never/is borrowed from French ncufhcures. 
28. Fwdrdbä 'co-operative society' is borrowed from Bambara fdrdba, 

which Bailleul defines as 'bien appartenant h la communaut6'. Darashf 
'five francs1 is borrowed from Bambara dalasi. 

29. As a main verb, ίέέ either takes a dative-experiencer subject with a pa-
tient indirect object ( = the thing the experiencer is accustomed to), or 
the syntactic roles are reversed, with the patient as subject and the da-
tive-experiencer as indirect object. The serial construction follows the 
first configuration in having the dative-experiencer as subject. See 
chapter 7, section 7.4.3.2 for examples. 

30. Comrie calls these tenses "combinations of absolute tenses". In Supyire 
they are not absolute, however, as the reference point can be in the past 
or future, as will appear below. 

31. The progressive marker here is a relic of the origin of the future auxil-
iary as an imperfective verb. 

32. The low tone on sähä here is due to the spread of the floating low tone 
following the subject, not to the negative auxiliary. 

33. The term "main line" is used to denote independent clauses which en-
code the events of the narrative in their proper chronological order. It 
thus excludes all clauses encoding background information, and all sub-
ordinate clauses. 

34. In poetry the earlier form warf is attested. 
35. Comrie (1986: 26-28, 61, 103) also doubts that the so-called "sequen-

tial" tenses actual code sequentiality. He claims that the sequentiality 
can in most if not all cases be attributed to an "implicature", and that it 
is not part of the meaning of the grammatical forms in question. There 
can be no rigid dividing line between "implicature" and "meaning", 
however, since in historical change yesterday's "implicature" often 
becomes today's "meaning". Certainly if the speaker regularly intends 
the hearer to draw a certain inference from a given grammatical form, 
and in fact counts on that inference being drawn (i.e. it becomes a 
"conventional implicature"), the stage is set for the inference to become 
part of the "meaning" of the form. Since the narrative/sequential auxil-
iary in Supyire can only be used under certain well-defined conditions, 
one of which is that the chronological sequence must be observed 
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(events can overlap or occasionally be simultaneous, but not out of or-
der), it seems clear that the speaker intends the hearer to understand this 
to be indicated by the use of the auxiliary. 

36 See Carlson 1986 and chapter IS below for a description of the switch-
reference system of Supyire. 

37. It looks very much like the perfect marker ä (this would explain the low 
tone on the final vowel of AS/), but it is unclear how the meaning 
(sequential with middle strength thematic continuity) could be derived 
from a composition of the perfect with a non-finite form. It could be 
that the original meaning of the perfect (possibly 'come', as noted 
above) could have been at the origin of this construction. 

38. The leaves referred to are dead leaves with which the yam mounds have 
been covered in order to keep in moisture till the yams sprout. 

39. The subject refers to a very old man who was incapable of walking. He 
used to be brought outside and 'spread out' in the sun—the verb is the 
one used for spreading out grain or cotton to dry. Cängke is 'sunlight' 
or 'daylight', and is the common word for 'day' as well'. 

40. The subject refers to a fish caught by the speaker. Supyire fishermen 
are as prone to exaggeration as fishermen elsewhere. 

41. C6g6imanner, way, means' is borrowed from Bambara cogo, with the 
same meaning. 

42. Occasionally one even hears [d] instead of [r] (or [s]). Since [r] is an 
allophone of /d/ in unstressed medial syllables, it is not surprising that 
some speakers, when for whatever reason they introduce a slight pause 
just after the future auxiliary, interpret the [r] that normally appears 
there as /d/. 

43. To 'answer the yes' means to supply the interjections and murmers of 
assent at the end of each breath group during a monologue by another 
speaker. The speaker of this example is about to launch into a narrative, 
and wants to make sure that someone is designated to 'answer the yes'. 

44. This is evidence that the original form of the auxiliary was ba. 
45. Jinä is borrowed (via Bambara) from Arabic jiimiy. In the Supyire cos-

mology it refers to tutelary spirits which inhabit streams. 
46. The construction is rather similar in meaning to the French expression 

Void que... 
47. Although the perfect auxiliary is written separately in this construction, 

for most speakers the vowel following the glottal stop is not in reality 
long (/nähä ä/ becomes [nä?ä]). Note that the low tone of the perfect 
auxiliary replaces the high on the final vowel of nähä. 

48. Compare the similar construction with säJiä described in section 9.2.5 
above. 

49. The development from 'create' to 'reputed' probably went through 
some such stage as 'imagine'. Compare the development of English fie-
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tion from the past participle of the Latin verb fingere 'shape, fashion, 
feign'. 

50. Buwara was the first inhabitant of the region including Kampwo, ac-
cording to legend. This speaker believes, though he is not certain, that 
Buwara was a Samogo (a Mande-speaking people whose territory at 
present divides the Supyire from the central Senufo groups) who came 
from Kong, a city in northern C6te d'lvoire. 

51. Ja is also used as a main verb in the common expression for 'thank 
you': Mu a jä. Literally this means 'You have overcome.' 

52. Following a high tone, mä is pronounced a step lower, as if it were mid 
tone, due to downstep (see chapter 2, section 2.3.5.1). Since nothing fo-
llows in the clause (and the tone register is generally reset during the 
pause following the m£), the terracing effect of the downstep is not felt. 
To avoid encumbering the orthography with apostrophes, therefore, the 
negative particle following a high tone is simply written as if it were 
mid, i.e. me. The same practice is followed for other high tone clause fi-
nal particles such as the relative clause marker k6 and the interrogative 
marker be. 

53. Coming at the edge of the clause as it does, this looks superficially like 
evidence for the analysis of negation as it is treated in propositional cal-
culus, as an operator on a proposition. The placement of negative mark-
ing at the periphery of a clause is extremely rare (see Dahl 1979), which 
Horn (1989) takes to be good evidence that such an analysis is mis-
guided. The value of the Senufo "evidence" is of course considerably 
vitiated by the occurrence of negative marking in the auxiliary position 
in most tense-aspects, a placement that is cross-linguistically common. 

54. Pyenga 'compound, home' has a mid-low tune, the final low of which 
floats and docks on the following negative marker. 

55. Yatooro, literally 'things with legs', has the same mid-low tone tune as 
pyenga referred to in the previous note. 

56. Thus in spite of its consistent clause final negative marking, Supyire 
also abides by the "Neg First principle" (Horn 1989: 449, quoting Jes-
persen) to the effect that negative marking is placed first or near the 
beginning of the sentence in the interests of clearness. Without such 
early marking, of course, the hearer would be unaware that the current 
clause was negative until it was terminated. 

57. Horn (1989: 190), picking up on a hint in Clark (1974), uses the term 
suppose rather than presuppose to label this "entertainment" of the af-
firmative, which obviously does not qualify as presupposition in the 
strict sense. As Giv<Sn (1989) points out, the information must be as-
sumed to be backgrounded in order for the negative to be pragmatically 
felicitous, and this same notion covers the other cases of the use of the 
combination pye na. 
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58. One such segmental negative auxiliary (J) appears in the speech of very 
old people in a very restricted environement (see below). Cebaara has a 
present tense negative auxiliary with low tone: d (Mills 1987). 

59. The Wara is one of the three major masks of the Kampwo Supyire (the 
other two being the Komo and the Kono), and corresponds to the Nya of 
the Bambara. The sij6r6 is the annual ceremony in which the mask 
"comes out". 

60. The cognate of this auxiliary in Sucite (yl) is apparently the common 
way of marking negation in the auxiliary position (Garber 1987: 36). 

61. Siga 'doubt ' is borrowed from from Bambara siga or sigi ' to doubt ' . 
62. Jäcyi'importance' is borrowed from Bambara jati*to count, consider' . 
63. Piteti 'maybe ' is borrowed from French peut-etre. 
64. The etymology of the second part of the word is unknown. It may be 

related to -fyin 'white ' , but the tone is wrong. 
65. This means that the clause must be recognizable as a relative clause on 

other grounds. The use of a relative pronoun is of course diagnostic, but 
these are used only in a minority of relative clauses. In the absence of a 
relative pronoun, the placement of a noun phrase in focus position at the 
head of the clause, coupled with the absence of the negative identifier 
which marks a negative cleft (see below), suffices to indicate a relative 
clause. 

66. The copular auxiliary jiye in this example is required when the progres-
sive occurs in a presuppositional clause, and is not the negative marker. 

67. Karadanti is borrowed from French carte d'identity. The speaker is a 
student visiting the zoo in Bamako and wishing to claim the student dis-
count on the entrance fee. A student identity card is required to obtain 
the discount, but the speaker has forgotten to bring his. 

68. Since the copula ßye does not take any negative marking in auxiliary 
position, the assigning of the negation to the main clause in sentences 
like this must be by default: the complement clause is affirmative, con-
sequently the negation must be located in the main clause. 

69. It may seem odd to speak of obligation in connection with rain. This ex-
ample, however, is taken from a discussion about rainmakers. 

70. Jatigd is borrowed from Bambara jätigi 'host ' . The proverb refers to the 
fact that in order to obtain a wife you must have a host in her village 
who will be your intermediary with her family. 

Chapter 10: Transitivity and voice 

1. Some complications are added by the practice of placing focused items 
first in the clause, but even here direct objects are distinguishable from 
subjects entirely in structural terms (see chapter 11 for details of the fo-
cus construction). Zero anaphora of both subject and direct object is 
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also common. In the case of subject it is marked (at least in many clause 
types) by special conjunctions. In the case of the direct object, the ante-
cedent must be only one or two clauses back, and in practice there is al-
most no confusion. 

2. In poetry the "demoted" patient may simply follow the verb without any 
postpositional marking, as if it were a predicate nominal. This may be 
an archaic usage, in view of the fact that many other syntactic and mor-
phological phenomena found in poetry are demonstrably archaic. 

3. Bikiis derived from the trade name Bic. 
4. Verbs which often take a complement clause (such as jwo 'say' and 

16g6 'hear1) were excluded from these calculations because of the spe-
cial difficulties they present. Also excluded were the verbs treated in 
section 10.2.2 below. 

5. Laughren (1973: 148-154) reports a morphological difference between 
passive and active in Tyebari which to the best of my knowledge is not 
found in any other Senufo language. According to Laughren, in a pas-
sive (which she calls 'stative') the final vowel of the subject is length-
ened, and in addition there are tonal differences between the passive 
and active. Compare the following (I have changed Laughren's tran-
scription to match that used in this grammar): m§ pwb Ί have swept.' 
m§ k) pwo Ί have swept it.* ki: pwo 'It is swept/has been swept.' 
Unfortunately Laughren does not provide passive sentences in different 
tenses, nor with noun subjects. The most that one can say from the data 
she gives is that there appears to be a unique passive construction 
marked in the auxiliary position in at least one tense-aspect (the per-
fect?). 

6. The 12.8 figure is actually misleadingly high. The verb involved is jya 
'break'. Of the total of 5 passives, 4 occur in one conversation where 
there is a great deal of repetition. If that text is eliminated from the cal-
culations, the percentage of passives for jya is just 4.5%, a figure more 
in keeping with the rest of the verbs in the group. This points to a meth-
odological weakness in the calculations: no effort was made to ensure 
that the data points were independent of each other. Since repetition and 
echoing are well established phenomena, the bits of data counted are 
not actually all of equal value as an indication of behavior. The figures 
presented should therefore be taken as only a rough guide. 

7. Others are Latvian, Urdu, Kupia, Amharic, Igbo, Tera, Songhai, Fijian 
etc. See Siewierska (1984:35). One example of what might be consid-
ered an agent phrase occurs in the corpus, in a relative clause: 

ka Sukwoo rf πί-pä ' jya qg6-mü cy6 6... 
and Sikasso NARR IP-come break DEM-REL hand in 
'and Sikasso came to be sacked by whom...' 
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While this would seem to have definite possibilities as a means of ex-
pressing the agent in a passive, all the speakers I consulted on the issue 
refused to produce any parallel examples. In view of this, it would per-
haps be better to translate the above phrase as 'by means of whom'. 

8. Fotf' fault' is borrowed from French faute. 
9. Parsk6 'because' is borrowed from French parce que. 
10. C6g6 'manner' is borrowed from Bambara cogo or coko 'manner'. The 

native Supyire equivalent, -ykaN- is used in the last clause of the exam-
ple. 

11. The time clauses in this calculation are simple 'when' clauses. Excluded 
are 'before', 'since' and 'while' clauses. 

12. The low tone on the first syllable of bere originates with the perfect 
auxiliary and spreads through the pronoun direct object onto the verb. 
This tone rule is not a mark of transitivity per se. 

13. This bit of inaccurate natural history is from a discourse on a kind of 
fetish that can be made from a cast off python skin if it is not swal-
lowed by the python. 

14. Τάάη does have one idiomatic transitive use, however. It derives 
obliquely from the expression 

U seega ä pen. 
his/her skin.DEF PERF be.bad.tasting 
'S/he is lonely.' lit. 'His/her skin is bad tasting.' 

From this a transitive counterpart may be derived: 

U ä seige pen ni)i nä. 
s/he PERF skin.DEF make.bad.tasting me on 
'S/he has made me miss him/her (by going on a trip, for example).' 

This has given rise to its contrary, using the verb tään transitively: 

U ä seige tään m)i nä. 
s/he PERF skin.DEF make.sweet me on 
'S/he has kept me company (and thus prevented me from being 
lonely).' lit. 'S/he has sweetened the skin on me.' 

15. The use of the reflexive is evidence for the grammaticalization of the 
noun gkdrd 'side' as part of a complex postposition. See chapter 5, sec-
tion 5.7.2. 

16. Känö 'love* is borrowed from Bambara kanu 'love'. 
17. Among these languages are Germanic, Slavic, and Romance languages 

in Indo-European. See Siewierska (1984:162ff) for a list of non-Indo-
European languages with reflexive passives, and for a description of the 
phenomenon. 
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Chapter 11: Complement clauses 

1. This does not include nominalized verbs. This subject will be returned 
to below. 

2. See note 8 however. 
3. Mf/rf is borrowed from Bambara miiri ' think'. 
4. 77/6// (singular tugi) has a wider field of reference than the English 

gloss 'fathers' . The prototypical tügi is one's biological father, but the 
term also is used to cover all paternal male blood relatives of ascending 
generations. It thus here could cover her father and his brothers and her 
grandfather and his brothers and so forth. 

5. Sishyeboro 'sack for going to the bush' (i.e. a bag to hold all the things 
necessary for working in the bush: tools, food, etc.) defies simple trans-
lation. 

6. The subject NP is focused in the main clause, placing contrastive em-
phasis on the older brother (i.e. on the possessor of /a, even though the 
coreferential pronoun required by the focus construction refers to Ja). 

7. Note that subjunctive complements even when they cannot take the na 
complementizer require the use of an emphatic pronoun to show c o n f -
erence with the subject of the main clause. 

8. It is probable that only highly topical objects can be "raised" in this was 
to the main clause. This pattern of coreference also appears to be possi-
ble if the complement direct object is focused, that is, if it is def ied. 
The corresponding unfocused but raised direct object is ungrammatical, 
unless, as in example (50) it is highly topical. Thus compare the follow-
ing: 

a. IJküü mil a sä ή-tä Zhy6 ' ύ ä bd. 
chicken I PERF go IP-find Zhye he.COMP PERFkill 
'It was a chicken that I went and found Zhye had killed.' 

b. *Mli a sä gküü tä Zhy6 Ίί ä bd. 

In (a) the direct object of the complement clause, 'chicken', has been 
"raised" to be the direct object of the main clause, and subsequently 
moved into focus position. The corresponding sentence with 'chicken' 
as unfocused direct object of the main clause as in (b) is unacceptable. 
The same pattern of coreference is also possible with manipulative 
verbs which allow "raising", such as pyi*make': 

IJküü nili ä pyi Zhy6 ' ύ ά bd. 
chicken I PERF make Zhye he.COMP PERFkill 
'It was a chicken that I made Zhye kill.' 
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The corresponding sentence with 'chicken' as the unfocused but 
"raised" direct object of the main clause is unacceptable. See the dis-
cussion of questioning items in complement clauses in chapter 14, sec-
tion 14.2.3. Note that all of these examples (except (SO) in the text) are 
elicited. The whole question of focus in complex sentences needs more 
study. 

9. Comrie (1985: 107) describes a similar situation in Russian. 
10. These have been labeled "logophoric" pronouns by Hyman (1979). 
11. Βάάτά 'work' is borrowed from Bambara baara 'work'. 
12. The use of the potential tense in the main clause in this example is 

meant to convey hypotheticality. The assertion is that, in the face of the 
evidence that had just been revealed in the preceding discourse, the ref-
erent of the subject would have to admit that the addressee is older than 
he is. 

13. Sämpfi'writings' (singular sämetji) is related to the verb s6mä 'write'. 
Both are borrowed from Bambara seben 'paper, writing, write'. 

14. This checking of the grave before the corpse is put in it is a part of the 
funeral rites. 

15. Kala'read, learn, study, teach' is borrowed from Bambara kalan 'read, 
learn, study, teach'. 

16. Käkalä 'bastard, debauched person' is borrowed from Bambara käkälä 
with the same meaning. 

17. Τέ ' tea' is borrowed from French th6. 

Chapter 12: Focus and topic constructions 

1. The absence of any copula in the affirmative, and the absence of any 
relative clause morphology or syntax, makes the "cleft" look very much 
like Y-movement. The construction seems in fact to cover the pragmatic 
functions of both clefts and Y-movement (i.e. both strong and somewhat 
weaker contrast). I have chosen to label it cleft because of the use of a 
copular element in the negative, and because of the use of a place-hold-
ing pronoun when the subject is focused. As pointed out by Givön 
(1990, chapter 16), in a subject initial language (like English or Supy-
ire) a true Y-movement construction should not be able to code focus on 
the subject, since it is already in initial position. 

2. On the face of it this contradicts some predictions based on the 
"accessibility hierarchy" (see Keenan and Comrie 1977, Keenan 1985). 
Pronoun retention is typically lower on the hierarchy than gapping. 
Supyire is thus unusual in using pronoun retention with subject, which 
is the highest point on the hierarchy, and gapping with direct object, 
which is lower. Because of the peculiar word order of the Senufo lan-
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guages (with an auxiliary between the subject and direct object), gap-
ping is an ideal strategy for direct object, but not at all for subject. 

3. Ordinarily a direct object consisting of a simple anaphoric pronoun 
should take the (floating) low tone of the perfect auxiliary. The reasons 
why it does not do so in this example (and a handful of others) are un-
clear, but probably have something to do with the exclamatory nature of 
the utterance. 

4. The basic meaning of wyere (definite wyeire) is 'leaves'. Herbalist 
practices have led to the extension of the word to cover both 'medicine' 
and 'poison', as here. 

5. Lakyärä is borrowed from Bambara lakari 'antidote'. 
6. Säsä is an intensifier that occurs only with ηά/ηέ 'now'. The combina-

tion means 'right now', 'this instant'. Its use by the speaker of the ex-
ample is an exaggeration, since the person referred to had died several 
months previously. 

7. The high tone on the subject pronoun is also found in the realis (high 
tone) complement clause type (see chapter 11, section 11.3). The high-
low tune on the identifier pronoun is surprising, since normally these 
pronouns, which have a strong mid basic tune, simply allow a preceding 
high to spread onto them, wiping out the mid tone. The source of the fi-
nal low remains unexplained at present. 

8. The genitive particle in a few cases is not used for focus as in the above 
examples, but to show that a genitive construction is intended in certain 
cases where there could be another interpretation. Thus, since some-
times adjectives can be used substantially, occasionally the combina-
tion noun + adjective could actually be intended to be genitive + noun. 
The following phrase could thus have the two meanings indicated: 

Dähä nin-jwogi 
Daha ADJ-take.DEF(GlS) 

a. 'Daha taken' (e.g. in Ί saw Daha taken from the room.') 
b. 'Daha's taking' i.e. his salary 

The use of the genitive particle unambiguously forces the second inter-
pretation, but does not necessarily indicate any focus on the genitive 
noun: 

Dähä ' ύ nin-jwoiji 
Daha GEN ADJ-take.DEF(GlS) 
'Daha's salary' 

A difficulty of another sort arises in participial nominalizations in which 
the deverbal adjective is accompanied by an adpositional phrase. Since 
the adpositional phrase intervenes between the genitive and its head, the 
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only way to show that a genitive construction is intended is to insert the 
genitive particle in front of the head noun: 

pddrji nu-vworogi lwoh6 e 
catfish.DEF ADJ-come.out.DEF water.DEF from 

υ tunmp6 
GEN noise.DEF 

'the noise of the catfish coming out of the water' 

Here again there is no hint of any kind of special focus. A possible ex-
planation of the distribution of functions of the genitive particle may be 
that it was formerly used in all genitive constructions, but was subse-
quently lost in ordinary genitives. It was retained in those cases where it 
was necessary to indicate that a genitive construction was intended, and 
also in those cases where there was a special focus (accompanied by in-
tonational stress) on the possessor noun phrase. 

9. This does not hold for left dislocated time phrases. See below for exam-
ples of these. 

10. The cicahagikii are dried gourds with the seeds still inside them. They 
are played by a chorus of women who sing to their own accompani-
ment. The primary meaning of the word translated 'play' is 'hit ' , which 
is entirely appropriate for a percussion instrument. 

11. Part of the funeral celebration is a Mast dance' for the deceased, in 
which the body is danced through the village by six young men. 

Chapter 13: Relative clauses 

1. Levinson (1983: 183) states that non-restrictive relative clauses are pre-
supposed since they are not affected by the negation of the main clause. 
He seems to ignore the fact that restrictive relative clauses are not af-
fected by the negation of the main clause either. Parenthetical assertions 
are not affected by negation of the surrounding material: 'John—he's 
my second cousin, you know—plays/doesn't play the harmonica very 
well.' It is clear that in the case of such parentheticals, non-restrictive 
relative clauses included, imperviousness to main clause negation can-
not be taken as a litmus test of presupposition. 

2. This is a feature shared by many languages in the area, including Bam-
bara (the head-internal embedded relative clauses of Bambara much 
cited (mostly from Bird 1968) in the literature (cf. Keenan 1985, Giv<Sn 
1990) are less preferred than the unembedded variety, as Bird himself 
states). Keenan (1985) and Comrie (1981) use the term "corelative" for 
unembedded relative clauses. Keenan asserts that corelatives are not 
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noun phrases, and thus are not relative clauses properly speaking. The 
variety found in Supyire, however, have a few, albeit perhaps residual, 
nominal features. It will be shown below that the relative clause plus 
main clause construction has certain similarities to the topic plus main 
clause construction. We will continue to use the more transparent label 
of unembedded relative clause. 

3. For the tone of k6y see section 2.3.5.1 of chapter 2. It obeys the same 
rules as other clause final high tone particles, such as the negative 
marker me (see chapter 9,note 52). 

4. Cinmpyii 'blood relatives' are more precisely members of one 's patri-
cian. 

5. The verb glossed 'announce' is literally 'whistle ' . I have not yet discov-
ered the reason for its collocation with 'death announcement' . 

6. The falling tone and the [o] vowel of the relative clause marker in this 
example are due to its amalgamation with the clause final politeness 
marker yd. 

7. Sdrdlashf 'a soldier' is borrowed from Bambara sorodasi 'soldier ' , 
which is borrowed in turn from French soldat. 

8. This type of relative clause is similar to the prevailing type in Bambara. 
Bambara does not have a procedure for focusing items by placing them 
at the head of the clause. In relative clauses, the relativized noun phrase 
always remains in its ordinary place in the clause, and is followed by 
the relative determiner/pronoun min. The resumptive noun phrase in the 
main clause is coded as a demonstrative. The major difference between 
the Supyire and the Bambara relative clause is the presence of the 
clause final marker in Supyire, which has no counterpart in Bambara. 
Following is an example of a Bambara relative clause construction, with 
the Supyire translation beneath: 

BAMBARA: N' ye fali min sän, 
I PAST donkey REL buy 

SUPYIRE: Mii a düfaänqke qk6-mü shwb g6, 
I PERF donkey.DEF DEM-REL buy REL 

BAMBARA: ο sä-ra kunun. 
DEM die-PAST yesterday 

SUPYIRE: kura a kwü tajijaä. 
it(EMPH) PERF die yesterday 

'The donkey which I bought died yesterday (lit.: Ί 
bought which donkey), that one died yesterday.' 

9. See chapter 9, note 45. 
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10. Käfifä'entrust' is borrowed from Bambara kaftfa 'entrust'. 
11. Tübabü 'white person' is borrowed from Bambara tübäbu 'white per-

son', ultimately from Arabic. 
12. Jonmbilä 'freeing of slaves' is borrowed from Bambara jbn 'slave' and 

bila 'let go, leave' 
13. Note that the 'whoever' series of pronouns in English also require sin-

gular agreement. 
14. Jijä 'do one's best' is borrowed from Bambara jijä, with the same mean-

ing. 
15. KeshiS is borrowed from French caisse. 
16. Leaving the relativized noun phrase in its ordinary place in the clause 

rather than "extracting" it means of course that positions can be relativ-
ized which are not allowed in a language like English, hence the awk-
ward translation. 

17. Döönf a bit' is borrowed from Bambara doonin 'a bit'. 

Chapter 14: Non-declarative speech acts 

1. For a detailed attempt at a semantically based typology of different 
kinds of imperative speech acts, see Hamblin (1987: 1-45). 

2. The various characteristics of the speech act of manipulation discussed 
in this section are drawn from Givön 1990, chapter 18. 

3. Normally the imperfective of pa 'come' has strong mid tone: ma. In the 
imperative it can keep this mid tone, or it can be pronounced with a 
high tone as in the example. The latter tune is probably a relict of the 
original tune, which can be reconstructed as high on the basis of com-
parative evidence. 

4. The subjunctive auxiliary s /has the same phonological forms as the nar-
rative/sequential auxiliary (see chapter 9, section 9.2.6). 

5. The low tone on the imperfective subjunctive auxiliary is due to the 
floating low tone preceding the verb ywä 'go' . This verb, which is bor-
rowed from Bambara wä 'go' , is the only verb with a lexical floating 
low tone recorded so far in Kampwo Supyire. 

6. Käntugo 'back' is used metaphorically to signify one's sympathetic ac-
quaintance, in particular members of one's patrician (cf. English 
'backing'). Note that the final vowel of Kile assimilates to the vowel of 
the following auxiliary. The combination is thus pronounced [kla:Ra]. 

7. In verbal clauses, la has invariant mid tone. When it follows a predicate 
nominal, however, it undergoes tonal changes triggered by the noun as 
if it had weak mid tone. 

8. From the context it is clear that the speaker (Dog, in a folktale) expects 
the reply that Monkey is indeed not well, another way of saying that he 
is crazy. Positive bias would have expected the confirmation of the 
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positive counterpart ('Monkey is well') rather than the confirmation of 
the negative. Note that the English translation 'Isn't Monkey well?' is 
biased towards a positive response, whereas the translation used in the 
example is not as obviously so biased. There is nothing in the form of 
the Supyire corresponding to this difference in English. 

9. In the Supyire culture, the 'chiefs of the earth' are different from chiefs 
of villages. The former have a certain spiritual jurisdiction over the 
land, but do not actually dispose of it, nor do they have any jurisdiction 
over people. 

10. Recall that bi without a question word forms a yes/no question (see 
section 14.2.1.1 above). 

11. The reference is to undoing a curse on the land due to a taboo being 
broken. 

12. Lf r / 'hour , time' is borrowed from French l'heure 'the hour'. 
13. Wyere literally means 'leaves'. See chapter 12, note 4. 
14. There are of course sometimes ways of rephrasing the sentence to ex-

clude the use of a serial construction. With the present example the ad-
positional marking of instrument case role can be used instead of the se-
rial verb marking, and then the direct object of the main verb can be 
questioned without difficulty: 

flähä u a kwbn πά gwooni ) ye? 
what s/hePERFcut with knife.DEF withQ 
'What did s/he cut with the knife?' 

15. There is a large body of literature on so-called "indirect speech acts". 
See in particular Brown and Levinson (1978), Levinson (1983), and the 
comments in Givön (1990, chapter 18). 

16. The form of this question is highly unusual. The interrogative deter-
miner obviously belongs with the initial noun phrase, but is separated 
from it by the rest of the clause. No other example of this sort occurs in 
the corpus, nor was I able to induce anyone into producing parallel 
examples. Pücirii are members of ones patrician who have been mar-
ried. Since most villages consist only of members of one patrician plus 
their wives (children belong automatically to their father's patrician), 
and since the clans are exogamous (at least in theory), the adult female 
members of one's patrician usually reside in another village. On the 
verb wyisee chapter 13, note 5. 
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Chapter 15: Interclausal connections 

1. See chapter 14, note 5. 
2. Kile is the creator Sky-God. This example is taken from a folktale in 

which monkey decides to eat a human being, but determines to do it in a 
dense thicket where he is not able to see the sky when he looks up (and 
consequently the sky/God cannot see his evil deed). 

3. For the use of the conditional in a relative clause, see chapter 13, sec-
tion 13.4.2. 

4. See Thompson and Longacre 1985:204f for a discussion of the phe-
nomenon of extensive borrowing of subordinating morphemes. Such 
borrowing seems to be at least as extensive in Supyire as in the two 
Mexican languages cited by Thompson and Longacre: Yaqui and Isth-
mus Zapotec. 

5. These are common names of dogs, borrowed from Bambara. 
6. See chapter 9, note 12. 
7. Compare also the use of 'and' to mark conditionals in early modern 

English. 
8. Dügüsön 'village festival' is borrowed from Bambara dügü 'village, 

town' and son 'worship, offer sacrifices'. The Supyire term is käsunno 
(from känhä 'village' + sun 'offer sacrifices', borrowed from the Bam-
bara verb above). The denotatum is an annual festival to thank the tute-
lary spirits of the village (the 'jinns') for favors during the past year and 
to pray for the coming year. 

9. Bäärä 'work' is borrowed from Bambara baara 'work'. 
10. This seems to be a caique on the Bambara conjunctive phrase ο bee n'a 

ta 'this all and its own'. 
11. ΚίΙέ'wrench' is borrowed from French c/e/'wrench'. 
12. Mekanishyingiri 'mechanics, repair work' is formed from mekanishyen 

'mechanic' (borrowed from French m6canicieti) by the addition of a 
syllable of unknown origin (plus the gender 4 suffix -rV). 

13. Note the similar placement of the conjunction de in ancient Greek, 
which has a comparable function. 

14. IJkää is underlyingly /hkälä/. The origin of the extra syllable [la], not 
found in the standard Bambara form hka, is at present unknown. 

15. Y5 is the Supyire equivalent of the ubiquitous ο found in many if not 
most West African languages. See Singler (1988). 

16. This is evidently an archaic use of the conjunction kä, which in ordinary 
language is used as a different subject narrative connective, and cannot 
be combined as here with an imperfective verb without any auxiliary. 
The current function as a different subject marker accords well with an 
etymology pointing to an earlier function as a marker of disjunction. 
The archaic nature of the present example is due to its being a proverb. 

17. See chapter 13, note 7. 
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Formerly, instead of the cash bride price which is the custom now, men 
farmed for the families of their future wives. 
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Subject index 

Pages where a subject receives its main treatment are indicated in bold. To avoid 
confusion with page numbers, 'gender Γ, 'gender 2', etc. are written out as 'gender 
one', 'gender two', etc. 

ability modality 296, 371-374, 424, 425 
accessibility hierarchy 399 
active verb 250, 251, 322, 459 

imperfective 137, 142 
inceptive aspect with 323 
intensifier with 305 
past perfect with 355 
perfect with 328, 330, 341 
perfective with 338 
'still' tense with 346 
terminative aspect with 326 

adjective 
compound 165 
in noun phrase 222-228, 236 
independent 165 
morphology 164-166 
participle 560 
prefix 41, 165, 560 
root 164-165, 214, 279 
scope of focus and 467 
superlative 223 

adverb 172-177 
focused 239, 467 
ideophone 53, 174-175, 280 
in copular clause 238, 245, 246 
in participial clause 423 
in verbal clause 239, 267, 278-281 
location 
locative 18, 38, 175, 244, 245, 246, 

267, 278, 285, 294, 377, 472, 569 
following locative relative clause 

566 
in indirect speech 443 
in relative clause 496 
in simultaneous time clause 558 

manner 173, 278,472,474 
marking aspect 308 

marking epistemic modality 309 
quantity 173, 278, 298, 321, 325, 345, 

347, 364, 386 
in concessive conditional 579 

scope of interrogation and 530 
scope of negation and 387 
serial verb as manner adverb 298-306 
time 175-177, 278, 333, 336, 340, 472 

in indirect speech 443 
tone 42, 53 
word order 278-279, 280, 376 

adverbial clause 549-590 
additive 585 
comparison 568-570 
concessive 582-583 
conditional, see conditional 
discourse-thematic function of 588-

590 
following a left-dislocated topic 480 
in yes/no question 396 
locative 566-567 

relative clause functioning as 499 
manner 549, 567 
modality in 375 
purpose 349, 370, 375, 463, 585-588 

marked by ba...me 587-588 
marked by zw 587 
negative 586 
subjunctive 585-586 
with locative nominalization 588 

reason 580-581 
result 581-582 
scope of negation and 396 
subjunctive in 522 
substitutive 584-585 
tense in 332 
time, see time clause 
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adverbial phrase 
locative 417, 475 

focused 500 
preposed 483 

scope of interrogation and 530 
adversative particle 592-596 
'again' tense 346-347 
agent 120, 258, 262, 264, 269, 287, 401, 

407,412,436 
accessibility to subject 399 
in antipassive 410 
in causative 413, 415 
in impersonal passive 406 
in procedural discourse 404 
non-referential 403 
of passive 250, 401, 403, 405 
singular agent with reduplicated verb 

327 
subject 256, 257, 264, 267 
agreement, see gender: agreement, 

number: agreement, and definite-
ness agreement 

animate 97, 237, 419, 427 
direct object 263 
source 270 

apodosis 
as reply to conditional 'what 

about...?' question 546 
in counterfactual conditional 576 

approximants 17-19 
occlusion of 17 

aspect 283, 284, 309-328 
aspectual serial verb 294, 295, 307, 

308 
auxiliary 238, 241, 283, 308, 353, 469 
combination with negative 347, 376, 

379, 380, 385 
combination with tense 309, 353-362 
in complement clause 424, 441, 445, 

448 
in imperative 521 
in narrative 349 
in nominalized clause 423 
in serial verb construction 288, 289 

non-perfect 254, 255 
setting stage in narrative 597 

associative case 179, 249, 275, 473 
relativized 493 

augmentative 99-102 
auxiliary 7, 127, 156, 177-178, 238, 

239,241,243,268,307, 308 
combinations of 353-362 
in adverbial clauses 550 
in present tense 329 
lack of 

in imperative 517, 520 
in zero subjunctive 522 

modality 309, 363 
requiring intransitive prefix 371 
serial verb developing into 289, 296, 

354,372 
tone 53, 61, 62-63, 380 

benefactive 274-275 
postposition 20, 274-275 
serial verb 297 

case, see role, and individual cases: as-
sociative, benefactive, dative, in-
strument, locative, manner, time, 
standard of comparison 

recoverability 
cleft construction 469, 471 
constituent question 533 
left dislocation 480 
relative clause 491 

serial verb marking 294, 296-298 
causative 

morphological 14, 25, 43, 44, 141, 
142-144, 268, 269, 413-414, 415, 
418, 424 

periphrastic 413, 429-438 
serial verb construction 287 
transitive verb with causative mean-

ing 250, 255,268,415 
clause final marker 186-187, 469, 473, 

474 
attenuation 596 
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constituent question 528, 539 
locative question 11, 541 
negative 376-379, 512, 524, 568 
negative question 38, 528 
placement after complement clause 

464 
relative 11, 343, 488, 541, 551 
time clause 11, 551, 556, 564 
yes/no question 527, 528 

cleft focus construction 235-236, 237, 
239, 380, 390, 459, 468-477, 485, 
488,489 

copular clause 475-477 
in constituent question 517, 530, 533, 

538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 544 
in relative clause 500 
verbal clause 468-475 

clitic 7, 11, 32, 38-39, 40, 86, 133, 156, 
157, 158, 177, 178, 238, 285, 343 

collective 103-104 
complement clause 421-465 

anticipatory pronoun 421, 426 
cognition verb 390, 391, 422, 443-

457, 597 
degree of integration with main clause 

425 
extraposition 421 
implicative verb 430, 433, 452 
in two-clause conditional 572 
indicative (nä) 272, 390,/422, 423, 

446-452, 501 
functioning as comparison clause 

569 
indirect question 273, 422, 580 
logophoric coreference in 237, 444-

446, 501 
manipulative verb 362, 370, 391, 392, 

421, 422, 429-438, 448, 449, 511, 
544 

subjunctive in complement of 600 
modality in 363, 375 
modality verb 324, 363, 370, 391, 

392, 394, 421, 425-429, 445, 572 
subjunctive in complement of 600 

negation in 389, 390 
Neg-raising 393-395 

nominalized 324, 423, 425, 428-429, 
437-438 

perception verb 343, 392, 423, 425, 
438-443,452,511,559, 603 

effect on switch reference 603 
functioning as concessive clause 

583 
question 454-457 
questioning items in 543-545 
raising in 430 
realis (high tone) 272, 273, 343, 362, 

363, 391, 392, 422, 423, 430, 
431-435,438-443, 603 

functioning as relative clause 511 
functioning as simultaneous time 

clause 559 
sentential subject 457-460 
speech verb 237, 258, 272, 390, 391, 

422, 434, 435, 443-446, 443-457, 
602 

subjunctive 272, 337, 349, 363, 370, 
391, 392, 394, 421-422, 425-428, 
430,431-437, 522, 600 

syntactic status of 513, 514 
verbs which take 272-274 

compound 116-125 
classifying genitive 204 
descriptive genitive 229 
exceptions to glottalization in 89 
from serial verb construction 124-

125,457 
loose 428 
nasal-final root in 16 
noun-noun 116-119 
noun-verb 119-124 
ordinal number 212 
phrasal 125 
reduplicated verb 231 
rhotacization in 16 
stress in 7 
tone in 57, 58, 59, 66 
vowel lengthening in 33 
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with individualizer 99 
concession 

in contrastive coordinate clause 595 
in simultaneous time clause 559 
marked by ba 220 

concessive clause 582-583, see also 
conditional: concessive 

similarity to substitutive clause 584 
similarity to yo clause 597 

concord, see gender: agreement 
conditional 346, 368, 375, 570-580 

auxiliary 11-12, 293, 351, 362, 371, 
375,571 

concessive 571, 578-579 
counterfactual 356, 369, 571, 576-578 
in time clause 351, 551, 553, 562, 589 

in narrative 554 
indirect question complement 454-

457,580 
irrealis 570, 571-572 
low probability 570, 572-573 
negative 385, 390, 570, 574-576 

source of imperative 524 
relative clause 507-509, 580 
two-clause 572, 577, 579 
'what about' question 546 
with consecutive construction 293 
with progressive 362 
with remote future 367 
with serial construction 293 

conjunction 
clausal 184-185, 283, 523 

consecutive 283, 327 
coordinating 532 

'but' 593 
'however' 592 
'or' 596 

derived from preposition 179 
narrative 478, 514, 591, 598, 604 

and switch reference 602 
different subject 350, 351, 480, 

514, 604 
same subject 20, 36, 283, 319, 

320, 337, 349, 350, 351, 359, 

460, 483, 484, 558, 563, 565, 
599 

subordinating 377, 550 
'because' 581 
'before' 555 
' if 572, 573 
' if counterfactual 577 
•instead of 584 
•like' 568 
'since' 564, 565 
'so that' 586, 587 
'till' 561 

noun phrase 167, 179, 183-184, 268 
additive 183, 232, 572, 591 
alternative 183, 210, 233, 532, 596 
distributive 184, 215, 304, 328 

tone 56, 61, 62, 67, 70 
connective 

phrasal 
'because' 580 
concessive 582, 583 
' if 573 
' if counterfactual 577 
'like' 570 
•otherwise' 575 
'so that* 587 
'till* 563 

serial verb 283, 285, 289 
realis 20, 38, 293, 337, 577, 598 
subjunctive 291, 520, 521 

consecutive construction 283-289, 293, 
598 

consonant mutation 16, 130, 140 
control 

in causative 413, 415, 418, 429, 430 
in selection of subject 237 

coordinate 
clause 283, 549, 591-597 

negation in 395 
noun phrase 

conjunction 232-233 
disjunction 233 

copula 183, 239, 240, 241-245, 276, 
326, 345, 368, 384 
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as auxiliary 177, 241, 295, 307, 309, 
311, 315, 324, 342, 347, 348, 353-
358, 364, 365, 369, 375, 379, 382, 
469 

emphatic 244, 364, 365, 383 
in negative cleft 474 
in negative relative clause 389, 512 
locative 175, 244-245, 345, 359, 365, 

382 
in different subject narrative clause 

600 
in progressive narrative clause 600 

neutral 242 
non-present 242-244 

in bä...mipurpose clause 587 
in conditional phrasal connective 

573 
in two-clause concessive condi-

tional 579 
in two-clause conditional 572 
in two-clause counterfactual condi-

tional 577 
past tense 329, 342, 348, 353, 369, 

375,384 
subject placed after 475, 476 
tense distinction in 329 
with progressive auxiliary 314 

copular clause 238, 239, 240, 245, 241-
249 

focus in 459, 475-477 
locative 245-246, 365 

coreference 
anaphoric and emphatic pronouns 191 
in adverbial clause 462 
in complement of manipulative verb 

436 
in complement of modality verb 424, 

425 
in complement of perception verb 442 
in complement speech verb 444 
in consecutive clause 284 
in loose constructions 501 
in relative clause 462 
logophoric 444-446, 501 

coreferential noun phrase (in main 
clause following a relative clause) 
488 

absence of 499, 504 
coding of 501-505 
emphatic pronoun 489, 501 
first and second person 503, 505 
focused 505 
following semi-embedded relative 

clause 513 
gender conflict and 504 
genitive 489 
locative adverb 566 
omitted following locative relative 

clause 567 
omitted following time relative clause 

551 
second person pronoun 
subject 489, 500 
with more specific meaning than an-

tecedent 502 
with quantifier 503 

dative 238, 248, 274 
causee 435 
direct object 436, 449, 453, 458 
indirect object 269-271, 297, 435, 

445,451,452, 458,460 
postposition 274 
relativized 492, 499 
serial verb 297 
shift 270, 271, 297, 400, 435, 436 
subject 253, 255 

definite 
direct object 411 
head of relative clause 488 
predicate nominal 241 
referential, see referential: definite 
subject 240, 247, 387 
suffix 77 

definiteness agreement 169, 196, 199, 
207, 216, 222, 224,225 

deictic 
adverb 175-177, 285,443 
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copula 242, 244, 345, 358, 365, 382 
demonstrative 189, 194, 494 

in relative clause 496 
identifier pronoun 159, 240, 241, 495 
motion verb 294-295, 374, 443 
tense 329 

deixis in complement clause 443, 453 
demonstrative, see pronoun: demon-

strative, and determiner: demonstra-
tive 

denasalization 34, 93 
deontic modality 228, 555 
derivation 

derivational affix 34 
noun 105-125 
verb 142-146,413 

determiner 155-157, 209 
definite 'other' 162-163, 190, 198-

200, 209 
demonstrative 77, 189-191, 193 
emphatic 191-193, 501, 502 
in relativized noun phrase 488, 494-

496 
indefinite 190, 195-197, 209, 388, 

413,478 
indefinite 'other' 197-198 
interrogative 198, 533, 537, 540-541 
partitive 158, 195-196, 413, 503 
relative 491, 494, 498, 507, 510, 515 
simple 191-193, 201 
use ofßäh& 'what?' as 537 

detransitivization 262, 401-413, 417 
diminutive 102-103, 163 

suffix 15, 33, 53, 105-107, 225 
diphthongization 9, 12, 20, 21, 25, 26, 

32, 89 
direct object 399, 401, 414 

anticipatory pronoun 421, 426, 435, 
450 

as pragmatic role 400 
complement clause 460 
coreference of reflexive with 417 
coreference with complement direct 

object 442 

coreference with complement subject 
421,430,432, 449,511 

dative 449, 453,458 
definite 411 
focused 469, 473, 474, 544 
in consecutive construction 284 
in indicative complement clause 445 
in serial verb construction 286, 287, 

289, 290, 291, 301, 302, 303, 373 
in simultaneous time clause 558 
instrument 400, 406 
locative 400, 406 
modified by realis complement 462 
nominalized clause 428 
non-patient 406 
patient 409,411,413,415,418 
plural 312 
pronoun 284, 286, 334 
questioned 533, 534, 536 

clause internal 535 
in complement of manipulative verb 

544 
in serial verb construction 542 

reflexive 417 
relativized 491, 497, 498, 500, 508 
suppression of 401, 407, 409 
time 400, 406 
tone 43, 56, 62, 69, 70 

distributive 
aspect 327-328 
noun phrase 215-216 

conjunction 304 
relativized 505-507, 509 

repetition of number 209 
downstep 44, 70, 71-72, 147 
durative 308, 310, 314, 318, 320-321, 

325, 330, 345, 354 
in simultaneous time clause 
in time clause 553, 555, 559 
inherent 323 
initial point coded by since clause 564 
marked by adverb 321 
marked by imperfective 310, 553 

in imperative 521 
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marked by repetition of verb 284, 
286, 320 

serial verb coding 295, 321 
terminal point marked by time clause 

550,561 
with inceptive 295, 322 
with narrative tense 358 
with 'no longer' tense 347 
with 'still* tense 345 

elision 
of approximant 17-19, 80, 81, 86, 90, 

130-131, 133 
of m20,293,337 
of Λ 20, 358 
of stop 15, 94, 106, 131, 137, 143, 

144 
of vowel 37-38, 94, 131 

emphatic modifiers 220-222 
epistemic modality 244, 309, 363, 364-

369, 393, 555 
equi-NP deletion 237, 370, 394, 425, 

426, 427, 428, 463, 464, 561, 586, 
587 

existential clause 238, 246-247 

factive verb 452, 455 
finiteness 

and imperative 520 
and politeness 519 
in narrative 329, 349, 598-602 

flapping of stop 10, 11, 37, 83, 84 
focus 153, 219, 467-478 

contrastive 467 
genitive construction 477-478 
in yes/no question 530 

in copular clause 459 
in questions 527 

yes/no 530-532 
in relative clause 491, 493, 494, 505, 

510, 512 
of assertion 467, 530 
of interrogation 527 

fricatives 15-16 

nasal-fricative clusters 15-16 
future 254, 290, 308, 315, 334-337, 350, 

356, 361-362, 363, 365, 380 
auxiliary 290, 334, 335, 346, 348, 

356,366,367,368,381,593 
epistemic modality in 309, 367 
following irrealis 'when' clause 553 
immediate 337 
in complement clause 433 
in conditional clause 553, 574 
in negative conditional 574 
in past 309, 356, 369 

in counterfactual conditional 576 
irrealis modality of 363 
negative 347, 380, 381, 382 
prefix 13, 16, 64, 128-129, 290, 334, 

336, 365, 371 
following prohibitive auxiliary 524 
following purpose auxiliary 587 

remoteness in 309, 336, 367 
serial verb construction 290-291 
time reference 290, 346, 352, 363, 

368 
in irrealis time clause 571 
potential 336 
progressive with 313 

used to convey command 519 
with progressive 309, 310, 361 
with sequential 352 
with 5»'365 

gender 75-76, 249 
agreement 75 

adjective with coordinate head 236 
adjective with head noun 165, 222, 

225 
conflict 116, 234-235, 236, 504 
coreferential noun phrase with re-

lativized noun phrase 506 
descriptive genitive phrase with 

head noun 228 
determiner with head noun 155, 

189, 190, 198 
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emphatic modifier with head noun 
220 

genitive pronoun with antecedent 
200 

identifier pronoun with subject 240, 
476 

independent possessive pronoun 
with antecedent 163, 205, 249 

interrogative determiner with head 
noun 540 

ordinal number with head noun 169, 
212 

resumptive pronoun with coordinate 
noun phrase 235-236 

resumptive pronoun with focused 
noun phrasel53, 470 

resumptive pronoun with relativized 
subject 491, 498 

with noun phrase containing a num-
ber 208, 209 

grammatical versus semantic 504 
semantic values of 95-96 
suffix 14, 32, 34, 37, 43, 51 

basic 76-77 
definite 36, 48, 52, 54, 67, 69, 77 

gender one 
nominalization 108, 109, 114, 115, 

124,175 
plural 

basic suffix 21, 51, 76, 81, 145 
definite 81-82, 90 

pronoun 12 
as resumptive for first and second 

person 469 
plural 39, 406 

proper noun 234 
semantic value 96-99, 108, 121 
singular 

basic suffix 78-79, 423 
definite 79 

gender two 
nominalization 101, 108, 110, 112, 

428 
plural 

anticipatory pronoun 450 
basic suffix 40, 84-85 
definite 85-86 

semantic value 99-102, 108, 122 
singular 

basic suffix 12, 15, 33, 83 
definite 84, 541 

gender three 
nominalization 52, 108, 112, 113, 428 
plural 75 

basic suffix 12, 51, 76, 89-90, 145 
definite 90-92 

pronoun 343, 575 
anticipatory 426, 435, 450 
plural 39 
replacing extraposed sentential 

subject 459 
semantic value 102-103, 105, 108, 

122 
singular 

basic suffix 21, 30, 86-87, 106 
definite 87-88, 106 

gender four 
basic suffix 15, 30, 37, 92-93 
definite 93-94 
nominalization 108, 428 
semantic value 103-104, 108, 122 

gender five 
anticipatory pronoun450 
basic suffix 94 
definite 94-95 
nominalization 108 
semantic value 104-105, 108 

genitive 147, 148, 171, 181, 196, 200-
204, 213, 226, 227,230 

contrastive 163, 200, 205, 477-478 
descriptive genitive phrase 228-230 
nominalization in 107, 114, 116, 124 
particle 163, 200, 205, 477 
questioned 536 

reflexive 148, 153, 182, 202, 517 
tone 55-56, 60, 62, 66, 67-68, 69-70, 

370,525 
vocative 518 
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with pronominal head 163, 205-206, 
249 

glottalization 12-13, 83, 89, 375 

habitual 130, 142, 315, 316-320, 328 
auxiliary 43, 53, 128, 130, 184, 243, 

293, 304, 307, 308, 310, 316, 328, 
330, 351, 354, 383 

following 'before' clause 556 
following irrealis 'when' clause 554 
in procedural discourse 316-318, 319, 

554,562 
in serial verb construction 319, 351 
in 'till' clause 562 
marked by progressive 288, 313, 346, 

354 
negative 383 
past 309, 354 
perfective/imperfective distinction in 

316-319 
with terminative aspect 326 

habitual-sequential 352 
auxiliary 293 
coding iterativity in narrative with 

554 
following irrealis 'when' clause 554 
in comparison clause 569 

hortative 154, 309, 370, 385, 524-526 
first person plural subject 525 
in alternative question 532 
in blessings 525 
negative 526 
third person subject 525 

human 427 
direct object 269 
gender 96-99, 108, 121, 504 
question word 536 
relativized noun phrase 501 

identificational clause 223, 238 
in negative conditional 575 
in relative clause 510 
incompatibility with conditional 573 
negative 386 

identifier, see also pronoun: identifier 
negative 568, 575 

in cleft construction 468, 473, 474 
in negative conditional 575 
in phrasal connective 575 

ideophone 
adverb 53, 174-175 
verb 44, 139 

imperative 309, 363, 369, 371, 385, 
517, 518-524 

aspectual distinctions in 521 
bare 43, 310, 311, 369, 520-522 
imperfective 310, 311, 369, 521 
negative, see prohibitive 
non-declarative pronouns in 517 
non-finiteness in 517 
plural 523 
politeness in 520, 521, 522 
serial verb in 291, 520, 521 
subjunctive 154, 522-524, 553 
with complement clause 433 
with substitutive clause 584 
with 'till' clause 562 

imperfective 280, 308, 309-311, 316 
durative and 310, 317, 320 
imperative 369, 520, 521, 522 
in serial verb construction 288, 289 
incompleteness and 311 
morphology 130-142, 307, 316 
partial affectedness of patient and 413 
realis complement clause 422, 424, 

439, 441,462 
functioning as simultaneous time 

clause 559 
same subject conjunction 283 
simultaneity and 317, 318 
subjunctive 361, 370, 371 

auxiliary 291, 522, 524, 599 
suffix 14, 43, 76 

-ge 137-138 
-liand variants 130-136, 138 

'till' clause 563 
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verb form 291, 310, 311, 317, 319, 
323, 330, 334, 337, 348, 356, 366, 
372 

with formal past 330 
with habitual 316, 319 
with immediate future 337 
with inceptive aspect 322 
with narrative and subjunctive 599 
with progressive 311 
with prohibitive 371, 524 
with still tense 346 
with terminative aspect 326 

implicative verb 430, 433, 452 
inanimate 

direct object 262 
subject 265, 418, 429 

inceptive aspect 254, 322-324 
coded with complement clause 324, 

428 
coded with serial verb 295, 308, 315, 

322-323, 360, 374 
indefinite 

determiner 388, 413, 478, 503, 540 
in scope of negation 387 
locative nominalization (used as pur-

pose clause) 588 
modified by ßähä 'what?' 537 
modified by jüüD 'how much?' 539 
non-referential 195, 196, 204, 387 
predicate nominal 241 
pronominal head of genitive con-

struction 249 
pronoun 387 
referential, see referential: indefinite 
subject 240, 376, 387 

indirect object 238, 239, 253, 261, 271-
272, 279 

anticipatory pronoun 451 
coreference with subject of comple-

ment clause 442 
focused 471, 473 
in consecutive construction 284 
in nominalized clause 560 

in serial verb construction 284, 288, 
320 

in 'since* clause 565 
locative 255, 259-260, 267-269, 276-

277, 284, 285, 294, 297, 410, 412 
in simultaneous time clause 558 
questioned 537 

nominalized manner clause 549, 567 
participial simultaneous time clause 

560 
patient 262, 400, 401, 406, 409-413 
peripheral case roles 274 
questioned 534, 536 
reflexive 416, 417 
relativized 492, 498, 500 
scope of negation and 387 
with indicative (/ja) complement 451 
word order 376 

indirect question, see complement 
clause: indirect question 

instrument 179, 275 
direct object 400, 406 
in nominalization 108 
in noun compound 112, 120, 122 
relativized 493 
serial verb marking 286, 296-297 

intensive verb suffix 145-146 
intransitive 417 

active verb 249, 255-261, 297, 299, 
303, 400, 401, 402, 407, 408, 412, 
413, 414, 417, 418 

in causative serial verb construction 
287 

in transitive clause 265, 401, 413, 
414 

with locative object 260 
with predicate nominal 260-261 

clause 250, 251, 399, 401, 412 
passive 408 
with transitive verb 262, 401, 407, 

409 
converted to causative 424 
imperative 520 
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prefix 43, 127-128, 243, 244, 289, 
311, 316, 330, 331, 333, 336, 348, 
371, 573,577 

with focused direct object 469 
prohibitive 524 
questioned complement subject of 543 
with future prefix 334 
with plural subject 312 

irrealis conditional 570, 571-572, 576 
irrealis modality 272, 289, 309, 363 

habitual aspect and 554 
in 'after* clause 557 
in 'before' clause 556 
in complement clause 375, 391, 392, 

433 
in low probability conditional 572 
in main clause, requiring subjunctive 

complement clause 421, 431, 449 
in main clause, with realis comple-

ment clause 438 
in manipulative speech acts 519 
•till* clause 562 
in yo disjunctive clauses 597 

irrealis 'when' clause 550, 553-555, 556 
iterative suffix 145-146 

labialization, see secondary release 
left dislocation 479-484, 489, 501, 534 

in narrative clause 604 
lenition of stops 13-14, 129 
locative 123, 238, 240, 241, 248, 258 

adverb, see adverb: locative 
adverbial phrase, see adverbial 

phrase: locative 
direct object 400, 406, 417 
indirect object, see indirect object: 

locative 
left dislocated in question 534 
nominalizer, see nominalizer: locative 
nuclear 285 
question 541-542, 543 

clause final marker 11, 488, 533 
relativized 492, 493, 508 

logophoric, see complement clause: lo-
gophoric coreference in 

manipulation 
by means of speech 448, 449 
conditions for successful 519 
strength of 429, 430, 435, 544 

manipulative speech acts 518-526 
manner 120, 275-276 

adverb, focused 472, 474 
adverbial clause 549, 567 
nominalization 113-114, 549, 567 
question 304, 538-539 
serial verb coding 298-306 

mass noun, see noun: mass 
metrical structure 7, 34, 38, 78, 106, 

110, 130, 131, 377 
modality 309, 337, 363-375, see also 

ability, epistemic, irrealis, purpose, 
realis 

coded by serial verb 294, 296, 307, 
424 

in complement clause 424, 430, 448 
in manipulative speech acts 519 
in serial verb construction 283 
in subordinate clause 375 
verb, see complement clause: modal-

ity verb 

narrative 
'after' clause in 557 
auxiliary 15, 16, 36, 53, 283, 292, 

320, 329, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 
358, 359, 370, 385, 565, 591, 593, 
598 

'before' clause in 556 
clause 295, 483 

same subject 
used as simultaneous time clause 

558 
used as additive clause 585 
used as 'till' clause 561 

clause chaining in 597-605 
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conjunction, see conjunction: clausal: 
narrative, 514 

coordination in 591 
fmiteness in 598-602 
genre 288, 315, 317, 320, 326, 327, 

329, 330, 331, 332, 334, 341, 342, 
343, 348, 349, 355, 385, 388, 406 

agent-orientation of 404 
habitual-sequential coding iterativity 

in 554 
initial clause in 597 
introduction of participants in 478 
irrealis 'when' clause in 554 
preposed time phrase in 483 
realis 'when' clause in 551 
reported speech in 443 
switch reference in 602-605 
tense 283, 292, 309, 348-353, 359-

361, 554, 597, 600 
and negation 385 
and progressive 309, 310 
following 'before' clause 556 

nasalization 7, 19, 28, 33-34, 85 
nasals 19-20 
negation 375-397 

and presupposition 380 
in cleft construction 472-474 
in complex sentences 389-396 
marking of 376-385, 574 
of factive verb 455 
scope of 387-388, 456, 530 
tense-aspects not allowing 385 
word and phrase 396-397 

negative, see also 'no longer' tense, 'not 
yet' tense 

auxiliary 329, 347, 348, 372, 380, 
383, 379-385, 389, 390, 512, 528, 
577 

bias in yes/no question 529 
blessing 526 
clause 

adverb in negative clause 279, 386 
in paraphrase 592 
in yo disjunction 597 

progressive in 315 
referentiality in 387 
with conditional complement 455 

clause final marker 38, 371, 376-379, 
389, 390, 391, 395, 456, 464, 473, 
512, 528, 535, 568 

cleft construction 390, 468, 472-474, 
475,512 

in yes/no question 530 
complement clause 390, 391, 395 
concessive conditional 579 
conditional 385, 390, 524, 570, 574-

576 
constituent question 378, 535 
counterfactual conditional 577 
identificational clause 241 
identifier 241, 386, 390, 468, 473, 

568, 569 
marking in auxiliary position 379-385 
morphology 396 
polarity item 385-387 
purpose clause 586 
quantifier 385 
relative clause 389, 511-513 
subjunctive, see prohibitive 
time adverbial clause 389 
yes/no question 377, 378, 396, 528 

'no longer' tense 347 
nominalization 101, 102, 105, 107-116, 

226, 230, 324, 397, 423, 424, 425, 
428,437,457,458,459 

functioning as adverbial clause 549 
gender two 428 
locative 

in purpose clause 588 
manner 276, 549, 567 
participial 560 
tone 52 

nominalizer 
action 112-113 
agentive 115-116 
locative 36, 110-111, 541, 588 
manner 113-114, 276, 567 
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Ν- nominalizer 53, 64, 109-110, 124, 
437 

object 112 
privative 114-115, 396 
time 113 

non-finiteness 268, 349 
in imperatives 517 
in narrative clause 599 
subjunctive and 600 
non-human question word 537 

non-referential 
agent 404 
indefinite 387 
relativized noun phrase 496, 501, 503, 

505-511, 512 
subject 387, 406 

'not yet' tense 348 
noun 

abstract 103, 105 
mass 98, 101, 103, 108 
non-count 98, 101, 102 
used adverbially 377 
verbal 324 

noun class, see gender 
noun phrase 

coreferential, see coreferential noun 
phrase 

coreferential with topic 479, 480, 483 
focused 467, 468, 470, 474, 475 

genitive 477 
in constituent question 533, 534, 

539, 540 
introducing important new partici-

pant 478 
left dislocated 479 

number 
agreement 432, 470, 476, 491, 540 

adjective with head noun 222 
descriptive genitive phrase with 

head noun 228 
determiner with head noun 155, 

189, 190, 198 
emphatic modifier with head noun 

220 

genitive pronoun with antecedent 
200 

identifier pronoun with antecedent 
240 

independent possessive pronoun 
with antecedent 205, 249 

ordinal number with head noun 169, 
212 

partitive determiner with head noun 
195 

with coordinate noun phrase 233, 
235-236 

with noun phrase containing a num-
ber 208 

cardinal 167-169, 206-212 
ordinal 169-171,212-213,228 

object incorporation 146-150 
occlusion of approximants 17, 27, 129 
orthography 7, 9, 10, 28, 32, 39, 41, 71, 

85, 106 

palatalization, see secondary release 
parataxis 421 

complement clause 460-465 
parenthetical remark 487 
relative clause 515 

participial clause, 226 
complement of perception verb 423 
simultaneous time clause 560 

passive 250, 251, 262, 368, 401-407, 
408, 413, 417, 478 

agent of 250, 403 
impersonal 406-407 
in procedural discourse 404 
in time adverbial clause 404 

past tense 292, 295, 307, 308, 309, 329-
334, 338, 353-358, 381, 551 

auxiliary 43, 53, 244, 292, 307, 329, 
330, 332, 336, 338, 339, 344, 348, 
353, 354, 375, 381, 384, 572, 597 

copula 242, 244, 342, 369, 375, 384 
formal 330-331 
future in the past 
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in counterfactual conditional 576 
in concessive conditional 579 
in low probability conditional 572 
recent 332-334, 577 
remote 331-332, 333, 577 

patient 262, 263, 264, 267, 269, 273 
degree of affectedness 401, 409-413 
degree of control 413, 415 
direct object 265, 267, 400, 413, 415, 

418 
in complement clause 442 

in noun compound 112, 120, 121, 125 
in procedural discourse 404 
indirect object 400, 401, 406, 409-413 
of state 120, 251, 253 
subject 250, 253, 256, 262, 399, 401, 

404 
suppression of 262, 400, 401, 407-

409, 435 
topical 404 

perfect 130, 251, 254, 255, 284, 292, 
308, 328, 334, 338-341, 337-345, 
337, 363, 379 

anteriority of 338, 341-342 
auxiliary 38, 62, 127, 130, 244, 283, 

292, 293, 309, 329, 333, 334, 337, 
338, 346, 347, 353, 355, 363, 364, 
379, 381, 383, 511, 577 

coding negative event in narrative 385 
counter-sequentiality 338, 342-343 
current relevance 332, 338 
experiential 295, 344-345 
in adverbial time clause 343 
in complement clause 363, 422, 439 
in low probability conditional 572 
in realis 'when' clause 552 
in setting of narrative 343 
in 'since' clause 564 
in 'till' clause 561 
negative 379 
past 309, 342, 343, 355, 356, 366 

in counterfactual conditional 577 
past time reference of 329 
perfectivity of 338 

realis modality of 363 
source of 338 
taking over function of past 334, 343 
with active verb 328, 329 
with stative verb 328, 340, 355 

perfective 307, 308, 309-311, 338, 413 
affectedness of patient and 413 
as default aspect 310 
durative 320, 323 
in blessings 525 
in complement clause 337, 422, 424, 

439, 440, 441,462 
in imperative 369, 520, 521, 522 
in main line events in narrative 317 
in serial verb construction 288, 291, 

322 
subjunctive 292 
•till' clause 563 
verb form 284, 315, 317, 318, 323, 

324, 330, 338 
with 'again* tense 346 
with formal past 330 
with habitual 316, 326, 355 
with past 331 
with perfect 338 

pluperfect, see perfect: past 
plural 

absolutive 312 
first person hortative 525 
imperative 523 
with distributive meaning 327 

plural verb suffix 76, 145-146 
possessive clause 248-249 
postposition 53 

accompanying preposition 561, 564 
complex 181-182, 270, 274, 397 
dative 269, 270, 274, 297, 458 
development from verb 297 
in focused phrase 493 
in nominalized clause 226, 567 
instrument/associative 249, 275, 296 
locative 240, 245, 246, 248, 253, 267, 

275, 276, 277, 278, 298, 438, 451, 
458, 484, 537, 541 
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ill purpose clause 588 
in participial simultaneous time 

clause 560 
marking demoted patient 400, 409 
marking partially affected patient 411 
privative 396 
simple 156, 178-179, 311 
tone 61, 63, 64, 67-68 

postpositional phrase 245, 246, 248, 
275, see also indirect object 

potential 128, 290, 336, 357, 361, 365, 
368,383 

in comparison clause 569 
pragmatic 

agent suppression 401 
closeness between conjuncts 283 
direct object as pragmatic role 400 
exploitation of word order 469 
focus 467, 505 
function of 'still* tense 345 
function of future in past 369 
function of negative time clause 389 
function of passive 251 
function of syntactic role 399 
patient suppression 401, 409 
presupposition 468 
referentiality 317, 478 
role, see role: pragmatic 
source of current relevance 338 
topic 237, 401 

predicate nominal 157, 227, 235, 238, 
239, 241, 244, 245, 255, 260-261, 
265-267, 377,418 

focused 475, 476, 477,510 
in nominalized clause 227 
modified by relative clause 510-511 

preposition 179-181, 249, 275, 296, 523 
deleted in focused phrase 493 
functioning as subordinating conjunc-

tion 561, 564, 572 
requiring accompanying postposition 

561, 564 
'since' 564 
'till* 561, 574 

'with' 572 
present tense 241, 242, 308, 328-329, 

328, 379, 469 
presentative clause 193 

in relative clause 495, 496 
procedural genre 288, 318 

habitual in 317, 319 
habitual-sequential in 352 
irrealis 'when' clause in 554, 588 
narrative/sequential in 351, 352 
passive in 404 
patient orientation of 404 
'till' clause in 562 
time clause in 326 
use of rhetorical questions in 547 

progressive 130, 142, 242, 250, 254, 
255, 284, 288, 308, 311-316, 358-
362, 469 

auxiliary 43, 53, 130, 240, 242, 284, 
289, 307, 308, 310, 311, 346, 347, 
354, 356, 357, 363, 367, 379, 381, 
469, 511 

deletion of 311 
reduced 323, 358, 359, 360, 362 

combined with narrative auxiliary 599 
in compound tense-aspect 316 
in irrealis 'when' clause 555 
in realis complement clause 422 
in simultaneous time clause 559 
negative 379 

prohibitive 290, 369, 524 
auxiliary 128, 290, 365, 371, 383, 524 
imperfective 524 

pronoun 7, 151-164 
anaphoric 11, 39, 52, 53, 60-62, 148, 

156, 191-193, 201, 232, 237, 284, 
400, 444, 445, 459, 469, 472, 475, 
476, 480, 495, 501 

anticipatory 421, 426, 427, 435, 450, 
451, 464 

demonstrative 12, 40, 53, 160-161, 
190, 475,488 

in distributive relativized noun 
phrase 506 
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relativized 496, 505, 506, 512 
direct object 284, 286, 334, 400 
emphatic 12, 60-62, 157, 191-193, 

232, 237, 444, 445, 446, 472, 475, 
480,489,501,540 

first and second person 11, 12, 67, 68, 
69, 151-153, 202, 475, 480, 507, 
522 569 

focused 469 
relativized 496, 498, 503 

focused 472 
head of participial clause 560 
identifier 159-160, 194, 196, 200, 

241,386,476, 495 
in indirect speech 443 
indefinite 12, 158-159, 387 
indefinite other 159, 197 
independent possessive 163-164, 200, 

206, 477 
interrogative 161-162, 540 
logophoric 444 
non-declarative 153-154, 202, 517 
question word 536, 537 
reflexive 148-149, 154-155, 157-158, 

182, 200, 416-419 
relative 12, 161, 469, 491, 515 

in conditional relative 508 
in headless relative 496 
in relative clause modifying a pre-

dicate nominal 510 
non-fronted 499 
non-referential 505 

resumptive 153, 235, 237, 389, 435, 
442, 446, 459,491 

in cleft construction 469, 470, 471, 
473,474,475,476 

in constituent question 533, 536, 
537, 542, 543 

in hortative 525 
in relative clause 498 
in topic construction 480 

subject 426, 432, 435 
amalgamation with auxiliary 349, 

350, 371, 375, 599 

high tone 422,476,511,559 
in impersonal passive 406 
in subjunctive 370 
replacing sentential subject 459 

tone 53, 60-62, 63, 64, 66, 68, 334 
prospective tense 337 
purpose 

clause 111,456, 585-588 
equi-deletion in 463 
placement of 588 
subjunctive in 349, 370, 375, 463 

in serial verb construction 287 
modality 296, 374-375, 425 

quantifier 171-172, 173, 180, 209, 213-
220, 387 

exclusive 211, 216-218, 279 
following fo 'except for' 574 

in coreferential noun phrase following 
relative clause 503 

inclusive 208, 218-220 
interrogative 539-540 
negative 385, 387 
scope of focus and 467 
scope of interrogation and 530 
scope of negation and 388 
universal 214-216, 279, 386, 503 

question 526-548 
alternative 532, 596 

direct speech 453 
indirect 453 

as marked sentence type 517 
clause final marker 464 

negative 38, 377, 528, 535 
complement clause 422, 443, 453, 

454-457 
complex 542-545 

complement clause 543-545 
serial verb construction 542-543 

constituent 186, 315, 380, 468, 532-
542 

case recoverability 491, 533 
clause final marker 533, 535 
direct speech 453 
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double question 535 
fronting of question word 488 
'how' 304, 538-539 

serial verb in 538 
'how much' 539-540 
indirect 453, 456 
interrogative determiner 540-541 
locative 541-542 

clause final marker 488, 533, 541 
negative 378, 535 
presupposition in 534, 535 
use of cleft construction in 533-534 
'what' 537-538 

in reason clause phrasal connec-
tive 580 

'who' 536-537 
with clause internal question word 

535 
non-interrogative use of 547-548 
presupposition in 315, 380, 469 
scope of interrogation 467 
use of non-declarative pronouns in 

517 
'what about..." 545-547 
yes/no 465, 527-532 

bias in 377, 473, 529-530 
clause final marker 377, 527-528, 

596 
clause initial marker 528, 529 
direct speech 453 
focus in 467, 530-532 
negative 377, 378, 396, 473, 528-

529 

realis complement clause 422, 431-435, 
438-443, 449, 452, 461, 462 

effect on switch reference 603 
functioning as relative clause 511 
functioning as simultaneous time 

clause 559 
realis modality 272, 273, 289, 309, 363 

habitual aspect and 554 
in adverbial clause 375 
in 'before' clause 556 

in complement clause 362, 375, 391, 
392 

in low probability conditional 572 
realis serial verb construction 292-293, 

337 
realis 'when' clause 550, 551-553 
recipient (semantic role) 435 

direct object (dative shift) 400, 406 
subject 406 

reciprocal 416-417 
reduplication 44, 47, 139, 174, 176, 209 

reduplicated verb modifying phrase 
230-232 

repetitive aspect 327 
referential 

continuity 601 
definite 189, 200, 203 

head of relative clause 488 
indefinite 195, 196, 198, 204, 388 

head of relative clause 511 
interference 192, 446, 501 
participant 318 
pragmatically 195, 317, 478 

referentiality 195, 196 
reflexive 

control by subject 237 
direct object 265, 416, 454 
genitive 517 
indirect object 416 
pronoun, see pronoun: reflexive 
transitivity and 416-419 

relative clause 487-490, 507-509, 487-
515 

clause final marker 11, 389, 464, 469, 
488, 541, 551, 552, 556 

in substitutive clause 584 
coding of relativized noun phrase 

491-501 
clause internal 498-501 
fronted 491-498 

conditional 580 
coreferential noun phrase 446, 480, 

501-505 
locative adverb 566 
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distributive relativized noun phrase 
505-507 

effect on switch reference 603 
functioning as locative clause 566 
functioning as time clause 343, 464, 

551 
headless 496, 505, 508 
negative 389, 511-513 
non-referential relativized noun 

phrase 505-511 
past tense in 332 
perfect in 342 
presupposition in 315, 380, 469, 488 
realis complement clause functioning 

as 462 
relative determiner 191 
relative pronoun, see pronoun: rela-

tive 
relativized predicate nominal 510-511 
relativized referential-indefinite noun 

phrase 511 
similarity of comparison clause to 569 
source of realis 'when' clause 550 
syntactic status of 513-515 

repetitive aspect 327-328 
coded by progressive 315 

rhotacization 15, 16, 36 
role 

pragmatic 399, 400 
semantic 239, 251, 262, 270, 399, 

400, 401, 412, 435, 472, 499 
in noun compound 112, 119, 123 
peripheral 272, 274-278 

syntactic 237, 262, 399, 401, 421, 
444,500,512 

case recoverability 469, 473, 474, 
491 

secondary release 20-28, 29, 30, 32, 87, 
92, 134, 140, 156 

serial verb 283-306 
adverbial 275, 298-306, 322, 585 
aspectual 295, 307, 308, 395 

distributive 328 

durative 321 
experiential perfect 344 
inceptive 322, 323, 360 
terminative 324, 338 

case marking 274, 275, 276, 296-298 
compound 124-125, 457 
connective 

realis 20, 38, 337, 577, 598 
subjunctive 520, 521 

construction 254, 266, 271, 274, 291-
292, 289-293, 354 

'come' and 'go' 289-290 
future 290-291, 334, 365 
loose 315, 320, 322, 351 
questioning items in 542-543 
realis 292-293 

grammaticalized 294-306 
in adverbial clause 591 
in imperative 520, 521 
in manner question 538 
modality 296, 307, 309, 364, 424, 425 

ability 371, 424 
increased certainty 364 
purpose 374 
reduced certainty 368 
success 373 

scope of negation and 387 
source of auxiliary 307, 354, 372 
temporal 295, 347, 556 

speech verb, see complement clause: 

speech verb 
standard of comparison 276, 298 
stative verb 137, 142, 144, 249, 250, 

253, 251-255, 256, 276, 299, 300, 
302, 305, 372, 401, 413, 414, 415 

imperfective 137 
in compound noun 120, 125 
in realis complement clause 440 
in transitive clause 414 
not used in imperative 519 
with imperfective 310 
with inceptive aspect 322 
with past perfect 355 
with patient subject 401 
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with perfect 328, 338, 340, 341 
with perfective 338 
with progressive 314 
with sentential subject 457 
with terminative aspect 326 

•still' tense 309, 329, 345-348, 357-358 
auxiliary 345, 346, 347, 348, 357, 381 

stops 8-15 
stress 7, 10, 46 

diminutive suffix following 106 
elision of 1 following 82, 86 
in borrowed words 139 
initial 130 
on focused item 468 
postposition i following 40 
prohibition on w following 17, 78 
secondary release and 20 
tone in 42, 44, 46, 139 
unstressed syllable 

absorption of stop in 14 
elision of /following 80 
vowel assimilation in 15 
vowel harmony in 34 

voicing of stop following 12, 91 
vowel coalescence following 32 

subject 
accession to 399, 400, 406 
agent 256, 257, 267, 287, 400, 407, 

413,415 
agreement with 240, 241, 249, 432 
as clause-level topic 478 
as pragmatic role 399 
case recoverability and 533 
constraint on use of na as 517 
coreference constraint in complement 

clause 421, 424, 425, 442, 445, 462 
coreference with reflexive 416 
coreferential noun phrase 500, 514 
dative 253, 255, 406 
definite 387 
deletion of 370, 394 

in two-clause conditional 573, 577 
different subject clause 358 
experiencer 264 

first person 311,433, 525 
focused 469, 473, 474, 475, 476, 593 
in complement clause 422, 425, 435, 

442 
in copular clause 241, 245, 475 
in existential clause 246 
in hortative 525 
in identificational clause 239, 240, 

510 
in imperative 517, 519, 520 
in impersonal passive 406 
in locative clause 245 
in possessive clause 248, 249 
in procedural discourse 351 
in serial verb construction 283, 287-

288 
in subjunctive 370, 522 
inanimate 265, 429 
indefinite 240, 376, 387 
modified by kdn)4$4 
non-referential 387, 510 
non-volitional 335 
patient 250, 251, 253, 256, 260, 262, 

401,404,407 
plural 312 
properties 237 
quantifier in 376, 388, 530 
questioned 536, 537 

in complement clause 543, 544 
in serial verb construction 542 

relativized 389 
clause internal 507 
fronted 489, 491, 497, 498, 512 

resumptive pronoun 389 
same subject clause 283, 319, 337, 

352,359 
chains 601 

same subject complement clause 273, 
394, 425-429 

scope of negation and 387-388 
second person 311, 569 
sentential 4S7-460 
subjectless clause 284, 460 

concessive 583 
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simultaneous time clause 558 
switch reference 602-605 
tone 56, 62, 381 
word order of 237, 238, 239, 278, 

307, 350, 362, 376, 399, 475 
subjunctive 154, 309, 369 

adverbial clause 370, 375 
•before' 550, 555 
substitutive 584 
'till* 563 

auxiliary 292, 349, 353, 370, 522, 599 
complement clause 272, 273, 337, 

363, 370, 390, 391, 392, 394, 421-
422, 425-428, 431-437, 445, 448, 
450, 452, 459, 461 

finiteness and 600 
imperative 370, 463, 517, 522-524 

following irrealis 'when' clause 553 
following substitutive clause 584 
with 'till' clause 562 

imperfective 291, 361, 370, 371, 522, 
524, 526, 599 

incompatibility with other auxiliaries 
600 

negative ( = prohibitive) 290, 371, 
385, 391, 520, 524, 586 

following irrealis 'when' clause 553 
purpose clause 463, 585, 586, 587 
serial verb connective 291, 520, 521 
si 291, 292, 349, 353, 361, 370, 426, 

463, 522, 586, 599 
similarity to narrative tense 599 
with sii 365 
zero 291, 292, 370, 426, 463, 522, 

526, 563, 599 
in blessings 525 

subordinate clause 
degree of integration with main clause 

549, 580, 581, 585,591 
placement of in relation to main 

clause 588 
skipped over by switch reference sys-

tem 602 
subordinator, see conjunction 

switch reference 237, 358, 478, 591, 
598, 602-605 

syllabic nasal 8, 37 
tone 42 

syllable 7-8 
stressed 9 

lenition of stops in 13 
one per root 7 
restriction of fricatives to 15 
restriction of secondary release to 

20 
tone 44, 46, 47, 48, 49 

unstressed 
absorption of stops in 14 
elision in 17 
flapping in 10 
initial 7, 36, 38 
rhotacization in 16 
voiced stops in 9 
vowel reduction in 34, 37 

tense 250, 308, 328-362 
auxiliary 238, 241, 242, 469 
combinations with aspect 295, 309, 

353-362 
distinctions in copulas 329 
in complement clause 424, 445, 600 

direct speech 448 
indirect speech 443 

in consecutive construction 284 
in nominalized clause 423 
in serial verb construction 283, 288, 

289, 293 
non-perfect 254, 255 
non-present 240, 242 
remoteness in 308, 331-334, 336-337 
setting stage in narrative 597, 600 

terminative aspect 295, 308, 324-327 
time (semantic role) 277-278, 404 

direct object 400, 406 
focused 489 
in compound noun 120 
left dislocated 483, 534 
relativized 499, 504 
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time adverb 278, 280, 333, 336, 338, 
340 

focused 472 
in indirect speech 443 

time clause 325, 326, 341, 343, 345, 
375, 389, 464, 480, 550-566 

'after' 295, 556-558 
'before' 550, 555-556 
clause final marker 

'before' clause 556 
realis 'when' clause 11, 551, 552 
'since' clause 564 

in narrative 343, 600, 604 
in procedural discourse 351 
irrealis 'when* 506, 507, 553-555 

coding iterativity in narrative 554 
in procedural discourse 554 

modality in 550 
negative 389 
passive in 404 
realis 'when' 551-553 

derived from relative clause 505 
551 

relative clause functioning as 499, 
504 

simultaneous 462, 511, 558-561, 558 
duration in a location 558-559 
durative event 559-560 
participial 560-561 

'since' 564-566 
'till' 305, 561-564 

time question 541 
time reference 332 

future 290, 313, 336, 346, 352, 363, 
368 

time clause with 571 
generic 292, 293, 313 
past 292, 293, 329, 341, 353, 363, 389 

time clause with 505 
present 241, 244, 251, 311, 316, 328, 

329,363 
tone 42-73 

basic tunes 43-54 
minor word classes 53-54 

nouns 45-53 
verbs 43-45 

floating 54-55 
docking leftward 129 

in orthography 7 
marking of imperfective 138-140 
rule 

leftward docking 54-55 
low to mid 69-70 
spread of high 65-66, 114 
spread of low 55-63, 109, 114 
spread of low from low-mid 63-65 
weak mid to high 67-69, 70-71, 77, 

81 
topic 404, 478-485 

continuity 349, 478 
degrees of topicality 400, 401, 403, 

404 
in cleft construction 277, 278 
introduction of important new topic 

478-479 
left dislocated 446, 479-484, 489, 501 

in constituent question 534 
in different subject narrative clause 

604 
preceding relative clause 503 
relative clause as 489, 515 

list marked by yo 596 
marked by kdn) 484-485 
subject as clause level topic 237, 478 

transitive 250 
clause 250, 399, 401, 406, 407, 408 

impersonal passive 406 
with focused direct object 469 
with intransitive verb 255, 401, 

413,414,415 
with Stative verb 255 

verb 239, 262-274, 402, 407 
active 250, 262-274, 299, 301, 302, 

303,401 
causative 424 
derived 413 
imperative 520 
in intransitive clause 401, 409, 413 
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in relative clause 491 
in serial construction 286, 301, 302, 

303, 542 
plural object of 312 
prototypical 262-264 
with dative indirect object 269-271 
with experiencer subject 264 
with locative indirect object 267-

269 
with predicate nominal 265-267 
with recipient direct object 264-265 
with two indirect objects 271-272 

transitivity 399-401 
effect of on freedom to question items 

in complex constructions 542-545 
reflexive and 416-419 

umlaut 78, 79, 133, 134, 136 

vocative 202 
as speech act 518 
use of non-declarative pronouns in 

517 
voice 399-419, 478 

demotion of patient 409-413 
passive 401-407 
patient suppression 407-409 
transitivization 414-416 

voicing 10-12, 82, 84, 91, 93 
protection from, following a nasal 81, 

84, 91, 93, 94 
vowel 28-41 

assimilation 38-39, 80, 82, 133, 156, 
157,158 

coalescence 32 
harmony 34-36, 95, 106, 108, 132, 

141,142,147,157 
lengthening 33, 107 
lowering 32, 83, 89, 92, 132, 138 
neutralization 32 
raising 85, 130, 131, 133, 134, 136-

137, 140,143 
reduction 37 
rounding 41 

zero anaphora 349, 350 
in consecutive construction 284 
in same subject narrative clause 598 
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